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Akt. I.— Contributions to Meteorology : being results derived from
an examination of the observations of the United States Signal
Service, andfrom other sources ; by ELIAS Loomis, Professor
of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Tenth paper. With
Plates I and II.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, New York, Not. 6, 1878.]

Storms of the Atlantic Ocean.

In a former paper, I have noticed some storms which could
be traced across the Atlantic Ocean by means of the Paris
storm charts from June, 1864, to December, 1865, and Hoff-
meyers charts from December, 1873, to August, 1874. Hav-
ing received a copy of Hoffmeyer's charts complete to Novem-
ber-, 187°\ I have undertaken a more careful examination of

"urns. I first provided myself with a large number
oi blank maps of the Atlantic Ocean, upon precisely the same
scale as Hoffmeyer's charts, so that observations could be read-

"J transferred from Hoffmeyer's charts to my own. I then
made a careful examination of all the charts in succession,
^or the first three months (December, 1873, to February, 1874),
tbe isobars are not drawn beyond the meridian of 30° west of

that these charts were not available for this investi-
gation. For the month of March, 1874, I selected the first
c aart, which showed an isobar as low as 750 millimeters (29'5
Ch
7> near the coast of the United States, and marked upon

Tf +i°
my maPs the position of the center of the lowest isobar.

J~

tbe same low area could be identified on the chart of the fol-

wing day, I marked upon my map the position of the center
w tUe lowest isobar for that date, and I did the same for each
blowing day as long as the low area could be identified. The
Am

- Jouk. Sci—Thibd Series, Vol. XVII, No. 97.-Jak., 1879.
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Storms of the Atlantic Ocean.
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Storms of the Atlantic Ocean.
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ined were connected by straight li

the probable track of the low area was thus obtained. The
same method was pursued with each of the charts to Novem-
ber 30, 1875. [ thus obtained seventy-seven cases of low areas
Dear the coast of the United States,' and was able to follow

Jhirtv-six of them with considerable confidence entirely across
?"e Atlantic Ocean; but eight of these storms became merged
in other storms before reaching the European coast, leaving

hfferent low areas which reached the coast
01 Europe. The prec

- •
"

ie number for reference
:'

.-,1'imii 2d >1muv< the d,te
of the chart m., n < hh-h ; io« ... s:,< lir<t fo nd nca. the

coast of the United S: :0\v.s the latitude, and
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column 4th the longitude of the center of the lowest isobar for

the date mentioned in column 2d, and column 5th shows the

amount of the lowest isobar. As the isobars are drawn at

intervals of five millimeters, it is probable that at the center of

the low area the pressure was frequently as low as 745 m. (29'3

inches), and sometimes lower. Column 6th shows the latitude

in which the central path of the low area crossed the meridian

of 60° W. from Paris, and column 7th shows the lowest isobar

for that position ; column 8th shows the latitude in which the

central path crossed the meridian of 30° W. of Paris, and col-

umn 9th shows the lowest isobar for that position; column

10th shows the latitude in which the central path crossed the

meridian of Paris, and column 11th shows the lowest isobar in

that position ; column 12th shows the number of days required

for the low center to travel from the meridian of 60° to that of

Paris ; and column 13th shows the average velocity of the cen-

ter in its course between these two meridians. This average is

- to have followed the arc of a

t of the actual irregularities of

its course. Column 14th shows the highest wind reported on

the English coast at the time the low center was nearest. These

winds are estimated upon a scale from 1 to 6, where 1 denotes

a light breeze ; 2 a fresh breeze ; 3 very fresh ; 4 a hard wind

;

5 a gale, and 6 denotes a hurricane. The velocities given in

column 14th are the highest velocities reported anywhere near

the coast of England, but do not include Scotland. If Scot-

land had been included, the velocities in some cases would have

been greater. Column 15th shows the direction of the wind

corresponding to the velocity in column 14th. Sometimes at

several stations the same velocity was reported, but with dif-

ferent directions. The direction given in column 15th is the

one which occurs most frequently for the given date and

velocity.

We see from this table that in one year there are on an ave-

rage only eighteen different storms which can be traced by
means of Hoffmeyer's charts from the coast of the United
States across the Atlantic. If for each day we had two good
charts, instead of only one, it is probable that a few more
storms might be identified in their progress across the ocean,

but it is doubtful whether the number would be greatly

Nearly all of these storms pursued a course north

Paris in a latitude as low as the northern boundary of

The average track of the thirty-six low centers which are traced

means at the bottom of theby the
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were crossed in the latitudes 49°'6, 58°'0 and 63 0>
3. Since the

storm centers generally passed 800 miles north of London,
most of them did not exhibit much violence on the English
coast In half of the cases, the highest velocity reported was 3,

denoting a very fresh breeze, and in only six of the cases was
the velocity at any station on the English coast as high as 5,

denoting a gale.

We may hence conclude that when a center of low pressure
(below 29-5 inches) leaves the coast of the United States, the

v that it will pass over any part of England is only
one in nine ; the probability that it will give rise to a gale any-
where near the English coast is only one in six ; and the prob-
ability that it will give rise to a very fresh breeze is one in two.
One of the most noticeable circumstances connected with

Atlantic storms is their slow rate of progress. This is due
partly to the erratic course of the center of the low area, and
partly to the frequent blending of two low areas into one,
whence it generally results that the most eastern center appears
to be pushed backward toward the west In my eighth paper
I have described a remarkable example of this kind of move-
ment In like manner the storms numbered 35, 39, 41, 51, 53,
70 and 72 of the preceding table appeared to be pushed west-
ward by blending with storms of a subsequent date. Aside
from this cause of detention, there seems in the Atlantic Ocean
to be a special cause which frequently holds storms nearly sta-

tionary in position from day to day, and this cause is probably
the abundance of warm vapor rising from the Gulf Stream,
m close proximity to the cold dry air from the neighboring
coast of North America. Hence we see that when American
storms are predicted to appear upon the European coast, and it

is assumed that they will cross the ocean at the same rate as
they have crossed the United States, such predictions will sel-

dom be verified.
It will also be noticed that the storms which cross the Atlan-

tic, generally increase in intensity after leaving the American
coast; the average depression of the barometer shown in the
preceding table being 6 millimeters (0"24 inch) greater in long.

»0 than in long. 60°.
Origin of the storms here traced.—Two of the storms enumer-

!£ A

ln the Preceding table and which have been traced across
tue Atlantic (Nos. 51 and 70), appear to have originated over
«»e Atlantic Ocean; five of them (Nos. 46, 52, 54, 73 and 75),

JPpear to have originated in Texas or its vicinity; four ot

them (Nos. 67, 69, 71 and 74), appeared to originate in the mid-
oje latitudes, but considerably east of the Rocky M
aoouthalf of the whole number appear to have originated in

tlle neighborhood of the Rocky Mountains; that is, it is diffi-
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cult to trace tbem satisfactorily further west ; but four of the

number can be distinctly traced to the Pacific coast, viz: two

of tbem (Noa 26 and 41) to California, and two of them (Nos.

39 and 40) to Oregon. The course of No. 39 is represented on

Plate I. At 7.35 A. m., January 19th, the barometer at Port-

land, Oregon, stood at 29*34, "and at 4.35 P. m. at 29 -22, a

depression which has seldom been observed at that place.

This low area traveled eastward across the United States with

diminishing intensity. On the morning of the 20th, the great-

est depression was at Bismark, 2948 ; on the morning of the

21st. at Keokuk, 29'75 ; on the 22d, at Alpena, 29-74; on the

23d, at Sydney, 29"54, and daring the next two days the depres-

sion still further increased. Another low area had now arrived

at Nova Scotia, and on the 26th had approached so near the

former that the two seemed inclined to coalesce. On the two

following days this tendency became more decided, and on the

29th both were united in one great depression, the pressure

near the center being 28'94. This low area advanced toward

the northeast without any perceptible diminution of intensity;

but when it had nearly reached the North Cape, its course was

turned to the southeast. The center of this low area has thus

been traced through about 150° of longitude, and considering

that the depression was unusually great when first observed in

Oregon, it seems safe to conclude that this low area preserved

its identity through more than 180° of longitude. It will be

seen, however, that this storm of January 19th to February -j<1

1875, was an unusual case. The changes of the barometric

depressions are so frequent that a low area can seldom be iden-

tified in its progress from the Pacific Ocean to Eastern Europe.
West India Cyclones.—During the period embraced by Hoff-

meyer's maps, there occurred several cyclones which
in or near the Gulf of Mexico. The following cases are noted

on the maps of the United States Signal Service

:

1. 1874, Sept. 5- 7. 4. 1875, Sept. 14-19.

2. " Sept. 9-11. 5. " Oct. 13-16.
3. " Sept. 27-30. 6. " Nov. 8-11.

No. 1 apparently moved northward and was merged in a larger

depression previously existing near South Greenland. No. 2

cannot be certainly identified on the map of September 12th.

No. 3 apparently moved northward over Labrador. No. 4 (the

great I ndianola hurricane) appeared to merge in a greater depres-

sion previously existing near Newfoundland, without producing
any sensible n .. iiiicution in it. No. 5 can be traced across the

Atlantic, but during its progress it blended with one or two
other depressions. No. 6 can be traced across the Atlantic,

and throughout the entire passag stity pretty
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the

distinctly. Thus we see that of the six cyclones here
tioned, only two can be traced across the Atlantic, and
one of them escaped blending with another depression.

r

cases (although few in number) suggest the conclusion tbs

West India cyclones, however violent they may be within tl

tropics, when they reach the middle latitudes, expand in an
and lose much of their violence, and after a few days a
usually merged in some of the larger depressions which ge
erally prevail in some part of the North Atlantic Ocean

Fluctuations of the barometer on Mt. Washington and Pike's Peak.

The Annual Report of the United States Chief Signal Officer
for 1873 contains a series of hourly observations of the barom-
eter on the summit of Mt. Washington (elevation 6,285 feet),

and also at the base of the mountain (elevation 2.898 feet)

during May and June, 1873. I have projected all these obser-

] curve lines and find a general correspondence between
the fluctuations of the barometer at the two stations, with some
decided differences, among which the most noticeable is that
the maxima and minima of pressure generally occur earlier at

the base of the mountain than they do at the summit. The
following table shows the principal maxima and minima for
the months of May and June, the barometric readings being
corrected for temperature and instrumental error only.

Barometer at base and summit of Mt. Washington.

Dai, Base. Summit. Diff.

Min. May :: 12 m. 2i5-S2i 2 P.M. 2::-:;;n + 2*-

27-o-lT 11 A.M. 24-111

Max' 21

2 p'.'n. 2:5-147

2l-i'.V
7 + 1

Min.' 2>:*22 2:!-422

Max. a'm. 2402:

Min. 2,'i-fs, P.M.

Max. 29 -7is7 :, P.M. :;->:;:

Min. 30 ;. p.'m! 27-114 2:;<;o7

Max. 31 9 Y.M. 27-..i..O 24a<2!

2 A M. 2.; "X
Max.

'

is !-!

p
"m

-7 "
11 \'m.'

.-;
l

1-11}

Min.

17

S A.M.'

':' .'-_

27-1.^

[ii
24 1 i

2:;-5!(

2.:-74>

+ 2

yiiL 20 2-:-7^ -2

Max
Min. 28 t V.M. Ai)<<< .3 P.M. 2:.!-7f>

tl! _

ma and minima are represented on Plate

epresents the barometric fluctuations on
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the summit of the mountain from May 12, 2 p. M., to May 16,

2 P. M., the interval between the horizontal lines representing a

difference of one-fiftieth inch pressure, and the interval between

the vertical lines representing two hours of time. The second

curve represents the barometric fluctuations at the base of the

mountain for the same dates. The third and fourth curves

represent the fluctuations from May 22, 8 P. M., to May 26, 8

P. M. ; and the fifth and sixth curves represent the fluctuations

from May 28, 10 a. m.. to June 1, 10 A. M. The minimum of

May 13th is pretty sharply defined, and occurred on the sum-

mit four hours later than at the base. On the morning of May
15th occurred another minimum, which at the summit was

sharply defined, but at the base was inconsiderable. The min-
• imum of May 24th was pretty sharply defined at both stations,

and the same is true of the maximum May 26th. From May
28th to June 1st occurred two minima and two maxima which

are not very sharply defined, but the critical points at the

summit evidently lag behind the corresponding points at the

base. The maximum of June 8th continued for twenty-four
hours with but little change, and the highest reading occurred

at the summit of the mountain earlier than at the base, which
may be regarded as an exception to the general rule. If, how-
ever, we compare the corresponding undulations of the two
curves, I think it will appear that the first maximum occurred
at both stations at about the same instant, and the second
maximum occurred six hours earliest at the base. The decided
fall of the barometer began six hours earlier at the base than
at the summit. The minimum of June 28th continued for

eighteen hours without much change, but the absolute min-
imum occurred thirteen hours earlier at the base than at the

These observations appear to me to prove that the maxima
and minima of the barometer do not generally occur simulta-
neously at the top and bottom of Mt. Washington, but on an
average occur more than three hours later at the summit than
at the base, showing an average retardation of one hour for each
900 feet of elevation.

In order to test this result by independent observations, I

compared the observations made on the summit of Mt. Wash-
ington with those made at Burlington, Vt, and Portland, Me.,
from September, 1872, to Januaryri875. Burlington and Port-

land are distant from each other about 150 miles, and Mt
Washington is about midway between them, and we might
expect that the barometric minima at Mt. Washington would
occur at dates intermediate between those at Burlington and
Portland. I therefore selected all those cases in which the

barometer at Portland fell as low as 29 6 inches, and deter-
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mined the times of barometric minima at these three stations.

The result is shown in the following table, where the numeral
following a date denotes the 7.35 A. M. observation ; 2 denotes
he 4.35 p. m. observation ; and 3 denotes the 11 P. M. observa-
ion. When the pressure at two successive observations was
ensibly the same, I have taken the intermediate date as being
he true time of minimum. The fifth column shows the dif-

erence between the date of minimum on Mt. Washington and
he half sum of the dates at Burlington and Portland expressed
n units of eight hours.

Barometric minima at Burlington, Vt., Portland, Me., and
Mt. Washington

**

Burro. Ponrd Mt.W. Diff. Burro. Portrd M,W. OUT

1872. 1873.
Oct. u'.u

27.1 27:1'-
27

2 +
o-o

Deo. 20:3

•s:'i 2^2 4-10
Nov.

30."l 30.1

12

3 + 1-5 1874.

Jan.

15/2

8.2

10.2

15.24

S.24

1D.2

tS
Dec. 2.3

11 10 [ lo-O
23.1

28.1

2X2 2:32

28.3 i?-1
27.2 27.2 26 1 + 2-0 Feb. 11.

H

+ 1-7

Jan. 3.3

5.3

27.2

535

J:i

+ 1-Q

March
16.8 18.3

t\ mi* §.
:|

Feb. "4/24

8.1 8.2

March
21.2:-

3.2

8.24

21.3

3.2

22.2

w.
April

21.1 21.1 £ Si
16.1 ih$ 103; 2€.'l I

0-0

21.H 21.1, 21.24 30.2 311.1 30.2+0-5
23.2" 23.3

'

24.1 + 1-5 May /-:*
-n':

5.3, 4-2
20.2 20.

3

30.1
27.1

30. L fO-5 Su
1 +w

April
31.2

14.2

20JI

31.2

s
June

JT-jjf
;

i;'.^

111
May 13.2 1332

June
24.14 24.2

4.2 A

2 4.2

4.34 "To otf SI! 1? liil
B»t

20.2 20.2 + i-o 10.2* 10.3
{i-U

' 1-0L2
Oct

8.'

2

11.2

,

8 '2
13.''. 4

:l

""

Dec. U
ii:'2 L8.2

+ P0 1875.

—

.

13.2 I -.:: 3;.,;" 3 ;
2.2 i

2.2 2.3 |
+D0
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It will be seen that in one instance the minimum at Mt
Wa.-mnmtoi] occurred earlier than it did at Burlington or Port-

land; in eight cases the minima occurred simultaneously; in

seventy cases the minimum on Mt. Washington occu

than lite half sum of the dates at Burlington and Portland, the

average difference being 0'88, or seven hoars. The height of

Mi. Washington above Burlington and Portland is 6,148 feet,

m of one hour for an elevation of

870 feet.

I next compared the observations made at the summit of Mt
Mitchell in North Carolina (elevation 6,691 feet) with those

made at the base of the mountain (elevation 2,560 feet) from

August 6th to September 5th, 1878, published in the Report of

the United States Chief Signal Officer for 1873, but the fluctu-

ations of the barometer were too small to yield sal

results. The following are the most noticeable coincidences of

minimum pressure

:

These results indicate an average retardation of one hour for a

elevation of 1,600 feet, but the fluctuations are so small th
no great importance can be attached to them except as they

are taken in connection with other observations.
I next compared the observations made on Pike's Peak (ele-

vation 13,960 feet) with those made at Colorado Springs, the

base of the mountain (elevation 5,850 feet), a copy of which

observations I have received in manuscript through the kind-

ness of General Myer. When the observations at these two
stations are projected in curves, the differences between the

two curves are seen to be considerable, but there is a large

number of cases in which the resemblance is very decided.

The following table contains those cases in which the dates of

maximum and minimum pressure are most sharply defined.

There are many other eases in which the general re-

of the curves is very decided, but the change of curvature is

too gradual to admit of a satisfactory comparison of t
;

of maximum or minimum pressure. The table shows the date

(hour and minute) of several maxima and minima both at Col-

orado Springs and Pike's Peak, and the last column shows the

difference between the dates of the entieal points at the two
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Barometer at Colorado Springs and Pike's Peak.

» Date. Colorado Springs. pB,.P,.E. »

Is

22

25

26

Mia.

Max.

Max.
Min.

Min.

y x

Miu.

Max.

Min.'

Max.

Max.
Max.

Min.

Dec. 2 3^52 p.m.'

11 4.35 P.m'.

1874. Jan. 3 7^35 a.m'.

6i 12.00 m.

26j 4.35 p.m.

March 5 1 1^00 p.m!

April 2 8*52 a.m.

May 1 4.35 p/m!

BO.llioo.rjL

Dec. 15 4:35 p.m.'

1875. Jan. 21 4.35 Mi.
22 11.00 p.m.

2':!
.';')

2U 4S

LIU,

J! J Ml

29-7 1

:;<N9

:;'M2

I :••.'.:

2<)-t:::

29-:- n

3(Ht;

- -

•..I.-!

7/J5 a'.m'.

26. T.35A.M.

7^47 p!m".

11.00 ml

7.35 A.M.

4.35 ML

29-ls

::n-i2

29-75

2.' 2

29-93

2I» 20

_-.,„

j:mV:

2:i!-i

2!>-9..

J9 79

!'•'.
1

f 15.*43

+ 14.47

+ 7^7
+ 15.00

+ 14.47

- 0/22

+ 6J0

In a majority of the cases, the critical points occur several

hours later on Pike's Peak than at Colorado Springs. In ten

of the cases the difference was less than one hour, and m two
cases the minimum appeared to occur earlier at the summit

tain. These anomalies are, how-

•
i Qt I

i

i real In No. \§ the barometer at

dike's Peak was lowest at 4.35 p. m., but at 7.35 a. m. of the
next day it had risen only 002 inch. In No. 25, at the time
of the minimum at Colorado Springs, the barometer at Pike's

feak had not yet begun to rise, so that we may claim that in
both of these cases the minima occurred sensil.lv at the same

- th stations. The average retardation indicate 1
by

aj l the cases in the table is 5 h 50m , or one hour for an elevation
ot 1.;; I f Mt.

The number of cases here exar
!' ••^'•'•ant the following conclu

ined appea
he United

lospheric pressure
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generally occur first near the surface of the earth, and they

occur later as we rise above the surface, the retardation amount-

ing to one hour for an elevation of from 900 to 1,300 feet.

Since the changes in the pressure of the air generally begin

at the surface of the earth, it might be presumed that the

:, the direction of the wind must follow the same law.

In order to decide this question I selected all those eases in

which the wind on the summit of Mt. Washington blew from

either the points S., S.E., E. or N.E., according to the hourly

observations during the months of May and June, 1873. The

number of these cases was 196, and they belong to ten differ-

ent periods whose duration is shown in column 3d of the fol-

lowing table. Column 2d shows the direction of the wind

lis period, and column 4th shows the number of hours

at which this wind was observed.

Comparison ofwinds at the base and summit of Mt. Washington.

On theS— of Mt. Washington. Surface winds from the East.

li °
Wind. Duration. |

HTb. Began. |
Ended.

\

8. to E.

S. to E.

s!

-.!:. to X.E
N.E.

S. to S.E.
s.K to X.E

May 2, 2 p.m. to May 3, 6 P.M. 29
May 9, 1 a.m. to May 10, 4 p.m. 40
May 11, 11 a.m. to May 12, 5 a.m. 19

May26llOAJl!toM.2fi. ! I a .m. 2

June 22, 9 p.m. to June 25, 3P.M.J 36
June 29, 6 p.m. to June 29, 9 p.mJ 4

7 h'rs earliest. 4 hVs latest.

'.

12 " " 5 " earliest.

Uncertain. 1

'.'
.1 .il>le

In the case of Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 9 the interval named in col-
j

umn 3d exceeds the number of hours mentioned in column
4th, and includes several hours of calms, besides a few hours in

which there was a feeble wind from the N. or W. points. Col-

umn 5th shows when the surface winds began to blow from S.,

S.E., E. or N.E. ; and column 6th shows when these winds
changed to north or west. The time here given for the change
ot' the surface winds is designed to indicate the time of general

change at the neighboring stations, and does not depen
sively upon observations at the base of the mountain. It will

be seen that the surface winds generally began to blow from
the east several hours before the change took place on the sum-
mit of Mt Washington. The change of wind back from east

to west sometimes occurred first at "the base and sometimes it

occurred first on the summit. The term variable in column
6th denotes that the surface winds were feeble, and fluctuated

for several hours between east and west.
It will be noticed that during the entire period of the baro-
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metric oscillations represented on Plate II, the wind on Mt.
Washington never blew from the S., S.B., E. or N.E, and
the same is true of the four minima in the months of May and
June, 1873, mentioned on page 9. Thus we see that areas of
low barometer frequently occur accompanied by surface winds
from the south and east," while the winds on Mt. Washington
blow uninterruptedly from the western quarter ; and in those
cases in which the wind on Mt. Washington blows from an
eastern quarter, the change from west to east generally occurs
first at the base of the mountain.

It is also noticeable that the diurnal movements of the barom-
eter exhibit a peculiarity similar to that found for the acci-

dental fluctuations. This is shown by the following table,

Mean height of the barometer at all hours of the day.

Washl ..>, Mt.mtcoen,

rfM.y. MayandJune. Aug^t.

Stafnl Stamens Stafn Bum*. Base. Sum*. B,«.

2

'

"
-Sl-5

24-512 27-179 2:. 7 •_ ^•l'-.
""757

27 :•:-

101
-.::. "'351

v,n -.Kits 751 71.1 •347

5

SOL

527
532

•DTi

m 707

15,:

74*:

•73l

1
•17::

;

•180 S
537

11
•838

>38 :?:::
V'r, !m s Jt;2 •17,! •755

574

•81! 7S7 •loo •74f

•5!5

•>.; i •783 •750 -33:!

•72(5 -530

82f •521 150
•811 •52f 9?:. •147 •150

771 •155

i.;<

•17::

•7->7 •772 •163 •7231 -345

•7-7 •7301 "360

10
•9,84 73: 737 -361

•

- 174 •!»;:.' •171

---:' •815| -516 ••> !.;:• 7M. •!•;.-. •id, •728[ 355

which gives the results derived from the hourly observations
published in the Signal Service Report for 1873. Column 2d
s

;
ows the mean height of the barometer at station 1 (summit

01 Mt. Washington), at each hour of the day for the month of

June. Column 3d shows the mean height of the barometer at

station 2 (5,553 feet above sea level) ; column 4th shows the

barometer at station 3 (4,058 feet above the sea) ; and column
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5th shows the barometer at station 4 (2,898 feet above the sea).

Columns 6th and 7th show the mean height of the barometer

at station- 1 ami 4 for the month of May; columns8th and 9th

show the mean height of the barometer at stations 1 and 4 for

the months of May and June combined. Column 10th shows

the mean height of the barometer at each hour of the day fof

the immth ..f AuL'nsr, on the summit of Mt. Mitchell, N. C.

(elevation 6.091 feet), and column llth shows the barometer at

the base of the mountain (elevation 2,560 feet).

At the base of Mt. Washington the principal maximum
occurs at 8£ A. M., but on the summit it does not occur until

noon, being a retardation of 3^ hour-, which is almost identi-

cally the same as we have found on page 7 by a come
the 'accidental fluctuations. At the base of Mt. Mitchell the

principal maximum occurs at 8£ a. m., but on the summit it

occurs at 10£ a. M., being a retardation of two hours, winch

also accords remarkably with the result derived on page 10,

from the accidental fluctuations.

High Winds on Ifount Washington.

In order to study the laws of the winds on Mount Washing-
ton, I selected from the published volumes of the Signal Ser-

vice observations (Sept., 1872 to Jan., 1875) all those cases in
j

which the velocity of the wind was ai least sixty miles per hour.

The number of these eases was 434. of which 117 occurred at

7.35 A. m., 137 at 4.35 P. M. and 180 at 1 1 p. m. Thus we see

that at 11 P. M. the frequency of high winds is 42 per cent

greater than at the other hours of observation. But near the
'.

level of the sea the force of the wind at 11 p. m. is generally

near its minimum, so that we conclude that the causes which

produce high winds on Mount Washington are mainly inde-

pendent of the causes which determine the ordinary diurnal

change in the force of the wind near the level of the sea.

The following table shows the average number of cases of

violent winds for each month of the year.

Thus we see that during the winter months, high winds are

twice as frequent as during the summer months, while near the

level of the sea high winds are seven times as frequent during

the former period as during the latter period.
The following table shows the number of cases in which the

wind blew from the different directions at the time of these

high velocities.
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Southwest, 27 " Northeast, 7 "

Thus we see that 60 per cent of all the high winds came from
the northwest ; 75 per cent came from the west and northwest

;

87 per cent came from the west, northwest and north ; while
only 4 per cent came from the northeast, east and southeast.

In order to determine whether these high winds bear a con-
stant relation to centers of low pressure as indicated by obser-
vations near the level of the sea, I prepared a table showing
for each date the position of the nearest center of low pressure.
This table is so large that I have not thought it expedient to
publish it entire, and I have endeavored to abridge it in such a
manner as to give a correct idea of the contents of the complete
table. In order to equalize the number of examples for the

irections of the wind, I adopted a different standard
of velocity for each direction of the wind. For the northwest
winds I have employed only velocities amountingto one hundred
miles per hour; for the west wind, I have employed velocities of

iles per hour ; for the north winds velocities of seventy-
five miles; for the southwest winds sixtv-five miles; for the
south sixty miles; for the southeast, fifty-four miles ; for the
northeast, fifty miles, and for the east winds I have employed all

a to forty miles per hour. The results are
shown in thefollowing table, in which column 1st shows the num-
ber of reference, column 2d shows the date of observation ; col-
umn 3d the direction of the wind, column 4th its velocity in
miles per hour, column 6th the r> st center of
iow pressure, and column 5th the height of the barometer at

named.
It will be observed that with a north wind of seventy-five

miles per hour on Mount W.-hin^on there was ovnerallv a
low center near Halifax, Chatham, Sydney or Cape Eozier. In
some cases the center of leas; p respire had already passed
beyond our stations of observation. This remark applies to

^°f- 1, 12 and 13. The direction of the wind was nearlv at
right angles to the direction of the low center. In all these

pressure was above thirtv inches on the west side of
Mount Washington and at a distance of five hundred or six

"iles; but in a majority of the eases the center of
high pressure was southwest of Mount Washington.

With a northwest wind of one hundred miles per hour on

{fount Wash w center near Hali-

v, Quebec, Father Point or Cape Eozier. In the

<*«of No! m (vJi,-h i..th. r.nnn.u.tion of X'» 11) the low
center had already passed beyond our stations of observation.
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7 i

•88;Oswego.

Bate. Low.

"74. Oct. 29.2 S.W.
Dec. 11.1 S.W. 70

"15. Jan. 9.1 S.W.

'73. Jan. 5.2 S.

5.3 8. !;n

fit;

Mar. 11*.2S!

31.3 8. 82

April 9.3 S.

74. Apr. 20.2;S. 60

May lb IS •

18.3 8.

Nov.2o'.2s! -38!Portlani

75. Jan. 24^2 S." •63 Buffalo.

72. Dec. 3.2 S.E.

8-2 S.E. 5 4

73. Mar. 20.3 S.E.

S.E.

s.K. 82 Pittsbuig.

s,E. 00
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20.2 -.k. .
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May 21.3 E.

July 4.8 B.

Sept.29.3jE. 54

72. Oct 3L2 N.E.
31.3 N.E.

5<i •01 N. I—-
•79Portland

Dec. 10.2 N.E. •60
1

Quebec.

20.1 N.E.
20.2 N.E.

N.E. on

59 Feb. i

60l Mar. .
,

96. •:;:: Erie.

.

I

74=| •34,Ottaw;
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In twelve of the cases the stations which show the lowest pres-

sure are the same as reported above for the north winds, but in

six of the cases the lowest pressure was farther to the west.

The average direction of the low center from Mount Washing-
ton was nearly at right angles to the direction of the winds.
In all of these cases (except Nos. 28 and 29) the pressure was
above thirty inches on the west side of Mount Washington
and generally at a distance of about five hundred miles, but in

a majority of the cases the center of high pressure was south-
west of Mount Washington.
With a west wind of eighty miles per hour, the low center

was generally near some one of the stations already named.
In six of the cases the low center was near one of the stations

named for the north winds ; in twelve of the cases the low
center was near one of the stations named for the northwest
winds ; and in one case (No. 46) the low center was farther
west than was found for the north or northwest winds. The
angle which the wind's direction made with the direction of
the station reporting the least pressure ranges from about zero
to somewhat over 90°. On account of the small number of

stations, it is generally impossible to assign exactly the position

of the center of least pressure, but apparently the angle which
the wind's direction made with the direction of the low center
was in some cases less than 45°. In all of these cases (except
Nos. 45 and 47) the pressure was above thirty inches on the
west side of Mount Washington and generally at a distance of

about eight hundred miles ; but in all cases the center of high
pressure was somewhat south of west from Mount Washington.
With a southwest wind of sixty-five miles per hour, the

direction of the station reporting the lowest pressure ranges
from N. 25° E. to S. 75° W., the average direction of the low
center making an angle of about 90° with the direction of the

wind. In the case of No. 58 there was a low center in Vir-

ginia and a low center at the same time in Manitoba, and both
seemed to exert an influence upon the direction of the wind on
Mount Washington. In six of these cases the center of high
pressure was southwest of Mount Washington, but in the

remaining ten cases its direction was almost exactly west, and
its distance about 1,300 miles.

With a south wind of sixty miles per hour on Mount
Washington the low center is generally found nearly west from
that station. The exceptions are Nos. 71, 75, 77 and 78. In
the case of seventy-one we find the pressure at Montreal was
less than at Burlington, so that it appears possible that at the

height of 6,000 feet the center of least pressure was not over

Portland but northwest of Montreal. In the case of seventy-

five the pressure at Ottawa was only '07 inch greater than at

Am. Jodb. 8ci.—Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 97.—Jan., 1879.
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Quebec ; in the case of seventy-seven the pressure at Kings-

ton was only -02 inch greater than at Portland ; and in seventy-

eight the pressure at Albany was only -05 inch greater than at

Atlantic City ; so that it appears not improbable that at the

height of 6,000 feet the center of least pressure at each of

these four dates was west of Mount Washington. In each of

these cases there was a center of high pressure in a direction

west or southwest from Mount Washington and at an average

distance of 1,100 miles. It is presumed there was also an

area of high pressure on the east side of Mount Washington,

but it had already passed beyond our stations of observation.

With a southeast wind of fifty-four miles per hour on Mount

Washington the low center falls between the directions south

and northwest. The only exception is No. SO and this case

seems to indicate that at the height of 6,000 feet the low center

was nearly two hundred miles in arrears of the low center at

the surface of the earth. In each of these cases there was an

area of high pressure west or southwest of Mount Washingtoa
ion was nearly west aud its distance about

1,2(1" miles. The center of high pressure on the east side had

enerally passed bevond our stations of observation

case of No. 91, the" pre

and the distance of the center of low pressu

ure at Cape Rozier was 30"67 inch

great as usual.

Wit]
generally found
exceptions are Nos. 93, 91, 97 and 103. In the case of Nos.

93 and 97, observations at other stations place the low center

considerably south of Oswego and Grand Haven ; and in the

case of No. 103, observations at other stations place the low

center west of Portland. The position of the areas of high

pressure is nearly the same as for the southeast winds.

With a northeast wind of fifty miles per hour the low center

is generally found south or southeast of Mount Washington.

The exceptions are Nos. 109, 110, 111 and 117. In the case

of Nos. 109 and 117 no observations were made near the

Atlantic coast at any station east of Portland, and il

ble that at these dates the low center was not far from Halifax.

In the case of Nos. 110 and 111 the low center came from the

southwest, and the minimum of pressure on Mount Washing-

ton occurred fifteen hours later than at Bui
It seems probable therefore that at the height of 6,000 feet the

low center was considerably southwest of its position at the

surface of the earth. In the case of No. 115 the low n.-uter

yond Halifax, wr

The examination of these one hundred i
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seems to warrant the following conclusions : 1. High winds on
Mount Washington circulate about a low center as they do
near the level of the sea. 2. The motion of the wind is

nearly at right angles to the direction of the low center. 3.

The low center at the height of Mount Washington sometimes
lags behind the low center at the surface of the earth appar-
ently as much as two hundred miles.

High Winds on Pike's Peak.

In order to study the laws of the winds on Pike's Peak, I

selected from the published volumes of the Signal Service
observations (November, 1873 to January, 1875) all those cases

in which the velocity of the wind was as great as thirty miles

per hour. The number of these cases was 363, of which 136
were reported at 7.35 A. m., 97 at 4.35 p. m., and 130 at 11 p. m.

Hence it appears that at 4.35 P. M. high winds are twenty-five

per cent less frequent than at the other two hours of observa-
tion. But near the level of the sea the average force of the

wind at 4 p. m. is double that at the other two hours, which
results accord with the Mt. Washington observations in indicat-

ing that these high winds are mainly independent of the causes
which determine the diurnal change at the level of the sea.

The average number of cases of violent winds for each
month of the year is as follows

:

March 14-

)

June 21
)

Sept. 17
)

Dec. 28.5
)

April 17 {. 15.7 July 2 5- 11.3 Oct. 24 V 26.5 Jan. 42^31.2
May 16

) | Aug. 11

)

|
Nov. 38.5

) |
Feb. 23

)

Thus we see that during the winter months high winds are

nearly three times as frequent as during the summer months.

The following table shows the number of cases in which the

wind blew from the different directions at the time of these

high velocities.

West, 154 " East, "

Southwest, 111 " Northeast, 4 cases.

Thus we see that seventy-three per cent of these high winds

come from the west and southwest, and only one per cent comes
from any easterly point.

In order to determine whether these high winds bear a con-

stant relation to centers of low pressure near the level of the

sea, I have prepared a table similar to that on page 16. For
the west winds I have employed all velocities amounting to

fifty -five miles per hour; for the southwest winds I have

employed velocities of fifty miles per hour; for the northwest

winds' velocities of forty-two miles per hour ; for the north

winds thirty-five miles per hour; for the south winds thirty-
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two miles per hour ; for the northeast winds twenty-two miles

per hour; for the southeast winds ten miles per hour, and for

the east winds I have employed all velocities amounting to

seven miles per hour. The following table is arranged in the

same manner as that on page 16. For No. 47 the velocity of the

wind is given seventy-seven miles according to the published

observations; but I am informed by General Myers that this

velocity should be thirty miles.

It will be observed that with a north wind of thirty -five miles

per hour on Pike's Peak, there was generally an area of low

pressure on the east side of that station. In the case of No. 11,

throughout the entire United States the barometer was above

thirty inches, but a low center was forming near Mobile '

'

; from Pike's Peak.
With a northwest wind of forty-two miles per hour, there

was generally an area of low pressure on the northeast side of

Pike's Peak. No. 23 is the same case as No. 11 noticed above.

We also find that there was generally an area of high pressure

on the Pacific coast.

With a west wind of fifty-five miles per hour, there was

generally an area of low pressure in a northeast direction from

Pike's Peak, and an area of high pressure on the Pacific coast.

No. 40 is the same case as Nos. 11 and 23 noticed above.

With a southwest wind of fifty miles per hour, there was

generally an area of low pressure in a northerly direction from

Pike's Peak, and an area of high pressure on the Pacific coast

or on the coast of Texas.

With a south wind of thirty-two miles per hour, there was

generally an area of low pressure in a northerly direction from

Pike's Peak. Frequently the center of low pressure appeared

to be in a direction east of north. If there had been more
westerly stations of observation it is presumed that in some of

these cases the center of least pressure would have been found
west of Bismark and Fort Sully. In the case of No. 73 an

area of low pressure was forming near Pike's Peak, which
became fully developed the next day. We also find that tbe

pressure was generally somewhat above the mean in a direction

southeast from Pike's Peak.
With a southeast wind of not less than ten miles per hour,

there was generally an area of low pressure at no great distance,

but in half of the cases the lowest observed pressure was on the

northeast side ofPike's Peak. All but three of the cases occurred

in summer, and the average velocity of the wind was only sixteen

miles per hour. We also find that on the east side of Pike's

Peak, the pressure was in each case a little above thirty inches.



High Winds on Pike's Peak

»• Date. ~- Low. No. Date. I Wine, Low.

:': 29- 62 '74. Apr. 12.1S.
18.2 •2 Augusta. 63 May 27.3 S.

Dec. 26.1 4 Escanaba. 64 July" 17.3 S. 31 •65 Ft Sully.
26.3 65 Aug. 25.1 S. 41 82 Salt Lk'c.

Montgom. 66 Oct. 22.3 S. 32 •82 Bismark.
1! 6.5 Salt Lk.C.
3* Leavenw. 68 24:iS." •66 Salt Lk. C.

Ft. Sully. 24
Nov. 24.3 •75 N.Orleans •

Jacksonv. Salt Lk. C.
11

Dec. l"
35

4* •85 Santa Fe.

72 27:3;s:

73 Nov. 15.3 S. ;:;

Cheyenne.

21.3 45 61. 74 Dec. 14.2 S. 32 Bismark.
23.2 75 25.2S.

v\V Duluth. 76 27.2'S.
'74. Jan. 7.1 •5: Ft. Garry. 77 '75. Jan. 15.2]S.

8.1 •42 7 Cheyenne.
Ft iarr 79 '74. Feb. 21.1|S.E. 4>

Sept. 16.2 ,- W - 12 Santa Fe\
Nov. 4.2 \ .w Bismark. 81 May O SJl 30 -

:

20.1 64 Breckenr. •68 Ft. Sully.
22.1 •21 83 22!2S!e: -

28.2 V IV 84 28.3S.E. •71

28.3 c w Atlantic C. 85 July 2.2JS.E. 10 Ft. Sully.'

86 13.2 S.E. 61

28.1 mv 87 17.2S.E. •61

-,w 42 Cheyenne. 88 21.3 S.E. 81 Pembina.
74. Feb. 13.1 •33 89 Aug. 8.2:S.E.

Oct. 28.11 :;4 Omaha. 90 19.3 S.E. Portl'd,6.
28.2 1 91 20.2 S.E. •Of

Nov. 4.31 r! 92 24.3 S.E. 2* Salt Lk. C.

7.31V. 56 Duluth.
'

93 '74. May 30.2 E.

8.11 70 •34 Duluth. 94 June 30.2 E. 12

i
65 •68 95 July 6.2 E.

61 Bismark. 96 19.2
13.1 T

-'.

3ismark. 97 19.3 E.

21.1 \ 7. 60 Bismark. 98 20.2 E. 1

i
23.1 T

24.1 1

75

05

2v75
'89

99 Aug. 17.1

100 23.1

101 23.3

E.

E.

E.

12 91

San Diego.

Dec. 22'.2 1 29-39|Bismark. 102 Oct. 1.2 E. •H-t sSSuS:

i

24.1 T \ •60 Alpena. 103 4.2 E. «"

•70 Cheyenne. 104 4.3 H. 89
.

'. 72 Quebec. E. •9 7

55 •68:Oheyenne.
•59 Breckenr.

L06 '73. Nov. 18J x !: 83 Galveston.

f\
74. May 28.1 S 55 X.E. 36 85 tfontgom.

108 Dec. 12^2 n e 22

•68Yankton. 109 24.3 N.E. 24

S « 2^ s \v. 110 '74. Feb. 6.1 N !•: 93 Nashville.

J?i
Sept. 11. is -.- : -

jjj
&« X E. Galveston.

1
0ct- 2

2^ •23! Bismark. X.E. 81

-
22

64
N°V

-

Sl|
X K. 2 2

v\\ 0- X E. M 83 Ft.Gibson.

3 **K5 53;Ft. Sully. X.E. 23 -1

•58 Ft. Sully. 117 23.2 X.E. 84 Galveston.

58-75. jan . ^ g

IV

02 •59Cheyenne.
118 23.3

119 24.1

X V.

X.E.

28

36

•87 Ft.Gibaon.l—~J^l S 1
54

55
iS £2

X.E.

X.E. 22
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With an east wind of not less than seven miles per hour on

Pike's Peak, the pressure on the Pacific coast was generally

somewhat less than thirty inches, while on the east side of that

station the pressure was a little greater than thirty inches, but

at Santa Fe the pressure at these dates was not sensibly below
the mean. The average velocity of the wind was only twelve

miles per hour. The majority of these cases occurred in sum-

mer, and none occurred during the colder half of the year.

With a northeast wind of twenty-two miles per hour, a

pressure less than thirty inches was generally found on the east

side of Pike's Peak, its average direction being about south-

east. Also a pressure greater than thirty inches was generally

found on the north or northwest side of Pike's Peak, but in

half of the cases the difference between these two pressures did

Mt. Washington, we see that with a high wind from the north,

northwest, west, or southwest, the position of the areas of low

pressure is similar at both stations, but the centers of least

pressure are frequently more remote from Pike's Peak, and are

more widely scattered This difference may be partly explained

by the small number of stations east and north of Mt. Wash-
ington. With a high south or southeast wind on Pike's Peak
the position of the low center is sometimes apparently east of

north. Similar anomalies are sometimes noticed on Mt. Wash-
ington, but they admit of a plausible explanation. We also

notice that with a low center at a given locality, the high winds

on Pike's Peak may have a great tons. Thus
when there is a low center at Fort Sully, we find high winds

on Pike's Peak from north, northwest, southwest, south,

and southeast. When there is a low at Bismark or Cheyenne
we find high winds on Pike's Peak from northwest, west,

southwest and south. This result may be in part ascribed to

the small number of stations near the Rocky Mountains, which
renders it difficult to assign the precise position of the center of

least pressure. It also appears that the direction of the wind

on Pike's Peak depends partly upon the position of the areas

of high pressure, but this direction seems to be influenced by
circumstances which cannot be clearly assigned from the want

of observations at a sufficient number of stations.

With an east or northeast wind on Pike's Peak, there is

generally no low center of much magnitude indicated at any of

ds, and the average difference between the high on

one side and the low on the other is only one-third of an inch.

Hence we conclude that while high winds on Pike's Peak
from the directions north, northwest, west and southwest indi-

cate a circulation about a low center according to the same law
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as is observed near the level of the sea, the winds from the
south, southeast, east and northeast give only obscure indica-

tions of being governed by this law.

The winds observed on Pike's Peak from the east and south-
east are very few in number, particularly during the colder
portion of the year. The following table shows the total num-
ber of easterly winds for each month during a period of three
years from observations made three times a day.

1 13 July
. 1 4 1 J 15 II Aug.

9

2 12 Oct. 2 9

12 49 Nov. 10
i 8 1 25 II Dec. 1 2 1 2 1Apr.

I

Thus we see that during the six months from November to

April, an east wind was observed only twice in a period of

three years. In one of these cases the velocity of the wind was
six miles per hour, and in the other case three miles. The
winds from east and southeast constitute less than three per cent

of all the winds, whereas in the same latitude near the level

of the sea the winds from these directions constitute twenty
per cent of the whole number. We also notice that on Pike's
Peak easterly winds are four times as frequent in summer as

in winter, which seems to indicate that these winds are depen-
dent upon difference of temperature more than upon difference

of pressure. On the elevated plateau west of Pike's Peak are

extensive regions where the temperature is as high as it is on
the east side at a much lower level ; whence it may result that

at the height of Pike's Peak the temperature of the air on the

west side is sometimes sensibly greater than it is on the east

side.

The only station of the Signal Service whose direction is

nearly south from Pike's Peak is Santa F& I have examined
these observations to see what was the direction of the wind on
Pike's Peak at the time of low barometer at Santa Fe\ The
following table shows all the cases in which there was a consid-

erable depression at Santa Fe during the period of the pub-
lished observations at Pike's Peak. Column second shows the

date of the minimum ; column third shows the lowest observa-

tion of the barometer; column fourth shows the direction and
force of the wind at Santa F£ ; column fifth shows the direction

and force of the wind on Pike's Peak at the date named in

column second ; column sixth shows the wind on Pike's Peak
at the time of the last preceding observation ; and column
seventh shows the position of the center of the nearest low area

as shown by the observations.
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Low barometer at Santa Fe.

-

18S.W. 16|i

12S.W. 12

15 Cheyenne.

20 Ft. SuUy.

Sullv.

Salt Lake City

Ft. Sully.

S.W. 15S.W. 22 C

! S.V..

We see that the center of low pressure generally passes north

of Pike's Peak, and there are only six cases in which the low

was south of Pike's Peak, viz : Nos. 1, 8, 9, 22, 23 and 26.

In the case of Nos. 1 and 22 the wind on Pike's Peak was

northeast ; in No. 28 it was from the south ; in No. 26 it was

calm ; in No. 8 it was southeast at the time of the last preced-

ing observation ; in No. 9 it was southwest and had been blow-

ing from some western quarter for a period of forty-eight hours.

The first five cases accord tolerably well with the results found

for the winds on Mt Washington, but No. 9 seems to indicate

that the system of circulating winds which prevailed at that

date at lower stations did not extend as high as Pike's Peak.

We see that one reason why easterly winds are so rare on Pike's

Peak, particularly during the winter months, is that the low

centers generally pass north of that mountain.
The preceding investigation seems to warrant the following

conclusions, which are an extension of those stated on page 19.

1. At the height of 6,000 feet the winds circulate about cen-

ters of low pressure as they do near the level of the sea, but

frequently the position of the center of low pressure is sensibly

different 'at the height of Mt. Washington from what it is at
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lower stations, and we sometimes find low areas resulting from
a circulation of the surface winds which does not extend to the
height of 6,000 feet

2. At the height of 14,000 feet the fluctuations of the barom-
eter are quite large, but the centers of low pressure at this ele-

vation differ in position from those at lower stations, so that
frequently there appears to be but little correspondence between
the movements of the wind on Pike's Peak and the fltti

of pressure at the lower stations, and we frequently find areas of
low pressure resulting from a circulation of the surface winds
which does not extend to the height of 14,000 feet

In preparing the materials for this article I have been assisted

by Mr. Henry A. Hazen, a graduate of Dartmouth College of
the class of 1871.

In this paper I present a summary of the results attained by
a series of examinations, made in the Mesozoic strata of Vir-

ginia. These examinations have occupied the larger portion of

my summer vacations for several years. Some of my conclu-

sions were reached sometime ago, but as the field presents

many difficulties in its study, and as I arrived at some unex-
pected results, I was not willing to present them until 1 had
made repeated observations, and at remote points. As I have
been very slow myself to reach some of these conclusions, I

must expect that others will require convincing evidence before

accepting them. Such evidence perhaps cannot be presented

in the limits of an article. To deal fully with my material,

whether stratigraphical, lithological, or derived from the fossil

plants, will require an extended memoir. I hope soon to

present this.

The great denudation which the Mesozoic beds and the

enclosing crystalline or Azoic rocks have undergone, the

proneness of the former to fall into a loose incoherent mass,

the covering of drift matter and clay which often conceals the

outcrops, all unite to render the task of studying the Mesozoic
of Virginia a very laborious and difficult one.

It is due to Professor Wm. B. Rogers to state that his care-

ful and accurate observations, made in the early surveys of

Virginia, have rendered my work very much easier than it

would otherwise have been ; much that I have observed is

merely a confirmation of what he had already noted. He has

given correctly the location, boundaries and general character
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of the several Mesozoic areas, but as the relations of some of

these do not seem to be understood, it will be necessary for me
to give here some of these features with explanations. It will

be understood, as was shown by Professor Kogers, that in Vir-

ginia the Cretaceous, if it exists, does not appear to view, hence

the term Mesozoic includes only strata older than Cretaceous.

.-lie, and is

overlaid by the Tertiary.

The several Mesozoic Belts.—The largest and most important

Mesozoic belt is that which enters the State from Maryland,

west of Washington, being the continuation of the tract so

largely developed in New Jersey. For the sake of distinction

it may be called the New Jersey Belt. It has all the features

seen in its exposures farther north, and I have no reason to

doubt its being of Triassic age. So far as can be ascertained

from the scanty attainable evidence, it is in part, the oldest of

the Virginia Mesozoic. It extends unbroken to the Kapidan
Eiver in Orange County, and has to the south, a few miles dis-

tant, a small outlier now separated from it owing to erosion.

A second narrow belt, a mere remnant which has escaped ero-

sion, is found on James Eiver, in the northern part of Buckingham
County. This is now widely separated from the preceding

belt, but possibly, though not probably, it once formed a part

of it. This may be called the Buckingham Belt. A third

narrow belt extends from the North Carolina border, near the

Dan River, in a northeast direction through Pitteylva

Campbell County. It has a width of four to eight miles, and

a length of about thirty miles. Though now separated by a

narrow interval from the Ban Eiver Coal Field in North
Carolina, it no doubt was once connected with it. This may
be called the Pittsylvania Belt

A fourth narrow belt extends northeast from Prince Edward
into Cumberland County. It contains in its southern extremity

a coal bed which is worked locally, and is the only belt except

the Eichmond Coal Field which contains any coal. This may
be called the Prince Edward Belt. All of these four belts have

many features in common. They have all suffered greatly

from erosion. They have a northwest dip of varying steep-

ness which extends unreversed across each belt. It is quite

possible that the last two were once connected, but if so, it

would seem to have been by narrow arms or inlets. Except
in very rare cases these belts, and the enclosing Azoic rocks,

have all been planed down to a uniform level. These four

belts may be grouped as interior belts.

Passing to the east we find a fifth belt, nearly enclosed by
Azoic rocks, but at its northern end touching later forma-

tions. This, which we may call the Richmond Belt, begins a
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short distance south of the Appomatox River in Amelia
County, and extends in a direction a little east of north to the
vicinity of Chesterfield Station, in Caroline County, on the
Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad, where it is

overlapped by later formations. On the Chickahominy River,
northwest of Richmond, this belt is broken by an interval of
Azoic rocks three miles wide, which separates the northern from
the southern portions. The southern portion alone yields coal,

and as it differs somewhat from the northern portion, we may
give it the distinctive name of the Richmond Coal Field, while
the northern portion lying mainly in Hanover County, may be
caUed the Hanover area. No doubt the two were once con-
nected by at least their latest formed beds. Both sections of
the belt have suffered much from erosion, and we find here
again the striking feature of the planing down of the yielding
beds of the Mesozoic, to the same level with the most resistant

Azoic strata. The coal field is separated from the Tertiary on
the east by a belt of granite and gneissoid granite about twelve
miles wide. This belt seems always to have formed the eastern
border, cutting off the southern end of the coal field from corn-

ton with the open sea. It is by the sinking down of

this granitic border to the north, that the Tertiary beds are
enabled in that quarter to overlap the Mesozoic of the Hanover
area. The northern end of the coal field proper sends finger-

like projections into the Azoic, which are the deepest portions
of troughs which have escaped erosion. Some of these are

entirely isolated from the main field. They sometimes furnish

very instructive sections, throwing light upon the geological

history of the coal field.

Still farther east, and differing in position from all the pre-

ceding belts, we find two others geographically distinct, but
geologically the same. These lie east of, and outside of the

Azoic rocks, and are really a shore formation, which must have
extended to the open sea, though the indications are that the

communication was very imperfect. Owing to their apparent

distinctness we must consider them separately.

The sixth belt, or the first of these border belts, begins at

Petersburg and extends along the eastern edge of the Azoic
rocks, in a direction almost due north, past Richmond to near

the termination of the Hanover area, which it overlaps on its

eastern side. In this quarter, the uppermost beds of the

Hanover area appear to pass into the lowest of the belt in ques-

tion, and both are over' . It is quite possible

that this belt, if it could be traced farther east, under the Ter-

tiary, would be found to extend unbroken farther south. At
any rate, Professor Rogers states that a small patch of strata of

the same character is exposed in the bed of the Nottaway River
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Sur;
subjacent formations too deeply for the erosion of the s

to expose them, except in the locality mentioned. Pi

Eogers, in his earlier reports, stated that an area of M
Hick's Ford, bu

the above-mentioned locality is the farthest point to the south

at which the Mesozoic is found. I have not visited this place.

South of the Nottaway, no traces of the Mesozoic have been seen.

This belt may be called the Petersburg Bell. A seventh belt

similar to the last is found nearly in the prolongation of it in a

direction due north. This begins a little south of Fredericks-

burg and continues along the eastern border of the Azoic, in a

northerly direction. Its western margin passes several miles

west of Alexandria. As it passes out of the State it bends to

the northeast, so as still to hug the eastern margin of the Azoic.

So far as I have traced it, it extends at least as far north as

Baltimore. This may be called the Fredericksburg Belt. Both

tbe last mentioned belts always are found on the east of the

Azoic, and are never seen invading it. In Virginia they dip

eastward under the Eocene, and in Maryland under the Creta-

ceous. The dip is usually to some point in the southeast, and

is very gentle. It is quite probable that these two belts are

connected farther east, under the Tertiary, but along the margin

of the Azoic they are separated by a considerable interval of

the Tertiary, where this latter overlaps the Azoic. Geologically

thej form one area, which is very distinct from the Bichmond
belt. It is the relation of this border formation with the Bich-

mond belt which is usually misunderstood. As we shall see,

when we consider the character of the strata contained in them
they differ greatly, and simply touch in Hanover County.

where the different directions of the several areas cause them
to meet at an acute angle. The statement made in the revised

edition of Dana's Manual gives the usually accepted opinion.

This statement is that the Bichmond area begins on the Po-

tomac, and extends south to the Appomatox Biver. 1 shall

speak of these two belts as the border belts, and they are dis-

tinguished as the Petersburg and Fredericksburg belts as above
stated. My studies of the Mesozoic in Virginia have been con-

fined almost entirely to the border belts, and to portions of the

Bichmond belt, as these offered the most promising field.

The existence of all these belts, except the border ones, is

due, I think, to the gradual depression of certain elongated

tracts in the Azoic which have approximately the direction of

the strike of tbe Azoic strata. The location of these depressed

areas is fixed by the previous establishment of lines of weak-

ness, by the processes producing the metamorphism of the
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Azoic. The force producing the sinking along these lines

was plainly a lateral thrust, which at least in the case of the
Richmond belt, acted from east to west. The sinking seems
to have commenced at or near the close of the Permian period,

and to have continued till toward the close of the Jurassic.

The depression was accompanied by, in many cases, extremely
rapid sedimentation, and toward its end, produced a rupturing
of the crust and an outpour of fused rock.

Wherever I have had an opportunity to examine carefully
the Azoic rocks bordering the Mesozoic belts, I find them pen-
etrated by dykes of true igneous matter, such as felsite, granite,

diabase, etc., which are much older than the Mesozoic beds.

These dykes run parallel with the Mesozoic belts, and are con-
fined to their vicinity. Their presence indicates that in the
general metamorphism of the country, fracturing of the crust

took place, and the metamorphic action was excessive along

; emission of the Mesozoic trap rocks in such well
defined areas as we find to exist. I find also here a good
example of the application of Von Richtboven's conclusions
concerning the order of precedence, and the association of igne-

Topography.—The topography of the Azoic, and the included
Mesozoic areas, is very significant, and may be studied to great

advantage in Virginia. What I shall say under this head is

more particularly applicable to the district which is limited on
the north by the Potomac, on the south by the Appomatox,

' 'by the Tertiary, and on the west by the Catoctin
range of mountains. I apply this, the Maryland name, to that

more or less connected range which penetrates far into Virginia,

under many different local appellations. It runs about fifteen

miles east of, and nearly parallel to, the Blue Ridge.
The first thing that strikes the observer in this district is the

very gently undulating character of the surface, which is so

marked as to arrest the attention of the non-scientific, and to

induce speculation as to the causes producing it The country
from the Catoctin eastward to the Tertiary, is a gently undulat-
ing plain, descending from about 500 feet in elevation to the

level of tide. Unlike the country near the Blue Ridge, and
farther west, the topography is almost uninfluenced by the

structure and composition of the underlying rocks. In the area

in question we have strata showing all gradations of hardness,

with all degrees of proneness to decomposition, and dipping at

various angles, often steeply, yet all are planed down to a uni-

form level. The streams, except the smallest creeks, cross the

strike of the strata nearly at right angles, and are hardly at all
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guided or controlled in their courses by variations in the rocks

across which they flow. They seem to be steadily deepening

their channels, which work they have continued to perform, as

it would seem, without noteworthy pause since their courses

were first marked out.

The absence of any considerable inequality on the surface is

well shown along the line of the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad,

. D8 between Eichmond and Gordonsville, for fifty miles,

directly across the strike of the various strata. In the area now
in question the grades of the road are gentle, yet it tui

for no hill, and has only one or two cuts which reach the depth

of fifteen feet Between the rivers, the country roads running

east and west, pass over an almost uniformly level surface, of

greater or less width, according to the distance apart of the

principal streams. They are often almost devoid of water, as

the smaller creeks rise in these levels, and flow north and south

into the principal streams. There are many evidences showing

that the level areas between the main streams are remnants of

the original plane to which the country was cut down, and that

the topography is entirely due to the action of the present sys-

tem of streams in cutting down from this initial plane. Thus

we find in the hill tops, and over the broader levels, certain

clays and cobbles which occupy the same horizon always, and

serve to fix the plane of this old surface. While peculiarities

of erosion are shown in the character of some of the strata of

t the close

of the deposit of the latest formed beds.

The condition of the surface of the Azoic rocks is also in-

structive. Those which admit of the formation and retention

of smoothed and rounded forms, usually present such appear-

ances. This is notably true of the granites and gneisses in the

vicinity of Richmond.
The depth to which decay has penetrated here is far less than

in the southern and southwestern parts of the State. In the lat-

ter we find strata not specially prone to decay, often decomposed,
and changed to a loose earth, for fifty and even one hundred

feet. This loose matter is suggestive of the way in which some

of the later formed Mesozoic beds may have obtained their

material, and its peculiar arrangement. This will be noticed

later.

In the area of the Azoic with which we are now concerned

however, the case is different. We rarely find the rocks decayed

to as much as twenty feet in depth. Very often the surface

clays rest on sound rock, or on that which is decomposed but

a few feet below the surface. Again this decay has in nearly all

cases taken place since the erosion above mentioned. We often
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find, resting on such decayed surfaces, large stones and gravel
deposited at this period of general erosion, which shows that
the decay could not have existed when these stones were
deposited. All the facts point to the conclusion that in
this northern Azoic belt, the agent which produced such
extensive general denudation found, it is true, the Azoic deeply
decomposed, and having its surface in the condition now found
in the southern and southwestern part of the State, but it swept
off all this loose granitic matter, and even reached the sound
rock in many places. We may now turn to the con-
of some of the special features shown in the different belts.

The New Jersey Belt.—Of this I shall have little to say, except
to call attention to certain remarkable deposits of stones on its

western margin. The deposits of similar matter in the north-
ern exposures of this belt are called conglomerates, and some-
times breccias. For the beds in Virginia these terms are inad-
equate. They are rather beds of bowlders. The northwest dip
of the Mesozoic beds with which they are associated, and their

position on the western side of the belt, show that if these de-
posits are contemporaneous with the other Mesozoic strata, they
are the last formed. But in some cases at least it is not clear
that the period of their deposition followed immediately that of
the typical Mesozoic beds. These stones are found in uncon-
nected deposits on the western edge of all the interior belts.

In all these locations we find essentially the same features, the
close agreement of which indicates that they are of the same
or nearly the same age. In character these beds of stone differ

much from the normal Mesozoic strata with which they are
associated. These latter consist of sandstones and shales, well
sorted and bedded by water action, and with their mineral con-
stituents too much decomposed to betray, except in rare cases,

the parent rocks. The case is different with the stones in ques-
tion. They are of such large size, and the material is so fresh,

that there is no difficulty in determining the precise character
of the rock from which they were derived. Indeed the material

found in place at a greater or less distance to the west This

is often many miles. The stones are usually imper-
fectly rounded, or subangular. They are packed in a fine, more
or less argillaceous matrix, derived either from the erosion of
the normal Mesozoic beds with which they are associated, or
from comminution of their own substance. These deposits are

often sharply distinct from the associated normal Mesozoic beds,

and appear as if deposited in depressions in them excavated by
erosion. But again they appear sometimes alternating with
shales, and thus to form strata contemporaneous with the nor-
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mal ones. The most common matrix enclosing the stones is

red shale.

The most important, and by far the longest uninterrupted bed
of stones, is that known tinder the name of the "Potomac Mar-

ble," or the " Limestone Breccia." This enters the State near

Point of Eocks, Maryland. At Point of Eocks it is well ex-

posed by the cuttings for the Metropolitan Branch of the Balti-

more and Ohio Eailroad. I examined the deposit at this place

carefully to determine the character and origin of the stones.

The stones here are all limestone. After long and careful search

I found only one fragment not limestone. This was a slab about

eighteen inches wide and four inches thick, of apparently Pots-

dam sandstone. In this vicinity the Azoic rocks are mica

slates. Azoic limestone occurs some distance to the northeast,

and may have furnished an impure pinkish limestone, which

ranks third in the abundance and size of the fragments it has

afforded. These are rarely over six inches in diameter and

usually are under this size. The most abundant stones come
from the dark bluish limestones of the Lower Silurian, which

are not found south of Pennsylvania. This limestone gives

fragments sometimes two feet, and often twelve or eighteen

inches in diameter. A white marble which is highly siliceous,

and shows on weathered surfaces a sandy character, is the sec-

ond in abundance and in the size of the fragments, which are

sometimes a foot in diameter. These stones are when large,

subangular, when small, partially rounded. They are cemented

by a fine grained red shale, apparently eroded from the adjoin-

ing normal Mesozoic red beds. This is rendered highly calca-

reous by an intimate mixture of it with finely comminuted
limestone. The stones are firmly cemented by this, and the

3 ledges having apparently a north

w

predominance of limestone fragments. Professor Eogers has

shown that it extends unbroken as far as Warrenton, with a

constantly diminishing amount of limestone. As this limestone

must have come from Maryland and Pennsylvania, we see that

some of the stones must have traveled long distances, viz : forty

or fifty miles. The predominance of limestone is marked for

some distance south of Leesburg.

A second deposit, not connected with the last, is well shown

near Culpepper Court House, where I made a careful examina-

tion of it. This does not show any stratification, or limestone

fragments, but consists of a mass of partly rounded and suh-

angular stones, usually perfectly sound, and all packed in a fine-

grained red shale, which binds the whole into an exceedingly

firm and durable rock. The stones are composed of the char-
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acteristic rocks of the Blue Ridge, some twenty or twenty-five
miles to the west, and northwest. They are commonly com-
posed of a tough epidotic schist, subangular blocks of which,
two feet by eighteen inches, and two feet by two and one-half,

sometimes occur. The most abundant material is a compact
chloride schist which yields subangular stones two feet in

diameter. By far the most common size, however, of all the
stones, is from six to eight inches. Rocks yielding this mate-
rial may be found nearer than the Blue Ridge, though none
were seen in the immediate vicinity. Similar deposits are

found at various other points on the west side of this, and the
other interior belts. 1 will mention only one more, for the
sake of illustration, and this occurs in the

—

Pittsylvania Belt.—This deposit is remarkable for the great
size and soundness of the stones, and for the complete con-
trast that it presents with the normal Mesozoic strata with
which it is associated. These latter are here fine-grained red
shales, dipping pretty steeply northwest. On the western edge
of these, and apparently lying in a trough excavated by ero-

sion in them, we find on George's Creek the bed in question.
This was mentioned by Professor Rogers, on account of the
large size of the stone?. I made a careful examination of it.

The most abundant and largest stones are composed of a coarse
grained gneiss, which occurs in masses, sometimes hardly at all

abraded, and up to four and five feet in diameter. Very com-
monly they are two and three feet in diameter. A fine-grained

granite yields masses three and four feet in diame;
show more abrasion. These occur with other material, all en-

closed in a matrix composed of red shale, eroded from the nor-
mal Mesozoic, mingled with comminuted material similar to the
large stones. All the large stones are remarkably fresh, and
the whole mass is totally unlike anything seen elsewhere in

this belt. The parent rocks \ i. Iding the stones may exist in

the vicinity, though none exactly similar were seen in place.

The normal strata of this belt may be divided into two series.

The lower one contains predomii jated shales,

and red or brown sandstones. The sandstones often contain
'

numerous, more or less angular, particles up to an inch or
u}'° in diameter, of the adjoining Azoic rocks, and commonly
give evidence of rapid erosion and deposition. There_ is

one very remarkable sandstone near the top of this scries,

wnich is composed almost entirely of feldspar. It c

numerous partly rounded and slightly decayed particles of

with many perfectly fresh fragments of the same,

deavage faces. These are cemented by a

felsitic paste into a firm rock, which can only by close inspec-

tion be distiiu ish< 1 from granite. It is dim- lit to see how
Am. Jouk. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 97.-Jan., 1879.
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such a rock could have been formed out of any of the Azoic
rocks in the vicinity, for these contain a good deal of quartz,

even when richest in feldspar, and this sandstone contains very
little.

The upper series contains a predominance of reddish and
dark bituminous shales and gray grits. Only faint traces of coal

exist, in the form of thin films. No plant impressions were
silicified wood occurs. The dip is northw

over the whole belt, varying from thirty to forty degrees. This
constant high dip indicates a thickness for the formation which
is not justified by the other indications. In the description of

nd coal field I will state what I think is the explana-

tion of this apparent anomaly.
Deposits of bowlders similar to those above described

appear, according to the statements of Emmons and Kerr, to

be found associated with the Mesozoic of North Carolina.

Emmons mentions beds of large stones as found on the west

side of the Dan Kiver coal field. There the normal strata dip

northwest. Kerr mentions similar beds as occurring on the

east side of the Deep Eiver coal field, where the normal strata

dip southeast He however think- that these stones come from

the Azoic on the east, and attributes their transport to a pre-

Triassic glaciation. I do not understand on what grounds
Professor Kerr thinks that these beds are pre-Triassic, as he

does not indicate any change of dip in the associat-

beds. This southeast dip and the position of the beds, would
indicate that they are, as in Virginia, post-Triassic. Professor

Emmons mentions that the Egypt shaft after passing through
twenty-eight feet of soil (?) penetrated two feet of larg

resting on the coal shales. This may be the same deposit with

that of Professor Kerr. It does not seem possible that water

action alone could have deposited these stones in their present

position. For if we could conceive of a torrent of such power

as to be able to transport these masses, and which would at the

same time not remove the fine matrix in which they are imbed-

ded, we should still be unable to understand how water could

reach and remove material which had never been exposed, as

surface rock, to the decomposing action of atmospheric agencies.

I will pass over the Buckingham Belt and the Prince Edward
Belt, as I had no opportunity to study them, and will consider

Richmond Coal Field.—This portion of the Eichmond Belt,

which, as previously defined, lies south of the Chickahominy
River, is the only Mesozoic area in Virginia which shows the

structure of a basin. The strata may be divided into two

series, which show, as a whole, very marked differences, but

between which no distinct line of separation can be traced.
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The lower series, from three hundred to five hundred feet

thick, rests immediately on the granitoid gneiss, which forms
the floor of the basin. It contains all the coal found in the
field. The number of coal beds is variable, but the most
important are usually two or three in number, all contained
within the space of' about one hundred feet, and the lowest
lying near the floor. In placing this coal-bearing portion next
to the granite, I follow Eogers and Lyell, as their observations,

which were more extensive than my own, show that the inter-

val between the lowest coal beds and the granite is quite
variable. The associated strata are usually flaggy sand-
stones, and more or less indurated shales, the material of all

being so thoroughly sorted by water action and so completely
changed that the parent rock cannot be recognized. The beds
give proof of a good deal of disturbance in the presence of

"slickensides," contortion, crushing and induration. Faults
affect both this and the upper series, and suddenlv collapsed
anticlinals of small width occur, so that the dip is quite variable.

As a rule the dip on the eastern side is westward and on the
western side eastward, being steeper on the latter side, and the
strata sometimes attain here a perpendicular position.

The upper series is perhaps not more than fifteen hundred feet

thick, and differs in many points from the lower. The strata are
mainly sandstones, sometimes coarse and conglomeratic, and as

Eogers has shown, possessing the peculiar composition of a
mixture of feldspar, quartz and mica, unsorted, and but little

decomposed. They form a sort oi causes the
rock to resemble granite. Subordinate beds of shale exist.

This series shows less disturbance than the lower. The dip is

more gentle, the beds are but little consolidated, or affected by
crushing and rubbing. It contains no coal, and none except
drifted, poorly preserved plants. The entire upper series shows
marks of having been deposited in a rapidly sinking area, into

which was poured an abundance of coarse matter, obtained by
the rapid erosion of the surrounding granitoid rocks.

It is clear that much of the disturbance shown by the lower
beds occurred during this sinking, which has also affected them
with steeper dips than are found in the upper series. The
lower beds were evidently deposited slowly, on a pretty stable
area, which remained at the same level long enough for the

coal beds now found to be formed. The subsequent
sinking seems to have been too rapid to permit the growth of

sufficient vegetation to produce coal. Both series are pene-
trated by dykes of igneous rock. The rolls in the strata and
the faults affect the structure of the field to such an extent

that it is difficult to determine its depth, and determinations
from shafts and borings cannot be relied upon absolutely. To
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illustrate this, I may mention two cases. Lyell states that the

Midlothian (old) shaft was sunk within the field to the west of

the previous workings, and entered the coal three hundred feet

higher tb i ras q i l.fn \ t! d i, tl 3 giving an apthrow
of this amount. This is on the east side of the field. On the

west side at the Dover Mines, the company owning the works
attempted to develop a new portion of the field by sinking a

shaft a few hundred yards to the east of their old workings.

They penetrated the entire series of strata, and found nothing

workable.

My examination of some of the finger-like remnants of the

Mesozoic, now found at the northern end of this field, thrust

out in the Azoic, put me in possession of what I think is the

explanation of the peculiarities of the structure of this field,

and of the interior belts. The history of these areas, briefly

stated, seems to be as follows :

—

The strata were laid down in depressions, which, oi

shallow, were subsequently deepened by a more or less rapid

subsidence. The subsidence was due, as previously stated, to

the operation of a lateral thrust. It continued until faults and

overturned anticlinals were produced. In the interior belts

these operated to produce a constant northwest dip. This

resulted from the fact that the western sides of the severed earth

prisms dropped, producing sometimes by a roll of the prisms

strain did not result in producing rupture and faulting, it

caused the development of an anticlinal, affecting but a nar-

row belt, which was overturned to the eastward, thus produc-

ing also a continuous northwest dip. Where the strata have

suffered enormously from erosion, and where almost precisely

similar beds are formed by the similar conditions of 1

found repeated at different horizons, as is often the case in the

interior belts, it is almost impossible to detect reduplications by
faulting and folding. "When the period of faulting was reached,

eruptions of trap took place. It will thus be seen that the con-

tinuous dips would by no means give a true indication of the

thickness of the series.

In the Eichmond coal field the faults and narrow overturned

folds are not of sufficient magnitude to produce, as in the

interior belts, continuous dips, but suffice only to render very

variable and uncertain the dip and position of the strata

loward the center of the field. The general result seems to

have been to flatten the dip here, and to steepen it on the

western side. Some of the twists in the >tratn produced by

the overturned anticlinals, are of extremeh limited extent. I

have seen them only a few feet wide.
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The direction, in which the lateral thrust operated in this
field, was from east to west, and it seems not jet to be
exhausted, for this region is often affected by minor earth-
quakes, and at intervals of ten or fifteen years, by very pow-
erful ones, the last occurring a few years ago. The shocks
pass from east to west. It is probable that the gradual depres-
sion of the coast is connected with this westward thrust.

Fossil Plants.—So far as known to me, the only plants from
this field which have been published and described, are those
made known by Eogers and Bunbury. Both of these authors
considered the plants to be of the age of the lower Oolite of
England. Most geologists, however, seem to agree in consid-
ering the beds yielding the plants, to be of the age of the
Keuper, or Upper Trias. It must be borne in mind that only
the lower, or coal-bearing portion, has yielded these plants.

Among European authors, Heer and Schimper are the only
ones who, so far as I know, express an opinion concerning the
age of the beds, based on an examination of the plants. I have
not seen Heer's remarks, and hence do not know on what
grounds he concludes that the plants are Triassic. Schimper,
on page 277, vol. i, of his Pal. Veg., founds his belief in the
Triassic age of the beds yielding the plants, both on the ani-

mal and plant life. I will consider only the latter.

He says, in speaking of the characteristic Equisetum of this

field, which he calls Equisetum Eogersii, that it is nearer to E.
arenaceum, the characteristic Equisetum of the Trias, than to E.

columnare, the plant of the Lower Oolite with which Rogers and
Bunbury thought it to be identical. He, however, only saw a
cast of the interior of the Eichmond plant. He says, farther,

that this coal field has Pterophylla and Ferns, which have most
affinity with the characteristic species of the Keuper. It does
not appear from what source he derived this impression.

He is mistaken both concerning the Equisetum, and the
other plants from this field. This Equisetum is next to Macro-
teniopteris grandifolia, the most abundant and widely diffused

plant of the field. I have beautifully preserved specimens, on
a fine-grained shale, which shows with the utmost nicety the

minutest details of the exterior of the plant It is certainly so

close to Equ,.<. i,im •>•''> i >,,.ir that, if separated, it can only be
made, at most, a variety. The most abundant, widely -:'
by Rogers as Tveniopteris grawli/olia. It is a curious illustra-

tion of the confusion existing in the minds of European writers

concerning this coal ii -taking of

refers it to the Oolitic beds of the Richmond coal

field, while he refers its constant companion, the Equiestum
above mentioned, to the Keuper of the Richmond field. The
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fact is, that when both of these plants occur at a locality, they

are so closely associated that they are confined to the same

layer, from which they seem to exclude nearly all other species.

Schimper also refers to the Oolite of the Richmond coal field,

another plant often found associated with these two, viz: Neu-

ropteris linnceifolia Bunb.
The Macrolceniopteris is allied more closely to the Oolitic

Macrotceniopterids of England and India, than to any older

plants. The nearest to it, among older plants, is the l'ami<f-

terisj/igantea Schenk, of the Rhsetic. Nothing like it exists I

The Pterophylla of the Richmond beds belong Ithe Tri

the Rhsetic type, illustrated by Pterophyllum uraunianum,

which type Schimper separates under the name of Ctenophyl-

lum. These plants are very different from the Keuper type of

true Pterophylla, as shown in P. Jageri and P. longifolium. The

lich stands third in distribution and abundance, is one

which I cannot distinguish from Pterophyllum Brauniantim.

which is a characteristic Rhsetic plant, as given by Schenk.

The Ferns are either similar to Rhsetic forms, or have an

affinity with still later ones. I have fine specimens of a splen-

did Fern, which is allied to Cyclopteris pachyrachis Gcepp.,

though it is a smaller plant, and is a new species. From its

association with Neuroplens Unnceifolia Bunb., and the resem-

blance of the two, I think that it is the male form of Bunbury's

plant. They are both allied to Acrostichiles Gappertianus Schenk,

which is a Rhsetic plant. I have also specimens of a fine Fern,

closely allied to, if not identical with, Aspieniies Rbsserti Schenk,

which is a characteristic plant of the Rhsetic. Others might be

mentioned, which show either Rhsetic or Liassic, and even Oolitic

affinities. I have not seen in this field a single Triassic plant

In the revised edition of Dana's Manual, Pecopteris (Lepidcp-

teri.-) Stuttgartensis Brongt., is given as occurring in this field.

This statement is probably based on the identification by Heer,

of this plant with Bunbury's Pecopteris hullatu. I have seen

nothing like Pecopteris Stuttgartensis in this field, but I have »

number of fine specimens of a large Fern, which I take to be

Bunbury's P. bullata. If they are not, then I have not seen

this plant, though I have collected from the localities yielding

it. My specimens show more of the character of the plant than

Bunbury's, which, as is known, were very imperfect It is

certainly not Pecopteris Stuttgartensis. I have devoted more

space to these Richmond plants than I would otherwise have

done, because this flora is the oldest* of the Mesozoic of Vir-

ginia, and serves as a point of comparison for the plants found

* By this I do not mean that the heds containing this flora are the oldest of

much in common, and are all, I think, Triassic. This is the oldest flora J«*
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in the other belts. These plants all come from the lower series.

As the result of my preliminary study of them, I conclude that

the lower series is certainly not older than Rhaetic, and if it be
not Rhas'tic, then it is younger. Some may question the sepa-

ration of the Rbaetic from the Triassic. Whatever may be the

evidence of the animal life of these two formations, the plants

are different, and the Rhaetic flora is rather to be reckoned with
the Liassic than the Triassic flora. Schimper, Heer and Schenk,
all show that the Rhastic flora contains no Triassic species.

[To be continued.]

Art. III.—Discoveries of the United States Fish Commission :

Notices of fifty species of east-coast Ftshes, many of which are

new to thefauna ; by G. Brown Goode and Tarleton H.
Bean.

The object of the present paper is to give a brief summary
of the coast investigations of the United States Fish Commis-
sion (Professor S. F. Baird, Commissioner) since the publica-

tion of a similar paper in this Journal for December, 1877, pp.
470-478. Certain species which should be mentioned here

have not yet been identified ; these will be reserved for a future

paper. Full descriptions of species and discussions of ques-

tions hinted at in these notices have appeared or will appear in

the Proceedings of the United States National Museum.

1. Chilomycterus fuliginosKS (DeKay) Gill.

This species had been dropped by common consent from the

faunal list; but after careful study of a specimen seined on
Watch Hill beach, Rhode Island, September 12, 1874, we feel

compelled to restore it.

2. Hippocampus antiquorum Leach.

Taken with a school of mackerel on George's Bank, August,
1873.—An addition to the fauna of the Western Atlantic.

3. Glyptocephalus cynoglossus (Linne) Gill.

The craig flounder abounds in deep water off the coast from
Cape Ann to Halifax, occurring at a depth of thirty-five

fathoms in Ipswich Bay, Massachusetts, and in Bedford Basin,

Halifax Harbor, and seaward to a depth of 111 fathoms. Care-

ful study of a large series of specimens has enabled us to unite

with this species Glyptocephalus acadianus Gill and Pleuronectes

elongatus Yarrell.

4. Bippoglossoides Kmandoides (Bloch) Gtinther.

Hippoglossoides dentatus (Storer) Giinther, is apparently iden-

tical with this European species. The genus Pomatopsetta Gill,
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which was founded on Storers Plevronectes dentata, has no

characters by which it may be distinguished from /

soides, and it should be set aside. Hippoglossoiden !>'

is a deep water species found constantly with the preaeding.

5. Pleuronectes glaber (Storer) Gill.

As a rule, the female may be distinguished from the male

by its smooth scales, es] ©dally in the breeding season, and by
nved from Salem,

is are one-thirtieth

6. A/ici/lopsetto tpHidrocellata Gill.

Of this species, which was described from Pensacola, Florida,

and not elsewhere recorded, Professor S. F. Baird obtained two

specimens in Charleston Market, South Carolina, April, 1877.

7. Beinluirdtius Mppoglosaoides (Walb.) Gill.

The southern range of this Arctic species has been extended

to latitude 42° N. Fishermen take them frequently in the

gully between Le Have and George's Banks, at depths greater

than 200 fathoms. They appear to inhabit the abrupt oceanic

slopes of the banks beyond and below the range of the halibut;

this i\i t. tr^'il ' r t i ill n form dark coloration of the under

side of the body, seems to indicate that its habits differ from

those of other pleuronectoid fishes.

8. Chcenopsetta oblonga (Mitch.) Gill.

One specimen was trawled August 15, 1878, in the harbor of

Gloucester. It has not previously been recorded in Massachu-
setts Bay except at Provincetown, where Captain Atwood
obtained it in 1846, and where it has since been occasionally

observed.

9. Macrurus Bairdii Goode and Bean.

The unique specimen of this species has been supplemented
by three additional ones captured August 27, 1878, forty-two

miles off Eastern Point Light (Cape Ann), E. f S., in 175 fath-

oms, which is within two or three miles of the locality at which
the type was secured.

10. Macrurus rupestris Bloch.

Many specimens have been brought in by fishermen whose
testimony is that it is abundant in the deep waters on George's

and the more northern banks.

11. Phycis Chesteri Goode and Bean.

Three specimens of a new species of Phycis were caught in

the trawl-net thirty-three to forty-two miles E. by Sffrom
Cape Ann in 110 to 140 fathoms. The largest measured
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0-242m (without caudal), the others 0"143m and 0142m : the
latter were immature, and. with the specific characteristics, par-

ticularly the length of the fin rays, not fully exhibited. The
species may be characterized as follows. Head contained in
length of body (without caudal) four and one-third times.

Height of body in length five times. Diameter of orbit in
length of head three and a half times, length of maxillary twice.
Barbel one-third diameter of orbit. Vent in vertical from
twelfth ray of second dorsal, and equidistant from tip of snout
and extremity of second dorsal. Distance of first dorsal from
snout equal to twice the length of mandible. Third ray of
dorsal extremely elongate, extending to the thirty-third ray of
second dorsal and two-thirds of the distance from snout to tip

of caud4 its length more than twice that of the he\d. Anal
inserted immediately behind the vent, at a distance from the
ventrals equal to that of dorsal from snout. Ventral composed
of three rays,* the first and second much prolonged, the first

almost one-third as long as the body, the second three times as
long as the head, extending to the fortieth ray of the anal fin

and to a point three-fourths of the distance from snout to tip of
caudal

; the third shorter than the diameter of the orbit. Pec-
toral four times as long as the operculum. Scales large and
thin, easily wrinkling with the folding of the thick flabby skin.

Lateral line much broken on the posterior half of the body.
Scales in ninety to ninety-one vertical rows and thirty-live

I rows, of which seven are above the lateial line.

Radial formula : D., 9 or 10, 55 to 57. A. 56, C. 5, 18 to 21. 5.

P. 17 or 18, V. 3.

The species has been named in honor of Captain H. C. Ches-
ter, well known as an Arctic explorer, and for four years
attached to the United States Fish Commission.

1 2. Saloporphyrus viola Goode and Bean.

Two specimens of an undescribed species of the genus Hah-
of Giinther were brought in August 24, 1878, by

Captain Joseph W. Collins of the schooner "Marion." They
were taken on a halibut trawl-line on the outer edge of
-Le Have Bank at a depth of four or five hundred fathoms.
The species may be brieflv ch:ii-;«-terizi -I as follows:
The head is contained four and one-third times in total length

without caudal. The di; im t. ml t <>H it - <m< fourth of the
length of the head, or slightly more. The maxillary extends

* A critical study of the ventral fins of Phycis leads us to believe that one of
the accepted characters of the genus and of the sub-family Phycirm is false, there
wing three sepai in each ventral In the young of Phycis
chwa, tot inrtim. f is hidden m
the thick skin which envelopes the bases of the first and second rays, causing
them to appear like « a single long ray bifid at the end."
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to the vertical from the posterior margin of the orbit. The
barbel scarcely equals half the diameter of the orbit
The vent is situated under the nineteenth raj of the second

dorsal, equidistant from snout and tip of caudal.

The anal is inserted behind the vent at a distance equal to

the length of the second anal ray; it has a considerable depres-
:

' 'ddle and terminates in a line with the end of the

second dorsal.

The pectoral is slightly more than four fifths as long as the

3 about seven-eighths of the

i way to the vent.

Radial formula : D. 4, 53 ; A. 40 ; V. 6. Scales in lateral

line about 115 ; above lateral line 11.

13. Hypsiptera argentea Gtinther.

A single individual was taken at the surface, May, 1878,

about forty miles off Cape May, New Jersey, by Captain Robert

II. Hurlbert of Gloucester. This is an addition to the fauna of

the Western Atlantic.

14. Lota maculosa (Le Sueur) Richardson.

After close study of a large series of specimens representing

every locality from which species of Lota have been described

in America and many places in Europe, Dr. Bean agrees with

late writers in referring all the American species, so called, to

Lota maculosa. This species, in the skeletons examined, has

sixty-four vertebras. The European variety, in two examples

studied, shows sixty-one vertebrae. Dr. Gunther gives the

number as sixty. On the basis of this difference in the number

of vertebras Dr. Bean, for the present, separates the European

from the American burbot as a variety with the name Lota

maculosa (LeSueur) Rich. var. vulgaris Jenyns. Further obser-

vation of the number of vertebrae is very desirable.

The specific name maculosa, formed by LeSueur in 1817,

seems to have priority. Walbaum's Gadus lacustris was evi-

dently a catfish.*

The name vulgaris, though attributed to Cuvier and Jurine

was not used nor claimed until in 1835 by Jenyns in his Manual

of the Vertebrate Animals.

15. Lycodes Verrillii Goode and Bean.

Taken sparingly in from 73 to 114 fathoms off Cape Ann, at

one time within seven miles of Thatcher's Island.

* See the description and also " Mathemeg" in Rich. Faun. Bor. Amer., p. 136.
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Professor Eobert Collet* has considered this species identical
with his L. Sarsii ; but even the comparative tables which he
introduces in support of this position show that the two species
are clearly distinct

16. Leptoblennkts serpentinus (Storer) Gill.

Taken occasionally in seventy fathoms or more.

Specimens of an Anarrhichas with brown cross bars instead
of spots and which cannot in any way be distinguished from
the European species, have been taken during the past season.

We add this species to the faunal list without expressing an
opinion as to the validity of the species A. vomerinus Agassiz.

18. Eumicrotremus spinosus (Fabr.) Gill.

Three specimens were secured, September 2, 1878, seventeen
and three-quarter miles S. B. £ E. from Eastern Point Light,

Cape Ann, in twenty-three to twenty -eight fathoms.

19. Trichidion octonemns (Girard) Gill.

Of this species, hitherto known only from Texas, the United
States National Museum has lately received a specimen col-

lected by Mr. Silas Stearns at Pensacola, Florida.

20. Orcynus pelamys (Linne) Poey.

A specimen of the oceanic bonito was taken in July or

August, 1877, off Provincetown, Massachusetts, and presented
by Mr. Jas. H. Blake to the Museum of Comparative Zoology.
An addition to our fauna.

21. Gaulolatilus microps Goode and Bean.

A specimen two feet three inches in length, taken March IS,

1878, on the Snapper Bank, off Pensacola, Florida, in thirty-

five fathoms of water, was received from Mr. Silas Stearns.

For a full description see Proc. U. S. National Museum, 1878,

p. 42.

22. Cynoscion regalis (Bloch) Gill.

Three individuals have been taken during the summer in

Capt. Webb's trap near Thatcher's Island, off Cape Ann. It

had not previously been recorded farther north than Province-
town, Massachusetts.

23. Menticirrus nebulosus (Mitch.) Gill.

One specimen was secured in the summer of 1878 1

Webb in the trap just referred to. Provincetown has been

heretofore its recorded northern limit.
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24. Stenotomus argyrops (Linne) Gill.

>rthern range of the scup is extended to Thatcher'

25. Sargus Holbrookii Bean.

Six specimens of tin* new specie, from Savannah Bank,

were sent to the United States National Museum. March 2k

1878, by Mr. Goode. Numerous individuals apparently be-

to the same species were collected ai 11 auf<>rt. Nortii

Carolina, by Professor D. S. Jordan during the summer of 1878.

Diagnosis: Body ovate, compressed, a very slight protuber-

ance above the upper anterior margin of the orbit, and a very

marked one in the supra-occipital region. Distance from origin

of ventral to origin of spinous dorsal is about two-fifths of

total length to end of middle caudal rays.* Least height of

tail is about equal to length of upper jaw\

Length of head is contained thr.-.- and three-quarter times

in total. The interorbital area is slightly less than one and a

half times the long diameter of eye. The length of snout is one-

tenth of total length and about equals that of mandible. The

eye is contained nearly four and one-fifth t i 1 i *th of

head.

j longest dorsal s]

1 length of bodv
The distance of anal from snout is' contained one and five-

; tries in total length. Longest anal spine equals one-

twelfth of total length.

The length of middle caudal rays equals that of snout.

The distance of pectoral from snout is contained three and

one-half times, and its length about three times in total length.

The distance of ventral from snout slightly exceeds the

length of pectoral. Length of ventral averages nearly one-

fifth of total length.

Radial formula : B. vi ; D. xii, 13-14; A. iii, 13-14; P.

15-16 ; v, 1, 5.

Scales: 8-60 to 62-16.
Teeth : eight incisors in each jaw, their greatest width equal

to half their length. Three rows of molars above, two below,

with sometimes a tendency to increase the number of rows.

For a f

u

1 Museum,
1878.

26. Hhomboplites aurorubens (Cuv. and Yal.) Gill.

A specimen of this species, hitherto known only from the

West Indies was secured in May from Mr. C. C. Lesley, of

* This length is the basis of comparison for all my measurements of this species.
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arleston, South Carolina, another was collected at Pensacola,
»rida, by Mr. Silas Stearns a few days later.

Lutjanus Blackfordii Goode and Bean.

antic and Gulf coasts

tfhich

it had previously been confused. It was named in honor of
Mr. E. G. Blackford of New York City, a gentleman who has
rendered many important services to American ichthyology.
Full descriptions of this and the following species may be
found in the Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum.

'

28. Lutjanus Stearnsii Goode and Bean.

The " man
be new and -

cola, by whom the only known specimen was collected. Rhom-
lurorubem, mentioned above, is known at Charleston

as the "mangrove snapper," at Pensacola as the "bastard

29. Epinephelus Drummond-Hayi Goode and Bean.

This magnificent species was first discovered at the Bermudas
in 1851, by Col. H. M. Drummond Hay, C.M.Z.S., by whom a
sketch and partial description were prepared. The National
Museum has lately received two specimens from Florida, one
from Mr. Blackford, collected at the Keys, the other from Mr.
Stearns at Pensacola. The species attains the weight of fifty

pounds or more.

30. Epinephelus niveatus (Cuv. and Val.) Poey.

This species has been taken twice at Newport, Khode Island,

by Samuel Powel, Esq. The first specimen, a young indi-

vidual, was made the type of the genus Hyporlhodus* by
Professor Gill. A comparison of ByporOiodw fUmcauda Gil!

with Cuban specimens of Epinephelus niveatus proves their

identity. The second specimen was received from Newport in

1877. It has not been recorded elsewhere on the East coast.

31. Roccus lineatus (Bl. Schn.) Gill.

The "rock-fish'' is taken in winter in the Altamaha Eiver,
in considerable numbers. South of this region its occurrence

!v rare. Two were observed in the St. Johns Eiver,

Florida, in 1874; and in May, 1878, a stray individual was sent
by Mr. Stearns from Pensacola.

32. Remoropsis brachyptera (Lowe) Gill.

Two specimens of this rare species have been obtained from
iViiino >oho,,ivi\>. One was found rimming to the side of a
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sword-fish harpooned in the channel southwest of George's

Bank, another on the deck of a halibut-trawler fishing in the

gully northeast of George's Bank, at a time when sword fish

were being taken on the trawls. This species may very proba-

bly be a parasite peculiar to Xip/rias, as the allied species,

BJiombochirvs osteochir is to Tetrapturus albridus.

33. Belone latimanus Poey.

The occurrence of a single specimen of this West Indian

form in Buzzard's Bay, where it was obtained by the Commis-

sion in 1875, has already been recorded (Proc. U. S. National

Museum, i, 1878, p. 6.) Several additional specimens from

North Carolina or Chesapeake Bay, were obtained in Fulton

market, New York, June 1, 1878.

34. Belone Mans Cuvier and Valenciennes.

In company with the preceding were several specimens of

this species hitherto recorded only from Bahia, the West

Indies, and the Bermudas.

35. Fundvlus seminolis Lesueur.

36. Lucania parva (Baird and Girard) Bean.

The Cyprinodon parvus of Baird and Girard should be re-

ferred to the genus Lucania Girard. The species is recorded only

from Beesley's Point, New Jersey, Sinepuxent Bay, Maryland,

Greenport, Long Island and Noank, Connecticut (Bean.)

37. Alepidosaurus ferox Lowe.

Six specimens of this species are now on record in the United

States—one in the collection of the Boston Society of Natural

History and five in the United States National Museum. All

of these have been captured within the limits of lat. 41° and

44° and at depths of 200 to 400 fathoms.
The first capture of Alepidosaurus in the Western Atlantic,

was by Captain D. C. Murphy of the schooner Centennial in

July, 1877, in 200 to 300 fathoms. Lat. 43° 46' N. ; long. 59°

38. Salmo s

The sain

many points ii

the Mississippi valley and to the California coast. It may be

regarded as acclimated in the Hudson, Delaware and Susque-

hanna Rivers, and re-acclimated in the Connecticut
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39. Brevoortia tyrannus (Latrobe) Goode.

The common menhaden was described under the name
Clupea tyrannus by Latrobe in 1802, and the specific name then
proposed has priority over all others. An extended study of

the species of this group indicates that the B. tyrannus occurs
on the coast of Brazil, as far south as Bahia, and that Spix's
Glvpanodon aureus is specifically identical and should be in-

cluded as a subspecies, B. tyrannus subspecies aurea.

40. Brevoortia patronus Goode.

A species occurring at several points on the north shore of

the Gulf of Mexico, from the mouth of the Rio Grande to

Pensacola, Florida, where Mr. Stearns observed it in great

abundance.

41. Alosa sapidissima (Wilson) Storer.

Through the agency of the United States Commission of

t be common shad has been introduced into most of

the rivers flowing through the Southern States into the Gulf of

Mexico, and may now be considered a member of the fauna of

that region, its range south and west having been extended
over at least twelve hundred additional miles of coast line. It

is also acclimated in California.

42. Pomolobus pseudoharengus (Wilson) Gill.

Abundant in Lake Ontario, Cayuga and Seneca Lakes, New
York. The variety lacustris, founded on Cayuga Lake speci mens
by Professor Jordan, is precisely like the average coast alewife.

After careful measurements of numerous lake and coast speci-

mens I am unable to separate them. (Beam)

43. Nemichthys scolopaceus? Richardson.

A single specimen nineteen inches long, of a curious eel-like

fish was obtained from a fisherman who took it, living, from
the stomach of a cod fish caught on George's Bank in February,

1875, in forty-five fathoms. Another, preserved in the collec-

tion of the Cape Ann Literary and Scientific Association at

Gloucester, was picked up on the deck of a cod vessel. It be-

longs to the genus Nemichthys described by Sir John Richardson
from a specimen collected by the exploring ship Samarang in

the South Atlantic. Only one species has been described, the

type was from the South Atlantic. Another specimen of the

genus was taken at Madeira and described by Lowe under the

name Lepioi rgu. Gunther"considers it to be

identical with A. scolopaceus. The American fish is at present

assigned to the same species. The family Nemichthyida* is new
to the Western Atlantic.
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44. Amia calva L.

The range of the mud-fish has not hitherto been recognized

to extend south of Charleston, South Carolina, whence Garden

sent specimens to Linnaeus. It occurs abundantly in the St

Johns Eiver, Florida, and Mr. S. C. Clarke found 'it in Spruce

Creek, a tributary of Halifax Eiver, about lat. 28°.

45. Chimaera plumbea Gill.

Within the past twelve months seven individuals have been

secured—one by the Boston Society of Natural History and

six by the United States National Museum.
The first specimen was taken by Captain D. C. Murphy of

the schooner Centennial in July, 1877, in 200 to 300 fathoms,

lat. 43° 46' N., long. 59° 19' W." Others have since been taken
1

'n water from 200 to

46. Torpedo occiden talis Storer.

Taken occasionally near Thatcher's Island, off Cape Ann, by

Captain Webb, in his trap. A specimen was taken at Lanes-

ville, Massachusetts, July 13, 1878, the only instance of its

occurrence to the northward of the point of Cape Ann.

47. Hypoprion longirostris Poey.

A West Indian species ; collected in the Gulf of Mexico, by

Dr. J. W. Velie, of Chicago, and sent to Washington for iden-

tification.

48. Centroscyrnnus ccelolepis Bocage and Capello.

This species was described from the coast of Portugal. It is

recorded, also, from Madeira. Three specimens were presented

to the United States National Museum, August 26, 1878, by

the crew of the schooner Marion, who captured them on the

Nova Scotia banks, the first specimens known from the Western

Atlantic.

49. Centroscyllium Fabricii (Reinh.) Mtlller and Henle.

A Greenland species. One individual was received from

Captain Jos. W. Collins, schooner Marion ; localitv same as the

last. This species is new to the fauna of the Wester
Both this and the preceding are called by the fishermen "Black

Dog fish."

50. Ginglymostoma cirratum (L. Gin.) Mtlller and Henle.

An adult specimen was taken in the Gulf of Mexico, by Dr.

J. W. Velie of Chicago. A young individual was captured by

Mr. Otto Lugger in Chesapeake Bav.
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On November 20, 1878, I was observing Saturn's satellites

with the 26-inch refractor, using an eye-piece magnifying 400
diameters. Four satellites were nearly in the plane of the ring
(position angle 94° 2). They were

Tethys; p= 265°, s=35"
;
(estimated.)

Dione; p= 94
,

s=60"
; ( " )

Titan; p^ 94±, s= over 150" (estimated.)

Enceladus ; p= 92 (est), s= 31"\L3 (measured.)

At about 8h 30m as I had just completed the measure of the
distance of Enceladus, the sky became covered with flying

clouds, which continually passed over Saturn, partially obscur-
ing the planet and dimming the light of the satellites. The
clouds were probably forming and disappearing constantly, as
the air was full of mo e of the wet and dry
bulb thermometers being less than 1° F.

I had noticed before beginning to observe that large portions
of the sky were alternately obscured and clear, evidently owing
to thin clouds formed on "the spot.

The disappearance or dimming was gradual and it seemed
suited to a photometric experiment similar to that tried by
Bond on the nebula of Orion during twilight, when the order
of the appearance of the details, with the times, were noted.*

Accordingly, Mr. Anderson, assistant, watched Saturn with
the naked eye, looking along the telescope as a guide at the
planet, while I watched the appearance of the satellites through
the equatorial. The interior of the dome was perfectly dark.

As a cloud gradually (and as nearly as could be judged uni-
formly) darkened Saturn as seen in the telescope, the appear-
ances were carefully noted and when the planet disappeared to

the naked eye Anderson called " now."
At this instant I endeavored to note the visibility of the

satellites.

Enceladus, which was faint at the best, always disappeared
before this instant. In four (tolerably satisfactory) experiments
it was found that Tethys disappeared in the telescope at the
same instant that Saium did to the naked eye. In several

reappearances I found that Dione reappeared in the telescope

-Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 97.—Jan.,
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just before Saturn appeared to the naked eye ; and that Tethys

was seen almost at the same time, or a very little after tbia

When Saturn was just appearing or disappearing Titan was as

bright in the telescope ;is Dione when no clouds were present.

Diane was always a little brighter that Tethys. The southern

edge of the belt in the southern hemisphere of Saium vauislicl

about at the same time as Enceladus. This observation is, how-

ever, not so precise as those on Tethye.

As many appearances and disappearances as possible were

observed and the result of them all is that Tethys was as bright

to my eye in the telescope as Saturn was to Anderson's unas-

sisted eve. It may be mentioned that Anderson under good

ranees can see Uranus with the naked eye, and by

experience I have learned that my eye is well suited to seeing

faint satellites like those of Uranus and Neptune. I believe

that our eyes used as in this experiment were as nearly equal

as any could be.

The sky became totally cloudy before I could measure the

the position of Tethys. From Prof. Newcomb's MS. tables the

time of West elongation is 12h.4 Wash. m. t.

These experiments enable us to determine appro

the relative brilliancy of Tethys, in this part of its orbit, with

Saturn. Assuming the diameter of the pupil of the eve at

02 in the relative amount of light received by Anderson's eve

from Saturn and through the telescope from Tethys are a.-

pjfboo nudie^ toiu-u inehe-y-\ o,-a- 16,900 to 1. So that the

llhir ,
4„„t!i . r.oi 1)001 );,<) 17 ,, b, _', ; , ~Snfu,n, inelud Mi

both ball and ring.

From the table given by Zdllner in Photametn'sche Un-r

mchungen, p. 200, it' follows that if Saturn bad been withoie hi>

ring, the light from the ball alone would have been 0-9856

(log. ll-9i 1 1 j ol the light of ball and rings combined. Hence

if H, is the light from the ball alone, the light received from

Tethys was j^j -^ = 0"00006323. H
,

(log. 5"8009 H,>

If H, is the brilliancy of a planet at a time when its distance

from the sun is r, and from the earth p, ; and if d is the true

diameter of the planet in miles and A a constant depending on

the nature of its reflecting surface thei

H =A.rf*|'*C*r
At another time, H, = A.d 2

. ( ) and
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For November 20, 8h .5 Wash. m. t., log. r = 0-9787 and
log. Pl =09554. The mean distance of Saturn is 9-5389
(log. r

2 = 0-9795) and the log. of its mean distance from the
earth is log. p 2

=0-9789. Thus the brilliancy of Saturn was
greater on November 20 than at its mean opposition in the
ratio <>f 1-118 to 1, or H, = 1118 H . Thus Tethys =
0-000071 H

a or in words, Tethys in this particular part of its

orbit has seven '//-one millionth*' of the brilliancy of the hall of
Solum at mean opposition.

Zollner has determined (op. cit. p. 145) the relative brilliancy
of Sotnrn'x ball at mean opposition of Capelhi to he Sain,-" —
01;:;L (\,r ,la; (log. JH3345). Hence 7^-= O-00uO3O Capdht :

(log. 5-4^40).

From this

If the lig

as 1-1)00 and if the light-ratio be d ((HO) and if m be the i

nitude of the star on Argelander's scale, then c^
-

' = the lig
of the star in terms of the liirht of the tirst magnitude star
unity. For us *—« = 0*000080 or m = 123 approximate!
[On Struve's scale m' — 11-8. On Herschel's scale m" = 12f
The resulting stellar magnitude of Tethys on Argelandei

scale being as we have seen 12*3 it should be just visible wi
a telescope of a little over four inches aperture* This I test<

on November 23d, and I tin.il that with four inches apertu
T«thys was just i,

( Fast) with a pow
of 200 diameters when s,inm w.k in the held. When >,////>

was put out of the field it was just steadilv visible. With
power of 400 it was better seen, never totally disappear^
With an aperture of five inches on the finder and a power <

thirty it was not seen. The appearances were the same to bol

Andeison and myself. These observations give a rotmb chec
on the preceding: accurate ones, as the two methods agree betti

than could be expected. It also affords some evidence as to tt

ey s of the two observers.
If the relative brilliancy of the various satellites among thee

selves be measured, the foregoing observations afford a read

means of deducing their brilliancy in terms oi a standard st;

like Capella and hence in terms of any standard star.

* See Pogson: Mon. Not. R. A. S., vol. xxi, p. 34. It is important to rememh
.-son's formula there is considerable un- •- ':.

owing to the varying effects of different magnifying powers, and to other causes
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To Professor Henry Draper H.D., Director of the Draper Eclipse Expedition :—

Dear Sir: The instrument which I used at Rawlins, Wyo-
ming, during the solar eclipse of July 29, 1878, for the purpose

of measuring the heat of the sun's corona, was devised by me a

short time only before that event; and the time was insufficient

to allow me to give it as thorough a test as was desirable to

ascertain its full i teristica

This instrument I have named the tasimeter, from the Greek

words Tourer extension, and fierpov, measure, because primarily

i of any kind. The form of h>
'

i the annexed wood-cut (:"

With this instrument was used a Thomson's reflecting galva-

nometer, on a tripod, and having a resistance of three-fourths of

an ohm. The galvanometer was placed in the bridge wire of a

Wheatstone balance, two of the branches of which had constant

resistances of ten ohms each, while of the other two one had a

constant of three ohms, and the other contained the tasimeter

which was adjusted by means of the screw to three ohms.

Wheu thus balanced if the strip of vulcanized rubber placed

between the fixed point and the carbon button (seen in fig. 2)
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•i this current of c

xpansion of the rubber and 1

The form of instrument her
ays before leaving for the w<
towever, I set it up upon
lat it was a very difficult ma

the galvanometer, the

mrse being proportional to the

> the strength of the battery,

ere described was only finished tu-n

•vest ; hence T was unable to test it

my arrival at Rawlins, but found
itter to balance so delicate an instru-

ment as a reflecting galvanometer with one cell of a battery,
through such nnall resistu :es. Tn fact, I did not succeed in

balancing it at all in the usual way. Nor could it be balanced
m any way until I devised a method which I may designate

lal balancing," when it became very easy to accomplish
the result and also to increase the effect by using two cells in

place of a single one. This device consisted of a rheostat
formed of two rows of pins. The rows were about one-half an
inch apart. A wire was connected from a pin on one row to a
pin on the other row and so on, so that the current had to pass

through the whole len»th of the wire, which was No. 24 gauge
and four feet long. This was used as a shunt around the gal-

vanometer. A copper wire connecting all the pins of one row
served to reduce the resistance to zero. When the galva-

nometer was then shunted, a very feeble current passed through
it. If the spot of light was not at zero it was brought there by
either incie the pressure upon the vulcanite

<>f the tasimeter'by the adjusting nut When thus brought to

zero the copper wire of the shunt rheostat was taken off of one
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pin, t 1 1
1 1 - n 'i i~ u_ ti i - - i -.I - i-hiips to one-

fiftieth of an ohm. The spot of light was neneriilly deflected

nearly off of the scale. The light was again brought to zero

by varying the resistance of the tasimeter, and another one-half

inch of wire included in the shunt, another deflection and

another balance was obtained by the tasimeter. Thus by

gradually increasing the delicacy of the .galvanometer by in-

creasing the resistance of the shunt and balancing at every

increase, the whole of the current was allowed to pi

the galvanometer and the shunt taken off. When this point

was reached the damping magnet or director was in close prox-

imity to the case of the galvanometer. To increase its delicacy

to the fullest extent it became necessary to raise the director to

the top of the rod. This was done by raising it cautiously a

quarter of an inch at a time, bringing the spot of light to zero

each time by the tasimeter.

In order to form some idea of the delicacy of the apparatus

when thus adjusted, a preliminary experiment was made on the

evening of the 27th, with the star Arcturus. The tasimeter

being attached to the telescope, the image of the star was

brought on the vulcanized rubber. The spot of light from the

galvanometer moved to the side of heat. After some minor

adjustments, five uniform and successive deflections were

obtained with the instrument, as the light of the star was allowed

to fall on the vulcanite to produce the deflection, or was screened

off to allow of a return to zero.

It was in this condition when the eclipse occurred. The tasi-

meter was placed in a double tin case, with water at the tem-

perature of the air between each case. This case was secured

to a Dollond telescope of four inches aperture. No eye-piece

was used. At the moment of totality the spot of light was

alowlv passing towards cold. When I withdrew a tin screen

and allowed the edge of the luminous corona to fall upon the

rubber, the spot of light .-to ped v« .;_-i. ,, . .if of the scale

towards heat, its v< died the end.

The time required for the light to leave the scale was from

four to five seconds.

I interposed the screen and endeavored to bring the light

back to zero, but I was unsuccessful. Had I known that th«

heat was so great I should have used a platinum strip in
|

bra

by the approach of the damping magnet. 1 then should doubt-

less have succeeded in getting two or more readings, and after-

wards by comparison wVth bodies of known temperature shouM

have obtained a near approach to the temperature of the suns
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Art. VI.—Description of a Paper Dome for an Astronomical
Observatory ; by Professor Dascom Greene, Troy, K Y.

An astronomical observatory has recently been erected for
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, through the liberality of
Mr. E. Proudfit of this city. In maturing the plans, and super-
vising the erection of the building, I have introduced an
improved method of constructing revolving domes, a brief
account of which may not be without interest.

While making the preliminary inquiries, I ascertained that
a dome of the dimensions required, constructed in any of the
methods in common use, would weigh from five to ten tons,
and require the aid of cumbersome machinery to revolve it.

It therefore occurred to me to obviate this objection by mak-
ing the frame-work of wood, of the greatest lightness consist-
ent with the requisite strength, and covering it with paper of a
quality similar to that used in the manufacture of paper boats

;

the principal advantages in the use of these materials being
that they admit of great perfection of form and finish, and give
extreme lightness, strength, and stiffness in the structure,

—

prime qualities in a movable dome. A contract was accord-
ingly made with Messrs. E. Waters & Sons, of this city, the
well-known builders of paper boats, for the construction of the
dome, and they have carried out the undertaking wiih great
skill and success.

The dome is a hemisphere with an outside diameter of

twenty-nine feet. The frame-work consists primarily of a cir-

cular sill which forms the base, and two semi-circular arch gird-

ers set parallel to each other, four feet apart in the clear, and
spann ig the entire dome. These are firmly attached to the
>i'l and kept in n vortical position by means of knee-braces.
The sill and girders are of seasoned pine, the former being
8i inches wide bv 3£ thick, and the latter each 4£ by 3
inches.

The paper covering of the dome is made in sixteen equal
sections, such that when set up side by side, their bases on
the sill, and their exl : the top, they form
a complete hemispherical surface. The frame-work of each
section consists ,, t! ree vertical ribs of pine each 3| i iclies

in width and £ of an inch thick, one at each side and one
midway between, and meeting at the apex- The paper was
stretched over this frame-work as follows:

A wooden model of full size being made of that portion

of the dome included within one of the sections, with a sur-

face truly spherical, the frame-work of a section was placed
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in its proper position on the model, so that its outer edges

formed part of the same spherical surface, and covered with

shellac where it was to be in contact with the paper. The

sheet of paper cut in the proper form was then laid on the

model while moist, the edges turned down over the side ribs,

and the whole placed in a hot chamber and left until thoroughly

dry. In this way the several sections were dried off in succes-

sion over the same model. The paper used is of a very supe-

rior quality, manufactured expressly for the purpose by Messrs.

Crane Brothers, of Westlield, Mass. Its thickness after dry-

ing is about one-sixth of an inch, and it has a structure as com-

pact as that of the hardest wood, which it greatly excels in

strength, toughness and freedom from any liability to fracture.

After being thoroughly painted, the several sections were

ready to be set up side by side on the sill and connected

together by bolting through the adjacent ribs. The space

between the arch girders being left uncovered on one side from

the sill to a distance of two feet beyond the zenith, the upper

ends of the sections required to be cut off and accurately fitted

to the girders. The joints between sections were made weather

proof by inserting a double thickness of heavy cotton cloth

saturated with white lead paint. The adjacent side ribs were

then bolted firmly together through the paper and cloth, the

lower ends attached to the sill by angle irons, the upper ends

bolted to the girders, and the lower edge of the paper turned

under the sill and securely nailed. The joints were afterwards

painted over on the outside. As the entire surface exposed is

free from nail holes or other abrasions in the paper, the struc-

ture promises with an occasional coat of paint to last for many
years, and to form an effective and serviceable roof.

The 4-feet opening between the arch girders is covered by a

shutter which is also of paper stretched over a wooden frame.

With the exception of about two feet at the lower extremity,

this shutter is in a single piece. Attached to its sides area

series of iron rollers which run on a railway track of band iron

laid down on the girders, by which means the shutter can be

moved over to the opposite side of the dome. The wooden

sides of the shutter have iron flanges attached to their lower

edges, which project under the railway tracks, ma
whole weather proof. The shutter is opened and closed by

means of a windlass and wire rope.
The weight of the dome and its appurtenances is about 4,000

pounds. It is supported on six 8-inch balls which roll between

grooved iron tracks, and can be easily revolved by a moderate

pressure applied directly, without the aid of machinery.
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In Mather's geological sections of the Hudson Eiver valleyf
the alternating argillaceous schists slates and grits, on both
sides of the river, in the vicinity of Poughkeepsie arc assigned
to the Hudson River Group. This term was originally intended
to include the series between the Utica Slate below and the
Medina Sandstone above. These rocks would thus represent
the uppermost North American Lower Silurian.

In the geological map drawn by Logan and Hall, and
appended to the Report of the Canadian Geological Survey,
the rocks for some miles on both sides of the Hudson River,
south of Rondout on the west side and of Rhinebeek on the
east side, and extending southward beyond Poughkeepsie,
are designated as Caleiferous and Quebec. They are thus
referred to the middle division of the North American Lower
Silurian.

Dana, referring to this subject, observes in his Manual of

Geology, ed. 1874, on page 184 :

(; The extension of the Que-
bec group southward, along the west side of the Green Moun-
tain range, covers, according to Logan, a considerable part of

New York east of the Hudson, the rock being part of the non-
- clay -slate (formerly called Hudson Eiver slate)

which outcrops near Poughkeepsie, etc. The ana is divided
on the west from that of "the true fossilifeious Hudson River
beds (or Cincinnati series, as now called), by a great fault, which,

beginning near Quebec, crosses the Hudson near Rhinebeek,
lift '. miles north of Poughkeepsie. As these rocks have

o fossils, the age is still doubtful." Again on page
K'liof the same work, he says, under the head of Ciueinuari

Epoch: "In New York, the Hudson River beds include shales

and sandstones. They are the Lorraine shales of Jelferson

County (the Pulaski shales of the New York Annual Reports),

_ some thin beds of limestone. The slates alonu the

Hudson River, to which the , nomM^clh „., 1, 1 l.axe

been proved to be in part Primordial, and part, probably of the

Quebec series."

These rocks have therefore been first assigned to the Trenton
Period, then to the Canadian Period and aiterwards declared

;ural Science on Decem-
! that Society.-

Les 16, 18,
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unfossiliferous, and thus a question has been raised as to their

real age
In the spring of 1878, 1 discovered in a ledge of argillaceous

schist, back of the observatory of Vassar College, and a few

rods beyond the college fence, some fossil Brachiopoda.

Shortly afterward I found others, together with Crinoid stems,

at the first ledge of glaciated rock on the Storm ville road, be-

tween Casper Creek and the first limestone ridge. Again in

November and December of the same vear, in ascending the

first range of high hills which rises about a mile west of the

Hudson* opposite Poughkeepsie, I came across a large outcrop

oi' argillaceous schist. c<»i raining an abundance of Bra

and Crinoid stems. After it had become known that fossik

were to be found in the vicinity of V ssar Colleire, several of .

the students found some, and Mr. H. Booth of Poughkeepsie,

collected a number of Brachiopoda and Crinoid stei

ledge back of the observatory. On another visit to the localitr

on the base of Marlborough Mountain, I found a univalve shell

and Fucoids.

I am indebted to Mr. James Hall, the State Paleontologist,

for the identification of the fossils from these localities. They

are: Orttn's testudinaria Dalrn. ; Ortlris pectindla Con.; Lepicena

sericea Sow. ; Strophomena alhrnata Con. ; Buthotrephis subno-

dosa Hall.

The cast of the univalve hardly admits of perfect determina-

tion, but it strongly resembles that of Bellerophon bliobatm.

The Crinoid stems ineasioe from one to three millimeters in

diameter. There are from thii

ends, radiating from the cent

Tue surface is round and smooth. Casts of the central tube,

and of the spaces between the joints are preserved, and might

easily be mistaken for stems with annular corrugations on the

In some parts of the rock, Crinoids are very abundant, ia

others Ort/ns t^Uxii,,,, rin forms a conglomerate. Leptuma z>?n-

cea. O'this tfiindhvu-ia and the Crinoid stems are ch

of both the Vassar College locality and of that on the west of the

Hudson. The Brachiopoda are represented by internal cast-,

impressions of both exterior and interior, and by the shell irsell

in a greatly altered state. Sometimes the calcareous shell i-

preserved with but little alteration. The more mil

the fossils are more or less distorted. The general character o[

the rock is the same on both sides of the river. There are

irregular alternations of grit, clay slate and shale, in some places,
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with thin strata of limestone. The grit is sometimes slightly
calcareous.

The geological -ucmirican f these fossils is evident. I

quote, however, from Hall:* " Orthin tesiudinaria : This species
rarely, or never, appears in the Utica slate, but reappears near
the middle of the Hudson River shales, and continues nearly
to their termination, being abundant at Turin, Lorraine, Pu-
ke-ki, and other places. It is more rarely found in the vicinity
of the Hudson River and in the Mohawk valley." p. 288. "Ot-

38, though not i

very part of the Trenton limestone,
though unknown to ine in 'the Hudson River group." p. 123.
- Ln>l,>„<t vrrirm : The thin layers m the lower part of the Tren-
ton limestone are often entirely covered with the perfect shells or

i valves of this species. It occurs in all localities of the
Trenton limestone. It also reappears in the Hudson River
group, being in some localities very abundant."' p. 110.
"• biropltomcuo. altr-niala: This is one of the species, which, com-
mencing its existence prior to or at the epoch of Trenton lime-
stone, continues in gr :uout the roc 3c, and,
though not appearing in the Utica slate, reappears in the Hud-
son River group in immense numbers several thin strata in the

I t of this group being composed almost entirely of the
shells of this species." p. 105. The occurrence of these fossils in
these localities would then est blish the fact that the clay-slates

and shales in the vicinity of Poughkeepsie, on both sides of the
river, are fossiliferous and that they very probably belong
to the Hudson River group, as indicated by Mather in 1 43,

certainly to some member of the Trenton Period. These facts

also speak in favor of the retention of the term Hudson River
group as advocated by Hall.f

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Dec. 12, 1878.

Supplementary Note.—A visit to Marlborough on the west

bank of the Hudson River, about eight miles south of Potigli-

keepsic, has just yielded the following results. Tn an outcrop

ot ar-iliaceous sciiist near the river: Orthi* faindinaria. Orthis

}>»tin<-lhi, L-r,bMnn srnca and Crinoid stems Tn a slightly cal-

careous grit at the southern extremity of Marlborough Moun-
tain, there called Break-neck Hill, about three miles west of

the river at this point : Ordu's testudinaria.

N. Y., Dec. 16, 1878.

s Note upon the History and
>an Geological Nomenclature, by James 1



In a recent article published in this Journal (vol. xvi, Sept,

1878), Professor F. W. Clarke calls attention to the estimation

of cadmium by electrolysis, which, however, proved unsuccess-

ful—the cadmium being indeed thrown out of the solution, hut

in such a form as to enclose impurities; yielding consequently

unsatisfactory results.

Out of curiosity to see what might be effected by substitut-

ing some other salt for the chloride, I employed an acetate solu-

tion and met with success, as the following experiments show:

I. '1450 grams cadmium oxide were dissolved in acetic acid,

the excess of the latter evaporated upon a water bath and then

the platinum crucible about half filled with water and placed

upon a copper ring connected with the negative pole of a two-

cell Bunsen battery, while joined to the wire leading from the

positive pole was a strip of platinum foil extending into the

acetate solution. The deposition of the cadmium upon the pla-

tinum crucible was regular and in a perfectly crystalline gray-

ish white layer. In about three hours the separation was com-

plete. The' cadmium was first washed with distided water,

then with alcohol, and finally with ether. It was dried over

sulphuric acid. The metallic cadmium weighed -1270 grams,

corresponding to 87*58 per cent Cd. The calculated percent-

age of metal in the oxide is 87 50.

II. -2046 grams cadmium oxide placed in a small, rather

broad platinum crucible, were dissolved in acetic acid, and after

expelling the excess of the latter, water was added—the solu-

tion, however, remaining rather concentrated. The platinum

vessel was connected with the negative pole of a bichromate

battery. To the copper wire of the positive pole was attached

a platinum wire from which was suspended a small platinum

crucible, which dipped into the solution in the larger vesseL

The space between the walls of the two crucibles was not more

than an eighth of an inch ; only two cells of the battery were

employed. The deposit of the cadmium here as in the first

experiment was perfectly crj
I lie in appearance.

Not the slightest trace of spongy metal was visible. The sep-

aration was finished in about the same time as in (I). The

metal was washed and dried as above. Found '1790 grams

metal, corresponding to 8748 per cent Cd.
From various experiments made by me I find that good

results may be obtained constant.lv bv observing the following:

1st. Work with rather concentrated solutions of the acetate.

2d. Employ a sufficient number of cells of either battery, to

give a rapid and rather energetic current.

Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania, October 31, 1878.



Chemistry and Physics.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L Chemistey and Physics.

1. On the New Element, Philippium.— Delafoxtaixk has
announced the discovery of a new element, in the earths obtained
from the mineral samarskite, to which he has given the name
fhill/rphun, after Philippe Plantamour of Geneva. Tlie oxide
of the new metal, philippiu. having the symbol PpO, is yellow
and has a color and a molecular weight intermediate between
yttria and terbia. Admitting it to be a protoxide, the atomic
weight of the metal would be between 90 and 95. Philippium
formate cty >talliz- - • . |.:i>m> less

soluble than yttrium formate. The oxalate is more solum; in

nitric acid than the terbium salt, less so than that of yttrium.
The nitrate becomes dark yellow on heating it to fusion, the ter-

bium and yttrium salts remain colorless. Concentrated solutions

do show a spectrum . ioeot absorp-
tion band in tin bluc-'mdigi (i = +-»o d>out) intense, broad, and
w> (I d; lined, which is characteristic of it, not being found in the
spectra of terbium, yttrium or erbium. Two other narrower
bands appear in the green, the moic i i n gibl * « hich appears

trum of terbium solutions with !

m- glass,

a woak band was observed in the violet (A= 4000 to 4050 about)
onh half as broad as the philippium band. The author questions

whether it really belongs to terbium as Soret supposes, or to a

new element, between terbium and erbium.— 0. li., Ixxxvii, 559,

I Oct., 1878. G. F. B.

2. On the JS/ew Element, Deripinm.—Dklafontaink has reported
the discovery of a second n w element in tin minora! samarskit.

from North Carolina, to which he gives the name <7,.-;r ;,>„i. from

decipiens, deceiving. The oxide, if the formula J')p( > be assigned

to it, has a molecular weight of 122; it has not been obtained

sufliriently free from didymium oxide to enable the author to say
that it is white, though its salts are colorless, xhv acetate erystal-

iizes easily, beino- less solulile than tinU ol d lymium but more so

than that of terbium. Potassio-d( eipium - ilph itc is but slightly

soluble in a saturated solution of potassium -mphate, though it

dissolves easily in water. The nitrate gives an absorption spec-

trum cndsiing of at U-a-i three bauds, in the blue and the in-

digo. The most reirangible of these is a little less broad than

that of philippium, is dark, and corresponds in its center to a

wave length m • ' ... . 1m imj; about half way; between G and H.

Neither didymium nor terbium <*.:'<- ba, Is in this region. The
second band is narrow, intense, not defined on its edge-, and is

in the less refraimih'm pan of the blue, corresponding to a wave
length of 4780 ; nearly i *

ntense. Finally i



nearly to the limit of the blue and green is an appearance of the

third. The earths of samarskite as "now known are given by the

author in the following tabular form

:

Yttria White YO =745 (Delafontaine) None.

Brbia Rose ErO =130 (Bunsen-Cleve) 520-522

Terbia Orange TbO Marignac) 400 about.

Philippia Yellow PpO =90 about (Delafontaine) 449 about.

Decipia White? DpO 416

Thoria White ThO a= 2(n:> (Delafontaine) None.

Didymia Brownish DiO =112-114 (Marignac-Cleve) 572-577

Ceria Pale yellow

He also calls attention to the numerical relations between

the atomic weights, thus: Yttrium = 58; Philippium = 74 or

58+2X8; Terbium 98 or 58+5X8; Decipium 106 ? or 58+6X8;
and Erbium=114 or 58+7X 8.— O. B., lxxxvii, 633, Oct., 1878.

3. On the New Eh hu»f, M<>.«n><lntm*—At a recent meeting of

the French Academy (November 25th, 1878), a note by Dr. J.

Lawrence Smith was presented, in which he claimed for himself

priority in having been the first to call attention to the absence of

cerium'oxide, and to the new characters of certain earths, in the

North Carolina samarskite, and to have described one of these

under the name Mosandrum.
4. On the Neu: 1-J>nn,,i, Yt,>i',hnn.—Marigxac has described

some of the compounds of a new element, found in the Ytterby

mineral gadolinite; il is associated with yttrium and erbium, and

hence called by him ytterbium. In separating the earths of this

mineral, he heated ;i y became pasty. On

treating the mass with boiling water, an insoluble residue remained,

in which the erbium was concentrated. By repealing the operation

many times, a pure rose colored earth was obtained, winch w;i-

erbia, the atomic weight rising to that of erbium, D28 or 129,

On continuing the operation, he was surprised to find that the in-

crease of the rose color, of the absorption bands and of the atomic

weight which at first kept together, finally separated ; the atomic

weight slowly increasing, while the rose color and the bands dimin-

ished ; so that the last product wTas perfectly white, its salts were

colorless and its spectrum showed no absorption bands. The

purest product gave an atomic weight of 130-8; hence 131 maybe
provisionally adopted. Ytterbium nitrate is decomposed by heat

without coloration, the oxide is much less attackable by acids than

the other oxides of this group, the sulphate is isomorphous with

those of yttrium and erbium, redissolves easily and completely in

a saturated solution of potassium sulphate, no precipitate being

formed on boiling. • , i* not precipi!.^ ,!

by boiling with sodium hypo.-ulphite. the formate dissolve- it'.
'
-

than its weight of water and resembles the same salt of yttrium

and erbium, and loses its crystal water at 100°. These properties

distinguish it from thoriumj the only element of this kind known

* This Journal, xvi. 384, November, 1873.
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whose atomic weight is high. Its symbol is Yb.— C. E., lxxxvii,

5. On a Simple Vapor density Method.—Victor Meter lias

proposed a very simple mode of approximate vapor density de-

al of the air expelled
by the vapor. He uses an elongated cylinder of about 10o c. c.

capacity, closed at bottom and having a tube of some length
attached at top, in die side of which is a lateral tube by which
the air may be conducted to a graduated tube. The vertical tube
is to be closed with a cork. To use it. the apparatus is placed in

the vapor of a liquid of sufficiently high boiling point, or even in

a metallic hath. After the temperature has heroine constant and
the air in the cylinder has fine- end of the
lateral lelivery tube is placed beneath a y-ra dnuted tube full of

water, the cork is removed, the substance dropped through the
tube into the cylinder, and the vessel closed. The substance
volatilizes at once and expels its own volume of air from the ves-
scl. which i- collected, and measured in the graduated tube.

Neither the capacity of the vessel nor the temperature of the
bath are needed in the calculation. This requires only the
weighl "

'

of the barometer and the volu
are close enough for molecular u .

.
.-.as the fig-

ures given show.—Ber. Berl Chun. Ges., xi, 1867, Nov., 1878.

6. On the Separation of Zinc from Nickel.—Beilstkin has

proposed the use ot citric acid in the analytical separation of

nickel from zinc, having found that in presence of citric acid and
citrates, zinc is com] « eh pre. pitat. 1 b\ hydrogen sulphide,

while ad the nickel remain- in the solution. The solution contain-

as nitrates or sulphates, is treated with ammonia to alkaline reac-

tion and is then acidulated w ith pun- citric acid. Into the perfectly

cold solution, hydrogen sulphide is passed for five or ten minutes,

or until it strongly smells of the gas, allowed to stand for an half

hour, repeating the operation until the odor no longer disappears

on standing. The precipitated zinc sulphide is allowed lo stand

twenty-four hours in the cold, is filtered off and weighed. The
filtrate is evaporated to a small bulk and from it the nickel is pre-

leetrolytically. The separation is complete as is shown
by the examples given.—iter. Berl. (.'hem. Ge*., xi, 1715, Oct.,

1878. «. F. B.

7. On the for/, .'i/f/m, .,/ P-iqnireo-diruni'mio *'///.•>.

—

Joroknskn
has succeeded, by the oxidation of an ammoniacal solution of

chromous chloride CrCl.,, in producing a chloride of eldoro pur-

..!. Tin- formula ot the chloride of the mw compound
is C! |Cr AH i .'<!,. aiialo-ous , „ purpureocobah chloride, which

. s in' "solubilitv.
' From aqueous solutions it is com-

pletely precipitated by hydrochloric acid. Nitric acid produces



this salt the chlorine i> not piveipu •.!,!< h\ -diver nitrate. Fluosi-

licic acid precipitates a silico-fluoride of chloropurpureochromium,

which under the microscope appears isomorphous with the corres-

ponding cobalt salt. The author has evidence of the existence of

roseo and luteo-chromium.—J. pr. Ch., II, xviii, 248, Nov., 1878.

8. On the Atomic weight of Iridium.-
mined with great care the atomic weight

urrent of hydrogen, s

with great care the at*-; .
liy igniting

: of hydrogen, ammonio-iridium chloride and pota-^io-

iridium chloride.* The former gave as a mean 193-377; the latter

193-094; the mean of both being 193-220, H being 9975; or

taking H as 1, the atomic weight of iridium is 192-744.— lift.

. Gen., xi, 1707, Oct., 1878. a. v. u.

9. Preliminary Note upon the nature of the Chernial Fo-

ments.—Mr. Norman Lockyer has addressed the following note

to the Fret noes:—" Reasoning from analogies

furnished by the behavior of known compounds, I have proved

that, independently of calcium, many bodies hitherto cot;sideivl

as elements, are also compound." Mr. Lockyer promises to for-

ward to the Academy the necessary proofs of his assertion."—

Cornp. Rend., No. 19, p. 673, Nov., 1878. J. x.

10. Pheunm " -;/ /; , ' In,,'.' , -l-n-i'c-nrTn.ni-iv
_iand, thus sums up the results of

!:

in the perception of sound; for two simple t«

fering are still heard to interfere when conducted separately to the

two ears, (b.) When two simple tones in unison reach the ears in

oi ': e he 1. {<:) The !o al zation of this acoustic " iniau'e"" i>

independent of the pitch of the sound, (d.) If the

phase is p rtial, tin sensati >n is i< -alized partly in the ears and

partly at the back of the head, (e.) If the difference of phase be

complete but the intensities unequal, the acoustic "image" in-

stead of oe'niu; at the middle of the back of the head, is n

ear in which the sound is louder. (/.) It is possible to discern

the difference between two compound ; »nes which differ only in

the phase but not in the pitch or intensity of their component

partial tones. For when two such compound tones are separately

brought to the ears so that the vibrations of any partial tone pre-

sent reach the ears in opposi'

is singled out and localized s

two simple tones are led simply to the ears no differential tone

heard ; t In re is some ,>.:,:. nee'that summational tones

(A.) To bii aces are excessively

and ordinary consonances harsh. (i.) Vibrations* in

conveyed to*a point of the parietal or occij
:

atone side, are apparenti\ heard in the ear of the other >Me l-' :
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In his investigation the author made use of a telephone, which
is thus seen to occupy a place in acoustic researches.

—

Phil.
Mag., Nov., 1878, p. 383. j. t.

11. On the Economy </>.<> >,./„,7.-/,./,.,/ >.; '/>> ///. c/v/c Light.—
Professor Farmer of the Torpedo Station at Newport, has written
a letter to the Sah m ' >b>. rver, failing attention to the fact that
the parlor of his house, No. 11 Pearl St., was lighted every even-

month of July, 1859, by the electric light, and
c light was subdivided, too. Since this was nine-

teen years ago, it v. ,

- :'--: private

dwelling house ever lighted by electricity; a fact which may be
a source of pride to the city of Salem some of these days. As
we know of no one better qualified to give an opinion on these
important questions, we give the latter portion of Professor
Farmer's letter:

"A galvanic battery of some thi-ee dozen six-gallon jars was
the cellar of the house, a i etric cur-

rent which was conveyed by suitable conducting wires to the
" ntle-piece of the parlor, where were located two electric lamps,

(I should not wonder if the screw

Either lamp could be lighted at

pleasure, or both at once, by -imply turning a little button to the
right for a light, to the left for a dark. No matches, no danger,
no care to the household, nor to anyone except to the man who
attended to the battery.

This light was notice to the eye,

and more delightful to read or "sew by than any light ever seen

before. Its use was discontinued, at that time, for the simple rea-

son that the acids and zinc consumed in the battery made the
light cost about four times as much as an equivalent amount of

gas-light. Now that we can have cheap ele<

dynamo-electric machine, we may s

In the year 187o I subdivided an electric current into forty-two

putting a light into each branch. All these

lamps were *.,!),}, . Iwiih. ehi ii', " mm « 1 > . u 1 i I did

not weigh more than eight hundred pounds, and which was driven

by a small steam engine.
Now a word as to the cost of electric light as compared with

light from gas. Perhaps on the average, one pound of illuminat-

ing gas will, if burned in an hour in five different burners, give

l ach burner. Or seventy-rive a
in all. One pound of

':'

- s-es a suriieicnt store

of energy to enable it to give out by combustion, from eighteen

thousand to twenty-one thousand units of heat, or the •

of from thin t Tins, if

burned in an hour, would average from two hundred to two hun-

dred and sixty thousand units "of work per minute, or say from

three thousand to thirty-rive hundred foot-pounds per minute per

candle light.

Now a verv large electric light, say ten thousand candles.
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does not demand or consume more than fifteen or twenty foot-

pounds of energy per minute per candle light, and even so small

an electric light as twenty or thirty candles need not consume so

much as two hundred foot pounds per minute per candle light.

So it might not seem very extravagant to expect that one pound
of gas per hour could be burned in a suitable furnace under a

proper boiler, and steam be taken from this boiler to a steam

engine, and this engine driven magut fie electric machine which

should supply electricity to five electric lamps that would shed

forth more light than could be given by five of the best gas lamps

known, each lamp consuming at the rate of one-fifth of a pound

of the best illuminating gas per hour ; and this would not be half

so absurd an expectation as it would have been three years ago,

for some visionary to have predicted that the talking Phonograph
would succeed in embalming speech."

U. S. Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, R. L, Oct. 30, 1878.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Iteport of the Geological Survey of the Fortieth Parullel,

^-logist in charge: Volume I, Systemam
: King. 804 pp. 4to, with 28 plates and 12

published by order of the Secretary of War, under authority of

Congress.—The field work of the Geological Survey of the 40th

Parallel commenced in 1867, and continued until 1873; the no

labor of studying the material collected, arranging

for publication facts observed, and drawing conch
has only been finally concluded during the past year. The study oi

the geology of the region explored was carried on by Mr. King and

his associates, Mr. Arnold Hague and Mr. S. F. Emmons, of the

mining districts by Mr. J. D. Hague, and of the botany by Mr. S.

Watson ; the topography was in the hands of Mr. J. T. Gardner.

The area covered by their explorations forms a belt of country

100 miles wide, from north to south, and extending from the

meridian 104" west in a direction a little south of west as far as

longitude 120° west; it partly encloses the 40th Parallel, but near

the eastern extremity deviates a little to the north of the line.

Of this tract of country Mr. King says, in the opening chapter of

his volume : "It has rarely fallen to the lot of one set of observers

s and prod

i which has been subjected to a great sequence

of mechanical violence, and can hardly fail to become classic for

its display of the products of eruption—this Exploration has

actually covered an epitome of geological history." It should be

added that, at the time when Mr. King's party took the field, the
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ivirion was one which was unmapped, unstudied, and of which
nothing hut a few isolated details was known. The value of the
work accomplished can be best appreciated when the difficulties

le are understood.

X the Survey, in their order of publication,
are as lollows:-— Vol. lii, Mining Industry, by James D. Hague,
with geological contributions by Clarence Kinir. 1 870. Vol. v,

v Sereno Watson. Vol. vi, Microscopical Petrography,
by Ferdinand Zirkel, 1876. Vol. ii, Descriptive Geology, by
Arnold Hague and S. F. Emmons, 1877. Vol. iv, Part I, Palaeon-
tologv, bv P. 15. Meek; Part II, Palaeontology, by James Hall and
R. P. Whitfield ; Part 1 11. < hnithology, by Robert Ridgway, 1877.

Geological Atlas, containing ten double maps, 1 878. Vol. i, Sys-
tematic Geology, by Clarence King, 1878.

The concluding volume in the series, now published, presents a
systematic statement of the geological facts taken in order of
geological time, collected by Mr. King and his associates, Messrs.

Hague and Emmons, with the conclusions which he himself has
drawn from them. The detailed presentation of these facts, in their

geographical order, had already been given in volume ii, on De-
scriptive Geology (notice. 1 in this Journal, vol. xvi, p. 234). In

...::(

Purvey, .Mr, King lias given much greater and more permanent
value to the labors of himself and his associates. The clear and
systematic manner in which both the facts observed and the the-

3 advanced are presented, is worthy of high praise ; Mr. King's
graceful pen never showed itself to better advantage.

_
It is per-

haps unnecessary to add that the app
uld be desired ; the many plat

j valuable feature of the volume is to be
found in the series of geological charts, one of which accompanies
the description of each formation and gives the distribution of the

rocks belonging to it. In another number we expect to cite some
pages from the work, which will show some of the more important

conclusions reached.
2. Tenth A» mini Report nf tfa- Cnlt^l St,it,s (it o/o

;/
,Yv// „„,/

Geographical Survey of the Territories. Being a Report of Pro-

gress of the Exploration for the year 1876, by F. V. Hayoen', U.
S. Geologist; 546 pp. svo. with 74 plates and 3 large maps.

Washington, 1878.—Ti \-.lumc contains, be-

sides the opening letter of the geologist in charge, the following

reports: Part I, by 0. A. White, On the geology of a portion of

\ r votern < b.rado ; bv 1 MI Uiel nth _» «
I _r\ ot t! e

White River District, on the Mineralogy of Colorado, and on the

n.ks of Colorado ; by A. C. Peale, on the geology of the

Cihul River District; by W. H Holmes, on the geology of the

Sierra Abajo and Wesr San Miguel Mountains; Part II, Topo-

graphical reports by A. D. Wilson, Henry Gannett, G. B. Chit-

tenden and G. Ii. Iicchh-r; Part 111, On Aivha-oiog) and Ktlmoi-

ogy by W. M. Holmes, W. H. Jackson and W. J. Hoffman ;
and
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excellent plates, illnst nit ing buih the distribution and character

of the cliff houses, and also the remains of pottery and other

implements found in connection with them, besides admirable

plans, sketches, sections, increase the value of the

Report contains also two beautiful colored geological

Colorado, and a third map giving the drainage of the Territory.

3. Bulletin of the United States Geological Surrey of the Ter-

ritories; F. V. IIayden, Geologist-in-charge. Vol. iv, No. 4

—

This number of the Bulletin contains papers by S. H. Scudder on

the fossil Insects of the Green River shales ; by I). S. Jordan on

Fishes of Dakota and Montana, collected by Dr. Coues ; by J. W.
Chickering on Plants of Dakota and Montana, collected by Dr.

Cones ; by" F. M. Fndlich on Erosion in Colorado ; by C. A. White

on the Laramie Group ; by J. A. Allen 01

arboreal squirrels. An index to volume iv closes the number.
4. On the Origin of Stylolites ; by Edward T. Nelson.

(Communicated.)—During the past summer while spending a lew

days at a Post of the Hudson's Bay Company, called Red Rock, sit-

uated three miles above the mouth of Nipegon River, Lak" Supe-

rior, I had opportunity for observing the formation of stylolites on

a grand scale. The left bank of the river, just below Nipegon Rap-

ids, is, perhaps, fifty feet in height, and is composed of strata of

fine sand, with thin intercalated layers of clay. Owing to the

protecting influence of the clay the face of the hank presents a

series of steps. For a distance of some hundreds of feet, and

vertically from top to bottom, the surface, at the time of our

visit, was covered with stylolitic columns. In each case these col-

umns reached from one stratum of clay to the next below, and

hence varied in height from two inches to as many feet. During

the first afternoon it was raining gently. The water falling "V.r

the edges of the exposed layers of clay washed the *<n<d r>rtir-<tlbj

from beneath. In this way each stratum of sand presented th>

'same projections and crevices as its covering layer of clay. >
soon as the sun came out the exposed edges : the -{ violin-

became covered by a very thin pellicle of the clay and were tliu?

preserved. Wishing to learn whether these columns became suf-

ficiently hard to stand pressure, I removed, very gently, portionl

of the talus of sand from the base of the hill and fou

perfectly preserved columns. The inner face of the talus was

of course, the exact obverse of the stylolites.

Ohio Wesleyan University, Oct. 22d, 1878.

5. Bowlders in Coal—During a recent geological excursion

with the Senior class of Denison University, I found at New
Straitsville, Perry County, Ohio, a bowlder of hard gritty sand-

stone, ten inches in diameter, in a seam of coal. It. was <-ovett"l

to the depth of one foot and rested upon seven feet of coal, the
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scam being the Nelsonville, or " Great Vein," which lies two to
three hundred feet above the base of the Coal-measures. The
roof is a bluish gray shale containing the usual Carboniferous
fossils.

It seems improbable that this bowlder was brought into the
ancient marsh when the material for the lower seven feet of coal
had accumulated, and was then covered with the several feet of
vegetable matter which are now compressed into the upper foot
of coal. The Nelsonville seam has a wide distribution in south-
eastern Ohio and Kentucky. It is the most reliable and persistent
coal of the lower productive measures. This implies that the
marsh in which it accumulated was very widespread, and that it

long retained its character as an urea of sluggishly moving, or
stagnant waters, so choked with rank vegetation that drift-wood
or floating iee (if any such thing existed in that age) would have
no chance of being carried far over its surface. But it afterward
sank beneath a shallow sea, muddy with the sediment which is

now hardened into the roof shales. Sometimes during this sub-
mergence the bowlder was dropped upon the still soft and yield-

bg mass of vegetation and sank into it to a considerable depth.
By what agency it was transported from the shores of that ancient
sea to its present resting place is uncertain. Two similar cases
are on record, and two eminent Ohio geologists have speculated
upon the causes of the phenomena. Professor E. B. Andrews
(lieport of Progress, 1870, p. 78) mentions a large quartzite
how Ider in thi> same N« !<on\ ille >eai i at Zah Au. Vinton County,
and attributes its transportation to floating ice. Professor J. S.

Newberry (Ohio Reports, vol. ii, p. 174) mentions one of talcose
slate found by him in Coal No. 2, in Mahoning County, and opines
that it was brought there by being " entangled in the roots of
trees, and thus floated and dropped." Whatever may have been
the buoyant material we can readily conceive that, once upborne
upon the water, these bowlders might easily have been driven by
winds, or carried bv currents, to where we now find them, and
penetrated the material of the coal by virtue of their weight and
compactness, while the mud carried by the same waters spread
over the coal a sheet of fine sediment without mingling with it.

6. Ashbumeron Oil-well Records in McK«m arid E& Covfc
V*:*, P< l( >,.ojlr<in;a.—\n a citation from this memoir on page 30:}

of the preceding volume, the sentence reading " We are sure that

the rocks maintain a constant thickness between these two points,"

should read " We are not sure," etc.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Flora firasiliefuu—The publication has made great pro-

gress during the vear 1878. In February appeared fascicles 75

and 76 ; in June iase. 77, in August fase. 7*. The subjects, in order

<>f publication, are:

Jfippoerateacece, by Dr. J. Peyritsch, Curator of the Vienna
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herbarium. While retaining the order, it is remarked that one

isomerous genus makes a transition to Celastracece.

Meliaceoe, by Casimir DeCandolle, who has recently published

a monograph of the whole order in the series which is to con-

tinue and supplement the Prodromus. This order is not very

largely developed in Brazil.

Ilederacece, by E. Marchal, Professor of Botany at Brussels. The

Brazilian species belong to four genera, which are well illustrated.

Lemnacerje, by Professor Hegelmaier of Tubingen, the mono-

grapher of the order. The three genera, Wolffia, Lemna, and

Spirodela are well illustrated in a single plate, and the anatomy

and morphology are fully expounded.
Aracece, by Professor Engler, late of Munich, now translated to

Kiel. There are about ninety Brazilian species out of 738 known

to the monographer, who arranges them under ten sub-orders,

and the larger sub-orders have two, three, and five tribes. But

among the sub-orders are Pistiacere and Lemnacece. The whole

is evidently worked out conscientiously, and is admirably illus-

trated by fifty-one plates, which abound in analyses. One of

them is a photo-nip!) of magnified stem-sections.

Raffiesitt<'4,t.\<\('»\\\\\ ><u\u^-\.-\\\\r.\-u. l'rofc--or at Strassburg.

In Brazil are two known species of Apodanthes and four of Pilot-

tyles. The single plate of illustrations is excellent.

Nymph'* u><<>\ by ProU-ssur Caspary of Kcenigsberg, are amply

and well illustrated. Three folio plates are given to Nymphma
id its varieties, six to other species, and two to Cabomba

3 details of Victoria. Three typical species of Colombo,

are described, and the character of C. Caroliniana, with full

descriptive details is given in a foot-note. The Nelutuh'nrm >>!

South America proves to be J¥. luteum; and the Japanese N.

nuciferum is thought to be hardly different. Three species of

Victoria are indicated, but with doubts as to their distinctness.

One of the ten tropical American species of NymphcBn, viz: N.

ampla,y\c\\ marked b\ Inmng the carpels separate through the

center and cohering only dorsally, reaches Texas.
Cucurbitacecn are elaborated, with much detail, by A. Cogni-

aux, a IJelu'iau botanist. Introductions included, there are twenty-

nine Brazilian genera, and one hundred and eleven species,

arrant,' d under the series proposed in Bentham and Hooker's

Genera Plantarum. Eichler is followed in placing the order next

to Campanulacese, a reversion to the ideas of Bend.
and Adanson. <'ue>irbita I'trn is thought to be of As
perhaps rightly. But our Indians had it, along with Mcot>'o

cies. L'rbl'»<,<•>/.-'

distinct genus,-

;;r:

i, which is certainly an old-world species. /

,ix 1 up with Meyarrhiza—a wholly c"

i Brazilian plants wIk .., .

geners of the true Echinoeystis. The order is here illustrated by

thirty-eight plates. a. g.

2. Heer: Flora Foasilis Arctica. Tome v. 1878.—This new

volume, like most of its predecessors, is composed of separate
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memoirs, some here first printed, some extra issues from academic
transactions and the like. The first paper, on the Miocene Flora
of Grinnell's Land (with nine plates and a map and sketch), is

printed at Zurich. The two following papers, on
Siberian and Eastern Asian fossil plants, are from the Memoirs
of the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg ; the remaining two
are from the Memoirs of the Royal Swedish^ Society at Stockholm,
and illustrate the Miocene flora of Sachalin and the Cordaites of
Nova Zembla. There are numerous figures. The first named
paper most interests us, by the announcement of the discovery of
the remains of a Miocene Spruce of the Tsuga group, i. e., allied

to our Hemlock Spruce; also of the veritable Silver Fir of

8. Epping Forest, and hoic best to deal with it, is an article in

the Fortnightly Review for November last, and separately issued,

by Alfred R. Wallace. It urges—now that the ground which
this ancient forest in the neighborhood of London covered, and
in part still covers, is consecrated by act of Parliament for the
recreation and enjoyment of the public forever—that the large
waste portions shall be replanted in a way that may exemplify
and reproduce, separately, the several kinds of forest of the
northern hemisphere. Even some forests of the temperate por-
tions of the southern hemisphere—of New Zealand, for instance,

be hopefully planted. The complete feasibility and the
" set forth, and are fortified

Wallace, who is exceed-

, adopts fully the theoretical views
which are maintained in recent articles of this Journal, as to the
cause of the poverty of Europe in indigenous trees, in comparison
with North America and Eastern Asia, and her own Tertiary

epoch; and would reclaim for England the trees and shrubs of

which she was long ago deprived by icy fate. a. g.

4. Die Algenjlora des Weissen Meeres ; by Dr. Cristoph Gobi.
(Extr. from Mem. Imp. Acad. Sciences, St. Petersburg, vol. xxvi,

no. 1.).—The above named paper is the first detailed account of
the algae of the White Sea. The species are principally those

found throughout the Arctic Ocean ; but Dr. Gobi remarks that

the vegetation of the southern part of the White Sea has a more
northern character than that of the northern part; which is

Western

great interest of this project are well :

by the authority of this' Journal. Mr.
ingly well qualified to judge, adopts f

evniaiued hy the statement that many forms of Western Europe

rice their way to the northern part do not extend to the

southern part of the White Sea. Dr. Gobi unites a considerable

number of species considered by Agardh and others to be dis-

tinct, even regarding Ehodomela lycopodioides as a form of IL

i-l 'PnlyslphnHlji arctica as a variety of P. cariegota.

Rhodophyllis vejyrecula Ag. is referred to Jt. dichotoma Lepechin.

The paper contains valuable references to the specie- of liuprecht

in the St. Petersburg Academy's herbarium. w. u. f.

5. North American Ftoa/i : Fungi American!., Centuries I
and II; by H. W. Raven kl and M. C. Cooke. North Ameri-
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can Fungi; by J. B. Era. is.

—

Since the Fmujl Cara/iuiani

K-st'o'ot; by liaVenel. the last volume of which appeared in I860,

a large number of new species of i'nm_M have been described liy

writers in Europe and this country, only a small number of

wlii h have ever been issued in any of the series of Exsiccati,

which have in recent years become uncomfortably numerous.

Several American species, to be sure, have been published in

Thumen's Mycotheca Universalis, but, comparatively speaking,

the number is small. From the nature of the plants themselves,

and the fact that many mycologists remote from one another are

constantly describing new species, many of which are founded on

very minute distinctions, it is very much to be desired that an

authentic scries of American fungi should be in the hands of

leading mycologists of Kurope ami fins country. For this reason,

if for no other^ we welcome the fasciculi ju-r issued by Messrs.

Ravenel and Cooke, and that by Ellis.

The first series named includes specimens collected in (iem-ia

and Florida by Mr. K. W. Ravenel, whose Fion/i Cumin, nm)

have made his "came familiar to all students of fungi. The deter-

mination of the species and their arrangement has been under-

taken by the well-known British mycologist, Mr. M. C. Cooke.

The series will include about four hundred species, pu
centuries, at the rate of twenty-one shillings each. American

orders may be addressed to H. W. Ravenel, Aiken, S. C. The

series includes a number of new Bpecies, «

in the current numbers of dvvillea.
The second of the series named is issued by Mr. J. B. Ellis, "i

Ncwtield, N. J.; and the first century contain- species collected

by him in the vicinity of Newtield, including a number of the

new species described by Cooke and Ellis m (irevillea, and >>v

Ellis and Von Thiimen in the Torrey Bulletin. Mr. Ellis intends

in the succeeding centuries of his work to include species from all

parts of tiie Fnited States, and has secured the aid of several

mycologists in different parts of the country, who w
specimens and. at times, descriptions of species. So far as is

practicable, an effort will be made to place in the same fn>cicul;i;

only plants belonging to the same order, so that the student wif

find a large suite of related species placed near together for com-

parison. Century II v. . by Mr.

Ellis, and Century III, Uredinei, by W. G. Farlow. The series

will include common as well as rare forms, and it is to be hoped

that it may become for this country what Rabenhorst's Fu«;l'

E»r pit-i is for Europe. Each fasciculus is neatly bound in a

form similar to that of Kabenhor^Fs Fum/i, and i's sold at the

rate of $7.00. Orders can be sent to J. B. Ellis, Newtield, N. J-

0. The Early Types of Insects; by Samuel II. Soudds*
(Abstract of a paper read before the National Academy «'f Sci-

ences, November 5, 1878).—The earliest remains of insects frem

the Paleozoic rocks were announced in 1835 by Audouin and
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Corda. Since then many authors, especially Germar and Golden-
have added to our knowledge, until now perhaps one hun-

3 are known. Yet insect remains in the older strata

looked upon as the greatest rarities, and by far themay still be
larger part of them are known to us only by their wings."

It is of course of prime importance that we should understand
the relative subordination of the larger groups in insects before

ting their order of succession in time; for one of the
principal difficulties in attempting to harmonize their structural
and geological relations has been in the erroneous views which
have been maintained of the relative rank of the suborders of

Hexapods and of their division into series. The author con-
tended for the accuracy of Packard's classification, which sepa-
rai I them into Metabola and Heterometabola, the former includ-

ing the riymenoptera, Lepidoptera and Diptera; the latter the
Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Orthoptera and Xeuropreru, the arrange-
ment being in a descending order, lie was also inclined to agree
vvith 1 >ohrn in his estimate ,,t the ordinal value of the peculiar com-
bination of characteristics in Eugereon and other early insects and
to accept, but with somewhat different limits, the term"Pahvodicty-
optera applied to this group by Goldenberg. He discussed the
times of appearance and relative abundance of the different subor-

ders of Hexapods and concluded with the foil win" recapitulation:

(I.) With the exception of the few wings of Hexapods known
from the Devonian, the three orders of insects— Hexapods,
Arachnids and Myriapods—appeared dn.ulta isl\ in Carbonif-
erous strata, (2.) All Carboniferous and Devonian inserts are

Heterometabola, the Metabola making their first appearance in

existed in Paleozoic tit uuurs either of all

the Heterometabola; of Orthoptera and Neuroptera ;
or of N'eu-

roptera proper and Pseudoneur'optera. (4.) The Devonian injects

long to comprehensive types related to the two lower

suborders only, or are low Pseudoneuroptera ; and were undoubt-
edly aquatic in early life. (5.) The lower suborders of Heterome-
tabola (Orthoptera* and Neuroptera) were much more abundant
in Paleozoic times than tin higher (Coleoptera and Hemiptera).

(6.) Nearly all the Paleozoic Orthoptera belonged to the lower,

nonsaltatorial families, and are almost exclusively cockroaches.

(V.) The Neuroptera proper were at that time much rarer than
the lower Pseudoneuroptera. (8.) All the earlier types were
therefore of inferior organization. (9.) The general type of wing
structure in insects has remained unaltered from the earliest time.

(10.) With the exception of two species of Coleoptera, the front

and hind wings of Paleozoic insects were similar and membran-
ous. (U.) The series of facts presented to us by the progress of

geological research leads to the conviction of the probable exist-

ene<< and possible discovers in the Devonian and eve!) in the

-nation, of winged insects, still more generalized m
structure than any yet detected in the Paleozoic rocks.
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IV. Astronomy.

1. Constants of the Terrestrial Spheroid.—In the Astron. Nach.,

No. 2,228, Professor Listing gives the following results of his

determination of the constants of the earth's figure :

a =z 6,377,377m '

l = 990'9948mm -

b = 6,355,270m -

I* — 993-5721 mm -

JR = 6,377,000™- V = 996'1495mm -

Q° = lo'oOO,205m - 0* = 9-806165""

w = 288-4800 g> = 9-831603m -

Also in general, I = 990-9948 -f 5-1547 sin 2
<p,

g = 9-780728 + 0-050875 sin 2
(p.

In these expressions a = equatorial rad., b = polar rad., R aq

(«
2
#bh or mean radius, Q = equatorial quadrant, Q=z meridai

quadrant; «> = a -^- (a -— 6), or eccentricity of merid. section;

£ , I* and r are the lengths of the second's pendulum at the equa-

tor, 45°. and pole
; g ,

g* and g', the force of gravity at the equa-

tor, 45° and pole; and I and g the corresponding values at any

latitude cp. h. a. n.

2. Failure of Meteorsfrom Biela's Comet in 1878.—Mr. E. T.

Sawyer writes from Cambridge as follows, under date of Decem-

ber 9th :—As far as my observations show, the expected shower

of Biela's, proved a complete failure. I carefully looked for

meteors conformable to a radiant near y Andromeda on the fol-

lowing dates: -November 23, 24, 26, 29, 30, and December 6, 7,

and s. The watches each evening varied from one to four hours

in duration, and aggregate about seventeen hours in all. Cloudy

weather interfered with watching for a week previous to the 23d,

with the exception of a few minutes on the 21st, also on the 25th,

27th, 28th, and December 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th. Strong moon-

lighl also prevented the recording of faint meteors after Novem-
ber _".Hh. During the seventeen hours or more of watching, only

three meteors were mapped radiating with any certainty from the

deduced center near y, and these paths prolonged buekwapi

meet exactly at R. A. 25° and 42°. Of the three recorded, two

were seen during the four hours' watch on the 26th. h. a. sr.

3. Abriss der PraJctischen Astronomie, von Dr. A. Sawip-h.
translated into German from the 2d Russian edition, by Dr. C. F.

W. Peters, assistant in the Observatory at Kiel. 848 pp. 8vo,

Wilhelm Mauke, Leipzig, 1879.—The first edition of this '>v re-

translated from the Russian by Dr. Gotze in 1850, has been for

near thirty years a standard work for the subjects embraced in it.

It is devoted principally to the instruments and processes
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employed in the determination of latitudes and longitudes. It
does not describe the fixed instruments of the observatory, and is

therefore more complete in respect to portable ones.

The present edition has been quite fully revised, the changes in

instruments and improvements of methods having required con-
siderable changes in the matter. The Repsold vertical circle and
the Ertel univt r-al in.-tnnm.-nt ;< re especially described. The more
recent methods of utilizing solar eclipses for determination of
longitude replace the older ones. h. a. n.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

_
1. International Geological Congress.—The American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, at its meeting in Buffalo,

August, 1876, appointed an international Committee charged with
the organize .rional Geological Congress, to be
held in Paris during the Exhibition of 1878. This committee,
which consisted of James Hall, W. B. Rogers, J. S. Newberry, J.

W. Dawson, T. Sterry Hunt, R. Pumpelly and C. H. II

with the addition of T. H. Huxley. Otto Torell, and E. H. Von
Baumhauer, then present at Buffalo, chose James Hall for its

chairman and T. Sterry Hunt for its secretary. A circular in

linages was at once issued, urging the importan •< * of
the proposed congress, for the consideration of which various
points u eve suggested, and recommending the bringing together
at the exhibition of collections illustrating the geology of all coun-

tries. The assurances of cooperat icH retarywere
such that after a few months, the Geological Society of France took
up the matter in connection with the international committee, and
naming a local committer, of which II. Cert was president and

, secretary-general, issued July, 1877, a circular embod y-

- th-

ing the suggestions of the first committee. This was followed
by a second circular, dated February, 1878, fixing
the Congress for the 29th of August. The local

prepared a catalogue of all the materials of geological interest

in the Exhibition, as well as of all the public and private eollec-

tions of Paris, which were thrown open to the members of the

Congress.
The Congress was opened on the dav appointed in the palace

of the Trocadero, the Minuter of Public Instruction for 1 iam-e,

. on the occasion, and six daily sessions were held, with
H'b< rr t,.,r president, assisted bv uum.-r.-'n- vie* -pre>id

from the van. n- n iti- n.diti. s! The whole number of members
enrolled w»h 328, of which ab.mt .ei were present. American

..-.- represented by James Hall, (..If. (. ooke, J. P. Les-

. : Sterry Hunt, W. P. Blake, E. D. Cope, and T. C. Chara-

herlin, and by Selwyn from Canada.
The first session was devoted to structural and >\\ riami i! _• ••!-

ogy and included among others, papers by Daubree and Alphonse
Favre, both giving results of experiments relative to the origin of

geology
ley,T. g
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fractures and foldings of the earth's crust. These were followe

by Lory on the structure of the Alps, by de Chancourtoie on th

coordination of the lines and veins, and by De Lapparent on th

foldings of the Chalk as disclosed by the examinations for th

tunnel beneath the streets of Dover.
In the second the history of th

rise and progress of the nomenclature of the Paleozoic rocks i

North America, and of the various geological map-, while Rcneviei

de Chancourtois and Huguenin submitted their plans for the use o

colors and sign- :

-
.1 Uutot diseu-sei

the value of geological suhdivisious and the bases of a uni fori

geological nomenclature for all countries, while Vilanova set fortl

per and lower limits of the Cambrian series, and was followed by

Barrande on the same subject. Von Mceller then discussed the

constitution of the Carboniferous series in different regions of

Europe, and its relations to Devonian and Permian, and was suc-

ceeded by Lesley on the same questions as presented in Pennsyl-

vania, and by V ns of the Trias and Lias in

France.
In the fourth session, Cope di-u-M d the illations of the hori-

zons of fossil verebrates in Europe and America, and was followed

by Albert Gaudry and by Matheson on the same subject. De

Moil diet presented his views on the Quaternary formations, and

Alph. Favre discussed the hypothesis of former glacial periods.

Van der Broeck and Buviguier discussed the agency of meteoric

phenomena in the alterations ot rocks, and W. P. Blake presented

and described a geological map of the United States of America.

The origin of volcanoes was then considered by Virlet d'Aoust,

after which the local admixtures of organic remains of different

horizons, giving rise to what have been called colonies is alike in

Jurassic and Devonian strata, was discussed by Choffat, Renevier

and Gosselet.

In the fifth session, DesCIoizeaux and Michel Levy discussed

various questions as to the feldspars in crystalline rocks, their chero-

„i —nposition and microscopic character, and were followed by

Sterry Hunt, on the constitution of the plagioclase feldspar, whil'

Jannetaz treated of the geological importance of the propagation

of heat in rocks, considered with reference to their structure and

their origin. Sterry Hunt then gave a description of the great

groups of crystal found in North America, in-

cluding Laurentain, Noriau, Unronian, .Mount Alban and Taco-

nian, and compared them with >imilar group- in Europe. He was

followed by Selwyn on the same subject. Szabo discussed the

eruptive Tertiary rocks of Hungary, examining the question

whether mineral composition can serve to show the ages of such

rocks. Velaine contributed an account of the trachytes of the

Reunion island and Ribeiro and of the Tertiary basalts of Port-
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In the sixth and last session of the Congr
ber, a communication by Bourjot was pr<

eruptive limestones of Algeria,' and
ena of the Great Lakes district of Nc

lis stated the views of several members of tbe Con-
he system of colorin

then announced the decision o

Congress are to be published in a volume under the direction of
the secretaries, the cost being generously defrayed by the national

it. A second International Geological Congress will be
held at Bologna in Italy, in October, 1881, under the honorary

p residence oi'Selia, president of the Accademia deiLincei of Rome,
•an] a local committee of ten Italian geologists has been named,

th< organization of the Congress, of whom Prof.
Capellini of Bologna will probably act as secretary. The gov-
't in. in ot ; „ Ki 10 of Italy, through the ambassador at Paris, at

Bjna sent a message of welcome.
The work of the next congress is referred to two international

be iii'>! of which will be charged with the unifica-

tions " des figures geolog-hpies," that is to say, of all colors or signs

employed on geological maps and plans. The second is charged
with the nomenclature, nnd n i

be considered at ion, as well as the
value and significance of mineralogie:d, lithologi. il and paleon-
tological characters embracing the most important problems in

gress, and to the local committee of the future c

these several committees arc to be sent before the first of January,
1881, to the Italian local committee of organization, who will

cause them to be printed and distributed before the meeting of
the Congress.
The members of the international committee on maps are as

follows : United States, Lesley ; Canada, Selwyn ; Great Britian,

Uams.My; France, de Chanoourtois; Belgium, Dupont ;
Switzer-

land, Renevier ; Italy, Geordano ; Spain and Portugal, Ribeiro;

Hautken; Russia, von Mauler; S,Hungary
Torell.

Theint
fhu- eoinpo>ed: Pnited States, James Hall; Canada, T. Sterry

Hunt; Great Britain, T. McKenna Hughes; France, Ib'bert ; IJel-

gium, Dewalque; Germany, Ferd. Romer; Switzerland, Alph.

Fivre: Italy, ('a lini ; >paii md Portugal, Vi la nova ; Hungary.
Szabo; R [Russia, Inostranzeff; Scandina-
via, Lundgren ; Australia, Liversidge.

^
In addition to the above a local committee was named in

France to discuss for the next Congress, the rules to be observed



Cotteau, Pouville, Gaudry, Poiuel, Gosselet and de Saport

for mineralogy and lithology, of DesCloizeaux and Jannettaz. The
' of the I

the proceedings was of course, French, but communications r

isfa were interpreted by MM. Barrois and T. Sterry Hunt,

and will be duly translated for the published acts of the Congress.

2. National Academy of Sciences.—At the session of the Na-

tional Academy of Sciences in New York City, November 5-8,

1878, the following papers were presented.

Henry Draper.—The Solar Eclipse of July 29, 1878.

1 by Boydea & Francis.

J. 8. Newberry.—(1.) Oi

;o living forms.— (2.) On some mooted points in Amer
0. N. Rood.—(1.) On a quantitative analysis of

Jenry's theory of color.

E. D. Cope. —On the characters of the Theromorphoi

C. A. Young.—Measures

l remarks on an investigation on the laws of heridity under-

At the same session on November 6, the Acting President >u !|-

sider the Scientific Surveys of the Territories of the United States,

The Report was adopted' by the Academy.
The Committee of the National V-ad-my of Sciences, to whom

has been referred the consideration of the following n
of law contained in the Act making appropriations

rnment for the fiscal year ending

purposes, approved June 20, 1878,
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expenses of conducting all surveys of a scientific character under
the War or Interior Department, and the surveys of the Land
Oilier, and to report to Congress as soon thereafter as may be

g and mapping the Territories of
the United States on such general system as will, in their judg-
ment, secure the best results at the least possible cost; and also

to recommend to (.'.
. lor the publication and

n of reports, maps, and documents, and other results of
the said surveys,"
Submitted the following report

:

The Committee consider that the field of inquiry proposed to
the Academy is intended to embrace only such surveys as pertain
to the public domain. They have not included in their plan of

. surveys and investigations, however scientific in

method and character, which apply solely to engineering work-.,

such as the improvements of rivers, harbors, lakes, etc. ; the irri-

gation and drainage of public lands, reclamation of tidal land-.

mm! protei fcion ol ilhn i u n fljions from floods. Such surveys and
i-. heiim- inseparably connected with engineering

problems, should, in the judgment of the Committee, be conducted
by the Engineer Corps of the Army. Nor do the Committee
1

'
<''>< ml any change in the organization of the Survey of the

Great Lakes, as this is~ now nearly completed.
The works which seem to fall especially within the limits of

the meaning of the 1 iu are : the Geographical Surveys west of the
one hundredth meridian, under the War Department; the Tinted
States Geographical and Geological Surveys of the Territories
and of the I i

*

. under the Interior Department;
and the system of Land Surveys, under the supervision of the
Land Office. Besides these, although not enumerated in the law,
one of the most important works now in progress in the interior,

under Act of Congress, is the geodetic work of the Coast and
Geodetic Survey. Parties of this organization are now conduct-
ing a systematic triaii-nlai i-m at several points in the interior,

and any general system, such as is contemplated in the above
law, cannot be wisely devised without taking into account the
object and organization of this survey. The objects of these
various surveys are: (1.) An accurate geodetic survey. (2.) A
general geographical and topographical reconnoissance. (3.) Land
parcelling surveys, on which the Government can part title to

portions of the public domain. (4.) The economic elassi

ion of the public domain. To these should be added,
the gradual completion of a general accurate top, graphical map
of the whole Territory of the Lrnited States, which shall serve as

a basis for all the scientific and practical need- of the Government
and the people All this work may be included under two distinct

;u "l -parate heads; (1.) Surveys" of mensuration. (2.) Surveys
of geology, and economic resources of the soil
W e will first consider the present operations of the surveys of

mensuration. Such surveys are now in progress under five dif-
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ferent independent organizations : that of the Coast and Geodetic

Survey; of the < ieo-'raplueal Surveys west of the one hundredth

meridian, under the War Department ; of the topographical work
of the two surveys under the In: ; and of the

Land >urve\ und- r the Land Office. Tlie ti lal ol>j< -t of all these

works of mensuration is the arbitrate detenninaf ion of position,

and the law aent. There

is at present im e..
. ; M > five surveys. Their

i min itio ,-.,}»- : heir systems

of survey discordant; their results show many contradiction*, and

xpenditure. The geographical
rthe W

tie value for the parcelling <

ograj
eodetic Survey in the

ain the desirable accuracy, and economy
that there should be only one geodeetic systeir

graphical s\>lem, ami one land parcelling

under the same head. It is evident that both topogrnp:
land parcelling surveys, to be properly coordinated ami -

exact, must be based upon a single rigid geodetic f

All these three divisions are departments of measuring; all are

based upon itions of position; and, to be effect-

ively and economically carried out, should be united into one

comprehensive system.

After a careful consideration of the facilities at the disposal

of the several existing organizations engaged in this work, the

Committee believe that the Co.. - ivey is prac-

tically best prepared to execute the entire mensuration systeo

required. Within the public domain, the dominant interest ot

the United States is centered in the public land* which remain

to be surveyed and sold. The administration of the* lan<k

consisting of 1,101,107,183 acres, is necessarily within the De-

partment of the Interior, ve'i lie the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

having been originally inaugurated to meet the wants of coin-

merce, has been hitherto under the Treasury Department. In

view of the paramount importance of the public lands, the Com-

mittee recommend that the Coast and Geodetic Survey be trans-

ferred from the Treasury Department to the Department of the

Interior, retaining its original field of operations, and as.-unim.-e

also, the entire mensuration of the public domain ; and that, so mod-

ified and extended, it hereafter be known as the I'nited Mates i -

1;

1

and Interior Survey. This organization would then embrace, ni

addition to its former work, a geodetic survey of the wh
; .....

work a d tpi 1 recoiinuissiuce, and iml parcelling surveys.

The Superintendent of the Coast and Interior Su
be appointed y tin i 'resident, and -mould report directly to tW
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The best interests of the public domain require for the purposes
of intelligent administration a thorough knowledge of its geo-
logical structure, natural resources, and products. The domain
embraces a vast mineral wealth in its soils, metals, salines, stones.

clays, etc. To meet the requirements of existing laws in the dis-

position of ii ;'. |.:W<>raI. timber, desert, and
swamp lands, a thorough investigation and classification of the
acreage of the public domain is imperatively demanded. The
Committee, therefore, recommend that Congress establish, under
the Department of the Interior, an independent organization, to

be known as the United States Geological Survey, to be charged
with the study of the geological structure and economic resources
' f the public domain : -uch survey to be placed under •; Director,

who shall be appointed by the President, and who shall report
directly to the Secretary of the Interior.

It should be specially provided that the Director and members
of the Geological Survey, charged as they are with the investiga-
tion of the natural resources of the public domain, shall have no
personal or private interests in the lands or mineral wealth of the
region under survey, and shall execute no surveys or examina-
tions |V.r private parties or corporations.

Officers of the Army and Navy, when not otherwise employed,
might be detailed by the Secretary of War or of the Navy to
take part in the operations of either survey.

With the inauguration of the two surveys above defined, tie

recommend a discontinuance (l) of the present Geo-
graphical and Geological Surveys west of the one hundredth
"' ' b ii . under the War Department, except surveys necessary
' " military purposes and local internal improvements; (2) of the

Geographical and Geological surveys now in progress under the

Department of the Interior; and (3) the present Land surveys
under the Land Office.

The effect of the above chan
three distinct organizations; (l) the Coast

ana interior Survey, whose function will embrace all questions of

!">--itJon and mensuration; (2) the United States Geological Sur-
vey, whose function will be the determination of all questions

relating to the geological structure and natural resources of the

public domain; (3) the Land Office, controlling the disposition

and sale of the public lands, including all questions of title and
record. Wit! I

id be secured a perfect coordina-
tion and cooperation between the three branches. The Land
Office should call upon the Coast and Interior Survey for all sur-

veys and measurements required for the sale and disposition of

land. The Land Office should also call upon the United States

Geological Surve\ for all information - to the value and classifi-

cation of lands. The results of all the mensuration survey v. M
soon as completed, should be immediately available for the Land
Office, and for the Geological Survey, and for other branches of

the Government as required. The Geological Survey should be
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authorized to execute local topographical surveys for special pur-

poses, such, for instance, as the subterraneous surveys of mining
districts and metallic deposits, etc.

Each of the three organizations, thus denned, should make an

annual report of its operations to the Secretary of the Interior.

The publications of the Land Office should embrace reports of its

business operations relating to the disposition and sale of land,

together with the necessary maps. The publications of the < '<>:ist

and Interior Survey, besides the annual report of operations,

should consist of its geodetic results, geogra
and cadastral maps, coast charts, and such discussions and treatises

connected therewith as the Superintendent shall deem of value.

The publications of the Geological Survey should consist of an

annual report of operations. _o olo-i< .,! and economic maps illus-

trating the resources and classification of the land, reports upon

general and economical geology in all its branches, with the

anlv connected paleontology,

colled

"

i made by the Coast and Interior, and the Geo-

logical Surveys, when no longer needed lor the inv<

progress, should he transferred to the National Museum.
The Committee recommend that, upon the organization of the

United States Coast and Interior Survey and the United States

Geological Survey, a commission be formed, to consist of the

Commissioner of the Land Office, Superintendent of the Coast

and Interior Survey, Director of the United States Geological

Survey, the Chief of Engineers of the Army, and three other

persons to be appointed by the President, who shall take inl

consideration the codification of the present laws relating to xh

survey and disposition of the public domain ; and who shall report

to Congress within one year a standard of classification and valu-

ation of the public land,* together with a system of land parcelling

survey. The necessity of this commission is evident from the fact

that by far the larger part of the public domain lies in the region

where, from geological and climatic causes, the lands are for the

most part not valuable for field-culture ; and where the system of

hoine-iead preemption and sale in accordance with existing k' u
'"

is both impracticable and undesirable.

In regard to publications of the two surveys above defined, the

Committee recommend that, besides the number of copies of r:v

report which Congress may order for its own distribution, rhr

thousand copies be published, for seienfith < vehanges? by the In ^
of these surveys, and for sale at the price of publication; that all

literary and cartographic material recei\ed b\ the heads of the-

surveys in exchange be the property of the United States. :u

form a part of the libraries of the two organizations; that the

money resulting from the sale of these publications be covered

into the Treasury. The Committee recommend that the annual

reports of operations of the two surveys accompany the report ot

the Secretary of the Interior; that the special memoirs and r< ;• '";

of both surveys be issued in uniform quarto series ; that the style



and scale of the cartographic publications be determined by the
head of each organization, so as to express the scientific results in
the most effective and economical manner.

All of which is respectfully submitted

:

O. C. Marsh, Vice President, and Acting President.

James D. Dana, William B. Rogers, J. S. Newberry, W.
P. Trowbridge, Simon Newcomb, Alex. Agassiz, Members of
tlu <'o mittee.

[This Report was submitted to Congress ;

session and referred to t"

r Yo'-k .[><<,!>„,</ of Sri,

r York Academy of Scie

aminationofminerals; on pn u Japan,
by II. S. Munroe; on the variations in Lepidod< n Iron ami >'

:

_di-

laria. bv II. L. Fairchild; on new species of Birds, by G. N. Law-
rence ; on the literature of titanium, by E. J. Hallock ; on new
fossils of the Upper Silurian of Port Jervis, bv S. F. Barrett; on
new fossil fishes of the Trias, by J. S. Newberry; and they are
ilhiM rated by nine plates, six of them by H. L. Fairchild. Dr.
Newberry describes Diplurus longicaudatus, from Boonton, N. J.,

Clima de Buenos Ayres. 4to,

pp. 528, and 17 plates. Buenos Ayres, 1878.—This first volume
of Annals of the .Meteorological Bureau of the Argentine Republic
contains the first four annual reports of the Director. Following
these are tables exhibiting the peculiarities of the climate of the
city of Buenos Ayres. The materials for this discussion are quite
full records of meteorological observations since 1856, and less

~~nplete ones during scattered years from 1801 to 1856. The

volumes of the Annals, Dr. Gould expects to give the observa-

II. public, with discus-

sions ot them.
5. Science News.—A new scientific periodical, under the editor-

ship of Ernest Ingersoll and W. C. VVyckoff, and published fort

niglit!\ by S. E. Cassino, at Salem, Mass. Each number is to

contain at least sixteen pages octavo of reading matter, and its

peculiar feature is stated to be "the prompt publication of scien-

tific news." No. 1 (November lst>, contains short articles bj
Br. C. C. Abbott, Professor F. W. Clarke. Dr. Klliott Coues and
others; Nos. 2 and 3 are chiefly occupied with abstracts of papers

read at the recent meeting of the National Academy of Sciences.

6. An American G< ol-,-j'.-,i- llailimg (,,/',/,, ,/in'ng tin- </eo-

l<>il!<;<l f, rnoi.fi,, ,t at ,-,;--r\j railinit/ xtati'<n,-ir :tii «<,t<s ,,,< intt-r* xt-

ing places on the routes, and a description of each of tin f>rn,o-

tions; by James Maofarlane, Ph.D. 216 pp. 8vo. New York,



new place among handbooks of travel and contains a pvat amount

of information in a very condensed form.

1. Essentia!* <>f <'l,Ku,,si /•//, [norn'inlr ,iy,,l Or.junh^ for theme

„f St,/,/, ,f« ,. J/, - ,„ ,• I,. I;. \ WirriiAus. NewYork.,1879.
18mo, pp. 257. (William Wood & Co.)—The author has skillfully

condensed the "Essentials of Chemistry," for the Medical student.

into a vest-pocket caterhi-m. \riiich fulfills well the object for

which his little volume has been prepared.

8. Handbook of Alab,/i>,n : A complete index to the State;

with a geological map and an Appendix of useful tables, by

Saffold Bekney.—This volume contains a valuable outline of

the geology of Alabama, with a geological map of the State, by

Eugene A. Smith, Ph.D., State Geologist.

The Amateur's Handbook of practical Information for the Workshop and the

Laboratory: containing directions for bronzing, lacquering, polishing metal, etc.

44 pp. 12mo. New York, 1878. (The Industrial Publication Company).
On the Structure of the Stylasteridae. A family of Hydroid Stony Corals, by H.

N. Moseley, F.R.S., late Natl
i

From the Phi-

losophical Transactions of the Royal Society, Part II, 1878.

Annual Report of the Chief Signal Officer to the Secretary of War f "

1877. 570 pp. 8vo, with 34 maps and 18 charts. W '
-

Description of eight new species of Holocystites f

A. Miller. The new species are : H. Brauni, H. Wetherbyi, i

Whitfield. The new- daris, Cuneamya curta,

Ortlmdesma MickMxm v, Clinton Co., Ohio.

A Handbook of the Electric Telegraph, by A. E. Loring. 98 pp. 12mo. Netf

York, 1878 (Van Nostrand's Science Series).

•ah Boothby. 86 pp. 8vo. London,

1876. Published by authority of the Government. (Sampson Low, Marston.

Searle, & Rivington, London.)
The American Antiquarian : a Quarterly Journal devoted to Early American

History, Ethnology, and Archaeology. Edited by Rev. Stephen D. Peet, of Union-

ville, Ohio. Published by Brooks, Schinkel & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—VoL i, No. %

July, August and September, 1878.

A Monograph of the Silurian Forests of the Girvan District in Ayrshire, by «•

Alleyne Nicholson and Robert Etheridge, Jr. Fasciculus I. Rhizopoda, Actin-

ozoa, Trilobita. 135 pp. 8vo, with ix plates. Edinburgh and London, 1BW

(William Blackwood & Sons.)

Report on the Meteorological Service of the Dominion of Canada, by the Super-

intendent; to which is appended the Report of the Directors of the Magnetic and

other Observatories, for the year ending December 31st, 1877. Ottawa, 1879.



APPENDIX.

Art. IX.—A new Order of Extinct Reptiles (SauranodoNTA),
from the Jurassic Formation of the Rocky Mountains; bj
Professor 0. C. Marsh.

The absence of the genus Ichthyosaurus in the extinct fauna
of this country has long been a noteworthy feature, for up to

the present time no traces of it have been detected, all

remains are especially abundant in Europe. An interesting

specimen recently discovered in the Bocky Mountain region

presents, in most of its skeleton, the characteristics of that

genus, but is without teeth. The vertebrae, ribs, and other por-

tions of the skeleton preserved, cannot be distinguished from
the corresponding parts of Ichthyosaurus, and many features

of the skull show a strong resemblance. The general form of

the skull is the same. The great development of the premax-
illaries ; the reduced maxillaries ; the huge orbit defended by
a ring of bony plates, are all present, but the jaws appear en-

tirely edentulous, and destitute even of a dentary groove.

The proportions of this reptile were very similar to those of

lurus. The skull is about two feet (600™*) in length,

and the facial portion especially produced. The orbits are very-

large, and the space between them is 140111111
. The sclerotic ring

is composed of only eight plates. Its diameter at the base is

106™°, and at the apex 58mm. These plates are not arranged
in a nearly flat ring, as in Ichthyosaurus, but form the basal seg-

ment of an elongated cone, as in the eyes of some birds. The
vertebras are short, and deeply bi-concave. The neural arch is

articulated to the centrum. One trunk vertebra measures 85mm

in width, 38mm in length on the floor of the neural canal, and
21mm between the centers of the two rib articular faces of the

same side. The length of the entire animal was about eight or

nine feet The remains at present known are all in the Museum
of Yale College.
Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XVII, No. 97.-Jan., 1879.
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This reptile may be called Sauranodon natans, and the order

it represents Sauranodonta. This genus bears a similar relation

to the Ichthyosaurs that Pteranodon does to the true Pterodac-

tyls, and it is interesting to find the two highly specialized

forms preserved in the same region.

The geological horizon of the Xauranodontidai, so far as now

known, is in the Jurassic, immediately below the Atlantosaurus

beds. The accompanying fossils are Ammonites and Belern-

nites, showing more distinctly marine deposits, which may be

called the Sauranodon beds.

Yale College, New Haven, December 21, 1878.

a previous article (vol. xvi, p. 411, Nov., 1878), the

r gave a short account of the geological horizon and

npanying fossils of the Jurassic Dinosaurs recently found in

iocky Mountains: and a]-.> stated the more important

cters of the gigantic Sauropoda, as illustrated mainly by

Morosaurus. In the present communication, this

group is further elucidated by a (

an genera, espe

belong the largest reptiles hith

genera, especially Apatosaurus and Allan-

us Apato

by the s

covered. The carnivorous enemies of this group are also briefly

described. The pelvis of Dinosau rile known,

is illustrated by new examples, and by the corresponding parts

in some recent birds.

rus Marsh, 1877*

nay be readily distinguished from

which consists of only three verte-

brae instead of four (Plates V and VI, figures 1 and 2.) The

ischium, also, has its distal end expanded. The scapula, like-

wise, is quite different, its superior extremity, bciny without tne

anterior extension seen in Morosaurus (Plate IV.) So far as at

present known, the latter character, together with the form of

the sacrum, separates it from the allied genus Atlantosaurus.

The cervical vertebrae of Apatosaurus are strongly opistho-

ccelian, and of moderate length. (Plate III, figures I and 2.)

The dorsals have their centra similar, and both have deep cavi-

ties in the sides and in the neural arch resembling those in the

corresponding vertebrae of Morosaurus. The lumbar vertebr*

have their articular faces more nearly plane, and the last lumbar

This Journal, vol. xiv, p. 514.
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into a solid mass, \

faces of the sacral
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is expanded transversely. The sacrum is characteristic of the
genus, and quite unlike any hitherto known. The type speci-

men on which the genus was established is well shown in Plate
Vf, figure 1. It is short and massive, and the three vertebras

:n it are nearly equal in size and general proportions.
" si'fied, and their transverse processes are

ra. Those on each side are united distal ly

ch rests on the short ilium. The articular

faces of the sacral vertebrae are nearly plane. That of the ante-

: oval in outline, and the posterior

tace is more nearly round. The centra and their processes are

somewhat lightened by cavities, as in the sacra of AtlautoeauruM
and Morosaurus. The sacrum of the latter genus, shown in fig-

ure 2 of Plate V, is built upon the same general plan, character-

istic of the iSauropoda, but the transverse processes are less

massive, and have a greater vertical elevation. The same sac-

rum is shown in position in Plate V, figure 1. A striking

feature of this sacrum is seen in the large size of the neural
canal {nc). which, strange to say, is here two or three times the

diameter of the brain cavity. This is a most suggestive fact,

and without parallel in known vertebrates.

The scapula of Apatosaurus is large (Plate IY), and has in

its lower portion an anterior projection similar to that in Moro-
saurus* Above this, the shaft continues about the same width
to the upper end, which is comparatively thin. The coracoid

is small in proportion to the scapula, and subquadrate in out-

line, thus differing in form from that of Morosaurus, The for-

amen is large, and near the superior border.

There is at present some difficulty in separating the limb
bones and various other parts of the skeleton of Apatosaurus from
the corresponding portions of Atlantosaurus, especially as the

type species of each are nearly equal in size, and their remains
are found in the same localities. The sacra show the genera to

be quite distinct, and the abundant material now in the Yale
Museum, when carefully collated, will enable other parts of the

structure to be compared. The teeth in all the herbivorous

genera of the Sauropoda from the Atlantosaurus beds, so far as

now known, appear to be very similar, and hence do not afford

generic characters.

The type species of the present genus is Apatosaurus ajax

Marsh, and the known remains indicate a reptile at least fifty

feet in length. A much larger species is indicated by various

remains from the same locality in Colorado, inwng which is

the huge cervical vertebra represented in Plate III, figures ] and
2. This species had a short massive neck, and hence may be

* This Journal, vol. xvi, Plate VI.
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called Apatosaurus laticollis. The size of the entire animal may
be judged from this vertebra, which measures over three and a

half feet (1*07 m) in width. This would imply a neck at this

point not less than five or six feet wide,—a marked contrast

to the long and slender neck of Morosaurus grandis, a verte-

bra of which is figured in the same plate for comparison. All

the cervical vertebrae of the present species now known are

unusually short, and the neural spine is rudimentary or want-

ing. With the exception of the articular faces of the centra,

the resemblance of these cervicals to those in some birds is

very striking.

The limb bones at present referred to this species have a

general resemblance to those of Morosaurus, described by the

writer in the previous article. The pelvic bones appear to be

more like those of Atlantosaurus.

The more important remains of this genus now known were

found in the Upper Jurassic of Colorado, by Mr. Arthur Lakes,

of the Yale Museum, to whom science is indebted for other

interesting discoveries.

Atlantosaurus Marsh, 1877.*

The typical species of this genus is Atlantosaurus montanus,

and the type specimen on which it was based is represented by

the sacrum figured in Plate VI, and various fragmentary re-

mains found with it, and pertaining to the same individual.

This sacrum resembles that of Morosaurus (Plate V, figure 2),

four vertebrae, but a comparison of the two shows

The centra of the second and third verte-

i deeply excavated below on each side, leaving a com-

paratively narrow keel on the median line. From each opening

between the transverse processes, a large cavity extends in-

ward and backward into the centra, greatly lessening the weight

of the sacrum. These important characters were mentioned in

the original description, (vol. xiv, p. 87, July, 1877), in which

the discovery of these large reptiles was first announced.
The ilium in Atlantosaurus is comparatively short and massive,

but its exact outline has not been fully determined. Its articu-

lations resemble those in the ilium of Morosaurus, and in the

pelvis represented in Plate VII, figure 2, the outline of this bone

is restored from that genus. The pubis is somewhat like that

in Morosaurus, and its position in the pelvis very similar, ft

has three distinct articular faces on its proximal end, and, below

diagram by p'. The distal end is expanded, and rugose for

union with its fellow on the median line, as shown in the pelvic

any diffei
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arch of Morosaurus, in Plate V, figure 1. The ischium is less

massive than the pubis, and it is directed downward, backward
and inward. The acetabular face is larger than that of the
pubis. The shaft of the ischium is not curved as in Morosaurus,
and the distal end is widely expanded, and unites with its fel-

low on the median line, in a strong symphysis. The difference

in the pelves of the two genera are well shown bv a comparison
of the figures in Plate VII. The ischium of Morosaurus is some-
what more twisted in its distal half than the artist has drawn it

in figure 1, where the three bones are represented nearly in the

The vertebras referred to Allantosaurus are opisthoccelian in

the cervical region, and the caudals preserved resemble those in

Morosaurus. The limb bones, so far as known, are similar in

their more important characters to those in that genus.

The two species now placed in the genus A ilantosaurus are

the type, A. montanus, and A. imrnanis, which contain the

largest land animals yet discovered. The latter species may
possibly belong to the genus Apatosaurus.

The genera of Sauropoda above described and figured, viz:

Morosaurus, Diplodocus, Apatosaurus and Atfantosaurus, show
this suborder to be a well marked and natural group, the most
generalized of the Dinosaurs. Some other generic names have
been given to members of this group by Cope, which I shall

review at another time. He still places the horizon of these rep-

tiles in the Cretaceous, although the evidence of their Jurassic

age seems now conclusive. In one species which he calls Qam-
arasaurus supremus (identical according to Professor Owen with

his genus Ci den),f he

says, in the sacrum, "the centra are like'those of the caudal

vertebrae composed of dense bone,'
:

^ a statement wholly dis-

cordant with the known characters of the group. He likewise

describes the diplosphenal articulation of the vertebrae as un-

known, and states (page 76) that it ''has not been observed in

any other animals;" whereas it has long been known in Megah-
saurus, one of the earliest Dinosaurs described, as well as in

other genera. The pelvic bones of this species, he says, do not

resemble those of Dinosauria, when, on the contrary, the pubis

he figures is typical in the group. Conclusions based on such

work will naturally be received with distrust by anatomists.

Allosauridae.

In addition to the huge Sauropoda, and the small species of
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remains of carnivorous Dinosaurs occur in the same beds, and

indicate the natural enemies which kept in cheek their herbivo-

rous cotemporaries. These carnivorous forms represent two

very distinct families; the Allosauridce, resembling in many

respects Megalosaurus and its near allies ; and the Nanosaurida,

a widely different group, which appears to have some affinities

with thmpsognathus. In the present article, the former group

is briefly discussed, and both will be more fully described in a

The genus Allosaurus is typical of the family, which also

includes Creosaurus, and Lobrumurus. The first named genus

presents some very interesting features in the vertebrae, and

pelvic arch. The vertebras first described are remarkable

for the reduction of the centrum by constriction, so that the

requisite lightness is secured without cavities in the interior.

This is shown in the lumbar vertebra represented in Plate X,

figures 3 and 4. The diplosphenal articulation of the zyapoph-

yses, seen in the corresponding vertebrae of Megalosaurus, and

in some other Dinosaurs, is well marked in these vertebras.

The sacrum in Allosaurus apparently contains four verte-

brae only, and these have very short and stout transverse pro-

cesses, not united at their distal ends. These processes are

with the sides of the centra, and their extremities are

truncated for union with the ilia, which thus stand

srtical, or somewhat divergent above. The exact

of the ilium is not known with certainty, and in the dia-

given in Plate VIII, figure 2, the outline is taken from

ilium of Creosaurus. The pubis is perhaps the most

rkable bone in the skeleton, and its determination and

position solve many difficulties in the structure of the Dinosaa-

rian pelvis, especially in the Carnivorous types. At its proxi-

mal end, this bone has four well-marked articular faces; one

in front for the ilium ; next the acetabular face ; an oblique

face for the ischium; and below this another, of about equal

size, to which a separate bone was apparently articulated.

Judging from the structure of the pelvis in Laosau
bone should be the postpubis, and it is so indicated in the

firmly coossified with its fellow. The two seen from the fi

resemble an acute letter V- This type of pubic bone has 1

been a puzzle to anatomists, and' portions of it have t

referred to various parts of tne skeleton. The ischia, also,

closely united on the middle line throughout the distal \

but are not ankylosed. This makes the entire pelvic arc

pieh

fh™
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The large bones in Allosaurus are hollow, and the metatar-

ler. The terminal phalanges were armed with sharp
claws. With the remains described above, a large spine was
found, similar in general form to that of Omosaurus armatus
described by Owen.
The type of Allosaurus is A. fragilis* the remains of which

indicate a reptile probably twenty-five feet in length, and of
slender proportions.

The genus Oreosaurus appears to be most nearly related in

i Megalosaurus. It has apparently one
n, and the ilium has in front of its pu-

'ace which has not been observed in

t
Dsition of this surface is indicated in

Plate X, figure 1, / and it may have supported a prepubic
bone. The sacral vertebras are elongated, and the transverse

processes are placed higher up on the centra than those in Allo-

saurus. The teeth in both genera are of the Megalosaurus type,

and in the whole group are so similar as to be of little value
for the determination of species. The type of Oreosaurus, is

C. atrox,\ a reptile about twenty feet in length.

A third genus of carnivorous Dinosaurs contains individuals

of somewhat smaller size, and of this group the species named
Allosaurus lucaris% is the type. The cervical vertebras are short

and strongly opisthoccelian, and the dorsals moderately so.

All these vertebras have very large cavities in the centra, which
connect with the exterior by a coi foramen on
each side. The neural spines of the dorsal vertebras are elevated
and transverse, and the vertebras now known do not show the

nil articulation. The fore limbs in this genus are

quite small, and the humerus is curved, and has a large radial

crest. This genus is distinct fmn .1 I<>>uurus, and may be called

Labrosaurus, the type being Labrosaurus lucaris.

All of the carnivorous Dinosaurs known from the Atlanto-

saurus beds appear to have moved mainly on the posterior limbs.

The large bones were hollow, and many of the vertebras, as well

as some of the tWt i.oues, i-ontaiu-'d cavities, or were otherwise

lightened to facilitate rapid movement.

The reptilian remains described in these two communications
are preserved in the Museum of Yale College. In addition to

these fossils, tii > collection contains a large quantity of similar

specimens, from the same localities and horizon, some of which

pertain to the same skeletons as those here illustrated. The
careful investigation of this entire series will require much time,

but promises important results.

* This Journal, vol. xiv, p. 515. f Tbid., vol. xv, p. 243.

X Ibid-, vol. xv, p. 242.
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The descriptions and illustrations given in this and the pre-

ceding article make clear the general structure of the Dinosau-

rian pelvic arch, which has so long been in doubt. In the

Sauropoda, the elements of this arch are seen united in forms

that admit of direct comparison with other more typical rep-

tiles, each genus of the group having its own special feature*

In the smaller, more specialized, herbivorous forms, exemplified

by Laosaurus, an advance is seen, especially in the pubic ele-

ments, where the long rod-like avian bone is fully developed,

and the anterior part, or true reptilian pubis, is still prominent.

In the Carnivorous forms represented by Allosaurus, a more

complicated structure is seen to exist, but additional material

will be necessary to elucidate it fully. In the pelves of the

recent birds, given in Plate IX, the remnant of the reptilian

pubis is still plainly to be seen, especially in Oeococcyx. It is

not improbable that the retention of this process may be due

in part to the habits of certain species, as it seems to be bat

developed in running birds, and those that especially use the

posterior limbs. The same process, apparently, is seen in some

mammals, where it may serve a similar purpose. The ilium

and ischium undergo but comparatively little change from the I

Sauropoda to recent birds. The sacrum, however, is gradually !

strengthened by the addition of vertebrae, and their more
j

perfect coossification.

Yale College, New Haven, December 27, 1878.

[To be continued.]
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^-—Discussicm of the Working Hypothesis that the so-called
Moments are Compound Bodies;* by J. Normal Lockyer,

It is known to many Fellows of the Society that I have for
the last four years been engaged upon the preparation of a map
of the solar spectrum on a large scale, the work including a
comparison of the Fraunhofer lines with those visible in the
spectrum of the vapor of each of the metallic elements in the
electric arc.

.
To give an idea of the thoroughness of the work, at all events

in intention, I may state that the complete spectrum of the sun,
on the scale of the working map, will be half a furlong (330 ft.)

Jong ;
that to map the metallic lines and purify the spectra in

the manner which has already been described to the Society,
Tnnre than 100,000 observations have been made and about two
thousand photographs taken,

fn some of these photosrrgthese photographs we have vapors compared
"--« uuo sun, m others vapors compared with each other; and
others again have been taken to show which lines are long and
which are short in the spectra.

I may state in way of reminder that the process of purifica-
tion consisted in this: When, for instance, an impurity of man-
ganese was searched for in iron, if the longest line of Mn was
absent, the short lines must also be absent on the hypothesis
that the elements are elementary; if the longest line was
Present, then the impurity was traced down to the shortest line
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Table I.—FINAL REDUCTION—IRON.



Nature of the so-called Elements.

Table II.—FINAL REDUCTION—TITANIUM.
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3
Fe

S

Mo

M 3
Cr

*

nple Bodies does i
2%e Hypothesis that the Elements i

include all the J

The final reduction of the photographs of all the metallic
elements in the region 39-40, a reduction I began in the early
part of the present year, and which has taken six months,
summarized all the observations of metallic spectra, compared
with the Fraunhofer lines, accumulated during the whole period
of observation. Now this reduction has shown me that the

hypothesis that identical lines in different spectra are due to

impurities is not sufficient. I shall show in detail in a subse-
quent paper the hopeless confusion in which I have been
landed. I limit myself on the present occasion to giving tables

showing how the hypothesis deals with the spectra of iron and
titanium

We find short line coincidences between many metals the

impurities of which have been eliminated or in which the

freedom from mutual impurity has been demonstrated by the

absence of the longest lines.
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Evidences of Celestial Dissociation.

It is five years since I first pointed out that there are many

facts and many trains of thought suggested by solar and stellar

physics which point to another hypothesis—namely, that the

elements themselves, or at all events some of them, are compound

In a letter written to M. Dumas, December 3, 1873, and

" II semble que
simple, et que les

de leurs poids atomiques.-

" 1. Des etoiles tres-brillantes ofl nous ne voyons que l'hydro-

gene, en quantite enortne, et le magnesium

;

" 2. Des e toiles plus froides, comme notre Soleil, ou nous trou-

H+Mg+Na
H+Mg+Na+Ca, Fe, . . . ;

dans ces etoiles, pas de m^talloides
;

" 3. Des etoiles plus froides encore, dans lesquelles tons les '«&

meats metalliques sont associes, ou leurs lignes ne sont plus visi-

bles, et ou nous n'avons que les spectres des metalloides et des

composes.
" 4. Plus uue etoile est agee, plus Vhydrogbne libre disparatt;

sur la terre, nous ne trouvons plus d'hydrogene en liberte.

" II me semble que ces faits sont les preuves de plusieurs idees

emises par vous. J'ai pense que nous pouvions imaginer une

4 dissociation celeste,'' qui continue le travail de nos fourneaux, et

que les metalloides sont des composes qui sont dissocies par la

? solaire, pendant que les elements metalliques n
" 2S poids atomiques sont les moir

"

nVi>tent, ineme a la temperatu
miques, dont les poids atomiques i

plus chaudes."

Before I proceed further, I should state that while observa-

tions of the sun have since shown tbat calcium should be intro-

duced between hydrogen and magnesium for that luminary, Dr-

Huggins' photographs have demonstrated the same fact for the

stars, so that in the present state of our knowledge, independent

of all hypotheses, the facts may be represented as follows :—

Hottest Stars "8
( H+Ca+Mg

Sun | \ H+Ca+Mg+Na+Fe
Cooler Stars § ( — _ Mg+Na+Fe-fBi+Hg
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Following out these views, I some time since communicated
a paper to the Society on the spectrum of calcium, to which I
shall refer more expressly in the sequel.

Differentiation of the Phenomena to be observed on the two
Hypotheses.

When the reductions of the observations made on metallic
spectra, on the hypothesis that the elements were really ele-

mentary, had landed me in the state of utter confusion to
which I have already referred, I at once made up my mind to
try the other hypothesis, and therefore at once sought for a
critical differentiation of the phenomena on the two hypotheses.

Obviously the first thing to be done was to inquire whether
one hypothesis would explain these short line coincidences
which remained after the reduction of all the observations on
the other. Calling for sake of simplicity the short lines common
to many spectra basic lines, the new hypothesis, to be of any
value, should present us with a state of things in which basic

molecules representing bases of the so-called elements should
give us their lines, varying in intensity from one condition to

another, the conditions representing various compoundings.
Suppose A (nickel, let us say) to contain B (cobalt) as an

impurity and as an element, what will be the difference in the

spectroscopic result?
A in both cases will have a spectrum of its own

;

B as an impurity will add its lines according to the amount
of impurity, as I have shown in previous papers.

B as an 'element will add its lines according to the amount
of dissociation, as I have also shown.
The difference in the phenomena, therefore, will be that,

with gradually increasing temperature, the spectrum of A will

fade, if it be a compound body, as it will be increasingly disso-

ciated, and it wW. not fade if it be a simple one.

Again, on the hypothesis that A is a compound body, that

is, one compounded of at least two similar or dissimilar molec-

ular groupings, then the longest lines at one temperature will

not be the longest at another, the whole fabric of " impurity

r some general conside:

General Considerations.

series of furnaces A .

A there exists a substance
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by itself competent to form a compound body ft
by uni

itself or with something else when the temperature is 1

Then we may imagine a furnace B in which this coi

body exists alone. The spectrum of the compound
ft

v

the only one visible in B, as the spectrum of the ;

elementary body a would be the only one visible in A.

3!

EEE-
Now if into the furnace A we throw some of this doubly

compound body y we shall get at first an integration of the

three spectra to which T have drawn attention ; the lines of J

will first be thickest, then those of # and finally a would exist

alone, and the spectrum would be reduced to one of the utmost

simplicity.

This is not the only conclusion to be drawn from these con-

siderations. Although we have by hypothesis /?, y and o, au

higher, that is, more compound forms of a, and although the

strong lines in the diagram may represent the true spectra o
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these substances in the furnaces B, C and D, respectively, yet,
in consequence of incomplete dissociation, the strong lines of

y9 will be seen in furnace C, and the strong lines of y will be
seen in furnace D, all as thin lines. Thus, although in C we
have no line which is not represented in D, the intensities of
the lines in C and D are entirely changed.

In short, the line of a, strong in A, is basic in B, C and D,
the lines of 0, strong in B, are basic in C and D, and so on.

I have prepared another diagram which represents the facts

on the supposition that the furnace A, instead of having a
temperature sufficient to dissociate /?, y and d into a is far

below that stage, although higher than B.
It will be seen from this diagram that then the only differ-

ence in the spectra of the bodies existing in the four furnaces
would consist merely in the relative thicknesses of the lines.

The spectra of the substances as they exist in A would contain
as many lines as would the spectra of the substances as they
exist in D ; each line would in turn be basic in the whole
series of furnaces instead of in one or two only.

Applications of these General Considerations to Impurlt;/ Elim-
ination.

Now let us suppose that in the last diagram (fig. 2) the four
furnaces represent the spectra of say, iron, broken up into

different finenesses by successive stages of heat. It is first of
all abundantly clear that the relative thicknesses of the iron

lines observed will vary according as the temperature resem-
bles that of A, B, G, or D. The positions in the spectra will

be the same, but the intensities will vary ; this is the point.

The longest lines, represented in the diagram by the thickest

ones, will vary as we pass from one temperature to another.
It is on this ground that I have before stated that the whole
fabric of impurity elimination must fall to pieces on such an
hypothesis. Let us suppose, for instance, that manganese is a

compound of the form of iron represented in furnace B, with
something else; and suppose again that the photograph of iron

which I compare with manganese represents the spectrum of the

it the temperature of the furnace D. To eliminavapor at the temperatu

J search by looking for the longest and strongest lines

impurity of iron in manganese, as I have eliminated it,
u
--inthesea] " *

shown in the photograph ot iron, in tne pnotograpn or man-
ganese taken under the same conditions. I do not find these

lines. I say, therefore, that there is no impurity of iron in man-
ganese, but although the longest iron lines are not there, some
of the faintest basic ones are. This I hold to be the explana-

tion of the apparent confusion in which we are landed on the

supposition that the elements are elementary.
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Application of these Considerations to Known Compounds.

Now to apply this reasoning to the dissociation of a known
compound body into its elements.

—

A compound body, such as a salt of calcium, has as definite

a spectrum as a simple one ; but while the spectrum of the

metal itself consists of lines, the number and thickness of some

of which increase with increased quantity, the spectrum of the

compound consists in the main of channelled spaces and bands,

In short, the molecules of a simple body and a compound
one are affected in the same manner by quantity in so far as

their spectra are concerned ; in other ivords, both spectra have their

long and short lines, the lines in the spectrum of the element

being represented by bands or fluted lines in the spectrum of

the compound ; and in each case the greatest simplicity of the

spectrum depends upon the smallest quantity, and the greatest

dexity (a continuous spectrum) upon the greatest.

ie heat required to act upon such a compound as a salt of

calcium so as to render its spectrum visible, dissociates the

compound according to its volatility ; the number of true me-

tallic lines which thus appear is a measure of the quantity of

the metal resulting from the dissociation, and as the metal lines

increase in number, the compound bands thin out
I have shown in previous papers how we have been led to

the conclusion that binary compounds have spectra (

own, and how this idea has been established by consid<

having for a basis the observations of the long and short lines.

It is absolutely similar observations and similar reasoning

which I have to bring forward in discussing the compound

nature of the chemical elements themselves.
In a paper communicated to the Eoyal Society in 1874, refer-

ring, among other matters, to the reversal of some lines in the

solar spectrum, I remarked,*

—

" It is obvious that greater attention will have to be given

to the precise character as well as to the position of each of the

Fraunhofer lines, in the thickness of which I have already ob-

served several anomalies. I may refer more particularly at

present to the two H lines 3933 and 3968 belonging to calcium,

which are much thicker in all photographs of the solar spec-

trum [I might have added that they were by far the thickest

lines in the solar spectrum] than the largest calcium lined

this region (4226 -3), this latter being invariably thicker than

the H lines in all photographs of the calcium "spectrum, and

remaining, moreover, visible in the spectrum of substances con-

taining calcium in such small quantities as not to show any

traces of the H lines.

* Phil. Trans., vol. ebriv, part 2, p. 807.
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" How far this and similar variations between photographic
records and the solar spectrum are due to causes incident to

the photographic record itself, or to variations in the intensi-

ties of the various molecular vibrations under solar and terres-

tial conditions, are questions which up to the present time I

have been unable to discuss."

An Objection Discussed.

I was careful at the very commencement of this paper to

point out that the conclusions I have advanced are based upon
the analogies furnished by those bodies which, by common
consent and beyond cavil and discussion are compound bodies.

Indeed, had I not been careful to urge this point the remark
might have been made that the various changes in the spectra
to which I shall draw attention are not the results of succes-
sive dissociations, but are effects due to putting the same mass
into different kinds of vibration or of producing the vibration
in different ways. Thus the many high notes, both true and
false, which can be produced out of a bell with or without its

fundamental one, might have been put forward as analogous
with those spectral lines which are produced at different de-

grees of temperature with or without the line, due to each sub-
stance when vibrating visibly with the lowest temperature.
To this argument, however, if it were brought forward, the
reply would be that it proves too much. If it demonstrates
that the h hydrogen line in the sun is produced by the same
molecular grouping of hydrogen as that which gives us two
green lines only when the weakest possible spark is taken in

hydrogen inclosed in a large glass globe, it also proves that cal-

cium is identical with its salts. For we can get the spectrum
of any of the salts alone without its common base, calcium, as

we can get the green lines of hydrogen without the red one.

I submit, therefore, that the argument founded on the over-

notes of a sounding body, such as a bell, cannot be urged by
any one who believes in the existence of any compound bodies

at all, because there is no spectroscopic break between acknowl-

edged compounds and the supposed elementary bodies. The
spectroscopic differences between calcium itself at different

temperatures is, as I shall show, as great as when we pass from
known compounds of calcium to calcium itself. There is a

perfect continuity of phenomena from one end of the scale of

temperature to the other.

Inquiry into the Probable Arrangement of the Basic Molecrdes.

As the results obtained from the above considerations seemed
to be so far satisfactory, inasmuch as they at once furnished

an explanation of the basic lines actually observed, the inquiry

was thought worthy of being carried to'a further stage.
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The next point I considered was to obtain a clear mental view

of the manner in which, on the principle of evolution, various

bases might now be formed, and then become basic themselves.

It did not seem unnatural that the bases should increase their

complexity by a process of continual multiplication, the factor

being 1, 2, or even 3, if conditions were available under which

the temperature of their environment should decrease, as we

imagined it to do from the furnace A down to furnace D. This

would bring about a condition of molecular complexity in which

the proportion of the molecular weight of a substance so pro-

duced in a combination with another substance would go on

Another method of increasing molecular complexity would

be represented by the addition of molecules of different origins.

Kepresenting the first method by A+ A, we could represent

the second by A+B. A variation of the last process would

consist in a still further complexity being brought about by

the addition of another molecule of B, so that instead of

(A+B)
2
merely, we should have A+B 3 .

Of these three processes the first one seemed that which it

was possible to attack under the best conditions, because the

consideration of impurities was eliminated ; the prior work has

left no doubt upon the mind about such and such lines being

due to calcium, others to iron, and so forth. The inquiry took

this form, granting that these lines are special to such and such

a substance, does each become basic in turn as the temperature

is changed ?

I therefore began the inquiry by reviewing the evidence

concerning calcium and seeing if hydrogen, iron and lithium

behaved in the same way.

Application of the above Views to Iron, Lithium, and Hydrogen.

Calcium.—It was in a communication to the Royal Society

made some time ago (Proceedings, vol. xxii, p. 380, 1874), that

I first referred to the possibility that the well-known line-spectra

of the elementary bodies might not result from the vibration

of similar molecules. I was led to make the remark in conse-

quence of the differences to which I have already drawn atten-

tion in the spectra of certain elements as observed in the

spectrum of the sun and in those obtained with the ordinary

instrumental appliances.

Later (Proc. Roy. Soc, No. 168, 1876) I produced evidence

that the molecular grouping of calcium which, with a smal

induction-coil and small jar, gives a spectrum with its cbiei

line in the blue, is nearly broken up in the sun, and quite

broken up in the discharge from a large coil and jar, m*

another or others with lines in the violet.
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I said "another," or "others," because I was not then able
to determine whether the last named lines proceeded from the
same or different molecules ; and I added that it was possible
we might have to wait for photographs of the spectra of the
brighter stars before this point could be determined.

I also remarked that this result enabled us to fix with very
considerable accuracy the electric dissociating conditions which
are equivalent to that degree of dissociation at present at work

In fig. 3 I have collected several spectra copied from photo-

graphs in order that the line of argument may be grasped.

First we see what happens to the non -dissociated and the

dissociated chloride. Next we have the lines with a weak
voltaic arc, the single line to the right (W. L. 4226'3) is much
thicker than the two lines (W. L. 3933 and 3968) to the left,

and reverses itself.

We have next calcium exposed to a current of higher ten-

sion. It will be seen that here the three lines are almost

equally thick, and all reverse themselves.

Now it will be recollected, that in the case of known com-
pounds the band structure of the true compounds is reduced
as dissociation works its way, and the spectrum of each consti-

tuent element makes its appearance. If in 3 we take the wide
line as representing the banded spectrum of the compound, and
the thinner ones as representing the longest elemental lines
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making their appearance as the result of partial dissociation,

we have, by hypothesis, an element behaving like a compound.

If the hypothesis be true, we ought to be able not only to

obtain, with lower temperatures, a still greater preponderance

of the single line, as we do ; but with higher temperatures, a

still greater preponderance of the double ones, as we do.

I tested this in the following manner : Employing photogra-

phy, because the visibility of the more refrangible lines is

small, and because a permanent record of an experiment, free

as it must be from all bias, is a very precious thing.

Induced currents of electricity were employed in order that

all the photographic results might be comparable.
To represent the lowest temperature I used a small induction

coil and a Leyden jar only just large enough to secure the

requsite amount of photographic effect. To represent the

highest, I used the largest coil and jar at my disposal. The

spark was then taken between two aluminium electrodes, the

lower one cup-shaped, and charged with a salt of calcium.

In the figure I give exact copies of the results obtained. It

will be seen that with the lowest temperature only the single

line (2) and with the highest temperature only the two more

refrangible lines (6) are recorded on the plate.

This proved that the intensity of the vibrations was quite

changed in the two experiments.
Perhaps it may not be superfluous here to state the reasons

which induced me to search for further evidence in the stars.

It is abundantly clear that if the so-called elements, or more

properly speaking their finest atoms—those that give us line

spectra—are really compounds, the compounds must have been

formed at a very high temperature. It is easy to imagine that

there may be no superior limit to temperature, and therefore

no superior limit beyond which such combinations are possible,

because the atoms which have the power of combining together

at these transcendental stages of heat do not exist as such, or

rather they exist combined with other atoms, like or unlike, at

all lower temperatures. Hence association will be a combina-

tion of more complex molecules as temperature is reduced, and

of dissociation, therefore, with increased temperature there

may be no end.

That is the first point.

The second is this :

—

We are justified in supposing that our "calcium," once

formed, is a distinct entity, whether it be an element or not,

and therefore, by working 'at it alone, we should never know

whether the temperature produces a single simpler form or

more atomic condition of the same thing, or whether we actually

break it up into x+y, because neither x nor Y will ever vary
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But if calcium be a product of a condition of relatively lower
temperature, then in the stars, hot enough to enable its consti-

tuents to exist uncompounded, we may expect these constitu-
ents to vary in quantity ; there may be more of x in one star

and more of T in another ; and if this be so, then the H and K
lines will vary in thickness, and the extremest limit of varia-
tion will be that we shall only have H representing, say x in

one star, and only have K representing, say Y in another.

Intermediately between these extreme conditions we may have
cases in which, though both H and K are visible, H is thicker
in some and K is thicker in others.

Professor Stokes was good enough to add largely to the

value of my paper as it appeared in the Proceedings, by append-
ing a note pointing out that " When a solid body such as a

platinum wire, traversed by a voltaic current, is heated to

incandescence, we know that as the temperature increases not
only does the radiation of each particular refrangibility abso-

lutely increase, but the proportion of the radiations of the

different refrangibilities is changed, the proportion of the higher

to the lower increasing with the temperature. It would be in

accordance with analogy to suppose that as a rule the same
would take place in an incandescent surface, though in this case

the spectrum would be discontinuous instead of continuous.

Thus if A, B, C, D, E denote conspicuous bright lines of

increasing refrangibility, in the spectrum of the vapor, it might
very well be at that a comparatively low temperature A should
be the brightest and the most persistent ; at a higher temperature,

while all were brighter than before, the relative brightness

might be changed, and C might be the brightest and the most
persistent, and at a still higher temperature B."
On these grounds Professor Stokes, while he regarded the

facts I mentioned as evidence of the high temperature of the

sun, did not look upon them as conclusive evidence of the dis-

sociation of the molecule of calciu

to whT<

most admirable results, by Dr. Huggin;
The result of that appeal is that the line which, according to

Professor Stokes' view, should have prevailed over all others,

as Sirius is acknowledged to be a hotter star than our sun, is

that, if it exists at all in the spectrum, it is so faint that it was
not recognized by Dr. Huggins in the first instance.

In Sirius, indeed, the H line due to one molecular grouping
of calcium is as thick as are the hydrogen lines as mapped by
Secchi, while the K line, due to another molecular grouping,

which is equally thick in the spectrum of the sun, has not yet

made its appearance.
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In the sun, where it is as

have vastly thinned.

While this paper has been
been good enough to

thick as H, the hydrogen lines

in preparation, Dr. Huggins has

nicate to me the results of his

t important observations, and I have also had an oppor-

tunity of inspecting several of the photographs which he has

recently taken. The result of the recent work has been to

show that H and h are of about the same breadth in Sirius.

In a Aquilse while the relation of H to h is not greatly changed,

a distinct approach to the solar condition is observed, K beiDg

now unmistakably present, although its breadth is small as com-

pared with that of H. I must express my obligations to Dr.

Huggins for granting me permission to enrich my paper by

reference to these unpublished observations His letter, which

I have permission to quote, is as follows:

—

" It may be gratifying to you to learn that in a photograph

I have recently taken of the spectrum of a Aquilse there is a

line corresponding to the more refrangible of the solar H lines

[that is K], but about half the breadth of the line correspond-

ing to the first H lines.

In the spectra of a Lyrse and Sirius the second line is absent"

Pig. 4.—The Molecular Groupings of Calcium.

Professor Young's observations of the chromospheric line, to

which I shall afterward refer, give important evidence regarding

the presence of calcium in the chromosphere of the sun. He

finds that the H and K lines of calcium are strongly reversed

in every important spot, and that in solar storms H has been

observed injected into the chromosphere seventy -five times, and

K fifty times, while the blue line at W. L. '4226-3, the all-

important line at the arc-temperature, was only injected thrice.

Further, in the eclipse observed in Siam in 1875, the H and

K lines left the strongest record in the spectrum of the chromo-

sphere, while the line near G in a photographic region of much

greater intensity was not recorded at all. In the American

eclipse of the present year the H and K lines of calcium were

distinctly visible at the base of the corona, in which for the

first time the observer could scarcely trace the existence of any

hydrogen.
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To sum up, then, the facts regarding calcium, we have first

of all the H-line differentiated from the others by its almost
solitary existence in Sirius. We have the K-line differentiated
from the rest by its birth, so to speak, in a Aquilae, and the
thickness of its line in the sun, as compared to that in the arc.

We have the blue line differentiated from H and K by its thin-
ness in the solar spectrum while they are thick, and by its

thickness in the arc while they are thin. We have it again
differentiated from them by its absence in solar storms in which
they are almost universally seen, and finally, by its absence
during eclipses, while the H and K lines have been the bright-
est seen or photographed. Last stage of all, we have calcium,
distinguished from its salts by the fact that the blue line is only
visible when a high temperature is employed, each salt having
a definite spectrum of its own, in which none of the lines to
which I have drawn attention appear, so long as the tempera-
ture is kept below a certain point.

With regard to the iron spectrum I shall limit my remarks
to that portion of it visible on my photographic plates between
H and Gr. It may be described as a very complicated spectrum
so far as the number of lines is concerned in comparison with
such bodies as sodium and potassium, lead, thallium, and the
like, but unlike them again it contains no one line which is

clearly and unmistakably reversed on all occasions. Compared,
however, with the spectrum of such bodies as cerium and
uranium the spectrum is simplicity itself.

Now among these lines are two triplets, two sets of three
lines each, giving us beautiful examples of those repetitions of

structure in the spectrum which we meet with in the spectra of

almost all bodies, some of which have already been pointed
out by Mascart, Cornu, and myself. Now the facts indicate
that these two triplets are not due to the vibration of the same
molecular grouping which gives rise to most of the other lines.

They are as follows: In many photographs in which iron has
been compared with other bodies, and in others again in which
iron has been photographed as existing in different degrees of
impurity in other bodies, these triplets have been seen almost
alone, and the relative intensity of them, as compared with the
few remaining lines, is greatly changed. In this these photo-
graphs resemble one I took three years ago, in which a large
coil and jar were employed instead of the arc, which necessi-

tated an exposure of an hour instead of two minutes. In this

the triplet near G is very marked, the two adjacent lines more
refrangible near it, which are seen nearly as strong as the
triplet itself, in some of the arc photographs I possess, are only
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very faintly visible, while dimmer still are seen the li

triplet between H and h.

There is another series of facts in another line of \

solar storms, as is well known, the iron lines

their appearance in the chromosphere. Now, if we were deal-

ing here with one molecular grouping, we should expect the

lines to make their appearance in the order of their lengths,

and we should expect the shortest lines to occur less frequently

than the longest ones. Now, precisely the opposite is the fact.

One of the most valuable contributions to solar physics that

we possess is the memoir in which Professor C. A. Young
records his observation of the chromospheric lines, made on

behalf of the United States Government, at Shumar, in the

Kocky Mountains. The glorious climate and pure air of this

region, to which I can personally testify, enabled him to record

phenomena which it is hopeless to expect to see under less

favorable conditions. Among these were injections of iron

vapor into the chromosphere, the record taking the form of the

number of times any one line was seen during the whole period

of observation.

Now two very faint and short lines close to the triplet near

G were observed to be injected thirty times, while one of the

lines of the triplet was only injected twice.

The question next arises, are the triplets produced by one

molecular grouping or by two ? This question I also think

the facts help us to answer. I will first state by way of re-

minder that in the spark photograph the more refrangible trip-

let is barely visible, while the one near G is very strong. Now
if one molecular grouping alone were in question this relative

intensity would always be preserved however much the abso-

lute intensity of the compound system might vary, but if it is

a question of two molecules we might expect that in some of

the regions open to our observation we should get evidence of

cases in which the relative intensity is reserved or the two

intensities are assimilated. What might happen does happen :

the relative intensity of the two triplets in the spark photograph

is grandly reversed in the spectrum of the sun. The lines

barely visible in the spark photograph are among the most

prominent in the solar spectrum, while the triplet which is

strong in that photograph is represented by Fraunhofer lines

not half so thick. Indeed, while the hypothesis that the iron

lines in the region I have indicated are produced by the vibra-

tion of one molecule does not include all the facts, the hypo-

thesis that the vibrations are produced by at least tlnv

molecules includes all the phenomena in a most satisfactory
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Lithium.

Before the maps of the long and short lines of some of the
chemical elements compared with the solar spectra, which were
published in the Phil. Trans, for 1873, " Plate IX," were com-
municated to the Society, I very carefully tested the work of
prior observers on the non-coincidence of the red and orange
lines of that metal with the Fraunhofer lines, and found that

neither of them were strongly if at all represented in the sun,
and this remark also applies to a line in the blue at wave-
length 4603.
The photographic lithium line, however, in the violet, has a

strong representative among the Fraunhofer lines.

Applying, therefore, the previous m< r iod oi Btating the facts,

the presence of this line in the sun differentiates it from all the

others. For the differentiation of the red and yellow lines I

need only refer to Bunsen's spec?: lies, which
were translated in the Philosophical Magazine, December, 1875.

In Plate IV, two spectra of the lithium chloride are given,
one of them showing the red' line strong and the yellow one
feeble, the other showing merely a trace of the red line, while
the intensity of the yellow one is much increased, and a line

in the blue is indicated. Another notice of the blue line of

lithium occurs in a discourse by Professor Tyndall, reprinted

in the Chemical News, and a letter of Dr. Frankland's to Pro-

fessor Tyndall, dated November 7, 1861. This letter is so

important for my argument, that I reprint it entire from the

Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxii, p. 472:

—

" On throwing the spectrum of lithium on the screen yester-

day, I was surprised to see a magnificent blue band. At first

I thought the lithium chloride must be adulterated with stron-

tium, but on testing it with Steinheil's apparatus it yielded

normal results without any trace of a blue band. I am just

now reading the report of vour discourse in the Chemical
News, and I find that you have noticed the same thing.

Whence does this blue line arise? Does it really belong to

the lithium, or are the cone points or ignited air guilty of its

production? I find there blue bands with common stilt, but
they have neither the definiteness nor the brilliancy of the

lithium band. When lithium wire burns in air it emits a

somewhat crimson light
;
plunge it into oxygen, and the light

changes to bluish white. This seems to indicate that a high

temperature is necessary to bring out the blue ray."

Postscript, Nov. 22*, 1861.—I have just made some further

experiments on the lithium spectrum, and they conclusively

pt-ove that the appearance of the blue line depends entirely on
the temperature. * The spectrum of lithium chloride, ignited in

a Bunsen's burner flame, does not disclose the faintest trace of

Am. Jocb. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 98.-Feb., 1879.
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the blue line; replace the Bunsen's burner by a jet of hydro-

gen (the temperature of which is higher than that of the Bun-

sen's burner) and the blue line appears, faint, it is true, but

sharp and quite unmistakable. If oxygen now be solely

turned into the jet, the brilliancy of the blue line increases

until the temperature of the flame rises high enough to fuse

the platinum, and thus put an end to the experiment."

These observations of Professors Tyndall and Frankland

differentiate this blue line from those which are observed at

low temperatures. The line in the violet to which I have

already referred, is again differentiated from all the rest by the

fact that it is the only line in the spectrum of the sun which is

strongly reversed, so far as our present knowledge extends.

The various forms of lithium, therefore, may be shown in the

following manner.

i=m
Fig. 5.—The Molecular Groupings of Lithium.

It is remarkable that in the case of this body which at rela-

tively low temperature goes through its changes, its compounds

are broken up at the temperature of the Bunsen burner. The

spectrum, e. g. of the chloride, so far as I know, has never been

.Hydrogen.

All the phenomena of variability and inversion in the order

of intensity presented to us in the case of calcium can be par-

alleled by reference to the knowledge already acquired regard-

ing the spectrum of hydrogen.

Dr. Frankland and myself were working together on the

subject in 1869. In that year (Proc, No. 112) we pointed out

that the behavior of the h line was hors ligne, and that the

whole spectrum could be reduced to one line, F.
44

1. The Fraunhofer line on the solar spectrum, named h by

Angstrom, which is due to the absorption of hydrogen, is not

visible in the tubes we employ with low battery and Leyden-

jar power ; it may be looked upon, therefore, as an indication

of relatively high temperature. As the line in question has

been reversed by one of us in the spectrum of the chromo-

sphere, it follows that the chromosphere, when cool enough to

absorb, is still of a relatively hisrh temperature.
"2. Under certain conditions' of temperature and pressure,
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nplicated spectrum of hydrogen is reduced in our
o one line in the green corresponding to F in the

solar spectrum."
As in the case of calcium also, solar observation affords us

most precious knowledge. The h line was missing from the
protuberances in 1875, as will be shown from the accompany-
ing extract from the Report of the Eclipse Expedition of that
year:—
"During the first part of the eclipse two strong protuber-

ances close together are noticed ; on the limb towards the end
these are partially covered, while a series of protuberances
came out at the other edge. The strongest of these protuber-
ances are repeated three times, an effect of course of the prism,
and we shall have to decide if possible the wave-lengths corre-

sponding to the images. We expect a priori to find the hydro-
gen lines represented. We know three photographic hydrogen
lines: F, a line near G, and h. F is just at the limit of the

photographic part of the spectrum, and we find indeed images
of protuberances towards the less refrangible part at the limit

of photographic effect. For, as we shall show, a continuous
spectrum in the lower parts of the corona has been recorded,
and the extent of this continuous spectrum gives us an idea
of the part of the spectrum in which each protuberance line is

placed. We are justified in assuming, therefore, as a prelimin-

ary hypothesis, that the least refrangible line in the protuber-
ance shown on the photograph is due to F, and we shall find

support of this view in the other lines. In order to determine
the position of the next line the dispersive power of the prism
was investigated. The prism was placed on a goniometer table

in minimum deviation for F, and the angular distance between
F and the hydrogen line near G, i. e. By, was found, as a mean
of several measurements to be 3'. The goniometer was gradu-
ated to 15", and owing to the small dispersive power, and
therefore relatively great breadth of the slit, the measurement
can only be regarded as a first approximation. Turning now
again to our photographs, and calculating the angular distance

between the first and second ring of protuberances, we find

that distance to be 3' 15". We conclude, therefore, that this

second ring is due to hydrogen. We, therefore, naturally

looked for the third photographic hydrogen line, which is gen-
erally called A, but we found no protuberance on our photo-

graphs corresponding to that wave-length. Although this line
"~ ilways weaker than Hf, its absence on the photograph is

' ' that the line israther surprising, if it be not due to the fact t

L'his is ren-one which only comes out at a high temperature, mis i

dered likely by the researches of Frankland and Lc
(Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. xvii, p. 453).
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" We now turn to the last and strongest series of protuber-

ances shown on our photographs. The distance bel

series and the one we have found reason for identifying with

Ry is very little greater than that between H/9 and Hr.

Assuming the distances equal, we conclude that the squares of

the inverse wave-lengths of the three series are in aril

progression. This is true as a first approximation. We then

calculated the wave-length of this unknown line, and found it

to be approximately somewhat smaller than 3,957 tenth-meters.

No great reliance can be placed, of course, on the number, but

it appears that the line must be close to the end of the visible

spectrum.
" In order to decide if possible what this line is due to, we

endeavored to find out both by photography and fluorescence

whether hydrogen possesses a line in that part of the spectrum.

We have not at present come to any definite conclusion. In

vacuum tubes prepared by Geissler containing hydrogen, a

strong line more refrangible than H is seen, but these same

tubes show between H7- and H<S, other lines known not to

belong to hydrogen, and the origin of the ultra-violet line M

therefore difficult to make out. We have taken the spark in

hydrogen at atmospheric pressures, as impurities are easier to

eliminate, but a continuous spectrum extends over the violet

and part of the ultra-violet, and prevents any observation as

to lines. We are going on with experiments to settle this

point.
" Should it turn out that the line is not due to hydrogen,

the question will arise what substance it is due to. It is a

remarkable fact that the calculated wave-length comes ?«3

close to H. Young has found that these calcium lines are

always reversed in the penumbra and immediate neighborhood

of every important sun-spot, and calcium must therefore go up

high into the chromosphere. We draw attention to this count-

dence, but our photographs do not allow us to draw any cer-

" At any rate, it seems made out by our photographs that the

photographic light of the protuberances is in great part due to

an ultra-violet line which does not certainly belong to hydro-

gen. The protuberances as photographed by this ultra-violet

ray seem to go up higher than the hydrogen protuberances.

but this may be due to the relative greater length of the Hoe-

In my remarks upon calcium I have already referred to the

fact that the line which our observation led us to believe was

due to calcium in 1875, was traced to that element in I

eclipse. The observations also show the curious connection that.

at the time when the hydrogen lines were most brilliant in »>e

corona, the calcium lines were not detected ; next, when the
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hydrogen lines, being still brilliant, the h line was not present
(a condition of things which, in all probability, indicated a
reduction of temperature), calcium began to make itself unmis-
takably visible; and finally, when the hydrogen lines are
absent, they become striking objects in the spectrum of the
corona.

To come back to h, then, I have shown that Dr. Frankland
and myself, in 18H9, found that it only made its appearance
when a high tension was employed. We have seen that it was
absent from among the hydrogen lines during the eclipse of

I have now to strengthen this evidence by the remark that
it is always the shortest line of hydrogen in the chromosphere.

I now pass to another line of evidence.
I submit to the Society a photograph of the spectrum of

ecorded by Thalen, the strongest
line is one of the lines of hydrogen (7?), the other line of hydro-
gen (near G) being absent. I have observed the C line in the
spark produced by the passage of an induced current between
indium poles in dry air.

As I am aware how almost impossible it is to render air per-

fectly dry, I made the following differential experiment. A
glass tube with two platinum poles about half an inch apart
was employed. Through this tube a slow current of air was

bottle. The spectrum of the spark passing between the plati-

num electrodes was then observed, a coil with five Grove cells

and a medium sized jar being employed. Careful notes were
made of the brilliancy and thickness of the hydrogen lines as

compared with those of air. This done, a piece of metallic

indium which was placed loose in the tube, was shaken so that

one part of it rested against the base of one of the poles, and
one of its ends at a distance of little less than half an inch
from the base of the other pole. The spark then passed
between the indium and the platinum. The red and blue lines

of hydrogen were then observed both by my friend, Mr. G. W.
Hemming, Q.O., and myself. Their brilliancy was most mark-
edly increased. This unmistakable indication of the presence
of hydrogen, or rather of that form of hydrogen which gives
us the h line alone associated into that form which gives us the

blue and red lines, showed us that in the photograph we were
not dealing with a physical coincidence, but that in the arc this

special form of hydrogen had really been present ; that it had
come from the indium,' and that it had registered itself on the

photographic plate, although ordinary hydrogen persistently

refuses to do so. Although I was satisfied from former experi-
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ments that occluded hydrogen behaves in this respect like

ordinary hydrogen, I begged my friend, Mr. W. C. Roberts,

F.R S., chemist to the Mint, to charge a piece of palladium

with hydrogen for me. This be at once did, and I take this

present opportunity to express my obligation to him. I exhibit

to the Society a photograph of this palladium and of indium

side by side. It will be seen that one form of hydrogen in

indium has distinctly recorded itself on the plate, while that in

palladium has not left a trace. I should add that the pal-

ladium was kept in a sealed tube till the moment of making

the experiment, and that special precautions were taken to pre-

vent the two pieces between which the arc was taken becoming

unduly heated.

To sum up, then, the facts with regard to hydrogen : we have

h differentiated from the other lines by its appearance alone in

indium, by its absence during the eclipse in 1875, when theby its absence during the eclipse

nes were photographed by its existe

only in the chromosphere of the sun, and by the feci

the experiments of 1869 a very high temperature was needed

to cause it to make its appearance.

With regard to the isolation of the F line I have already

referred to other experiments in 1869, in which Dr. Frankland

and myself got it alone. I exhibit to the Society a globe con-

taining hydrogen which gives us the F line without either the

red or the blue one.

accompanying drawing (Fig. 6) shows how these lines

* " the spectra of the sun.ntegrated i

I have other evidence which leads to the conclusion that the

substance which gives us the non-reversed line in the chromo-

sphere and the line 1474 of KirchofTs scale, termed the coronal

line, are really other forms of hydrogen. One of these is more
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simple than that which gives us h alone, the other more com-
plex than that which gives us F alone. The evidence on this

point is of such extreme importance to solar physics and
throws so much light on star structure generally, that I shall
reserve it for a special communication.

In the meantime I content myself by giving a diagram (Fig. 7)
in which I have arranged the various groupings of hydrogen as
they appear to exist, from the regions of highest to those of
lowest temperature in our central luminary.

Summation of the above Series of Facts.

I submit that the facts above recorded are easily grouped
together, and a perfect continuity of phenomena established on
the hypothesis of successive dissociations analogous to those
observed in the cases of undoubted compounds.

The other Branches of the Inquiry.

When we pass to the other possible evolutionary processes

to which I have before referred, and which I hope to discuss

on a future occasion, the inquiry becomes much more compli-
cated by the extreme difficulty of obtaining pure specimens to

work with, although I should remark that in the working
hypothesis now under discussion^the cause of the constant

occurrence of the same substance"as an impurity i

to seek. I take this opportunity of

expressing my obligations to many friends who have put them-
selves to great trouble in obtaining specimens of pure chem-
icals for me during the whole continuance of my researches.

Among these 1 must mention Dr. Eussell, who has given me
many specimens prepared by the lamented Matthiessen, as well

as some of cobalt and nickel prepared by himself; Prof.

Roscoe, who has supplied me with vanadium and caesium

alum; Mr. Crookes, who has alwavs responded to my call for

thallium; Mr. Eoberts, chemist to the Mint, who has supplied

me with portions of the gold and silver trial plates and some
pieces of palladium ; Dr. Hugo Muller, who has furnished me
with a large supply of electrolitically-deposited copper; Mr.

Holtzman, who has provided me with cerium, lanthanum, and
didymium prepared by himself; Mr. George Matthay, of the

well-known metallurgical firm of Johnson and Matthay, who
has provided me magnesium and aluminium of marvellous

purity
; while to Mr. Valentin, Mr. Mellor, of Salford, and

other friends, my thanks are due for other substances.

I have already pointed out that a large portion of the work
done in the last four years has consisted in the elimination of

the effects of impurities. I am therefore aware of the great

necessity for caution in the spectroscopic <
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pever, a number of bodies which

leir simple or complex nature being

made m such n manner that the presence of impurities will be

to a certain extent negligable. I have brought this Bttbjed

before the Koyal Society at its present stage, in the hope that

possibly others may be induced to aid inquiry in a region in

which the work of one individual is as a drop in the ocean. If

there is anything in what I have said, the spectra of all the

elementary substances will require to be re-mapped and re-

mapped from a new standpoint: further, the arc must replace

:':, and photography must replace the eye. A glance

at the red end of the spectrum of almost any substance incan-

descent in a voltaic arc in a spectroscope of large dispersion,

and a glance at the maps prepared by such eminent

aa Hoggins and Thalen, who have used the coil, will give an

idea of the mass of facts which have yet to be recorded and

reduced before much further progress can be made.
In conclusion I would state that only a small part of the

work to which I have drawn attention is my own. In some

cases I have merely, as it were, codified the work done by

other observers in other countries. With reference to that

done in my own laboratory, I may here repeat what I have said

before on "ot In r orcasi. -. th t it i> largely due to the skill,

patience, and untiring zeal of those who have assisted me.

The burthen of the final reduction, to which I have before

referred, has fallen to Mr. Miller, my present assistant ;
while

the mapping of the
;

. -ities of the lines was

done by Messrs FriswelL Meldola, Ord, and Starling, who have

;v filled that post.

I have to thank Corporal E wings, RE., for preparing the

various diagrams which I have submitted to the notice of this

Society.

Art. XII.—On the Velocity of very Loud Sounds; by William

W. Jacques, Fellow of the Johns Hopkins University.

It is very well known that the velocity of a musical sound

is, within very wide limits, sensibiv independent of its

and of its pitch. The experimental proof of this is thai

of music, played by a military band at a considerable

comes to the ear of the observer with its harmony entirely

undisturbed.

A consideration of the theory of the propagation of

sound too, shows that for sounds such as we ordin;

in which the change of density from the rarified to the con-
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densed portion of the wave is small compared with the density
of the undisturbed air, the velocity should be independent both
of the intensity and the pitch.

When, however, we come to the consideration of a loud and
sharp shock or explosion, in which the disturbances are very
violent and abrupt, we cannot be at all sure that the changes of
density are negligibly small, and hence that the velocity of
sound for such cases would be a constant.

So little is known of the conditions in the case of the forma-
tion and propagation of sound from a center of explosion, and
the mathematical considerations of such conditions as we may
presume are so difficult, that we must look almost entirely to

experiment for our knowledge of the propagation of very
loud sounds. But our experimental evidence on this point ifi

very limited. Nearly all of the experiments that have been
made upon the velocity of sound have been made with a can-
non and have not agreed remarkably well with each other; nor
have the thermodynamic quantities calculated from them, on the
supposition that the velocity is identical with that of a musical
sound, agreed very well with the values of the same quantities

determined by other methods. But we cannot say whether these

errors are due to the character of the sound or to other causes.

The very short interval between the flash and the report of

a stroke of lightning, even when it takes place at a consid erable

distance, has been instanced* as a proof of the greater velocity
of very loud sounds, but, so far as the writer is aware, this has
not yet been reduced to experiment.
The experiments of Regnaultf in water pipes showed that

the velocity of a pistol report became slightly less each time
that it was reflected along the pipe, but the change was very
small and its cause is doubtful.
The following paper contains an account of some automatic

measurements of the velocity of sound in the immediate
vicinity of a cannon. The results show that the velocity near
a cannon is considerably different from that at a distance and
point out a considerable error that has been introduced into the
most important measurement of this quantity.

The experiments were made at the United States Arsenal in

Watertown, Mass.
The method used was an automatic measurement of the

velocity at different distances, varying from ten to one hundred
and ten feet, from the mouth of the cannon, by means of a
series of membranes:}: electrically connected with a chronograph.

In the midst of a large level field was placed a six-pound
brass field piece. In the" rear of this, at distances of 10, 30, 50,

* Earnshaw, PhiL Mag., I860. t Regnault's Memoirs.
4 Regnault used membranes, though unlike these, in his water-pipe experiments.
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70, 90 and 110 feet from the mouth of the cannon, were placed

the membranes, elevated about three feet above the ground.

These membranes consisted each of a hoop nine inches in

diameter over which was stretched a sheet of thin rubber. To
the center of the membrane, and on the side toward the can-

non, was attached a very small shelf of polished brass. Upon
this rested one end of a delicate steel spring, the other end being

fixed to an independent support.

The wire that brought the current of electricity from the

chronograph house was connected with the spring, and from the

shelf a second wire returned to the chronograph. When the

spring rested upon the shelf the circuit was closed. The pass-

age of the sound wave, however, would move the membrane
and break the circuit, causing a register on the chronograph.

When the spring fell it rested upon a contact point from which

a wire ran to the next membrane of the series, so that the cir-

cuit, immediately after being broken at the first membrane, was

made again through the second, before the sound wave reached

it. In this way the current could be transferred to all the

membranes of the series and the successive breakings and mak-

ings of contact, as the sound wave passed each one, could be

registered on a chronograph placed at a distance.

The chronograph used was of the Schultz form and consisted

essentially of a rapidly and uniformly revolving cylinder of sil-

ver covered with lamp black, which was made one pole of the

secondary coil of an inductorium, the primary coil of which was

in circuit with the membranes. The other pole of the secondary

coil was a fine metal point brought very near to the surface of

the cylinder. When the primary circuit was broken or com-

pleted at the membranes, a spark passed between the metal

point and the cylinder and made a fine dot in the lamp black.

By the side of the point was an electrical tuning-fork which

traced a sinuous curve of times on the lamp-blacked surface of

the cylinder. The time could thus be measured to "00001 of a

second. All that was necessary then for the experiment was to

choose a moment when the air was as nearly as possible at rest

and then, the membranes being in order, to start the chrono-

graph and fire the gun. The distances between the membranes

were then accurately measured, the times of passage between

successive membranes determined from the chronograph and

the temperatures read off from thermometers placed at each

membrane.
The experiment was manv times repeated with the mem-

branes interchanged, with different velocities and parts of the

chronograph cylinder and with other precautions to prevent

possible errors, but always with the same result It was

found that immediately '

in the rear of the cannon the
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velocity of sound was less than at a distance, but that
going further and further from the cannon, the velocity of sound
rose to a maximum considerably above the ordinary velocity and
then fell gradually to about the velocity usually received-

la order to determine whether the first low velocities were
due, as was supposed, to the retarding influence of the bodily
motion of the air around the cannon, it was pointed at right
angles to its first position, when it was found that the maximum
velocity came nearer to the cannon. Had the cannon been turned
in the direction of the line of membranes the retardation would
probably have become an acceleration. The experiment was,
however, of course impracticable. That this apparent retarda-

tion was not due to the difference in time of action of the mem-
branes, due to a variation of the force of the wave, is evident
both from the very slight force required in either case and from
the fact that the variation noticed is in the wrong direction.

The charge of powder was considerably varied and the
heaviest charges, of course, caused the greatest deviation from
the ordinary velocity.

The successive series of experiments, owing to differences in

the charge and in the loading, gave different values of the

velocity at any one place, but the facts above stated always
remained the same.

Accordingly each series represents the condition of things

better than the mean of several, and I have here given a table

of three of the best series.

The first column represents the distance from the mouth of

the cannon
; the second the values of the corresponding veloci-

ties in the rear of the cannon, when the charge was one and a

half pounds; the third when the charge was reduced to half a

pound, and the kst when the cannon was pointed at right

angles to the line of membranes.

Interval.

10-30 feet.

90-110 1262 1114 1188

The conclusions that we may draw from these experiments
are : 1. That the velocity of sound is a function of its intensity.

2. That experiments upon the velocity of sound in which a
cannon is used contain an error, probably due to the bodily
motion of the air near the cannon. Evidently a mnsi
of low intensity must be used for a correct determination of the
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ged through the Min

After reading General Warren's article in the December
number of the Journal, I casually took up a copy of Stans-

bury's Eeport on Salt Lake. On page 152 I found a curious

account of Baron La Hontan's Expedition up the ''Long

River" in 1689. The Baron states that he passed down the

Wisconsin to the Mississippi, which he ascended nine <l;i\>.

when ho " entered the mouth of the Long River, which looks

like a lake full of bulrushes," up which he sailed for six

weeks, but was prevented by the advance of the season from

reaching its source. He learned from the natives, however,

considerable about its upper course, which he incorporated in

his map.
Captain Stansbury gives a map drawn in 1710 by John

Senex, F.R.S., on which the discoveries of La Hontan are

given. This represents the u Long River" as being like a long

lake toward its source, and flowing nearly due east through

25° of longitude. Another curious pointj it is represented as

having a continuous water connection through the "Moin-

gona" River with the Mississippi, at a point far south of its

proper mouth, where La Hontan entered it.

La Hontan describes it as "all along very slack and easy,

abating about three leagues," and the channel unusually

straight. ''Its banks," he says, "have a dismal prospect, and

the water itself has an ugly taste; but then its usefulness

atones for such inconveniences, for 'tis navigable with the

greatest ease, and will bear barques of fifty tons."

That the " Long River" may have been the ancient Minne-

sota seems indicated, therefore, by their corresponding in posi-

tion of their mouths, their similarity in breadth of stream and

slowness of current. Moreover, the "Moingona" would then

correspond to the Blue Earth and Des Moines, whose sources

were formerly connected by "Union Slough," as shown by Dr.

C. A. White, in his report on the Geology of Iowa.
The curious eastward direction of the Long River

sibly be explained partly by the strong eastward dec
the magnetic needle at that time, and partly by the strong

desire of the Baron to find a way across the' continent Pre-

conceived notions seem to have influenced him in several other

of his statements and conclusions, but perhaps not more so

than was customary in those days.

Tabor, Iowa, Dec, 1878.
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Art. XIV.— On the Results of the Spectroscopic Observation of the
Solar Eclipse of July 2M, 1878;* by George F. Barker.

To Professor Henry Draper, M.D., Director of the Draper Eclipse Expedition:—
Dear Sir : I beg leave to submit to you herewith my Eeport

on the spectroscopic observations made, and on the results

obtained at Bawl ins, Wyoming Territory, during the solar
eclipse of July 29th, 1878, that portion of the work having
been allotted to me by yourself in the organization of the

The instruments and apparatus used in the observations
were loaned for the purpose from the physical cabinet of the
University of Pennsylvania, They consisted (1) of an equa-
torially mounted achromatic telescope of four inches
made by Jones of London, (2) a direct-vision astronomical
spectroscope by Merz of Munich, (3) a second direct-vision

spectroscope by Hoffmann of Paris, (4) and a pocket spectro-

by George Wale & Co. Beside this spectroscopic outfit,scope by George Wale & Co. Beside fcbii spec
a second four-inch achromatic telescope bv Dol

with the tasimeter by Dr. Edison, and a Savart^
at, and an Arago polarisc<

polarization of the corona. The Men
Senarmont, and an Arago polariscope, for determii

polarization of the corona. The Merz spec'

tioned is described in the Philosophical Ma
) compound direct-vision prisms,

tsed at pleasure, each consisting

of five single prisms, two of flint glass with a refracting angle
of 84°, and three of crown ; one of these having a refracting

angle of 84°, the others of 87°. The dispersive power of each
of these compound prisms is about equal to that of two equi-

lateral prisms of flint glass. The instrument has a collimating

and an observing telescope, each furnished with an object glass

two-thirds of an inch in aperture and four inches in focal length.

The prism-tube is attached to the collimator by two centers,

giving it a lateral motion about a line passing through these

nters, which
observing telescope is similarly attached to the tube earning
the prism. These motions serve to alter the incidence of the
rays upon the surface of the prism, and also to bring any
special part of the spectrum into the middle of the field. The
observing telescope is provided with a positive eye-piece of an

equivalent focal length of one inch, and also with a needle

micrometer, having an eye-piece of one-half inch focus. The
graduations upon this micrometer are strongly cut, enabling the

positions and the distances of the lines measured with it, to be

* Read by permission of Dr. Draper at the St. Louia meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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easily read even in a faint light. The spectroscope was firmly

attached to the draw tube of the equatorial telescope by

means of an open frame made by Zeutmayer, so that the pea-

tion of the image with reference to the slit could be readily

observed.

The time from the 19th of July, the date of our arrival at

Kawlins, until the 29th, was occupied in setting up the instru-

ments, in getting them into adjustment, and in practice with

them. It was found that with only one of the compound

prisms of the Merz spectroscope, the slit being placed radially,

it was easy to observe the lines C and F reversed in the chromo-

sphere, and also the bright line D 3 . On the morning of the

day of the eclipse, the solar edge was examined for protuber-

ances, in order to locate them in advance of totality. But a

single one was noticed, this being on the southwestern edge of

the sun. As the time of first contact approached, the spectro-

scope was removed and a paper screen was attached to the

draw tube, an image of the sun being formed on this screen by

means of the eye-piece ; thus enabling the time of this contact

to be approximately determined and the subsequent progress of

the eclipse to be conveniently observed.

,
though this could hardly have been

„pected since the solar image was so small, scarcely three

inches in diameter, unless the spots were of large size. As the

time of second contact drew near, the spectroscope was replaced

upon the equatorial. Since you deemed it of importance to

pay special attention to the oxygen lines in the vicinity of

(x, the micrometer of this instrument was, at your suggestion,

so adjusted that one of its needle points rested

gen line near Gr, and the other on the line known as A. After

the last ray of sunlight had disappeared, I took a few seconds

of the precious time to observe the eclipse with the naked eye.

The moon appeared intensely black, surrounded b\

halo, extending to about two-fifths of a lunar diameter from

the limb, and occupying the entire circumference. At two

points this halo was expanded into radial streamers, one oi

which had parallel sides with a deeply indented or swallow-

tailed end, extending westward of the sun and a;

lying in the ecliptic ; the other appeared single, was on the

eastern edge, and was inclined twentv degrees or more to the

north of the ecliptic. The former of these streamers was traced

to a distance of about a lunar diameter from the edge, the

latter to a somewhat less distance. No structure could be seen

in the halo, but in the streamer- trace* rays appeared

to be present. The amount of light emitted by the corona

was a surprise to me. Preparations had been made for using

artificial light for reading the circles but this was found not
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to be at all

nearly or quite equal to that given by the moon when ten days
old. No protuberances were seen with the naked eye nor
were any streamers observed, other than those already
described. A glance at the eclipsed sun was then taken
through the finder of the equatorial. The magnifying
power being low, the corona presented much the same
appearance as to the naked eye. But the streamers showed
much more distinct evidences of a radiated structure and a
pale rosy protuberance was observed on the southwestern edge
of the dark disc. This was undoubtedly the same prominence
which was observed previous to totality.

Turning my attention now to the spectroscope, upon the slit

of which the coronal image had already been brought by means
of the finder, the slit being placed radially, the first glance
through the instrument showed me a bright but an absolutely

continuous spectrum. The region under examination was of

course that portion of the spectrum which had been placed
before totality between the needle points of the micrometer
Totally unprepared for so unexpected a result, I moved the

observing telescope so as to bring the green portion of the spec-

trum into the field, expecting certainly to see 1474 K and by
the appearance of this line to determine whether my instrument
was out of adjustment ; and if it was to adjust it again. But no
bright line was there; the green region appeared as continuous
as the blue. I then gradually closed the slit—which had been
previously adjusted on the solar spectrum so that the line D
appeared "nebulous on its edges—thinking that I might in this

way improve the definition ; but with no better result ; no
bright lines could be seen. To my great surprise however,
when the slit was thus narrowed, the region which was then

under examination, that extending from b to G, appeared filled

with dark lines on the brighter background, these dark lines

being readily recognized from their general appearance as the

solar lines of Fraunhofer. Still intent on getting bright lines,

I opened the slit again gradually, moved the observing tele-

scope over the entire length of the spectrum from red to violet,

repeating the operation three times and varying the width of

the slit from time to time in each region; but not a single

bright line could be detected. I then requested you to come
and take a glance through my spectroscope, as had been pre-

viously agreed ; saying that although I could see dark lines

and a continuous spectrum, I was unable to detect a single

bright line and knew not what to make of it. You were then

looking at the eclipse through your ingenious little telespectro-

scope of two inches aperture/ You came to my instrument,

looked at the spectrum, moved the observing telescope over its
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whole length and remarked that the results in ray spectroscope

agreed entirely with those in yours, and that the spectrum

appeared in both absolutely continuous. My mind b

relieved, I took my place again at the spectroscope, and this

time, placing the slit tangential to the moon's limb, I moved

the observing telescope from end to end of the spectrum, open-

ing and closing the slit at intervals ; but the spectrum appeared

as continuous as before. Again the image was adjusted so that

the slit was once more radial ; and this time on still a different

portion of the corona. On examining again the spectrum, no

bright lines appeared, except once for an instant, when the slit

passed over the small chromospheric prominence already

noticed. Warned by Mrs. Draper's clear a

that the precious 16o seconds had two-thirds gone, I decided to

devote the time still remaining to a more careful observation

of the dark Fraunhofer lines. Now, for the first time, as I

adjusted the width of the slit and its position on the corona

with more care, I observed that these lines did not pass clear

across the field, but were of a length corresponding to the width

of the coronal image on the slit. At the base of the spectrum,

which corresponded to the base of the corona, they appeared

bright and sharp ; certainly quite as much so as in the Light ol

the moon similarly condensed ; tl ous spectrum

which formed their background was relatively brighter than in

moonlight There was no difficulty in identifying them as

Fraunhofer lines from their general appearance and position;

but some of them could be identified beyond question. Such

were b and F, which were especially distinct, and D, E and G

which were considerably less so. They faded gradually oni

from the base of the spectrum upward, appearing to end where

the continuous spectrum of the corona was limited above.

While thus employed, a flash of sunlight told us that totality

had ended and that the solar eclipse of 1878 was over.

In discussing the results of the spectroscopic observations

which have now been detailed, I am, in the first place, quite at

a loss to account for the fact that no bright lines were seen by

me, notwithstanding the persistent efforts made to get them.

The failure to observe them can be accounted for, as it would

seem, only on the ground that with the dispersive power

employed, the bright lines were too faint to be seen on the

much brighter background of the continuous spectrum.
The lessons to be drawn from these spectroscopic observations

appear to be few and simple. The absence of bright lines, or

least of any which were at all brilliant, proves clearly the

absence in the solar c able mass of

incandescent gas or vapor, which shining bv its own Jig''*

would of course give a bright-line spectrum. The presence c
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Fraunhofer lines in the coronal spectrum shows conclusively
the presence of reflected sunlight in the light of the corona and
goes to establish the theory, long ago suggested, that masses of
meteoric matter raining down upon the solar surface from all

directions reflected to us the light of the sun, and were, there-
fore, the essential cause of the coronal phenomena. And, finally,

the fact of the increased brightness of the continuous spectrum,
as compared with the intensity of the dark lines of Fraunhofer,
goes to strengthen the probability that there is still other light

in the corona which comes to us from the incandescent Liquid
or solid matter of these intensely heated meteoric masses.

These conclusions, deduced very simply from my own spectro-

scopic results, agree completely, I am happy to find, with
those drawn from your most excellent photographs, as well as
from the ingenious heat-measurements of Dr. Edison and the
polariscopic determinations of Dr. Morton.

In concluding this Report, you will permit me I am sure, to

express the great gratification which the Draper Eclipse Ex-
pedition has continually afforded me. The delight at being
able to witness a total eclipse of the sun, has been intensified

by the complete success of all the attempts made to observe it,

and by the most agreeable companionship during the trip. My
obligation to you for the opportunity is as profound as my
thanks to you for it are sincere and cordial.

Truly yours, George F. Barker.
Philadelphia, August 10th, 1878.

Art. XV.— On a mode of t

Wood; by Magn
[Read before the National Academy of Science, October, 1877.]

The subject of this paper was suggested to me by Professor

Rood, and the work carried out under his direction in the

physical laboratory of Columbia College.

Since the study' by Chladni of tion in rods,

many researches upon this point have rendered them of great

importance for the determination of the velocity of sound and
the elasticity of solid bodies. The methods of measuring the

velocity of sound in solids, which depended upon the perception

by the'ear of the unison of two notes were difficult in practice

and gave imperfect results. Du Hamel* proposed to cause a

pen attached to the rod to describe a wave line on a revolving

glass plate, and thus to register vibrations; he did not carry

the project into effect. Wertheimf in his excellent work era-

* Journal de Ecole Polytechnic Cohier, xxiii, 19.

f Pogg. Annalen, Erganz., ii, 1.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Seb m:b.,1879.
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ployed a method of this kind, and connected with the rod a

chronographic apparatus. He determined the transverse vibra-

tions of the rod by simultaneously registering those of a tuning

fork, and then superimposed the longitudinal vibrations of the

rod upon its transverse, and ascertained from the corrugated

wave line thus produced, the relation between the longitudinal

and transverse vibrations.

Kundt,* however, in 1866 contrived a method which is so

well known as to need only a few words of description. A
sounding rod is compelled to set into vibration a column of air

enclosed in a glass tube, and in accordance with the laws of the

organ pipes, the ratio of the length of the wave in the sounding

rod to that of the wave of air in the glass tube, is obtained.

Having corrected this for the temperature and the hygrometric

state of the atmosphere it is possible to obtain a value for the

velocity of propagation. During the past year, Kayserf em-

ployed Kundt's method for studying the ratio of the specific

; volume to the specific heat under a con-

H^ B I B' r^ b"J

i metals. With

xtended

ches^: upon the woods of the Vosga forests, I know of but

very few determinations of the velocity of sound in wood.

Having intended to measure the velocity of sound in some

American woods, Kundt's method was first employed; the

apparatus was similar to his but somewhat modified to suit the

—m i -i
special circumstances. Fig. 1 shows the arrangement in per-

spective; B is the vise holding the rod, AC, clamped by a screw,

0, acting on a plate of brass which presses the rod firmly upon

its rest; the vise is screwed upon the table, which is fastened

to the floor and braced to avoid shaking. The rod is rubbed

by a resined woolen cloth along A, and being set into vibration,

* Pogg. Ann., cxxvii, 337. f Ibid., 1877, N. 10, p. 218.

X Comptes Rendus, xxiii, 663.
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communicates it to the air in the glass tube, I, the dust figures
then are formed at the nodes A, B, B', B", etc. The distances
AB and B' B" are the semi-wave lengths of air corresponding
to the note given by the rod. Although the length AB" does
not materially affect the length of the waves, it has been found
best to make it equal to a multiple of the semi-wave lengths as
then the figures are most definite. The glass tube was l

m

"Name of wood. Leo**, Section. Bp.Gr.

xr™ IImJxJIT" •482

WMte wood

1!

1876-92

1162-25

1164-94

IP!!
•478

White pine, ....

15 llti-t 17-45 x 23-05 •432

Yellow " -664

24-27 x 12-95 •922

1836-5

14-98 x 17-6

White holly,

Mahogany, 20
Black Walnut,

1494-7

10-92 x 11-49

Red oak;"
White oak, 1494-5 12-68x17-98 •775

Rods.
oteerottonB. Temperature. Verity. Prob^e error.

No. 1

40 20-7 40276

u I 25 15-8 40?i-68 9-90

25

156

30

35 478963

" 11 25
25

145

154
4845-17

s
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long and 19mm internal diameter ; the cork H, inclusive of

the two pins which held it to the rod, weighed T08 grams.

With this apparatus the velocity of sound in the following

woods was measured ; cedar, white wood, yellow and white

pine, hickory, white ash, holly, mahogany, black walnut, cherry

and white oak.

The probable error is so small that it would seem to indicate

either that the procedure is a very accurate one or that the

error is constant and in the same direction.

But during the progress of these experiments, another method
was devised whereby the rod registered its own vibrations. A
blackened glass plate was drawn rapidly by in a horizontal

direction by a falling weight, and matters were so arranged that

a pen attached to the rod of wood wrote its vibration upon the

plate, which simultaneously registered those of a tuning fork.

The apparatus was capable of being leveled accurately, and it

had connected with it an arrangement that enabled' the ob-

server to set it into action at any desired instant. The final

result, of course, is that two parallel sets of curves are traced

on the smoked glass. For the purpose of making the measure-

ments it was necessary to compare the corresponding portions

of the two curves, and two lines were drawn at right angles to

them so as to include corresponding portions. This was effected

by a little piece of apparatus especially contrived for the pur-

pose. The number of waves registered were then counted with

the aid of a compound microscope, which with its micrometer

eye-piece was also used to measure the fractional parts of the

waves. It was found possible with this arrangement to esti-

mate, without any difficulty, the fiftieth part of a wave length.

The following columns give ten readings of a single wavelength,

showing their agreement ; the wave traced on the smoked glass,

in this case, had an average length of 3 56mm .

3-52

3-Y5 3-56

For determining the rate of the fork, the average of six

determinations of 5033 seconds each, by a chronograph, was

taken as follows:
J^^=255'04.

The difference between this quantity and the number of

" ped on the fork by Kcenig (256) was due to the
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Table III.

Kimdt'i Method. Graphic Method.

Velocity V.
)
Probable Error. Velocity V. Probable Error.

2-5 M.

3870.: 5-51

88-35

5278-59 9-69

23 42C.-..I 7-88

3950-90 79-7

The first determinations were on the comparison between
the graphic and Kundt's method. To this end an experiment
was made by combining both methods, thus: while the rod

was urging the air column into synchronous action by means
of the cork (Kundt's method), it simultaneously reg

with its pen, the rate of its vibration. The results obtained by
this double method should, of course, agree, as both the motions
originate from the same source. They were found, however, to

differ as shown in the annexed table.

These values are averages of fifteen observations. A glance

ai this table shows that the air method gives results which are

invariably higher than the graphic method, the difference

between the numbers being much larger than the sum of the

errors in the two cases. This may be due to the fact of Kundt
using too large a coefficient for the correction for moisture and
temperature. The experiments having been conducted during
the winter, the amount of moisture in the laboratory was a

minimum. Thus, cak 3 on the supposition

mt the air was perfectly dry we obtuii the following results

hich are still too high.

Rods. Calculated Velocity. Diff. from Graphic Method.

1 3838-04 M + 53-74 M.

2 4038 42 -f-
14-12

3 392253 + 52-03

6 4966-34 -+- 6964
1 5263-93 -f-

38-63

13 4728-40 f- 13-10

23 4311-05 -f 45 45

24 3939-01 + 67-81

These comparisons show, it wc aid Beem, that the tendency
of Kundt's methods, at least as used by me, was to give

results which were somewhat higher than they should have
been.

To the above it may be added that in these experiments on
Kundt's method, the stopper J, figure 1, was placed at a node,

thus making an air column in the tube which was in unison
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with the rod ; the resistance to the rod's vibration was then

small. But if we remove the stopper from the node and place

it in the middle of a ventral segment, the resistance to Men-

tion becomes a maximum, the rate of the rod is dii

and we have a lower number of vibrations actually executed

and registered by the rod. Eod No. 23 was subjected to this

test, its length being 1051-15'nm . "While the rod was urging

the air column into vibration, the stopper being at a node, the

rate of vibration registered by the rod itself was 2029 pet-

second. Eemoving the stopper to a ventral segment dimin-

ished the rate to 2009-2 vibrations. In the latter determina-

tion no satisfactory dust figures could be obtained.

Having thus compared these two methods, we now proceed

to give the results obtained by the graphic method upon the

several rods. The rods were clamped in the center and with-

out any load except the inappreciable weight of the pen.

Velocity of sound in American woo edbythe Graphic Method.

Names of Wood. Length. Sp.Gr. Temp. Velocity.
v^2'

Cedar, No. 1, 3797-2 M.
" 2

'

9-99

28-4 5-00

1836-72

24, lV-8 391547
White Wood, 6, 1838-51 •4

-J 6 22-4 4927-30
8-73

4650-60

«
P
'"6

' u,
1842-6

•432

20-0 4713-36
Ml

a ^f
h

'
16

'
27-0 4282-45 5-52

1838-26 •541 27-3
" Holly, 19! 21-2 3657-41

Mahogany, 20, 4135-26
Black Walnut, 21, •518 191

Yellow Pine, 23, 1052-45 •664 4274-48 5'60

Red Oak, 25, -650 25-0 4179-80
White Oak, 26, 14945 431650 *'87_

There were, however, certain difficulties to contend with

which will now be briefly mentioned. I had not long been

engaged upon this work, when I discovered a tendency to ver-

tical transverse vibration in some of the rex

pointer off the plate. To meet 1 of bolder

was contrived and covered with felt which, while only touch-

ing the rod lightly, held it in position. This damper was

placed in various positions along the rod, and the correspond-

ing rates of vibration measured. These values were I

for the several positions shown in fig. 2, which were afl

K. u near the end as possible: D, 400mm from E; C, TOO"
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from E ; B, as near the center as the clamp would allow. The
resulting values given in the following table are averages of

Bods. Damper at end. AtD. AtC. AtB.

No. 1, 3777] M. 3787-9 M.
" 2, 4062-7 4067-9
" 3, 3872-0

" 6
'

4876-8 4895-7

5208-2
48667
5213-7

" if
4272-4

2S3 4256-0
42593
4265-7

The results given in tables 2, 3v
and 4 were obtained without

the use of the damper.
It may be worth while to mention that some of the rods

while vibrating longitudinally were capable of generating two
notes, differing from each other by about a terz. These seemed
to depend either upon some inherent condition of the wood or

perhaps upon the relation between the two thicknesses and the

length of the rod. A little practice is requisite for bringing
out the lower note with sufficient power to cause it to be recog-

nized and registered ; it also required the exertion of a greater

force for its production and always preceded the high note. I

also found that the damper affected the high and low notes

correspondingly. The velocities corresponding to the high
note have already been given in tables 3, 4 and 5, while in

table VI are the velocities deduced from the employment of

the low note with rods 2 and 3 the damper being used.

Rod. Damper at E . AtD. AtC. AtB.

No 2,

No. 3, S-'87
H'

3696-42
'

367?-?2
M'

3679-6

Subsequent investigation led me to the supposition of the

re of transverse and longitudinal vibrations; the

higher note being the normal note produced by longitudinal

vibrations, the lower note being due to transverse motion.

In order to test this matter, the glass plate was caused by
the falling weight to move in the direction of the length of the

rod, and it was found in point of fact, possible n this manner
to register its tnms\ erse \ il ration. The number of transverse

vibrations obtained for the high note were very nearly equal
to the number of the longitudinal vibrations. The sam< rela-

tion existed between the transverse and longitudinal vibrations
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hieing the low note. This is evident from the table

Rods *ffi&ttras«. Nn«s?n
f
a
r
8
a
e
n
<fo

VnTi^ra-

Difference.

No. 2,

" 20',

" 22!

1107-97

1326-59

1413-26

1333-75

lYlY-43
1391-80

38-68

11-46

Table VIII.

Number of longitudinal and tran ~ ruling to the low note.

Rod. Longitudinal =«. Tra„sverse = n<. Difference.

No. 2,

" 13,

' 20',

1009-29
998-58

1167-62 1162-54

lViY-n

2244
5-08

The only difference in the appearance of the longitudinal

and transverse tracings of either of the notes was
amplitude* The high note possessed a larger amplitude in

lot -'iuidin 1 vil>r;ui<m, the low note in transverse. If now we

eompare Tables VII and VII [. we lind no harmonic interval

embraced in the ratios between N and w, or N' and »', as is

shown below ; they however, in some cases approximate to a

terz. Terz = 4:3.

Table IX.

Eod. Ratio ^. Ratio *..

No. 2,

« 19

" 22,

0-7682 11 SSr
From the above experiments, we conclude; (1) That it is

possible to measure the velocity of sound in rods with consid-

erable accuracy by the graphic 'method
; (2.) Kundt's method

gives results which are slightly higher than those by the

graphic method; (3.) The graphic method -Lin-

existence of transverse along n il -ration and

gives their ratios.

Columbia College, Oct. 25th, 1877.
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Apt. 'KYI.— The Relation of Secular Rock-disintegration U Lcess,

Glacial Drift and Rock Basins ;* by Raphael Pumpelly.

The recent volume of Baron Richthofen's great work on
China and Central Asia, is, to a considerable extent, occupied
with a description of the great loess formation and of the pro-
cesses to which it owes its origin.

This remarkable formation covers several hundred thousand
iquare miles in northern China, and larger areas in the rest of
Asia. It forms the soil also over an immense area in the
western United States. Its thickness varies, in China up to
2000 teet, and to 150 and 200 feet in Europe and America.

Lcess is a calcareous loam. It is easily crushed in the hand
to an almost impalpable powder, and Vet its consistency is

such that it will support itself for many years in vertical cliffs

200 feet high. A close examination shows that it is filled with
tubular pores branching downward like rootlets, and that these
tubes are lined with carbonate of lime. It is to these that it

owes its consistency and its vertical internal structure. It is

wholly unstratiried, and often where erosion has cut into it,

whether one foot or one hundred yards, the walls are absolutely
vertical. Its vertical internal structure causes it to break off
in any vertical plane but in no other. Hence when a cliff is

undermined the h.ess breaks off in immense vertical plates leav-
ing again a perpendicular wall.

It is divided into beds varying in thickness from one foot to

two or three hundred which thin out to nothing a t the borders
and are separated by parting planes. These planes are marked
bj n gular debris near the mountains, and by elongated
upright calcareous concretions elsewhere.

This remarkable combination of softness with great strength
and stability of exposed surfaces is of inestimable value in

a woodless country. In Asia thousands of villages are ex-

cavated in the most systematic manner at the base of cliffs of

loess. Doors and windows pierced through the natural front

give light and air to suites of rooms which are separated by
natural walls, and plastered with a cement made from the lcess

concretion* These are the comfortable dwellings of many
farmers, and correspond to the ruder "dug-

outs" of Nebraska.
To the same qualities is due the fact that the lcess districts

of China are exceedingly fertile plains, in each of which a

rapidly prog] scavated the most labyrinthine

ims, in which all the members, down to the smallest

tributaries, are sunk with vertical walls to depths of from one
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hundred to several hundred feet. Even the wagon roads

become, in time, depressed to a depth of fifty feet and more by

the removal of the dust by wind.

There is one more peculiarity of the loess—it not only is

wholly unstratified, but it contains the remains of only land

animals, and especially of land snails. Alexander Braun ex-

amined 211,968 specimens of shells from the loess of the Ehine

between Basel and Bonn, and found that all were land snails

except only thirty-three individuals, consisting of Limtma

Planorbis and Vitrina, which came from three isolated points in

the valley of the Rhine and Neckar.
The losss, first well known in the valley of the Rhine and in

France, was recognized later in other parts of Europe and in

the Mississippi Valley. It was always looked upon as a sub-

aqueous formation. Fourteen years ago I observed and after-

ward described some of the great lcess-basins along the bound-

aries between China and Central Asia. I was lead to the con-

clusion, chiefly from topographical reasons, that the losss of

these valleys had been deposited in a series of gn
and subsequent observers took the same view. But Richth-

ofen, extending his fruitful journeyings over a wide area, found

the loess occupying the loftiest passes of northeastern China,

over 8,000 feet above the sea, and he proves, in the most con-

clusive manner, that an aqueous origin is impossible. For the

former theories of loess formation which required inconceivable

conditions and are full of contradictions, Richthofen si

an exceedingly simple and thoroughly consistent explanation.

I hope I may be excused for giving it in brief terms:

Whenever, from any cause, the winds blowing toward W
interior portion of a continent are drained of their moisture on

the way, as by the elevation in their path of lofty condensing

mountains, the region thus deprived of its rain-bringing clouds

soon has its evaporation in excess of its rainfall. I

dry up; its soluble and insoluble products of disil

are no longer carried to the ocean ; the region becomes what

Richthofen calls a central area, in contrast to peripht r

which are drained directly into the ocean. The desr
the vegetation lays bare the surface, and the products of dis-

integration are blown and sorted by the wind and w

the occasional rains from the hills down into the valleys T Ui ~

material is ver\ nutritive and supports the grass of tl.<

the dust left by the winds and the hi 11-wash are arrested by

the grass which they gradually bury while forming the soil for

new growths. In this way, portions of the countrv beeoffl*

buried in their own and their neighbor's debris. On
nesses thus gradually accumulate undergoing a trai

into loess by the rootlets and stems of the vegetation. I wlil
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remark here that Richthofen has made known the fact that the
loess is the most fertile of soils, and that the grain-regions of
northern China which have been continuously cultivated for
more than 4,000 years require practically no manure but that
they are self-fertilizing. This he ascribes partly to the porosity
of the material which causes it to absorb carbonic acid and
ammonia in large amounts from the air ; but more especially to
the elevation of nutritive salts in the capillary tubes by diffu-

sion whenever a rain establishes a moist communication between
the surface and the saline water below the drainage level.

Thus, whenever climatal changes have restored more or less

moisture to the atmosphere of a lcess district, we have in it the
utmost fertility. The cold and elevated regions of northern
China are the granary of the empire—and the seat of the pres-

ent great famine.

Attention has been recently called by the German geologists

to the great fertility of the European lcess, and Professor Hay-
den has emphasized the fact that the abundant productiveness
of much of the West is due to the same soil.

Recognizing from personal observation the full identity of

character of the lcess of northern China, Europe and the Mis-
souri Valley, I am obliged to reject my own explanation of the

origin of the Chinese deposits, and to 'believe with Richthofen
that the true lcess, wherever it occurs, is a sub-aerial deposit,

formed in a dry central region, and that it owes its structure to

the formative influence of a steppe vegetation.
The one weak point of Richthofen*s theory is in the evident

inadt'4iiai.-\ oi ; km- unci it disintegration as a source of material.

When we consider the immense area covered by loess to

depths varying from 50 to 2,000 feet, and the fact that this is

only the very finest portion of the product of rock-destruction,

and again that the accumulation represents only a very short

period of time, geologically speaking, surely we must seek a
more fertile source of supply than is' furnished by the current

decomposition of rock surface.

It seems to me that there are two important sources: L The
silt brought by rivers, many of them fed by the products of
.ylacinl attrition flowing from the mountains into the central

region. Where the streams sink away, or where the lakes

which receive them have dried up, the finer products of the

erosion of a large territory are left to be removed in dust

storms.

II. The second, and I believe, the more important source is

m the residuary products of a secular disintegration which we
will now consider.

In all regions where the soil is protected by a luxuriant vege-

tation the greater part of the insoluble products of disintegra-
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tion remains in situ. Considerable portions of the continents

nave remained above water during long geological periods.

Where this has been the case, and where the region thus

exposed enjoyed a peripheral climate with a protecting vegeta-

tion and abundant generation of carbonic acid, the fe

rocks have been profoundly affected; granite and gneiasefl

being decomposed often to the depth of several hundred feet

In regions underlaid by impure limestoues of great thicknc^.

a long continued existence as dry land results in the removal

of the lime carbonate and the formation of a residuary accumu-

lation of the insoluble impurities. Thus in Missouri, in the

Ozark Mountains, the secular dissolving away of the limestones

which contained from two per cent to nine per cent of insolu-

ble silica and clay has left such residuary deposits 20 to 120

feet thick.

The decay of a rock mass progresses from the joints and

cracks, by which the mass is divided into polygonal blocks, and

the rate of this progress varies, in different rocks, with the

nature of the mineral constituents and the physical condition

of structure, texture, mineral combination, etc.

In granular rocks, as granites, syenytes, gneisses, -.

diorytes, etc., the product is an argillaceous sand or a sandy

clay; porphyries, ba-alth-. tra<-h\tu- rocks, generally produce

ferruginous clays: impure limestones and dolomites undergo

the greatest shrinkage of volume, leaving masses of sandy eln.v

with chert separating the broken up representatives of sucb

layers of shales and sandstones as were interstratified with them.

Calcart cms. san Istones and shales also leave sands and clays.

The decay may extend to great depths before it reaches the

cores of the larger polygonal blocks. Where this is the MJJ
the disintegrated mass consists of the rounded cores oi the

blocks surrounded by the decomposition product of the rest

of the mass.
• rocks of a region will

^ite reduced to a loose mass when the compact

-c porphyries and basalts have still a large proportion

of their mass represented by the rounded cores.

Even slate rocks—especially talcose, chloritic, hydro-mica

and sericite slates—are often affected to considerable depths.

As different rocks are affected in very different d
this change, it happens that in regions underlaid by a diver-- '}

of rocks, the plane marking tin- boundary between disinte-

grated rock and still bard rock must be an exceedingly irregu-

If we could imagine the loose altered rock removed where

this process has been active in depth, the surface

would present a remarkable topography, one in which the
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The
istof

the rocks that are most resistant to carbonic acid, as for instance,
the soft clay slates and mica schists, as well as the hard quartz-
ytes and sandstones. The action of frost does not concern us
here, for it is comparatively a surface phenomenon.
The depressions would represent rocks more or less easily

acted upon by carbonic acid, water and free oxygen, and to a
greater or less extent, all rocks carrying a feldspar in abundance.
We need not expect to find here inequalities of surface of the
types produced by erosion. The depressions, instead of being
valley systems caused by erosion by gravitating material, are

necessarily, to a great extent, closed basins produced by the
downward growth of the rock decay. Deep and shallow basins
without outlets may be formed by the decay of the rock occu-
pying the meshes of a network of less affected dykes or veins ;

but generally they owe their origin to the unequal distribution

of the source gents on the surface above, for

instance, swamps and lakes, and to inequalities in the character
of the rock itself. On the other hand, dykes more easily

affected than the enclosing rock, and fissures causing the decay
of their walls, would both give rise to remarkable defiles.

These conditions are all presented in the most striking manner
on the plateau of Central Asia*

* The importance of this decay in depth under protection from erosion seems to

-
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.As soon as we pass the limits of glaciation we find in south-

ern Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia the crystalline rocks

profoundly affected, especially the feldspathic kinds, but the

decay extends also, with differences in kind and degree to the

various slates. It may be well seen in the railway cuttings in

gneiss between Philadelphia and Baltimore, and in the slates of

Frederick County, Maryland.
In the report of the geological survey of Missouri presented

in April, 1873, I have called attention to the extent of this

decomposition in the granites, porphyries, and limestones of

Missouri, and to the great economic importance of its resulting

accumulations which I have called residuary deposits in con-

nection with the iron, lead and zinc ores.

In October of the same year, Dr. T. Sterry Hunt described

the prevalence of this same decay throughout the southeastern

States, often to a depth of one hundred feet or more, consider-

ing it to date from a very early geological time.

Over a large part of Europe" and America this ace

has been removed by glacial action. We may ass

during the gradual approach of the glacial epoch the ground in

the northern half of the northern temperate zone, as the mean

annual temperature fell below the freezing point, became per-

petually frozen and when covered by the glacial ice, the thick-

ness of the glacier instead of being measured from the upper

surface down to the former soil should be measured down to

the bottom of the residuary mass of disintegrated rock. It

seems to me that only on this supposition can we explain the

enormous amount of the ground moraine that covers our north-

ern country, and the predominance in it of the debris of local

rocks. The whole of this loose material must have pari

in the movement of the ice, though far more slowly than the

overlying and more nearly pure ica Thus at any gii

the material on and near the surface would represent localities

considerably farther northward than that at the bottom. We
can only thus account for the disappearance of the vast amount

of residuary disintegrated material that must have existed over

the surface of the Archaean feldspathic rocks of eastern British

America. But in Northern Asia, north of the 40th degree of

latitude there are no traces of a general glacial action such as

existed in Northeastern America and Northern Europe. Tne

reaching decay is general throughout the schists of the So
- J - --, hundred feet.

. Thomas MacFarlane have 1
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evidence indeed is all the other way. And yet, while the rocks
of Southern Asia show extensive residua of disintegration, the
results of a secular decomposition protected from erosion by an
abundant vegetation, the feldspathic rocks of Northern China
and of Central Asia are as free from this as are those of north-
eastern America.
The only answer to the question, what has become of them?

is, that they have been blown and sifted and assorted by the
winds, the heavier fragments remaining to be reduced by weath-
ering and to form the stony steppes, the sand drifting in bil-

lowy waves over the country, and forming sand-deserts, while
the fine dust floating in the air, an impalpable powder is depos-
ited far and near, and, under the influence and protection of
the steppe grasses, is transformed into the loess,*

It is not many years since the glacial " till" was recognized
as an extensive formation. The great development of the loess

has only just been demonstrated by the observations and gen-

qs of Baron Richthofen. The importance of each of
these deposits seems to me to necessitate a recognition of the
importance of the great residuary deposits as the source of both
the others.

We have here suggestions that bear on many and varied geo-
logical problems, some of these which now occur to me I may
be permitted to mention.
There are few problems in dynamical geology that have been

Ive than the origin of rock-basins.

Wherever my route between the great wall of China and the
Siberian frontier lay through a region of crystalline rocks, I
found that one of the characteristic features of the surface was
the prevalence of basin-shaped depressions of all sizes hollowed

* No one can realize the capacity of wind as a transporter of fine material, who

destroys life by aufl laces a* deposit several feet deep.
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out of the rock.* In other words, if filled with water they

would have been lakes without outlets and with unbroken

sides of rock. In some exceptional instances it was clear that

systems of intersecting dykes had been less acted upon by the

basin-making process than the intervening rocks, and the

basins were formed in these last.

The rock basins of Scotland have been graphically described

by Geikie, and while a great many of the countless lakes and

lakelets in the region of the crystalline rocks of North Amer-

ica and Northern Europe are valleys of erosion with dams of

glacial moraine material, vast numbers of 'them undoubtedly

till rock-basins. An ingenious explanation of the formation of

these rock-bound depressions given by Eamsay and accepted

by Geikie as the only reasonable hypothesis, is that the rock-

basins of the loch and fiord kinds are due to unequal sculp-

turing by glaciers.

He says that where the bed of a glacier diminishes its angle

of slope, the vertical pressure of the ice on its bed becomes

greater, both owing to the lessened inclination and to the

increased thickness of the ice, while farther down the incline

the widening of the valley causes the ice to spread and conse-

quently to diminish its thickness and pressure ; the result being

a rock-basin dammed by a rock-bar.

While this may be admitted, with some reservations, as a

satisfactory explanation for manv fiords and lochs cut in the

declivities of a mountain range or of a steep coast, it is useless

in regard to the lake-basins of flat countries, like Finland and

British America. Geikie endeavors to use this hypothesis to

explain also the rock-basins observed by me in Central Asia;t

but it is still more useless here as an explanation, because there

are absolutely no traces of glaciation in Central Asia, outside

of the high mountain chains. These Asiatic depressions are

rough and ragged, and the debris contained in them consists of

lar fragments of the local rocks, while I

— ^.nerica and Europe are smoothed and p< >1

the debris they contain consists of the rounded and scored

material of the drift

The basins of Asia were emptied by wind, and those of

Northern Europe and America were emptied by ice, but the

wind and the ice were only immediate agents employed in rap-

idly emptying basins which had been long forming by a pro*

cess common to both—the secular decay of the rock. I would

thus seek the real cause, not in the unequal nature an

of the instrument, but in the unequal physical condition of the

* Pumpelly, Geological Researches in China, Mongolia and Japan, pages 72, <
i

f Geikie—Great Ice Age, pages 351-352, D. Appleton & Co., 1875.

•agged angu
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material operated on. It is evident, I think, that we have in
these residua an adequate source of material for the glfl

and for the loess, although other sources have probably con-
tributed in some regions to the formation of the latter, as for
instance, rivers which, fed by silt-loaded glacier-streams, sink
away on the plains of the central area, leaving their suspended
material to dry and drift on the surface.

In reply to some questions bearing on the possible sources of
the loess of the Missouri valley, Mr. Clarence King kindly
informs me that during the Pliocene the entire surface of the

great plains was covered by a sheet of water which he has
called Cheyenne Lake. Its deposits, known as the Missouri
Pliocene—2,000 feet thick at the western edge along the Kocky
Mountains—become very thin at the eastern margin in Kansas
and Nebraska. Throughout the eastern portion at all points

over 150 miles east of the mountains, the material is exceed-
ingly fine—so fine that Professor Brewer found that when
shaken with water in a test tube it does not settle after stand-

ing a year. Furthermore, Mr. King (anticipating one of the

generalizations of the forthcoming volume of his reports), says

that there was a period of intense dryness affecting the whole
region of the great basin, and at least a portion of the great

plains. During this period there were exposed to wind-erosion,

land erosion. The countless cliffs and rounded outlines sculp-

tured out of the soft Tertiary clays and marls which form the

Bad-lands were particularly susceptibleto wind-erosion. Finally,

Mr. King summarizes his answer in these words : "Tb
trine basins of the plains and Kocky Mountains certainly afford

sufficient fine material, the period of desiccation between the

two floods of the Quaternary affords the necessary dryness, and
the prevalent west wind would account for the 'transportation

to the east"
In the warmly contested question as to the capacity of con-

tinental glaciers in excavating solid rock, the great extent of

the "till" and of the modified drift have been adduced as an
evidence of this power. It seems to me rather that the abun-

power of ice, and that a period of glaciation may be, *

meyer insists, a period of comparative rest as regards excava-
tion of hard rock.
The great source from which mountain glaciers derive their

moraines is, as is well known, in the incessant rending action

of cold—of constantly alternating contraction and expansion—
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 98.-Feb., 1879.
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on the rocks of the peaks and precipices that rise above the ice.

But a continental glacier, such as covered Northeastern Amer-

ica, had no such source of supply ; for all the mountains were

covered with ice and were thus protected from the operation of

this process.

The great ice-sheet removed the residuary accumulation of

loose material down to the solid rock ; in doing this the loose

material was ground together, producing much clay and sand;

and besides this, the glacier grinding with this material under

the immense weight of the ice on the solid rock, exerted an

abrading and polishing action, the product of which must have

been wholly very fine flour. I would thus measure the exca-

vating action of the continental glacier in solid rock only by a

small portion of the finest part of the glacial debris. For, since

all the bowlders of the ground moraine have been abraded

over their whole surfaces, the amounts of the product of abra-

sion from the loose residuary material on one hand and from

the solid rock bottom on the other should stand to each other

in nearly the ratios of their respective surface areas.

Not the least important suggestion is the influence of the

causes we have considered on the succession of marine strata.

Great areas like Southern China and the southeastern Uni-

ted States have remained as dry land from the Triassic period

till now. Throughout this long lapse of time, disintegration

and decomposition have been at work, and one has only to look

at the excavations in Philadelphia and on the railroads running

south from there to get some idea of what these agencies can

accomplish. But tbe abundant vegetation of a moist, periphe-

ral region has so thoroughly protected the residuary mass from

erosion that the streams run clear, carrying to the ocean only

soluble salts and the comparatively unimportant products of

attrition. There are three methods by which these vast stores

of slowly-prepared detritus can become available to form

mechanical sediments, and all are rapid, in this sense, viz: that

other things being equal, by each method, the ocean receives

in a given time an enormously greater amount of sediment

than it would receive had there been no such accumulation

ready at hand. The first method is an encroaching sea-coast

The second is the removal of the residua as the ground-moraine

of a continental glacier to furnish the ocean-border with enor-

mous quantities of gravel, sand and clay, both from the frontal

moraine and through the immense influx of debris brought by

the rivers, at first from the melting ice, and, for a long time

afterward, from the accumulated masses of gravel and sand

brought down by freshets. The third method is through the

mediation of the loess formation. Let us imagine a region of

granites, gneisses and impure limestones that has long been
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dry land, and has been covered by abundant vegetatic

transformed into a dry, central area. The destructio

protecting plants would expose to the fierce winds the loose

transformed into a dry, central area. The destruction of the
ting plants would expose
i of long periods of disintegration of the rocks.

the material

nces, would find resting places
only where under the protection of steppe grasses it could be
fixed and transformed into loess. The coarsest would remain
to form the gravelly steppes, while the material of intermedi-
ate grain, chiefly siliceous sand, not capable of giving suste-

nance nor of being fixed, would drift in dune-like waves before
the prevailing winds, transforming everything in its track into

We have in the immense loess deposits of China, often more
than one thousand feet thick, and in those of Europe and west
of the Mississippi, which are often measured by hundreds of

feet, the best evidence of the ability of the loess-forming pro-

cess to accumulate vast masses of fine material in a compara-
tively short time.

Let us now imagine this same region to be subjected to a

reversal of this process, and transformed again into a transition

zone, in the manner so strikingly described by Eichthofen.

As the rainfall gradually comes to balance and exceed the

evaporation, the streams that empty into the ocean push their

sources farther and farther back into the loess territory, gradu-
ally tapping the Salt Lakes and taking up their tributaries until

the ocean again drains the continent.

This is the period of the turbid waters. The rapid growth
of systems of drainage and erosion in a loess territory hardly

admits of description. It is limited only by the amount of

rain-fall. Coasts which during geological ages have received

only limpid streams, and in whose waters the corals and lower

organisms have worked heretofore, scarcely disturbed by the

products of wave-erosion, are now continuously deluged with

yellow silt.

The great silt-loaded rivers of the world are, in at least nearly

all instances, streams which after running clear water for long

ages, are now merely temporarily employed in making a rapid

transfer of the loess which is itself the product of a concentra-

tion by wind of the products of a slow disintegration which
may have lasted from the Carboniferous period to the Post Ter-

W hen we consider not only the enormous volume of this silt,

but also the fact that its extreme fineness causes it to be car-

ried over great areas in suspension before it sinks, we can con-

ceive that its effects may be catastrophic as regards the less

plastic forms of life. This would be the case especially where
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the range of a fauna peculiar to a given coast is more limited

than the area affected by the silt. The waters of the China

sea for one hundred miles or more out to sea are yellow at the

surface with loess-mud along six hundred miles of coast; and

when we consider the extreme slowness of deposition of this

fine material, we cannot doubt that below the surface the silt

extends eastward to the Kurosiwa, and follows the lower strata

of this current far to the northeast

This rapid transfer will, sooner or later, bring all the loess

into the ocean, and thenceforth the waters of the streams and

Environment and plasticity have been described as interreg-

nant directing forces in evolution. It is during this period

of turbid waters that the influence of environment ai

ity must be the most important factors in the evolution of life-

forms ; usurping, for a greater or less length of time, the posi-

tion held for long ages by the purely biological factors—survi-

val of the fittest, and heredity.

The very fine marine sediments are probably for the greater

part the rapidly removed products of long-continued, protected

disintegration and decomposition. If this be so, then the finer

sand and clay rocks of any given column should record the

extermination of all forms which, no matter how vigorous

otherwise, were not able to adapt themselves to the radical

change in their physical surroundings ; and they should record

also the operation of inorganic environment which then came

in to break rudely the chain of descent, and introduce, during

an interregnum, new laws of development under which grew

up new forma
In the removal of the residuary products of disintegration,

glacial action and wind action perform parts that are nearly

complementary to each other; for the removal by wind pre-

supposes a central continental climate in which the "dryness has

temporarily become sufficiently extreme to destroy the vegeta-

tion, while a general glacial action presupposes a very moist

climate.
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The magnetic polarity of a bar of soft iron is greatest when
the bar lies in the line of the dip. This position of maximum
intensity might be tested for by a small needle hung near one
of the poles. This or similar ways have been used. The objec-

tions are that the rate of change in the polarity is small as the
bar approaches the position sought, and the testing needle takes

a less and less sensitive position, since the farther it is turned
from the meridian the greater becomes the movement of the

force of the earth upon it tending to bring it back. If, instead

of one bar, two bars joined at right angles at a point near their

ends be used, these difficulties may be avoided. When such a
compound bar is placed so that the two branches make equal

angles with the line of dip, the effect on one of them is to

make the lower end a north pole and its upper end a south, on
the other the lower a south and upper a north. Supposing the

bars exactly similar, the two poles at the point where they are

joined, will neutralize one another; and any needle suspeuded
near that point will hang in the meridian unaffected by the

tars. A slight turning of the compound bar will render the

field in which the needle hangs either a north or south, and it

will move to correspond. To eliminate the effect of any per-

manent magnetism in the iron, four readings may be taken ;
first
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both bars above the line of dip, then both below or in a position

nearly 180° from the first, finally moving them so as to present

the other side to the needle in each of the first two positions.

The first series of observations were made to see how con-

stant the readings would be and how sensitive the method.

They were all taken within twenty-four hours. After two of

them the testing needle was changed from hanging horizontally

to hanging at an angle of 45°. This was done to see if the

poles at the outer ends of the bars had any influence. If the

axis of the testing needle made equal angles with the two bars,

the outer poles being at equal distances from the poles of the

needle, would counteract each other as far as turning the

needle. The results were constant within the limits of observ-

ation. The separate readings differed much more from the

mean in the beginning. The bars seemed nearly free of per-

manent magnetism finally.

The second series shows the effect of magnetizing one of the

bars. The first three were taken in the morning, the last two

in the afternoon, after the magnetizing. While the latter were

being made, the magnetic state of the iron was rapidly chang-

ing, as the corresponding readings placed opposite one another

show, and rendered any accuracy impossible.

The third series gives the results obtained on trying to remove

the magnetism by rapping the bars with a hammer after each

determination. The separate readings approached the value of

the inclination. The averages remained constant within the

limits of the instrument.
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The instrument used was constructed to test the principle of
the method. The accompanying cut shows quite clearly the
different parts. The views are of the front and back of the
divided circle. The iron bars are shown in the position to the
north and above the line of dip, the initial position of the above
description. They are on a frame which turns about the cen-
ter of the circle, and from which they can be easily detached
and reversed. The other plan shows the testing magnet in the
casing at the middle of the disk.

No particular care was taken to have the plane of the circle

in the plane of the magnetic meridian. As a self-registering

apparatus, the instrument seemed faulty; as at no time during
the experiment did the magnetic state of the iron remain con-

Physical Laboratory, Harvard College, Dec. 6, 1878.

Art. XVUI.— On a Group of dissimilar Eruptive Rocks in

Campton, New Hampshire ; by George W. Hawes.

Among other results of the petrographical studies made by
me under the direction of the New Hampshire State Survey,*
I have shown that the rocks of the dikes, abundantly scattered

through the White Mountains, are very diverse in composition
and in mineral constituents. Independently of the result- of

decomposition, which has in many cases widened 01 _

ferences, rocks which to the eye appear identical are often found.

on microscopic examination, to be fundamentally different ; and
the rocks of closely adjoining dikes not infrequently have no-

thing in common save their geological position. This feature

is quite striking, especially when considered in connection with
the uniform character of the eruptive rocks in some adjoining

The Livermore Falls are in Campton, but the

* Geology of New Hampshire, Hitchcock ; Part IV;
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miles distant from the larger and more accessible town of Ply-

mouth. The Pemigewassett river has here cut a gorge through

a hill and in the walls of this gorge the eruptive dikes are very

conspicuous. The gorge is not long, and the dikes, five in

number, are all embraced in a portion of it which is little more

than a hundred yards in length.

Attention was called to these dikes in 1837, by Professor 0.

P. Hubbard of Dartmouth College * His description of them

is accompanied by a picture of the gorge, which shows their

foi-i 1
1 - and relative position ; but as the rocks could only be

identified by microscopic examination, he did not attempt to

classify them.
The rock through which the dikes intrude is mica schist,

which presents its usual diversities, caused by variation in the

proportion of the essen I the presence of acces-

sories. The strike is northeast and the dip is variable. These

rocks are considered to be as old as the Silurian, and Professor

hem as still older.

The five dikes cut the schist almost at right angles ; all are

nearly vertical, and parallel to one another. A bridge has been

built across the gorge from which all the dikes can be seen ex-

cept the one directly under the bridge. From their position

with reference to the schists, it is inferred that the fractures re-

sulted from the action of the same forces acting in the same

way. Yet among these five dikes, there are found four very

well distinguished rock species. I will describe these rocks in

the order in which they occur, beginning with the one highest

up the stream.

Dike No. 1, is seen only upon the left of the stream. It

»

about three feet wide; the rock is black in color, compact and

apparently nearly homogeneous. The study of some thin sec-

ti"t - it <licnt< - that it is a diabase. It was originally a mixture

of augite, a triclinic feldspar and titanic iron, but all its ingre-

dients are partially altered. The augite is in process of

alteration into hornblende; some of its grains beint: -'

some being partially and others wholly altered. The feldspar

is more or less changed, but shows its polysynthetic character

throughout. The titanic iron oxide is extensively altered into

the grayish white product that is called leucoxene. Minute

apatite crystals are seen in the section. Calcite, as a decompo-

sition product, fills cavities that are apparently made by the re-

moval of some other mineral ; these cavities are also often par-

tially filled with analcite, which has a cubic cleavage and exerts

a very feeble action upon polarized light. The analyses of all

the rocks described are placed together on a subsequent page.

Dike No. 2 is eight feet wide. The rock is black in color,

* Am. Jour. Sci., I, voL xxxW, p. 105.
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and is composed of a very fine almost homogeneous ground-
mass, in which small black shining crystals are porpb
developed. The thin sections indicate that this is dion'tr. It

is a mixture of hornblende, a triclinic feldspar, and titanic iron
oxide. The large crystals are of hornblende; it is here an
original product, and has not resulted from the alteration of
pyroxene, as in the last case, since its well-formed crystals are
developed in the common hornblendic forms. Many of them
are twin crystals, the twinning plane being as usual parallel to
the orthopinacoid. Both the large porphyritic crystals and the
small ones in the ground-mass are fresh and unaltered. The
feldspar is in part fresh and in part somewhat altered. The
basic nature of this rock, as of the last, indicates that the feld-

spar is a variety low in silica, but its species can not be deter-

mined by optical means. The iron oxide is quite abundant,
and in part well crystallized. Sometimes a large opaque
hexagonal section is met with which is probably menaccanite.
The rock contains a little apatite. Calcite, some zeolitic,

mineral of an undetermined species and a little chlorite exist

as decomposition products.
Dike No. 3 is ten feet wide, and is filled with a massive rock

fine in texture and white or grayish in color. When a section

cut from a white specimen is examined, the rock is seen to be
composed largely of small, quite well defined orthoclase crystals.

The meeting of these forms angular corners, that are for the
most part filled with lime and iron carbonates and chlorite,

though some are filled with quartz. In sections from the
darker specimens it becomes evident that the aggregate in the
angles is a decomposition product, for remnants of a dichroic
green mineral, which is probably hornblende, are left there. It

contains in addition some magnetite and some specimens show
a little pyrite. The rock is a very fine grained syenite similar

to those which occur in different parts of the State.

Dike No. 4 is about a hundred feet from No. 3 but is iden-

tical with it in all respects. Dike No. 3 separates into two
branches in the middle of the stream, and forms two dikes in

an island there situated, and it is not improbable that No. 4
may unite with it at some point.

Dike No. 5 is about seventy-five feet from No. 4. It is very
narrow, being only about a foot wide, but it has several

branches as wide as itself which unite with it at acute angles.

- like No. 2 is composed of a fine grained ground-
mass in which larger crystals are developed, but when the sec-

tions are examined it is found to be an olivine diabase. The
porphyritic crystals are in part perfectly formed augite crystals,

and in part well formed olivine crystals which are mostly
changed to serpentine. The finer portion of the rock is com-
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posed of augite, a triclinic feldspar, titanic iron and minute

brown dichroic crystals of hornblende. Some small amygda-

loidal cavities were observed containing sphaerosiderite, calcite

and analcite.

In these five closely adjoining dikes there are, therefore, four

very different kinds of rocks. Selecting specimens as fresh as

possible from the different dikes I analyzed them with the fol-

lowing results :

—

Diabase. Olivine diabase. Diorite. Syenite.

Dike No. 1. Dike No. 5. Dike No. 2. Dikes Nos. 3 * 4.

Though I have mentioned the existence of decomposition

products, they are present only in minute quantities; and as in

these very compact rocks the new compounds must have been

formed from the old, I think the above analyses represent very

nearly the original composition of the rocks, with, however, the

addition of the water and the carbon dioxide.
Between the light and dark colored rocks there is a wide

difference, which indicates that the reservoirs from which they

were ejected contained fused material of very different composi-

tions. The black rocks are nearly alike in comp<>-
their differences are such as might account for the variation in

mineral constituents. The quantivalent proportion of the ses-

quioxides to the protoxides is considerably higher in the dio-

rite than in the diabases, and this is a condition favorable to

the formation of diorites, as shown by the higher percentage of

alumina usually found in the hornblende of eruptive rocks.

The larger percentage of magnesia may have favored the forma-

tion of olivine in one diabase and not in the other. But the

presence of compact and porphy ritic materials in different dikes,

though of nearly the same composition, indicates different con-

ditions of cooling and en 4a lizati- n. and these may also have

been a cause of the mineral distinctions.

In the adjoining Connecticut Valley the red Bandsl

cut by numerous dikes. Many of these rocks and others geo*
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logically related have been microscopically examined by E. S.
Dana,* and some were analyzed by myself,f It was shown
that these large dikes which are so characteristic of the Mesozoic
red sandstones of this coast are, wherever found, essentially
uniform in composition and mineral constituents. They are
compounds of labradorite, augite and magnetite, and vary only
in the extent of their alteration. Professor Dana has concluded
from this uniformity and their wide distribution over the At-
lantic slope from Nova Scotia to North Carolina, that the dikes
reach to profound depths.

It is most probable that the large and small dikes that are so
common among the crystalline rocks of New Hampshire, occupy
fissures which were made during the elevation of the mountains.
In the process of elevation, variable conditions must have been
introduced in the strata at different places and times, on account
of the conversion of mechanical work into heat, as has been
shown by Mallet and others, and this would have modified the

depth at which fused materials would be found beneath the
surface. If partial crystallization took place before eruption, as

in the case of many modern volcanic rocks, very variable con-
ditions might also have been introduced at different times for

their solidification. The Mesozoic sandstones referred to do
not occupy a position that indicates a great strain upon the
earth's crust at the time of fracture, but are found in areas of

gentle subsidence, and the uniformity in the dikes that charac-
terize these regions, when compared with the diversity in the
dikes of the mountain region of New Hampshire, is as striking
as is the contrast in the geological features of these two areas of

eruption. A sinking of the earth's crust might result in pro-

found fractures which would reach to the homogeneous zone
beneath the sedimentary formation. The crushing attendant
upon elevation might fuse sedimentary deposits at various

depths, and produce fissures that would be filled with the

most diversified material.

Art. XIX.—Notes

Hanover Area.—This, the northern portion of the Richmond
belt, shows considerable differences from the Richmond coal

field. The structure is not that of a basin, but it contains one
or more broad anticlinals, the beds on the west side dipping
northwest against the Azoic, and on the east passing with a

northeast and east dip under the Tertiary. We have here also

two series. The lower has the general character of the lower

* This Joiirn., Ill, viii, 390. f Ibid
>
m

> **» 185-
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series of the Eichmond Coal field. It has no workable coal,

and only a few thin and impure layers, at most, an inch or two

in thickness. Plants occur, some of the species found in the

Richmond coal field being discovered here also, with other,

somewhat later types. Taken as a whole, this part of the belt

contains, as Rogers long ago showed, strata somewhat younger

than those of the productive portion of the belt lyi

south. Much of the vegetable matter seems to have been

drifted into its present position. I observed a very curious

patch of coal, very locally deposited, which seems formed

entirely of the epidermal tissue of leaves, which have been

drifted" together and packed closely in layers. These leaves

seem to have been
folia. The upper i

that of the upper series of the' Richmond coal field, but some

of the peculiar features found in that field are here much more

exaggerated. The exposures are very poor, and it is very dif-

ficult to make accurate examinations. The greater portion of

this series is composed of sandstones with subordinate beds of

shale. The sandstones of the uppermost portions, especially

those found in the northern extremity of the tract, are remark-

able for the unsorted and undecomposed character of the mate-

rial composing them. This material is a mixture of quartz,

pinkish feldspar and dark mica, easily recognized
from certain granitoid gneisses, which are found in force along

the southwestern side of the area. On compression, this mate-

rial forms a rock closely like the original gneiss. On the

northwestern edge of the area, along the North Anna River,

this finer matter has associated with it large, partly rounded

stones, coming from the same granitoid gneiss. On this stream

the stones make up the greater part of the mass. They are

imbedded in a matrix of the above mentioned finer material.

The stones are often quite fresh, and sometimes of very large

size. I saw one granite bowlder ten feet through, and not fully

exposed. Many are two, three, and four feet in diameter. 1

am not able to 'say what connection, if any, these stones have

with the bowlders of the interior belts. They were deposited

before the cessation of the emission of igneous matter, as they

are penetrated by several trap dykes. They form
the youngest beds of the series. The dip is very obscure, but

appears to be to the northwest. When these beds are traced

to the eastern side of the area, where they pass under the ler-

tirtry, we find that the number and size of the ston

decreases. The beds now take in fragments of the shale, and

other strata of the lower series, which feature is never seen on

the western side. This of course should be the <•

eroding force acted from the west and southwest. These upper-
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most beds pass, as it appears, up into the strata which occupy
the border belts, and which here overlap, as stated before, this

area. I have not seen any similar beds of stones, on the west
side of the Richmond Coal field, and do not think that they
exist there, though my observations are not extensive enough
to decide the question positively. The lower and middle por-
tions of the series are much like the upper series of the Rich-
mond Coal field. They contain some thin films of coal, and
some plants, too poorly preserved to be of much value in deter-
mining age, though so far as their evidence is to be taken, the
series is certainly younger than the Richmond coal-bearing
strata. A large amount of drifted vegetation, principally

trunks and limbs of coniferous trees, now changed to lignite, or
silicified, is found especially in the upper beds. The amount
heaped up at certain horizons, is sufficient to give the appear-
ance of small, locally developed coal seams.

The Fredericksburg Belt.—In this, also, we may recognize two
series, a lower, about 150 feet thick, and an upper, still thicker.

Both vary so much in the composition and structure of the
beds, that it is difficult to give any correct idea of them with-
out going into details, which would require too much space.

The lower series, however, is more constant in composition,
and may be generally recognized by its physical features,

which is not the case with the upper. It is composed mainly
of a curious sort of sandstone (Rogers

7

feldspathie sandstone)
which possesses very little coherence. This is due to the fact

that it is mainly composed of grains of sand, usually fine, sur-

rounded by a non-plastic white earth, resembling kaolin. This
is a composition which indicates that the sorting action of water
has not been brought into play. This is farther indicated by
the structure of the mass, which is usually affected with false

bedding, and often resembles a mass of agglutinated sand. The
planes of the false bedding are very short, and shift rapidly.

The strata lie nearly horizontal, inclining slightly to the south-

east. Small stones are often scattered through the mass, and
beds, nests, or pockets, of larger stones, occur at different

horizons. These stones are sometimes four to six inches in

diameter. All the stones are either quartz, which is most
abundant, or Potsdam quartzite. The lower portion is, on
the whole, more siliceous and coarser. The upper part is

often a fine-grained powdery mixture, of siliceous matter and
kaolin, which shows very sudden changes of texture and a
complicated cross-bedding. This material is very significant,

as there is no rock in the Azoic of the adjacent country which
could by its erosion yield it The Azoic rocks to the west
and northwest are mica slates, argillites, etc., which in decom-
posing yield yellow, reddish, and bluish clays, and yellowish or
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reddish sand. From the character of the finer matter, and of

its contained fragments, it is clear that much of it was derived

from the Potsdam strata, on the west of the Blue Eidge. As

I shall have frequent occasion to refer to this Potsdam material,

a brief description of the occurrence and character of the parent

rocks will be required.

In my article on the ''Primordial Strata of Virginia," pub-

lished in the May and June numbers of this Journal for 1875,

5 of the Potsdam s

,'.'• occur in great force near Eockfish Gap, on the head

waters of South Eiver, a branch of the Shenandoah Eiver, and

at the entrance of the gorge cut by James Eiver, at Balcony

Falls, where it crosses the Blue Eidge. They also are ex-

posed along the entire lower course of the Shenandoah, and on

the Potomac, a short distance above Harper's Ferry. At this

latter place also, they are much crushed and fractured. The

rocks, at these points, are much shattered, and lie in their original

beds so loosely, that they may be removed with a pick. The

most notable of these rocks are compact, vitreous quartzites and

peculiar sandstones, which have the grains of sand imbedded

in a white, non-plastic, argillaceous matter, like kaolin. The

latter graduate, by loss of quartz grains, into shales or slates of

nposed of the non-pla '

3 scattered

so abundantly over portions of the eastern border of the Atlantic

slope, and this appears to be the source of the precisely similar

white matter, which forms the finer material, of the lower series

of the Fredericksburg Belt. As nothing like it is found among

the Azoic strata, fragments of this material may easily be

recognized when found east of the Blue Eidge. Indeed, they

are as well characterized as fossils. Were there any doubt

attending the assigning the source of these stones, from physi-

cal evidence alone, to the Potsdam, it would be put at rest by

finding, as we often do, the well-known marks of IScolithus

linearis in these erratics. This lower series is best exposed at

the town of Fredericksburg, where it, in its more coherent

portions, yields a building stone, which was formerly used

to a considerable extent
The lower series passes up into a higher system of beds, con-

stituting the upper series, which is marked by a smaller pro-

of the white incoherent beds, so characteristic of the

and bluish colors, and of reddish and "yellowish sands. These

clays and sands increase in amount as we follow the belt north-

ward. Near Alexandria, between Washington and Baltimore,

and near the latter city, they constitute the whole of the upper
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series. The material of these beds comes from the decay of
the Azoic on the west. These clays and sands also are very
irregularly bedded. The sands especially, are much affected

by cross bedding. From Alexandria northward the lower
series is rarely seen, being too deeply buried. At Baltimore
it appears in the lowest white clays and sands dug in the base
of the hills. Toward the close of the formation of these strata

they were invaded by some agent which planed them off, or
scored them more or less deeply into channels, and brought
along with it quantities of sand, gravel, large rounded stones

'i v worn blocks, often of very large size. This mate-

3 deposited in a confused manner, and is usually very
different from the beds on which it reposes. This i

From Fredericksburg to

the Potomac, the gravel and rounded stones are composed of

i have acted from the northwest. From Fredericksbu

quartz, Potsdam quartzite, and sandstone. In the

of Alexandria, Potsdam bowlders predominate over the quartz.

They are commonly six or eight inches in diameter, and often

attain the dimensions of one and two feet, showing frequently

Scolithus markings. They are found over the surface of the

Mesozoic here, five or six miles from the Potomac and up to

the Azoic border, often forming belts of stones packed in com-
minuted Potsdam matter. Throughout the entire belt, the

large, slightly worn blocks, are composed of crystalline rocks,

from varying distances to the west and northwest, all the way
to the Blue Eidge. These are not rarely four or five feet in

diameter, and sometimes six or seven feet. Near Fredericks-

see large stones formed of the characteristicburg,

enidot posing the Blue Eidge c

jhtlv worn masses, havwest. Near Alexand; ru masses, having a

diameter of four or five feet, are found of the peculiar siliceous

and chloritic schists cempdeing the Blue Eidge at Harper's

Ferry, along with gneiss and mica schist from nearer localities.

North of the Potomac, over the lignitic and iron-ore clays,

between Washington and Baltimore, which belong to the upper
series, I did not see any Potsdam material. The rounded
stones and gravel are quartz, but the Azoic erratics abound.
The iron-ore clays near the Belay House have been deeply

scored, and the excavations filled with coarse sand, gravel,

masses of the iron-ore, and Azoic erratics. But this action

does not seem to have been confined, in all places, to the

upper portion of the series. Near Neabsco Station, on the

Fredericksburg and Alexandria Eailroad, I found near the

Azoic floor, and under a very considerable thickness of the

upper sands and clays, a heterogeneous mass of angular Azoic
matter in large blocks mixed with worn and rounded stones, of

quartz and Potsdam sandstone, imbedded in blue clay. This
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drift matter, by the eroding and sorting action of the streams

which cross it and pass into the Tertiary or Cretaceous areas,

has been carried over to a distance, greater or less according to

the particular conditions, on the surface of the more recent

strata. It has by the same action been concentrated near the

streams. Also in the space between these rivers, surface

erosion and other causes have caused it to pass over a short

distance on the newer beds, but it soon disappears within the

areas occupied by such beds. In Virginia we have no means

of determining whether the drift follows the surface of the

upper series as it passes eastward under the Tertiary, but in

Maryland it evidently passes eastward under the Cretaceous.

Thus the wells bored to the southeast of Baltimore penetrate it

on entering the clays and sands of the upper series. I have

carefully examined the Maryland Eeports for informal i<

head, and find that they give evidence that this bowlder deposit

passes as far to the southeast as its horizon has been reached.

Fossil Plants.—These can be only briefly noticed. I have

found a large number of well preserved plants at Y

burg in the lower series. They occur in a gray clay or shale,

which rests on a bed of cobble-stones. I owe the discovery of

the deposit to Professor P. K. Uhler, President of the V
Academy of Sciences. The material which imbeds the plants

is not laminated, and the plants all seem to have been drifted.

ing their mode of occurrence, the small amount of change

exhibited by some of them is wonderful. As the deposit is very

local, it has hitherto escaped attention almost entirely. Many of

the plants retain their entire structure, and are only colored

brown. I have some which seem still to possess their chlorophyll!

They have a decidedly green color. They are princi
|

ifers, Cycads and Ferns. No species of the Ricbmonu (

are found here, but a few show affinities with Rbaetic plants.

With the plants above named, I find certain netted-veined

leaves, which by their nervation cannot be distinguished from

Angiosperms. Had they been found with Cretaceous or Ter-

tiary plants I think no one would hesitate to consider them as

such. As, however, they occur with a well marked Upper

Jurassic flora, I hesitate to pronounce them to be Angiosper-

mous plants, without a more careful study and extended com-

parison, than I have as yet been able to make. They are cer-

tainly not "Dictyophyllum," which is the genus of*
that stands nearest to them. But when we find such a develop-

ment of undoubted Angiosperms in the lowest Cretaceous beds

of New Jersey and of the west, we should expect to find, at

least, their ancestors in the Jurassic flora.

This flora, as a whole, is decidedly younger than that of the

Richmond Coal field. Its rather complex type will require a
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careful study to fix the age, but from my preliminary examin-
ation, I conclude tbat it is nearly of the age of the Upper Oolite
of England, an age long ago assigned by Rogers to these beds.

The general facies is much like that of the flora of Sutherland
in Scotland, figured in part by Hugh Miller in his " Testimony
of the Rocks," which he considered as being purtlv Liassie, but.

which Mr. Judd shows to be all I

'

B. C. Taylor
found at another locality near Fredericksburg, but on the same
horizon with mine, a few plants which he figured and described,

in a communication published in the Trans. Geol. Soc. Penn.,
vol. i, 1835. These plants he considered to be Oolite in age.

In the upper series at Fredericksburg I have found, in a

state of preservation permitting determination, only a few twigs

of Conifers with leaves. But this series, both here and to the

:markable for the great quantity of lig

tains, produced from the trunks and
coniferous trees. The most abundant tree seems to have had
a wood very like that of the white pine (Pinus strobus). To
judge from the amount of this lignite in the upper series of the

belt, the country must have been covered with extensive

forests of coniferous trees, at the time of the formation of

the beds composing it. The trunks are sometimes piled so

thickly over each other that they produce the appearance of

a prostrate forest. Near Neabsco Station we find such a state

of things. The trunks are here flattened and imbedded in a

blue clay. Great quantities of lignite occur in the clays of the

upper series, especially the clays which Mr. Tyson calls "iron-

ore clays," which are found betw. 1 Baltimore.

In these clays, stumps of Cvcads, belonging to at least two new
species of the genus Cycadoidea, are found. The blue clays at

Baltimore yield some beautiful ferns of Wealden type. All

the attainable evidence points strongly to the conclusion that

the age of these upper beds is Wealden. Professor Rogers
mentions that they yield at Fredericksburg two or three spe-

cies of ferns and stumps of Cycads of the genus Cycadoidea.

None of these have been seen by me. What the relation of

these beds is to the lower clays of' New Jersey with Angiosper-

mous leaves, is not known, though, no doubt, the New Jersey

beds are somewhat younger.
Professor Wm. B. Rogers has long held the opinion that

these upper beds are Wealden in age. This is also the opinion
of Professor P. R. Uhler. Mr. P. T. Tyson also held a similar

belief which he based not only on the plants, but on certain

fresh-water shells (l7ni«-= . i -v' i
•

, r -mole Wealden species.

The beds in question, however, seem to be by all others con-

sidered as Lower Cretaceous, as it would appear, solely from
their underlying known Cretaceous marine strata.

[To be continued.]

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 98.—Feb., 1879.
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Art. XXI.—Notices of Recent American Earthquakes. No. 8

;

by Professor C. G. Rockwood, Jr., College of New Jersey.

In these notices, as heretofore, those based upon single news-

paper notices and which could not be otherwise verified, are

printed in smaller type and the source of the information is

indicated.

For information received, I am again indebted to J. M.

Batchelder, Esq., of ft ! i v given me the benefit

of his lists ; and to the U. S. Monthly Weather Review.

1877.-July 13. From Coban, a place in the cent!

G-autemala, east of the mountains, there were reported thirteen

or fourteen shocks at 5.15 a. m., the direction E. to W.-(U. S.

Weather Eev.)

From the same place are the following four.

July 20. At 10.05 a. m. two slight shocks, E. to W.
July 27. At 8 p. m. a slight shock, lasting a few seconds.

Aug. 27. At 11.35 A. M. three shocks from the north.

Sept. 10. At 10.45 a. m. two shocks, lasting seven second?

and sufficiently strong to sway the facade of the church.

Sept. 10. A slight shock' felt about 2 a. m. at Oa

Mass. Eight hours later the shock occurred along the Dela-

ware River, alreadv noted, III, xv, p. 25.

Nov. 16. The shock about 2.8<>a. m. at Knoxville. Tenn..

as noticed, III. xv. p. 27. was from S. W. to N. ; and was felt

also at Murphy, N. C, where the direction was W. to E. and

the duration fifteen seconds.

Nov. 21. At Coban, Gautemala, at 10.16 A. M. two vertical

shocks, and at 10.37 p. M. a number of small shocks lasting

forty seconds.

Nov. 24. At Red Bluff, Cal, two shocks at 6.30 and 6\50

a. M., the first lasting twenty seconds, and being from E. to W.

This was felt also at San Francisco.

Nov. 26. At Coban, Gautemala, at 9.57 a. m. a few vertical

shocks lasting twenty seconds.

Dec. 14. A strong shock at 7.15 p. m. in Callao, Peru, the un-

dulation being from N. to S.—(N. Y. Times.)

Dec. 18. At Beachburg, Ont., two shocks, the first between

1 and 2 a. m., the second between 5 and 6 a. M. and quite seve»

1878.—Jan. 2. A slight shock about 7 p. m. in Louisa and

Hanover Counties, Va., accompanied by a roaring sound.

Jan. 8. Two slight shocks at 10.30 p. m. at Cairo, 111.

Jan. 23. At 7.55 p. M. a sir

occurred on the southern coast of Peru. It was severe at

Iquique and Ariea, and was accompanied by a subterranean
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sound ; but it was most destructive in the interior, where some
houses were shaken down. But little damage was done on the
coast; the sea was comparatively quiet and there was no tidal

At Iquique lighter shocks followed with short intervals dur-
ing the 24th and 25th, overforty distinct shocks being counted.
A second heavy shock occurred at 8.30 P. M. of the 24th.

Jan. 27. The harbor of Callao was greatly disturbed by a
series of tidal waves. The heavy surf began about 3.30 A. m.

and continued during the day, causing great damage to the
docks and sea-wall, h Inglish railroad station and
resulting in some loss of life. The movement came from the
north.

Feb. 5. A shock at 11.20 a. m. at Flushing, 1ST. Y., sufficient to
break windows.— (U. S. Weather Rev.)

Feb. 26.—A shock at 11.56 a. m. at San Francisco consisting of
three vibrations N. to S., lasting five seconds.—(IT. S. Weather
Rev.)

Feb. 27. A severe earthquake occurred at 5 p. m. at Reyk-
javik and other places in the southwest part of Iceland. It was
connected with a volcanic eruption which began the same night
and continued for more than a month. The new volcanic open-
ings, fourteen in number, weresim ite<l i

• \\ 'Ki-kal valley,

about four miles northeast of Mt. Hekla.
March 12. At 4 A. M. a severe shock at Columbus, Ky.,

causing the fall of a portion of the bank of the Mississippi.

. The same day two shocks at Milford, Vt.—(IT. S.

Weather Rev.)
March 17. Two sharp shocks at St. Thomas, Lower California.

—(IT. S. Weather Rev.)
March 18. A slight shock at 6.30 a. m. at Tacoma, Washington

Ter.—(IT. S. Weather Rev.)

April —.
" In the ear

occurred at Manizales, TJn
a church tower.

April 12. About 8.40 P. M. a destructive earthquake oecurre< I

at Cua in Venezuela. This was a town of about 3,000 inhab-

itants, situated on the River Tuy, in N. lat. 10° 8' 15" and W.
long. 66° 55' from Greenwich, the center of a flourishing agri-

cultural district. The height above the Caribbean S
meters. The center of the town is situated on a small hill

about 20 meters above the lower part. The hill is composed
of gneiss, micaceous and chloritic schists, rising rather steep

toward the W.S.W. It is surrounded by strata of clay and
marl, covered by a deep stratum of alluvial soil, and resting on
dark limestone and argillaceous schists. This upper town was
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destroyed, being reduced 1

seconds. About 300 lives

the amount of £300,000. The lower town suffered <

The direction of the shock was from E. 15° N. and the angle

of emergence was found by A. Ernst of Caracas to be about

60°. The center could not have been very deep, as the destruc-

tion was limited to an area of one square mile. The transversa

wave however was felt one hundred miles distant and occurred

in Caracas, distant in a straight line twenty-six English miles,

at 8h 41 ra 34s
. Lighter shocks continued to be felt at intervals

up to May 4.

i the Yellowstone Eiver.

shocks, following each other at intervals of

nan an nour.

April 23. At Loreto, on the Gulf of California, a severe shock

of two or three seconds at 10 a.m.; the first of a series lasting

till May 3.—(U. S. Weather Rev.)

April 28. A severe shock, felt at Caracas at 8.30 p. m. de-

stroyed a large part of the town of Ocumare, about twenty miles

east of Cua and in the same valley.

April 29. Shocks were again felt at LaGuayra. Caracas,

Porto Cabello and Valencia, in Venezuela.
May 8. At 8.25 p. m., a shock from N. to S. and sufficiently

violent to stop clocks, was felt in the valley of the Sacramento

Cal., from Red Bluff to Sacramento City, and also west of the

Coast Range in Mendocino County.
May 14. A severe shock was felt at Guayaquil about 6.40

p. M., 'preceded by a loud noise. There was a less violent shock

at 9 a. M. of the loth.

iy 1

Tacn

May 2 1 . A shock at San Bernardino, Cal.—(U. S.Weather Rev.)

June 4. A light shock at 12.28 p. m. at San Jose, Costa Rica.

June 9. A strong shock at the same place at 4.34 P. M.

June 11. On the night of the 11th and 12th, four shocks were

felt at Los Angeles, Cal., as follows; at 11.12 p. m. a distin.-t Jock,

at 11.20 p. m. a violent shock, duration five seconds, motion N.W.

to S.E.; at 2.30 a. m. a light shock; and at 6.30 a. m. a shgbt

tremble.—(IT. S. Weather Rev.)
June 14. A slight shock at Cimarron, N. M.— (IT. S. Weather

Rev.)
July 2. Two light shocks at Campo, Cal., at 5 U 55m 30* (a. m.

or p.m.?) from S.E. to KW. with a noise resembling tlmmU'r.-

(II. S. Weather Rev.)
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July 11. A severe shock i

July 16 and 18. Two seve

July 21. A slight shock at 5 a. m. at Salt Lake City.—(U. S.
Weather Rev.) ' K

July 26. A slight shock, direction north and south, was felt

at 8.25 a. M. at Los Angeles, Cal., and at San Gorgonio, San
ino and other places in the mountains east of Los

Angeles.

July 27. At 7.30 p. m. a strong shock at San Jose*, Costa

Aug. 3. A severe earthquake occurred at 2.15 p. m. in the
Island of Martinique, W. I. The vibrations continued fifteen

seconds, and in the town of Diamant several buildings were
thrown down.
Aug. 9, 13, 14, 15, 22, 30. At San Jose*, Costa Rica ; on 9th

at 4.15 a. m. a feeble shock; on 13th at 7.17 P. M. a strong
shock, at 11.30 P. m. a feeble shock; on 14th at 3 a. m. and
12.48 P. m. feeble shocks ; on 22d at 10 p. m. a strong shock

;

on 30th at 0.23 a. m. a feeble shock. At Cartago, twelve miles
east of San Jose, five shocks occurred from 7 p. m of the 14th
to 5 A. M. of the 15th.

Aug. 29. Letters from Alaska, dated Sept. 1, state that

frequent shocks had occurred during the summer, in connection
with renewed activity of the volcanoes of the Aleutian Islands.

On Aug. 29, the village of Makuslin on Unalaska Island was
destroyed by earthquake shocks and tidal waves.

Sept. 1. Three shocks from west to east at San Francisco
about 9.35 a. m.—(U. S. Weather Rev.)

Sept. 24, 29. At San Jos6, Costa Rica, feeble shocks at 5
a. m. and 6.55 P. M. of 24th, and at 7.45 A. M. and 7.15 p. m. of

29th.

Sept. 29th A shock about 6 P. M. at San Francisco and
Oakland, Cal., from N.E. to S.W.

Oct. 2. At 6 p. m. a severe earthquake occurred in the

southern part of San Salvador, Central America. The village

•''" iapa was nearly destroyed and much damage was done
in neighboring places. The movement lasted over forty sec-

onds and was from southwest to northeast. Eruptions were
feared from the neighboring volcanoes, and advices a feu- days
later report great activity in the volcanoes Izalco and Santa Ana.

. The same day a slight shock was felt in Santiago
de Cuba.-(U. S. Weather Rev.)

Oct. 4. At 2.30 A. M. a shock was felt along the Hudson
River from Marlborough to Peekskill, N. Y., a distance of

about twenty-five miles. It was sufficiently violent to awaken
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person:-: and at some places was accompanied by a rumbling

noise. The direction was north to south.

Oct. 9. A severe earthquake at Manizales, the capita] <>!

Antioquia, United States of Columbia, destroyed over a hun-

dred houses, including the church, hospital and city buildings.

Oct. 11. At San Jose", Costa Rica, a feeble shock at 5 p. M.

. The same day at 7.30 p. m. a severe shock at San

Jose, Cal., accompanied by a rumhling noise. The vihratimb

were north : 5 thirty seconds.—(U. S. Weather
Rev.)

Oct. 21. At 5.40 p. m. two shocks from north to south at Sac-

ramento, Cab—(U. S. Weather Rev.)
Nov. 11. At 9.45 a. m. a slight shock from east to west at San

Francisco.—(U. S. Weather Rev.)

Nov. 18. A shock was felt at St Louis, Cairo, Memphis.

Little Rock and other places in the Mississippi Valley. The

direction wi • o 30uth. The time v

by the II. S. Signal Service observer at Cairo as 11» 51 ra 50s

p.m. He savs,
* 4 a trembling was felt, lasting forty seconds,

followed by a rocking motion from W.N.W. to E.S.B. last-

ing twenty seconds, and a secoud trembling lasting ten seconds.''

Another slight shock was felt at Cairo at 5.10 a. m. of the 19th.

the direction of which was also W.N.W. to E.S.E.

Nov. 23. At Murphy, N. (

west to east, with a rumbling r

Princeton, N. J., Jan. 1, 1879.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. Note on J. C. Draper's paper "On the presence of l><trk

Lirus in t}<> Sola,- Sj,Kirnni n-ftirf, rorrespond closely to the lines

of the Spectrum of Oxygen"—The paper above referred to

appeared in the October number of this Journal. A cursory

glance at it gives the impression that the methods had been care-

fully i-riticisrd l>H'<>ivliaml. that the experiments had 1

with minute accuracy and that the results were trustworthy: luit

closer examination of it raises most serious questions on all the

points mentioned. Errors of method and of experiment appear

which make it quite impossible to accept the conclusions readied

It is the purpose of this note to point out some of these.

In the first place the author throughout the paper confounds

Angstrom's scale numbers with wave lengths. Thus, for

example, p. 257, he says, line 18, the photographs were ui

sections of eighty to one hundred wave lenirih*,"' line -*•

"each wave length being five millimeters in extent," and hne

34, " each section of one hundred or more wave-lengths ; P-
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258, line 24, « Error amounting to half a wave length could
therefore exist in the position of a line, according as it fell on one
side or rite other of a figure on the scale expressing a wave
length;" p. 259, line 18,' one iron line "to every eleven wave
lengths was used;" p. 2*51, line 18, no element gives "a line

within two or three-tenths of a wave length of that position ;"

p. 264, line 16, "no other element furnishes a line which falls on
the same wave length." In proof that he really means scale
'livisi 'i s, lie gives a section of his chart on p. 259, and says, line

38, "On the first space below the line is the scale of wave lengths,
each wave length being five millimeters in extent ;" and p.^260,
line 28, "in the eighteen wave lengths represented in the dia

'
l the diagram, each

^gain, p. 264, refer-

ring to the coincidence of oxygen and solar lines in his table, he
*ays, line •_>, "in four, the difference is only five one-hundredths
of a wave length ; in twenty-two, ten one-hundredths of a wave
length; in four, fifteen one-hundredths of a wave length; in

eleven, twenty-one one-hundredths of a wave-length; and in the
remainder, the greatest difference is only thirty-five one-hun-
dredths of a wave length." Refei tour lines

first mentioned are given as 3982-75, 4075-50, 4345-15 and 4483-80;
the corresponding oxygen lines being given as 3982*70, 4075*45,
t-<V->n. anfl 4483-75. The difference is ohviously five one hun-
dredths of a scale division, not of a wave length. From the fact

that this error runs through the entire paper, it would almost
seem as if the author was not aware of the distinction between
nave lengths and scale numbers. Using Angstrom's scale he
confuses wave lengths with ten millionths of a millimeter;
whereas in the case of D for example, the wave length is nearly

3,000 times greater. If the author really means what he says,

serts that the wave length of the
s two hundred and fifty-millionth .

ne forty-thousandth, as we know it is.

Second, the author deems it of the greatest importance in the

reparation i
" "

/"/n.s- through glass ; all error that might arise during refraction

was thus avoided." After this virtual condemnation of the use of

refraction at all, he not only uses for comparison Angstrom's
wave lengths made with achromatic lenses and a refra.-ting -rat-

ing, constructing even his chart upon them as a basis, p. Jos, line

7, "the values assigned to the wave lengths in this chart are

those of Angstrom ;" but the very spectrum of oxygen by which
the coincidences of the lines of this element with those of the

sun spectrum were to be established, was photographed with
glass prisms and achromatic lenses.

Third, the author states that the prisms with which the

was phot' i-ted "to the

of D." Supposing T>
1
to be meant, thisdeviation
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precaution, which gives the appearance of extraordinary accuracy

to the adjustment, is practically an impossibility with the appara-

tus employed. Minimum deviation of tbe D line as a whole could

not under these circumstances be distinguished from that c " "

of s;

mponents, nor could that of D, be distinguished from that

ot u2 . Moreover, it. i- difficult to understand why he adjusts to

minimum deviation for D' and not for G, near which the work

is to be done. Instead of D', the line for which his apparatus

was adjusted should have been chosen in the photographic por-

tion of the spectrum, for example between G and H.

Fourth, on page 265, line 25, the author says that this " is

problem not to be solved by the comparison of two spectra

small dispersion." Hence it is a matter of some surprise

that in getting his oxygen spectrum, he uses only " two

flint glass prisms of 60°" and for objectives, "acl

ten inches focus." The bright line specti

vision battery of nine pri-uns and an observing telescope of forty-

two inches focal length. The original negatives taken with the

latter apparatus, must consequently have 1

as long as the author's ; and even these ^

the proper solution of the question.

gen. Such a comparison, b\ tin in tho.l ,.| .pted - manifestly of

no value. Owing to tin *ion of various retrac-

tive media it is an extremely difficult thing to compare accurately

two prismatic spectra of different kinds. But the matter rises to an

i

;

trum and a prism spectrum. The graphic method, employed to

supplement the direct method, does not appear to help the com-

parison, since the author nowhere gives both r~"-

curve constructed.

Sixth, it is more than questionable whethe
the solar spectrum lines actually made by the author are capable c

the accuracy he assigns to them. The values in his table of wave-

lengths are given to one hundredth of a division of Angstrom*
scale. As the author says on page 257 that each division of tW"

scale, which is one millimeter, was enlarged to five i

upon the paper scale on which the photographs were projecte<

to measure to one hundredth of a scale-division would r< quire tV.

measurements on the screen to be made to one-twentieth of a

millimeter or the one five-hundredth of an inch, about ; a degree

of refinement highly improbable under these conditions. More-

over the accuracy of the result- of such measurements is seriously

impaired by the variation in the position of the lines on the

screen, due to the fact that the large number of negatives (eight

or nine apparently), required to give the whole photographic

spectrum, must, unless special precaution was taken (of which
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there is no evidence), have been made with glass of different
thicknesses. When projected in the lantern, this variation in
thickness would necessitate a change in focus and m> cause a change
in the magnifying power. The smaller sizes of photographic
glass vary in thickness from one to two millimeters. Conse-
quently the displacement of the lines due to the difference of
magnifying power arising from this cause would exceed consider-
ably the limit of measurement, which, as above stated, was the
one five-hundredth of an inch. But another and a more serious
cause of inaccuracy must here be pointed out. From the data
given by the author, it may readily be calculated that his original
photographs of the o\ n with two prisms of
60° and with lenses of ten inches incus, could imi have been over
half an inch long in the region from G to II. Since Angstrom's
chart from G to H is sixteen inches long, the author's spectrum
would have to be magnified thirty-two rimes to make it the size

of this. But as each millimeter of Angstrom's scale was made
Hve millimeters on the authors scale of measurement, the original

negative as thrown on the screen must have been magnified one
ndred and sixty diameters. Any one who has worked ;

"" m photogr
"

urement, t

grains becomes larger
absence of any precise statement the reader has to make the cal-

culation for himself; but the figures above given cannot be far

Seventh, there is only an appearance of accuracy when the

attempt is made to fix
o
the position of the oxygen spectrum lines to

hundredths of one of Angstrom's scale divisions. The projection

method by which the solar lines wet. measured, has already been

proved inadequate. And as to the method of graphical interpola-

tion, used as auxiliary to the lantern, it does not appear that as

used by the author, it was capable of any such accuracy as that

claimed. In constructing the curve, the iron lines are taken with

Angstrom's value- for the wave-lengths; but these, though esti-

mated to tenths were read only to "whole divisions of the scale.

Moreover, only forty-seven iron lines were used in all, or one to

every eleven scale 'divisions ; the reading being to one one-hun-

dredth of a scale division, or 1,100 numbers to one iron line.

Since the author measured no wave-lengths directly, he was
obliged to construct a considerable " portion of the curve from the

wave-lengths of oxygen and air lines already given by various

authorities." These values were taken, page 258, from Watts'
Index of Spectra, On referring to this book, the values are

given only to the units place. And even then, discrepancies

J to from three to Hve entire units, or from three hun-

five hundred times the author'- limit, appear in the wave-

as given by the various authors relied on for the measure-

emploved in the paper before us.
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Eighth, the author nowhere states the peculiar character of

lines in the oxygen spectrum and appears not to know that tl

ited that the lii

of oxygen are intrinsically as sharp as the lines of the solar sp

tram. But this, at least in many instances, is known not to

the case. Consequently it is quite impossible to measure
'

has been shown cannot he measured to the accuracy which '

error of one-tenth of a division in his scale numbers.

of method an : it contains. The author m
not be confounded, because of the similarity of initials, with I

distinguished investigator, Dr. J. W. Draper. g. f. b

2. On the Influent; of Pre«x»r, on Cf„ noraj Action.--Berti

liquefaction of o\yg-n and hydrogen :is illustrating his then

chemical views. The decomposition of potassium chlorate it

oxygen and po1 tss m ! ornh - he has proved, is an exotherr

reaction not limited by its inverse; hence it is not arrested b;

pressure of 320 atmospheres. In fact the reaction KC10
KCl-f-O,, according to Uertlielot's measures, evolves at the oi

nary temperature 11 calories. About 400°, the chlorate hei

melted and the chloride solid, this quantity can only be increase

The same is true of the action of potassium hydrate upon the 1

atmospheres. ThU reaction i-. aho « \..||„ rmic and not limited

KCH0
2
+KOH=K

a
C0

3
+H

2

evolving at the ordinary temperature 18-4 calories. At 400°

500° all the bodies being supposed melted, the heat evolved wot

nly one. Exotherm

Two experiments, made, the one betwee
between 100 and i-2o°,gave as the spec

23° and 12°, was found to be 0'079. If

be made too near the fusing point, the v
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The heat of fusion of gallium was determined b\ introducing a
crystal into the surfused metal. The whole crystallized at once,
and evolved heat which was measured. At 13°, the mean value
for a unit of weight was I '.V]

i gram-degrees, the number remain-
ing sensibly the same between 30° and 0°, because of the close

agreement of the two specific heats. Referred to the atomic
weight, 69-9, the heat of fusion is !:-::; kilogram-degrees or calories.

Tin close correspondence of the two specific heats of gallium taken
at nearly the same temperature, is true also of mercury, lead, tin

and bi>muth The atomic heal >' _ Ilium in tin liquid state is

In- solid G9-9X0-O79=5'52—Ann. Chin,.

Phys., V, xv, 242, Oct., 1878. g. f. b.

4. On the Occurrence of Ytterbia in Sipylite.—The mineral
called sipylite was described by Mallet as a new niobate, as
occurring in Amherst county. Virginia, associated with allanite.*

\n analysis wa ,
' . !>\ i \\ own in his laboratory, who found

that, among oth< r things, it contained 2^ per cent of earths sup-

posed to be erbia and yttria in the ratio of 27 to 1. At the re-

quest of Delafontaine, a portion of this mixture of earths wa-
sent to him by Mallet. Its pah' yellow color indicated to him the

presence of terhia or philippia, if not of both. But the feebleness

of its absorption spectrum, and the very weak rose color of its

nitrate and oxalate led him to believe that if no error had been
made in determining the atomic weight, a new metal was present.

The quantity of material being too small to decide the question,

he succeeded in separating some sipylite from some allanite in his

possession. From this a pale yellow earth was obtained, the

nitrate of which showed in the' -n ctroscope small quantities of

erbia and philippia. But the high atomic weight 127 or 128,

taken together with the weakness of its spectrum, indicated that

the earth was new. By several partial decompositions of the

nitrate, a feebly colored base was obtained, having an atomic
weight near 134, giving colorless salts, yielding a sulphate like

that of yttria, and crystallizing easily, a' formate crystallizing in

--'mm easily

soluble in a concentrated solution of potassium sulphate. While
he was looking for a name for the new earth, the description <>f

Mai'i-na.-"- \ ile-bia appeared, tin characteristics of which ,-e-conl

s o well with' that ot Id- nev earth a- to ieavt no doubt of their

identity. The discrepancy in atomic weight will be settled by
"ew d« termination-.— t

. A\ Kwvii. >:: .. Dec., lsys. a. f. b.

5. Upon the development of Electricity as the equirnh ../ <•/

<h,„,;, „t !„:>,; .,. ,.— ln thi- pq.-r !1. i'. liifMN di-cu-esfheequh-
alence of heat and work, and electricity developed by heat and
work. Some of his eoi elusion- > :v d r. < fl\ upon tl < .pu -ti m ot

dynamo-electric machines, lie prove- that wit h eh ctricity of high
fcnsie.n. the per cent of potential elect ric energy which is con-
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but only to the same degree to which it can be also converted

If placing the three quantities in this order : (1) Electrical

potential energy; (2) Mechanical work; (3) Heat. We have:

1 can be entirely tr;in> formed into 2 and into 3; 2 can be

c-iitirel v changed into 3 but only partly into 1 ; 3 in general,

can never be entirely transformed "into 2 or into 1. The'miiaiu-

the theory of the Voltaic cell.— Wn<h i,m,rs Ann. <!>,- !

Chemie, 1878, No. 10, p. 182. J. t.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. The Loess of Minnesota; by N. H. Winchell. The follow-

ing facts are taken from die Sixth Annual Report (for the year

1*77) of the Geological and Natural History Survey of Minne-

sota, under Professor N. H. Winchell.—That the lees's deposit is

the result of wid- ^.ivad diil'iw.u ,.t' fresh water, at the time of

the last Glacial epoch over those surfaces either drift-covered or

not, which were not at the time affected by the -lacier movement,
is highly probable; but what the peculiar -"

—

causes of such gentle diffusion of nearly tranquil waters were, u

is not yet possible satisfactorily to detail. The leess is found in

all parts of Ramsey County, but it varies in thickness and in com-

position. It is thin or wholly wanting in some rollhu
tracts, and is very thick in some confined valleys. ll is sandy. <»r

graduates downward into sand, in much of rise northern part of

the county. t ivek \ allev. and it! -

in the bluffs „f the Mississippi below St. Paul, and it is Tine and

somewhat clayey in •.
! met in the eastern

part of the county, particularly in the eastern part of New
Canada. It forms a very fine soil for farm crops. It covers the

bowlders and gravelly clay of the real drift. It tills some old

valleys—indeed, is always thicker in valleys than on the uplands.

It is occasi Band belon in plac^

where agitated water was abundant enough to have moved such

materials before the epoch of the loam. In other cases it is

placed abruptly immediateh ..ver a coarse, oravelly or bowlder-

In the southwestern corner of the State (Mock and Pipotoiie

( < unties) there is a gradual change from stony bowlder-elay to

<i-ss, 1 ,,n/ .nt dl\ , , (ni- i u h .ii tl ( ,,t< i h Mi iiri in I-}'" 11

and Murray Counties) southward to the Iowa State line.

Kvposures alono- the banks of creeks, and the i

wells, make this plain. There is a gradual loss ot

then of the small stones, then of gravel; and an equally

U'radnal increase of the characteristic features of the Iu-ss.—

close, clayey consistency, crumbling' in the air like slacking

te limy concretions, in some cases the con-

cretions which have been so often mentioned as a peculiarity
<>'
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the IceBs, are in the same deposit with small gravel stones of
northern origin; and pieces of northern limestone. The drift
clay, true northern bowlder clay, the product of glaciers, thus
changes gradually into a true loess, the product <>f aqueous agen-
cies. While this indicates for that locality, at least, a merging
of one force into the other, and the slowness of the change,
through an interval of about fifty miles in a broad, level, open
country, it perhaps gives the key to the events that occurred in

other latitudes where the surface was more broken, and where the
effects are more complicated by not having all the steps recorded.
Just as in the older geological formations, wherever the series is

complete, without siiddei transitions, the history is best known,
so in the history of the drift, where the effects change gradually,
are the records of "lost" epochs, and these "beds of transition"
need the closest scrutiny, being the only evidence of what trans-

I'i'vd b twe« i formation- . ch in other regions pass abruptly
from one to the other. This here indicates that the age of the
loess was cotemporary with that of the bowlder clay in the Coteau
de Prairie. There must be some explanation given for the coex-
istence of these forces which spread the loam and those which
brought the glacial dirf't. In other words, if the loam, which is

sometimes a laminated clay, be reganh d a- th< < 4 livalent in age
of the fine laminated clays of the' great lakes and of other high-
Hater marks in the northwest, which have been referred to a dis-

tinct " epoch" by Dana and others (the Champlain), then that
epoch was not subsequent in time to the Glacial epoch but cotem-
porary with it, and its phenomena differ from those of the last

Glacial epoch because they have been studied at distant points

are contrasted, 'and where the glacial winter operated

Where there is an immediate succession of super-
position, that fact in the drift does not imply immediate succes-
sion in time anymore than it does in the Silurian rocks, a fact

which has been ignored manv times; and hence have resulted a
'-»' 'i main special histories md theories The loess, for instance,
hes on the older drift clay all along the Mississippi valley, and

the drift-epoch to the loam-epoch, when really a long period of
'nnc, involving forest growths and the slow on-coming of a Gla-
rl;d -'pooh, intervened, the loam itself passing horizontally into
the glacial deposits of that epoch.

,
So in Ramsey County the loam has been seen to follow by

insensible gradations from a sand or even a fine gravel, the change
• 1

"
1'" taking place perpendicularly. In this cave the coarser

deposit below was the result of more copious and more agitated
water, as in the bluff-terraces below St. Paul, or in the washed

in the western part of Reserve township, and the loam
the result of the diminution and more quiet state of the same
waters. Thus, if the waters which overspread and washed the

ind formed the gravelly terraces of the Mississippi cam.
from the ice-fields of a contemporary glacier lying further north,
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King.*—The foliowin_
this valuable volume ; it is entitled " Resume of i

Geology," and gives some of the e,eoh L'ieal eonclusioi

by the author.

In the 120,000 feet of sedimentary accumulations th

di\ isioiis o| Archie; n r Vzoh . i ah< - /.oi<-, Mesozoic, auc
"

criods c
~

ity. Considered us n whole, there is n noteworthy fullness in the
r-"" A' the important stratigraphical time-

wanting except those obscure intermediate deposits

lumn. None of th<

vhich in other countries lie between the base of the < 'anihrimi a

the summit of the crystalline Archaean series. From the 1

Cambrian age to the present every important interval of tim

recorded in the abundani ^'al hci-ing of sediments, which are v

singular fullness characterized by appropriate and typical 1

bodies of distinctly crystallized material.

Not only are the Arehsean exposures of

Fortieth Parallel area as to insure a moderately complete knowl-

l materials' of the perish
'"

ilt

Not only are the Archaean exposures of such frequency c

'ortieth Parallel area as to insure a n *

edge of stratigraphieal sequence and :

vnng to the relations which have been described with u>«*

overlying PalaBozoic, I am able to reconstnict with considerable

accuracy the topographical configuration of the Archaean siirtarr.

Supposing all the post-Archaean rocks to be removed, and r<>i ti-

ering what we now knowT of the whole area at the close ol tji'

Aivhieitn age. the tirst prominent fact is, that coextensive »uta

the greater part of the Cordilleras—that is, from longitude 104

westward as far as the Archaean exposures extend—wa
Archaean mountain system built up of at least two sets of noncon-

formable strata, referred to Laurentian and Huronian ; the lower

and older composed of granitoid gneisses chiefly m
quartz and orthoclase, but carrying a little mica, sparing trichmc

feldspars. :u. 1 chlorite pM-udoinorpiious after u'arnet and mica.

Over these, whether with actual conformity or not is undeier-

mined, lies an enormous series of mica gneisses rich in <

biotite, orthoclase ordinarily exceeding plagioclase. The eanid

aplitic gneisses and the later mica gneisses expose about -'•>. IH '"

feet each of conformable beds.
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A third group, noneonformable with the earliest aplitie series,

the relations with the intermediate mica-gneiss series being un-
known, consists oi mica and hornblende schists p -.;,_. upward
into slates, tmartzites. lies. * * *

Upon grounds set forth in Section IV of Chapter W it is dear
that the general topography prior to the deposition of the earliest

Cambrian rocks was that of a great mountain system, displaying
lofty ranges made of crumpled strata, enormous precipices, a result
of mechanical dislocation, and. finally, a type of high mountain
sculpture of such broad, smooth forms as to warrant the belief

that subaerial erosion had never carved and furrowed the mount-
ain Hanks .vith the sharp ravines characteristic of modern mount-
ain topography. East of the Rocky Mountains, in the geological

province of the Creal Plain-, there are no Areiueau outcrops ; and
when we consider the comparative thinness of the later sedimen-
tary beds superposed over that region, the absence of outcropping

view, the Arcluean Cordilleras have determined not only the gen-
eral area but much of the local detailed structure of the modern
Cordilleras.

The topographical features of the present terrestrial surface are

far less grand than the Archaean orography. The great Archaean
precipices brought to light in Uinta and Wahsatch ranges are

absolutely unparalleled in the topography of to-day. * * *

There is always a complete, -i ^conformity
between the crystalline Arelaean topography and the superjacent

sediments.

Considered as a whole, the Pakeozoic series oustituted a con-

formable body, laid down over the rugged Archaean mountain
system. It first appears in the region of the Pocky Mountains
with a total thickness of about a thousand feet, the strata sur-

I'oundiiio- ami abutting against p< 'mam w Arch. can islands, which.

during the who!. Paleozoic and Mes,,/oic. u ere lifted above the

level of deposition. Throughout all Paheozoic time only 1,000

feet of strata accumulated over our part of the Pock\ Mountain:-,

andweget no ulimpses of deeper hollows in whi M "cr i imbrian
,! 'P might have been deposited. Passing westward, the series

gradually thickens to 32,000 feet in the region of the V
and about 40,000 feet at the extreme western Palaeozoic limit,

' »ngiti de li 7° 30', where, from the evidences of shore-phenomena,
and the non-continuation of the beds westward, we are warranted
m i-ii-i hi_ t! > Paheozoic coast. * * *

Viewed regardless of the age ol the Pala-

:»Z"U- -cries can be divided by the character of their materials

into four great groups. The first is a purely detrital Cambrian.
which, although of comparatively fine sediments, in the presence
ot occasional conglomerates give- evidence of repealed subsidence.
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The second group is the great limestone series, beginning with

the Pogonip Cambrian limestone, and extending upward to the

top of the Lower Coal Measures for 11,000 feet, only interrupted,

in the horizon of the Lower Devonian, by a sheet, from 1,000 to

2,000 feet thick, of fine quartzitic detritus." This enormous group

of 11,000 feet of limestone, characterized by abund
iaiiiia' nuiu'hiu t'r. -in :i - L'r;;n : = !i;ii tu h,c ii.j. cl't'he Lower Coai

.Measures, represents in general an age of deep seas. * * *

At the close of the deep-sea lime-period came a third great

ision of the Palaeozoic — Weber quartzite— a

body of pure siliceous detritus from 6,000 to 10,000 feet in thick*

ness, characterized by conglomerates both in the near neighbor-

hood of the granitic islands and close to the Nevada shore.

This is immediately succeeded by the f

Coal Measure limestone, a body about 2,0

pelagic material.

The whole Palaeozoic, therefore, may be summed up as to its

material as two periods of mechanical detritus, inter;

one and followed by another period of deep-sea lime-formation.

While in the conglomerates which appear in all the siliceous

members of the series we have evidence of episodes of shallow

waters, yet the occurrence of l::,ouo feet <>! limestone indicates

enormous intervals of the continued sway of profound ocean. * *

After the close of this great conformable Palaeozoic deposition,

wide-spread mechanical disturbance occurred. b\ which the land

a west of the Nevada Palaeozoic shore became depress*

ocean and became a land area. Between the new contin at ui i

the old one which went down to the west, there was a complete

change of condition. The land became ocean ; the ocean became

land. In the rising of the Palaeozoic, however, the elevation pro-

ceeded no farther eastward than the Wahsatch. East of that

point, the Upper Carboniferous beds were still the

ocean-bottom; but instead of receiving sediments either from the

destruction of organic life within the ocean area or from the dis-

tant continental sources to the west, the newly elevated land-

mass, extending from the Wahsatch west to 117° 30', became the

area from which was derived the post -Carboniferous detritus to

form the great Mesozoic series that, ea-t ..f the Wal -

laid down conformably upon the still submerged and still undis-

turbed Carboniferous.
Upon the western side of the new land-mass, the Archaean con-

tinent, having gone down, made a new ocean-bottom, and upon

this immediately began to accumu
ucts of the new land-mass which the westwnr
the ocean waves were able to deliver. Throughout th<

and Jurassic periods the western ocean was u
mously thick group of conformable sediments upon an Arch:i<;ui

floor, while east of the Wahsatch, in the mediterranean ocean, the
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sediments of the Trias and Jura were accumulating conformably
upon the Carboniferous; until, at the close of the Jurassic aire,

there had accumulated in the western sea 20,000 feet, and in the
in sea :;,-'J<i feet, of'Triassic and Jurassic material.

The comparison of the Trias-Jura series, in these two separated
seas, shows two things : first, that the western sea was very dee})

rrias; - ii.lh. that the mediterranean was shallow

ocean, with its

floor of Archaean ranges overlaid by twenty thousand feet
ormoreofo.il mn , ! i-Jm sedim its, suffered abrupt oro
graphical uplift, resulting in the formation of a series of sharp
folds and elevating a portion of the ocean area, extending from
the eastern shore outward and westward as far as the present
west base of the Sierra Nevada, making an addition to the conti-
nent of 200 miles, the Sierra itself constituting the most western
:uid most elevated of the new!) formed mountain ranges. * * *

While this powerful dynamic action was taking place on the
west side of the land area, there still remained, so far as upheaval,
subsidence, or folding is concerned, a complete calm in the region
east of the Wahsatch. The uppermost shaly members of the Ju-
rassic from the Wahsatch out to Kansas are immediately eonform-

rlaid by the basal members of the Cretaceous. * * *

g Cretaceous time the mediterranean ocean stretched
the eastern base of the Wahsatch into Kansas ; and over the

re bottom of that body of water, with the exception of a few
hsean islands, which were

'"

the previous ages since the
above the plane of deposition, a continuous conformable sheet of

Cretaceous sediments was laid .[own. It- greatest thickness was
against the western shore of the ocean, namely, against the eastern

base of the Wahsatch, where eon; o of the Ju-
rassic shales are about i 2.ooo feet of Cretaceous beds. Passing
eastward, this series in the province of the Great Plains near the
eastern base of the Rocky Mountain system has thinned to 4,500
or 5,000 feet, and in western Kansas if "reaches its thinnest devel-

opment as described by the Geological Survey of that State. * * *

Throughout the whole Cretaceous, below the top of the Fox
Hill, the molluscan fossils are invariably marine, with the excep-
tion of certain intercalated groups of pmvlv tr -di-water shells

near the region of the Wahsatcl «itioii close

to the Cretaceous ocean shore, are evidently the in-washings of a

fluviatile fauna.

Regarded as a whole, the basal member is a single sheet of sili-

iits and rounded conglomerates from 300 to 500 feet

thick. Over this lies ronp, 2,000 feet thick in

the west, 1,000 feet thick ins, made up
chiefly of fine calcareous and argillaceous material, which toward
the middle of the group is prominently formed of marles or lime-

stones.

Am. Jock. 8ci.—Third Series, Vol. XVII.—No. 98, Feb., 1879.



Above the horizon of the Colorado group, the Fox Hill and
L;U 'alu1

'
:ln " <-^'iiti;i!!\ ot -an fist ones, about 9,000 feet in thiek-

iH-- n, the region of the Wahsatch, ahoul S,m.,<> feet in tl. r • io„
of the Great Plains. At the very summit of the imp
L;.'™»''<; gnmp "'? found Dinosaurs. The fauna up to the base
';' '"." '" Tin- Laramie itself carries tin
it-'iiiains ot an otuarin! ,.r hrncki>h-water life, associated with
>i i !<! !\ .Uesozoic Saurian*. With the close of the Cretaceous the

series o1 marine and estuarial deposits east of the
'<>me to an end, and the last .mm,

itely followed by one of the most important orographical
movements of the whole Cordilleran history
From the eastern ha... ,.;• |„ I h^ky Mountains to the eastern

"use ,,i the Wahsatch the whole region was thrown
w " !i

' ""-"lafmm or d ,,•,. folds So ,,-,v.it a raim'e a- the I' 'at .

with its distinct, broad, flat anticlinal, was made at thi> , ., t I- >
I

Relatively to the
1
>resent basin of the Colorado, the whole chain

of the Rocky Mountains was elevated so as to define a broad,
cession, which now includes the waters ot

hive,. Powerful and important as this orographical movement
I to diMiirb the coast deposits of the Pacific in Cali-

ent from reasons already given it seem, mooahle that tin-

* A* < a* d. ! _
. , r,.„ !i;

al geology of North America the most important result
u mediately post-Cretaceons uroirraphical movement wa-

the elevation ,.t the wh..h.i, lU .ri , ,,| ;!, ......rin, ,r and the rone
plete extinction of the inter-American mediterranean ocean.From the date of this movement no marine waters have ever
invaded the middle Cordilleras, and the subsequent strata an- all

of lacustrine origin. The effect of this orographical movement
NV

.'
:

.

l

'V
t0

.

k
;

ave
„
that

, P?rt of the Cordilleras which falls within our

3 the sea, with the single exception of

, which, from its configuration, imna-
ame the receptacle of the vast fresh-water Ute Lake,

[ion Creek
group, the earliest of the fresh-water Eocene strata. '!

the entire Eocene period the basin of Colorado liiver was the
r,ll ' :U l :t soru ' s ()i' fbur Kocene lakes, whose deposits— uncon-
formable among themselves, as has already been described—
amount m all to 10,000 feet; lacustrin, n, U chai mteri/ed from
the bottom to the top by an abundant series of vertebrate life

covering the whole lapse of Eocene time. The Eocene of tin

fortieth Parallel region was a period of four lakes superposed.
conformity of their deposits due to four orographical dis-
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forming two extended
.Miocene lakes. The deposits of tlie westernmost lake are chiefly

gea ejecta of volcanic eruption. The deposits
of the Plains are the simple detritus from the surrounding lands.

The series on the west are over 4,000 feet thick ; in the east they
are not proved to he over 300 or -100 feet. Both onrain abundant
and typical Miocene vertebrate life.

Tli dost o1 th Mi cen. was signatiz d b\ i powerful on,

which threw the bed-', accumulated on its bottom into fold-. Con-

ene lake of the east,
by the subsidence of the surrounding country, increased so as to

The Pliocene opened, therefore, with two enormous lakes, one
covering the bn-in coimtrv of ('tab, Nevada, Idaho, and eastern
Oregon; the other occupying the province of the Plains. The
Pliocene deposits of the Plains lake are calcareous and sandy beds,
which have no nonconformity in angle of dip with the underlying
sheet of Miocene sediment, but which overlap it in every direction.

The deposits of the great western lake are nonconfonnable with

ely overlap it to the east, doubling the

Both of these Pliocene lakes— as do
remains of rich faunae. The eastern

i of about 2,000 feet of strata ; the west-

? shown over 1,400 feet.

The close of the Pliocene was signalized by another orograph-
ical movement, which threw the sediments of the Great Plains lake

into their inclined attitude, dipping f.o.io feet to the east and
7,000 feet to the south from the Fortieth Parallel region. This
same orographical movement acid differently upon the sheet of

sediments which c >v» vd the Pliocene lake of the Great Basin,

instead of tilting the entire lake, it broke in the middle, and the
two sides wen depress, I from !

k. the shores

faulting downward. The result of the post-Pliocene movement in

the department of the Plains was to give thereafter a free drainage
to the sea. The result in the area oi the Groat Basin was to leave

two deep depressions, one at the western base of the Wahsatch,
"lie at the base of the Sierra Nevada, which, in Ouatcruury times,

i-ovivod the abundant waters of the Glacial period and formed
the two lakes that have already been described in the Quaternary

An Elementary Geology, designed especially for the Ini

es; by E. B. Andrews,' LL.D., of the Ohio Geological C
I late Professor in Marietta College. 283 pp. Svo. Cincinnati,

States; by E. B. Andrews, I. PP.. of the < >hio Geological Cc

:ind late Professor in Marietta College. 283 pp. Svo. Cine'

1878. (Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co.)—In this little work <

mentary Geology, the author, as his preface remarks, has u....

especial reference to , riie United States, ex-

clusive of the Southern States. \ ~ and facts

ov accordingly from the formations of the Mississippi Valley. It

ls still a general review of the science, presenting briefly facts
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connected with Lithology and Dynamical Geology, and more fully

Historical Geology. It is a popular work on the subject for the

-(ill-nil reader and will Ik- found a useful book for the young stu-

dent. The volume is neatly printed.

4. An Outline nf (ieneral (icohjij;/, n'ltk ropioHS References,

for the use of both Genera! and Spuria! students; by

Theo. B. Comstock, B.Ag., B.S., in charge of the Department <a

Geology, Paleontology and Economic Geology in Cornell I'niver-

sity. 82 pp. 8vo. Ithaca, N. Y. Printed for the author at the

I'mvuivitv Press. 1878.—This work is based by the author on

the Syllabus of his lectures to the students of Cornel! University.

It is a brief synopsis of the various branches of geiiei

presenting in" a conden-ed way the prim-ij h- and coiiclu>imi- with

many prominent facts. It is well fitted for use in <•< nn<

a course of lectures ; and the geological student will also rind it

valuable as a means of reviewing tin- subject. The work contains

of references to \ariou- u < olo U h ai publications, including

ises, periodicals, transactions of Societies and memoirs, to aid

;udent in extending his

JJ le (J Iimmergruppe.
in extending his range of study.

'I Theil, von G. Tschebmak.-TH

results of his crystailoUTap!iic;d and optical studies

were given. To these he has now added a discussion of the

chemical composition of the species as previously defined by him.

His conclusions are based upon sixteen new analyses made with

especial care to avoid the errors contained in many ear!';

and in consequence of which most of them are rejected by him in

his discussions. The following are the principal results adopted

by him: (1.) Bionuss: AnomiU, composed of Si
B
Al,K

4
H

9
0, 4

and

in ratios from l:l to 2:1; Meroxene, composed of

- '. .I<> md^iMiiO in >imilar ratios. I^phh.,,,, /<""

composition, Si
1I

Al
6
K

ll

H
4
dM (Si,Fe (1

K
1
H

4 94)
and Si

6
Mg 12

O
a4

(2.)

Phlogopites : Phlogopite, composition^ Si
4

6
Al

4
K,0 O4 ,

also Si II O
(with Si

10
O,F

24 ) and Si
f
Mg

15
O

a4
often in the' ratio 3 : 1:4; Zinnwal-

dite (Crvoo <; \l k <>„, , Si„Al
6
Li

s
O

a4
Si

6
Fe

ia
O

a4

and Si F mO u in the ratio 10:2:3. Muscovites: Lepidolite,

composition 3Si
6
Al

B
K

B 24
(Si

6
AlXi

6 24 )
and Si

10
O

8
F

24
.

Muscovite

(Damourite), composition Si„Al, K, H
4
0„

4
true muscovite, and also

this same together with Sr.H.O , in the ratio 3:1 (P
Paragonite, composition Si

6
AUNfa.,H O

4
. Maryarite, Si,AH- 1

.

H
4 14

.— Vienna Academy, lxxviii, June, 1878.

III. Botany.

1. On Plant- Distribution as a ji.hl for (if graphical Research;

by W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, Assistant Director of the Royal Gar-

dens, Kew, London. 1878, pp. 36, 8vo.—This is a lecture. d»-

" (we believe) at the Royal Institution, and
i the Proceedings of the Royal Geographic
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don. Its touching is interesting and trul\ noteworthy. It tolls

now •' Vegetation in any given spot maintains its own only by
having solved the problem of existing in the best way under the
given circumstances. Introduce a new competitor for a particular
site that can solve the problem rather more closely, and the old
occupant must needs give way." It intimates that this must have
been so all along geological time, and under all changes of climate,
land and sea. It pictures the great hosts of plants oscillating be-

tween the poles and the equator, their ranks thinning by " the
friction attendant on their movement," which lias extinguished
perhaps whole battalions. It takes a general survey of the promi-
nent characteristics of the great floras, northern, southern and
tropical, :ui<\ ot their principal division-. It brings prominently
forward " the opinion that the northern hemisphere has always
played the most important part in the evolution and distribution

of new vegetable types ;
in other words, that a greater number of

plants have migrated from the north to the south [meaning across

the tropics] than in a reverse direction." That propositi

on the temperate floras) is well sustained by ol>\ ions facts, and
follows almost of course from the greater amount and longitu-

dinal contiguity of northern lands, as Mr. Darwin has "suspected."
But this may probably be limited to the extant vegetation and its

nearer predecessors. If the paleontological botanists are at all

correct in their ordinal determinations, the reverse might well

have been the case at earlier periods when Proteacea" and Laurineie
abounded in northern temperate regions. It must needs have been
so if there was for any long period a preponderance of southern
land with northward extension.
A good part of the lecture—as rich in practical value as the re-

mainder is in theoretical interest—recounts what geographical ex-

plorers have recently been doing for botany by collecting mate-
I'iaf- and information", indicate- how very much is yet to be done
in this way. how easy it is to n-ilvx-t and' preserve botanical speci-

mens, and'what important services the '• roving Englishman" and
still more the d^eiplin. .1 explorer, may render to the botanical

studies. a. g.

2. Conspectus Flora Fun>/>aa , auctore C. F. Xyman. Orelso

Sueche. 187s. I. Ranunrubtrea ~ Pmnaceo. pp. 'J40, 8vo.—This
systematic catalogue of European plants, arranged in the Candol-
lean order, with leading references, principal -ynonyms, and local-

ities, supplies a desideratum, so far ' a- it extends, and the second
t Polypetalce, is announced
critical importance, and is

well arranged. a. g.

3. Botanical Necrology of 1878.—An unusual number of bot-

anists have deceased in the course of the past year. The first and
the last names on the list are venerable.

Ei.ias Magxi-s Fries, oi Fpsal. died February -. i-7-.m the

eighty-fourth year of hi- ige, t month u't i tin hundredth auni

versary of the' death <>f bimueii- at that ancient University. He
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was born, as \v;i> Limueus, in the south of Sweden, was educated

at Lund, where he was early made demonstrator of Botany, and

was translated to Upsal more than forty years ago, where he

occupied the chair, not of Botany, but of Practical Flconorny,

answering, we suppose, to Rural Economy. He was, nevertheless,

the greatest Swedish botanist sineo Linnams, and the last survivor

of those whose teachers were taught by Linnseus. He began to

publish on I'luenogamous Botany in the year 1814, in which de-

partment he was high authority" to the l:\st; but soon took up

Lithe:,- and Fungi, in the latter of which his knowledge wa- un-

rivalled an •orrect, considering that

his studies were unaided by the compound microscope. His

last work of any consequence was a new edition of his Hymeno-
mycetes Europcei, of which he wrote the preface on his 81st birth-

day, August 15, 1874.

Ludwig Pfeiffek, of Cassel, died at the beginning <>i the

Synonymia Botanica.

j signet at Edinburgh,
he was< born. die."l January 10, 1878, at the ilege of OU. lie was an

,.-,;,; - -":
:

' : London to

becom e the ig Secret:ary of the Hort
n Conif&"", publishing a

and F Japan in 1863, and, later, vari i ujmtte
?r,t- of Pacific C<

a.m, an Ei earliest of

Fur,;: ,'•?, „, i'.-mb ts,-died
of AV/,„-,;_a g<

?, at the ag<Tft
IW

past 1

keen 1 <es,'witli :i

new ,-l assitie:

.'"v

dished at Paris i ii the year 1 S
"-

:i :

lie

volumes, \va- published ar Calcutta If

the author's death.

nneuve), long the director of the Botai

ithor of many botanical and vinieultu

Cryptogenic; part of a Flora of Alger

ioology, anthropo|oU-y
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work On the Geographical Distribution of Plants and Animals is

a collection of materials fur tin- study of the subject ; and a Unlkv
volume entitled M;m's Record of his'own Fxistence -the ]>riiit"niu-

of which was in progress when the author died, and which is not
yet published—is largely a record of changes in the habitat of

plants effected under human agency, from B.C. 4491 down to
recent times, it is g M . industry.
Moritz Seubert, Professor of Botany at Carlsruhe, author of

a Flora of the Azores on Hochstetter's collections and notes, and
of a monograph of Elatineos, also of several monographs in tin-

Flora Brasiliensis, died April G, in the 60th year of his age.

Thomas Thomson, M P.. the well-known a>sociate of Sir Joseph
Hooker in Himalayan exploration, and in the Indian Flora, the
explorer of Thibet, sometime Director of the Calcutta Botanic
Garden,—a botanist whose career of high promise, was sadly cut

short by ill health—died in London on the 18th of April last, at

Thomas Thomson, of Glasgow, when ih lamented subject of

this notice was born and educated.

age of 74.'

Roberto ,,, \ [MAX1 |> rofcsso, ,f Botan n Bad n. o, ma
j

years, author of a Flora Dalmatica, and of many interesting
papers, died on the it! : of May, at the age of 77.

Barthelemy Charles DuMoun !:,•:. ol Tonn.ai, Belgium—
long eminent as a statesman as well as botanist (the leader of tin-

clerical party in Belgium poli u-si, ind gi ti\ st cmed is i

man—died July 9, in his 82d year. His 'earliest papers bear the
date of 1822; he published on Hepaticm in Island again in

1871. He published on Grasses in 1823 and again in 1868. He
brought out a new and elaborate classification of fruits in 18-35.

Elias Borszczow (whose name we could not presume to pro-

nounce), Professor of Botany and Director of The Botanic Garden
"f fCu-w, in Southern Russia,—who in 1858 botanically explored
the Aral Caspian desert, and published a monograph ot the plants

yi< Ming ^ \\ > mm i md assa-fcetida,—died on the 12th of May.
Jam i-VMcNab, Curator of the Edinburgh Botanical Gardens.

as was his father before him, sometime President of the Kdinburgli
botanical Society, the most accomplished of cultivators, and a

well-informed botanist, died on the 20th of November, in his 69th
year. We well remember his visit to the United States in the
year 1834.

Stkl-hkn T. Olxey, of Providence, lihode Island, died July
27, 1878, at the age of 66. He was for many years one of the
most active local botanists of this country; published in 1845 a
Gat dogne of Rhode Island Plants, with continuations and emen-
dations in 1846 and 1847; a List of Rhode Island Algse in 1871

;

in the latter year- of botanical activity studied Carices with eriti-
l- ai eare and minuteness, published several fascicles of Exsiccata-,

admirably prepared ; and formed a fine ami rich herbarium and
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library, which he gave to Brown University. To it also, or at

least to his native State. Ii' mad hamUome legacies for botanical

instruction, as well as other benevolent bequests. These bene-

factions, ami his many good offices, should preserve a pleasant

"ul life, the end of which was obscured and

trouble. In Botany his name is commemorated
by a remarkable Leguminous tree of Arizona (Olnei/a) and by

several species of his own discovery. Mr. Olney was unmarried,

and was for most of his life engaged in business, at first in

Augusta, Georgia, and afterward in his native town.

James Watsox Robbins, M.D., died at Abridge, Massachusetts

(where he resided and was an esteemed physician for the greater

part (if a long life), on the ! th day of January, 1879, at the age of

77. With the exception of Dr. Bigelow he was the oldest New
England botanist, and perhaps the oldest in the Tinted States:

and, within his range, he was certainly one of the most careful and

accurate. He was a colleague of William Oakes, who had the

pleasure of naming several species discovered bv him in his honor,

ami he had an extended correspondence with all our botanists.

He collected not only throughout New England, but in VirgioM

and Maryland, where he resided for several years when a young

man, and on the shore of Lake Superior, where he spent four years.

Of late, he devoted his attention mainly to aquatic phaenogamous

plant-, especially to the difficult genus '

Potminxjetot). He contri-

buted the monograph of this genus to the last edition of Gray's

Manual. He first detected that simplest and - naik-t of flowering

plants, Wolffia, in this country. His excellence and amiabiliU

secured the attachment of all' who knew him. He was born at

( olel.rook, Conn., November 18, 1801, graduated at Yale College

in 1822, and there took his medical degree in 1828. In his death

we have lost the most critical student of the botany of New Eng-

land and the Northern Atlantic States.

Jacob Bigelow, the most venerable of botanists, even more dis-

tinguished as a physician, a cultivator of the fine and useful arts.

and a scholar, one of the most rounded and svtnnietr'u-ally devel-

oped men of his time and place, died at Boston, on the 10th oi

January alt. The notice due to his life and services must be

deferred to the next number. a. 0.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Technology*'-/,,:

siseh ; bearbeitet von K. Ainiw-.
von Carl von Albert, mit einem Vo
Dritte verbesserte und bedeutend
8vo. Wiesbaden, 1877. (J. F. Ber

in New York.)—This Technological

mendation both for its completenc

jects which it embraces include ;
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able to the student and the manufacturer, the technologist and the
merchant. This volume gives the English and French e«

of the German technical and scientific words and expressions
; the

other two volumes of the series are arranged for English :m.l

French readers respectively. The names of seventeen speeia lists

edition of t

the excellence of the work.
2. (Jhron lie name Professor Kcenig describes

a new branch of qua;; ith the blowpipe. The
method depends upon the observations of the color produced in

the borax bead by various metallic oxides, with the "Chromom-
eter"; in the hands of tin.- descril»er it 1- made to yield very accu-
rate results.—Amer. Soc. Philadelphia, Oct. 4, 1878.

3. Additional characters of the Sauropoda; by O. C. Marsh.—
Beside the characters of the Sauropoda, already made known by
the writer,* others of importance have been since brought to light.

The skull, of which so little has been known hitherto in the
Dinosaurs, presents in Morosaurus grandis some strongly lacer-

tian characters. It is short, high and narrow, something like that
of the Chameleon. The supra-occipital is very large, and forms
the upper part of the foramen magnum. The ex-occipitals have
long par-occipital processes. The occipital condyle is formed
entirely of the basi-occipital. The long basipterygoid processes
are of the lacertian type. The quadrate is elongated, very slender
above, and has a small articular head. Below, it is fixed by the

pterygoid, which unites with it by suture. On the outer side of
the quadrate, below the middle, the quadrato-jugal joins it by
suture. Its posterior end is cup-shaped, with the cavity opening
outward, and partially closed by a thumb-like process. This bone
divides in front, one branch going upward, and the other forward,
to join the jugal and complete the lower arch. The bones of the
cranium were united by open sutures, and there are large parietal

fossae. The orbits are large, and there is a vacuity in front of the

lachrymal. The upper jaws are especially short and deep, and each
maxillary contained nine teeth. The nasals and premaxillaries

were narrow. The Lower jaws were not coossified at the sym-
physis, and each dentary bore twelve teeth. This bone was very
deep in front, and pointed behind.

tJpistemal bone.—A bone, found with the remains of Apato-
saurus ajax, so strongly resembles the episternal element in lizards,

that it must be regarded as an episternal bone. It is cruciform in

shape, and symmetrically bilateral. The posterior process is ab-

ruptly truncated
; the anterior is short and obtuse, and the lateral

processes are the longest. The lower surface of this bone is

slightly convex on the median line, and more strongly convex

ely. The upper surface and sides indicate that it was
surrounded mainly by cartilage. By this interpretation of the
bone, the posterior truncated process abutted against the sternum,

* This Journal, vol. xvi, p. 411, and vol. xvii. p. 85.
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the posterior reentrant angles were met by the coracoids, or the

Lng cartilage. This would leave the anterior coneavitiei

for clavicles, no evidence of which has hitherto been found in

Dinosaurs. Their existence in Apatosaurus, if not in other Saaro-

poda, seems therefore a necessity. The large rugose facet on the

anterior projection of the scapula offers the natural place for union

with that bone.

but a single spe<

with what we s

These interesting remains will be more' fully described by t

writer in another communication.
Yale College, January 22, 1819.

4. Portrait of f/w»boldt.—An excellent portrait, of natural size,

painted by Steuben, belongs to Madame de Schcenfeld, of Paris,

i be disposed of. It should be in some of the Galleries or

i of this country. Information respecting it may be

sought of the distinguished botanist, E. Cosson, 1 Rue Abbatucci,
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1 propose, in the present article, to adduce numerous facts
which seem to afford decisive evidence that the ultimate mole-
cules of bodies, under varying conditions of pressure and other

bo surrounding molecules, are subject to change in the
intensities of the forces of attraction or repulsion they are capa-
ble of exerting, at a given distance, on such contiguous mole-
cules

; while retaining the same temperature and the same
chemical constitution.

The first evidence I shall present that the ultimate molecule
ttay, cinder certain conditions, experience a change in the in-

tensities of its active forces, is derived from the facts and phe-
nomena of the set, or permanent distortion of materials, which re-

mains after they have been temporarily subjected to a force of

enmenters, the writer included, with the view of determining
ie amount of set experienced by various materials, after a
3rtain fraction of the breaking load has been applied and
'ithdrawn ; and of ascertaining nil the laws of the set, under
arying loads, variations in the duration of stress, varying con-
itions in the application of repeated stresses, etc. The follow-

'g are some of the principal facts and laws that have been ex-

erimentallv determined.
(1.) If a bar of any material (e. g. wood, iron,_or steel) be
injected to varying forces of stress—whether tensile, compres-
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(2.) Thei
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sive, or transverse—increasing progressively from a small frac-

tion of the breaking load, on the removal of the load a certain

set will remain, which will increase steadily with the amount

of the load. The progressively increasing 'set will be propor-

tional to a power of the load which varies, more or less, from

one material to another, and for the same material with the

ratio of the load to the breaking weight. The law of variation

falls, in general, between the first and fourth power of the load;

but when the stress is a large fraction of the breaking load, the

set may increase according to a much more rapid law. This is

! of wrought iron.

3, strictly speaking, no definite limit of

that is, no minimum limit of the load below which no set results.

This fact was decisivelv made out by Hodgkinson in his ex-

periments on the behavior of wrought iron under a tensile

stress, by Chevandier and Wertheim in their extensive course

of experiments on numerous varieties of wood, variously

strained, and in the writer's experiments on the set, or residual

deflection, of bars of wood, iron and steel, after a t

stress. In the last mentioned series of experimental determi-

nations, a perceptible set was obtained, with each material,

immediately after the stress was removed, however small its

amount, until it fell below the lowest possible determination of

which the apparatus was capable (viz: T oloo of an iQcn ) >

anc*

on increasing the delicacy of the measuring apparati

found that the least perceptible immediate set was sti

only by the capability of detecting, with the apparatus, minute

displacements.

We may say, then, that every load, however small, gives

rise to an immediate set ;* and that the set increases progres-

sively with the load, however small the increments of load

may" be, up to the point of rupture. If for any ordinary

material, there is a limiting load below which no immediate set

results, such limit has not yet been determined.

(3.) The set augments with the duration of the stress, up to

a certain interval of time. When moderate strains an

it has been found that this limiting interval may vary, with the

strain, from a few minutes to one hour. In experiments with

white pine subjected to a transverse stress, a set from five to

nine times greater was obtained by prolonging the stress.

(4.) The amount of the set does not remain invariably the

same for an indefinite time after the stress is withdrawn, but is

subject to material fluctuations. If very small i

off entirely in a few rr
: -

—

for a short interval of ti

* By immediate set is meant 1
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experiments) it increases for a longer interval. This increase
of set is eventually succeeded by another decrease ; which may
again be followed by other smaller fluctuations extending over
several hours. As a final result the set subsides entirely, or
settles into a permanent value ; according to the amount and
duration of the stress applied.

These facts lead unmistakably to the conclusion that the
molecules of the materials experimented on, as a result of the
temporary application of the force of stress, experienced an
abiding change of dimensions or mechanical condition, by
reason of which the intensities of their mutual actions no
longer remained the same at the same distance, as before the
stress was temporarily applied, and hence did not return pre-

cisely to their former configuration or relative positions ; also

that this molecular change increased progressively with the

amount of the stress, and, to a certain extent, with the pro-

longation of the stress ; and that the disturbed molecules, in

acquiring their new mechanical condition, fluctuated more or
less to the one side and the other of the final state of equilib-

rium. To make this more evident, let us consider somewhat in

detail the results of a single series of experiments; for example,
those made by Captain Kodman (U. S. Army) on a cylinder of

cast iron, 35 inches long and 1'366 inches in diameter, subjected
to a tensile stress. The smallest set observed was ?ttV<jo of

the length, and resulted from the temporary application of a

tensile stress of 6,000 pounds to the square inch. This stress,

temporarily applied, had then the effect to produce an abiding

increase of TT?'«oo m the distance between two contiguous
molecules in the line of stress. Loads increasing by 1,000

pounds, from 6,000 pounds to 25,000 pounds per square inch,

were successively applied :it considerable intervals of time, and
the resulting sets, or permanent elongations, increased progres-

sively from TU,n5 to ¥ifV o of the length ; and accordingly the

distance between contiguous molecules in the line of stress

were augmented by the same fractional amounts. The direct

operation of these loads, before being withdrawn, augmented
the molecular distances by fractional amounts varying from

W«s to -g^-g. Now this bar of cast iron was a mass of mole-

•h. whenever no external stress was in actual opera-

tion, must have been in equilibrium under the operation of

antagonistic forces of attraction and repulsion exerted by the

the line of stress augmented

^^l and this although the actual

displacements produced "by the" suspended loads were only from
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ttVtt to ttH- To suppose that these molecules, during all these

progressive permanent chang< - of mutual distance, continued

to exert forces of mutual action varying only with the distance,

is to suppose that they were capaL-ie of taking, under the ope-

ration of such forces, constant at the same distance, an indefi-

nite series of positions of equilibrium differing from each other

by exceedingly minute fractions of the distances between the

molecules. The absurdity of this supposition is still more

apparent when we consider that we must also admit that the

molecules were capable of being in equilibrium, in relative

positions which it required at the outset certain forces of stress

to bring them into, although the inherent molecular forces are

not supposed to have changed. Without violating fundamental

principles of Statics, we cannot escape from the conclusion that

the molecules must have undergone some change, under the

operation of the temporary strains developed within the bar by

the external stress, by reason of which they exerted mutual

actions that had no longer the same intensity, at the same dis-

tance, as before the stress was applied. To suppose that the

bar was not homogeneous throughout, would here be of no

avail, for whatever its inequalities of constitution or texture, at

all points of its mass the equilibrium must obtain under the

operation of the inherent forces of the molecules there present,

diether like or unlike. Besides the fact of a progressive in-

while the stress as.

load, is found to hold good

whether the body is in the condition of cast iron, or wrought

iron, or wood (a material that has resulted from a natural

growth). This statement also disposes of the conjectural a*
planation of the phenomena of set which has sometimes been

given, that they are attributable to a relief of the particles of

the body from internal strains subsisting before the stress is

applied. For, if it were possible to form any distinct concep-

tion of such internal strains that could give rise to such phe-

nomena, it is idle to suppose that all varieties of material, ana

all the diverse specimens of the same materia!, an
tr states of internal strain. On the other hand, ii •*

admit that the molecules may be susceptible of va

their mechanical condition, under the influence of their mutual,

effective attractions, or repulsions, when forced out of their

relative positions of equilibrium, and that a fraction of vat

molecular change may abide after the external stress is with-

drawn, we have a simple, general explanation of the
j

of set, and a - ttial -
* 01 \ I .-i> for a definite theory of imperfect

A body which is imperfectly elastic under a i

'< ''' t:

;

:n

external force of stress, would be simply one whose
experience a sensible permanent eitangi: nf iti.vliaitical coiidi-
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tion as the result of the operation of this force of stress. When
the load is removed the body should then have a certain set
We may add here, incidentally, that all facts and phenomena

in which imperfect elasticity plays any part (e. g. the prop-
erties of ductility, malleability and plasticity), aiv so many
additional evidences of variations occurring in the mechanical
state of the molecule.
A second general evidence that the ultimate molecule is

liable to variation, maybe derived from the observed changes
in the mechanical properties of materials produced by tension,

pressure, heat, etc. Thus the enacity of iron may be greatly
increased by wire-drawing, also by hammering and rolling when
heated. This is generally explained by saying that the parti-

cles have been brought it t • ic\ ivlativrp.v-.ii ens; though the
effect in the latter case is attributed in part to the removal of

impurities. Such an explanation is little better than a state-

ment of the fact that a change of configuration has occurred,
and the tenacity has in consequence increased. It neither

states what the change of configuration is, nor why it is possi-

ble while the inherent forces of the molecules are supposed to

remain the same, nor why it should be attended with an in-

crease of tenacity.

The tenacity of bar iron may also be materially increased by
the process of thermo-tension. This consists in subjecting the
bar to a large tensile stress, while heated to about 400° R, and
then allowing it to cool after being relieved of strain. The
tenacity of good bar iron may be increased from 12 to 20 per
cent by this process. At the" same time the bar has become
permanently elongated by about 6 per cent The precise

amount of the effect varies with the temperature to which the

bar is raised, and the intensity of the tensile stress applied.

Shall we assume, then, that the molecules, while retaining the
same forces, have taken up an indefinite series of positions of

equilibrium, varying progressively with the number of degrees
of temperature and the number of pounds of stress, or admit at

once that under the varying conditions of temperature and
stress, permanent variations in the intensities of their active

forces must have taken place, and thus new configurations have
become possible, attended with augmentations of tenacity. In
all such cases it must be borne in mind that the displacements
of the molecules are but small fractions of the distances be-

tween them.
We will add that the well-known effects of tempering and

annealing, also give intimations of permanent changes effected

by variations of temperature in the mechanical condition of the

individual molecules.
Let it not be understood that in what precedes, the intention
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has been to convey the idea that the molecular displacements

produced by wire-drawing and hammering, and the permanent

changes of mechanical properties that may result from the ope-

ration for a time of a force of tension, or pressure, or a change

of temperature, must be, in every instance, wholly ascribed to

variations o! moi solar ondition; but that such variations

must play an important part in the mechanical processes of

change, and constitute one mechanical feature of the substances

thus specially affected.

Another evidence that the ultimate molecule has the prop-

erty of variability, is furnished by the great change of mechan-

ical properties that sometimes results from the presence in a

body of minute quantities of other substances (e. g., the great

changes in the tenacity and other properties of steel.

on slight variations in the percentage of carbon associated with

the iron; and in the tenacity of iron or steel resull

slight differences in the percentage of manganese,
etc.) According to the results of the experiments of Kirkaldy

on Fagersta steel (Sweden), the union of 0'5 per cent (orM
of carbon with the iron augmented the tenacity of the ham-

mered bars from { to
J-,

and an increase in the q\

carbon from 0'5 per cent to 1 per cent (from mro to jh) aU£'

mented the tenacity from i to j. The presence of ?U
of carbon, would give only one chemical molecule of carbon for

every forty-three chemical molecules of iron ;
and of ttU, 0iuy

one molecule of carbon to every twenty-one molecules of iron.

The following table, extracted from the Article on Steel, in

Johnson's Cyclopedia, by Mr. A. L. Holley, gives the compara-

tive effects on the mechanical qualities of steel of several differ-

agersta (Sweden). euburg (Austria).

Qa n̂ .

of AV.BjejUn, Quantity of A\B
o
rerg PSS»"

ws
0-70 p. c. 062 to 0-88

is!' Its
*° 5 to 10 p. c.

0-38 to 0-62 so. 20- to

103,747
0-35 p. e. 'K J17to 12 p. c. 0-15 to 033

80 298
*° 20 to 25 p. c.

62,533 1 68,217 ' ___ .

i that with the Fagersta steel an increase in tne

proportion of carbon from 0'30 of 1 per cent to 1 per center

! than doubled the t and that with the Neu-
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burg steel an increase in the proportion of carbon from 0'15
per cent to 112 per cent (or about xfo) augmented the tena-
city in the ratio of 2 1 to 1.

It has been shown by recent experiments* that an increase
in the percentage of manganese in Bessemer steel from 0-5

per cent to 1 per cent, while the percentage of carbon and phos-
phorus remain the same, may augment the tenacity of the steel,

when untempered, by one-fifth, and when tempered in oil by
one-quarter. In this case but one molecule of manganese is

added to every two hundred molecules of iron.

The magnitude of these variations of tenacity is greatly dis-

proportionate to the quantity of carbon, or manganese, associated
with the iron. Nor can such mechanical effects, increasing

progressively with the percentage of the ingredient, be reason-

buted to continued variations in the number of atoms
in the physical molecules, or in the configurations of unvary-
ing molecules. It would seem that their possibility, on physical

grounds, can only be conceived by admitting that the iron

molecules, which combine with the carbon molecules, suffer in

consequence some physical change by reason of which the in-
"'"

s of their attractive actions on surrounding molecules
eased, and

'

propagation from

Additional intimations that the ultimate molecule has the

property of variability, are furnished by certain facts in Chem-
ical Physics.

(1.) In solution, solids assume the mechanical properties of

liquids. The entire mass of the solution is in the liquid state,

and, to all appearance, the molecules of the dissolved solid are

as truly in the liquid condition as those of the solvent. The
molecules of the solid have not suffered any change of chem-
ical composition. The natural inference then is, that they have

experienced a change of mechanical condition. The alterna-

tive supposition is that the physical molecules of the solid are

more complex than the chemical molecules, and in the process

of solution are broken up into others less complex, which, in

their association, have the mechanical properties of a liquid.

(2.) Certain elementary substances have the property of

Allotropy, that is of assuming, under varying circa

different states or forms in which they exhibit very different

physical and chemical properties. Sulphur, phosphorus, oxy-
gen, and carbon, may be cited as conspicuous examples.
" Several other elements are known to be capable of existing in

* On the Effects of Phosphorus and Manganese on the Mechanical
of Steel; by M - Magazine, April l-7b, [,.
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two or more allotropic states. Indeed, instances of allotropy

are so common that some chemists have been led to believe

that most, if not all, of the elements may exist in dial

tropic states.'
1

In some cases (e. g., sulphur, phosphorus and

carbon) the substances occur in different states of solidifica-

tion—crystalline, vitreous, or amorphous—that is, their mole-

cules occupy different relative positions of equilibrium. Now
the capability of taking up these different positions is an inti-

mation of a probable difference in the mechanical condition of

the ultimate molecule?". "Diversity of crystalline structure, or

its entire absence, is, however, evidently only one of the many-

differences of properties incidental to allotropism ;
in many

cases it must be regarded as a consequence of the latter, by no

means its cause. At all events the cases of allotropism which

occur among the gases, cannot be explained by this theory

"

(i. e., by a mere difference of molecular arrangement.) The

uemical properties generally exhibited in the different

allotropic states of a substance must apparently be attributable

to diversities in the condition of the individual molecules ;
and

so be regarded as evidence in support of the doctrine of the

variability of molecules. In fact Berzelius suggested the term

allotropism as expressive of the idea that the diversities of

property observed might depend on some absolute difference of

qua n mi rl . i nierent varieties of a substance, and not upon

any dissimilarity in the arrangement or number of its mole-

cules ; and we are told " that this idea has ever since steadily

gained favor, although directly opposed to the doctrine of the

immutability of matter, one of the principal tenets on which

the chemistry of the first half of the century was based."

While in allotropism we have the significant fact that the

same element can exhibit the properties of two dill'

stances, we have in isomerism a kindred fact,—that the same

substances combined in precisely the same proportion- niav

form two or more compounds differing widely from each other

in their chemical and physical properties. Whatever may be

the supposed differences of molecular arrangement in these

varying compounds, such differences must apparently find their

efficient cause in varied mechanical and physical states assumed

by the individual molecules of the constituent substances.

That varying circumstances of combination should suffice to

determine all the supposed diversities of arrangement of mole-

cules, while the combining "chemical atoms" retain the same

intensity of mutual action, seems in the highest degree improb-

able. In many, if not all the cases of isomerism, there must

apparently be a true allotropy, or change of state of the ulti-

mate molecule of the different elements combined.
In corroboration of the evidence of the variability of mole-
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cules furnished by allotropism and isomerism, we may mention
that " many well known substances exhibit differences in hard-
ness, color, specific gravity, solubility, etc., according to the
circumstances in which they are produced."

(3.) Some substances in the nascent state exhibit chemical
properties, which they do not possess, or, if at all, only in an
inferior degree, in the ordinary free state. Thus oxygen,

:, and nitrogen, are much more active, chemically, in
nt than in the free state. We must then suppose that

the chemical molecules either differ in these two states, in the
number of their constituent atoms, or in the physical and
mechanical condition on which their chemical activities depend,
without any difference in the number of constituent atoms.
Ihe former supposition involves the improbable hypothesis
that the same atoms regarded as endued with inherent forces of
:i constant intensitv, may take up two or more different relative
positions of equilibrium.
The citation of facts, mechanical, physical, and chemical,

which furnish evidence that the ultimate "molecule is liable to
varution, might be extended almost indefinitely. In fact, in
every change of state which a body may experience, and in

almost every change of physical relation to other substances,
the active forces exerted bv the molecules on one another are
different in intensity—though the temperature remain the same

;

and, in general, after the body has been subjected to any me-
procera, the molecules manifest different intensities of

mutual action. Many physical processes are attended with
suits. Some of these variations of molecular con-

dition have been conjei by the vague hypothe-

3 are differently arranged—either that the
existing molecules, regaoh d ;is -t<"ii - M kindred atoms, take
on different configurations, or become broken up and replaced
by others. But others .o: t ' of such a character that this expla-
nation is wholly inadmissible (see p. 185) ; and, in general, no
definite theory is offered of a mechanical process by which such
supposed changes in the constitution of the molecules may be
brought about.

If, in view of the array of evidence that has now been pre-

sented, it be admitted that the ultimate molecule has the

property of variability, in the sense that has been defined, under
varying mechanical relations to other molecules, and the mole-
cule be regarded merely as a group of kindred atoms, then we
must conclude that these atoms are also variable, after the same
manner as the molecule itself. For it is obvious that a -roup
of kindred atoms cannot exercise an external action varying m
intensity at a given distance, and increasing progressively with

the amount of change experienced in its mechanical relations
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to surrounding molecules, if the inherent atomic forces suffer

no change. But to suppose that the inherent atomic forces

vary in intensity at a given distance, is to discard the ordinary

conception of the atom, which is that it is not only invariable

in its mass and volume, but also in the intensity of action.

whether attractive or repulsive, it is capable of exerting on

another atom at a given distance from it. " We are ac<

constrained to regard the elementary parts of molecules, which

have received the designation of atoms (" chemical atoms')

as in reality liable to variation in their capabilities of mechani-

cal action. But we are not therefore under the necessity of re-

jecting the fundamei ' '• atoms, for we may

instead regard the " chemical atom " as consisting of a true

atom of ordinary matter invested with an ethereal atmosphere,

and thus as being an organized mechanical system, that may be

capable of variation in its dimensions and force of external

action at the unit of distance, with varying external relations—

though the inherent forces of all the atoms in the system re-

main unchanged. This is the general conception of the " chem-

ical atom " which I have adopted in my papers on Molecular

Physics.* Upon this view the chemical atom, and the mole-

cule (chemical or physical) have the same general constitution,

and differ only in the precise mechanical state of the ethereal

atmosphere that invests the atom proper. To this last element

of bodies, incapable of change in its mass as measured by its

weight, I have given the designation of the ultimate molecule.

The mutual actions of ultimate molecules constitute the mole-

cular forces ; and so include, taken in the most comprehensive

sense, the mutual actions of ultimate molecules in the differ-

ent state answering to the " chemical atom," " chemical mole-

cule," and " physical molecule." Upon this hypothesis, with

regard to the constitution of the chemical atom and molecule,

it is the investiture of the atom proper with an ether.

phere that has armed it with the power of operating on adja-

cent atoms ; and, at the same time, imparted to it its

with respect to the physical agents of light, heat and electri-

city. The deEnite conception I have formed of the constitu-

tion of this ethereal atmosphere, is not that it is simply a mass

of 1 uminiferous ether condensed around the atom. Such an

atmosphere, perfectly elastic, would be incapable of permanent

change as a consequence of temporary variations of external

pressure. Besides, while researches in Physical Opt

led to the conclusion that the atoms of bodies are

surrounded by such atmospheres, electric phenomena
mationof the presence in bodies, and in intimate

with their molecules, of a subtile fluid termed the "electric

* This Journal, July, 1864. and May, 1872.
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fluid," or ether. It has been shown by physicists that certain
of these phenomena do not absolutely require the admission of
an ether distinct from the luminiferous, but the same cannot be
said of electric phenomena in general. Moreover, all the
efforts hitherto made to explain electric phenomena by hypo-
thetical motions of the atoms of bodies, have proved futile.

No definite physical theory of electricity has been framed thai
does not involve the conception of a subtile electric fluid, the
atoms of which repel each other, and are attracted by those of
ordinary bodies ; and we have as yet no sufficient reason for

og the original hypothesis that this fluid is distinct
from the luminiferous ether. If, then, there be an electric ether
distinct from the luminiferous and presumably less subtile (i. e.

made up of larger atoms) the ethereal atmosphere condensed
around an atom by its attractive action, should consist of an
atmosphere of luminiferous ether and an envelope of electric ether

immersed within this for a certain depth. Such is the definite

conception I have adopted of the constitution of the molecular
atmosphere. It may be characterized as an ethereo-electric

atmosphere. From '

this combined with the fundamental
hypothesis that recurring impulses are incessantly exerted on
one another, by all the atoms, ethereal and non-ethereal, that

make up the ultimate molecule, I have deduced the operation
of certain molecular forces. The two ethers condensed around
the atoms, and pervading the interstices between them, are

constituted as media capable of transmitting wave actions, by
the permanent statical repulsion exerted between their atoms.
The recurring impulses just mentioned originate such wave
actions which are propagated from one molecule to another.

The attractive impulses exerted by the central atom of a mole-
cule on its electric envelope, originate in it waves that take
effect attractively on contiguous molecules. On the other

hand, the repulsive impulses exerted by the atoms of the en-

velope on each other, originate waves that take effect re-

pulsively on these molecules. In considering the action of one
molecule on another contiguous to it, the virtual center of the

firsl system of waves will be somewhat without the inner sur-

face of the envelope, and that of the other system somewhat
within its outer surface—both centers being on the line of the

centers of the two molecules. It is farther to be observed,

that the subsidences of the envelope, induced by the attractive

impulses from the central nucleus, should originate waves in

the dense luminiferous ether, posited below the envelope,

which would be propagated indefinitely outward and take

effect on the contiguous molecule as repulsive pulses. But
this system of wave-actions may be combined with the attrac-

tive system into resultant attractive actions. The different
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sets of waves, emanating from different virtual centers, will be

propagated according to the law of inverse squares. The

tction of one molecule on a contiguous one will be the

between the resultant attractive action just men-

tioned, and the opposing action of the system of repulsive

wave- first mentioned. The following is the general expression

for this force of effective molecular action*

n{Zr*+2rx) _ m
(1)J- (r+xy(2r+xy aT

in which x denotes the distance between the molecular en-

velopes, r the distance between the center of the system of re-

pulsive waves first mentioned and that of the system of attrac-

tive waves, n the coefficient of attraction, and m that of re-

pulsion. If we put x=ur, — =k, and — =p, this expression

becomes

f
_(_HS±2u)__l\

(2)f-[(i+uy(2+uy <P
The first term represents the attractive action, the other the re-

pulsive. I propose, in a subsequent paper, to apply to this

physical formula numerous quantitative and qualitative tests, f

From the point of view taken in the present discussion

the important question here arises, whether the ultimate mole-

cule as it has been defined, endued with the forces of external

subject to variation in its' dimensions, and in the coefficients

(n and m) of its attractive and repulsive wave impulses, under

variations of pressure. Suppose that the external pressure is

increased, and the ultimate molecules are thus urged nearer to

each other, the molecular envelopes will in consequence be

compressed, and the dimensions of the molecules, as well as

their coefficients of attraction and repulsion be altered. When
the compressing force is withdrawn, if the dense luminiferous

ether posited between the envelopes and the central atoms of the

ultimate molecules has been merely compressed without any

diminution of its quantity, the envelopes should return to their

original position, and the coefficients of attractive and repul-

sive wave actions to their original value, and the molecules

would return to their original relative positions ; but in facta

portion of this dense ether will be urged outward between the

atoms of the envelopes, and so when the recoil comes on, the

* See this Journal. July, 1864, p. 68, and May, 1872, p. 338.

f A paper embodying the
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envelopes may fail to reach their original distance from the
central atoms. The dimensions of the molecules, as a whole,
may thus be permanently diminished, and, in consequence, the
distance between the centers of contiguous molecules at which
the opposing molecular actions counterbalance each other be
permanently less. The coefficients n and m (eq. 1) should
also be more or less altered, and thus the neutral distance x
between the contiguous envelopes at which the effective force

/ becomes zero, should vary. From the combined operation of
these two causes, the relative positions of equilibrium of the
molecules should be more or less altered. If a force of tension
be applied to the body, a permanent change of an opposite
character may ensue.

It still remains to be seen how far the molecular theory
that has been set forth, can be reconciled with chemical facts.

This question opens too wide a field for present discussion even
in the most cursory manner, but a word or two ought to be
said to obviate the objection that may at once occur to the
reader as fatal to the theory, viz: that the absolute invaria-

bility of atoms is established by chemical facts. Si ri

ing, these facts only show the weight of the atoms to be inva-

riable, and that they exhibit the same chemical properties

whenever the relations to other atoms are the same, and also in

certain cases (e. g. solution) over a certain range of variation in

such relations; provided, also, the operation of the physical

agents on them is the same. But this does not preclude the

supposition that large variations of their mechanical state may
occur while the atoms are under different mechanical and phys-
ical relations. It may be added that the received molecular
formulas of substances would still remain the same, but would
have a different physical interpretation. The hypothesis of the

breaking up of complex molecules and the formation of new
ones, would be replaced by the simple conception of the con-

traction or expansion of molecular envelopes, with attendant

variations of the volume of the mass, and in the physical and
chemical properties of the ultimate molecules, which now play

the part of "chemical atoms." In gaseous compounds the

number of atoms specified in the molecular formula of the

compound, would represent the proportionate degree of con-

densation of the gaseous mixture. Thus, when two volumes
of hydrogen are mixed with one volume of oxygen, and by
the electric spark are made to combine, the mixed gases would
be condensed, by reason of a condensation of all the molecular

envelopes, and thus a diminution in the size of the effective

molecules, into a space two-thirds that occupied by the mixture
before the combination. The elementarv volume of the

mass would macules ('-chemical atoms")
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of hydrogen, and one of oxygen, just as the " molecular vol-

ume," in the received chemical theory, contains these atoms.

If we contemplate this general conception of chemical

phenomena, deducible from our general molecular theory,

simply in the light of a representative scheme, it must be

admitted to be far simpler than the received theory ; which is,

for the most part, only a scheme of hypothetical transforma-

tions supposed to be in some inexplicable way effected by

a force of " affinity " or " chemism." For it regards the mole-

cule and "chemical atom" as having a similar physical consti-

tution, and attributes all changes of chemical properties occur-

ring in such molecules to contractions or expansions of their

ethereal envelopes, m : tions in their active

forces, under the operation of the molecular forces and physi-

cal agents. If it should hereafter be made apparent that the

mechanical relations of dissimilar ultimate molecules may in

fact be such that changes in the dimensions and effective forces

of the molecules may supervene, and that a special force of

attraction may come into operation when two such molecules

come into juxtaposition, it will be seen that a rational basis is

offered for a physical theory of chemical phenomena.
Yale College, Oct. 25, 1818.

Aim XXIL— .1/ 't>knse;* bv J- W.
Dawson, LL.D., F.B.S.

Eozoon Canadense has, since the first announcement of its

discovery by Logan in 1859, attracted much attention, and has

been very thoroughly investigated and discussed, and at present

its organic character is generally admitted. Still its claims are

ever and anon disputed, and as fast as one opponent is disposed

of, another appears. This is in great part due to the fact t'

so few scientific men are in a positio: *
'

evidence respecting it. Geologists
upon it with suspicion, partly on account of the great age and

tfi structure of the rocks in which it occurs, partly be-

cause it is associated with the protean and disputed mineral

Serpentine, which some regard as eruptive, some as metamor-

phic, some as pseudomorphic, while few have had enough

experience to enable them to understand the difference between

those serpentines which occur in limestones, and in such rela-

tions as to prove their contemporaneous deposition, and those

which may have resulted from the hydration of olivine or

* Der Bau des Eozoon Canadense, von Karl Mobius, Professor der Zoologie in

(itugraphica, Band xxv.
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similar changes. Only a few also have learned that Eozoon is

only sometimes associated with serpentine, but that it occurs
also mineralized with loganite, pyroxene, dolomite, or even
earthy limestone, though the serpentinous specimens have
attracted the most attention, owing to their beauty and abund-
ance in certain localities. The biologists on the other hand,
even those who are somewhat familiar wtth foraminiferal or-

ganisms, are little acquainted with the appearance of these
when mint?; », traversed with minute mineral
veins, faulted, crushed and partly defaced, as is the case with
most specimens of Eozoon. Nor are they willing to admit the pos-

bat these ancient organisms may have presented a much
more generalized and less definite structure than their modern
successors. Worse, perhaps, than all these, is thee
that dealers and injudicious amateurs have intervened,
have circulated specimens of Eozoon, in which the i

imperfectly preserved to admit of

'e fragments of serpent' serpentinous limestone, without any struc-

ture whatever. I have seen in the collections of dealers and
even in public museums, specimens labelled "Eozoon Cana-
dense" which have as little claim to that designation as a chip
of limestone has to be called a coral or a crinoid.

The memoir of Professor Mobius affords illustrations of some
of these difficulties in the study of Eozoon. Professor Mobius
is a zoologist, a good microscopist, fairly acquainted with mod-
ern foraminifera, and a conscientious observer ; but he has had
no means of knowing the geological relations and mode of

occurrence of Eozoon, and he has had access merely to a limi-

ted number of specimens mineralized with serpentine. These
he has elaborately studied, and has made careful dwwingB of

portions of their structures, and has described these with some
degree of accuracy ; and his memoir has been profusely illus-

trated with figures on a large scale. This, and the fact of the

memoir appearing where it does, convey the impression of an
exhaustive study of the subject, and since the conclusion is

adverse to the organic character of Eozoon, this paper may be
expected, in the opinion of many not fully acquainted with
the evidence, to be regarded as a final decision against its ani-

mal nature. Yet, however commendable the researches of

Mobius may be, when viewed as the studies of a naturalist

desirous of satisfying himself on the evidence of the material

he may have at command, they furnish only another illustration

of partial and imperf nite unreliable as a

verdict on the questions in hand. The following considerations

will serve to indicate the weak points of the memoir.
1. A number of errors and omissions arise from want of

study of the fossil in situ, and from want of acquaintance with
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of Life," as if it were natural size, and his stating that the

larger specimens have fifty laminae, whereas they often have

more than an hundred. More important is his failing to appre-

ciate aright the occurrence of Eozoon in certain layers of regu-

larly bedded limestones, the rounded or club-shaped forms of

the more perfect specimens, the manner in which the layers be-

come confluent at the edges of the forms, as described by Sir

W. E. Logan and myself, or the amount of crushing and frac-

ture which most of the specimens exhibit. Thus he fails to

convey any adequate idea of the Stromatoporoid forms and

mode of occurrence of the organism, or indeed of its general

character and probable mode of growth. Farther he treats it

from the first as a mere laminated aggregate of calcite and

serpentine, without reference to its occurrence in any other

state, and also without reference to the fragmental limestones in

part made up of its remains. He objects strongly to the want

of definiteness of form and disfa ambers and

connecting passages, without making allowance for defects of

preservation, or mentioning the similar want of defined form in

some titromatoporce. He admits, however, that the modern Car-

penteria and its allies are in some respects equally indefinite.

He farther objects to the impossibility of detecting regular

primary chambers like those in modern foraminifera, but seems

not to be aware that, as I have recently shown, some Stromato-

porce originate in a vesicular, irregular mass of cells, and that

in Lojiusia, both the Eocene L. Persica, and the Carboniferous

L. Columbiana, the primary chamber is represented by a merely

cancellated nucleus.*

2. With reference to the finely tubulated proper wall of

Eozoon, he has fallen into an error scarcely excusable in an

observer of his experience, except on the plea of insufficient

access to specimens. He confounds the proper wall with the

chrysotile veins traversing many of the specimens, and obvi-

ously more recent than the bodies whose fissures they fill-

That he does so is apparent from his stating that the proper-

wall structure sometimes crosses the bands of serpentine and cal-

cite, and also that it presents a series of parallel four-sided

prisms, whereas, when at all perfectly preserved, it shows a

series of cylindrical threads penetrating a calcite v.

some of his specimens have contained the proper
preserved is obvious from his own figures, in which it \+ p°--j"

ble to recognize both this structure and chrysotile rein

confounded by him under the same designation. He objects,

somewhat naively, that many of the chambers fail to exhibit

* See Journal of London Geol. Soc., January, 1878.
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this nummuline wall, and that it sometimes presents a ragged
appearance or is altogether opaque. In point of fa

appear distinctly, either in decalcified specimens or in dices,
only when the minute tubes are filled with some substance
optically distinguishable from calcite, or not acted on by dilute
acid. When the proper wall is merely calcareous (and I have
specimens showing that it is often in this state, and without
any serpentine in its pores), its structure is ordinarily invisible,

and it is the same when the calcareous skeleton has from any
cause lost its transparency or has been replaced by some
other mineral substance. Even in thickish slices, the tubes,

though filled with serpentine, may be so piled on one another
as to be indistinct. All this may be seen in Tertiary Nummu-
lites. When wholly calcareous their tubulation is often quite
invisible, and when imperfectly injected with glauconite or
other silicates, they often present a very irregular appearance.
If Professor Mobius will study the Nummulites injected with
glauconite from Kempten,* Bavaria, in addition to the casts of

Polystomella from the ^Egean to which he refers, he will be
better able to appreciate these points. It may be worth re-

peating here that, in examining the original specimens of

Eozoon, I did not recognize the proper wall. I did not doubt
that it must have existed in some form, since I could easily

detect the canals in the supplemental skeleton ; but I did not

wonder at its non-appearance, knowing the chances against its

preservation in a recognizable form. Its discovery was due to

the subsequent investigations of Dr. Carpenter.+
3. To the canal system, Professor Mobius does more justice,

and admits its great resemblance to the forms of this structure
in modern Foraminifera. This indeed appears from his own
figures, as will be seen from the fac-simile tracings reproduced
here, figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, which well show how wonderfully
this structure has been preserved, and how nearly it resembles
the similar parts of modern Foraminifera. He thinks, however,
that these round and regularly branching forms are rather ex-

ceptional, which is a mistake; though it is true that the sec-

tions of the larger canals are often somewhat flattened, and that

they become flat where they branch. They are also sometimes
altered by the vicinity of veinlets or fractures, or by minute
mineral segregations in the surrounding calcite, accidents to

which all similar structures in fossils are liable. Another

No. 99.—March, 1879.
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objection, not original with him, is derived from their unequal

dimensions. It is true that they are very unequal in size, but

there is some definiteness about this. They are larger in the

thicker and earlier formed layers, smaller or even wanting in

the thinner and more superficial. In some slices the thicker

trunks only are preserved, the slender branches having been

filled with dolomite or calcite. It is difficult, also, to obtain,

in any slice or any surface, the whole of a group of canals.*

Farther, as I have shown, the thick canals sometimes give off

groups of very minute tubes from their sides, so that the coarser

and finer canals appear intermixed. These appearances are by

no means at variance with what we know in other organic

structures. Another objection is taken to the direction of the

canals, as not being transverse to the laminae but oblique.

This, however, may be dismissed, since Mobius has of course

to admit that it is not unusual in modern Foraminifera. It may

be added that some of the appearances which puzzled Mobius,

and which are represented in his figures, evidently arise from

fractures displacing parts of groups of canals, and from the

apparently sudden truncation of these at points where the

serpentine filling gives place to calcite. It would also have

been well if he had Bto -terns of those Stroma-

ioporos which have a secondary or supplemental skeleton, as

Cceriostroma and Caunopora. In illustration of this I give in

fig. 5 a group of these canals from a recent paper of my

4. A fatal defect in the mode of treatment pursued by

Mulms is that he regards each of the structures separately,

and does not sufficiently consider their cumulative force when

taken together. In this aspect, the case of Eozoon may be pre-

sented thus : (1.) It occurs in certain layers of widely dis-

tributed limestones, evidently of aqueous origin, and on other

grounds presumably organic. (2.) Its general form, lamina-

tion and chambers, resemble those of the Silurian Stromalopora

and its allies, and of such modern sessile foraminifera as Carpen-

taria and Polytrema. (3.) It shows under the microscope a

tubulated proper wall similar to that of the Nui
though of even finer texture. (4.) It shows also in the thicker

layers a secondary or supplemental skeleton with canals, (o.)

These forms appear more or less perfectly in specimens miner^

alized with very different substances. (6.) The structures of

Eozoon are of such generalized character as might be expected

in a very early Protozoan. (7.) It has been found in various

parts of the world under very similar forms, and in beds

approximately of the same geological horizon. (8.) It may be

*I have succeeded best in this by etching the surface of broken specimens.

f Journal of London Geological Society, January, 1878.
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Canals of Ccenostema—Upper
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added, though perhaps not as an argument, that the discovery

of Eozoon affords a rational mode of explaining the immense
development of limestones in the Laurentian age ; and on the

other hand that the various attempts which have been made to

account for the structures of Eozoon on other hypotheses than

that of organic origin have not been satisfactory to chemists or

mineralogists, as Dr. Hunt has very well shown.
Professor Mobius, in summing up the evidence, hints that

Dr. Carpenter and myself have leaned to a subjective treatment

of Eozoon, representing its structure in a somewhat idealized

manner. In answer to this it is necessary only to say that we
have given photographs, nature-prints and camera tracings of

specimens actually in our possession. We have not thought it

desirable to figure the most imperfect or badly preserved speci-

mens, though we have taken pains to explain the nature and

causes of such defects. Of course, when attempts at restoration

have been made, these must be taken as to some extent conjec-

tural ; but so far as these have been attempted they have
sisted merely in the effort to eliminate the accidental conditions

of fossilized bodies, and to present the organism in its original

perfection. Such restorations are not to be taken as evidence,

but only as illustrations to enable the facts to be more easily

understood. It is to be observed, however, that in the study

of such fossils as Eozoon, the observer must expect that only a

small proportion of his specimens will show the structures with

any approach to perfection, and that comparison of many speci-

mens prepared in different ways may be necessary in order to

understand any particular feature. A single figure or a short

description may thus represent the results of days spent in the

field in collecting, of careful examination and selection of the

specimens, of the cutting of many slices in different directions,

and of much study of these with different powers and modes of

illumination. My own collection contains hundreds of pre-

parations of Eozoon, each of which represents perhaps hours

of labor and study, and each of which throws some light more

or less important on some feature of structure. The results of

labor of this kind are unfortunately very liable to be regarded

as subjective rather than objective by those who arrive at con-

clusions in easier ways.
Taken with the above cautions and explanations, the memoir

of Professor Mobius may be regarded as an interesting and

useful illustration of the structures of Eozoon, though from

a point of view somewhat too limited to be wholly sat-

isfactory.



Magnetic Storm of May 14, 1878.

[Communicated by Carlile P. Patterson, Superintendent United States Coast and

The extensive magnetic disturbance of May 14, 1878, of
which accounts have been given in Nature,* and which was
observed in China, Australia and England, also made its

record in North America at our magnetic observatory, estab-

lished at Madison, Wisconsin, in the winter of 1876-1877.
This observatory is in latitude 43° 04' 29"'5, and in longitude
5 h 57m 36s-5 west of Greenwich ; in it are mounted a set of

Brooke's Magnetographs, and daily photographic traces of the

changes in magnetic declination and in the horizontal and ver-

tical forces have been produced since March, 1877, and are

intended to be kept up for some years. The declination traces

for several days preceding the 14th were normal, but about
midnight May 13-14, a series of disturbances commenced con-

part of some large oscillations to the eastward and
westward, and in part of a great number of small and rapid

rtic features of the trace may be
given as follows

:

Thed
( A principal westerlyf e

ange of motion 16'o ; after this a

{ A principal easterly e

Range of motion of principal disturbance 31'-7.

There is also a westerly extreme about - - - 7 10 " 108 M

After 10 p. M. the irregularities gradually subside.

Last extreme easterly position 15 110 a.m. 7 08 "

It will be noticed that at the Greenwich observatory the

storm commenced on May 14, at 6 h 05m A. m., at Stonyhurst

observatory at 6h 04m, at Zi-ka-wei, near Changhai, also at 6h

04m (Gr. time), and at Melbourne supposed at f 20m ;
the storm

may therefore be taken as simultaneous at these places. At
* Vol. xviii, Nbs. 467, 468, 469. f Referring to north end of the magnet.



Greenwich the north end of the needle moved eastward between

6 and 9 a. M, but at Madison the general motion was westerly;

again the sharp deflection commencing at 5h 40m Mad. time (ll
h

38m p. m. Gr. time) was to the eastward at Madison, and to the

westward after 1 l
h 45m at Greenwich, thus deflecting the mag-

nets in opposite directions.

The northern component of the horizontal force was sharply

affected at Madison, the force diminishing at 14* h 05m A. M.,

Madison time, 14d 6h 03m A. M., Greenwich time. The disturb-

ance continued, but between 2£ and 7£ A. M., the trace is too

indistinct to be read ; the small "oscillations continue to about

llh 45m , when they become superseded by a series of larger

waves culminating in a maximum extreme at 2h 30m P. M., Mad-

ison time, 8h 28m P. M.. Greenwich time, and a minimum at 3
h

58m P. m., Madison time, 9h 56m p. m., Greenwich time. The

large disturbances continue till about 10h 20m P. M., having

reached a maximum extreme about 4h 50m P. M., Madison time,

10h 48m p. M., Greenwich time, and a minimum extreme at 9
h

03m p. m., Madison time; 15* 3h 01m a. m., Greenwich time.

Range between maximum at 2b 30m, and minimum at 9
h
03
m

,

T j T of the horizontal force, nearly. In the Greenwich account

it is <tated "the first start in the 'trace of the declination mag-

net at 18h 05m (Astr. Eec.) is most distinct." Now within two

minutes of this time occurs the first and sharpest deflection in

our horizontal force trace at Madison, thus marking distinctly

the commencement and simultaneousness of the storm.

The disturbance in the vertical force commenced about May 14,

lh 10m a. m. (7
h 08m Gr. time), and terminated about 3h 30m a.m. ;

between this time and 5h 45m P. m., the trace was smooth, but

between 5h 45m and 6h 45m a sharp deflection took place in the

opposite direction, the maximum force occurring at 6h ll
m

P-M -

(May 15,
h 09m a. m. Gr. time), the deflection or increase

amounted to ^f of the vertical force. The vertical force trace

did not exhibit anv of the tremulous motion noticed in the

other two curves.
"

I may state that a description of the Madison magnetic

observatory, together with the discussion of the first years

observations and results, is nearly readv in manuscript for pub-

lication. Chas. A. Schott,
Assistant C. and G. S. in charge Observatory.

Coast Survey Office, Washington, D. C, Jan. 6, 1879.
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Art. XXIV.—On the Flocculation of Particles, and its Physical
and Technical Bearings; by Eugene W. Hilgard, of the
University of California.

I have heretofore (this Journal, Oct. and Nov., 1873) dis-
cussed, casually rather than directly, the tendency of small
particles to form, under the influence of a moderate agitation,

granular aggregates or compound particles of larger size, op-
posing to mechanical disintegration more or less resistance,

according to the circumstances of temperature and moisture.
Some discussions since made, and more especially that of Pro-
fessor S. W. Johnson, on the Mechanical Effects of Tillage *

appear to me to render desirable a more detailed consideration
of the various bearings of this phenomenon, which, despite its

simplicity, and obviousness in every-day life, seems not to

have received all the attention it deserves. This is strikingly

exemplified in the modes of experimentation and the more or
less contradictory results obtained by different observers—Von
Klenze, Haberlandt, Ad. Mayer, Nessler, and others who have
studied the capillary relations of soils to water. In comparing
the effects of "packing" and "loosening" of powders and
soils upon their relations to water, it makes a material differ-

ence whether the material used was dry, damp or wet, and
whether or not the soil had been previously under tillage for

some length of time. Again, Johnson seems to incline to

attribute to the flocculation of the clay in soils, by various
agencies, effects which, I think, clearly belong to all small par-

ticles as such.
Perhaps the best fundamental experiment (which can be

neatly projected on a screen by the beam of a magic lantern) is

the one described in my previous paper (loc. cit., p. 290). A
sediment consisting of granules of the uniform hydraulic value
of lmm per second, is introduced into an ordinary conic-cylin-

drical elutriating tube, placed vertically, in which the current
of water entering at the small orifice below, alone performs the

stirring-up needed to keep the sediment from settling down.
If now a current of water be turned on, corresponding to a

velocity below that of lmm at the mouth of the tube, of course
none of the sediment can pass out of the upper end, but it will

be kept circulating in the conical portion, by a current going
upward in the axis of the tube, and downward on the sloping
sides of the cone. If this be kept up for ten or fifteen min-
utes, and then the velocity gradually increased, it will be found
that scarcely any of the sediment will pass off, either at the

* Rep. Conn. Exp. Station for 1817.
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velocity corresponding to its true hydraulic value, or even at

one four or five times higher; the cause being that its single

grains have coalesced or "flocculated" into compound grains

of from five to thirty or more of the original ones, thus forming

in effect a very coarse sediment of roundish masses. When
these are allowed to settle, it will be seen that this altered sedi-

ment occupies a very much larger space than did the original

un sediment, in consequence of the large vacant spaces

left between the aggregate-grains ; the relation between the

two being somewhat like that between gunpowder dust and

coarse blasting powder.
If now the coarse sediment be violently stirred by shaking

up, or if it be boiled even lightly, the heavy masses disappear,

the water becomes uniformly turbid, and after the proper time

of quiescence, a thin horizontal layer of single-grain sediment

is formed at the bottom of the vessel.

There is nothing very remarkable or new in this experiment;

every chemist knows the phenomena it exhibits from every-day

experience, and acts upon it in the gentle stirring given to

liquids in which precipitates just forming are desired to floc-

culate. Every geologist has seen the flocculent aggregate-

granules rolled along the bottom by a depositing current, and

has noticed the rapid clearing of the gentle stream after it has

been rendered turbid by stirring ; while quiescent pools in the

same material have remained turbid for some length of time.

The experiment with the elutriator-tube, however, is well

adapted to the demonstration of the following laws governing

the formation of aggregates of immersed particles

:

1. The tendency to flocculation is roughly in inverse ratio to

the size of the particles. I have already stated (loc. cit., p.

291) that with quartz grains it practically ceases when their

diameter exceeds about 0'2mm
, or 8mm hydraulic value. It goes

without saying that the number of particles that ma
into one mass, follows substantially the same law. Sediment

of 0'25mm hydraulic value, will sometimes form large masses,

like snow flakes, on the tor-tube.

2. The degree of agitation which will resolve the aggregates

into single grains, is (roughly) inversely as the size of the par-

ticles ; or more properly, perhaps, inversely as their hydraulic

3. The tendency to flocculation varies inversely as the tem-

perature. In water near the boiling point it is very slight; so

strikingly less, that at one time I seriously contemplated the

use of such water in the mechanical analysis of soils, in lieu of

the mechanical stirring. The difficulties of construction and

manipulation of course render this method undesirable, even if

it were altogether efficient.
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4. The presence of alcohol, ether, and of caustic or carbona-
ies, materially diminishes the tendency to floccolation

;

while the presence of acids and neutral salts seems to in-

5. As between sediments of equal hydraulic value but differ-

ent density, the tendency to flocculation seems to be greater
with the less dense particles.

My object being, at the time, not so much the determination
of a questio s, but the finding of an accurate
and practicable method of mechanical soil-analysis, I have not
pursued farther the interesting points suggested by 4 and 5.

The observations made, however, rendered quite obvious a close

relation between the capillary properties of liquids and the floc-

culative tendency of sediments suspended in them. Just what
ion is, must be determined by farther experiment;

nor will I undertake to discuss at this time what is the precise

nature of the attraction that causes the formation of these

flocculated aggregates, and when formed holds them together.

Regarding the single particles as irregular spheroids, each of

which can, at best, come in contact at three points with any
other particle, it cannot be mere surface adhesion independent
of the liquid

; and the particles being submerged, there is no
meniscus to create an adhesive tension. Since experiment
shows that the flocculative tendency is measurably governed
by the cohesion-coefficient of the liquid, it seems necessary to

assume that capillary films of the latter interposed between the

surfaces of solids, do create a considerable adhesive tension

even in the absence of a meniscus ; an assumption that would
seem to be rendered necessary also by the enormous increase of

adhesion caused bv the interposition of a solid film of liquid

between plane plates, even when submerged, as compared with

that of, e. g., two watch glasses adhering only by their wetted

edges, with two concentric circles of menisci. A priori, it is to

be supposed that the surface tension known to exist between

id surfaces, must exist, and exert a corresponding influ-

ence between the surfaces of solids and liquids, apart from any
meniseal action. T am unable to find that any exhaustive in-

vestigation of this particular phase of the subject of molecular

attraction has as yet been made.
It is of course to be expected, that the adhesion of the parti-

cles constituting one of these floccules will be very materially

increased whenever the formation of menisci between them be-

comes possible by the removal of the general liquid mass.

Suppose one of the floccules to be "stranded," it will in the

first place remain immersed in a sensibly spherical drop of

liquid. As this liquid evaporates, the spherical surface will be-

come pitted with menisci forming between the single projecting
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particles ; and as these menisci diminish their radius by still

farther evaporation, the force with which they hold the parti-

cles together will increase, until it reaches a maximum, the

position of which (expressed in the liquid-percentage of the

mass) must be sensibly a function of the size of the <•

particles. As the evaporation progresses beyond this point of

maximum, the adhesion of the constituent particles must

diminish by reason of the disappearance of the smaller menisci

;

and when finally the point is reached when liquid water ceases

to exist between the surfaces, the slightest touch, or sometimes

even the weight of the particles themselves, will cause a com-

plete dissolution of the floccule, which then flattens down into

a pile of single granules.

All this can readily be observed by any one in the progress

previously a

paper. Th<
/ accomplished in the manner set forth in my former

paper. The presence of flocculated

fies the phenomena, in so fs

together under circumstanc
caused a complete collapse.

I now proceed to discuss some of the obvious bearings of the

phenomenon of flocculation upon natural as well as artificial

First, as regards the formation of aqueous deposits, it is

obvious that it is but very rarely that thev can be deposited

otherwise than in a flocculated condition. As a rule.

cannot assort in accordance with their individual hydraulic

value, any sediments below that of 8mm per second, or about

0-2mm diameter ; and the complex particles thus formed are de-

posited along with single ones of much higher hydra ol

The deposition of such an intractable substance as " pure clay

would be, as well as that of any one sediment of vei

range as to size or hydraulic value, is thus practically impossi-

ble, save under very exceptional circumstances. Were this

otherwise, the local occurrence of soils and rocks of extreme

character, both as to chemical and mechanical composition,

would be much more frequent than is actually the case.

The fact that, as a consequence of known processes in the

formation of aqueous deposits, the latter must be cot-

constituted of compound spheroid granules, at once del

the view of Tyndall regarding the cause of slaty cleavage by

moo, to be the true one, as against that of Sorby. Yet

Tyndall, while assuming such structure to exist, fails to assign

any definite cause, outside of crystalline masses. It would be

i to make the counter-test, and prove that when (as

can readily be done) the flocculated structure is destroyed
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previous to the application of pressure, slaty structure does not
result, either at all, or in as marked a degree. I hope to make
this experiment before long.

The destruction of the floccules is effected by what is known
in the arts as the tamping or ''puddling" of earth or clay. It
is the result of violent agitation with water, or of kneading,
boiling, or finally, to a certain extent, of freezing. All these
agencies are employed by the workers in clay for the purpose
of increasing plasticity, which depends essentially upon the
finest possible condition of the material to be worked : for

when it is in a flocculent or granular condition, it assumes
more or less the properties of sand.

The latter fact can be most strikingly shown in the following
manner : Let any clay or clay soil be worked into a plastic

paste with water and then dried ; the result will be a mass of
almost stony hardness. Add to the same paste about 0-5 per
cent of caustic lime, which substance (as shown by Schlcesing
and myself) possesses in an eminent degree the property of

: ela\ int. i floccules. The diminution of plasticity

drying, the mass will fall into a pile of crumbs upon a mere
touch, or dropping it on the floor—a striking lecture ex-

periment, as well as a convincing illustration of the effect of
liming upon clay soils, in rendering them " warmer " and more

llecL I found that bubbling carbonic acid gas through
a magma of the limed clay for twenty-four hours, when all

alkaline reaction had disappeared, had failed to restore the

plasticity even when, after drying, the carbonate solution had
been destroyed. This agrees with the experience of farmers
that the " lightening " effect of a liming continues for years to

be very manifest, and is never entirely lost It is well" known
that marling produces similar but weaker effects ; and the

same can be observed wherever one and the same clay soil is

partially subject to washings from limestone hills, or to the ad-

mixture of underlying calcareous strata. Schloesing's experi-

ments on the efficacy of lime water in coagulating clay water,

show its effect to exceed greatly that of any other calcium

compounds
; and so far as my experiments go, I find those of

no other element approaching, in this respect, those of calcium.
In this connection Dr. John LeConte's remarks on the excep-
tional transparency of calcareous waters in Florida (Proc. Am.
Assoc. Adv. Sci., 1860, p. 33) should be called to mind.

Were any farther proof needed regarding the nature of the

effects of ti - lime experiment would supply
] t- It is the loosely flocculated aggregation of the soil particles

•tamped"
condition which results from the mechanical action of rains
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and (in silt soils) of drying. Tillage acts not merely, as Pro-

fessor Johnson says (On some Reasons for Tillage, Eep. Sec'y,

Conn. Board of Agr., 1877-8) :
" by lifting up masses of soil,

turning them and letting them fall so that the close contact

produced by rest (?) and moving water is broken, and the

grains of sand and the minute aggregations of loam are brought

into new positions with regard to each other, and to greater

distances from each other." These " new positions " and " great-

er distances " are brought about and maintained by the phe-

nomenon of flocculation, by the formation of compound crumbs

(" ackerkrume "), which can be readily seen and compared

with the partially " tamped " soil on the land side, in any fur-

row made rated soil ; and they relate to each

other, both as to bulk and permeability, in mass, somewhat as

powdered lead would to bird-shot. If this be the correct view,

mere rest cannot, in general, produce any compacting influence

on soils, such as is claimed (loc. cit.)by Professor Johnson ; and I

think the proof that it is innocent of any such action is found

in the case of any virgin soil in forests, where the protecting

covering of leaves assures the most absolute rest to the soil for

centuries, and where, nevertheless, it is always in such tilth as

our best-tilled fields might envy.
There is one class of soils, nevertheless, in which " rest "may

be said to produce compacting, to wit: those consistii ig

ous silt with not clay enough to maintain them in position after

drying ; so that the loose arches of the floccules collapse by

weight, or by the least shocks. This happens not

-equently in river-sediment soils ;

they are injur*that they are injured by plowing when very dry, in the same

way that clayey' soils are when plowed too wet. In both cases

the effect is to destroy the floccules and produce a grog

or tamped structure, which it requires several seasons' tillage

to rectify. In the case of "beating" rains, the hardening

effect upon the surface is of course due to the mechanical de-

struction of the floccules, followed by the infiltration with

"clay water," which, in drving, acts as" a hardening cement.

In some soils the point'of maximum cohesion of the floc-

cules, and consequently the tendency to maximum flocculation,

lies between very narrow limits : as' the farmer says, they have

to be plowed when "just right," or not at all, on pains of in-

juring their tilth for years. I find among these not only the

ciav soils proper, but"another da ifomty nne

By l
mm hydraulic value, and below) with but very

little clay ; which, when wet, are said to " work like P "-?'

and when a very little too dry remain cloddy. Those
the tillage may be done within a wide range of condition as to

moisture, are 'those containing a great variety of sediments o
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all sizes; colluvial rather than alluvial, and usually called
"loams." The exact conditions of maximum floe

however, and the influence exerted thereon by each, of the
several sediments and their combinations, still remain to be
determined ; and the task is not a light one.

It is known that the longer a soil has been maintained in

perfect tilth, the more difficult it is to " puddle " it by wet
plowing. This is doubtless owing to the gradual cementation
of the floccules by the soil water ; which fixes them, as it were,
more or less permanently.
As to the action of frost on soils, it is clear that as the

water-menisci within the floccules freeze, the soil must be re-

duced to its ultimate mechanical elements, held apart by the
ice crystals. It is thus readily intelligible why plowing too wet,

after a freeze, is so much more inj when done
after only a rain. But when the thawed soil is allowed first to

assume its proper moisture condition, the newly-formed floc-

cules are of course looser than ever ; and in clay and loam soils

the most perfect tilth is the result, while clayless ones are

measurably "puddled"'' by frost.

The "ripening" of potter's clay by freezing, boiling, alter-

nate wetting and drying, or finally by thorough working, is

obviously based on the same process of " atomization." Not
only do these processes destroy the mechanically formed aggre-

gates, but boiling at least, and probably all the rest, serve to

reduce the r of soils and clays to the amor-
phous, plastic, diffusible modification. As to boiling, I have
succeeded in rendering diffusible and very plastic, the seventy-

five per cent of clayey ingredient in a white, chalky pipe clay,

resembling kaolin, and which naturally is but very Blight

tic, by boiling for about eighty-five hours. In this case the clay

water showed, even after a week's subsidence, a distinctly dot-

ted structure under a power of five hundred diameters, instead

of the non-resolvable cloud exhibited by the water from natu-

rally plastic clays. Since lithological evidence proves conclu-

sively that mere soaking in water does not produce the trans-

formation, unless accompanied by mechanical agencies: we
can hardly escape the conclusion that the difference between
the plastic and non-plastic kaolinite is merely mechanical, and
not properly comparable to that between quartz and cha

In regard to the action of alkaline carbonates in preventing

flocculation, and thus rendering tillage difficult or im

many of the "alkali soils" of California supply striking

examples. The name is popularly applied, almost m
nately, to any soil containing such excess of soluble salts of any
kind, as to become apparent by efflorescence. Among these,

however, the soils impregnated with alkaline carbonates may
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generally be recognized by their extreme compactness, and re-

fractoriness under tillage ; and by the fact that they usually form

"low spots" in the general surface of non-alkaline land, irhert

turbid clay water, dark with dissolved humus, will lie for

weeks after the higher land appears dry. I give below the re-

sults of the comparative mechanical analysis of two samples of

Boil, taken within twelve feet of each other, on an alkaline

tract in the neighborhood of Stockton, Cal. One of these

represents a fertile " ridge " soil, in excellent tilth, lying (natu-

rally) about eighteen inches higher than the soil of tin

alkali tract, in which the same soils alternate on hillocks and in

depressions, so as to render it impossible to cultivate one with-

out the other. The alkali soil had been plowed, en-
rolled and harrowed, until the harrow produced no further

effect ; and the result was a seed-bed of soil clods ranging from

the size of a pea to that of a billiard ball, but no tilth. At the

same time, portions of the " ridge " soil so treated were reduced

to an ashy condition of tilth. Inspection seemed to show that

the two soils differ but little in mechanical composition ;
not

nearly enough to account for such difference of tilling qualities.

The analyses resulted thus :

Stockton soils.

Non-alkaline. Alkaline.

Clay, . ...208 2*<

Sediment<o-_';j hydraulic value 32'0 26'1

The only material difference in the mechanical composition

of these two soils is in the relative amounts of clay and finest

sediment ; and this is perhaps more apparent than real, inas-

much as the disintegrating action of the alkali has doubtless

been instrumental in bringing out as " clay " in the alkaline

soil, a portion of what in the other has remained behind in the

finest sediment Still, as the alk . ;md lower

than, the tillable soil, and receives its washings, it should con-

tain somewhat more clay than the latter. Taking the results

as they are, however, it is clear that the mechanic
sition of the alkali soil gives no clue to the cause of its be-
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havior under tillage, since a soil containing no more than 24-6
per cent of clay, with all sediments above the finest so evenly
distributed, should be classed simply as a " clayey loam."
The dark brown soil-extract, leached from the alkali soil,

amounted, after ignition and treatment with carbonic acid, to
0-251 per cent. Of this amount, 0*158 was again soluble, 0*093
remaining behind as earthy salts, etc. The soluble part was
constituted thus

:

Carbonate of sodium - 52*74
Chlorid of sodium ...8808
Sulphate of sodium... .13-26
Tri-sodic phosphate 1-83

100-91

The insoluble part of the aqueous extract gave :

Carbonate of calcium 14-02

Silica (soluble in Na
2
C0 3 ) 24-37

Iron oxides, alumina, and some clay (by difference) .50*47

100.00

It will be observed that notwithstanding the presence of

considerable amounts of neutral sodium and calcium salts, that
of about 0-08 per cent of carbonate of sodium was sufficient to
render the soil practically untillable. In this case, as well as
in that of a very large amount of similar " alkali land " in the
state, the application of a sufficient amount of gypsum to de-

compose the alkaline carbonate, produces a surprising change;
which, on the small scale, can be perceived at once, but in the
field, naturally requires a season's tillage to become effective as

to tilth. It at once prevents, of course, the injury to seeds and
growing plants arising from the corrosive action of the alkaline

carbonate, which helps to render them unprofitable for culture.

My suggestion of the use of gypsum on soils of this character,

not containing enough of soluble salts to render their presence

objectionable when neutral, has already been tested in practice

with the most satisfactory results. It will be seen that among
the soluble salts is a comparatively very large amount of alkaline
and earthy phosphates, ace with Grandeau's re-

searches) follow the humus acids into solution even when the

solvent is alkaline. Were the soil to be thorough-drained (as

"i sometimes been done in order to relieve the excess of salts)

these phosphates would be carried off in the drain water. The
use of gypsum prevents this loss by rendering the phosphates
insoluble together with the humus, albeit in such a finely
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divided state as to remain perfectly available to vegetation.

The double benefit thus gained manifests itself in the exu-

berant fertility of the soils so treated. I shall hereafter de-

scribe more in detail the very singular features of the Califor-

nia alkali soils, but mention the present as a conspicuous ex-

ample of the benefits to be derived from an intelligent, direct

investigation of soils.

Among the many other cases in which the phenomenon of

flocculation comes into play in technical practice, I only men-

tion that of ore extraction by means of solvents. Were the

solvent liquid poured on the finely pulverized dry ore, it would

permeate it with extreme slowness, and the subsequent wash-

ing-out of the solution would be tedious in the extreme. It is

therefore the universal practice with all fine ores to dampen

them first with an amount of water varying according to the

nature and fineness of the ore, and then by stirring or working

over, to flocculate them, or, in technical language, to render them
" woolly." Care is then taken to prevent the inflow of water

from "puddling" the charge by direct impact, and all stirring

or concussion whereby the flocculated arrangement of the par-

ticles might be broken down, is carefully avoided.

Similarly, of course, the leaching-out the soluble salts from

a true " alkali soil " by the ordinary process of percolation,

is almost impossible in consequence of the entire absence of

flocculation ; and can only be accomplished by a long series of

decantations followed by evaporation to dryness, extraction

of the residue by quiet upward diffusion, and syphoning-off.

Even thus, a final correction for clay that has defied both

filtration and subsidence, must almost always be made.

Art. XXV.

—

Remarks on the Jura- Trias of Western North Amer-

ica; by C. A. White, Paleontologist to the U. S. Geological

Survey.

The fact is generally known that among North American

rocks neither the Jurassic nor Triassic period are any where so

well represented as they are in certain parts of Europe. In-

deed, until within a few years past it has not been cl

demonstrated by the presence ol efl of fossils

that any strata of the western territories of the United States

are exactly equivalent with any Triassic strata of Europe,

although a certain series, distributed over a large portion of

that great western region has been recognized as Jurassic ;
and

also a certain sandstone formation, usually of a red or reddish

color, generally present beneath that Jurassic series, has been
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very generally referred to the Trias. It is my present purpose
to offer some remarks upon these western Mesozoic formations,
but not now to consider those strata which are commonly re-

ferred to the Triassic period in Connecticut and cert;' in

Atlantic States farther south.

Some modification of the views concerning these western
is that have been just indicated was produced, but the

elucidation of the question of actual synchronism of these two
groups with European strata hardly advanced by the following

iiees. The sandstone formation before referred to,

which, from its prevalent color has been often designated as the
"Bed Beds," had been generally regarded as un fossil iferous,

except that some imperfect vertebrate remains and an abund-
ance of silicified wood have been found in its strata; but Dr.

Hayden, in 1869, published* the statement that he had found
sic fossils near the base of this group which

until then had been referred to the Trias almost without ques-
tion. Also, in 1874, Mr. E. E. Howell, then in charge of one
of Professor Powell's parties, collected in southern Utah, from
the lower portion of the formation in question, several species

of invertebrate fossils, some of which, at least, I regard as spe-

dentical with well-known species which, until then,

had been found only in the unquestioned Jurassic strata of the

western territories. + As far as this paleontological evidence

extended, it seemed to indicate that all the Mesozoic strata of

that great region east of western Nevada, and beneath the

Dakota group of the Cretaceous series belong to one and the

same epoch. The impression however still prevailing that the

Triassic period, at least in part, is really represented by the

Red Beds, the term Jura-Trias began to be used to designate

collectively that formation together with the Jurassic strata

above it. This collective designation seems to have met with

general approval and, although our knowledge concerning

these strata and their equivalents is increasing, it seems advisa-

ble to continue it until further investigation shall enable us to

fix upon some definite horizon for their separation.

None of u - arc inn mled +
> apply to the

great development of tipper Triassic strata which, as is well

known, exist near the western border of the continent. The
existence of these strata was first made known in 1864, by the

n of volume I, Paleontology of California; and they

were still further described in the lately published volumes of

the United States Geo; [nth Parallel. In both

* See page 11. Geol. Rep. Expl. Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. By F. V.
( 'apt. \V. F Raynolds, Corps of Engineers U. S. A..

chapter in Powell's Report on the Geology of the

Made in 1860 and published in 1869. 8vo, pamphlet.

_ t See White's paleontological chapter in Powell's R
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of these works the contained fossils are fully illustrated and de-

scribed, and the strata are, by those fossils, referred to the

horizon of the St. Cassian, Aussee, and Hallstadt deposits of

Europe. Professor Whitney says in the first work just cited :

"This great Triassic belt of the Pacific coast has been most

fully explored by the survey in the latitude of 40°, and over a

width east and west of nearly four degrees of longitude (117°

to 121°) .... But sufficient paleontological evidence

has been obtained to enable us to state that this formation ex-

tends from Mexico to British Columbia, and that it occupies a

vast area, although much broken up, interrupted by eruptive

rocks, and covered in many places by heavy accumulations of

volcanic materials."

No fossils, however, as already stated, or at least no inver-

tebrates, were known to exist in any North American strata

east of that region which could be confidently referred to the

Triassic period, until the autumn of 1877, when a collection

was brought in by one of the parties of the United States Geo-

logical Survey of the Territories, in charge of Dr. F. V. Hayden,

which was found to contain molluscan types that are plainly

Triassic. The collection referred to was made by Dr. A. C.

Peale, field geologist, from two or three localities in southeastern

Idaho, and which, with the other collections of the survey,

came into my hands for study. They have, however, only

lately receh publication

will soon be made in Part I, vol. v, Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur. Terr.

The fossils which have been obtained at numerous localities

in different parts of the western territories and referred with

little or no question to the Jurassic period are well known;

such, for example, as Pentacrinus asteriscus Meek and Hayden,

I. & H., Campt/mectes hellistriatus M. & H.,

lunnirroUs curia Hall, 0,tn n strhjih nda White, &c. Wherever

in that region a collection of Jurassic (or as they have come to

be commonly designated, Jura-Trias) fossils has been made,

some one or' more of these species has generally been found

among them; and the new forms, whenever they have been

discovered, have not generally been in excess of those which

were previously known, thus suggesting the discovery of no

separate horizons. Almost the contrary, however, is the case

with the collection from the localities here referred to in south-

eastern Idaho, because, out of the list of the species obtained

there and presently to be mentioned, only three were previ-

ously known, and only one {Eumicrotis curia) has ever been

found associated with well-known Jurassic fossils.

At the principal one of these localities, which is about sixty-

vr miles north of the southern, nnrl picrhtflfm miles west of the

i-Trias
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strata in question to be about 3,000 feet in thickness of alter-

nating limestones, sandy shales and sandstones, with about
1,800 feet of Carboniferous strata beneath them, and with
which they are apparently strictly conformable. He found in

that immediate vicinity no exposures of the Bed Beds, which
have so generally been referred to the Trias, but he recog-
nized them at some localities only a few miles away ; and he is

confident that they occupy a position immediately above the

uppermost strata of the series exposed at the locality here
especially referred to. It thus appears that this fose

series, containing true Triassic types, occupies a position beneath
the comparatively unfossiliferous Red Beds which were so long
supposed to be the only representatives of the Trias in that great

region
; and that they separate the former from the well-known

Jurassic series. The fose - oi this Lower series were found at

different horizons within the thickness of 3,000 feet exposed at

the locality mentioned, the following being a list of them :

1. Terebraiula semisimpiex White ; 2. T. augusta Hall & Whit-
field?; 3. Avindopecten Idahoensis Meek; 4. A. PealeiW. ; 5. A.
altusW. : 6. Eu microtis curta Hall; 7. Meekoceras aplanatum. \Y. ;

8. M. Mushbachanus W. ; 9. M. gracilitatus W. ; 10. Arcestesf

cirralus W. ; 11. A. ? ?

All except Nos. 2, 3 and 6 of this list are new forms, and
they have hitherto been found only within that limited area in

southeastern Idaho. No. 2, which is referred by its authors to

the Jurassic of Nevada, is doubtfully identified as above. The
type specimens of No. 3 were obtained from another locality in

southeastern Idaho several years ago, and doubtless from the

same horizon as that of the foregoing list. No. 6 is a common
fossil and has by different geologists been reported from
numerous and widely separated Jurassic localities in the west.

Indeed it is at present, by this species alone, that the collection

of the foregoing list is connected with the well-recognized

Jurassic of that great region.

The Brachiopods and Conchifers of this collection would not

have attract* .1 particular attei tion under the < ir< u instances, but

the Cephalopods present types which had never been found in

American Jurassic strata, but are clearly Triassic; one of

which was a new generic form. Having recognized the unique

character of this collection, the Triassic type of the Cephalo-

pods, and the fact that although closely related to typical

>ne group especially presented some important generic

modifications, concerning which I desired the opinion of Pro-

fessor Alpheus Hyatt, whose excellent and exhaustive labors

upon this class of fossils are so well known. I therefore sent

them to him for examination, and of the two, or perhaps three,

generic forms which they embrace he describes one as new,
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under the name of Meekoceras, and refers the others, doubtfully,

because of the imperfection of the specimens, to Arcestes Suess.

Now comes an interesting and, in view of the recognized St.

Cassian age of the Nevada Trias before referred to, a somewhat

unexpected fact. The types of these Cephalopods, as dis-

tinctly stated by Professor Hyatt, have close affinities with

those of the Muschelkalk or M'iddle Trias of Europe, and not

with those of the St. Cassian, Aussee, and Hallstadt deposits of

the European Upper Trias. This fact, however, need not

excite especial surprise when it is remembered that the south-

eastern Idaho locality is about four hundred miles eastward

from that of the Nevada Trias ; and, furthermore, that the

positions which they occupy are respectively adjacent to east

and west borders of an extensive area which was above the

level of the sea during the whole of Mesozoic time ; and which

extended from the southern to the northern portion of North

America. The deposits of the two regions were therefore

never directly continuous, and probably no physical connection

of their strata respectively, need be sought for.

With this discovery of a true Triassic fauna east of that long

continental area of Mesozoic time, new interest is given to the

study of the earlier Mesozoic rocks of the western territories.

There are such indications of an intimate faunal relationship

between these Triassic strata of southeastern Idaho and the

true Jurassic strata of that great western region, that I still

prefer to hold to the provisional designation of Jura-Trias for

the whole of them. But in view of the great development of

the first mentioned strata, although now known only in a lim-

ited area, and of the distinctively Triassic facies of its types,

especially the Cephalopods, it seems not improbable that we

may yet find a physical plane for their separation as Jurassic

and Triassic groups respectively.

LRT. XXVI— On the Illumination of Lines of Molecular Pres-

sure, and the Trajectory of Molecules; by William CROOKES,

F.E.S., V.P.C.S.*

which appears round the negative pole of an ordinary vacuum-

tube when the spark from an induction-coil is passed through

it. He describes many experiments with different kinds of

poles, a varying intensity of spark, and different gases, and

arrives at the following propositions:

—

* Abstract of a paper read before the Royal Society, Dec. 5, 1878. (Phil- M»*'
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Illumination of Lines of Molecular Pressure.—a. Setting up
an intense molecular vibration in a disk of metal by electrical
means excites a molecular disturbance which affects the surface
of the disk and the surrounding gas. With a dense gas the
disturbance extends a short distance only from the metal ; but
as rarefaction continues, the layer of molecular disturbance
increases in thickness. In air at a pressure of 0-078 millim.
this molecular disturbance extends for at least 8 millitna from
the surface of the disk, forming an oblate spheroid around it.

b. The diameter of this dark space varies with the exhaus-
th the kind of gas in which it is produced, with the
' ire of the negative pole, and, in £

sity of the spark. For equal de

perature of the negative pole, and, in a slight degree,
' the spark. For equal degi

hydrogen and least in carbi

. with i

The shape and size of this dark space do not vary with
the distance separating the poles, nor (or only ver\
with alteration of battery-power, nor with intensity of spark.

When the power is great the brilliancy of the unoccupied parts
of the tube overpowers the dark space, rendering it difficult of

observation; but, on careful scrutiny, it may still be seen
unchanged in size ; nor does it alter even when, with a very
faint spark, it is scarcely visible. On still further reduction of

the power it fades entirely away, but without change of form.

The author describes numerous experiments, devised to

ascertain if this visible layer of molecular disturbance is iden-

tical with the invisible layer of molecular pressure or stress,

the investigation of which'has occupied him for some years.

The Electrical Radiometer.—One of these experiments is as

follows:—An ordinary radiometer is made, with aluminium
disks for vanes, each disk coated with a film of mica. The fly

is supported by a hard steel cup instead of a glass cup; and
the needle-point on which it works is connected by means of a
wire with a platinum terminal sealed into the glass; at the top

of the radiometer-bulb a second terminal is sealed in. The
radiometer can therefore be connected with an induction-coil,

the movable fly being made the negative pole.

Passing over the phenomena observed at low exhaustions,
the author finds that, when connected with the coil, a halo of

a velvety violet light forms on the metallic side of the vanes,

the mica side remaining dark throughout these experiments.
As the pro- lark space is seen to separate the

violet halo from the metal. At a pressure of half a millim.

this dark space extends to the glass, and positive rotation com-
mences.

On continuing the exhaustion, the dark space further widens
out and appears to flatten itself against the glass, and the rota-

tion becomes very rapid.
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When aluminium cups are used for the vanes instead of

disks backed with mica, similar appearances are seen. The

velvety violet halo forms over each side of the cup. On
increasing the exhaustion the dark space widens out, retaining

almost exactly the shape of the cup. The bright margin of

the dark space becomes concentrated at the concave side of the

cup to a luminous focus, and widens out at the convex side.

On further exhaustion, the dark space on the convex side

touches the glass, when positive rotation commences, becoming

very rapid as the dark space further increases in size and ulti-

mately flattens against the glass.

Convergence of Molecular Bays to a Focus.—The subject next

ted is the convergence of the lines of force to a

focus, as observed with the aluminium cup. As this could not

be accomplished during rapid rotation, an instrument was made

having the cup-shaped negative pole fixed instead of movable.

On exhaustion, the convergence of the lines of force to a focus

at the concave side was well observed. When the dari

dary a focus of dark violet light can be seen convex
as the rays diverge on the other side of the focus, spreading

beyond the margin of the dark space—the whole appearance

being strikingly similar to the rays of the sun reflected from

a concave mirror through a foggv atmosphere.
Green Phosphorescent Light 'of Molecular Impact—At very

high exhaustions the dark space becomes so large th

the tube. Careful scrutiny still shows the presence of the dark

violet focus; and the part of the glass on which fall the rays

diverging from this focus shows a sharply defined spot of

greenish-vellow light. On still further exhaustion, and espe-

eiallj if (lie cup is made positive, the whole bulb becomes

beautifully illuminated with greenish-yellow phosphorescent

light.

This greenish-yellow phosphorescence, characteristic of high

exhaustions, is frequently spoken of in the paper. It must

be remembered, however, that the particular color is due to

the special kind of soft German glass used. Other kinds of

glass produce a different color. The phosphorescence takes

place only under the influence of the negative pole. At an

exhaustion of 4 M * no light other than this is seen in the

apparatus. At 0*9 M the phosphorescence is about at its max-

imum. When the exhaustion reaches 015 M, the spark has

a difficulty in passing, and the green light appears o<

in flashes only. At 0'06 M the vacuum is almost non-con-

ductive; and a spark can be forced through only by increasing

* M signifies the millionths of an atmosphere.
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the intensity of the coil and well insulating the tube and
wires leading to it. Beyond that exhaustion nothing has been
observed.

Focus of Molecular Force.—In an apparatus specially con-
structed for observing the position of the focus the author
found that the focal point of the green phosphorescent light
was at the center of curvature, showing that the molecules by
which it is produced are projected in a direction normal to the
surface of the pole. Before reaching the heat exhaustion for the
green light, another focus of blue-violet light is observed ; this

varies in position, getting further from the pole as the exhaus-
tion increases. In the apparatus described, at an exhaustion
of 19'3 M, these two foci are seen simultaneously, the green
being at the center of the curvature, while the blue focus is

at nearly twice the distance.

Nature of the Green Phosphorescent Light.—The author ad-

duces the following characteristics of the green phosphorescent
light, as distinguishing it from the ordinary light observed in

vacuum-tubes at low exhaustions

:

a. The green focus cannot be seen in the space of the tube,

but where the projected beam strikes the glass only.

h. The position of the positive pole in the tube makes
Bearedy any difference in the direction and intensity of the

lines of force which produce the green light. The positive

pole may be placed in the tube either at the extremity opposite
the negative pole, or below it, or by its side.

c The spectrum of the green light is a continuous one, most
of the red and the higher blue rays being absent; while the

spectrum of the light observed in the tube at lower exhaus-
tions is characteristic of the residual gas. No difference can
be detected by spectrum-examination in the green light, whether
the residual gas be nitrogen, hydrogen, or carbonic acid.

d. The green phosphorescence commences at a different

exhaustion in different gases.
e. The viscosity of a gas is almost as persistent a character-

ist >: ,>t i t;J in,! N ,;i„ ( t \ ., . spectrum. The author refers to

a preliminary note and"a diagram* of the variation of viscosity

ol air, hydrogen, and other gases at exhaustions between 240 M
and 0-1 M. From these and other unpublished results, the

author finds that the viscosity of a gas undergoes very little

diminution between atmospheric laastion at

which the green phosphorescence could be detected. When,
however, the spectral and other characteristics of the gas begin

to disappear, the viscosity also commences to decline ;
and at ;m

exhaustion at which the green phosphorescence is most brilliant

the viscosity has rapidly sunk to an insignificant amount

* Proc. Roy. Soc, Xov. 16, 1876, vol. xiv, p. 305.
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f. The rays exciting green phosphorescence will not turn a

corner in the slightest degree, but radiate from the negative pole

in straight lines, casting strong and sharply defined shadows

from objects which happen to be in their path. On the other

ban I. the ordinary luminescence of vacuum-tubes will travel

hither and thither along any number of curves and angles.

Projection of Molecular Shadows.—The author next examines

the phenomena of shadows cast by the green light. The best

and sharpest shadows are cast by flat disks and not by narrow-

pointed poles; no green light whatever is seen in the shadow

itself, no matter how thin, or whatever may be the substance

from which it is thrown.

From these and other experiments, fully described in the

paper, he ventures to advance the theory that the induction-

spark actually illuminates the lines of molecular pressure

caused by the electrical excitement of the negative pole. The

thickness of the dark space is the measure of the mean length

of the path between successive collisions of the molecules.

The extra velocity with which the molecules rebound from the

excited negative pole keep back the more slowly moving mole-

cules which are advancing towards that pole. The conflict

occurs at the boundary of the dark space, where the luminous

margin bears witness to the energy of the collisions.

When the exhaustion is sufficiently high for the mean length

of path between successive collisions to be greater than the dis-

tance between the fly and the glass, the swiftly moving re-

bounding molecules spend their force, in part or in whole, on

the sides of the vessel, and the production of light is the conse-

quence of this sudden arrest of velocity. The light actually

proceeds from the glass, and is caused by fluorescence or phos-

phorescence on its surface. No light is produced by a mica

or quartz screen ; and the more fluorescent the material the

better the luminosity. Here the consideration arises that the

greenish-yellow light is an effect of the direct impact of the

molecules in the "same electrical state on the surface of the

glass. The shadows are not optical, but are molecular
revealed only by an ordinary illuminating effect; this is proved

by the sharpness of the shadows when projected from a wide

pole.

Phosphorescence of Thin Films.—An experiment is next de-

scribed in which a film of uranium glass, sufficiently thin to

show colors of thin plates, is placed in front of a thick plate of

the same glass, the whole being closed in a tube with terminals

and exhausted to a few millionths of an atmosphere. Of this

the following observations are recorded :—
a. The uranium film, being next to the negative pole, casts

a strong shadow on the plate.
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b. On making contact with the coil, the thin film flashes out
suddenly all over its surface with a yellowish phosphorescence,
which, however, instantly disappears. The uncovered part of
the plate does not become phosphorescent quite suddenly, but
the phosphorescence is permanent as long as the coil is kept at

c. With an exceedingly faint spark the film remains more
luminous than the plate ; but on intensifying the spark, the

v of the film sinks, and that of the uncovered part of

d. If a single intense spark be suddenly sent though the
tube, the film becomes very luminous, while the plate remains
dark.

J F

These experiments are conclusive against the phosphores-
cence being an effect of the radiation of the phosphorogenic
ultra-violet light from a thin layer of arrested molecules at the
surface of the glass ; for were" this the case, the film could
under no circumstances be superior to the plate.

The momentary phosphorescence and rapid fading of the
film prove more than this. The molecular bombardment is

too much for the thin film. It responds thereto at first, but

ily gets heated by the impacts, and then c

The plate, h<

Mechanical Action of Projected Molecules.—When the coil was
first turned on, the thin film was driven back at the moment of

becoming phosphorescent, showing that an actual material blow
had been given by the molecules. Experiments are next
described in which this mechanical action is rendered more
evident. A small rotating fly, capable of being moved about
in any part of an exhausted bulb, is used as an indicator: and
by appropriate means the molecular shadow of an aluminium
plate is projected along the bulb. Whether entirely in or

entirely out of the shadow, the indicator scarcely moves; but

when immersed so that one-half is exposed to molecular impact
the fly rotates with extreme velocity.

Magnetic Deflection of Lines of Molecular Force.—With this

apparatus another phenomenon was investigated. It is found
that the stream of molecules whose impact on the glass occa-

sions evolution of light is very sensitive to magnetic influence;

and by bringing one pole of an electromagnet, or even of a

small permanent magnet, near, the shadow can be twisted to

the right or to the left.

When the little indicator was placed entirely within the

molecular shadow no movement was produced. As soon, how-
ever, as an adjacent electromagnet was excited, the shadow was
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twisted half off the indicator, which immediately rotated with

great speed.

The Trajectory of Molecules.—The amount of deflection of the

stream of molecules forming a shadow is in proportion to the

magnetic power employed.
The trajectory of the molecules forming the shadow is

curved when under the magnetic influence; the action of the

magnet is to twist the trajectory of the molecules round in a

direction at an angle to the free path, and to a greater extent

as they are nearer the magnet, the direction of .twist being that

of the electric current passing around the electromagnet.

Laws of Magnetic Deflection.—An apparatus was constructed

so that the deflection of a spot of light was used instead of

that of a shadow, a horseshoe magnet being placed underneath

the negative pole to deflect the trajectory. The action of the

north pole being to give the line of molecules a spiral twist one

way, and that of the south pole being to twist in the other way

the two poles side by side compel the line to move in a straight

line up or down, along a plane at right angles to the plane of

Irs poles.

The ray of molecules does not appear to obey Ampere's law,

as it would were it a perfectly flexible conductor, joining the

negati ve and the positive pole. The molecules are projected from

the negative: but the position of the positive pole—whether

in front, at the side, or even behind the negative pole—has no

influence on their subsequent behavior, either in producing

phosphorescence, or mechanical effects, or in their magnetic

deflection. The magnet gives their line of path a spiral twist,

greater or less according to its power, but diminishing as the

molecules get further off.

Numerous experiments were tried in this apparatus with dlf*

ases, and with the magnet in and out of position.

Working with exhausted air it was found that the spot of

green phosphorescence on the screen is visible at an exhaustion

of 102-6 millim., when the mean free path of the molecules,

measured by the thickness of the dark space round the nega-

tive pole, is only 12 millims. Hence it follows that a number

of molecules sufficient to excite green phosphorescence on the

screen are projected the whole distance from the pole to the

screen, or 102 millims., without being stopped by collisions.

Alteration of Molecular Velocity.—If we suppose the magnet

to be permanently in position, and thus to exert a uniform

downward pull on the molecules, we perceive that the trajec-

tory is much curved at low exhaustions, and gets flatter as the

exhaustion increases. A flatter trajectory corresponds to a

higher velocity. This may arise from one of two c<

either the initial impulse given by the negative pole is stronger
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or the resisting medium is rarer. The latter is probably the
true one. The molecules which produce the green phospho-
rescence must be looked upon as in a state differing from those
arrested by frequent collisions. The latter impede the velocity
of the free molecules and allow longer time for magnetism to
act on them ; for, although the deflecting force of magnetism
might be expected to increase with the velocity of the mole-
cules, Prof. Stokes has pointed out that it would have to

increase as the square of the velocity, in order that the deflec-
tion should be as great at high as at low velocities.

Comparing the free molecules to cannon-balls, the magnetic
pull to the earth's gravitation, and the electrical excitation of

ve pole to the explosion of the powder in the gun,
the trajectory will be fiat when no gravitation acts, and curved
when under the influence of gravitation. It is also much
curved when the ball passes through a dense resisting medium

;

it is less curved when the resisting medium gets rarer; and. as

already shown, intensifying the induction spark, equivalent to

increasing the charge of powder, gives greater initial velocity,

and therefore flattens the trajectory. The parallelism is still

closer if we compare the evolution of light seen when the shot

uthor finally de-

at heat is evolved
rhen the concentrated focus of rays from a nearly ben

cal aluminium cup is deflected sideways, to the walls of the

glass tube, by a magnet. By using a somewhat larger hemi-
sphere, &nd allowing the negative focus to fall on a strip of

platinum-foil, the heat rises to the melting-point of platinum.

An Ultra-gaseous state of Matter.—The paper concludes with
some theoretical speculations on the state in which the matter
exists in these highly -exhausted vessels. The modern idea of
the gaseous state is 'based upon the supposition that a given

space contains millions and millions of molecules in rapid

movement in all directions, each having millions of encounters
in a second. In such a case, the length of the mean free path
of the molecules is exceedingly small as compared with the

dimensions of the vessel, and the properties which constitute

the ordinary gaseous state of matter, which depend upon con-

cisions, are observed. But by great rarefaction the

free path is made so long that the hits in a given time may be

ii the misses, in which case the

average molecule is allowed to obey its own motions or laws
v:

- m c interference; and if the mean free path is comparable
to the dimensions of the vessel, the properties which constitute

gaseity are reduced to a minimum, and the matter becomes
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exalted to an ultra-gaseous state, in which the very decided but

hitherto masked properties now under investigation come into

play.

Rays of MoJ- 'n!(( r Lu/nt.— Tn -peeking <>t a ray

light the author has been guided more by a desire for concise-

ness of expression than by a wish to advance a novel theory.

But he believes that the comparison, under these speri ,1 c r-

cumstances, is strictly correct, and that he is as well entitled to

speak of a ray of molecular or emissive light when its

is detected only by the light evolved when it falls on a suitable

screen, as he is to speak of a sunbeam in a darkened room as a

ray of vibratory or ordinary light when its presence is to be

seen onlv by interposing an opaque body in its path. In each

case the'invisible line of force is spoken of as a ray of light;

and if custom has sanctioned this as applied to the undulatory

theory, it cannot be wrong to apply the expression to the emis-

sive light. The term emissive light, must, however, be re-

stricted to the rays between the negative pole and the luminous

screen ; the light by which the eye then sees the screen is, of

course, undulatory.
The phenomena in these exhausted tubes reveal to

science a new world—a world where matter exists in a fourth

state, where the corpuscular theory of light holds good, and

where light does not always move in a straight line—but where

we can never enter, and in which we must be content to

observe and experiment from the outside.

Art. XXVIL— On th

Samuel L. Penfield, Ph.B., _.
oratory.— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yale

College, No. LIII.

In June, 1877, I published* an analysis of triphylite from

Grafton, New Hampshire, and showed that the composition of

that variety of the species conformed to the general formula

EgP2 8+

B

8P04. I am now able to add analyses of the same min-

and also of the allied manganese-lithium phosphate, lit

from Branchville, Conn. ; the results of these analy-

all doubt in regard to the true formula belonging to this group.

The specimen from Norwich. Massachusetts. 1 received from

Professor Brush. He bad previous] v identified it asf forming

the nucleus of a large crystal of the well known pseudomor-

phous black phosphate of iron, manganese and lithium, whicn

This Journal, in, xiii, 426, June, 187?. f Ibid., II, niir, 402, Nov. 1862.
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occurs at that locality associated with spodumene. This un-
altered triphylite is very rare, but the specimen, a portion of
which was used for analysis, was bright and lustrous, with the
distinct cleavages, and all the physical characters of the original
mineral. The following analyses give additional proof of its

being quite free from alteration.

(1.) Triphylite from Norwich, Mass.; color greyish green,
specific gravity =3-534.

Ti„,

doubt in regard to the true composition of the mineral. With
a view to settling this point I have also analyzed an authentic
specimen from Bodenmais, Bavaria. This was furnished to me
by Professor Brush ; he had received it from Dr. Hugo Miiller,

who had himself collected it at the locality. It was quite pure,

and entirely free from any traces of alteration. The results of

the analysis are given below ; it will be seen that it has afforded

an exceptionally large percentage of lithia.

(2.) Triphylite from Bodenmais; color light blue, specific

gravity =3*549.

Na, ™ =™

These three localities, Bodenmais. X p.vk-l 1 Grafton are,

•'ith that in Finland, the only ones at which the mineral triphy-

lite has been found. In connection with these it is ii

to note the mineral litl i .philite from Branchville, Connecticut,

recently described by Messrs. Brush and Dana* and shown by
them to be analogous to triphylite in composition.
eral was first analyzed by Mr. H. L. Wells of the Sheffield

*This Journal, III, xvi, 119, August, 1878.
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Laboratory. I have made an analysis of it, but of another and

sliiilitlv different variety, obtained by Messrs. Brush ami Dana

on of their paper and from an independent,

though closely contiguous deposit The material was [.artieu-

larly fresh and free from alteration.

The results of the analysis are as follows

:

(3.) Lithiophilite from Branchville, Conn.; color light clove

brown; specific gravity =3482.

P i 5 4522 45-22 45"22 P <M

In the following table the atomic ratio for

P : R(=Fe, Mn, Ca, Mg) : R(=Li, Na)

is given for each of the three above analyses, and also for the

Grafton mineral as analyzed by me (1. c.) and for the lithiophi-

lite analyzed by Mr. H. L. Wells (1. c).

P
Triphylite, Bodenmais, -608

" Norwich, Mass., -630

Grafton. N. H., -620

Lithiophilite, Branchville, Penfield, 636
Wells, -628

The Bavarian mineral deviates most widely from this, and a

similar though less pronounced deviation is seen in that found

it Grafton. In all the Eve cases, however, it will be observed

. Bodenmais, 1 : 1-52

Norwich, 1 : 1-60

Lithiophilite, Branchville, Penfield. 1 : W8
Wells, '

1 : 147

In order to bring out the relations of the different varieties

of triphylite to each other in respect to the amounts of iron and

manganese contained in them, and also of these in turn to the

allied species lithiophilite, the five analyses from which the above

ratios were obtained are given together in the following table:
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Triphylite. Lithiophilite.

This series of analyses shows in a very striking way the trans-
itions from triphylite, the phosphate of iron and lithium, to lithi-

ophilite, the phosphate of manganese and lithium; to the first

belongs the formula LiFeP04 and to the second LiMnP04.

In closing this paper I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness
to Professor George J. Brush, who has most liberally furnished
me with the material needed for my <

[Concluded from page 157.]

Petersburg Belt—This exhibits many of the peculiar features
seen in the Fredericksburg Belt, but on a more exaggerated
scale. We do not however recognize more than one series.

The strata are well exposed at Bichmond in the lowest points
reached by the erosion of the streams. They occur here with
the Eocene and Miocene in place above them. They form the
lowest visible beds in the river bank all the way down to

Farrar's Island, and a short distance eastward of it. They also

occur in a similar position in the banks of the Appomatox up
to Petersburg, being in the vicinity of the rivers covered by
only the lowest of the Eocene strata, the rest of the Tertiary
having been removed. The canal cut by General Butler
in the late war, through the narrow neck of Farrar's Island at

Butch Gap, in order to avoid the bend of the river, gives
a good exposure. The description I shall give of the strata

applies more particularly to the beds exposed at this last

named locality, though it is applicable with some modifica-
tions throughout the belt The beds incline gently eastward,
and disappear under the Tertiary. It is not known how far

they pass in this direction, but from their great comparative
development where they disappear, they no doubt penetrate
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noticed. The thickness of the strata and coarseness of the

component matters, strange to say, is greatest at the farthest

point to the east at which they show themselves, viz : near

Dutch Gap, although the source of the material is to the west

Not more than fifty or sixty feet of strata appear in the banks

of the stream here, but from the manner in which the bluffs

descend beneath the water, and the depth of the latter, the

kness near Dutch Gap cannot be less than one hundred

and fifty feet, while near Richmond it is not more than fifty or

sixty feet The variableness of the material, and the com-

plexity of the rapidly shifting planes of false-bedding are so

indeed the entire mass has the character of a "Kama"
The greater portion and the finer matter of the beds is a sort

of incoherent grit, composed of grains of quartz, particles of

feldspar in all stages of decomposition, and scale- of mica, all

mingled together without sorting and devoid of lamination,

forming a mass without bedding, but penetrated by numerous

and intricate false-bedding planes. This material which is

plainly derived from the granitic and gneissic rocks to the

west, is filled with small stones which are scattered confusedly

throughout its mass. These are usually composed of quartz.

While this is the more common material, we often find that

locally, most of the material is the previously mentioned white,

non-plastic earth, mingled with great quantities of small Pots-

dam stones, the whole being formed of the debris of Potsdam
strata. Throughout the series, beds and pockets of large stones

occur of very variable extent and thickness. These are much
more abundant towards the top. They seem to be formed by

the local removal of the normal grit, and the filling of the

excavations with the stones. Thus we find that a mass of large

stones, composing nearly all of the visible bank of the stream,

will pass abruptly into the ordinary pebbly grit, or even fine

sandy matter. Such pockets of stones are composed almost

entirely of Potsdam quartzite and sandstones, well rounded and

smoothed. The stones are more commonly under eight to ten

inches, but they occur a foot or more in diameter. They are

icked'in a finer material composed of Potsdam debris.

While these masses of stones an especially abundant in the

highest portions of the series, they are not confined to this.

Thus the lowest stratum that I saw exposed, was composed in

one locality of rounded Potsdam stones, six, eight, ten and

even twelve inches in diameter, packed as closely Be

together, and looking much like a section of the cobble-paved

streets of Richmond.
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Toward the top of the series, we find very commonly short
layers, and nests of clay enveloped in the grit, but so sharply
distinct from it that the clay seems to have been laid down on
depressions in the surface of the grit during pauses in the

!i of this material. The distinctness is so great that at
the line of junction of the two, the grains of the grit may be
picked out separately from the clay. This clay sometimes,
however, is interstratified for some distance with the sandy
matter, the layers of sandy grit an at not pass-
ing into each other. The day is

in color, less commonly, pale reddish or liver-colored. It is very
finegrained, ligl is, and thus contrasts

strongly with the matter in which it is imbedded. The layers

are rarely over a foot thick, and sometimes occur at short
intervals "apart, separated by the pebbly grit. They then often

show the curious features of inclining at various angles
toward each other, and of being cut off abruptly by the coarse

matter. A seam of clay will thus sometimes abut against a
T
saw three such short layers

fingers of a hand, and ending abruptly in the

normal pebbly grit. They do not usually extend horizontally

more than twenty or thirty feet.

With these clay seams we often find rolled masses of similar

matter, which sometimes have the diameter of four or five feet.

These balls are enveloped in the grit, and commonly are

attended with large Potsdam stones. The balls are plainly

produced by the tearing up of the clay immediately after

deposition. Sometimes a portion of a clay bed will be cut

away by the eroding force, and rolled some distance and then

covered by the floods of sandy matter carried forward by the

agent which produced the erosion. These clays mast have
been brought from a very different source from that which
yielded the coarse matter, and they seem to have been laid down
on the irregular and shifting surface of the grit in pauses of

the action of the force which produced this latter, hence the

irregular inclination and local development of the clays. A
renewal of the action of the powerful force which was involved
in the transport of the coarser matters, would cut away and
bury the clays. I do not find in place, any deposit which by
its erosion could have yielded these clays. Their comp >.sition

and character is just that of the thorough^ decomposed and
slowly aceu rom granite and gneiss. I am
strongly inclined to the opinion that they represent marshes
within 'the Azoic area, .vhich were swept away in the general

and extensive erosion of its sui ce at this

time. This clay is of special importance as it contains the

Am. Jour. Sci—Third Series, Vol. XVJI.-No. 99, March, 1879.
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pla nts to be mcntioned farth(ir on. Besides well-preserved

1

'•- it COI much lign 3omminuted vegetable

wiiieii -';'- i it often a dark col or. The plants are all

!;::
of the clay is so close that sometimes the entire substan

the plant is preserved.

mentation had taken place for a short time. On this, or on the

summit of the grit, there occurs very generally, but n

a very remarkable bed of stones packed in grit like that of the

mass on which it rests. This latter is more or less eroded and

trenched. This bed of stones is, I think, the representative of

the surface stones mentioned above as occurring in the Fred-

ericksburg Belt. It represents a force which swept over the

Azoic on the west, as well as over the Mesozoic here, and in the

Bichmond Belt. Tt seems to have been the dosing d

the Mesozoic series in these border belts for it is followed hy

the Eocene strata.

These stones form a most heterogeneous mass, a true drift

deposit. The mass is of varying thickness, usually six to ten

feet. Sometimes, however, it thickens up to fifteen or more

feet and thins down to three or four, or disappears. The ma-

terial is a mixture of gravel, large rounded stones, and more or

less angular and large masses. The rounded stones are mostly

Potsdam, usually four to six inches in diameter or under, but

quite often one and two feet. The smaller stones are well

rounded, the larger are sub-angular but still quite smooth.

They often show Scolithus markings. Mingled with these,

usually occurring at the top of the bed, we find the large blocks

which are of Azoic rocks, and include varieties found at various

points to the west as far as the Blue Ridge. It is noteworthy

that this is the only horizon in the Mesozoic here, which shows

any coarse matter but quartz, which would be furnished by the

Azoic. The most numerous of the masses and the largest, are

furnished by the granites and gneisses west of Richmond. Blocks

of these, three to four feet in diameter are common, but sometimes

they are ten and twelve feet. These are usually more or less

abraded. Gneiss and mica schist from farther west occur in

large slabs, sometimes showing but little wear. Some vein

mi the Azoic, and fragments of the sandstones of the

Richmond Coal field are seen, but not commonly. Masses of

the peculiar chloritic and other schists of the Blue Ridge

far to the west, are not rare. These often attain the dimen-

sions of three or four feet, and are commonly but little

abraded. None of these stones or those of I
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Belt, show glacial striae, but some of them show a mode of wear
and polish highly suggestive of ice action. Indeed it is not
probable that these fragments would show striations even if tlu-v

had been imbedded in ice moving over the land, for the surface
was no doubt too deeply decayed, and in too incoherent a con-
dition to produce scratches.

Besides the Potsdam, we find other material which has been
brought from west of the Blue Kidge. Slabs of the character-

istic fossiliferous layers of the Chemung occur, but rarely how-
ever. They contain impressions of the stems of Chemung
Crinoids.

Fossil Plants.—Though the clays are full of vegetable matter,

it is only locally, and in very restricted layers, that we find

determinable plants. These are very interesting and sometimes
beautifully preserved. They consist of Conifers, Ferns and
Cycads. The Conifers sometimes retain their cones. They be-

long to several species, among which we may mention a plant

very close to, if not identical with, HV.

Etting., a Wealden species. Another is very near to or identical

with, Arauoin'n-i rxri-fi'ins Etting., also a Wealden plant.

The ferns and a .}• led Wealden lacies.

But the most abundant and characteristic plant of the beds is

a fossil identical with that tine Cycad, PttrophyUum (Dioniks

J.! wl.ich is a species of the

Wealden of Germany. This exists in immense numbers, and
shows compound leaves two feet long. I observed, imbedded
in the grit composing the bank of the canal at Dutch Gap, a

coniferous tree which in the part projecting from the earth is

eighteen inches in diameter Forty feet are said to have been cut

off from it in opening and widening the canal. It is merely
browned and does not yet seem to have reached the stage of

fce. The wood seems to be like that of Pinus strobus,

and shows the annual rings distinctly. It may be worked with

tools, not having wholly lost its coherence. The grit contains

only lignitic and silicified wood. Taken as a whole, the plants

are"decidedly Wealden. I did not see a single species similar

to those of the Kichmond coal field, though several seem iden-

tical with Fredericksburg species.

Surface deposits of the Azoic—-If we ascend from the river to

the top of the hills near Dutch Gap, we find ourselves on
an undulating plain, composed of TVrtiary smUa-id clays, and

possibly later beds. We observe no drift matter on this surface.

If however we proceed westward, we find the Tertiary accom-

be Azoic border, and still with-

out 'surface drift But in the vicinitv of the Azoic, where the

Mesozoic crops out from under the tertiary, wc find the Pots-

dam stones, Azoic erratics, fragments of Mesozoic sandstones,
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etc., quite abundant, lying scattered over the surface. PassiDg

tier west, we find the same material with the fragments

of the Eichmond coal rocks becoming more abundant, and

when we pass west of this field these coal rocks disappear, but

we still have the other material. The Potsdam stones however

do not pass westward over the whole Azoic area. They become
confined to a belt along the James, in the upper course of that

river. I do not know what is their disposition on the Upper
Appomatox, as I have not examined the country in that quarter.

It is plain that this coarse drift is the product of the same force

which formed the uppermost bed of the Mesozoic at D
The belt of Azoic, with the included Richmond belt of the

Mesozoic, which contains on its surface Potsdam stones miagled

with the fragments of Azoic rocks, is about twenty-five miles

wide south of the James. It narrows to ten or twelve miles

near the northern end of the Petersburg Belt, on the North Anna.

West of this the Azoic drift masses are still found on the sur-

face, up to the Catoctin Mountains but no Potsdam stones. It

is noteworthy that this drift is usually almost entirely quartz,

often in blocks two and three feet thick, representing the quartz

of the veins so common in some of the Azoic strata. The
reason why we do not find more of the crystalline schists is,

because the deep decay which had affected these rocks at the

time of their erosion, presented to the eroding agent only fria-

ble grits and clays with the quartz veins in them standing in

their original position.

In the more westerly localities where the Potsdam is no lon-

ger found generally over the surface, I noticed that the bands

of these Potsdam stones along the James do not follow the

present windings of the stream but pass directly across the

bends. They occur 150 to 200 feet above the river, and lie on

the general level of the adjoining country.
The drift matter in the vicinity of the border belts, within

the limits containing the Potsdam stones, covers the surface of

the Azoic with a pretty continuous layer. But portions of it

seem to be thicker than the general mass, corresponding to

belts which were more deeply scored by the eroding agent

These have a direction a little north of west and south of east,

showing the direction from which the eroding agent came.

as, however, modern surface or stream erosion has so

arranged these drift matters, as to cause them to appear to come

from some other quarter than the west, which is their true

source. This has misled Mr. R. P. Stevens, who visited the

Richmond Coal-field some years ago, and came to the conclu-

sion that the mode of transport was the movement of a glacier

from the northward, in the Glacial Period. He states his views

in a letter published in this Journal, Nov., 1873.
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Professor Wm. B. Kogers, in an article entitled the "Gravel
and Cobblestone Deposits of Virginia, and the Middle States,"
published in the Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1875, gives some
account of the drift matter seen at Richmond, Alexandria,
Washington, etc. Not having traced this material away from
the vicinity of the James and Potomac, and finding it resting
on the Tertiary, he was disposed to attribute its transport to

the work of these streams in the Glacial Period, aided by the
action of ice. While I think that most of this matter is of
older date, yet I am convinced that considerable additions to

that lying at the lower levels were made in the Glacial Period.

[ find drift matter on the Potomac, the James, and the Roanoke,
which I think was brought during the Glacial Period, but this

does not rise more than about sixty feet above the present water
level. There is a great deal of drift along all these streams at

that height, especially on the Roanoke.
The last of the surface deposits on the Azoic which are of

tnce are certain clays which are the most widelv diffused

of all. Thus we find them over the surface of the Azoic
everywhere, to the west of the Petersburg Belt as far as the

Catoctin and the Blue Ridge. They are not continuous but
rather form irregular sheets. I cannot assert that these clays

occur to the west of the northern end of the Fredericksburg
belt, or that the Azoic drift in that quarter extends far west-

ward of the eastern edge of the Azoic, as I have not made any
extended examination there, but so far as I have examined, the

condition of the surface is much as it is west of the Petersburg

Belt. These clays are the only transported matter that I ob-

served in the southern part of the State, in Pittsylvania County.

Here they occur in the same way as in the northern district,

now being described.

These clays are nearly always blood-red in color and rich in

lime. They form a highly fertile subsoil, no matter on what
sort of rock they may rest/ They lie on all kinds of rocks, and
are entirely independent of them. We find them on the gray

grits of the Mesozoic; on the c Eace decom-

posed to a white kaolinic grit, which shows the utmost possible

contrast with the clays ; or on mica-schists, etc. There is no

rock east of the Blue Ridge rich enough in lime to yield these

clays, except the epidotic schists, and hornblendic rocks which

abound so between the Blue Ridge and the Catoctin. The clays

contain decomposed fragments which resemble these strata, and

when we can follow them, as we do up to these schists, we may
conclude without hesitation that such is their origin. Hence
they must have been transported in many eases, titty or sixty

miles. This however is not strange when we see that the Pots-

dam and other rocks from west of the Blue Ridge, must have
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often traveled 100 miles and more measured in an air line, and
much farther, if the course of the rivers crossing the Blue Ridge
be followed. Professor Eogers in the old survey of the State,

noticed these clays and expressed the belief that they must
have been transported from the west.

They lie al the same horizon occupying the highest levels,

and mark the plane to which the country was cut down at the

close of the Jurassic. We accordingly find them in the hill-

tops and over the intervals between the rivers. But owing to

this high level, they are often removed by erosion. These clays

are usually accompanied by the coarse drift. When this is

present they either lie on the drift or contain it within their

deposits. The latter position of the drift stones however is rare.

9 pass up to the edge of the Tertiary but not over on

it. They are conspicuous on the granite near Eicbmond, which

when the clay covering is removed, presents rounded and

smoothed surfaces. These red clays generally are covered' by

a greater or less depth of gray soil, usually not over a few

feet.

General remarks and Conclusions.— It is a noteworthy fact

that the belts of Mesozoic which yield coal, contain it mainly

at their southern or higher extremities. This is true of the

Richmond Belt, of the Prince Edward Belt, and of the Pittsyl-

vania Belt, which terminates in the Dan Kiver coal field in

North Carolina. This was perhaps caused by the fact that kb*

southern ends of the Mesozoic areas, being higher, were better

fitted for the formation of marshes.
I think that many of the features described in the preceding

pages can best be explained by supposing that, in Trinssic and

Jurassic times, the Appalachian M< untain region was receiv-

ing supplies of snow too great to be removed by melting.

Consequently the excess must have been discharged by

glaciers. These must have advanced and receded more than

once in the earlier periods, but did not penetrate to the sea.

Toward the close of the Jurassic they advanced in such force

that they reached the sea. In the intervening time, while the

ice was gathering force, ice rafts, charged with stones and earth,

floated down the streams which issued from the foot of the ice.

To the frequent pushing forward, and consequent abrasion of

the matter accumulated at the foot of the ice, and in the upper

course of the rivers, we must attribute much of the rounded MM
polished condition of the Potsdam stones now found so far to

the east of their original position. This ice may have made its

final advance over the whole of the portion of the Atlantic

slope in which the features above described are found, or it

may have issued from the Blue Ridge, mainly along the line

of the Potomac and James, and then in its farther advance to
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the east have spread laterally, so as near the border of the
Azoic, to have coalesced into one sheet. The facts observed
rather favor the latter method of advance. From this suppo-
sition it would follow that the Mesozoic areas were fed by the
cold waters issuing from the ice and snow on the mountains.
This may account for the paucity of animal Trie, especially

life, that they show. The only marine waters with
which they could communicate contained forms that could not
live in the cold inland waters.

It is probable that the courses of the present principal

streams were marked out by this ice action, and hence come
their direct course and independence of the character of the
rocks over which they flow. There is no difficulty in explain-
ing the growth of the plants, now found fossil, at a time when
the Appalachian Mountain belt was covered with snow. All
that was needed was a raising of the present winter tempera-
ture in the lowlands, for we shall show that for the formation of

glaciers on the heights the climate need not have been colder
than at present. Owing to the non-existence of the Eocky
Mountains, the cold western and northwestern winter winds of
the present time would not by reflection from that chain then
reach the eastern slopes. At the same time the greater exten-
sion of the Gulf waters northward would cause southerly winds
to sweep over these slopes. These winds passing over the cold

waters of the lakes and great rivers would form abundant fogs.

Thus a mild, equable, and moist climate would be produced in

the lowlands, even if the earth had its present amount of cold,

causing the growth of ferns, cycads, etc., and covering the

hills with the immense growth of coniferous trees which we
know must have existed. This condition of things would also

have been eminently favorable for the production of coal. This

was only brought to a close in the final advance of the ice at

the end' of the Jurassic Period, when all the abundant forms of

plants of that period were extinguished to appear no more.

No other cause seems adequate to explain the total extinction

of the Jurassic flora, and the complete change which we find

in the succeeding Cretaceous flora.

But while the plants were growing in the lowland and an Mind

the lakes, a very different condition of things prevailed in the

high Appalachians. The stratigraphy of the formations com-

posing this belt, and the amount of erosion which, as we know,
took place, make it clear that in the early Mesozoic times

much of this region must have stood above the snow line, and
a still larger portion near it. If we recall the p . sical ("eat ires

of the North American continent which existed at that time,

we shall see that even with our present climate then prevailing,

the conditions would have been eminently favorable for the
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formation of glaciers. Along with a sufficient degree of

cold we must have abundance of moisture to produce
This would be supplied by the western and southwestern

winds. The latter would sweep unchecked from the Pacific

over vast bodies of warm waters in the interior, and meeting

the lofty mountain belt of the Appalachians, would give

unlimited supplies of snow. The configuration of this ele-

vate i district, with its broad slopes, and long valleys

in one direction, would be emi r the collec-

tion of snow and its discharge in the form of glaciers. Indeed

this region must at that time have formed a perpetual storm

center. We are not without evidence, however, that a period

of cold greater than that now existing, prevailed toward the

close <>f tin .Jurassic, and in this we find the explanation of

the advance of the ice so far to the east at that time.

Mr. Judd. in his excellent paper on the Secondary Kocks of

Scotland, published in the Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc.'. vol. xxix,

gives a description of certain very remarkable beds of stones,

which under the name of the (t Brecciated Beds of Ord," form

the uppermost beds of the Upper Oolite of the east coast of

Scotland. These beds are composed of huge masses of stones

brought from a distance, and packed in fine argillaceous matter.

The conditions are such that it is impossible for water alone

; interstratified with shale beds, containing a beautiful

Oolitic flora. Many of the features seen here resemble those of

the beds at Dutch Gap. The question suggests itself whether at

the close of the Jurassic an ice sheet did not cover the northern

part of Scotland, extending east and west. If so, we may have

in the melting of this ice, the source of supply of those waters

which formed the fresh water Wealden deposits of England
and northwestern Germany. It is well known that it is a puz-

zle to determine whence the great rivers which fed these lakes

could have derived their abundant waters.
Another question may be asked. Is it not possible that

some of the drift of our northern Stat -. wl ch is attributed

entirely to the action of forces in the Glacial Period, maybe
much older? It is well known that none of the Mea
of the Atlantic slope seem to have had perfect communication
with the sea. May not this be due, at least in the latest

formed of them, to the great quantity of drift matter accumu-

lated seaward, and not in all ca-e- to' an elevation of the coast?

The question whether drift deposits, similar to those of Vir-

ginia, may or may not be found in the States lying around the

southern prolongation of the Appalachian belt, is worthy of

the attention of geologists. Sir Charles Lyell, in his account

of his second journey to the United States, mentions some
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tit features, which in Georgia and Alabama, attracted
his attention on the line of meeting of the Tertiary and Azoic
He mentions seeing err.itie ma-ses of various sizes and cliara

ter, which rest on the Azoic, pass up to the Tertiary, but do n
pass over on the latter. He noticed this drift as resemblir
the northern Glacial Drift. If this is of Upper Jurassic ag
then it ought not to pass over the Tertiary but under it. Agar
he mentions seeing in Alabama, at the base of the (V
"dense masses of shingle perfectly loose and unconsolidate!],

derived from the waste of Paleozoic strata, a mass in no way
except by its position, distinguishable from ordinary alluvi

Tuomey mentions at Aiken, in South Carolina, bed
gravel and sand, without fossils, , nd 1\ ing at or under the base
of the Cretaceous. Lieutenant Vogdes thinks that these may
be Wealden.

Art. XXIX.— Notice of recent Add it in s to ih> Marine Fauna of
the eastern coast of North America, No. 3; by A. E. Verrill.
Brief Contributions to Zoologyfrom the Museum of Yale College.

Among the many interesting additions recently made to the

American marine fauna, are two handsome undescribed species

of "sea- feathers" (Pennatulacese) and three fine new species

of hydroids, belonging to the family Plumularidas, of which
only three species have previously been known to inhabit our

northern coast. Those now added appear to belong to the

genus Cladocarpvs, recenth establis ied by Adman, for s< v< ral

deep-water forms, from the coasts of Europe and the Gulf of

Mexico. Two very interesting Cephalopods have also been

recently added to our fauna.

Anthozoa.

Virgularia grandiflora, sp. nov.

A large, stout species, with very large polyps, which are only
sli-iitly united, close to their bases. Eachis stout, ventral

side convex, and with a wide naked space; below the polyp-

'rtion there is a marked fusiform swelling, with longi-

tudinal wrinkles: the end is bulbous and perforate! : at the

distal end the i aked i ichis ext< mis about 8
nim beyond the last

-. and tapers to a blunt tip. Axis rather stout,

rounded, yellowish white. The polyp-cells are large, and

very oblique, rather irregular rows, seldom con-

taining more than six or eight, and separate so nearly to the
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base that they form only very rudimentary alse. while in some

states of contraction they appear entirely disunited. The rows

are rather distant on the same side, and on opposite sides alter-

nate irregularly, and the dorsal members of adjacent rows

.lie or overlap, while the polyps in the middle region

usually stand alternately farther forward and farther back in

the same row, while the most ventral one is usually placed

farther toward the ventral side in each alternate row ; the

leal, soft, slightly eight-ribbed,

ably contractile. Tentacles, very long, tapering to a

long slender tip, with very numerous, slender lateral lobes.

Most of the polyps are well expanded ; a very few have the ten-

tacles nearly retracted. Zodids are numerous, small, but very

distinct, covering the lateral intervals between the rows of

polyps and usually extending into the intervals between their

bases, while along the ventral side the lateral patches are

usually connected by a belt of zooids running outside of the

most ventral polyp-cells, but those of the fatter that stand out

more than usual, usually interrupt these belts. No calcareous

spicula were found in the polyps or ccenenchyma. Color of the

rachis and polyp-cells brownish yellow, in" alcohol ; tentacles

dark brownish red.

Length, 350m

of latter, 10mm
; of 1

of axis, l'5mm ; diameter of largest polyp-c
length, 5mm ; length of tentacles, 6 to 7mm or more.
Taken on a trawl line, in 220 to 260 fathoms, lat. 42° 46'

:

long. 63° 45', bv the crew of the schooner " Laura Nelson," Capt.

R N. Morrison. This is a very handsome and remarkable

Bpecies, of which only a single specimen has been obtained. It

diiVers widely from rl, bed species of Virgula-

ria, and apj appearance,

ra in the character of the polyp-cells and in the absence

of spicula.

Funicxdina armata, sp. nov.

A long, slender species, with large, rigid, urceolate. Bpicu-

lose polyp-cells, armed at the aperture v.v

gent spieulose points. Axis and rachis quadrangular, slender.

the sides of the axis concave. The polyp-cells are entirely

separate and arranged in numerous irregular transve

of two to four, smaller and larger intermingled : they are 80

stiffened by spicula as to be scarcely flexible, and r I

their form: they are elongated, swilling out gradually from

near the base and tapering again, above the middle, to

summit, which suddenly expands to the edge, from whence

eight, long, acute, rigid. \\ Into points diverge ; tentai h - *1'" u "

lose, but wholly retractile within the cells. Among the ori-

of naked peduncle, 60°™; diameter of bulb

•f narrow portion, 5mm ; of rachis, 5 to 8
mm

;

diameter of largest polyp-cells, Smm ',
their
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clary cells are small clusters of much smaller zooids, which are
white, prominent, larger at summit than at base, and possess
eight rudimentary tentacles. The polyp-cells are filled with
long, slender, smooth, triquetral, or three-winged, prismatic
spicula, an al bands and irregular transverse
clusters, while a convergent cluster forms each of the eight
points ,-it the summit: similar, but smaller, spicula occur in

the main stem of the tentacles. The ova are large
11

'
i the polyp-cells and in the cavity belo

nsiderable cluster can be seen when,
pens, the cells are broken off. Rachis yellowish white below,
light orange-brown above

;
polyp-cells darker brown, with

white spicula ; tentacles dark brownish red.

Height, 600mm ; diameter of rachis near base, l-5
mm

; in mid-
dle, about l

mm
to l-5mm ; length of larger polyp-cells, about

6mm
; diameter, 1'5 to l

,75inm.

Taken on a trawl-line in 300 to 400 fathoms, about forty

miles southwest from the N.W. Light of Sable Island, N. S.,

by George K. Allen, schooner "M. H. Perkins."

Several additional specimens of this species have been re-

ceived from off Nova Scotia.

In the Fauna Litt Norvegise, vol. iii, p. 82, 1877, Koren and
Danielssen have given an elaborate description of this species,

with figures. Thev have shown good reasons, apparently, for

adopting Gray's genus, Ptilelia, for this form, but inasmuch as

Ehren berg's name (P. grandis) had been preoccupied, it ought
not to be used for this species.

Cephalopoda.

Hist!ote>(this Collinsii, sp. nov.

A very large and handsome species, with a broad thin web,
extending between and nearly to the ends of the six upper
arms. Tentacular arm.- about two feet h.ng and .-lender, ex-

panding near the end into a broad, long-oval, sucker-bearing

portion « or club," which is bordered by a membrane, widest on
the outer edge ; it ends in a tapering tip, on the back of which
there is a thin crest-like membrane or keel, en I irgii \i ba< l

* ml
to the end, where it forms a rounded lobe. The most expanded
portion of the "club" bears five rows of suckers, with finely

serrate rings
; two rows contain much the largest suckers, four

or five in each, the more central of the two rows containing

four suckers larger than the rest; outside of these are two
rows of medium-sized suckers, and along the inner edge of
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i partial row of similar ones, whil

l.ii
|

;

All

suckers on the other arm ; a row of

railar but smaller suckers extends for about six inches along

ie inner median line of the arm, alternating, two by two, or

ngly, with tubercles, and gradually becoming more distant

he tip of the arm, beyond the expanded club, bears minute

Trate suckers, at first in six rows, decreasing to two at the

id. Sessile arms stout, three-cornered, tapering to slender

ps, each bearing two rows of globular suckers, having a small,

s opening and few blunt teeth.

the arms on the left side are an inch or more longer

than the corresponding right ones. The dorsal and ventral

arms, of the same side, are about equal, and decidedly shorter

than the two lateral pairs, which differ but little in length. A
broad, thin web, about two-thirds as broad as the length of the

arms, unites the upper three pairs together, and as a narrowing

border extends along their sides, nearly to the tips. The lower

lateral arms have a thin, crest-like membrane on their outer,

median surface, commencing at the basal fourth and extending

nearly to the tips. The ventral arms are united together, near

the base, by a web, which also unites to the main web, in the

median plane. A narrow web, arising from the outer angles

of the arms, also unites all the arms together for a short distance

above their bases. Eyes mutilated, their lids form a large,

simple, rounded opening. Beak with very sharp black tips; •

broad membrane, rising into six prominent angles, surrounds

the mouth. The outer surface of the head and arms is covered

with laro-c, very slightlv raised warts or tubercles, which are

dark blue with a whitish center; a circle of them -

the eyelids. Color, between the warts, purplish -

dark brown spots, and reddish specks; web an I

of arms uniform dark reddish brown; suckers yellowish white:

tentacular arms light orange-brown.
Tentacular arms 24 and 25 inches long; diameter at base.

•5; breadth of club, -70, without membrane: its lengl :

length of the slender tip. 1"25 : of dorsal crest. 1-5; length ot

doi-al arm, of left side. 14 inches : 1st lateral, 17 :
-

17-25 ; of dorsal, 14-25
; breadth of lateral arms, at base, *5

thickness, -75; diameter of eye-opening, "9; diameter of head,

at base of arms, 8-5.

Taken from the stomach of Alejwhmurn*. iat. 42
: 4<V.

1-»"K-.

62° 57'. off Nova Scotia, by the crew of the schooner M Marion,

Capt. J. W. Collins.
. ,

All parts back of the eyes are absent, the eyes an- m
but the specimen is otherwise in excellent preservation, even
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the thin web and the colors being uninjured. With it was the
terminal portion of an arm of a gigantic- squid (A,

' -~-rific determination. I have named
)t. Collins, to whom and the crew of

indebted for so many interesting and novel
specimens.

Taonius hyperboreus Steenst. (?)

A large and handsome species of this genus has just been re-

ceived, which may be this species, though in its proportions
differing from Steenstrup's measurements. The eyes are very
large and globular, in contact, beneath the head. The arms are
v,i short, and part of them have lost their tips and afterwards
healed. The tail is long, lanceolate, tapering to a very long,
slender, acute tip. Color brownish red, with rather large
rounded, dark brown spots. Length of head and body, 13 '5

inches; edge of mantle to tip of tail, 12; tail, 5; its breadth,
1"8; diameter of body, 2 25; of eye, 1; length of ventral
arms, 1-9

; of lower lateral arms, 2-25.

Taken at the surface, in the northern edge of the Gulf
Stream, W. long. 55°, by Mr. Thomas Lee, schooner " Wm. H.

Art. XXX.—Note on the Age of the Laramie Group or Rocky
Mountain Ligniiic Formation ; by H. M. Bannister.

In his recently issued report on Systematic Geology, vol. i,

U. S. Geological" Exploration of the 40th Parallel, Mr. Clarence
King discusses at length the disputed question of the age of the
Rocky Mountain lignite series, to which, by agreement with
Dr. Hayden, he gives the name of the Laramie group. In his

argument for the exclusively Cretaceous age of these beds, it

appears to me that he has generalized too freely, and I propose
to notice a few omissions and points where he seems to me to

be in error.

We may leave aside all the paleontological evidence of the

se beds, the general Eocene aspect of their invertebrate
fauna, which, I believe, no one has disputed, the Tertiary facie*
of the flora, which, I believe, is an issue between Pi

Lesquereux and Newberry, and the Cretaceous Saurians found
high up in the series, as all compatible with the theory of its

, and the question of its conforms
mains. Mr. Km- — •-

; ut it is absolutely unconformable
with the overlying Vermilion Creek group, and that nowhere,
save in one locality, is there any appearance of confortnability

between the two. I si -agree with him, were
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it not that when examining this formation with the late Mr. F.

B. Meek, in the year 1872, we both thought we found evidences

of conformability between these strata and the overlying Ter-

tiary in other localities than Black Buttes, the one admitted by

Mr. King. Then, in examining the reports of other geolo-

gists who have visited the region, 1 find that their observations

in these localities, as far as stated, agreed with ours. Among
these I may perhaps include Mr/ King himself. He says

(p. 334),
il Good exposures of the Laramie group beds may be

seen along the railroad, just east of Separation station, where

they show the peculiar ashen gray sandstones, containing a

considerable development of argillaceous beds, and a great

number of coal seams, and contain plentiful plan:

generally as leaf-impressions, and frequently als »
:

-

I tally carbonized stems in the impure sandstones. In

the ridge south of this station, they dip at an angle of 10

north, but flatten out to the north, so that the line beti

and the overlying Tertiaries is even more d>fi

the exact division
*

group." (Italics m
examined a thickn

N

upper portion found

abundance of purely fresh-water shells, and a fragment of

bone, apparently of a turtle. At the base of this sei

heavily bedded sandstone, exactly similar to that wl

the only constant horizon at Black Buttes, and the overlying

strata were not dissimilar to those at the latter locality.

In the report on Descriptive Geology of the same survey,

Mr. Emmons, Mr. King's assistant, when s

region, uses the following words (p. 207, vol. ii, U. S. Geol. Expl.

40th Parallel) : "To the west of Rawling's Peak, as we bav*

seen, the Cretaceous strata fall off with an ever decreasing angle

of dip, assuming to the north of the railroad, between Separation

and YVashakie, an almost horizontal position, and are gradually

succeeded by the overlying, and. in this ivi»i.m, conformable

beds of the Vermilion Creek Tertiary." This passage suffi-

ciently indicates that ths conformability of the strata is not

merely local ; and that it is also not local at Black I

proven by the testimony of Professor Cope, who found it to

exist for miles south of the station, while our observations were

made to the north. Thus we have a conformability, as far as

observed, on both sides of the Washakie Tertiary basin, accord-

ing to the testimony of Mr. King's own survey."

Passing to the westward, we find Mr. King speak

lows in regard to the Evanston coal-bearing strata

Mr. Meek and myself, had been regarded as of uncertain but

probably of Tertiary age. " At Evanston the highest portions
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of the Laramie Cretaceous are not exposed, but the sandstones
near the summit of the group contain the enormous workable
coal-beds of the Rocky Mountains and Wyoming Coal Compa-
nies. These coal-bearing Laramie beds dip at angles from 10°

to 25°, whereas the Vermilion Creek Tertiaries are nearly
horizontal over them, and carry remains of the genera Cory-
phodon and Eohippus and fishes." Mr. Emmons says, speaking
of the same beds, that there is no doubt but that tbe
to the Cretaceous and probably to the Laramie group,' though,
from the lack of paleontological evidence, this ret'.

simply conjectural. Now, so far as I can learn, not a single
salt- or brackish-water fossil has been found at this locality,

though land and fresh-water shells are abundant in strata

~"ately above the coal, the flora is said to be Tertiary, and
these same dipping beds—not in the nearly ho:

1

by Mr. King—~ "

tebratc fauna, identifiable with that of the lower Green ]

ntioned by Mr. King—Professor Cope found an Eocene i

epoch (Vermilion Creek Tertiary.) Moreov
near the top of the Laramie series, which here, accord in-' to

Mr. King, dips u neonformably under the Tertiary, what are we
to do with over twenty-four hundred feet of strata overlying it

conformably and of which a section was taken by Mr. Meek
and myself I As a detailed section it is of no special value,
the strata vary sometimes within a very short distance, but its

vertical extent is of interest in this connection. It is highly
probable that it includes the horizon of the limestone bed with
vertebrate remains discovered by Professor Cope, which was
possibly only local ; such beds sometimes run out in a few rods
or yards. A comparison of the lower part of the section made
at Almy, by Mr. Meek and myself (p. 540, Hayden's Annual
Report for ! ime horizons also made
at Almy, which is given by Professor Lesquereux, on page 338
of the same volume, will sufficiently illustrate this fact. The
sandstones, indeed, often suggested beach deposits rather than
regularly deposited strata.

That these Laramie beds and the overlying Tertiaries are

often unconformable may be readily admitted without invali-

dating the hypothesis of their transition character. They
are sometimes' unconformable in themselves; an apparent non-

conformity was noted just below the horizon of Black Buttes,

and another, many hundred feet lower down, has been made the

dividing line between the Tertiary and Cretaceous by Major
Powell and Dr. White. The evidence appears to me to indicate

that the Laramie epoch was throughout one of stratigraphic dis-

turbance rather than that there was only one great orographic
change at its close, and that the reasonableness of tbe opinion
of its transition character is not yet altogether disproved.



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On Gelatinous Silica and on a n Tnorg

of it.—Uixik has experimented i and has pre-

pared it in such form as to be used in dialysis. The transparent

jelly which is obtained when a dilute solution of va-

poured into hydrochloric acid, is well known. The author has

succeeded in washing it absolutely free from sodium < 1

the excess of acid, and in producing pure silicic acid as a perfectly

transparent jelly. In the air it dries to a tr

one-fifth in volume, breaking into fragments resembling hyalite,

It corresponds nearly to the formula H
2
Si0

3
. Suddenly ignited, it

gives a brilliant sand ; but heated with care, the temperature rising

very gradually, up to full ignition, it retains its form and glassy

transparent masses are obtained. The dried has a sp. gr. of 1'84

to 1-907, resembling opal ; the ignited, of j-:<J-j to J -

that of tridymite. The facility with which the gelatinous silica

was washed led the author to conclude that diffusion had taken

place through it and hence that it possessed the properties of a

membrane. To prove this definitely, the bottom was crs

of a precipitating glass, the edges pressed down upon a piece of

ruMicr covered wit i fixture poured in. After

solidification of the silicic acid, the whole was immersed in water,

the filter paper removed, and the gelatinous mass washed by re-

peated renewal of the water. In this wav a dialvs-

whose month was clos. d completely by a membrane - t

ii meters thick. A second one had a membrane hi

limeter thick, supported by paper. Experiment | >H i v I

trati- ii took plan I hrmi-'h these membranes, but that they allowed

diffusion to go on readily. For example, 50 cm. of a 20 per cent

sugar solution being placed in the dialyser, it being

rater until the level was the same within and without,

produced in three days a difference of level of 12 im,

thicker, and 20 mm. with the thinner membrane; and there had

passed out into the water 14 per cent of the sugar in the former

case and 49-5 per c "

nel tube, and this i

in water, showed after twenty-fL„. ..

13 cm. and the water without was distinctly blue.—Ber. Bert.

Chem. Ges., xi, 2124, Dec. 1878. «• *•
f-

2. On the Action of Hypo-chlorous oxide on Ethylene—"W
der and Bkemer have studied the action of hypo-ebb"-

upon ethylene. A flask filled with fragments of pyi

heated on the water-bath, and strong hydn
upon it through a syphon. The chlorine thus evolved was con-
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ducted through three wide glass tubes each of one-half a liter capa-
city, 'lita.m iu 'y.i ;1 weights of pounded glass and of mercuric
"Xido, ,i! i h it i i >andh ill; t . Aoul :40 . 'I

rous oxide thus produced was mixed with dry ethylene o-.V' ;„ ,. x .

cess and passed upward through a vertical tube cooled by water
'1 ii-m th« litrht A li<|.iid (onduiMd in the tube

t
:-. i.

«• \"<
:

^X existed AietiyotA i>n,d net boiling at
180 -210

,
and having a vapor densitv of ::;-. Analysis crave its

emmriPfll cnmnncltinn n o I ' U CI O TT< ^: . i*7
-

*
iiri.

1 Her
[forded a salt which proved to be silver i

£*^ Wa? ob^".,ed - Heated with silver oxide
:

tamed. Alter neutralizing th. liquid with potassium carbonate
ether extracted from the liquid monochlorhydrin CH CI— ( II oil]
boding at 130°. Hence the action described affords a body having

the structural formula i
i

9
. The reaction by whichCH

2
C1 CH..C1

A need is
CH.CH, CI) CH-O-CH P

C^CH, + Cl| ° = CH,C1 CH.CI " the **^ Md
CH —O—CH, CI ) CO-O—CH
CH.C1 CH

sCl
+eir=CH

s
Cl CHnC1

+(HCl)
a
asthesecond.

No products n-nltimr from the action of one molecule of hypo-
chlorous oxide upon one of ethylene appear to be formed.— 'lie;'.

Berl. Chem. Ges., xi, 1958, Nov. 1878. g. f. b.
3. On the Hydrogenation of Benzene.—The tendency in some

•onAler benzene as a tinal hydrocarbon, in consequence
- he line « is,,i the roin.it c .« ries, has led Hi iniim.ox

> 1 several jrears ago by him, bv
which any i; „,,, m;lv i,e converted into a sat-
urated one. The method consists simply in treating the hydro-
carbon with a saturated solution of hvdriodic acid at a tempera-
ture of 27.3° to 280° for some time. In the new experiments, several
tubes, each containing vuc.c. of saturated hvdriodic acid and mi r.v.

. were sealed and heated to 27<r'fm- twenty hours. The
unaltered benzene was removed by himin- nitric acid, and the re-

maining hydrocarbon, about two third- of A; u hole, rectified and
analyzed. It was a mixture of C

6
H,„ and C,H„. A second treat-

ment with hvdriodic acid gave nearly pure ( .11, . A third -avc
Of C.H and C

B
H

I4
. And finally a fourth treatment

.^veCip boilinoA>etween »;s'5 and To . This is the tinal term
m both the aromatic and the fatty series, the only

vdroearbon containing six atoms of hvdro-
fren.—Ann. ('I,;,,,. P/,,}s., V, xv, 150, Oct. 1878. G. F. B.

4. On tf,r Ai't;,, t , .,/ II.Jl,,,), ,-<>,,. ^.,,'idn,, Jjlnjh,., d'.7.,; ,,,. Id*.—Demole has been led by theoretical views to study the action
Am. Jour. Sci.-Thikd Seribs, Vol. XVII, No. 99.-March, 1879.
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of hypobromous acid on ethylene dibromide. This

treated with a strong solution of the acid in excess and agitated

for an hour, gave an oily liquid and a supernatant liquid colored

by bromine. The latter on examination afforded bromacetic acid.

The oil heated in a watch glass for four or five hours, crystallized

i cooling, the mass being pui ktion from boiling

ave the formula C
4
H

2
Br

f
O, 'alcohol. It then gave the formula <\II i;,- <), and this by its r

) be an acetone, having its oxygen joined to the

carbon by two bonds. On reduction with sodium amalgam, ethyl-

metbyl-acetone C
4
H

8
was obtained, which gave a crystalline com-

pound with hydn-sodiuni sulphite. Hence the first body was hex a-

brom -ethyl-methyl-acetone. Oxidized with fuming nitric acid.

it yielded malonic acid, easily determined from its properties and

those of its barium salt. This shows the structure of the iiexa-

brom-ethyl-methyl-acetone to be CBr —CO—CH—CBr
3 , the ter-

minal carbon atoms having all the bromine.

—

Bull. i$oc. Ch., II,

xxx, 482, Dec. 1878. G. F. B.
f

5. Relative Affinities of Oxygen and the Haloid Elements.—-In

the October number of the Annales de Chimie et de Physiqne,

Berthelot has a very interesting article on the Relative Affinities

and Power of Replacement of Oxygen and the Haloid Elements,

and shows that the order of affinity and replacement can be pre-

dicted from the amount of heat evolved in the production of the

various binary compounds, of which the metals and the metalloids

form with oxygen on the one part, and with chlorine, bromine or

iodine on the other. In the case of the metals the heat evolved

by union with oxygen is with a few exceptions less than that

resulting from the union of the same metal with either of the three

haloid elements mentioned, and it is shown that in the same

j of these

(hi

exceptional cases presented by certain compounds of iodine, where

the thermal relations are reversed, the order of affinities—li

shown by the replacing power—is reversed as well. Moreover a

few other apparent exceptions to the general rale are shown to

inducts.

While, however, the heat evolved by the combination of the

metals with oxygen is less than that resulting from the formation

of the corresponding haloid salts, these conditions are, as a rale.

reversed in the case of the compounds of the metalloids with the

same elements, and so the order of replacement is reversed as well.

This is shown to be true in regard to the compounds of phos-

phorus, arsenic, silicon and boron, and moreover it is made

evident that certain anomalies, depending on the production of

hs, are really confirmations of this law of therm •--< >lw SB*

istry, which Berthelot has done so much to establish. The paper

is one of great interest, and contains besides the illustra;

important general principle we have stated, the experimental

evidence of a large number of new thermo-chemical data. Espe-

cially worthy of notice is a new general method of thermo-cheai-
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lied to the determination of the heat of combination of
, that of chloride of aluminum betne- known

Thus Al
a
Cl

6
is dissolved in water containing 6KBr, and mi the

other hand in the same amount of water con-
taining 6KC1. The difference between the quantities of heat
evolved in the two cases gives the only element wanting for
calculating exactly the difference between the amounts of heat
evolved in the formation of the two anhydrous compounds. Thus
We know from previous investigations that 3(K

a
+Br

a

(gas)+water)=6KBr+Aq. yield + 285*0 units.

We find by experiment at this time that Al
a
Cl

g
dis-

solved in the previous solution yield +76-0 «

Representing the heat resulting from the union of
{

Al.+Cl^Al.Cl, by P
We have for Al

a
Cl +6KBr+Aq a?+381-Q "

So also we know that 3(K
a
+Cl

a
+water)=6KCl+

Aq. yield + 302-4 "

And we find as before that Al
a
Br„ dissolved in this

product yields + 86-9 "

Representing the heat-form Al
a
+Br

6
=Al

a
Br

6
by. _y

We have for Al
a
Br

6
+6KCl+Aq y 4- 389.3 "

Since the final states of the two resulting solutions seem abso-
lutely the same, it must be that

ic+361-0=y+389'3

If then we adopt for x (when Ah+Cl =ALC1
8 )+ 160-9

We have for y (when Al
a
+Br

6
=Al

a
Br

6 )
+132-6

6. The Part of Acids in Etherification,—The effect of the'pres-

ence, merely, of an inorganic acid in determining the etherification
of alcohols by the organic acid has long been known, and the
theories advanced to" explain this so-called '-catalytic" action
have been numerous. In a paper following the last, lierthelot

seeks to show that these processes also conform to the general
"law of maximum works," that is, are the natural result of a

tendency to a condition, in which the maximum amount of heat.

is evolved. To this end both the chemical, and the thermal con-

volved in both the separate and also the mutual action
of hydrochloric and acetic acids on alcohol are fully discussed,
and it is shown that in the last case the formation of acetic ether
is attended with a much greater evolution of heat than would be
that of hydrochloric ether. Hence when the two acids are pres-

ent, the former and not the latter of these two ethers is the chief

which chiefly determines the result is the great amount of heat
evolved by the solution of HC1 gas in an excess of alcohol. It is

also shown that this thermal theory gives a satisfactory account
of the well known condition- limitin- tia-e reaction>, and that in

the action of a mixture of strong nitric and sulphuric acids on
hydrocarbon compounds, ~i::: :...r thermal relations determine the

production of nitro- instead of sulpho-derivatives. J. p. c.



\ the Substcti,

Norman Locktee, 1

> have been made of the lines v

chr-

the ejection of vapors of metallic elements with which we
ota the photosphere.

A preliminary discussion of the vast store of observat

recorded by the Italian astronomers (chief among them J

Taechini), Prof. Young, and myself, has shown me that this

is in all probability unsound. The lines observed are in all

all cases what I have elsewhere termed and described as I

lines ; of these I only need for the present refer to the follow

63 ascribed by Angstrom and Kirchhoff to iron and nickel.

6, " " Angstrom to magnesium and iron.

Hence, following out the reasoning employed in my previous

paper, the bright lines in the solar chromosphere are chiefly lines

due to the not yet isolated bases of the so-called elements, and the

solar phenomena in their totality are in all probability due to dis-

sociation at the photospheric level, and association at higher

levels. In this way the vertical currents in the solar atmo-pli civ.

both ascending and descending, intense absorption in son-spots,

their association with the faculse, and the apparently continuous

spectrum of the corona and its Btructure, find an easy solution.

We are yet as far as ever from a demonstration of the cause of

the :, nation in the temperature of the sun ; but the excess of so-

called calcium with minimum sun-spots, and excess of so-called

hydrogen with maximum sun-spots follow naturally from the

hypothesis, and afford indications thai the temperature of the

hotu -t region in the sun elosely approximates to that of the revers-

ing 1; ver in stars of the type 6f Sinus and a Lyra.
If it be conceded that the existence of these' lines in the ehro-

mosphere indicates the existence of basic molecules in the sun. it

follows that as these lines are also seen generally in the spectra of

two different metals in the electric arc, we must be dealing with

the bases in the arc also.

8. Upon the Nature of Spectra of Mixed Gases.—Prof. E.

Wiedemann discusses at length the theories of the action ot

molecular forces in producing various spectra. Cert

among whom are Stefan and Van de Waals have supposed the

existence of an attracting force between the molecules, and also
-

— . from an ether envelope which surrounds the

molecule. The rotation and oscillation of the atoms in the mole-

* Paper read at the Royal Society, London.
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cule, which
thet

dons in the snrrour

w , are produced when
lieat, the molecules s

and which action increases with the temperati
periodic vibrations in the surroundirmay produce periodic vibrations in the surrounding light ethei

* ced when, under the inflc

Lippich and Pfaundler have shown
from a theoretical point of view that the broadening of line

spectra may result from the influence of high temperature in pro-

ducing a motion of the molecules of a gas partly toward and
partly away from the observer. Wiedemann examines the views
in regard to band spectra and concludes that they cannot be
attributed to rotation of the molecules; and that the difference

between band and line spectra is not explained on the h\

of a change of pressure of the gas under consideration. Wiede-
mann believes, after consideration of the facts, that the difference

between emission and absorptic

change of vibration peculiar to (

q( . - ; and thai two
different substances can give identical spectra only when the

identical.

Prof. Wiedemann state- his intention to test his theoretical • in-

clusions by experiment and give the re>ui

investigation upon the spectra of mixed gases. A Geissler ibe

containing a small portion of mercury was filled with hydrogen
and the tube was heated in an air bath while the current from an
induction apparatus passed through it. At ordinary temperatures

the hydrogen spectrum was seen ; with an increase of tempera' are

appeared that of quicksilver. W rat un- the

spectrum of the latter grew brr_ ! tl it of

hydrogen disappeared in all parts of the tube. In another trial,

ice was not due to any new chemical combination into

which the substances bad entered, and discusses at some length

the theory th it tin pass igt of < h ctrh it\ from molecule to mole-

cule is to*a certain degree selective and that it can call forth cer-

tain oscillations or vibrations in certain molecules of one sub-

stance while it canuot do so in a neighboring substance which

forms a mixture with the first.— Ann. <kr Pht/s. uud Chew., No.

12, 1878, p. 500. J. t.

9. The Law of the TeUphone.—M. Hermann, in Archh for

Physiologic vol. xvi, pp. 2(5 + ami ?.lt. has adduced certain experi-

ments to show that M. I>ul> i- I icy nd's theory that the m ion

of the telephone can bt explained from th . ' uai law of induc-

tion in which the bendim: of the iron plate is taken into account

and the induction of the current path upon it--!: b neghded,
does not explain the facts observed. Prof. H. F. Weber commu-
nicated to th. /it .1 i \ nutorscheiiden Gesellschatt. a

|
nxi

in which he showed that Ik-rmauifs experiments agreed entirely
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with the theoretical laws of induction, and that M. du Bois Rey-

mond was wrong in lieifl-ciin^ the induction of the current path

upon itself, which last was really the principal agent in producing

fen days later M.

j- resented :

telephonic circuit the tone is in general altered."

paper t

schaf'ten which covered the same ground as Prof. Weber's paper.

eral results of these papers are as follows : (1.)
rt In the

phase-displacement thai occurs during the

a constant quantity, its amount chant's with the <

the path of the current, and depends on the number of vibrations."

(3.) "In certain cases, however, the amplitude of the induced cur-

rent becomes independent of the vibration number n and thus the

tone of the exciting sound is unchanged." J- t.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Reports upon tin

1874, betvt

,

.at the site

proposed for < i,, ,,»tl,t f,,r //,„„/ Waters; bv Prof. Euoknk W.

Hilgard and Dr. P. V. Hopkins. With a letter of transmittal

from Bvt. Maj. General G. K. Warren, Major of E

President of the Commission. Washington, 1878.—This memoir,

of great interest geologically, is from the Supplement to the

Report of the Commissioner of Engineers of January 16, 1875,

on the Reclamation «,f the Alluvia! Basin of the Mississippi.

Prof. Hilgard published, several years since (Rep- Chid M
En-ineera, U. S. A., 1870), an account of a section 146 feet deep,

made in horing a well at New Orleans in 1856. In it, the part

below a depth of 41 feet (numbered in the present pamphlet 1 to

4) was found to contain marine shells, and to consist, below the

112 feet level, of a drab or bluish clav (numbered 1). and <N<>s.

2 to 4) marine satidv beds, excepting 3 feet of clay (No. 3); then,

from 21 to 41 feet in depth, a blue fluvio-marine clay, here num-

bered 8 ; and, at top, 2 1 feet of fresh-water bluish tough clay,

here numbered 11.

In the borings of 1874 referred to in the above title, the same

beds were met with. No. 1 was reached in four of them at the

depth of 91 to 97 feet, and No. 4, below 57 to 72 feet; both were

found to contain numerous marine shells, while the thin clay hi
No. 3, appeared to b. So. 4 has afforded

tin shells />•„/„„„, ,/„„.,„„,». \W, ,„.„*„, |
/,/> arara. "lira

mutica, Utrimbi* ('I',. mat!,, a) hipln-atu* (/{uflb.-i ,•„„.///"//"'''

of Rep. of 1870), Phubis >;,«t(tt'i, Pandora tril'.nvata, On-'ada

cuneata, Mactra lateralis, Tdl'ma o/t,,-/>afa, T. t> n>-ra.T. hula,

Ma--o,»a fusr >. VI,}.,,,, i-anrtillattt, <'.'//. rr'drrarhi , Domini" <h*-"*<

Lm-hia u.xdtilineata, L. costata, Area transversa, Pecb-n dish-

eatus, and other species.

No. 8 was met with in four borings near Lake Borgne betwe.-n

the upper levels 25 to 26 feet, and the lower 52 to 56 feet, in
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three others, between the levels 22 to 38 and 64 to 73 feet ; and
varying much in depth in others. This bed is a blue delta clay,

>{' a tide-water marsh, containing no large marine
shells, b;il i, it i D_ii i'_- .f marine and fresh-water mi
forms, the latter increasing in number landward. The evidence
shows that it was traversed by streams.
Above No. 8, the next marked beds are Nos. 1 1 and 1 2, of

which No. 11 is a cypress-swamp deposit, and 12, a sea-marsh
clay, both still in progress. Dr. Hopkins gives a list of the
microscopic organisms of strata Nos. 8 and 12 with notes and
figures, and points out the fact that there is a marked difference
between them. Among the species in No. 8 there are Gram-

tM, Rosalina Beccarii,
Xarirxl, <;„„,/<. ,-,\ }>;. ,.„!.,,; i <•; ;./;.*. Ennotia gibberula, Cos-
cinodiscusradiatus,Leptocistinenia Kh,ahaai ; and in No. 4, Ro-
talia pachypleura, Plannlina eU.yams, Xaviculafulva, JV. viridis,

species of HMzosolenia, JYitzsc/iea, Globigerina, etc. The two
have in common Orbulii i distans, Cocconema
laxreola.tit),), S;//I rdra acuta. Prof Milgard remarks:

' Stratum 8 may be a true delta deposit of the present Missis-

sippi, such as it has been i

which determined the erosion of the present trough of the river.

The fact that an apparently fluviatile stratum (No. 3) occurs
lower down, may be taken as an indication that both Nos. _• and
4 fall within the modern period of delta formation. Yet it is not
to be supposed that during the period of depression some definite

channels, such as that indicated by strata Nos. 2 and 7, did not
exist here as well as in the region above, at Port Hudson (Smith-

sonian Contr. No. 248, p. 5), and elsewhere. But in a 'drowned'
delta in course of depression, such channels would, on the whole,
be smaller, shallower, and more shitting than during the period
of elevation, or the quiescent one that now prevails."

"On the other hand, stratum No. S might he regarded as the

denuded remnant ot a ma h thicker si ra un deposited during the

period of depression, and therefore sensibly contemporaneous
with the 'Port Hudson clay.' If, as seems probable, it extends to

seaward b. k imrgne. it is difficult to con-

ceive it otherwise than as the continuation of the 'blue-clay

bottom ' of Mississippi Sound, about whose antiquity, and con-

nection with the Port Hudson beds proper, then can "scarcely he

a question. But until actual examination shall have deter-

mined thes( points, and especially the mi ros opic similarity of

the ' blue-clay bottom ' to stratum 8, speculation as to how the

latter came to occupv its present position can hardly lead to any
useful conclusions."
"It was not, of course, to be expected that borings r il b g

only to a depth not greater than that sometimes attained by the

Mi^Mppi Uiver itself, should throw any direct light on the

question of the depth of the delta deposits in the upper delta

plain. Yet, in so far as the results of the present investigation



that now ordinarily thrown a-hore on the delta beaches, they tend

proper, at least at and above Xew Orleans, have a comparatively

i- :c n-hle.abh- thirl ; and that tl.i* anomalous -tru-Mun of

nth the

'The"!

of fossils; two by Dr. Hopkins, representing the microscopic

organisms obtained from the various beds, the upper as well as the

lower, and one of larger fossils by Ililgard. Among the latter

Prof Ililgard nam< -. a- pr biy new species, Serj»d" fao-tt ata,

>,(/> it tulca /. Dentuliuri /</>, D. ft

Cardinal aqadaieraiv. and C. inwquilate.rale.

2. The Question nf the, Gunidia / Lir/o.^s.—Thv discussion

opened b\ the well-known Alternativ* ol IV l>ar\ ( Morph. and

Phys. d. Pilze, etc., p. 291), to which Schwendener gave such

pr >min< nee, and which Burnet has , sj rial y illustrated
-

, has been

brought at length to what looks like a conclusion by the obser-

vations of Dr. Arthur Minks, of Stettin.

The early dictum of Fries, that, however related :

may be to the Algae by their vegetation, they are Fungi as

regards their fruit', was brought to mind again, more than

fifty years later, by the just cited pregnant remarks of Professor

De Bary, on the relation of the Xostochacea- and Chroococcace;e

to the Lichens, which he winds up with the (freely rendered)

following observation. Tt is scarcely then, he says, to be

doubted that a large part of these 'families of Alga? stand

in near genetic relation to the Jtdly-lichens, Kphebe, etc. In

what relation, it remains to ascertain. Briefly to indicate my
opinion, two suppositions appear to present themselves: hither

the Lichens we have spoken of are the perfectly developed fructi-

fying states of plants, the imperfectly developed conditions ot

which ranked heretofore as Xostochaeea' and Chroococeaceffi,

among the Algae—or the groups last named are typical Alga',

which assume the form of Collema, Kphebe, etc., in consequence

of being penetrated by certain parasitical Asconivecles, which
i --"-j through, and thus condition the grovv-

i above.) Now there appears to be no

; these green cells of Lichens (gonidia) are in exactly

I n .:i.n to the similar cells of the Alga? named, or

that the Lichen fruit is equally in accord with certain Fungus

fruits— whatever explanation of either fact be attempted. And
Professor Schwendener first took up the consideration of the ques-

tion from this definite ground: If, said he, at the end of the last

of his papers on the anatomy of the thallus, in X;,,- li's lUi-.ta •;,

1868, p. 195, the possibility of such a process as is indicat-d mi

the second supposition of De Bary, and in certain cases even tut'

probability of it, can no longer be impugned, the inquiry forces
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itself upon us whether it be not possible that all Lichens arise in

this way; whet In r the g< ni lia be not always tn be r< ck< m d t\ pi-

cal Algae, and the colorless thread-cells, in lik< manner. Fun gus-
hyphae. And, after following the consideration of this throu-h
sevi nil pagi s he eonelu les with the remark f! at. what< ver ua '_ht

be conceded to what he has advanced, it is impossible to deny
that the- ncceptaun 1»\ w \ of hypothesis of such parasitic action
is authorized by what we know, and that the question deserves,
therefore, thorough investigation. This, Schwendener hi? >elf

took up the next year (Die Algen-typen der Flechten-Gouidien,
1869), and has also = : papers which I am
not now able to refer to tin ir places of pubii. ati. n. Krorterungen
der Gonidien-frage, 1872, since which he has not returned to the
inquiry in print. It has been continued, however, with great
interest by others, and ii lieheuologists have generally looked
askance at it, physiologists have done their best, we may sav, to

show it favor.

Known already among lieheuologists by studies of the most
thorough kind—of which I will refer only to his

dener. It had sometimes seemed as if the general.

harsh and subjective criticism which makes so large a part of
even scientific 'controversy had been all on one side in this ,\< bate,

and the pure struggle for* objective truth almost altogether < as the
other; and tin in est of unprejudiced observers ild h .'1

to attach itself to the aspersed as - noto-

rious" or not. It was yet evident in the Culti<rrer.wf/i?ji, as well

- of the inter experimenters, especially LYcss and -ta!d,

that elements of uncertainty not conceivably to be elimiuared,

imeuts. and it began to be doubtful whe ! her

J looked for by tins or, indeed, any other tried

of approach: or, whether the systematic exhibition of Schwen-
Fs hypothesis by Sachs (Lehrbuch, edit. 3, 1873, p. 207)

1 well expect any satisfactory proof.

:>st interesting was it therefore to every student of the Lichens

,'d :!

"f Dr. Minks'- F>, itriige. with full illustrative plates, has not

however made its appearance here, and we have only an abs

of the treatise, given by tin uilho in th Kegensburg Flora,
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their real el to the sufficient microscope, and

the patient skill of Dr. Mink-; who has thus shown that tin !!di-

enologists are quite right, and that the goniclium is plainly i

i o) the one (ideal) lichen-cell, in the distinction of

ih" i'ungus-cell it may still be taken for a criterium.

The first beginning of the microgonidium, as observed in the

hyphae, \- a \ mi, passing into irreg-

ular strings of rounded masses of protoplasm, which linalh an|uiiv

mother-cell are found free, in e\ diate form

between microgonidium and gonidium. No distinction between

these two appears, except in size or color; and they c!

in their earliest conditions, we have finally to say, every

tion whatever of the lichen-cell, which thus bears witness every-

where (to the sufficiently armed and instructed eye) to its natural

autonomy.
Owing in part to the peculiar texture of the lichen he had in

hand, Dr. Minks, whose observations were made with a power of

about 1250 diameters, laid much stress on the preparatio
mate-ial with liquor potassae and sulphuric acid; hm !

of Geneva, who has repeated the observations of Minks, an 1
with

more powerful objectives (Flora, 1878, n. 31) finds that such

chemical preparation is l, v no means alwavs necessary; to which

I can myself testifv. .M icro^onidia wen- seen hv Miiller in every

part of the lichen structure ; namely, in the fibrils of the under

side, i„ the cortical cells. i„ the medullary cells, in the paraphyses,

og thekes, the spores, the basidia

al preparation

of the material, i have had at last the pleasure, with an immersion

{ of Tolles, to clearly discern the pale-greenish, broken column,— ded, mic

, and supposed the <ame with the P. relit"'1

of Monrau'ne) reaching this result with a power ol "«'}

hundre I d aim t rs, and without other prepai it "
ugh maceration of the tissue iu water. With a p '.'

!

eye-piece, and power of about 1,000, the whole

llvthe color was better exhibited; as it was,

i Tolles's admirable
T

'

ff
and fy These

been repeated by my friend Mr. Stodder,

ir results, and I owe entirely to him the manipulation

'-!'•-':

y, best ot

comim-; treatise of Dr.
pear.

hycologiques, by M. < i

net. 'Fol. Paris, 187*

hing which has ever b
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drawings of Bornet and Riocreux. Most «

pared under Thuret's direction between the ye
appeared in a reduced i

of 1851 as illustrations of his article - Kecherches snr les Zoos-
pores des Algues." It was Thuret's intention to publish an atlas
of fifty plates, but, at the time of 1 th, ten of the
plates had not been engraved. These were finished under the
direction of his friend and co-worker, Dr. Bornet. Never before
have the alga? been so exquisitely delineated, whether microscopi-
cally or in gross. The life-size figure of Fucks platycarpus is per-
fection itself. The text is principally by Dr. Unmet, who has
inserted when possible the notes and descriptions of Thmvt him-
self. No apology, however, was necessarv on the part of the for-

mer; for not only was he the constant companion of Thuret, but
his style of writing very closely resembles that of his lamented
associate. The text modestly purports to be simply a description
of the plates. It is, however, much more : it is a very elaborate

exposition of the structure and reproduction ol

of alga\ The principal part of the observations on the Fiu-acce
have already appeared in the Annales. The part relating to the

Phmosporem is verv clearlv presented, and is the most complete
account of the order yet published. The fertilization of P.>hjhhs

rotmuhis i, -, mbh s th' it t I>>, l f s , <y > in tl i »-nm tli of a number
of filaments from the base of the trichogyne. The account of the

reproduction in the Corallines throws a new light on the struc-

ture of that order; and for the first time a detailed account is

given of the antheridia and cystocorpic spores. w. G. f.

4. Note on the exU. •>-in Ilhy>irh<»,ell<i ;

by Edward S. Moksk. -Years ago Vonlhich recorded (hat Otto

Frederic Miiller had observed Rtiy>t<-l«>>alht rs;tt<i<',<, protrude its

arms beyond the anterior borders of the shell. This single obser-

* itio i was not widely accepted, ami many doubted rl,

"i the arms being exserted in tins manner, in the year 1 s7'_', wiiile

studying living iJhvm-hom-lhi in the St. Lawrence, I observed a

specimen protrude its arms to a distance of four centimeters beyond
th<- anterior borders ,.f t|... .hell, a distance m arly equaling twice
tli" length of the shell. This year I again had an opportunity of

studying lihynchonella in Hakodate, Yess<

ore they were retracted. Lingula
lias the power ol partially protruding its :

have repeatedlv observed in North Car<
Japane^. species. Terebratulina can also partially

protrude the cirri.

Tokio, Japan, November 26, 1878.
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5. Fauna Littoralis Norvegiw ; edited by J. Koken and Dr.

D. C. Damelssek. Part III, with 16 plates. Bergen, 1877.—

This volume, which, as stated by the editors, has been delayed

several years, contains much that is of importance in connection

with our own marine fauna, for many of the species, very tully

des< ribed and figured in it. inhabit, also, the roasts of New Eng
- iiixtaiier^ tin-ir identify ims not yet been

pointed out." The text is printed in both Danish and English, in

Mi J i I eolumns. The subjects treated are as follows: New and

little known Cu-lenterates, hy M. Sars; New Echinoclerms, hy M.

Sars: Descriptions of some new Norwegian Ccelenterates, hy

Koren and Danielssen; Contributions to the natural history of

the Pennatulhhe living on the Norwegian Coast; Descriptions of

new Bryozoa ; Contributions to the natural history of the Nor-

wegian "Cephyre;e; a New species of the genus Pemnlhi {P.

},u!<F it <>}_>t?r<:). The last four articles are by Koren and Danielssen.

Among the Coelenterata described, are species of Corymor^ha,
A',,-.' t/„J->, I'!,,,*.

_
/,,„•<(, I'hrlihi, Z..i ,th -.s and Al-yonon,).^ A

list of all the Norwegian Pennatulhhe is given, with descriptions

of three new genera and six new species of that -roup. Of the

Norwegian Pennatulidse at least three species inhahit our coast, viz:

J'l •
'•

i ,jr-i„,r.s- ]>, n tuli I, ,/-.//;.. Sars; /'> ,t„-tt»l.i ,ir,i!.>i><i ;

Pavonaria (=J3altieina) Fhumirchicn. The Al-yo/ihw) fnitl-

cosiin, Sars appears to he identical with our common .1. rarn^uin

Agassiz, of earlier date. The (Jorymorphu ylaclalis Sars is

apparently the same as C. pew.bda Agassiz. of later date. Two
very different tonus, figured as Myr',, >!'/,, <i r f,ry />'", are supposed

to represent different stages ot growth. The form with gono-

phores home on simple elongated, lateral blastostyles is allied to

that recently described by "me, in this Journal" as /

)'<*» '. and may prove to be generically identical with it. The
iU— form has gonophores borne in groups

1#

f these forms, is trie original L,ucern«ri<< /'/</.'/:/"<

of hahrieius,* is perhaps doubtful. The Zo<nith»s X<.rr,yh-m

D. and Kor. is probably the same as my Epizoanthns Ameriramis
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(1864). Of the Echinoderms, Oligotrochus vilreus Sars has been
recorded by me, in this Journal, as from deep water, off our coast,
and I have also dredged it off Nova Scotia (1877).
The genus Kinetoskias is established for two very remarkable

forms of Polyzoa, both of which have been dredged by us, off
the New England coast. One of these {K. Swtttii) is identical
with Bugula flexilis, described and figured by me in this Journal,
(vol. ix, p. 415. pi. yii, f. 1, 2. 1875) and probably, also, with the

i and partialis described ~\<\ Thompson in

the Voyage of the Challenger (vol. i, p. 142). The specimens
hitherto noticed have all been attached to the summit of a slender
transparent stem, which is regarded both by Thompson and by
Koren and Daniels-en. as a part of the Polyzoan itself. The
numerous specimens dredged hy me are, also, for the most part,

• o a stem of the same sort, but varying much in size and
condition. They occur chiefly on muddy bottoms, in 50 to 4-30

fathoms, in many localities, assoo'- pendukt,
an 1 their " stems" appear to be identical with the dead stems of
C'.»y,/torpha, and like the latter, often have many anchoring
rentiers arising from the swollen base. In <>ne instance a small

SerUdaria had attached itself to the same sort of a stem, and the

Polyozoan had afterwards attached itself to, and invested, both
i ' and tl < suppos. d < <> gnu rjilui stem ! Then f re 1

am led to conclude that the "stem" does not form an integral

part of the Polyzoan. Neverthelei

-Bugula
1877, off Halif

> fathoms, sandy mud. The article on Gepl
monograph of the Norwegian species, several o'f which are also

found on the New England coast. a. e. verrill.

III. Astronomy.

1. Observatory on Mt. Etna. Letter to the Editors from Pro-

fessor S. P. Lastgley, dated Casa del Bosco, Mt. Etna, January
14, 1879.—You may be interested to learn that the proposed
Etnean observatory will probably be commenced in the present

year on the site of the " Casa Inglese," a hut used by summer
visitors to the volcano, and standing at the foot of the cone, at

an elevation of over 9,600 feet. The walls and piers will be con-

structed chiefly of lava and the building is intended to include

the " Casa Inglese," and in addition three other rooms, one of

which, con; . is to have a conical rotary roof

of iron
: the others are to be used as a kitchen and bedroom. The

''piao-rial is to be oi ' /-aperture. It will be
^•en that the new physical observatory is to be well provided

itlv competent charge
°f Professor Taeehini of Palermo; and it will have a situation

unequalled by any site at present so occupied in the world.

spects, so peculiar as to <n from JBugu
- (A", arhor&ta

Smitt) was dredged by us in 1877, off Halif



Science is indebted for this prospective benefit, to Professor

Tacchini himself, who has long urged upon his Government the

paramount importance of an elevated station for the study of

solar physics, ami has, it may be observed, cited the brilliant re-

sults obtained '»} our own Professor Young at Sherman as his

most convincing proof of the advantage of mountain stations.

I write in the hope that the example thus set by Italy may find

imitators with us. I have been now for some time at a less high

but still an elevated station here (< asa del Ih seo is a hut ordinarily

unoccupied, about 4,500 feet above the sea), engaged in ol nerva-

tions, whicli it may be hoped will be of some use in determining

what may be expected in similar sites in our own territory, tbeu

aim being to substitute some sort of quantitative data, tor our

present conjectural knowledge, as to the degree in which the con-

ditions of vision are improved at higher stations, and to form

with something of definiteness a standard of comparison. The

results (which will probably appear in a report presented to the

U. S. Coast Survey) are not as yet complete ; but I may say, in

general terms, that while as regards observations of precision

(perhaps even as regards work on'double stars, and like measures),

the gain is less than might have been expected, too much can

hardly be said of the immense advantage of an elevated station

for almost every kind of research connected with solar physics.

This is specially the case as regards the chromosphere ;
while, as

to the corona, concededly, our only hope (with our present

means) of materially extending our knowledge ol it, lie- in the

prospect that we may yet be able to see it without an eclipse, if

the observer be in an exceptionally transparent atmosphere. I

will add that, after a recent expedition to Colorado, and with the

conditions of observation there and here freshly in mind, I have

no hesitation in saying that our own country has sites at the least

equal to the proposed Etnean station in every astronomical

requisite, and far easier of access. It is most earnestly to be

hoped that something will he done with us in this direction .<><,/.

even if on a very moderate scale. If we wait for such a distant

event as the completion of the Lick Observatory, we shall find

the laurels gathered by European observers before we are upon

the field.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Earthquake of November 18, 1878.—In regard tothk earth«

quake ! already noticed, vol. xvii, p. 158, Feb., 1879), a special bul-

letin from Prof. Nipher, Director ol the Missouri Weather Service,

dated January 1, 1879, gives the following particulars:

"The shock was felt over an area of fully 150,000 square miles.

The region disturbed forms an ellipse, the major axis of which

extends from Leavenworth, Ks., to Tuscaloosa, Ala., a distance el

over 600 miles. The minor axis extends from near OartomBt,
Ark., to a point midway between Cairo, 111., and St. Louis, a dis-

tance of 300 miles. The southern boundary of this region ha- u<<

been determined with as great accuracy as is desired. The region
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of greatest disturbance was along tl . Mi^i— ippi, from Cairo to
Memphis. Here the shocks were universally felt. The walls of
buildings could be seen to move, and strong frame Imildin-s
creaked, as when every joint is strained by a heavy wind. At
Ironton, the shock was also so severe as to alarm some who lived
in In irk houses. Along the .Missouri, from Glasgow to Lexington,
the shock was also severe, awakening many families wh
a wind storm was in progress. It appears that the shock
felt at Glasgow ll h 23™ p. m. (St. Louis time). The shock trareied
rapidly down the axis of the ellipse, reaching Cairo at ll h 48m

and Memphis at ll h 50m . The velocity oi transmission is a matter
yet under consideration, and will receive attention in a future
bulletin. At Little Rock, Ark., the shock was also felt, although
not observed at Clarksville, 35 miles farther up the river."

The bulletin is accompanied by a map of the district, on which
and within the ellipse referred to above, there are marked twenty-
three stations where the shock was felt and eleven Missouri stations

where it was not felt. From this map the direction appears to

have been N.W. to S.E. instead of N. to S. as stated in our
previous notice. c. g. r.

A second Bulletin in regard to this earthquake has been issued
by Prof. Nipher. In it he says :—

" According to the few determinations of time made, there were
two distinct centers of disturbance, the shock beginning at the
one, near Glasgow, Missouri, at ll h 23m p. m. ; at the other near
t'adiicah, Kentucky, at ll h 34m p. M. (St. Louis time).

The following times are deemed reliable:

Little Rock .12-13 1

With so few data, it is only possible to give approximate deter-

- of velocity, as the wave fronts can not be determined

ision. The average velocity was probably less than 200

miles per hour. In some regions the velocity was as low as 160

miles per hour.
Direction of vibrations: Paducah, KW.-S.E. (Chandelier),

Cairo, W.N.W.-E.S.E., Charleston, N.-&, Little Rock, E.-W.,

. by some, N.W.-S.E. by others. At Ironton the

I accompanying the shock, seemed to go from
milar sound was heard at Gayoso, Missouri, and

k seems to have been more violent
'

» the New Madrid region as far south as Memphis, than in the

;
regieGlasgow r

The Bulletin is accompanied by a map, showing the regie

" ale •
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gegeben
Mum-hen. Band i, 482 pp., and Banc! ii, 1 and 2 Hefte. Heidel-

berg: C. Winter.— This excellent journal of agricultural pliysies,

which has entered on its second year, fills a very necessary place

in scientific literature. Some of the more important <|iie>tinns in

auriciiltnre are largely or purely physical, and demand -peeial

study as such. Their investigation will be greatly stimulate!

and promoted by the existence of an organ in which th

scattered iv-sults. ot" i-.- : !i are brought together. Tin seven

numbers of this journal before

sions of older invtstiu-.it ion-, -'he instructive :

all that has been done in several branches of these subject^

The contributions of the editor, Dr. Wollny, on the influence of

the color, exposure and texture of the soil, on its ten

are models of experimental investigation. The original articles

are supplemented by abstracts of papers elsewhere printed, and

by lists of publications. s. w. J.

3. The American Journal of Otnb^iy : a quarterly Journal of

Physiological Acoustics and Aural Surgerv; edited l>\ C'laivn.-e

J. iil i. . M D.. ii .iu I.- ..n uiri, !•:..:. V M. M .ver, Dr. Albert

ii. i>uek. Dr. Samuel Stxt.»n, Dr. C. H. Burnett, Dr. J. Orne Green

and Dr. II. N. Spencer. Vol. i, No. 1, January, 1879. New
" ': (William Wood & Co.).—This new journal pro],

imong American scientific

is among others an article

*>n tii,' graphic and photographic illustration of Sound-waves, by

Dr. C. J. lilake.

inga in South America, the North-west of the United States and the

Antilles in the years 1812, 1816, 1820 and 1824, hy Charles Waterton; new edi-

tion, edited hy the Rev. J. G. Wood. 520 pp. 8vo. London, 1879 ( Ma.

Journal of a Tour in Mot ig, by Joseph Dalton Hooker

and John Ball; with an Appendix by George Maw. 499 pp. 8vo. London, 1878

(Macmillau & Co.)

The Study of Rocks : an elementary Text-book of Petrology, by Frank Rutley,

F.G.S. 319 pp. 12mo. London, 1879 (Longmans, Green & Co.)

Ordnance Notes, No. xc. Measurements of Powder Pressures in Cannon try

Lrsenal in 1854-55. Washington, Nov. 20, 1878.

Revue de Geologie pour les Annees 1876 et 1877; par M. Delesse et M. ae

Survey of Pennsylvania: Report of Progress in the Juniata District

on the Fossil Iron Ore beds of Middle Pennsylvania, by John H. Dewees; with a

> Aughwiek Valley and East Broad Top District,

>ology at Harvard
5 on the Dredging

s, by L.

by T. Lyman; pp. 181-238. Hydroida, by S. F. CI:

itive Zoology at Harvard College, Cambridge,

Reports on the Dredging Operations of the
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Art. XXXI.—Dr. Jacob Bigelow.

Dr. Jacob Bigelow died, at his residence in Boston, on the
10th of January last, near the close of the ninety-second year of

! would pay the tribute due to his memory as by far

xne most venerable of American botanists, the last survivor of
a school in this country which culminated half a century ago, it

should also be remembered that he was even at that time dis-

tinguished in other scientific avocations, and that from middle
to old age he was among the most eminent of physicians. It

is not often that we can contemplate a life so long, so richly

various, and so well-rounded as his. He was born in Sudbury,
Mass., on the 27th of February, 1787 ; and his father was the

minister of the town. That almost goes without saying, most
of our distinguished professional men of his and the preced-
ing generations in New England having been the sons of coun-
try ministers. He was graduated at Harvard College in the

year 1806, Alexander H. Everett and the late Dr. J. G. Cogswell
being anions the most notable of his class-mates, all of whom
he long survived. He directly took up the study of medicine,
was licensed as a practitioner in 1809. and after attending one
course of lectures in Philadelphia, took his degree of M.D. at

in the year 1810, and established himself in Boston.
There he v. jician for about sixty years, and
since the death of his senior, Dr. James Jackson, probably the

most eminent one. What turned his attention to botany we
know not He early showed an abiding taste for poetry. His
commencement part was a poem, and he delivered a <P. B. K.
Am. Jour. Sct.-Thirt> Sbries, Vol. XVII.-No. 100, April, 1879.
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poem not long after. At about tbe same time, however, he

gave a course of popular botanical lectures in Boston, in connec-

tion witb Professor Peck, who must have been installed as

Natural History professor at Cambridge while Dr. Bigelow was

a medical student. The latter possessed the gift of exposition

which Dr. Peck lacked ; and it naturally came to pass that Dr.

Bigelow repeated this course of lectures alone for a year or two

afterward!

In the spring of 1814 he brought out the first edition of his

Florida Bostoniensis, the book which, mainly in its second edi-

tion, has been the manual for New England herborization

down to a recent day, or rather to a day which seems to us

recent. The original volume, of 268 octavo pages, describes

the plants which "have been collected during the two last

seasons in the vicinity of Boston, within a circuit of from five

to ten miles," exceeding those limits only in the case of Magno-

lia (from Manchester) and one or two more remarkable planta

We know of no other Flora of the kind which was prepared 90

quickly and so well. The characters are short diagnoses, and

in good part compiled. But the descriptive matter must have

"been original ; and it shows that aptitude for seizing the best

points of character or most available distinctions, and of indi-

cating them in few and clear words, which has made this

manual so deservedly popular. Similar merits distinguish, on

its botanical side, Dr. Bigelow's American Medical Botany, a

quarto work which was published, in three parts or volumes,

between 1817 and 1821, with colored plates—at that time

thought to be very good ones indeed—of the principal medicinal

plants of the country. He also brought out an American edi-

tion of Sir James Edward Smith's Introduction to Botany;

and his botanical knowledge, along with that of tin

medica generally and his classical scholarship. placed nim ;;I

the head, or at the laboring oar, of the committee which in 1820

formed the American Pharmacopoeia. The writer used tbii

volume in his medical-student days, and remembers dimly how

the account of minor preparations, coming down to jams and

conserves, ended with the classical "Jam satis est mihi."

The second edition of the Florula Bostoniensis, pul

1824, while retaining its modest title, was nearly doubled in

contained, the whole i

deluded

;

New England being included; and it became the Manual <>i

Botany for the region. What a popular and satisfactory work

it was, especially to hundreds of amateur botanists, some -till

living may testify. The third and last edition, iss

was a reprint, with various additions and corrections.

mainly by those who had learned their botany from the preced-

ing one. This is the last Flora or Manual of this and perhaps
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any other country, arranged upon the Linnaean artificial system.
Much later in life the author contemplated a revision of the
work, brought up to the time, and illustrated by chromo-Iitho-
graphic plates, such as we have lately seen turned to good
account But after some consideration the project was aban-
doned. He did not propose himself to undertake the editorial

work: for he had long since passed from actual service into
the emeritus or honorary rank of botanists ; and his active pro-
fessional life, already verging to its close, was diversified or
relieved by other avocations. Indeed some of these were
taken up very early. He became Rumford Professor of the
Applications at Cambridge in 1816, and delivered annual
courses of lectures until 1827, when he published the sub-
stance of them in a volume entitled Elements of Technology,
here coining this apt word. During all this time, and much
longer, he was Professor of Materia Medica in the medical
school of Harvard University, namely, from 1815 to 1855;
for many of these years one of the physicians of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital ; through all of them, and until

old age disabled him, a leading pl^sician of Boston. From
the year 1847 to 1863 he was President of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, of which body he was a mem-
ber for sixty-seven years

!

We cannot here referto Dr. Bigelow's various professional and
literary writings. They are not numerous, but are weighty.

-'." which contains the famous
discourse " On Self-limited Disease," is the most important of

them
; and an address " On the Limits of Education," delivered

in the year 1865 before the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, is notable. It has been said of the latter, that

never before was the depreciation of classical study or general

culture, as a preparation for technical scientific education,

n by so ripe a classical scholar or so wide-cultured a
man. His many essays in English and Latin verse, some of

which have been privately printed, ought to be collected. Dr.

Bigelow lived, honored and trusted, to a good old age before
• iched his frame, and only toward the close was

the brightness of his acute mind dimmed. The candle at

, the flame flickered awhile in the socket,^ngth bun

The name will abide in botanical nomenclature. First a

peared in Rees gdowia of Smith, founded c

the Adelia of M Then Spreng(
in 1821, founded a genus Bigelovia on a Brazilian plant whu
he took to be a Rbamnaeea ; but it is a species of Caseari

Again, in 182 4,
- Game to a part of Spermacoi

the Borreria of O. Meyer. Then DeCandolle, in 1824, w
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nd, as the Prodromus records, when he found that be had to

refer it to Noisettia. Lastly, in 1836, DeCandolle bestowed

the name of Bigelowia upon some golden-flowered Composite

of the Southern United States, which had borne the name of

an Old World genus, Chrysocoma (Anglice, Golden tuft), and

he added the complimentary phrase: "A Chrysocoma sepa-

ratum dicavi cl. J. Bigelow qui floras Americans auream

coronam flora Bostoniensi et medica addidit." Although this

genus was founded upon only two or three species, it has been

vastly extended by the exploration of the western regions of

our country, where it forms a conspicuous and characteristic

portion of the low shrubby vegetation. More than thirty

North American species of Bigebvia, besides one of Mexico

and two of the Andes of South America, now commemorate
our venerable late associate. Most of them were introduced

to the genus by the present writer. A. G.

One of the most marked features in the skeleton of

modern birds is the form of their vertebrae. This is so peculiar

and so constant that it is considered by many anatomists to be

the best distinctive character for the class. In no ol

of animals known is there an approach to the saddle-shaped

articulation of the centra seen in the vertebrae of birds.

Not only do the presacral vertebrae of all existing birds

exhibit this structure, but the many extinct forms now known

from the whole series of Tertiary deposits have the same

articulation. If we knew only these fossil forms, in addition

to the existing species of birds, the origin of this peculiar

vertebral articulation would perhaps remain a mystery. Most

fortunately, however, a few Cretaceous birds have been dis-

covered which throw much light on this point, and virtually

explain the difficulty.

In the toothed birds Ichthyomis and Hesperornis, we have

two widely divergent forms. The latter was a huge -

bird, without wings, and with vertebras corresponding fully to

the modern ornithic type. Ichthyomis, on the other hand, was

a small bird, with great powers of flight, and with biconcave

vertebrae, as in Fishes and Amphibians, and in a few Reptiles.

The marked contrast between the shape of the ertebal

in these two genera is seen in the figures below,

• 'i-vieal vertebra in eaeh l'""'^ 1 -
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In the vertebra of Ichthyornis shown in figures 1 and 2. it will

be seen that the articulation of the centrum is eup-simped

:

while in the corresponding vertebra of IL^> r<> <n.>. the < i-N ..»£

the centrum are saddle-shaped, as in ordinary birds. Thus
the distinction between the two t\ he skeleton
is as wide as between Ich ring bird.

To the evolutionist, who believes that birds are all closely

connected genetically, this difference in structure, at first sight,

offers a most serious difficulty
;

formation from the one form to the other, and
planation of the origin of the modern vertebrae of birds.

zygapophysis.

In the third cervical vertebra of Ichthyornis, however, we

ire in the act, as it were, of forming a new type; by

g one form of vertebra into another. Follov

font, the connection between these widely divergent types of

structure soon becomes apparent ; and t d.-wlo »ment of the

modern style of avian vertebra from the fish-like, biconcave

form finds a ready solution. In the anterior articulation of
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this vertebra of Ichthyornis (figure 3), the surface looks down-

ward and forward, being inclined at an angle of nearly 60°

with the axis of the centrum. In vertical section, it is

moderately convex, while transversely it is strongly concave

;

thus presenting a near approach to the sad<

None of the other known vertebra of Ichthyornis possess this

character.

This highly specialized feature occurs at the first bend

of the neck, and greatly facilitates motion in a vertical plane.

If, now, we consider for a moment that the dominant motion

in the neck of a modern bird is in a vertical plane, we see

at once that anything that tends to facilitate this motion

would be an advantage, and that the motion itself would tend

directly to produce this modification. With biconcave verte-

brae, the flexure in any direction is dependent on the elasticity

of the fibrous tissue 'that connects them, as the edges of the

cups do not slide over each other. An increasing movement
in the neck of Ichthyornis in a vertical plane would tend to

deflect the upper and lower margins of the circular cup, and to

produce a vertical constriction, and at the same time to leave

the lateral margins projecting; and this is precisely what we

have in the third vertebra.

This modification of the vertebras would naturally appear first

where the neck had most motion, viz: in the anterior ceryicab,

and gradually would be extended down the neck; and, on to

the sacrum, if the same flexure was continued.

Behind the axis, or where the vertical motion prevails, we

find in modern birds no exception to the saddle articulation in

the whole cervical series.

In the dorsal vertebras, this cause would be less efficient,

since the ribs and neural spines tend to restrict vertical motion,

and hence to arrest this modification. This region, then, as

might he expected, offers strong confirmatory evidence of the

correctness of the above explanation; for here occur, among
modern birds, the only true exceptions known in the pre-

sacral series to the chi dilation. In

iStrirjops and a few other laud birds: in the Penguins, the Terns,

and some other aquatic birds, one or more vertebras in the dorsal

region are without the saddle-shaped articulation, and are either

opisthoccelian, or imperfectly biconcave. In such instances,

we can usually, if not ahvavs, detect evidence of an arrest of

vertical flexure. This may lock together the posterior dorsals

by their neural- spines, as in Strigojis, leaving the power of

lateral flexure : or several vertebras may be coossified, as in

Accipiter and some other Raptores, in which a stiff back is a
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In the coossified sacral series of many birds, one or more of
the anterior vertebrae have the saddle-shaped articulation.

This, however, is no valid objection to the above exj
since these vertebras are really dorsals, and have evidently
gradually coalesced with the true sacral vertebras.

In the caudal vertebrae of recent birds we have, in a
measure, the original biconcave structure preserved, for here
the motion in every direction was much restricted. The caudal
vertebras of these birds, even in the most aberrant forms, are

\- the same, and in the fossil species the articulations

near to follow the general rule. In Pavo and Geoccocyx,

the caudal vertebras exhibit a tendency to a proccelian union.

Some other forms also show unimportant modifications of

the normal type of caudal articulation, but nothing to suggest
a real objection to the explanation now proposed of the origin

of the vertebras characteristic o"f Birds.

In bringing together the above facts, and others suggested
by them, the classification and development of the various

forms of vertebras appear to be somewhat as follows :

(1.) Biconcave vertebras (Fishes and Amphibians) ; the primi-

tive type; a weak articulation, admitting free, but limited

motion. From this form, have been directly derived the other

varieties, namely:

(2.) Plane vertebras (Mammals) ; affording a stronger joint,

with motion still restricted.

(3.) Oiip-and-ball vertebrae (Eeptiles) ; a strong and flexible

joint, well fitted for general motion, and evidently produced
by it. The vertebras are proccelian when lateral motion
is dominant (Serpents) ; opisthoccelian with varied motion

(Dinosaur cervicals).

(4.) Saddle vertebrae (Birds) ; the highest type ;
a very strong

and free an v adapted to motion in a vertical

plane, and mainly due originally to its predominance.

This subject will be more fully discussed and illustrated by
the writer in a future communication.

Yale College, New Haven, Conn., Feb. 25th. 1879.



Review of SaportcCs Work

I "Le Monde des Plantes

i of importance, not only

for
j
hyto pak-o ltologists and geologists, but for all who are in-

terested in the history of our planet, in its physical laws, its

gradual march of development, and its different phases until it

became a fit habitation for the human race.

The first part of. the book considers the birth oi

life and the successive and progressive changes which have

modified its forms. The phenomena relating to the existence

of living creatures are examined in their applications to organ-

isms from the lowest to the highest in degree of development.

The second chapter reviews the theory of evolution. The
author calls it tr-i,,.<>'<,rmisin. On this subject he rightly re-

marks, that the theory of evolution does not date from this

century; fcha history are already old ; that the

system has been under the critical examination of great minds,

who have rightly disparaged some of its extreme tendencies.

I quote, in passing, some of the statements of the dial

author, though they may appear disconnected, in order to show
his mode of reasoning on the subject.

"Geology admits great divisions or distinct epochs, and suc-

cessive formations. But when it comes to the determination

of the precise limits of cadi, to the understanding of the num-
ber, the value, or the extent of the stages or subdivisions, the

ble; for generally between two
epochs, there appear strata of mixed characters which forcibly

excludes all idea of a marked separation between them."
With reference to the remains of plants, he says: "When

the details of structure and of gi ition, which
are recognized in a plant of our time, are in exact analogy with

what is known of one or more fossil species of the same genus,

it is legitimate to disregard some variations of detail, and to

consider the more recent of the two species as a direct continua-

tion of the other. To do otherwise would be to put aside all

resources obtained from analogy and induction, or the method
itself. Now accepting these premises we may say that there is

no tree or shrub in Europe, in North America and in the Canary
Islands, which is not found fossil under a specific form more or

less intimately allied to one of our time. Nearly always a very

ancient type is now represented in its decline, while the more
recent appearance of a plant in geological time generally marks

In the third chapter we have an exposition of the ancient
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climates, and not merely that exposition which is indicated by
paleontology, but an examination of the causes which have
produced similarity of temperature over the whole globe dur-
ing the first geological periods, and of those under the influ-

ence of which the zones of temperature became more and more
and narrowed. The discussion turns upon the value

>ject ; tne comparatively
great density of the atmosphere overcharged with vapors, thus

g heat; the

of the theories offered
groat

"

disph

the globe, etc. All these hypothetical caus>

by the author as insufficient to account for the phe
He closes the discussion in admitting as more probable the

hypothesis of Blandet, supported by d'Archiac, based upon the
nebular theory of Lapia< whi< h n rs the i iv tcmj t m
to the still excessive heat of the sun derived from the condens-
ing nebula. After speaking of the sun as derived from the

condensing nebula, he says: "This hypothesis may be far

from giving a solution of all the facts ; but it agrees well with
the phenomena of the primitive world, and gives us such a clear

reason for its climatic laws, the half veiled days of the Coal
period with its transparent nights, the tepid temperature of the

polar regions, the original extent of the torrid zones and their

subsequent contraction to the present limits, that one
would be tempted to admit it, tl in a whis-
per

: Could this be the only cause of such a com pie

rence of phenomena?"*
The sentence here quoted closes the first part of the book;

which is an intr< lucrum, ni paring the way for the exposition
of the character of what the author calls the vegetable periods
of the primitive and - eondary epochs.

In treating the su> - 'he natural plan of

considering the plants, so far as they are known by their re-

mains, in their order of occurrence from the oldest formation to

the more recent. The work follows without interruption the

march of the vegetation, from its origin, so far as it has been
observed, to the end of the Pliocene, and therefore offers multi-

plied points of com pari -on for ascerta ^wm the progress of devel-

opment of the vegetable types, the modification of their char-

ters, the introduction or first appearance of new types, the

pearance of old ones, etc.

.
For Primordial, Paleozoic and Mesozoic times, the examina-

tion is limited to what is generally known.f The Primordial

* See on this subject an article of J. S. Q a nli. r In Hatim Di i
12.1878.

d in four great epochs, the
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plants are merely Fucoids. The Silurian are marine species,

especially. The author records as terrestrial plants those

which have been described from the Cincinnati group. Their

nature as representatives of a land vegetation is confirmed by

the recent discovery of a splendid fern, Eopteris Morierti

Sap., near the base of the Middle Silurian of France (the

schists of Angiers, zone of the Oilyuu n< TrK<uu\ This fine

fern is placed as the frontispiece of the book—its rig

indeed, for the fern, a pinna with large leaflets and perfectly

distinct venation, resembles the Neuropterids of the Coal. It

plainly proves that the land vegetation of the Middle Silurian,

its of bo advanced types, must have been

varied in its characters. Therefore, according to the law of

evolution, it is evidence that a still more ancient land flora ex-

isted, probably contemporaneous with the first apparition of the

vegetable marine forms.

The Devonian is mostly illustrated by species from
some of which are figured, from Dawson, in Dana's Manual of

Geology.
The Carboniferous has its illustrations from European plants,

common types, also prevalent in the American Coal Measures.

The Permian flora is considered by Saporta as a mere con-

tinuation of that of the Carboniferous, the period being one of

transition, as he says; though strictly, on the theory of trans-

forrnism, all the periods are necess -i tion. The

Permian has few distinct characters in its vegetation, some

Conifers only, Walchia, Ulmannia, Oinghophyllum. This last

type is already represented in the Permo-carboniferous of North

America by Saportea, a sub-genus recently established by

Fontaine and White, for the description of leaves very simi-

lar to those of the present Ginglco of Japan.
In the Mesozoic (Mesophytic for the plants), the Trias has

few typical forms, and these are merely Ferns and Conifers,

whose generic relation, for this last group of plants at least, is

with the Permian through Voltzia and Albertia. The Jurassic,

per contra, whose flora is known to the author by extended re-

searches, is illustrated in the work by numerous wood-cuts

representing species published by himself, Heer, B
and others, all from European specimens. The Jurass

of Spitzbergen and Siberia by Heer have afforded an important

contribution. No species are mentioned from this country,

where the Jurassic is not yet satisfactorily known by its plants.

In this flora the Cycadece, Proiophyllwn, Za , itt -and /

are predomin nt, aione. . I>: - and Conifers of the Gingko

type, Baina and Sah'sburia.

For the Cretaceous the more important documents are taken

from North America and Greenland. Europe has few Cretace-
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ous deposits containing plants. In strata of a lower stage, near
Beausset, France, remains of a species of fern and of an Arau-
carta have been found, with a fragment of dicotyledonous leaf
referred by Saporta to Maynotw. The Bohemian Ceno-
manian lias leaves of Aralia, Hymencea and Hedera, of types re-

cognized, by analogy of characters, in the flora of the Dakota
group. From the Senonian of the Hartz are quoted Abietites,

Dryophyllum, Orednera, the last two also typically represented
in the Dakota group, which, considered by Saporta as referable
to the Cenomanian, has five of its species represented as charac-
teristic of the period in the wood-cuts of the work.

In closing the general consideration of the characters of the
floras of the three preceding vegetable periods, the author re-

marks that the second or upper half of the Cretaceous may be
viewed as marking by the appearance of dicotyledons the
point of departure of the vegetation pi -per and peculiar to

our zone, while the Coal period is that of the whole vege-
table kingdom. "From the Cenomanian begins an evolution
from which the new tribes progress by multiplication and vari-

ation in a constantly increasing proportion."
I shall now consider in more detail some of the points estab-

lished in the examination of the Tertiary flora, the more im-
portant and original part of the book. For I find here a

favorable occasion for comparing the essential characters of

certain Tertiary groups of this continent, in order to determine
thereby som, suasion as to their age.

Count Saporta divides the Tertiary into five vegetable
periods : Paleocene, Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene and Pliocene.

The Paleocene, which corresponds to the Suessonian of Orbigny,
is separated from the more recent Cretaceous strata, the Maes-
tricht chalk, l>v a gap whose width and duration are difficult to

ascertain. This period is not yet well known, since the strata

containing the vegetable remains of plants have been observed
at few localities. To the Paleocene are referred the clay beds

len in Belgium, the tufaceous deposits of Sezanne in

France, and the Suessonian sandstone (Ores Soissonnai*). The
flora of Gelinden is especially composed of species of Quercinea,

Laurineoz, Vihu, ,,,i,»\ lhd-',-<t (one species), some Araliaceos,

M>» -,•>,,..,, fy„.f,;„, *. Sli/rt«ceoe, etc., with some ferns, an
Osmunda especially. Sezanne has a rich vegetation of large

- Tdiacece, with species of Magnolia. Alum, Sahx,

Vvburnum, Cormis, also some ArtwirpHP, Mebacea?, Pt*ros-

permex, Ficus, Symplocos and a Hedera (a species of ivy^searcely

*
, 1 ..n,- [i -i v; etv) i ml a grape. From the

upper Paleocene strata have been" obtained some Myricacem
and Araucarice, a Bambusa, and Palms with flabellate fronds.

In the examination of the remains of plants obtained from
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the lower Lignitic strata of the Western territories, the essential

cnaracto re of a number of species have been recognized as

intimately related to, even identical with, those of some species

of the flora of Sezanne, and from this referred to the Eocene.

Count Saporta considers this question, on p. 221 of his book, as

follows :
" The Lignitic flora of a vast Tertiary formation of

North America, rich in combustible mineral, which occupies

an immense area in the new Territories in the West, Colorado,

Utah, Wyoming, etc, is not yet sufficiently known. From the

man-rial- <•,
, !o, u 1 under the direction of the Geological Sur-

veys of the United States, the plants appear referable to three

different groups of the Tertiary, the lowest evidently corres-

ponding to our Eocene. The relation of this group with the

Paleocene of Europe is evident, notwithstanding the great geo-

graphical distance of the localities. This relation is manifested

by the close affinity of some of the species of ferns with those

of Gelinden and Sezanne, by the presence of Palms of similar

characters in both eountru ?.' with Artocarpea and Morem which

recall the Proloficus and Artocarpoides of Sezanne; species of

mum in the Lower Lignitic which have the facies of

those of Gelinden. A Vihununn, V. u>'ii'ji>fiin,,i. of Black But-

tes, is scar- mi the rec nth discovered V.

vit'/alium of Gelinden. It is the san e v. ith soi i« other species;

and these affinities are so near and so striking, that they force

the idea of a connecting link not merely between the floras but

between the regions, at the time when they had respectively

the vegetation of which we now study the remains."
Considering merely the affinities mentioned above by the

celebrated author, it would seem that, the Lo ei Lignitic flora of

this continent should ; and referred

to the new subdivision established by him, the Paleocene.

The flora of the Lower Lignitic, however, is distributed through

a great thiol tions, and shows points of differ-

ence which should not be overlooked in comparing typical

affinities, especially when the points of comparison are taken

from two far distant countries on two different continents; and

still more when the comparison relates to single groups of

fossil plants, or vegetable remains obtained from a limited area,

like that covered by the deposits of tufa at Sezanne. The

lowest strata of the' Lignitic at Point of Rocks has indeed a

Viburnum intimately related, as remarked above by the author,

to a species of the Paleocene of Gelinden. But it has also an

teal type), which is closely allied to another species

of this genus. O. p,irisn-u.-n\ of the Eocene of Paris iTroca-

dero). This local formation correst .1-
i

f -i .
- Vt] '" •

to that of the Sheppey beds of the Eocene'of England. Along

with Sequoia /•.
l .

:
/i/n/r f , which, according to Saporta, recalls a
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Cretaceous type, the flora of Point of Eocks has also Sequoia brev-
ifolia Heer, represented there by the largest proportion of the
specimens. The same species is ne flora of
Greenland (Ataneke I at of the Baltic* And
still, in this small group of plants of Point of Eocks, twenrv-
seven, reduced to twenty species in eliminating those described
from too poor specimens (as Pop those with-
out marked geological affinity, we have Ficus asarifolia and
Firn< Dahnatica, as positively identified so far as identity may be
ascertained from fossil leaves, with two species ofdMlingskau-
sena. the first from Bilin, the second from Mount Promina, two

now referred to the Oligocene (Tongrian) ; Ficus
. a Miocene type, easily recognized, and found in the

flora of the whole thickness of the Western Tertiary strata,

even in the Pliocene of California ; a Diospyros ; a fine Lauras ;

a Sal,,,! and a Fucus, all of recent types. A Salvinia also should
be mentioned, as all the species of this genus have as yet been
referred to the Miocene.
Yet it is not merely from the identification of a few plants

that a relation between the floras of two epochs should be
fixed or admitted, but from the general characters of the vege-
tation representing the climate, and from the general facies

resulting from the progress of the vegetation, in passing from
types admittedly inferior to others of a more advanced degree
of perfection becoming more predominant. Considered in
this way, the vegetation of the Lignitic, taken as a whole,

indicates the action of a climate of an average temperature far

above that of the Cretaceous Dakota Group, and still higher
than that of the Paleocene, where the Oaks predominate and
there are scarcely any Palms. The prodigious abundance of
remains of Palms at Golden, at the Eaton especially, is exactly

comparable to that of the sandstone of La Sarthe (Upper Eo-
cene), which, says Saporta, recall, by the beauty and the large
size of their fronds, the Sabals of Cuba and Florida. If we
cannot refer the whole Lignitic flora to that upper stage of the
Eocene, if v

|

ieal affinities with the Paleocene,

:is from the great thickness of the formation, which, in

its four thousand feet of strata, may represent groups of floras

related to two or more of the geological divisions established
from separate groups • which in Europe are

referred to the Paleocene and the Eocene. This idea seems con-
firmed when we compare the diverse elements or groups of

plants examined until now from the Lignitic. For if the Black

Point of Eocks deposits are allied by the remains of

viburnum and Ficus of various species, those of Colorado and

* This Greenland flora, in the opinion of Saporta, Gardner, and other European
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New Mexico near Trinidad are still more intimately related by

a preponderance of Palms, of Ferns of true Eocene character,

as recognized by Saporta and Gardner in the identifii

Eocene species of England with some of those described from

Golden; and also by the presence, at both localities, of Sequoia

and Abietites, of Cretaceous affinity, and of large-leaved Mvj-

nolias and the Rhamnece closely allied to those of Sezanne.

The Eocene period, as described in Saporta's work, has, at its

base, deposits of the coarse limestone of Paris i Catcnr? qm^^n
from which have been obtained the large fruits referred to the

gni'i- .\ <j»< {.X<'[»idites), an Indian type intermediate between

Pandaneas- and the Palms, now inhabiting the flats along the

borders of the Ganges. The same fruits, first found at Slicp-

pey, have been discovered also at Paris in the same
with the species of Ottelia mentioned above, along with a few

leaves of small Palms, of Nerium, Myrica and Zizyphus.

Saporta has made long and syB - on the flora

of the gypsum deposits of Aix, which are considered as refer-

able, in their lower part at least, to the Eocene. His cele-

brated work (Les Etudes), on the vegetation of the Tertiary

in the southwest of 1-Yunce, i-specially considers the fossil

remains of that formation. They were discovered, in a very

good state of preservation, along the borders of what was once

an Eocene lake, whose duration was continued through the

Oligocene to the lower Miocene, or Aquitanian. The general

re of this formation are remarkably similar to those ot

the Green River group of the Western Territories, and in the

comparison of the flora also there are indeed some n

points of concordance. It is worth while to present h

for future comparison the description given by Saporta of this

group. He says: "This lake or its deposits were for a long

time subjected to various changes by natural phenomena.

Thermal springs, sometimes sulphurous, sometim -

nated with carbonate of lime, affording emanations of mephitic

gas, then later, volcanic eruptions, followed by flow-

attest the subterranean action which extended even to the

water, and brought, at different times, trouble and death to the

inhabitants of the lake. Whole shoals of fishes were sur-

prised and buried in the muddy clay of the bottom, a deposit

which has faithfully preserved their "remains. They.
ble to many genera, one of whi
water in Sardinia and Northern Africa. Even ins

killed in immense numbers; small and scarcely perceptible

flies, mosqui.ncs bmtertlh-?. libellules, winged ants, bees, gave

there to the winds their delicate remains, to be strewn along

the shores and buried in the deposit that was soon t

ened, some of the specimens still preserving traces of their col-
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ors. During all this time the flowing water, springs and rivu-
lets, uniting their action to that of the wind an ! ram. carri* d to

the bottom of the lake fragments of plants of various kinds,

especially leaves, branches, flowers and fruits, indeed all the
parts naturally torn from the trees and the shrubs growing in

the neighborhood along the shore."

For those who have seen specimens of shale of the deposits
of Florissant in Colorado, thin lamina? covered with small frag-

ments of plants (their branches, leaves, seeds, flowers, even or-

gans of reproduction, pistils and stamens), along with remains
of fishes and insects in immense number, even small feathers,

the above description will seem as if dictated by an examina-
tion of the deposits of that locality. It applies equally well to

those of the Green River station, Elko, the mouth of White
River, etc. It is right to remark, however, before looking to

the relation in the characters of the plants, that the natural

phenomena which have caused the deposits of those remains,

have nothing abnormal, are not due to some cataclysm, but
are the result of natural atmospheric circumstances. The
shales in all the localities named above are in repeated lay-

ers of two to five millimeters in thickness, mostly composed
of fine sandy materials, the thickest layers of the same na-

ture, but somewhat coarse, all covered upon the upper surface

with the various remains mixed together. The thin layers, in

repeated superposition, represent therefore annual deposits of

materials, mud deposits, laid down in the spring or in the rainy

season, hardened in summer, and covered during the process of

ion by insects, by small floating fragments of plants,

etc., mixed with the mud and thrown up by their buoyancy to

The composition indicates a process of consolida-

tion under the influence of heat or summer. Besides the pro-

digious quantity of insects, the plants, mostly Conifers, are

branchlets often deprived of their leaves, like those which,

falling to the ground during the winter time, are carried away
by water in the spring. A large proportion of the cones are

of Alnus, and it is well known that these cones are persistent

upon the shrubs until the end of the spring. The leaves of

some species are extremely numerous, none of them crumpled,
folded or rolled, as if driven by currents, but flat, as it* they had
been imbedded in the muddy surface of the bottom when tailing

from the trees or shrubs along the border of a lake. In the

fish beds of Green River, as they are called, the same phe-

nomenon is observed. One of the richest deposits, eight to ten

feet thick, is formed of alternate sandy layers three to five mil-

limeters thick, and it is between the layers that the

found petrified sometimes in prodigious numbers. This evi-

dently shows that under the influence of summer heat, by
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evaporation and gradual drainage, the area of the lakes or

swamps being gradually diminished by shrinkage, the fishes

were driven into deeper places, where finally enclosed they

perished in masses. Their remains were later covered by

the muddy water of the next overflow in the rainy season. In

that immense formation of the Green River group, no trace of

effects of volcanic agency is seen. It has been through its

whole thickness a series of quiet, lacustrine deposits of calcare-

ous clays, during an incalculable period of time. At Green

River station, for example, from the bottom of the river to the

top of the highest red buttes, about six hundred feet in thickness,

the whole series is a succession of those laminated shales, vary-

ing only in their constituent beds, there being white calcareous

clay, greenish, sandy, red ferruginous clay, in an uninterrupted

succession of thin layers.

Considering the data furnished by the plants in reference to

the synchronism of the Green River formation, it is only re-

cently, or since the publication of the Tertiary flora, that we

have obtained documents numerous and valuable enough for a

future comparison. The collections made in the Green River

group in 1847 and 1848, by the corps of the United States Geo-

logical Survey, and recently by the explorations under the direc-

tion of Princeton College, amount for specimens bearing remains

of plants to at least ten thousand, mostly from Florissant

These plants have not yet been determined
;
part of th

of the United States Survey only, have been superficially

examined and separated in groups for definitive study. Of the

whole number of plant remains, nearly one-half are leaves of

Plantra, apparently referable to three different species: P. Un-

geri, P. bngtfolia, both equally predominant, and a less com-

mon one, with veins at a very acute angle of divergence and a

facies different from thai of the others. P. Ungeri is extremely

abundant in the Miocene of Europe, especially in the upper

strata. It is present in the Tertiary flora of Greenland, being

found there in connection with or' upon the same
with a Pterospermites, a Hedera, and Sequoia Langadorffi. It is

not quoted from Alaska and Spitsbergen. In the Gypseous

beds of Aix one leaf only is mentioned of this species, from the

fish beds of Bonnieux. The author says that it is very rare in

this formation, but that it becomes more predominant in the

flora of Manosque (Miocene). Fragments of Conifers, mostly

Miocene types, Taxodium, Glyptostrobus, Sequoia, etc., abound at

ca, referable to a dozen species at

least, two of which are closely related to
'

M. arguta of the Gypseous beds of Aix. At the san

have been obtained" numerous specimens of a Populus, which,

though represented bv leaves of various sizes and shapes, are
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identifiable with P. Heerii Sap., of the beds of Aix, where it is

very rare. The predominance of Salvinia, related to K
Miocene types, is also marked in the Green River group, while
one species only is described from the beds of Aix, there also

very rare. We have also from Florissant a large specimen of

a Sabal, which, like Sabaliles major of the beds of Aix, seems
related to the Miocene Sabal major of Europe.

If, therefore, we consider the relation of the flora of the
Green River group to that of the Gypseous beds of Aix, merely
from the number of identical species, it seems to be distant

indeed, and more evidently marked with the Miocene. But
then, there is against this conclusion the remarkable affinity in

the dispersion and fragmentary state of the vegetable remains,

lilar facies of the flora apparent in the predominance of

species of Myrica and other Southern types, like the leaves

described as Callicoma microphylla, which, as remarked in the

Tertiary Flora, cannot be referred to this Australian genus, but
perhaps belong to some peculiar form of Myrica. We have
also among the vegetable fragments of Florissant, Diospyros,

Catalpa, Fraxinm, Ailanthus, Paleocarya Engelhardtia, Ulmus,

Acer, mostly fruits and flowers, as mentioned by Saporta from
the flora of Aix, leaves of peculiar forms of Quercus, referable

to Q. salicina and Q. aniecedens Sap., and flowers with long

stamens, which, lacerated though they are, have some likeness to

those of Bombax, all from the same flora of Aix.

But it is useless now to look to points of relation. Not only

are the specimens from Florissant not yet positively determined,

but the locality has, in the whole thickness of its shale, merely

vegetable remains of plants growing around a shallow inlet of

small area, that of a lake apparently, surrounded for a long

period of time by the same kind of shrubs and trees, whose
debris, annually strewn and preserved upon the muddy layer of

the bottom, does not give a true representation of the general

vegetation of the land. The American Planera aquatica in-

habits only some river swamps of Florida and North Carolina.

Its remains, if found in a fossil state, though they might be

abundant in a peculiar locality, could not give us the slightest

idea as to the facies of the land-flora of these regions. The great

difference and variety in the characters of the plants found at

other localities of the Green River group, in the deposits of

Alkali station, of Elko, the mouth of White River and the cut-

off of Green River, show how little we know as yet of the plants

of the mighty group, which, like the Gypseous formation of

Aix, may represent different geological periods at its lower and
its upper parts.

Passing from the lower beds of Aix to the Oligocene

{Tongrian for its upper part), Saporta sees in its flora the expo-

Am. Joob. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. IOO.-Apbil, 1879.
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sition of a more equable and more generally humid climate.

The essential types of vegetation recognized in Europe during

this period are, for the Conifers, Libocedrus saiiccruioides ; ('ha-

mcecyparis in two species ; some Sequoia;, among them S. Tour-

malii and iS. Coutsice; Taxodium distichum miocenicvm, and

Glyptostrobus Europeans. With these Conifers the author men-

tions and figures species of Comptonia, some of them of typical

affinity to the North American G. asplenifolia, others to Austro-

Asiatic forms ; oaks with coriaceous lobate leaves, a Palm,

iSabal major; Aralia Hercules, species of Myrica, Celastrus,

Andromeda, Diospyros, Myrtus, Mimosa, and, as related to

present European types, Betula, Carpinus, Ostrya, Ulrnus, Acer,

already mentioned in the examination of the Gypseous forma-

tion of Aix. From this it is seen that, as the author remarks,

this period is the transmission of an older to a new vegetable

period. As to localities whose plants are referable to the Oligo-

cene, the author quotes, for France, the deposits in Auvergne

;

those of Eonzon, of St. Zacharie and St. Jean de Garguier ;
the

Gypseous beds of Gargas in Provence, of Alais, Armissan and

Speeback ; then Haering in Tyrol, Sotska in Styria, Sagor in

Carinthia, and Mont Promina in Dalmatia. The floras of some

of these localities were formerly referred either to the Miocene

or to the Upper Eocene. The Flysch and Nummulite beds are

Oligocene. From all these deposits eight to nine hundred

species have been obtained.

The Miocene period is subdivided into two sections or subpe-

riods. The lowest, the Aquitanian, begins with the regression

of the Tongrian Sea, and terminates at the invasion of the

Molassic, a period which ends with the more recent strata Mio-

pliocene.

The Aquitanian has beds of lignite sometimes very thick.

The more important localities where plants of this formation

have been discovered are Manosque in Provence; C;i<lii>on ft,

Piedmont; Thorens, Savoy ; Paudeze and Monod in Switzer-

land ; Bovey Tracy in England ; Coumi in Eubasa ; Ehadoboy in

Croatia, etc. The flora of both periods of the Miocene is well

known, and has been so admirably well studied and described,

especially by Heer, that every phytopaleontologist has become

acquainted with its essential types. A large number of them

are figured in Saporta's book.
The Oligocene types of Conifers, as also those of the dicoty-

ledons, still remaining in the present flora, pass of course

through the Miocene. But the climate of this period has a far

less degree of uniformity, or the zones a less degree of expan-

sion, and therefore the floras become more diversified, accord-

ing to the latitude of the localities in which they are observed.

Thus the flora of Coumi is marked by a large profusion of men-
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dional forms, though those of the temperate zone are not all

excluded. Iu this flora appears the last European Cycad.
Species of Sabal are.present in all the groups of plants of the
Aquitanian. The vegetation of the molasse is still more widely
elucidated in the great tertiary flora of Heer. A number of
species of Populus, Planera Ungeri, Platanus aceroides, Liqm'd-
arabar Europeum, Podogonium species, Picus tiliafolia, Myrica
(Eningensis, Comptonia acutiloba, oaks belonging to the live oaks
with semi-persistent leaves, and related to types of Mexico and
Louisiana; species of Tilia, Uk Lvriodm-
dron, Vitis, are the predominant plants of the Upper Miocene
period. They are most of them, if not all, recognized in the
present vegetation of North America, to which that of the Mio-
cene of Europe has been often compared.
The more important localities where remains of Upper Mio-

cene plants have been discovered in Europe are Salzhausen,

Eockenberg, etc., Weteravia; Gunzburg in Bavaria; Bilin in

Bohemia ; Manat and Mount Charray in France ; CEningen in

Switzerland ; Parschlug and Grleichenberg in Styria ; Tokay in

Hungary
; Vienna in Austria.

In the comparison of the American groups of Tertiary fos-

sil plants, none has been found to agree with those of this

period, by analogy qf character, but that of Carbon or of the

Washakie group, where essentially Platanus aceroides or P.

GuilKelmaz, and Acer trilobatum, abound, together with species

described by Heer from the molasse of Switzerland. That pecu-

liar Fieus tilwefolia, considered as Miocene in Europe, easily

recognized by its inequilateral leaves and the coarse and deep

abundant as it is in different localities of the Lower
Lignitic, has also left its remains at Washakie. It is univer-

sally distributed in the ancient floras of this continent.

Saporta's book opens the examination of the Pliocene flora,

by an interesting introduction. "The Miocene marks for

Europe an era of vegetable splendor, an epoch of quiet temper-

in >ut extremes, of beneficial humidity, favoring the

highest development of the vegetation upon a continent not yet
feeling the change to which it was about to be subjected. The
Pliocene period is the declining age of the European flora, the

time when the climatic conditions are definitively altered,

when the vegetation becomes gradually poor and ceases to gain

anything. The progress of the phenomenon is slow

moves along an inclined plane on which it never stops. Those
ornamental plants, those precious trees, those noble and ele-

gant shrubs which are now carefully trained by artificial cul-

ture in European conservatories, were until then inhabitants,

of Europe, but left it forever. One by one the ostracised plants

take their departure, lingering here and there on the road to
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exile. It is this exodus that we should have to describe if we
could follow, step by step the march of retrogression, and indi-

cate species by species, the progress and the result of this

abandonment of our soil."

The decline in the richness of the vegetation of the Miocene

period is described in detail by the author, and its causes are

clearly exposed. He considers it (as remarked already) to be

v the result of a gradual lowering of the temperature,

which from its origin at the end of the Eocene, had been in

constant progress until now, with casual modifications. It was

due to the influence of a phenomenon which has acted upon

the whole globe.

The vegetation of the Mio-pliocene has been rarely observed

in Europe. From Sengaglia, Italy, Massalongo has described

species of the genera Greuia, Acer, Fag us, most of them of pres-

ent American types. The Conifers are still those of the Molasse,

to which Salisburia adiantoides is added. Sassafras, Liriorfen-

dron, Tilia, Cercis are represented there also. Saporta has

lately published the flora of the Pliocene tufa of Maximieux,
with Oreodaphne Heerii, Laurus Canadensis, Persea Carotin-

iensis, Acer opnllfoUum, Xen'nm oleander, adding to the specific

names the appellation pliocem'ca, all being mere varieties of

species living now in the islands or African shores a few

degrees south of France, or in the Gulf region of North Amer-
ica. There is also a Buxus pliocenicus, a Torreya, Viburnum

rugosum, an Ilex, a Juglans, and among the ferns, U"

radieans and Adiantum reniforme. As remarked by Saporta,

the Poplar (Populus alba phocenica), the Button Wood, Plata-

nvs, the Magnolia and the Tulip tree in the Mio-pliocene of

Europe were about the same as the species now ii

North America; are specifically recognizable, though marked

with slight differences. The relation of these species and others

named by the author to some of the present time is examined

by an exposition of the gradations which have given them their

present characters.

The last chapter, entitled "a general insight into the ensem-

ble of the period,'' cannot be summed up in a few sentences.

It relates especially to the phenomena which have contributed,

as causative agents or as elements, to the gradual modification

of the vegetation from the end of the Mesozoic to the present

times. A mass of facts are grouped, compared and -

in support of the con* of the gradual devel-

opment (evolution) under various local or general influences.

As an exemplification of the march of transformism the

author figures the leaves of three vegetable types, Laurus,
~'-~ periods from the
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The remarks on this subject are rendered more interesting
and conclusive by their correlative application to the animal
kingdom. There is between the modifications of animal and
vegetable types a remarkable coincidence which, however, is a
matter of course, as animal life depends on the plants. It is

well known, for example, that the Giraffe in its African wilder-
ness especially feeds upon Acacia or Gum trees. This kind of
plants appears first at the base of the Gypseous beds of Aix,
at the end of the Eocene, and there also have been found the
bones of Xiphodon, prototype of the Giraffe, which in its pres-
ent form appears later in the Miocene in its migrating pro-
gress from France to Africa. It is at this epoch of the Upper
Eocene that mammals make their first appearance in Europe,
an advent prepared and predicted by the' luxuriance of the
vegetation of the Lower Eocene.

It should not be supposed from these cursory remarks, that

Saporta's book, "Le Monde des Plantes," is a dry exposition of
facts, or, descriptive enumeration of fossil remains, prepared
only for the instruction of the paleontologist. Far from this

;

it is an exposition of the vegetation of our earth, in its gradual
modifications from the oldest antiquity to our time, in a series

of tableaux as clearly defined by words as they could be by
the pencil of a painter. To these tableaux a multiplicity of
facts,—some of them new and all instructive—give life and
animation ; while they are colored by the richness and
brilliancy of an admirable style. The book is thus read with-

out fatigue and with increasing interest, from the first page to

Aet. XXXIV.—Double Stars discovered by Mr. Alvan G. Clark;

by S. W. Burnham.

The double stars discovered by Mr. Alvan G. Clark, of

the well-known firm of Alvan Clark & Sons, telescope makers,

Cambridgeport, Mass., are for the most part prominent and
interesting objects, and, with the exception of Sirius, have not
been published, or brought to the attention of astronomers
generally. They are nearly all difficult pairs, and such as

require for measurement a first-class, if not a large, instrument.
All the recorded measures of each star in the following list are

given, except of the first. Most of the micrometrical observa-
tions are by the Washington observers, and by Baron Dem-
bowski and myself. All of the latter measures have been
made at the Dearborn Observatory, Chicago.
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The names and places of the stars are as follows

:

No. Star. B. A. 1880. Decl.1880. Magnitudes

2

11

13

Sirius.

W VII, 1131.

p Hydra.
L 23271.

46 Virginia.

Arg. (30)2534.

102 Hereulis.

y Lyra.
P XIX, 257.

fSagittae.

r Cygni.

6>» 39" 53°

7 40 20

12 54 25

18 3 38

19 43 39

23 37 57

+ 28 59

- 2 43
+ 30 21

+ 20 48

+ 18 51

-12 55

H-"io

5 II 12-13

No. 1. Sirius.

The history of this interesting system is too well known to

require more than a brief mention. From periodical irregu-

larities in the observed proper motion of Sirius, Bessel, more

than thirty years ago, suspected the existence of a satellite

revolving with the large star around their common center of

gravity. The theoretical orbit of the disturbing body was

calculated by Peters, and a period of fifty years found to

satisfy the meridian observations. The suspected companion
was looked for by many observers without success. In Jan-

uary, 1862, Mr. Clark placed the 18^-inch object glass, now at

the Dearborn Observatory, Chicago, then the largest object

glass in the world, in a temporary stand, and turned it upon
Sirius. A small star was at once detected almost exactly in

the place assigned by theory. Once discovered, it was readily

seen and measured with the same instruments with which it had

been vainly looked for before. I have seen it repeatedly with

my 6-inch Clark refractor; but a steady air is nee

-

any moderate aperture, because of the great brilliancy of Sirius,

which overpowers the light of the small star, and because of its

low altitude in northern latitudes. Probably in the southern

hemisphere a good 5-inch object glass would show it aattefo©-

torily. Why it should have remained so long undiscovered,

after attention had been called to it, cannot be easily explained.

For this discovery, Mr. Clark was awarded the Lalande gold

The companion has been measured every year since 1862,

and during the latter portion of the time the observations are

very numerous. The last orbit of the theoretical satellite,

computed by Auwers, based upon all the available observations

of proper motion, gives a period of 4940 years. From these

elemeuts an ephemeris has been calculated for every second or
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third year, which is given in the following table, together with
some of the actual measures made near the corresponding
times. It will be seen that the angular motion of the real
star is more rapid than that of the theoretical star, and with a
less change in distance, indicating a longer period than fifty

Calculated. Observed.

1862-0 85-4 lo'-io 1862 1.
S4 -6 10"7 iBond.

02-L S5-0 1009 Rutherfurd.
0::-_

1865-0 799 10-78
'

:;,-" i
10-60 0. Struve.

1007 Secchi.'

1868-0 75-0 11-15

i:-i

7-2 11-25 Vogel.

1871-0 70-3 „,0
61-

1-0

11-26 Duner.

11-55 Newcomb.
187 4-0 65-5 ™

7,

~

74-2

65-8 11 12 Hall.

11-46 Newcomb.
74-2

75-^

75 2

5S-7 10-99 Holden.
11-10 iHaU.

11-41 Newcomb.
11-08 Hall.

1876-0 62 1 10-59

5-i

11-82 ! Holden.
11-19 Hall.

11-20 iStone.

77-2 Holden.
10-95

1,7-0 58-4 10-05 78-0

i ln-76

Burnham.
Holden.
Hall.

!--,„ JU-2 o-:i:i

The last observed position is the mean result of ten nights'

measures made at the Dearborn Observatory in the past two
months.

The existence of another satellite has been suggested as an

explanation of the variation shown above, but all attempts to

find any other body have thus far been unsuccessful

Discovered in May, 1876, with the 12-inch object glass now
at the Vienna Observatory. This very unequal pair is in the

neighborhood of Pollux, about 40' south, and a little following.

The only measure is the following

:

Burnham P=114°-9 D=u'-81 1879-0 1»
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The very minute attendant to this star was detected with the

Washington 26-inch refractor. The only measures I am ac-

quainted with are those made with the 18^-inch of the Dearborn

Observatory. A mean of three observations is as follows

:

Burnham .--.P=144°*9 D=12*-40 1878-0 3ra

No. 4. L 23271.

A close and unequal pair discovered May 19, 1876, with the

Vienna 12-inch object glass. The following are all the measures

:

Hall P=233°-6 D=0"*85 1876-4 3n

Dembowski.. 234-1 0-87 1877-4 2»

No. 5. 46 Virginis.

Discovered on the same evening as the preceding, and with

the same glass. It is a fine pair, and just within the reach of a

6-inch aperture. It has been measured as follows

:

Hall... P=158°-9 D=l'-32 1876*4 3n
Dembowski.. 148-5 1-21 1877*4 2w
Stone 145-7 1*15 1878*2 1»
Burnham 151-5 1'48 1878*3 2n

The magnitude of the small star is rated 8 by Dembowski,
9-5 by Stone, and 11 by Hall.

In measuring this pair, a very faint companion, about 13th

magnitude, was detected.

P=116°*9 Dz=33'-86 1878-3

No. 6.

low-power field with

j Dembowski only, and

the following is a mean of two observations :

Dembowski ._.P=139°-8 D=0**76 1877*0 In

This was also found with the Vienna glass.

No. 7. e Corona.

A very difficult and unequal pair discovered May, 1876,

with the Washington 26-inch. The companion is an exceed-

ingly minute point of light, even with a large aperture. Mr.

Edgecomb, of Hartford, sees it with a 94-inch Clark refractor,

but this must be regarded as a very remarkable test of acute

vision. The following are all the measures

:

Hall P=351°*4 D=2'*17 1876*4 4n
Burnham 360*2 1-86 1878*3 in

No. 8. 102 Herculis.

A faint companion detected with the 12-inch Clark object

glass now in the possession of Dr. Draper. The only measure is

:

Burnham.... P=46°*9 D=23"-42 1878-4 In
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No. 9. yLyn*. (OJ2 544.)

bis pair, discovered a number of years since with the
12-inch glass now at the Vienna Observatory, is one of the
recently published additions to the Pulkowa Catalogue. It
has been measured as follows

:

JNewcomb 297'8 12-48 1874*5 l-4w
Burnham 301-1 1276 1878-4 2n

No. 10. P XIX, 257. (AC=J22570=iJiI. 91=S 723.)

This has been known as a wide pair nearly a century.

With the Draper 12-inch, the large star in August, 1875, was
found to be an excessively close pair. I have measured this

with Dearborn Observatory refractor on four nights, as follows:

P=]26°-l 1877-68

147-0 D=0V-26 1878-62

142-0 0-32 1878-70

There is no evidence of change in the 95 magnitude star,

as will appear from the following observations :

Herschel I ..P=278°*2 1783-6 In
Strove _. 276-2 D=4"*08 1827*0 3»
Mitchel 275-7 3-95 1847*7 In

Wi]s ( ,n ;;h .i Sc;il>n.k<'.

No. 11. £ SagittoB. (AC=^2585=#II. 30=SA 307.)

Discovered as a wide pair in 1781 by Herschel I. It was meas-

ured by many observers down to 1875, when the duplicity of

pal star was detected with the same instrument with

which the two preceding discoveries were made. My measures

of this at the Dearborn Observat- ase in the

distance. I found it obviously less difficult in 1878 than the

previous year. The individual measures are as follows

:

Struve gives the magnitutes, 5*7 and 8;7, of the wide pair.

Fhese stars appear to be relatively fixed.

Struve....". P=312°*8 D=8°*49 1831*1 In
O. Strove . 311*2 8*71 1846*9 7«
Wrottesley 31V8 8*77 1854*6 Sn
Wilson and Seabroke. 311*2 8*8 1873*6 In



Double-Stars discovered by Ah Clark

No. 12. a1 Capricorni. (AB=H 608.)

Herschel II discovered a 16-magnitude companion to this star

and entered it in his second catalogue of double stars. Since

that time it has received but little attention from double-star

observers. Under favorable conditions a 6-inch refractor will

show it fairly. The following are all the measures:

Herschel II P=141°2 D=6*± 1830± 1«

Mitchel 144-1 6'36 1846-7 13»

Holden 1462 1874-6 2*

Burnham 150-2 7*41 1878-5 3n

In November, 1862, with the 18^-inch object glass now at

the Dearborn Observatory, Mr. Clark found that this minute

companion was itself a close, equal pair. Professor Young
was able to see it with the 94-inch refractor of the Dartmouth
College Observatory when observing at Sherman, Colorado,

from an altitude of' more than 8,000 feet above the sea level.

This, to anyone who has seen this minute pair, is a striking

illustration of the importance of getting above the lower atmo-

sphere. The following are all the measures :•

Holden P=57°-6 D=l'-72 1874-6 In

Newcomb 58"6 V24 1874-6 In

Hall... 65-2 1-14 1875-7 In

Hall 63-2 .... 1876-7 1»
Burnham 61'2 1*06 1878'5 In

No. 13. t Cygni.

This fine pair was discovered in October, 1874, with the

26-inch object glass manufactured for Mr. L. J. McCormick of

Chicago. Tt has already shown rapid angular motion, and is

undoubtedly a binary system. It has been carefully and

regularly observed by Baron Dembowski. The individual

= 174-8 D=
174-3

•06 1874-90

1875*33
171-0 •33 1875-51
171-5 1875-67
168-9 1875-89
163-2 •26 1876-76
159-8 1876-82

157'0 1877-39
157-7

157-5

•25 1877-43

1877-59
155-8 1877-70
155-0

152-5

154-2

•15

•14 1877-92

152 9 •17 1877-94
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Other measures, with the mean results of Dembowski's obser-

Neweomb P=162°-6 D=T-10 1874-8 2n
Dembowski. __ 174 5 1-24 1875-1 3n
Dembowski ]70-5 1-32 1875'7 2n
Dembowski. __ 161-5

Waldo 166-9

[<•;-

Burnham 150-0 1-06 1878-4 In

There is a third extremely faint star:

Newcomb P=261°-7 D=15*-10 1874-7 In
Ha ll - 260-3 15-68 1876*9 In

No. 14. 78 Pegasi.

An unequal, but not very difficult pair, discovered in Nov.,
1875, with the 12-inch glass now at the Morrison < >!>>< rvatory,
Glasgow, Missouri. Dembowski gives its magnitudes: 5*0
yellow, 8-1 olive. The only measures are:

Dembowski P=192°-0 D=l'-45 1876-6 in
Burnham 190-8 1-54 1878-8 In

Art. XXXV.— Underground Temperatures on the Comstock Lode;
by John A. Church, Professor of Mining, Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio.

During the summer and fall of 1877, I was engaged in

in extended examination of the mines situated on the
Comstock lode in Nevada.* Though investigations of the kind
described in this paper were but a subordinate part of the pro-

posed work, and the time given to them necessarily restricted,

enough facts were accumulated to show on how vast a scale
the heat phenomena of the district are exhibited.
The Comstock mines are not only the only hot ones of note

in this country but they appear to be the hottest in the world.

est mine temperature reported to the British Coal Com-
mittee was 106° F., but some of the Cornish mines have shown
an air temperature of 100° to 1 1

3° F. There the air was hotter
than the rock, which is never the case on the Comstock. The

reported in a Welsh mine had a temperature of
125° F. (J. A. Phillips). All of these observations are surpassed
°y the extraordinary conditions of the Comstock.

*This examination waa made in connection with the United States Survey of the

Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.
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The rock in the lower levels (1900-2000 feet) of the Com-

stock mines appears to have a pretty uniform temperature of

130° F. This was the reading obtained for me on several occa-

sions by Mr. Comstock, foreman of the Ophir mine, and about

the same temperature was found by Mr. Perrin, foreman of the

Chollar Potosi, by Mr. Cosgrove, foreman of the Yellow Jacket

(189£° F. and 136° F., 2200 foot level), and by myself in the

Crown Point and other mines. These readings were obtained

by placing a thermometer in a drill-hole immediately after the

hole was finished, and leaving it there for periods varying from

ten minutes to half an hour.

The holes in which the thermometers were placed were not

sunk especially for this work of testing, but were the ordinary

drill-holes made for the purpose of blasting the rock. They

varied therefore from about ten inches to three feet in depth,

but their shallowness by no means indicates that the results

obtained are vitiated by alteration of the conditions through

exposure to radiation.

Mining on the Comstock proceeds with extraordinary rapid-

ity. The drifts are advanced steadily at the rate of three, five,

and sometimes even eight and ten feet a day, and therefore the

ground in which the miners are working is always fresh ground.

The drill-hole which is made to-day was covered a week ago

by thirty to fifty feet of rock. Very often the holes were in

ground which had been exposed only one or two hours, having

been sunk immediately after a blast which threw off four or

five feet of the rock. The surface which was thus thrown down

itself had not been exposed more than twenty-four hours. The

high temperature and small flow of air in' the heading forbid

the supposition that anv sensible diminution of heat could have

taken place at the bottom of a drill-hole made in n

such low conductivity as rock. These facts give the results as

much value as if they had been obtained from holes twenty feet

deep.

The surface of the rock exposed to the air of the drift was

found on one occasion to be about 123° F., the experiment

being made near the " header" or end of the drift. The air

itself was found to show considerable uniformity when its tem-

perature was taken under circumstances that were at

In freshly opened ground it varied from 108° to 116° F
; ,

and

higher temperatures are reported at various points, reaching in

fact as high as 123° F. in the 1900 level of the Goal

d

The temperature of the air is subject to more ii

than that of the rock, for the simple reason that it is

supplied to the mine, and varies according to the dif

which it is carried, the quantity, velocity in the pipe, its initial

temperature, and moisture in the drift. The most important
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causes of variation are the length of the drift and the presence
or absence of water. In general the variation at sirnii

is not more than eight degrees. Drifts that do not exceed two
or three hundred feet in length are usually not above 110° or
112° F. in temperature and often they are below this. But when
the length increases to 1200 and 1500 feet the temperature may
rise to 116° F. without any other change in the circumstances.
But much higher temperatures are encountered in places where
the increase cannot be attributed to artificial causes.
These limits are, however, not in the least degree true of the

water which enters the drifts from the country rock, and also
from the lode rocks. That approaches more nearly 150° F. The
vast body of water which has filled the Savage and Hale &
Norcross mines for two years, and from which it is safe to say a
million tons of water have been pumped within twelve months,
gave me a temperature of 154° F. Even after being pumped
to the surface through an iron pipe exposed, in the shaft of the
Hale & Norcross, to a descending current of fresh air for more
than a thousand feet, and then flowing for one or two hundred
feet through an open sluice in a drain-tunnel which discbarges
into a measuring-box, the water in this box was found to have
a temperature of no less than 145° F.
But the water varies in temperature in different parts of the

lode like the rock and the air. In the East crosscut 2000 foot

level, of the Crown Point Mine, which is noted for its extreme
heat, a small stream of water, after flowing for nearly one hun-
dred and fifty feet over the bottom of the drift, was found to

have a temperature of 157° F. Here the drift was closed so
that the water was but little exposed to evaporation. On the
contrary, in other places the water is much less hot, but

T n

is always hotter than the air

pears to be hotter than the rock
especially hot spots.

These places of exceptionally high temperature are very num-
erous throughout the lode and they appear to occupy narrow
belts. The East crosscut of the Crown Point 2000 feet level,

which was temporarily abandoned and boarded up on account
of the heat, gave me an air temperature of 150° F., the ther-

mometer being thrust through a crack in the boarding. I felt

convinced that at the head of this crosscut the heat must be
higher than this, and Mr. Balch, foreman of the mine, informed
me that it had been proved so. Another hot spot is in the

Imperial Consolidated Mine. Here the Black Dike splits,

sending a shoot off to the northeast, and a drift has been run
°n the two thousand foot level, along the eastern side of this

branch dyke. This proved to be a very hot spot indeed.

Kock, air and water were all so much above the usual limits of
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temperature even in these hot mines that the work of cutting

the drift must have been extremely severe. It might not have

been accomplished had not the expedient been adopted of board-

ing or "lagging" up the sides of the drift with a double thick-

ness of plank, breaking joints. This confined the water, which

poured down the walls, to a tight chamber, and left the main

part of the drift for the men to work in comparative comfort.

The lagging remains, and has been carried around into the

main drift, which is still in active use. Its joints are calked

with tow, and, one of these being stripped for me, the steam

from the water immediately poured out and proved to be scald-

ing-hot when tested by the finger. I did not, however, suc-

ceed in getting a fair reading of the thermometer, because the

crack was too small to admit more than the end of the bulb.

The thermometer must have cooled by the evaporation of con-

densed moisture from its bulb ; but, even under these adverse

circumstances, the temperature of the steam was taken at 123°.

The Belcher south incline has a hot belt of rock, quite nar-

row, a short distance above the 1900 station, and in fact similar

hot places are found in most of the mines.

It is noticeable that the neighborhood of a dike is apt to

be hotter than other portions of the rock. This is the case in

the Julia, and in the Imperial, the branch dike is hot, as just

mentioned, and the main incline, which is quite near the Black

Dike has always been noted for its extreme beat. But near-

ness to the Black Dike is also a characteristic of most inclined

shafts on the lode. Some are west of it ; some in it for long

distances ; others east of it. These inclines do not all exhibit

unusual heat and it will be shown farther on that there is a

special cause for the exceptions.

Belts of excessively hot ground are not the only noticeable

phenomena in these mines. More remarkable still are the

belts of unusually cold rock. These are fewer in number than

the hot belts, but they are also strongly marked. They are

always wet, and the water that drips through the crevices of

the shattered rock that composes them is noticeably cold to

the touch, and cools down the air of the drift. Such a wet,

cold belt of rock exists on the eight hundred foot level of the

Justice Mine, and there is a very decided change of tempera-

ture in passing from one side of it to the other. Lest the low

temperature of this spot should be attributed to
-

which drains through it from the surface, it is well it

water drips from the rock in numerous places in these as m
most mines, and that usually it is hot, or at least warm.

Other cold belts are found in the mines which are not so

cool as that in the Justice, but are perceptibly cooler than the

rock at a short distance from them. They complete a well-
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linked chain of heat phenomena, extending from rocks that are
sensibly cold to the touch, and may not have a temperature
above 50° or 60° F., through rocks that have the average
atmospheric temperature, and those which are as hot as sur-
face rocks ever become in Nevada, to those which have a tem-
perature of 157° F. There is no reason to doubt that the
gradation is quite regular, and the transition from the lower
to the higher temperature is made through a much larger series

of intermediate steps than the accidental thermometer readings
taken show.
The rock is usually dry. Wet portions exist, but these are

disposed in comparatively narrow bands parallel with the lode
and separated by thick masses of rock ; the lode is usually per-

fectly dry, and never exhibits more than the average leakage
of mines. Wet rock is the exception, and dry rock the rule,

through the whole lode. In the drifts cut through this hot,

dry rock, the walls of the freshly exposed surfaces are painful
to the hand, and the air is often filled with dust. The rock is

both hard and tough, but, in spite of its strength, it gives an

always. It may be slightly adhereni,

dryness upon the tongue may be due to its heat.

The plan of the Yellow Jacket mine is simple and such as to

eliminate complications from the single problem of heat absorp-
tion by moving currents of air from rock surfaces. From the

1,531 level two parallel winzes are sunk on the lode, inclining

with it. They are four hundred and thirteen feet apart, and
connected on every lower level by the main north and south
drift. The Yellow Jacket is a downcast mine, and the air cur-

rent passes down the vertical shaft to the 1,119-foot level,

thence down the incline to the 1,531 level, through a drift to

the south winze, and thence down this winze to the 2,200
level, the bottom of the mine. On its way from the 1,531 it

sends a current through the 1,732, 1,935 and 2,040 levels, these

currents being reunited in the north winze, which is the upcast
The north winze does not reach to the surface, and no air rises

"to day " in the mine, the entire current flowing into the Im-
perial and Bullion mines, both north of the Yellow Jacket, and
both of them exclusively upcast.

Captain Taylor has placed Fahrenheit thermometers of the

common kind, with japanned tin cases, at the surface, foot of
the vertical shaft (1,119 level), 1,732 south and north winzes,

1,935 north winze, and 2,040 south and north winzes. The
south winze is downcast, and the thermometers placed here on
the different levels measure the increase of heat in the winze

hung at the north winze measure
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the increase of beat, which each "split" of air gains in mov-

ing through 413 feet of drift, that being the distance between

the winzes. This fortunate arrangement of the ventilating cur-

rents presents the most favorable opportunity I have ever ob-

served for studying the problems involved. The thermometers

should be replaced with standard instruments, and the air cur-

rent measured twice a week for a year, in each drift. The result

would be the best series of observations obtainable, probably

in any American mine, for the comparative shortness of the paths

followed by the air, when contrasted with the long drifts of some

coal mines, is compensated for by the high temperature of the

rocks, and the marked increase of heat in the air. It is also

extremely rare to find the conditions of heat absorption so little

complicated by artificial additions.

The air-current entering the mine July 2d, 1877, was meas-

ured and found to be 18,140 cubic feet. On the 1732 level the

t; split" or secondary air-current was found to contain 7200

cubic feet, and for the purpose of illustrating the steady flow

of heat from the rock, we may reasonably assume that 18,000

cubic feet of air enter the mine every minute, and that this

current is divided into three splits of 6000 cubic feet each,

which pass from the south winze 413 feet to the north winze,

on each of the three levels, 1732, 1935, and 2040. The sec-

ond of these is out of consideration, from the fact that there is

only one thermometer on it, so that no comparison of the

initial and final temperatures can be made.
The following tables contain a summary of all the observa-

tions which I have been able to obtain. The record is imper-

fect on account of the destruction of some tally boards, and

this has compelled me to omit some records that are preserved,

because the corresponding observations in the same drift are

wanting. Where the omission takes place, the figures are

included in brackets. The figures given are monthly averages,

and the final averages refer only to numbers not in brackets.

Only the observations on the 1732 and 2040 foot levels will

be made use of, as these are the only ones where a horizontal

air current has its temperature measured at two points in its

path. Omitting November from the period of the 1700 foot

level and December from that of the 2040 foot level, we have

for the average of nine months' observations a difference ot

temperature between the south and north winzes amounting to

1732 foot level (89'39° -78-06°) 11-33° F.

2040 " " (92-30° -85-35°) 6-95° F.

This difference represents the heat which the air current has

absorbed in passing a distance of 413 feet on these levels. In

my report made to Lieutenant Wheeler, and also in a paper on

this subject presented to the American Institute of Mining
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Engineers, these quantities are givei

Yellow Jacket Mvae.-Moming Temperature, 6 A.

^Tf,,.., 1119 feet 1 1732 feet. L.«i!.lV,. t 2M0

December, 1876,.... 59-27° 80-23= 02 00

53-81 80-20 00-20' s-i-o.

April, ' ....
May, « .... 90-45

.30-07 57-40 70-oo 01-17
•

••- T 8S-20 9363

1(83-23) -4-T.i.!

88-37

November, " . 81-27

February, » '

March, tS.»

& "• :::: if;;;,

5 m.'*. o'S.
NO- IS

'".:'-.
-Time taken, 9 mo's.

Surface 1119 feet 1'32 feet. 1932 feet.j 2WO feet.

-

December 1876
83-23 =

March, « 80-08

*v33
*%, « :::;

88-20

20

29
September, " . 87-90

in 88-58

November, "
December, " ~~

~~ 45-43 77-4., 80-50 81-13 87-23

February,
l8
«
8'""

March,

AP"1, « ....

fe__ " .... SI

uSL ;•;;.. OinL
39-30 w* o'mo's.Time taken,....:;" 9mo'&

Average, morning
4S-30 M-U Tg-06 •M 02-41 85-S5 92-30

, Vol. XVII, No. 1
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The 1732 level affords us the best evidence that the inces-

sant drain of heat cannot be maintained by supply from a store

, ted in the rock. This drift was probably completed

by January 1, 1876, or perhaps some months earlier. It has been

v in use as an air way, but after this long exposure no

diminution in its heating power has been noticed. It has lost

the intense heat it had when first opened, but remains at an

average temperature of about 90° F.

In other respects I have not observed any circumstances

which throw serious doubt upon the thermometer readings.

The instruments are not standards, it is true, but they are prop-

erly hung on timbers, and usually with ten or twelve inches of

wood or air between them and the rock surface. Whenever
compared with one of the survey thermometers, hung in the

center of the moving air-current, they have not shown a varia-

tion of more than one degree. The daily readings are quite

uniform, the fluctuations of more than one degree not exceed-

ing twenty-three in a series of about 360 observations. The

highest fluctuation noticed is three degrees.

Aet. XXXVI— United Slates Geological Survey of (/

Parallel Vol.1. Systematic Geology; by CLARENCE KlNG.

Eeviewed by Eaphael Pumpelly.

The February number of this Journal contained, in the

form of citations, a summary of the results of the Fortieth Par-

allel Survey in the department of Stratigraphical Geology.

The object of the present paper is to present a general review

of the more noteworthy results and generalizations, in the other

departments.

Quaternary Period.—The Quaternary period of the Cordille-

ras was contemporaneous with the Glacial and Drift period of

the East and of Europe. Its record differs, however, in that

no continental glacier ever invaded the Cordillera region to

leave, after melting, its immense load of ground-moraine. The

climatic con ised the extension of the Scandi-

navian ice-cap over Northern Europe and of the Greenland ice-

cap over Northeastern America produced indeed vast systenM

of glaciers in the Cordilleras, but they were Alpine i<

and as such were localized around the numerous lofty condens-

ing centers and accompanied by the phenomena peculiar to

this form of glaciers.

At the east the floods of the Champlain epoch, proceeding

from the melting ice, covered the gently graded surface with

detritus from the ground-morai n e ; but the rapid fall of the
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Cordillera streams permitted the Glacial floods to form torrents
which, aided by the suspended material, cut deep canons and
spread the debris in enormous quantities over the margins of
the plains at the mouths of the mountain valleys. An
immense amount of erosion was a< mplhdied during 'the Gla-
cial epoch and there is evidence, to be given below, that it was
done during two periods of glacier extension in the Quaternary

;

during the first and greater the floods cut the deep V-shaped
canons, and during the second the glaciers transformed the
upper part of these into U-shaped canons, and we may add that
the second floods deepened the V canons below the foot of the

dip under the Gulf of Mexico, while near the Kocky Moun-
tains they are 7,000 feet above the Ocean. It is therefore evi-

dent that they have been tilted, for otherwise we should have
to suppose that there existed a lake whose surface was 7,000
feet above the sea, and for which there was no eastern enclos-
ing wall. Both General G. K. Warren and Mr. King have
shown that after the Pliocene such a tilting really took place,

so that during Quaternary time this declivity had, as now, free

drainage to the Ocean, and was traversed by the rivers flooded
from the glaciers.

In the Great Basin the Pliocene—Shoshone—lake was dis-

turbed but not drained off. Its eastern and western edges were
depressed 1,500 to 2,000 feet, producing two basins which were
occupied by two Quaternary lakes. The eastern one (of which

Lake m the remnant), extending over 1\ degrees of

longitude and 3 degrees of latitude, has been named Lake
Bonneville, by Mr. G. K. Gilbert. The western body of water,

called by King, Lake Lahontan, occupied about the same abso-

\ with about the same width.

Mr. King infers that the Pliocene lakes were nearly or quite

dried up before the Quaternary, because: 1, while the beds con-

tain remnants of only a purely fresh-water fauna, the upper
strata sometimes contain deposits "I alkaline sulphates and
chlorides, that could form in a fresh-water sea only after a nearly

complete evaporation ; 2, the oldest Quaternary 'deposits on the

sides of the extinct lake basins are subaerial gravels, which
were swept by hill-wash and river-floods far out from the parent

mountains. Duiiii- their prime, these i,

were filled to their outlets, Lake Bonneville, over 1,000 feet

deep, drained through Bed Bock Pass into the Snake and
Columbia Eivers. The outlet of Lake Lahoutan may have
teen southward, and the lake must have been over 500 feet

deep.
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From the fact that the sediments of these lakes are under-

laid and overlaid by subaerial gravels, both King and Gilbert

infer that there was a very wet period between two dry peri-

ods. But our author goes much further, and from the results

of a study of the chemistry of the waters, as expressed in the

soluble contents of the remaining lakes, and in the natural

evaporation products, constructs an ingenious and it would
seem a well-founded hypothetical climatic history of the Qua-

ternary period. The argument may be briefly outlined. The
now dry shores of the ancient Lake Lahontan are in many
places covered, sometimes twenty to sixty feet deep, with a

tufaceous deposit,which is often distinctly crystallized and then

shows the very characteristic forms of gaylussite—a hydrated

carbonate of soda and lime. But chemical analyses show
that the soda and. water are gone, and that the mineral is now
calcite—only the external form being that of gaylussite. In

short, we have here an instance of pseudomorphism on a large

scale. This pseudomorphous material King calls Ihindifa

Near Ragtown, Nevada, in a lake which is one of the remnants

of Lahontan, and which is presumably fed by springs, the

forming of gaylussite can now be seen in operation. It is a

dense water very rich in soda carbonate, and when the lake

shrinks during the dry season, gaylussite crystals are deposited

on the beach and on floating organic substances. Both the

facts at this lake and Fritsche's experiments show that gaylus-

site can form only in the presence of a large excess of carbon-

ate of soda. When the saline water of this lake is diluted dur-

ing the wet season, the gaylussite is dissolved again.

The thinolite tufa occurs up to an altitude of 470 feet above
Pyramid Lake, or within thirty feet of the highest known level

of the extinct Lahontan Lake. The inference from this is that

the lake must have been long exposed, without an outlet, to

concentration by evaporation, and perhaps by contributions

from alkaline springs, in order to deposit gaylussite at such an

altitude
;
and, in order to have formed the vast deposits of tufa

—originally gaylussite—the lake must have almost wholly

m L Now the evaporation of a sea, which, with a depth

of 470 feet, was sufficiently saline to deposit gaylussite, would
leave its residuary lakes in the condition of saturated solnt* m*i
but the fact is that the larger relics of Lahontan, viz : Pyramid
and Winnemucca Lakes^ are sufficiently fresh to support

numerous fishes, including one or two of the Salmonidce. It is

evident, therefore, that the residuary water of the ev

of Lahontan, that produced these tufas, must have wholly dis-

appeared. This could only take plao' by the basin filling to

its outlet and remaining at that altitude long enough for its

dissolved salts to drain off and for the water to become
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thoroughly freshened, after which a rapid evaporation brought
about the present condition of things.

This argument places before as what seems unimpeachable
evidence of the existence of two periods of great humidity and
three of desiccation. These several periods King correlates as
follows: the first dry period was at the close of the Pliocene;
the two wet periods correspond to the two phases of maximum
extension of the glaciers and were contemporaneous with the
great ice epoch and the Eeindeer ice epoch of Europe; the

'ate dry period corresponds with Newberry's Forest-
bed horizon ; and the last dry period still continues.

During the intermediate dry time there was probably less

vegetation even than now in the Cordilleras and on the Great
Plains, and it was probably then, that the .greater portion of
the loess of the Missouri and Mississippi valleys was transported
to its present position by the west winds as the present writer

has shown elsewhere.
The well known fact that the surface of Great Salt Lake is

rising—it has risen 11 feet since 1867—has been generally

ascribed to the cultivation of the surrounding region. Mr.
King shows this to be a wrong inference, for a similar increase

has affected all the lakes of the Great Basin. He shows partly

from observations connected with the growth of trees on the
Sierra, that tin- i-dm- t<> a cliinaHr <-» illation that began about

1860 and which was the first of its kind and extent that hafl

occurred within at least 250 years. This question of oscillation

of climate is full of importance to the populations that are

pouring into the regions of the Great Plains during the present

Origin of crystalline schist-sand granite.—Some space is de-

voted in this volume to the presentation of original hypotheses

explaining the origin - and granitic rucks,

of fusion in the interior of the globe, and the cause of varieties

in volcanic rocks and the law of succession in eruptions.

Mr. King sees in the crystalline schists beds of sedimentary

material in which the change that has taken place has been

confined to a re-arrangement of the constituents and the oblit-

eration of the interstitial spaces between the detrital particles.

Thus purely silicious beds remain as quartzites, lime beds as

marble, an-i M the various compound crystal-

• -. The sediments were penetrated with the original

saline solutions of the sea and the metamorphism was effected

under great pressure and moderate heat but in the absence of
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although it is possible that the temperature of fusion exist*

but was prevented by the counteracting pressure from produ

ing liquefaction. The hypothesis is summarized thus:

Conditions of metamorpliisra.— 1. There is a horizon below

le surface, at a depth which increases with the secular cooling

E the globe, at which the heat and pressure are sufficient to

s the chemical activity needed to effect raetamorphis

2. This horizon sinks deeper with the secular cooling. 3. So

long as this horizon is within the depth to which sediments are

brought down by displacement of the crust and subsidence, so

long will crystalline schists be produced. 4. When by secular

cooling the horizon of requisite temperature shall have sunk

below the possible levels to which sediments can be depressed,

then forever afterward the formation of crystalline schists is

ended in that segment of the crust.

Out of gneisses thus formed, Mr. King derives the structure-

less granitic rocks by the action of tangential pressure. During

the horizontal compression due to the shrinkage of the globe,

there acts also gravitation. Now when the tangential was slight

I with the clown-pressing action of gravi;

schists were simply corrugated ; but when the tangential was

largely in excess, then the structure of the schists was destroyed

and the constituent minerals were to a great extent broken up.

This is supposed to account for the granitic rocks and all the

transitional forms between these and the corresponding

gneissoidal varieties.

Qenesis and Classification of volcanic rocks.—In regard to the

origin of volcanic rocks, Mr. King argues as follows: The

temperature of the earth increases from the surface downward;
and owing to the rapid conduction in the outer part of the

crust, the rate of increase is very rapid at first and then very

slow. Pressure also increases "from the surface downward,

but, owing to the increase in density, the rate of increase is

smallest near the surface and more rapid in depth. Now the

action of pressure is directly antagonistic to fusion—increase

of pressure raising the melting point. It is therefore evident

that a comparison of the strength of these two forces—for and

- -n— will show that the resistance offered by pres-

sure to fusion will be least at the point of maximum rate of

increase of temperature, and that from that point down the

more rapid rate of increase of pressure than of temperature,

renders fusion more and more impossible. The position of

this point or couchr, in which pressure offers least

fusion must be near the surface. The observed rate of increase

would indicate that at a depth of about fifty miles the tempera-

ture would produce fusion of rock if not prevented by the

pressure. Now if by removal of the superincumbent material
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the pressure on any given point is diminished at a more rapid
rate than that of the cooling of the couches below, and if this
removal of pressure proceed far enough, fusion must take
place; and, being localized, it as lakes of
molten rock. This couche of possible fusion, like all the iso-

thermal and isobaric couches, must be parallel to the surface
and must rise in ridge-form under mountain ranges. And it is

in the active erosion that takes place in mountains that Mr.
King finds the means of diminishing the pressure. One of the
first objections, that would be advanced to this, would be that
erosion does not act with sufficient rapidity. But our author
would probably point, and with reason, to the vast accumula-
tions of (ictriial sediment—thousands of feet thick and cover-
ing hundreds or thousands of square miles—which have
formed during single geological epochs. During the Cretaceous
there accumulated from one to one and one-half miles in thick-
ness of detrital sedir

ing Eocene and Miocene epochs witnessed the
pourings of lava.

In these subterranean lakes of fused rock, are differentiated
the varieties of volcanic rocks. Baron Eichthofen, after a
critical study of volcanic products in Europe, Asia, California
and Nevada, proposed a classification of them into propylite,

andesite, trachyte, rhyolite and basalt, and stated that wherever
several of them occurred in one district the chronological
order of their eruption was that in which we have named them.
This generalize \j corroborated by the 40th
Parallel Survey and extended. For Mr. King finds that there
is a sufficient persistence of occurrence among the sub-varieties

to justify the subdivision of each of Richthofen's "orders"
into au acid, a mean and a basic variety (or species) as, for

instance, quartz-propylite, hornblende-propylite, augite-propy-
ll te, quartz-trachyte," mica-trachyte, augite-trachyte, etc. He
goes further, and brings rhyolite and basalt together as the acid
and basic extremes of a new order, "neolite."

Now the observations of his survey show that there is a
regular order of
whm when all the varieties of an order appear, the mean was
ejected first, then the acid, and last of all the basic. This

sequence is explained thus : Fusion, being a function of ero-

s]°», is ephemeral, the duration of fluidity being limited by the

sinking of the isotherms. Each molten lake must therefore

pass through a s may be stated as follows:

K fusion
; 2d, crystallization of constituent minerals ;

3d,

separation, by spec

i

hv -r.aitv. into a basic, lower couche and
atl acid, upper couche; 4th, re-solidification by the reestablish-
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ment of the ante-fusion relation between pressure and tem-

perature.

Now if eruption takes place

will have a mean compositio:

uppermost, or acid, layer is ejected; finally the acid c&ucke

cools first on account of its higher melting point and higher

position, and eruption at this period forces up the basic lava

from the couche. This is the sequence for King's subdivisions

of the different genera ; the observed sequence of the genera

themselves, i. e. of Eichthofen's orders, he explains by sup-

posing them—if we understand him rightly—to represent, from

propylite to neolite, each a lower horizon, the depths being

determined by the time-intervals; and the differences in char-

acter and mean constitution being expressions of the varying

of the conditions at increasing depths.

The argument of which this sketch gives only the salient

points is undoubtedly, in the writer's opinion, the most con-

sistent hypothesis—the nearest approach to a satisfactory theory

—that has been thus far advanced to explain the complicated

system of related phenomena under consideration.

Mountain-building.—In the last chapter there is a review of

the conspicuous disturbances of the crust, showing that from

the Laurentian to the Quaternary there have been, w
area of the Survey, thirteen periods of mountain-building

activity. " In this complicated history .... have occurred

both upheaval and subsidence as related to the sea-level ;
plica-

tion. always greatest at the western edge of the disturbed area ;

the formation of folds forty thousand feet from summit to base;

the development of faults with at least forty thousand feet of

dislocation; the tilting of horizontal regions into broad inclined

planes without disturbance, and the division, by complicated

fault-systems, of wide areas into numerous separate blocks, of

which some are depressed below the level of their adjacent

companion blocks." " It is also a general law that those re-

gions which experience elevation without local disturbance are

the regions of relatively thin sediment superposed on a com-

inaccidented Archaean foundation, whereas those

which suffer the extremest plication are covered by the thick-

est deposits overlying and adjacent to the greatest Archaean
Mountain ranges," The instances of paroxysmal depression

are found to have aft ately after the removal

from them of immense thicknesses of material: while the in-

stances of gradual depression occur over areas that were being

very heavily loaded with sediment
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party,

tacts. I used a telespectroscope combining a four-inch Clark
telescope of four feet ten inches focal length, and a ten-prism
Browning solar spectroscope. The field included the lines

between W. L. 6600 and 6300.
At second contact I observed the reversal of the Fraunhofer

Hues, and was surprised to find the reversed lines shortened at

each end, and occupying but about one-third of the width of
the spectrum, while the C line was not shortened and remained
in view after the other lines had disappeared. At the moment
no explanation of the phenomenon presented itself, but after-

ward it occurred to me that it was occasioned by the extension
of the slit of my spectroscope beyond the reversion layer on
each side, and that a measurement of the image of the sun
formed on the slit, and of the length of the slit itself, would
enable me to estimate the thickness of the reversing layer.

Careful measurement showed the diameter of the sun's image
on the slit to be 0'54in

-, and the length of the slit 0"08in
-.

In the diagram, C represents the chromosphere, K the revers-

ing layer, S the slit, a b c the shortened lines, and d b the

radius of the sun. The difference in the length of the lines

db and d c represents the minimum thickness of the layer, as

indicated by the reversed lines observed. Assuming the sun's

diameter to be 860,000 miles, and accepting the measurement
of the sun's image and of itement that the

reversed lines occupied but one-third of the width of the spec-

trum, the difference in the length of the lines db and d c is

found to be 524 miles.
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Little has been known hitherto of the real character of the

lower jaw of Loxolophodon, a genus which together with TJin-

tatherium forms at present the Sub-order Dinocerata. To the

literature which has appeared upon the lower jaw of the Dino-

cerata, Professor Marsh has contributed in this Journal (III,

vol. xi, page 163), a description of a specimen of Uintatherium

is) laticeps lacking only the canine-incisor series, and
it is safe to say that the general characters of this jaw arc also

le to all the known species of Uintatherium ; Professor

Cope .'Pro,-. Am. Phil. Soc, Feb. 21, 1873) has given a partial

description of the lower jaw of Loxolophodon from fragments

which were wanting in the most essential features, leaving a

wide gap in our knowledge of this important genus.

The following description is based upon specimens collected

in the South Bitter Creek country of Wyoming, about fifteen

miles south of Laclede, a station on the old overland road.

The horizon is considered by King, Cope and Hayden as

2 to the Bridger Series, which here overlies conform-

Vermillion Creek group. The material comprises two
jaws, the first found with a large canine-tusk belongs, without

doubt, to L. cornulus ; the second is smaller, possibly of a

female of the same species ; together they give basis for a com-
plete study, save of the coronoid process which is lost in both.

The accompanying plate figures the former specimen, the

incisor-canine series have been placed in position from the lat-

ter specimen, in which the alveoli are preserved.
General character of thejaw.—One of the most surprising fea-

tures of the Dinocerata is the disparity existing I

size and strength of the lower jaw, and "the large and formida-

ble head. This is even more marked in Loxolophodon than in

Uintatherium, for in general contour the lower jaw is neither

long nor deep. In L. cornutus, the species in hand, it extends

from the well-advanced glenoid cavity barely to the tips of the

slender premaxillaries, where it is wholly overhung
»als, giving it at once an undersized

3 shallow and of equal depth
out; forward they are wholly in the vertical plane, but behind

the molar series they diverge considerably below. The angle

of the ramus is not prominent; nearly in a vertical line above
this is the condyle. The symphysis is long and narrow. The

* This article is the first of the second series of Paleontological B

the Eocene fauna of Wyoming, to be issu
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downward processes below the canine-molar diastema are not
strongly marked. The molar series are nearly parallel.

Detailed description.—The ramus swells for' the coronoid pro-

cess close to the lower border, and immediately in front of the
rise is the nearly straight molar series. The coronoid rises well
up into the temporal fossa, judging from its great thickness
below. Slightly above the plane of the molar series are the
condyles; they are small, decidedly convex, directed back-
ward and slightly upward with their transverse axes converg-

iariy straight from the angle to below the first premolar, arch-

-
f but >lightly downward; here " '

>d interiorly forms a slightly

slightly back of the condyh
-aight from the an
lightly downward
riorly forms a s ^

toward the symphysis, exteriorly it has a process homologo'
to the pendant process in Uintatherium. This arches gently
downward and outward, at an angle probably coincident with
the projection of the superior canines ; when the jaws are in

position it falls not half an inch below the deepest portion of the
rami. The downward processes in Loxolophodon are then by
no means a distinctive feature of the jaw ; on the contrary v. hen
compared with U. (D.) laticeps, or when placed side by side with
the robust process of the lower jaw of U. Leidianum in the E.
M. Museum, they show a disparity in size, that seems unac-
countable in genera so closely allied.

The dental foramen is large ;

'

the molar series. The mental fo
just beneath the canine.
At the chin we find the most peculiar modification of the

jaw. The processes, as seen from below, have a more outward
than down .

\ wl at the posterior half of the

leave floor, about six inches in

width; below the lateral incisor thev disappear, and the chin
narrows into a prow-shaped keel. The inner margin of the
canine-incisor alveolus is well raised, giving the series the ap-

pearance of being placed on the side of the jaw. The alveolus
Js highest at the canine, and dips downward in front; this

would throw the teeth greatly out of the horizontal line, were

JJ
not that the dental series ' increase rapidly in size forward,

ihe teeth are arranged not in a semicircle, but in converging
fines two and a half inches apart at the canine and in contact
at the median incisor; thus the chin is contracted towards its

extremitv ab >\ .- -., 11 as 1 low. Between the dental series
] n front and the high thin borders of the diastema behind is

the deeply concave floor of the mouth.
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Extreme length from infra-condylar depression to symphysis -295

]).;»!!. :it last molar "08

leptb of jaw at posterior edge of symphysis -071

Thickness of jaw at angle.... '014
" " at first premolar -036

The molar series (fig. 2) display three transverse crests, the

anterior the most prominent, and forming with the second an

open angle, with the apex directed inward; the posterior cresl

less prominent than the other two, is serrate throu_

series. A cingulum, faint elsewhere, is quite strongly devel-

oped at the edges of the third crest. Just beyond the inner

apex of the middle crest is a large accessory tubercle which is

constant on the true molars and last premolar inclusive.

Beginning the detailed description with the last molar, for it

has the characters of all the others in strongest development;

we find it is by far the largest of the series. The poeterio*

crest attains its greatest elevation at the center. The middle

crest marks two valleys, an anterior and a posterior; the latter

dips from a central elevation, corresponding to the highest part

of the posterior crest, to the cingulum on either side. Of the

two valleys the anterior, which slopes from the apex strongly

outward, is narrower but deeper. The anterior crest is nearly

horizontal, concave on its forward surface, terminating interi-

orly in a prominent and exteriorly in a lesser tubercle.

The second molar presents the same characters as the last,

but is greatly reduced in size: this disparity is more marked
here than it is between any two of the other teeth. The first

molar is so much more worn that it fixes three as the number
of true molars without doubt.

In the premolar series the anterior crest is relatively more

prominent and its terminal tubercles become equal in size.

The posterior crest extends more on the inner side of the crown.

The third is the only one of the premolars on which the tubercle

beyond the apex is found. The second and third premolars

have the middle crest comparatively lower, while in

rises to form a continuous course with the anterior, giving a

crescentic appearance to this portion of the tooth, accompanied

by a considerable elevation of the outer marginal tubercle.

The canine /„-/- .,- ^ries.—Owing to the fragmentary state of

Me of Loxolophodon found by Professor Cope in the

Butte beds he was led astray as to the lower incisor*

In his pamphlet, "On the Short-Footed Ungulata," (Proc. Am.
Phil. Soc, Feb. 21, 1873,) he inferred that "the low.

must be regarded as wanting. This is in conformity with the

structure of the upper jaw and is rendered probable by the great
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reduction of the symphysis of the J

six lower incisors were found, but the teeth themselves were
unfortunately wanting; nevertheless the correct dental formula
for the Sub-order was" established.

The canines and incisors in L. cornutus are contiguous and
directed upward and forward at such an angle that the two
lobes, larger and smaller, are on a line and divide the attrition.

They are placed not in a semicircle but in straight converging
lines. They decrease in size regularlv backward.
The median incisor (fig. 3) consists' of an outer convex and

inner flat surface. The outer portion is divided by a median
valley into two convex lobes; of these, the anterior is placed
higher upon the fang, is much the larger and comes to a pointed
apex ; a section below the apex would be plano-convex, the pla
surface being interior. The median valley, dividing the two
lobes externally, rises from the cingulum and is cleft near the
top by a slight elevation which is possibly homologous to the
median crest of the molar series. The posterior lobe is flatter

externally, rises lower upon the fang and comes to an obtuse
point about two-thirds the height of the anterior. The inner
surface of the tooth is nearly flat, with a slightly raised margin

;

this throughout, except at the apices of the two lobes,

serrate, and is notched at the summit of the median valley.

The second incisor (fig. 4) is shorter and more obtuse than the
first but larger than the lateral incisor or canine; in it the
notches that mark the upper margin are less distinct ; opposite
the outer e surfaces are more concave. In
the lateral incisor (fig. 5) the median valley is deeper and the
anterior cleft is less marked, while at the head of the valley the
upper margin arches inward ; the posterior lobe is relatively

higher. In the canine the cleft at the head of the valKv 'nn<

disappeared and consequently there is a deep single valley

;

opposed to this is a more pronounced convexity of the inner
surface. The fangs * throughout the series are long, stout, arch
forward slightly, and decrease in size with the crowns.

tgth of molar series, -\Q5
J^ength of true molar series, -o94
* ore and aft diameter of last true molar, - 47
transverse diameter of same, — -036
Height of crown of same, . 30
* ore and aft diameter of first premolar, . 23

diameter of same, - 19
Height of crown of same, - 22
Length of canine-incisor series, -HO
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Width of median incisor, '016

Length of same, .. .- "041

Height of crown of same, '037

Width of external lobe of same, '026

Width of internal lobe of same, "015

Length <*! i n<_ of' same, '060

Width of canine,.. -015

Length of same,.. -036

Length of fang of same, "053

The entire dental series show distinctly two types of struc-

ture ; the molars are modelled after the last true molar which is

the most specialized of the series; while the median incisor is

the pattern for the canine-incisor series.

Having now detailed the structural peculiarities of the lower

jaw there remains to be shown the important bearing that it has

in its general form upon many of the still unsettled questions

concerning the habits and type-modification of the Loxolopho-

don and allied genera. The undersized downward processes

are of value in so far as they fully confirm Loxolophodon as

independent genus froi "hey also show thatthe

robust processes of TJintatherium did not have for their object

the protection of the upper tusks ; otherwise they throw no

new light upon the subject at issue. It is around the canine-

incisor series that our interest chiefly centers. Im
the question arises how did these teeth, worn at their tips,

strongly directed forward and fixed with stout fangs, meet the

upper jaw and how were they of use in feeding. This it seems

to as, tii ids a ready answer when we turn our attention to the

premaxillary bones; of these Professor Cope (Proc. Am. Phil.

Soc, Feb. 21st, 1873) says: "the premaxillaries do not enclose

the very large foramen incisivum in front and are therefore

deeply furcate." A careful examination of a fine specimen in

the Princeton Museum does not whollv confirm this statement,

if we understand it aright. In the posterior half, the premax-

illaries are united by a bony plate, and as the inner margin of

the anterior half is not a rough line indicating musei;

ment but an irregularly broken edge, it is reasonable to infer

that between these bones there was a thin plate of tru

in which ossification was certainly advancing at the sides if it

never reached the center. These edentulous pre;:

probably supported a callous pad; if so it is singular that this

modificatK * theEuminants should be found

in this formidable aberrant type, especially as it has strong

'vie affinities. Now as regards the process of feed-

ing, it is certain that, setting aside the short neck and elevated

shoulders, the extreme protrusion of the nasals would not per-
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mit of the action of close cropping, and this leaves the only
alternative that the animal browsed from the tall reeds and
undergrowth which accompanied a moist and tropical climate.
These conjectures, if established by more extended research,
are valuable in connection with the dispute regarding the pro-
boscidean characters of the sub-order, which occupied many
pages in vol. vii of the American Naturalist, for they do away
with the necessity for a proboscis, pointing rather to a powerful
prehensile upper lip. It will be understood, however, that no
more validity is claimed for them than that of mere hypothesis,
to be strengthened or broken down by further evidence.

• ramus of L. cornutus. Fig. 2, molar
Fig. 4, second uicisor. Fig. 5, lateral

Art. XXXIX.—Notice of recent vnnA Fauna
of the eastern coast of North America, No. 4 ; by A. E. Verrill.
Brief Contributions to Zoologyfrom the Museum of Yale College.

No. XLI.

In the following notice there will be found descriptions of

new species of Hydroids, belonging to the Plumularidai, referred

to in the preceding number, but from which they were omitted,
for lack of space. These and other species herein named, as

well as those described in the last number, form part of the

extensive collections of marine Invertebrata, belonging to the
U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, which have been
entrusted to me for examination and description, by the Com-
missioner, Professor S. F. Baird. In the present notice, there
are also included certain species which were collected during
several special dredging expeditions, undertaken by the author,

with Professor S. L Smith and others, in 1864, 1865, 1868,

1870, previous to the organization of the Fish Commission.

Hydroida.

Cladocarpus Pourtalesii, sp. nov.

A large species, forming a tall, unbranched, secund plume.
• impound, rough ; the component tubes run

in an irregular subspiral course, and each bears two rows of

nematothec*. The pinna? are very numerous, about an inch
l°ng, and arise alternately, in one line, along the front of the
stem and curve outward and upward. Hydrothecae about
twice as long as broad, only slightly enlarged toward the aper-
ture, which has a smooth even margin ; intrathecal septum
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atothecae short, broad, rising but slightly above the margin o£

the hydrothecae ; median nematothecae short, adnate, except
close to the end, rather more than one-third as long as the

hydrothecae. The gonothecae, which are borne on short, jointed,

branches arising from the base of the pinnae, are sal

form, when seen in a side-view, but in a front-view obovate,

narrowing to a slender base; aperture lunate, near the end, on
one side, the lower lip sunken or incurved. There are one to

five gonothecae on each supporting branch. Color, light yel-

Height of largest specimen, 200mm ; length of naked part of

U. S. F. Com. Also taken on Banqut
oms, by the crew of the schooner " Magic," Capt. W. Thompson.

Cladocarpus cornuttts, sp. nov.

Hydroid subpinnately branched, rather rigid, with com-

pound stem. The few branches (four in one example) diverge

crowded, spreading outward abruptly, and somewhat bent

backward, about a third of an inch long. Hydrothecae large,

somewhat compressed, adnate to the stem, somewhat triangular

or obconic in a side view, expanding from Base to rim, with a

conspicuous median keel or ridge along the front, v

into a prominent, lanceolate, acute lobe projecting cons
beyond the lateral borders, which are divided into about five,

often unequal, obtuse, subangular lobes, a small incurved lobe

being situated each side of the base of the large median lobe

;

ii septum narrow, situated near the bottom of the

hydrothecae. Lateral nematothecae elongated, the ends free,

spreading outward laterally, margin crenulated; median ne-

matothecae short, narrow, tapering, directed outward, with the

mouth very oblique, and margin crenulated, free for about half

their length, and not extending so far us the middle of the

hydrotheca. Each joint of the pinnae is divided internally into

five or six compartments by transverse septa. Gonothecae

swollen, obovate, borne on the mid-rib of the main stem and

principal branches, at the bases of short, jointed, special pro-

tective branchlets, either simple or forked, many of which have

a single hydrotheca, of the ordinary form, on the last joint, but

only nematothecae on the others. Dark horn-color.

Height, TO111111

; length of longest branch, 20mm ;
length of

longest pinnae, 8 to 9™™.

Off Sable Island, N. S., on Banquereau, in about 200 fathoms.

by the crew of the schooner "Marion," Capt. J. W.
Collins, Sept. 12, 1878, and preserved by Mr. Newcomb.
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otu speciosus, sp. nov.

Our single specimen is small, unbranched, without gono-
phores. Stem compound. Pinnae slender, not crowded, spread-
ing at a wide angle. Hydrothecae rather short, slightly eam-
panulate, in a side view the breadth of the aperture is equal to

two-thirds the depth ; a faint median ridge on the front ; the

that next to it, on each side, a little longer than the rest ; intra-

thecal septum well-developed, near the bottom ; lateral nerna-

tothecse short, swollen in the middle, narrowed to the aperture,

margin crenelated; median nematothecae short, aduate, except
at the end, where the oblique aperture faces the hydrotheca,
riinruin crenulated.

Height, 26mm ; length of pinnas, 10mm.

Banquereau, off Sable Island, N. S., in about 200 fathoms,
with the preceding species.

Mollusca.
Cingula Jan-Mayeni nob.

Rissoa Jan-Mayeni Friele, Nyt Mag. for Naturvidenak., 1877, Jan-Mayen Mol-

Several specimens of this species were sent to me by Mr.
J. F. Whiteaves, who dredged them in 1873, in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, 200 fathoms, mud. It is recorded as from 70 to 300
fathoms, off Greenland, by Friele. It is allied to C. armaria
Migh. (=R scrobkulalata Moll.) and to C. carinata Mighels, but is

a larger and stouter species than either of these, with stronger

A shouldered whorls. The color
is 'lark chestnut-brown. There are, in our specimens, four
strong revolving ridges on the last whorl ; the upper one nod-
ulous

; the lowest, stout, basal ; about fourteen transverse sub-
sutural costas, extend to and join the first revolving ridge, giving
rise to the small tubercles. On the spire only two spiral lines

are visible. Length, 4™ ; breadth, 2-5»«.

Gingula areolata nob.

Turritella areolata Stimp., Shells of New England, p. 35, 1851.

This species, which has long been lost sight of, and even
omitted from Binney's Gould, I have recently rediscovered
among small shells dredged at Mt. Desert Island, coast of Maine,
about 1860, by the late Professoi Wi u C. Ch vel md, and also
among the shells from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, sent by Mr.
J. F. Whiteaves, who dredged it in ninetv-six fathoms, in

Trinity Bay. It is allied to C. carinai i Migh -. b it k a more
delicate, longer, and more pointed shell, translucent, and nearly
Am. Jodk. 8cl—Third Series, Vol. XVII.-No. 100, April, 1879.
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white in color, and has a smooth base. It somewhat resembles

a miuute Scalaria. The six whorls are well-rounded, with deep

sutures ; the last whorl has four or five delicate revolving ridges,

around the middle, but none on the base; the numerous and

ribs cross two or more of the revolving ridges.

The apertun ilar and effuse in front, or some-

times even slightly notched. The inner lip is scarcely contin-

uous posteriorly, or represented only by a very thin deposit on

the body-whorl ; no umbilicus. An examination of the soft

parts and of the dentition shows that this is a genuine Bissoa,

(as understood by Jeffreys and others, in the wider sense).

But it seems to me better to adopt the name Cingula, as re-

stricted by Gould, in 1841, for those species, mostly northern,

which hick th<- >>•», ,-,-', mis, and which, also, usually have

thin shells, with do distinct rib on the outer lip. To this group

belong nearly all our other New I t '.
acufau

Grid., C. midiilineata{St\ O.castanea (Moll.). Cam..--

exaraia St.), C. carinata M., G. latior M., C. globulus (MoIl.>

No true Bissoa has yet been found on the Northeastern coast of

Cut;/ tila mMama nob., (
— lli^oa eastanea Moller).

This species I have dredged at Eastport, Me. (1864). Pro-

fessor Cleveland took it al Ml. Des. .<:. Me. : and Mr. Whiteaves

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It is sometimes white.

Acirsa costulata nob., {—TurriteUa costulata Mighels, 1841).

The species, very well described and figured by M
undoubtedly identical with A. borealis Beck, MSS., and A. I>-

chrichtii (M s. The name given bj»

'

uncommon

) fathoms.

Leptochiton alveolus (Sars) Loven.

Mr. W. H. Dall has detected this species among specimens

dredged in the Gulf of Maine, in 150 fathoms, by Dr. A. p-

Packard, for the U. S. Fish Commission, on the "Bache, m
1872. He also informs me that he has received it from the

Gulf of St Lawrence, 220 fath., (Coll. Whiteaves).

Leptochiton cancellatus (Sby.) H. & A. Adams.

Mr. Dall has identified, as probably of this species, an imma-

ture specimen dredged by me, in I s * 7. off Halifax, N. S., i°

95 fath., while on the IT. S. Fish Commission.

Doris repanda Alder and Hancock, (=2>. planulata Stirapson).

A critical examination of the dentition of this species ring"

that the American specimens are perfectly identical with the

European.
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Acanthodoris ornata Verrill, sp. nov.

Length about 1 inch, or 25m,n
; breadth 8mm . Body elongated,

high at the sides, somewhat oblong : but narrower and obtuse]

mailer t

in middle and again expanded opposite the gills, covered ^

small, conical papillae, except on a smooth area on the middle
of the back, extending from the gills to the tentacles. Frontal
veil broad, angular, with four distinct, but small, papilliform

processes, two directed forward and two at the prominent outer
angles. Don slender, tapered at the end, length,

qual to breadth of body (6
mra

), the lower half smooth,
" "stal h

"
the distal half v

nentary, with very small papillae.

Gills eight, large, broad, in expansion exceeding the breadth of
the body, bipinnate, finely divided, the two posterior ones
smaller, all united by a basal web; anal area smooth. Color,

int yellowish flesh-color, specked with yellow and
brown

; bases of papillae surrounded by brown ; dorsal smooth
area brownish (due to viscera)

;
gills pale flesh-color, with flake-

white at their bases; tentacles pale, their lamellae brownish
yellow. (Description from living specimen).

Eastport, Me., at low water, Aug. 19, 1872. Collected by
the writer while with the U. S. Fish Commission. Drawings
were made by Mr. Emerton, and the writer.

Allied to lJo,',\ i Am,tthif h.n's) subquadrata Alderand Hancock.

Acanthodoris stellata nob., {—Doris stettata Gmelin.)
Doris {Acanthodoris) pihsa Alder and Hancock, Plate 15, figs. 1-10 (non Doris

Doris bifida Verrill, this Journal, vol. 1, p. 406. (Variety).

Typical specimens of this species have been repeatedly col-

lected and carefully examined by me, from various parts of the
New England coast (New Haven to Eastport, Me.), and agree
perfectly with the figures and descriptions by Alder and
Hancock, except that the white stellate markings on the gills

are usually absent. My Doris bifida is only a color-variety.

Aninthodoris citrina sp. nov.

At Eastport, Me., I have observed a more distinct form, prob-
ably a new species. In this the body is more depressed and
elongated, elliptical; the frontal veil is crescent-shaped, with

a much produced, and with two, more prominent,
tentacular papillae in front. Mantle covered with small, soft.

conical, acute, yellow papillae, vrifch yellow afra ittlea between
them. Brai 1 tripi,- mate, in ex-

pansion nearly reaching the sides of body, the two posterior
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small, all united beneath by a short web. Color, pale lemon-

vellow, specked with bright yellow
;
gills yellow ;

tentacles and

edge of mantle orange. Length 25mm ; breadth 8 to 10mm.

Adalaria proxima Bergh, (=zDoris proximo Alder and Han.)

Specimens of this species were collected at Eastport, Me., by
the writer and Professor S. I. Smith, in 1864, and also in subse-

quent years. They agree perfectly, both in external characters

and dentition, with the English specimens.

Onchidoris muncutu (Miiller). H. and A. Adams.

Specimens, apparently identical with this species, were ob-

tained at Eastport, Me., with the preceding.

Onchidoris diaphana (Alder and Han.)

Not uncommon at Eastport, Me., where I obtained it in 1864,

'68, 70, at low-water, under stones.

Coryphella mtila, sp. nov.

A large, brilliantly colored species, remarkable for the small

size of the head. Foot broad, pointed, but not much elongated

posteriorly ; auricles very long, often equal to breadth of loot,

acute, with a fold or groove in front. Head small,

rounded, often emarginate in front, with the mouth large and

subterminal. Oral tentacles arising from sides of head, slender,

elongated, tapering, slightly wrinkled ; dorsal tentacles slightly

stouter and longer, wrinkled, arising near together; eyes

not observed. Branchiae numerous, long, rather slender,

slightly fusiform, arranged in eight to ten, usually well-separated,

36 clusters, mostly of two rows each, usually six to

eight in each row ; anteriorly the clusters become more
crowded. Color, yellowish white, translucent; branchiae with

a bright vermilion nucleus, the tips, for some distance, flake-

white; dorsal tentacles pale yellowish, usually tip]

white. Length, 48,nra
; breadth, 7mm ; dorsal tentacles, 10

min
;

oral, 9mm ; branchiae, 9'5mm .

Eastport, Me., 1864, 1868, 1872, found at low-water, some-

times under stones, but often entirely exposed, creeping over

algas. It is allied to JSolis pellucida Alder and Hancock.

Cuthona Stimpsoni, sp. nov.

A species of Cuthona, allied to C. Peachii Aid. and Han., is

not uncommon at Eastport, Me., where I have observed it in

produced laterally. The foot is broad, not very i

der posteriorly; auricles small, short, triangular, often dir«

backward. The head is large, broad, rounded in front, wit!
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tinct rounded lateral lobes. Tentacles slender, slightly wrink-
led ; branchiae numerous, crowded, fusiform. Color, yellowish
white, with a flake- white line on the upper side of foot, posteri-

orly
; teniae tie specks or

a streak, distally; branchias with salmon, yellowish brown, red?

. or purplish nucleus, and specked at the end with
flake -white, wh"
Length, 10 to 32

field Scientific School No. LIY.

In the present paper I wish to call the attention of mineralo-
gists to a fact which appears to have been hitherto almost en-

tirely overlooked, namely, the presence of chlorine in minerals
of the scapolite family. In a paper which appeared in the An-
nalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, xlvi, p. 340, 1843, Dr. Carl

1 details the results of his examination of "Porzel-

It was called passauite by Naumann, and classed in

Dana's Mineralogy as an altered ekebergite. The mineral was
first analyzed and made a distinct species by Fuchs, who, in

ralogy, published in 1842, assigns to it the formula

43tl'Si+4CaSi + €lNa,

which requires 7 -83 per cent of sodium chloride. He, however,
supports the formula by no analyses. Dr. Schafhautl employed
several methods in determining the chlorine. In one, the pow-
dered mineral was heated in a retort with concentrated sulphuric
acid and the distillate caught in a tube containing silver nitrate.

This method required care, but gave good results. He then
tried fusion with barium carbonate, or sodium carbonate. Only
a little chlorine was found when a red heat was employed, and
none at all when a white heat was given. But a satisfactory

result was obtained by fusing with barium carbonate in a very

inum crucible, some of the carbonate being placed on
top of the mixture, and the heat supplied by a Fuchs spirit

lamp. The quantity of chlorine in the mineral was found to be
"924 per cent, an amount just sufficient to saturate the potassium
present. From his analysis he deduced the following formula

:

4(Al2O3lSiO 3)+{
2£a

o%;)}+iKC l2

lysis of Dr. Schafhautl's is

„ es of scapolites given in D
chlorine is mentioned as one of the (

his analysis of Dr. Schafhautl's Js the only i

analyses of scapolit
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This winter a duplicate analysis of a scapolite from lot 13 of

the 8th concession of the township of Ripon, Quebec, was made
hy the writer, but it fell short of 100 by several per cent. Think-

ing that a loss must have been incurred at some step in the pro-

cess, the analysis was repeated, but the results were much the

same. The mineral was then tested for fluorine by the method

described in Fresenius' Qual. Anal., p. 218, 7, but none was

found. It was noticed, however, that by heating the powdered

mineral alone in a platinum crucible, a heavy sublimate was

obtained which collected in a drop on the cover of the crucible.

This sublimate was soluble in water, the solution gave a pre-

id also one with barium chloride,

thus showing the presence of chlorine and sulphuric acid in the

mineral. A complete analysis of the mineral was again made
in duplicate; this time the chlorine and sulphuric acid were

determined, and it was found to sum up satisfactorily. The

scapolite occurs in veins varvinu in .vidth from a few inches

to a foot It is asscw tab mica, green horn-

blende, colorless quartz, reddish calcite, green apatite, black

tourmaline, and frequently incloses small crystals of brownish

sphene. The opening from which the specimens were taken was

made in search of apatite, w hie i i..-.-m> in the vicinity both in

crystals associated with blackish mica and reddish calcite, and

also in the finely granular form known to the miners as "sugar

phosphate." A portion of one of the apatite crystals was ex-

amined and found to contain chlorine. The color of the

mineral is white, sometimes greenish-white.
The scapolite occurs in rather large crystals, the exterior por-

tions of which are evidently somewhat decomposed, while the

interior is apparently unchanged. It fuses with intumescence

at about 3. The lustre of the undecomposed mineral on the

ace of fracture is sub-vitreous, but elsewhere there is

little lustre. The only cleavage observed was paralled to the

lateral faces, which are deeply striated. Specific gravity of

three specimens was as follows:— 2-605, 2"654, 2'626. A
portion having the strongest vitreous lustre was selected for

analysis. A section made from a fragment of this was submit-

ted to a microscopic examination by Mr. Hawes, who judged

that the impurities were not present in sufficient quantity to

cause any error in conclusions drawn from the results of analy-

sis* The chlorine and sulphuric acid were detern

fusing with sodium carbonate, and after digesting the fused

m i- ' i:h v ah r. aci li ,\wi v itl n trh

the chlorine by silver nitrate. The excess of silver in the

filtrate was then separated by hydrochloric acid, filtered off,

* Minute quantities of orthoclase and calcite were observed. No disenpge-

treated with hydrochloric acid.
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and the sulphuric acid precipitated in the filtrate by barium
chloride. Since as before mentioned alkaline chlorides are lost

by igniting the mineral strongly, the elongated slightly conical

crucible designed by Dr. Smith for his alkali determinations,
was made use of ih estimating the water. The mineral was
dried over sulphuric acid in a platinum boat, introduced into

this crucible and kept at a bright red heat over a fish-tail

Bunsen lamp until it ceased to lose weight The flame of a
Bunsen lamp was occasionally passed across the mouth of the
crucible but no yellow coloration was imparted to it, and on
rinsing out the crucible with distilled water only a trace of

chloride was found in solution. The remaining constituents

were determined in the usual way.
The results of the analyses are~ as follows :

Deduction for replaced by CI,

Assuming chlorine and sulphuric acid to be combined with

sodium, the atomic and quantivalent ratios calculated from the

mean of the above analyses, are

:

Na2S0 4 010
H2 032

Excluding NaCl and Na 2S0 4 ,
the quantivalent ratio for

basic elements and silicon is 1886:3656=1:1-94, approxi-
mately that required by a bisilicate (1 : 2). It is therefore more
acidic than any of the members of the scapolite family with
* L

3 exceptk

of the analyses given in Dana's Minei

97 and 98, it
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be due to chlorine,

the analyses. Accordingly four-

teen specimens of scapolite, from different localities, were
selected and examined for this element. It was found in every
case, though in some of them the amount present was smalt
They were tested by heating some of the finely pulverized

mineral to whiteness in a platinum crucible, by means of a

powerful blast lamp, the flame being slanted so as not to heat

the upper portion of the crucible more than necessary. The
sublimate obtained on the cover was dissolved in water and the

usual tests applied. In the following table the percentage re-

sults of the examination of the scapolites are tabulated. A dash

indicates that the constituent referred to has not been tested for.

CMortne.
Su^uric L°8B

a°r
n
eltt

nat

Gouverneur, N. T. None.

Lewis Co., N. Y.
Edenville, Orange Co., N. Y.
Monroe, Conn.

38., (Pink seap.)
" OVhitLsll -

Pierrepoint, N. Y.

. -rway.

-inland, Sweden.
Templetou f:

V)Queb.
l
mM.l

V
.to

e

f8thran '

2411 •796 (SO,) •722 None.
Eipon ( 1 3th lot of 8th range)

Quebec. Less lustre. 1-468 C02 pres.

Eipon ( 1 3th lot of 8th range)
Quebec. Less lustre.

Hull (8th lot of 14th range)

11, SO, pres
Trumbull, Conn. (f)

None.
Kokken, near Krageroe,
Norway. H 2S0 4 pres. (1) 1-903

f'assau (Schaf-
hautl.) •0'24 1-2 (water) _^ZZ^-

Dr. B. J.

determined
only a small q

u

dal,

lforms me that he has found chlorine

the township of Templeton, Quebec,

nassive specimens, though he has not

>resent. When the mineral contains

ilorine, as in the cases of the specimens

from Arendal, Malsjo and Templeton, it cannot be detected

with certainty 1

Eose's method, which \

to ascertain what quantity of chlorin

mineral to be detected by the ignitio
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Hull, which gives off only a trace on ignition, was examined by
Eose's method and found' to contain -202 per cent of chlorine.

It is therefo t*ose specimens, whose sublimate
gave a distinct precipitate with silver nitrate contained above
that amount. In every case in which the sublimate was tested
with barium chloride, a white precipitate was obtained. In the

from Eipon this was due to sulphuric acid contained
in the mineral, but in other cases it may possibly have been
due to fluorine. The blue sodalite occurring at Litchfield,

Me., loses alkaline chlorides when ignited, in the same manner
'he sublimate contains a trace of sulphuric

the chlorine. A specimen of wilsonite,

from Bathurst, Ont., when subjected to the same test, gave no
sublimate, but another specimen of the same mineral from the
fifth lot of the tenth range of Hull, Quebec, gave a slight subli-

mate which contained a trace of sulphuric acid, but no chlorine.

The meionite mentioned in the table gave a comparatively
heavy sublimate.

Dr. Schafl referred to above, states that his
" Porzellanspatb " lost all its chlorine when fused with sodium
carbonate at a white heat, and that only a trace remained if a

red heat was employed. In order to ascertain whether my
analysis was deficient on this account, I determined the chlorine
in a white scapolite from Trumbull, Conn., both by fusing it

am carbonate, over a powerful circular Bunsen lamp,
and also by Eose's method. This method consists in decom-
posing the" mineral in the cold by hydrofluoric acid in the

presence of weak nitric acid. The calcium fluoride is filtered

off, and the ... the filtrate by precipitating

with silver nitrate. The results were as follows :—

with hydrofluoric acid 1-824 percent.
By fusion with sodium carbonate 1 '756 "

Difference -068

The loss is therefore very small. The scapolite from Eipon is

not easily decomposed by sulphuric acid. In an experiment
conducted by Mr. Comstock in this laboratory, two grams of
the finely pulverized mineral were treated with concentrated
sulphuric acid for three hours and a half at a temperature be-
tween 160° and 200° C, but only a trace of chlorine was given
off. Dr. Schafhaafl also states that at a red heat every trace of
chlorine was expelled from his mineral, ai d that some of the
chlorides were dissolved out by water. That such is not the
case with all scapolites is seen from the following experiments
conducted on the same material from Eipon : -87 of a gram was
heated to intense whiteness in a platinum crucible and fused
down to a :. --. vesicular mass. It lost 5178
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per cent, but the residue gave a heavy precipitate with silver

nitrate when examined by Rose's method. It was found that

only a very small quantity of the chlorides escaped at a high

red heat, a white heat being required to expel them in large

quantity, although even at that temperature some remain as

proved by the last experiment. About half a gram of the

wdered mineral was treated with cold distilled water

for about forty-five hours, but not a trace of the chlorides

went into solution. The scapolites mentioned in the table,

which, contain the highest percentage of chlorine, are generally

sound and undecom posed. Two specimens of the Ripon min-

eral, with little or no luster, were found to contain less chlorine

nposed specimen with a high lustre. Fuchs

t the " Porzellanspath," examined by him, lost a por-

tion of its chlorides on decomposition. The specimen from

vhich contained only -202 per cent, was almost entirely

devoid of lustre and contained carbon dioxide. It is therefore

highly probable that chlorine is lost, and not gained by the

tion of the scapolite minerals.
It is possible that in some cases at least the failure of scapo-

lites to give a good formula, may be due to the fact that suffi-

cient alkali to combine with the undetermined chlorine present

has not been deducted before attempting to deduce the

My best thanks are due to Professor Allen, who has kindly

directed this investigation.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Physics.

1. On the Formation of Mountains and the Secular Cooling
<•/'/„ Earth; by G. H. Darwix.—The letters of Mr. Wallaee

and Mr. Fisher in Nature, vol. xix, pp. 121, 172, 244, 267, raise

the question as to whether or not it is possible that the interior ot

oling more rapidly than the ex
Ml,,u

:

rapidly than tne exterior.

t the query as to where the

I.," App. D)
considers the cooling of "a solid extending to infinity in all direc-

tions, on the supposition that at an initial epoch the temperature

has had two different constant values on the two sides of a certain

infinite plane." The solution given is—

\l-
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nporatures: <•,,. their arithmetical mean: /.the

3 of any point from the middle plane ; v, the

i shows that for all values of the 1

K—0, v = v , so that the temperature at the medial

'

dt ~W{**) fi

.

expression is that

to find where i

1

; this is clearly a

r, 4 ilired for the :

amum when

rate of cooli

Consider

logz-2 2 is

ng. We now
the function

a maximum,

and hy the ordinary rules this is a maximum when _= 2 z, or

dv
Z

when z3=±. Hence it follows that —^ has its maximum value

where x 2= 2kt. Now when the unit of length is a foot and of

time a year, k= 400 ; hence x= +/tmt.
This formula shows that the seat of the maximum rate of cool-

elapsed from the initial state be two hundred million years, or

£ = 2X10 8
, we have x= 400,000 feet, or a little less than eighty

Sir W. Thomson shows, in his j

the Earth, that the t

nearly correct for the case of the earth, which is supposed to be a
hot sphere cooling by radiation. It tbllo\v>, therefore, from the
numerical result which is given above that the seat of the maxi-
mum ratio of cooling must probably be something like 100 miles

below the earth's surface. It does not, of course, necessarily fol-

should be identical with that of the maximum rate of cooling;

yet it seems probable that it would not be very far removed

The Rev. O. Fisher very justly remarks that the more rapid
contraction of the interna!" than "the externa! strata would cause
> l utti kh,u - t tin Miitne, although In d— not admit tint this

can be the sole cause of geological distortion. The fact that the
region of maximum rate of cooling is so near to the surface
recalls the interesting series of experiments recently made by M.
Favre (of which an account appeared in Nature, vol. xix, p. 103),
)vhere all the phenomena of geological contortion were reproduced

which was afterwards allowed to contract. Does it not seem
" Mr. Fisher niav have under-estimated the eontracti-

bilityofi- tthifl is the sole cause of geologi-
"

i ?—Nature, Feb. 0.
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2. On Biminrnl Audition*—In a recent number of the Phil-

osophical Magazine (March, 1879), Steinhauseu discusses the

theory of direct Binaural Audition. Some of his conclusions are

stated as follows

:

(1.) The direction in which a source of sound is situated, may
rand is per-

ceived in the two ears. (2.) The Bta

perception of the direction of sounds is dependent upon the angle

ft, that is, the angle included betu. en the fibcme surfaces of the

pinnae of the ears and the line of sight. (8). The smaller the

angle included between the line of sight and the surface- <>f the

pinnae, the more certain will be the perception of the direction of

sound. (4.) We hear best with the two ears when the sound

reaches us from the trout in the line of sight. (5.) Persons

equally hard of hearing in one ear must, in order to hear as well

as possible, turn the hett -r-heuriiig err the more towards the

the surfaces of their

pinnae mak< uritl tl
'

o aight is less. (6.) The power of per-

ception of the direction of a sound is not vitiated by an equal

hardness of hearing in both ears. (7.) For in

ft (above defined)" is less than 30°, which explains the well-known
position assumed by the listener who turns one ear towards the

source of sound. (8.) We hear binaurally the best, relatively,

when the source of sound is situated in that plane in which are

: he line of sight and the line joining the middle points of

the pinine I" plane of best hearing") and the best, absolutely,

when it is situated in the line of sight. (9.) In the case of hear-

ing a sound coming from above or below, we are able t

from the i
« ! ttfa which the sound is perceived in

the two ears, tin azimuth oi the rays of sound as projected upon
the plane of best hearing.
The last principle explains the method which we pursue to dis-

cover the position of a source of sound whose situation is unknown,
and which consists in a motion of the head.
For example, to find a source of sound situated anywhere above,

we have only to turn the head about a vertical axis until we hear

equally with both ears and with the greatest total intensity.

Then the line of sight coincides with the horizontal projection of

the direction of the sound. The head must then be turned up-

wards about a horizontal axis at right angles to the line of sight,

as long as the intensity of the sensation increases. When this

reaches its maximum, and is equally great for both ears, then the

source of sound must be situated in the line of sight. And here

we must remark on v' rice of the actual con-

ditions—that the ears and eyes, being alike attached to the head,

share its movements, and that they are situated at almost the

• above the ground.
Should we perc-ivo a tailing-off in the intensity of the sound on

raising the head, this would be an indication that the source of

* See this Journal, January, 18 9, p. 64.



sound is situated below the plane of best hearing, and that we
should be ableby sinking the head to bring the source ,,t -umi into

the line of sight in the manner just described for a sound above

It is intelligible and natural that, where (as in an instrument for
m isnrii -i altitud n! <

, ith) we have two separate motions
of rotation at right an irk-* to one another, it is immaterial whether
the movent t ions be executed separately or by
a simultaneous motion of the head. This occurs, for example,
when we try to find a lark which we may hear singing above a
field. We raise the head, making an arbitrary guess at the posi-
tion of the lark in the sky. Then we turn the head about, led
meanwhile by ear until we hear equally well with the two ears
and with the greatest possible intensity ; and simultaneously we
perceive the lark in the line of sight. We do not, therefore, as it

might be conjectured in this case, seek for the source of sound by
means of the eyes, but by means of the ears.

3. The Faraday Lecture before the Fellows of the London
Chemical Society, November 12, 1878, by Professor Ad. Wuiitz
of Paris, is published at length in the January number of the
Journal of this society. The subject chosen was " Constitution of
Matter in the Gaseous State," and is significant after the discos-
sions of the fundamental principles of modern chemistry which
have taken place in the French Academy, and to which we have
before referred in these pages. The lecture was an elementary
exposition of the dynamical theory of the constitution of matter,
and of the conception of molecules and atoms which this theory
in\ oiv< s. ,j * nts as the theoreti-

cal basis of the philosophy of chemistry. The lecture was illus-

-
i hit t interest centers in om o« tin

which, as it would seem, gave a very different result from that

obtained by M. Troost from a series of similar experiments,
noticed on page 321 of vol. xvi, III, of this Journal. Into the
space above the mercury of one barometer-tube chloral-hydrate
was o\ aporated, while the similar space of a second tube was filled

With the vapor of chloroform. Into both of these atmospheres
,r

;-
-' illized potassic oxalate was then introduced. Very soon a

ele].ivs^,, n ,,t the mercury column indicated that the water of

tion of the salt had evaporated into the dry vapor of

chloroform, while the constancy of level in the first tube showed
that into the vapor of chloral-hydrate no such evaporation had
taken place. Hence the conclusion that the space above the
mercury in the first tube was already saturated l

"rapor, and therefore that chloral-hydrate must become ctisassocta-

ed when it evaporates. By a reference to loc. cit. the bearing of
this experiment will be more plainly seen, and the contradic

presented will serve to enforce the lesson, there suggested, that
,v"

• ; tious to a law so well established as that of the equality of
molecular vol utues in the aeriform state ought always to be very
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At the same time with the address of Professor Wurtz we have

J

,

V
ll "v u " ;1 similar address by Professor Bav. r, rlu- s, ln .,^,r of

J
.

!'" ! - l! •' Illii! !l
- *»"- one of the most distinguished representa-

tives of the (kTman School of Organic Chemistry. It was
,It,,M V ,M " j " tl'"K"'.L Ak-.d.mi. d-r Wi^, n^haftenonthe
< "'' a

:
1 " il " 1 ,hl ' ''irtbday of King Ludwig of Bavaria, and is

i. with no flattering comments, by Professor Kolhe in ihe

subject of the address u.,s ••( h.-miea! ^vnthesi*." ,..
]

have exacted that, !,..(,„,. s!l( -h .,„ , Ui] ;;..

would

result had been obtained; in !. .. rt ,i„ ,.\ „,. m , -

nected with the synthesis both of indigotine and of alizarine
trate most strikinglv tlu- great value" of

?~—
11 grounded" '

„, ,Wj the most
part another popular exposition of the same subject treated by
Professor Wurtz, and it contains such grotesque fancies that we

'•r.dif that the words we read were actually addressed
to a learned society, even if in open session. We read' of - - .as
of atoms branching like trees-as if they were objects of natural

the molecules of the diamond are
large enough to be seen with a microscope, and to be isolated by

al pulverizing; of the molecules of marsli.o-.is %* attain-

ribute to form those cometarv masses in which the spec-
troscope has discovered the presence "of carbon. It would seem
as it the purpose of the address were to bring the molecular theory

|

'ute by a " reductio ad absurdum ;" and while we cannot
•" ra 'l- 'tanner in which Professor Bayer has been

ridiculed in the reprint to which we have referred, the address
certainly invites criticism, and shows bow al
hypothesis" may be made to appear if we i

conventional and temporary forms. X< . ,

tment, and these two addresses seem to us worthy of
notice m this place as pointing out verv clearly thmate use of theory which forms the basis of our modern chemical
philosophy.

j p c
^ KrP"r '"'-- , ' ! determination of the velocity of Light; by

\u T̂
ll

.

CH
f
LSON

,
U- S. N"., Instructor in I' :

»n
'
<" I nited States Naval Academy.-In a former number of this

May, 1878, p. 394) a brief description is given by Mr.
Ol a new method for the experimental determination of

the velocity of light. It is !,,. ;

modified, as there described, as to admit of the use of any distance
between the mirrors, and a correspondingly increased displacement
of the reflected image. This method has since been put to use bv
the desenber. In his experiments the sp«.«-d of the mirror was 130
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turns per second, the radius of measurement from fifteen to thirty
feet, and the distance between the mirrors 500 feet. The displace-
ment varied from 0-3 inch to 0'63, or about twenty times that of
Foucault. The mean of ten determinations for the velocity of
light in air was 186,508 feet, the extremes being 184,500 and
188,820. The author expresses the hope of being able,

more favorable c

miles.

—

{Amer. .

II. Geology and Minekalogy.

1. Note on Mountain - making by the Contraction of the
Earth's crust ; by J. D. Dana.—A method of reproducing on a

the folding and fracturing of strata has been contrived
by Professor A. Favre, of Geneva (Nature, of Dec. 5, from La
Nature). He employs a stretched sheet of caoutchouc, to which

~ ' thin layers has been made to adhere, and allows it grad-
contract to its natural condition. The figures of the re-

which he has published, represent foldings, faultings and
ngs that look much like some of the effects in the world of

Mr. H. F. Walling, of Cambridge, in a paper on the relation

of adhesion to horizontal pressure in mountain dynamics, read

American Association at St. Louis in August, 1878, and
published recently, suggested, still earlier, essentially the same
mode of experimenting.
There are two general facts with regard to actual i

making that are not in accordance with the results which the
caoutchouc affords.

(1.) Contraction in the earth's crust from cooling must have gone
on continuously through time, wit specially be-

tween the contiti. ;,;..i and oceanic areas, but. still continuously;
and therefore the effects, if like those on the caoutchouc, should
have occurred all along the ages over the globe. But the tart is,

that mountain-making has occurred over the continents only alter

a very long, quiet interval in which there were no disturbances
beyond those from gentle oscillations. Geology has found that,

for North America, from the Atlantic south of New York to the
Rocky Mountains, and as the facts now stand, to the Pacific,

there was but one mountain-making epoch between the close of
Archaean time and the beginning of the Triassic era ; and that
this occurred at or near the" termination of Paleozoic time. Thus,

:-r parr >( the l.ro:id continent, at least three-fourth,^

A

all geological time "

passed without any m
which there is evidence, being that which raised the Lower
Silurian about Cincinnati and to the northeast and southwest.
During all that long time the sedimentary deposits were slowly

I
rust, and lay like the clay over
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tchouc, but this supercrust

is or bold wrinkles through
was probably disturbance and mountain-making

steep loins or bold wrinkles through the

There was probably disturbance and
Given Mountain r-gion after the close of the Lower Silu

possible that effects of the sa :! be found

along the eastern part of the Appalachian region farther south.

But, if so, the general truth remains the same ; for the close of

the Lower Silurian occurred about half way between the

Aivha an and the close of the Carboniferous, making the antece-

dent period of quiet, on the above estimate of time, nearly forty

millions of years. Over the Rocky Mountain region it is not yet

proved that any great disturbances occurred at either of these

eras, the first in the Wahsatch and Uintah region taking place

not before the close of the Cretaceous.

(2.) The folds often have all the steeper inclinations facing

in one direction and the less steep in the opposite, showing that the

results of the pressure were unlike in the two opposite directions

The well known facts in the Appalachians, as ir-t announced by
Proti ->-or Rogers, abundantly illustrate this, and, also, those in

the Jura Mountains.
The results obtained with the contracting caoutchouc correspond

in one respect with rock-flexures, and it is a point not always

considered by those who speculate on mountain -making. In

mountain regions the flexures in the earth's strata are not, with

very rare exceptions, represented by like flexures in the contract-

ing crust. The former are generally between one and twenty
miles in span ; and the earth's crust could not have been thin

enough at the close of the Paleozoic, when the Appalachians were

formed, to have made such narrow bendings.
2. Notes on the Coral Reefs of the Island of Ttoparica, BaMa,

and of Parahyba do Norte ; by Richard Rathbun.—In the

American Naturalist for July, 1876, I gave a short description of

the coral reef skirting the outer shore of the island of Itapariea,

in the bay of Bahia, Brazil. Front a further examination of the

reef and a study of the specimens procured from it, I am able to

add a few items of interest to those previously given. 1 also wish

to call attention to the existence of another reef, similar to that of

Itaj. ii, a, to the south of the entrance to the Rio Parahyba do

Norte. It was explored by Mr. John Uranner of the Geological

Commission. In shape and structure, as well as in the paucity
' ij.ou it. thi. i ;l ,t agrees verv closely with the Itapariea

reef. It follows the trend of the shore, at a short distance from

it, and between the reef and the shore there is an average depth

of water of about six or seven feet only. The upper and miter

portions of t lie reef are very irregular, but the inner part is com-

paratively smooth. No large corals are living upon it; at the

northern end were collected a few small specimens of Pontes,

and toward the south a tew Millepmvs. Symphyllia ('.), and

Pontes. Much of the bottom surrounding the reef is very rich in

coral growth. No sections Vv ere obtained giving us a clue to its
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structure, which is, however, probably the same as that of the
Ttaparica reef.

In my former description of the Itaparica reef I stated that,
while the lower portion was plainly made up in large part of true

corals, the upper part appeared to contain only nullipores. I have
since found that the worm tubes covering the surface of the reef
enter very largely into its structure, probably to as great an
extent as the iiuilipmvs. am! <_rivo rise to an exceedingly hard,
calcareous rock fro hi which, ultimately, all traces of the' worm-
tube structure disappear. The worm-tubes and nullipores evi-

dently compose the entire upper half of the reef. The nullipores,

in the upper portions, so far as my observations went, were all of
the encrusting lichen kind, and resulted in a compact structure,

showing a sort of wavy lamination which is due to the successive
growths of nullipores. The large digitate nullipores, so common
at Pernambuco and at many places in the Bay of Bahia, are
limited to the lower part of the reef, where they are associated

'" the

i of the reef, 1

foot above medium low tide. Above the line of nullipore
find the entire upper surface of the reef coated with a layer of
living worm tubes and large barnacles. The latter are generally
broken off by the waves when dead, but the former remain, pro-
ducing a loose structure near the surface, which becomes more
compact below. The existence of nullipores in this upper portion
indicates, however, that they lived on top of the reef at no dis-

tant time, and probably also that the reef has been elevated to a
slight extent since then.
Within the reef the water is very shallow, being deepest near

the reef and especially at and around the openings tio

\ aid the beach. The bottom of

cred with sand and fragments of
all sizes of corals and shells. Corals were not found in a:

position in this channel, nor do living corals exist there at all.

The coral fragments are all old, frequently much worn, and almost
invariably covered with nullipore and bryozoan growths, also
dead. They form beds of considerable thickness in places, often

olidated, and are dug up to burn
species discovered among the fragments are all found living in

various parts of the bay, excepting Mvssa Ilarttii, which does

rently live at present anywhere in the Bay of Bahia.
This extensive accumulation of hroken corals, which must have
been formed by the breaking off and heaping up of li\ '.

from the surface of the reef by the breakers, when the reef was at
a lower level, testifies to the exceeding richness of the coral life at
that time. Corals have apparently ceased to be reef-! m
the Bay of Bahia.

3. Semi-. rous rocks containing Serpentine.
--Dr. J. W. Dawson mentions tacts on this subject from whici the
following: are cited.
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On the Saguenay River, at Lake Chebogamong, there is a hand
of serpentine associated with limestone; and Mr. Richardson
obtaimd tl ere a fossil tabulate coral which has part of its cells

. and also veins of serpentine intersecting ir.

is Astro*') stum jyyrifoi'me, a species very common in

Silurian limestones of the region in which it occurs,

ristic especially of the Niagara formation. The for-

mation containing the serpentine and limestone "is described as

consisting ol cldoritic slates, in some places with hornblende
crystals, dolomites, and li ird j i<\>< r\ at „i a. -eons rocks."

At Melbourne, in the province ol" Quebec, rocks, referred by
Logan to the Quebec group, pass upward into a thick series 0$
hydromiea schists, ;l ss ted with <pia.rtzos< hands and 1< iticular

layers of crinoidal limestone. Over these, according to Logan,
iii • s, rpeii'in. i-i thick < . ds (iiii'Ioul.t, dly bedded rocks and not
"eruptiv. "

i schists, litm-ston 'breccia, are-

naceous beds, beds of aimrthite, steatite, dolomite and red slates.

The serpentine in the line of strike passes into dolomite and red

slate. Fossils occur in the limestone interstratified with the ser-

pentine, and also disseminated serpentine. The fossils are "cri-

nnithil joints, fragments apparently of Stenopora" and tubular

bodies which may be portions of Hyolithes or Theca, having an
interior of calcite and a coating of serpentine. The cells of the

fossils are sometimes tilled with the serpentine; and the crinoidal

joints are surrounded by it, with dolomite within.
Slices of these specimens, and those of other localities, were

made by Mr. Weston when under the direction of the late Sir

W. E. Logan. The other localities include Stamford. Farnharn.
Cleveland, Bedford, Oxford, Athabaska, Point Levi, Riviere

du Loup, in most of which Lower Silurian fossils occur associated

with hydrous silicates.

A locality at Pole Hill, in New Brunswick, discovered by Mr.

C. Robb, ha is consisting of " fragments of cri-

noids and shells finely injected with an olive-green hydrous
silicate of alumina, iron and magnesia. In one shell, apparently
an Orthoceras or Theca, the dark green filling has cracked in the

manner of Septaria [as often true of crinoidal stems in the Sub-

;iiey| and the fissures have been

filled with carbonate of lime.

4. The Physical Mistnry <,f th. Triassic Formation of New
Jersey and the Connecticut Valley ; by I. C. Russeij, (Ann. N. Y.

Acad. Sci., i, 220-254).—The author, after giving some account of

the Triassh- tenuation of New .h-r-t-y and the Connecticut Valley,

discusses tl ard dip of the former and eastward
of the latter. He adopts the hypothesis, suggested by Professor

Kerr for the Trias of North Carolina, and by Professor F. H.

Bradley for the regions oi which Mr. 1-usseli treats, that the New
Connecticut beds are opposite parts of an anticlinal.

He holds also that the sandstone was once continuous over the

whole intermediate region. The view is sustained on the ground
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thwestward i

ward and southeastward "in the Connecticut
iew of a conglomerate on the western border
stern of the latter, whence it is inferred that

' the great estuary. Calculations from
hickness of the sandstone 25,000 feet,

bede being rejected by the author
as without " plausible" support.

The hy]>< they appear
to tlie writer, are here stated.

(1) A thickness of 25,000 feet ol tone over an
area of metamorphic rocks more than 100 miles in wi
portions of which are novv several hundred feet above the sea-

I' \ • !, implie? a subsidence of this region of over 25,000 feet, during
the formation of the sandstone, or else, this depth of water.

(2) It implies also an elevation of the whole region—100 miles

. 25,000 feet, but enough higher to give the ai

of 15° eastward in the eastern sandstone and 10° to 15 in the

western. For a width in the Coi fifteen miles
(the area averages twenty), the dip produced by the alleged up-

lit'tin.u ii'onh U — uppnsin<r no faults—would put the western
• Connecticut Valley 20,000 feet above its eastern; and

the site of New York City, on the eastern 15,000 or 20,000 feet

above its present level, with 25,000 feet of sandstone over it.

How much higher such an elevation would place the central por-

tion of the region between the ( '..nneeticut Valley and New
Jersey, the reader can calculate. Mountains on the globe at the

present day are small in comparison.

(3) The hypothesis asks for an incredible amount of denuda-
tion

; crystalline rocks of great depth as well as sandstone, over
an area more than fifty miles wide having to be removed, and the
surface brought down to its present level.

(4) The southern limit of the Connecticut Valley sandstone
area is north <-ft/,. ,, <>,•'>, m limit of the New Jersey. The New
Jersey area cannot, therefore, be on the opposite margin of the

region to that of the Connecticut Valley. That there
should have been an opposite side to the Connecticut Valley anti-

clinal, the New Jersey Trias should have extended up the Hud-
son 1,'iver to Albany, "N. Y., 120 miles north of its most northern

ith its northern limit
I!

' the Connecticut Valley; and hence the whole of western
- tts as well as of Connecticut, and all of Eastern New

York, south of Albany, including the Green Mountain region,

•rmous altitude referred to ; and,
re since been removed from the

whole so that no trace was left, with the exception of the South-
bury basin. Further, the opposite side of the New Jersey part of
the arch must have been somewhere out in the Atlantic Bouth of
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Long Island ; and this island must have participated in the up-

ward bend.

It is however to he admitted that, with the suggested method
of accounting for the dip in the Connecticut Vaile\ sandstone,

there was no"need of any sandstone in the Hudson River Valley;

and, no need, in fact, of any sandstone over the int-

region of crystalline rocks between that valley and the New
Jersey area.

(5) No evidence of such an anticlinal, or of the supposed
amount of erosion, exists excepting this—that the sandstone of the

Connecticut Valley <iij - • , srward, and that of New Jersey, situ-

ated wholly to the south of the southern limit of the Connecticut

Valley area, dips northwestward, at the angles stated.

The existence of a conglomerate along the eastern border of the

Connecticut area can be accounted for on the usual view— tl. it this

area in Triassico-Jurassic times was a Connecticut Valley estuary,

at the termination of the Connecticut River, and had i*"
" : ~

floods, which may have been for part of the time enlarged hy the

]g the eastern part

better.

waters and ice of a > -_: .! ra— p lite as well as by that of

its being the eastern part of a much la:larger estuary

;

The features of the Connecticut Valley beds afford other argu-

ments ; but it is not necessary to bring them up at this time.

5. Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.—The following vol-

umes containing Reports of Progress of this survey, have been

recently issued, in addition to that by Mr. C. A. Ashbubkks
mentioned on a former page of this volume. They show great

activity in the Survey.
I. Report of Progress of Bradford and Tioga Counties (G), 272

pp. .-vo. witli maps and >ections;'including: 1. on the Limits of t lie

ad Chemung formations, by A. Sherwood; 2. Descrip-

tions of Coal fields, by F. Platt; and 3, on the Coking of Bitu-

minous Coal, by J. Fulton.
II. Report of Progress in Indiana Candy (IIHII), by W. G.

Plait, 316 pp. 8vo, with a colored map of the County. 1878.

III. Catalogue of the Geological Museum, Part I, Rock speci-

mens. 218 pp. 8vo. 1878.

IV. The Br-x-n U< n,.,r,t, //,,„,..//* ,,/ tin sihiro- Cambrian
limestones of Lehigh C<ai„ta, /,/,'na /,,/./•/<.„ .<},;,,„ ,

. town, Schnecksville, Ballietsville, and the Lehigh River (DD), by
Frederick Prime, Jr. ; 100 pp. 8vo, with 5 map-sheets and 5

plates. 1878.—Professor Prime, shows that the rocks of the

region, above the Laurentian, are, in succession, (1) the Potsdam
_ a Siluro-Cambrian magnesian limestone, which has

afforded Chazy fossils, besides an Orthuceras and Lingular too

imperfect for determination
; (3) Damourite (Flydromica) slates,

all in general conformable ; also (4) the Trenton limestone, as a

direct continuation of the magnesian limestone, the beds affording

encrinital stems identical with those found in Northampton
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County overlying characteristic Trenton fossils; and (5) Hudson
Uiver slates, also conformably continuous with the preceding.
Professor Prime treats also of the origin of linioiiite he. Is associated

damourite slates, and of other points in the geology of

schists by means of the fossils in

strata gives positive results.

V. Special Report on the Trap-Dykes and Azoic Rocks of
mia iKi. by T. s ; huuy Hunt. Parti. His-

t induction. 254 pp. 8vo. 1878.—This Historical Intro-

duction is a general exposition and re-statement of the author's
views on the "Azoic."" I this Mod
other c

fixing the age of the various crystallii

eruptive rocks, along with a historical account of former views on
these and other subjects, and a statement of the observations from
various sources that appear to favor the views set forth. It is

valuable as a definite exhibition of the present state of such views
in the science, and of the arguments— not always just to the

ions of others—by which they are sustained. The prog-
ress of the science will show how much of truth there is in them.

6. Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio. Vol. Ill, Geology
and Palaeontology. Part I, Geology. 954 pp. 8vo.—This large

volume consists/after its I 're face by Professor J. S. Newberry,
the head of the Survey, of a Review of the Geological Structure
of Ohio by Professor Newberry, and chapters on the Geology of

-

J. J. Stevenson, M. C. Read, A. W. Wheat, Edward Orton,
John Hussey, F. C. Hill, A. C. Lindemuth, J. T. Hodge and
H. N' /i i , with suppU i, v ui.tl Reports by E. B. Andrews and
E. Orton.
From Professor Newberry's Review we take the following

The Cin
jrroup of New York, but the whole Trenton series, iucluding the

Trenton limestone and Hudson River group.

Many fossils of the Oriskany sandstone in Canada West, as

Spirifera arcm,^i, S. .irr.rta, /?' n.« /l.hri" <><•<, ;,h ,. and Avicula
arenosa are found mingled with Favo><!tesGot/i/'fnd>'c<i, Zaphrentis

r ,'..lif.-,i. < ;>)!,, <;,,>/ ••> nodosum, and many
91 Q6, u bil ': footft,

ion to the entire absence of Upper Silurian species, prove

,,nv to be much more closely allied to the Devonian than
to the Silurian.

The " Black shale " or " Huron shale" of the Devonian is made
«p of the black shales of the Lower Portage and the Genesee. In
the shale, besides tin. _ . the jaw of a large

Placoderm has been obtained which has been referred to a new
genus, Diplognathus, also a new species of Dinichthys, a new
Ctenacanthus, and several of Cladodus.
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The volume contains much of great value to the science that

iiited space.

7. Journal of a Tour in Marocco and the Great Atlas ; by-

Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, President R.S., etc., and John
Ball,F.K.S.;— tcit/i • ixLt.-h .,ff/., (,, l.,.,,i

of JIarocco; by George Maw, F.G.S., etc. 499 pp. 8vo. Lon-

don : 1878. (Mnemillan A Co.). -Tin. volume contains an account

of a journey made by Sir Joseph Hooker, Mr. Ball ami .Mr. Maw
in 1871 to a region which, as the preface remarks, was then little

! the time of Strabo and

Pliny. The general account of the journey, occupying the first

!1 ]u_ -, ntain- \> -
i

-1 the way, much informa-

tion on the features, vegetation, and people of the country. It is

follow- .1 i.y Appendix* - on the ' b ography of the region, by John

Ball; on its economic plants, a eoinpari-on between the Flora of

the Canary Islands and of Marocco, and between that of Tropical

Africa and of Marocco, by J. D. Hooker; on the Mountain Flora

of two valleys of the Great Atlas, by J. Ball ; on the Geology of

the plain of Marocco and the Great Atlas, by George Maw.

of the Atlas region. " Unquestionable moraines" were observed

in the province of Reraya, at a height of 6,000 feet, where was a

" gigantic ridge of porphyry blocks," " with no admixture of small

fragments," 800 to 900 feet in vertical height, damming up the deep

ravine. The beds of bowlders fl --arpmentof
the Atlas plateau spread downward in great mounds and uudulat-

- from a height of 3,900 feet to the borders of the plain

1,900 feet above the sea; and the mo> m s, conn en ing at a height

of 5,800 feet, stretch up the Atlas ridge to a height of between

7,000 and 8,000 feet. Behind the moraines, at 6,->00 feet, there

was observed a plain of shingle, which seemed to be the bed of a

small lake. At present there is not even perpetual snow on any
part of the Atlas range. Since the era of the glaciers, the coast

line has been raise, 1 at least a< I by raised

beaches at Mogador " which may possibly be cotemporaneous
with raised beaches on the coasts of Spain and Portugal." A
slight subsidence of the coast-line is stated to be now going on.

8. Annual Report of the Statu <,<>/.,,/;.-,? ,f \> >c J> ><• y, for

1878. 132 pp. 8vo.—The prominent feature of this Report is a

chapter on th " Glaeiu i d M. Ill I Drift" «t tin s * i» .
wl eh

is illustrated by a large map, showing the surface covered bv the

drift, the course of th, » terminal moraine." and the "Oak
Lands" and "Pine Land-." It treats also ot the -oils of the

State, clays and their compositions, clay deposits, glass sand, pro-

gress of the topographical survey of the State, and gives analyses

9. Geological Record for 1876; an account of works on

Geology, Mineralogy, and Paleontology, published during '/«

year ; with supplements for 1-74 and' 1*75. Edited by Wm.
Wihtakeb, B.A., F.G.S.,'of the Geological Survey of England.
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415 pp. 8vo. London, 1878. (Taylor & Francis.)—The third
volume of the Geological Record is fully up to its predecessors
in scope and thoroughness. The value of the work, to all enga ged
in the sciences included, would seem to he so ohvious that it is a
matter of surprise and re-Tet that the editor should be compelled
to call for more subscribers to insure its continued success.

10. The Study of Hocks; An Eh ,, ,>.,,/, '->"„„„, of Petrology

;

by Frank Riti.et, F.G.S., of the Geological Survey. 319 pp.
1 2mo. London : 1879. (Longmans, Green & Co.).—The study of
rocks by the microscope is now recognized as so important a part

of lithology and so universally employed, that an Kn-ii>h
text-book giving the methods employed cannot fail to be appre-
ciated. The work is al I between the descrip-
tion of methods of making thin sections and of examining them in

the microscope, the description of the rock-making minerals, and
of the rocks themselves. Mr. Rutley's work is a convenient one
for the student. It is not, however, free from errors ; the descrip-

tion and figu lineral referred to must
be microrline and not orthoclase.

11. Ueber die Zusamnn sttzung <>, r L<th'i<>nglimmer, von C.
F. KAirMKLsnKRG.— Professor Rammelsberg has'made a new ex-

animation of the lithia mica, lepidolite, with special reference to
the amount of alkalies present. He finds that many of the previ-

ous analyses are incorrect in the determination of the lithia, and
in this resp ct lie rejects the analyses of Berwerth upon which
Tschermak based his recent con
(this Journal, III, xvii, 1 70). For the lepidolite of Paris, Me., and

Rozena, Rammelsberg writes the formula R 2 AdSi 3 , Q
.—(Ber. Ale.

-Berlin, Oct. 28, 1878.) E. s. d.

12. On th, r., ll ,r <.<it'f l i t,f Sj.n.hi,,,* ,,, ',<>> htnlite; by C.

Doelter.—Dr. Doelter has recently analyzed spodumene from
Norwich, Mass., (1) and from Brazil (2) with the following

Si0 2 A10 3 FeO CaO MgO Li 2 Na,0 K 2

(1) 63-79 27-03 0-39 0"73 0-21 7"04 1'10 0'12=100'41

(2) 03.34 27-66 1*15 0'69 ... 7'09 0"98 ..=100-91

After making allowance for impurities, he obtains for the

quantivalent ratio of R : Al : Si=l : 3 : 8 (instead of 1:4:10 previ-

ously accepted) and writes the formula R2 AlSi 4 12 , where R=Li
and Xa in the ratio of 15:1.
The composition of petalite is also discussed and the conclusion

reached that is expressed by the formula R 2
AlSi I0O24 , and the

13. Cacoxenitefrom Luke Su,„ rior.
!laassen of Cleveland has identified
t Lake Superior. It appears in browni:
>rming radiating tufts.
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14. A titaniferous Chrysolite.—M, Damoub has described a
:e from Zermatt, Switzerland. It has a red

color, simil.-. u , u „, t ; <;.= , jt Aiiudw*
afforded Si0

2 36*14, Ti0
8 6-10, MgO 48-31, FeO 6'89, Mn<> '>'•;:.

ign. 2-23=r99-86; this gives almost exactly the required ratio of
1

: 1 for bases to silicon.—{Bull. Soc. Min" France, ii. 15.)
15. On the crystalline system of Pyrostilpnite {Fireblende).—

U voted to a thorough crystallographic descrip-
tion of some silver minerals from Chanarcillo, Chili, states that
pyrostilpnite (feuerblende) belongs to the orthorhombic, not the

inic, system. The conclusion is based both upon the meas-
sured angles and the optical character.— (Jahrb. Min., 1878, 897).

16. Die J J
, ;„,,,„, von

C. Klein.—The collection of mi-u-.rii. - ,1 (initiiiiren, according
to the recent catalogue of Professor Klein, is one of the great
collections of the world, including meteoric stones from 115 dis-
tinct falls, and 90 meteoric irons from different localii ies.

17. Enstatite rock from South Africa.--Pr. .!<>>«. r Maskelvne
has described a rock from two localities in the Transvaal, South
Africa, consisting solely of massive enstatite. This is a kind pre-
viously not recognized in litholoirv. alth. i_i, rocks have been
known which, as lherzolyte, contain enstatite as a prominent in-
gredient.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Polyembryony, true and false, and its relation to Partheno-
genests.—^.

}i^ ueber Polyembry-
onie in the Zeitschnft fur Naturwissenscbaft of Jena (1878),
which we know as yet only at second h m i. ,

. \\ -. from a notice
in the Archives des Sciences Phys. et Nat. of February, 1879.

Strasburger's researches upon the fecundation «.f the" an-i-l" »-

mous Phaenogams show that the embryo-sac very seldom produces
more than one embryonal vesicle which is fecundated or capable
of being fecundated. The sin- -., this rule,
know n t () him, is that of Santalum album which produces two;
and one or two Orchids are mentioned in which the embryonal
vesicle divides into two, occasionally. True polyembryony must
therefore be very rare in Angiosperms. But seeds ©
more than one embryo are of common occurrence in oranges, in

! >,, or _\ /,„ s ,,/,„„., tl V, ,.,, iu_ to Strasbur-
i-mumerary embryos in such cases are adventitious.

originate outside of the embryo-sac by a kind of prolific sation in

-. and are not fecundated at all. They appear in the

and push into the embryo-sac by a sort of hernia, or pierce their
'

;
'-online, in the ripeVed v. litaMe cmhrvos, which it is

not easy to distinguish from the one resulting from the feeuudal imi
of the embryonal vesicle itself. Independent as these adventive

(ion, vet Stra>hur-er could not obtain them
in Nothoscordum when he had extirpated the stamens before an-
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thesis and prevented access of pollen. But it appears that Cmlo-
- iv. me tn which an adven-

tive embryo is habitually pi'oduced, instead of the normal embryo
which fails from the want of fecundation, the male plant not
being in cultivation. It is understood that this is not a mere
inference, but thai Si the development of the
embryonal vesicle in the ovule of Ccelobogyne, followed by its

feilun and resorption, and by the independent production of
adv.-ntive embryos in tin manner above described.

This, then, gives an explanation of the long-disputed partheno-
genesis of Calobogyne, and therefore of the less notable instances.

Parthenogenesis, it is then concluded, is only in appearance; it

is sometimes, and perhaps in all eases, "a prolification of the
nucleus." Now we should insist that, since the result is " a veri-

ryo" (equivalent in structure, position of radicle, and
ultimate growth to the true embryo), and not a bud, parthenogen-
esis is the just name; that the very interesting and important
conclusion attained i- that - i from the
development of an unfecundated embryonal vesicle, as was sup-
posed, but from a development of other and extraneous cells into
an embryo; also that it is not very rare, since the adventive
or supernumerary embryos of various seeds are cases of this par
theuogeny.

Not the least interesting consideration is, that we have here a
counterpart of what De Bary terms Apogamy,— instead of an
analogue of it. Apogaan/ is a vegetative prolification from what
should normally result in the product of sexual reproduction.

proves to be the inverse of this, a vegetative pro-

tbe ovule of the proper result of sexual reproduction,
viz: embryo. And finally, we have in these two modes taken
together—what was quite to be expected—a manifest and signifi-

i of the hiatus between vegetative and sexual repro-
duction, which Mr. I/avwin may turn to account.
Some applications of this new knowledge may be made. It is

-de that more embryos than we are aware of may be
" •' ''''•• Rather more than a year ago we gave an abstract in

1 Mr. Francis L\-trkman"> inure- in l: paper on the

tion of Lilies. It may tx the greater
part of his hybrids exactly reproduced the female parent. The
explanation which we sugnwe 1 to hi n.and w ', ; > I he refers to in his
paper, was, that those plants were not >

. .. hyi rid>at all, but were
from embryo, originated without male influence. What then
seemed to us tit le ist impr i able explanation, would now appear
to be the one altogether probable. a. g.

-. Xoh.s on /;.. /,, .,!,;,, ,.,. [; v (hcoege Bextham. (Extr. Jour.

i ty, No. 100, Dec, 1878, vol. xvii. pp. 185-267).—This
"nv presents the evneral views attained to by Mr.

* "ncr nti t.hfi apnera of the yreat order Euphorbia-
We need

> ! ''am on working up the genera ot the grea
for the ensuing"volume of the Genera Plai
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not specify any of the results,

decision in the case of the Buxec
ecessors, Baillon and J. Mueller, who. much as th,y .lifter in other

respects, agreed in setting up the order Bu>'<(rri, taking tlu-ir

cue from Agar Hi, ami making much of the dorsal rhaphe. Beu-

tham concludes that this small group, however well define!, ought

not in a general view to be regarded as of higher grade than one

oi'tlie primary divisions, or tribes, of Kuphorbiacem. We are not

the kvs pleased with this that we quite expected it.

A wider interest will be felt in Mr. Bentham's .."///*//.< on

nomenclature, or rather on some questions which the study of

Euphorbia cece brought up, and which some recent discussions have

inent. The general laws of nomenclature of our day,

and the prineiples on which they rest, are laid down in the code

which was reported hy Aiphonse DeCandolle to the Paris Inter-

national Convention, in the year 1867, and, being approved, was

published with a comm. ntar\ in fl e autui m of that year, and in

translation early in the following year. The laws,

he commentary, were printed in this Journal 1 r July,

1868. The ten years succeeding have tested, somewhat thor-

oughly, the questions (nearly all of minor moment) upon which

differing usages prevailed. ; and though one or two points arc still

mooted, the great maj< botanists are coming

to be of one mind and practice. But, as Mr. lien-ham remarks:

I'
The result has not been quite effectual in checking the ever-

id ot ,-,,,, !,vi,,,, i n synonymy. Besides the young
h 1 botanists who seorn'to submit to any rule hut then-

own, there are others wTho differ ma ,. -
' terpretation

of some of the laws, or who do not perceive that in follow ing u>»

strictly their letter instead of their spirit, they are only adding

m edh *sly to the general disorder. In the application :
- '•" !i as

in tlu- interpret t ion of these run- thev do i U. -ufti ieiitly hear in

mind two general principles; first, that the object of the bin-

nsean nomenclature is the ready identification of species, genera,

or other groups for study or referei ec>. not the edoritkatioti .of I bot-

anists ; and se< >udly, that changing \ est biis , 1 name is very

different from giving a new name to a new plant."
It is to the latter point that this most experienced and even-

minded botanist addresses himself. "The rule that 1

lished custom amounts to prescription, and may justify the main-

tenance of names which form exceptions to those laws which

should be strictly adhered to in nai fortunately

now frequently ignored The law of priority i-. an

excellent one; and when a genus or species has been w<

by an early botanist in a generally accessible work, but ha- sub-

sequently been neglected, ami the plant became known under

other names, it is well that the original one should be restored.

. . . . On the other hand, it creates nothing but contusion to

suppress a generic name, well-characterized and umver-aa}

adopted by long custom, in fa\ or < -
vaguely
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designated in an obscure work, out of the reach of the great

majority of botanists The greater number of Neck-
er's genera have been so imperfectly charaeioriz'.-d, with so absurd

a terminology, that they are quite indeterminable; and his names
deserve to be absolutely ignored, except in the very feu cases

where Jussieu or other early French botanists have succeeded in

identifying them, and corrected their characters; but even then

it is doubtful whether these names should not bear the date of the

correction, rather than of the original work. Adanson's "Fam-
ilies." with ail the inconveniences of its form and absurd orthog-

raphy, is much more scientific, and many of his genera are well

denned, and have therefore been properly adopted." ....
Let us here interject a practical application. There is an old

and well-established genus Smilaeina of Desfontaines. There is a

much older genus Town-la of Ruiz and. Pavon, founded in 1794,

ever since accepted, and without a synonym. Recently Mr. !>aker

of Kew, finding that Necker has a Tururiu, published in 1790, and
therefore four years , a and Pavon, takes up
this name in place of Smilaeina, and leaves a new name to be

made for the hmg-i -tab!i-h< d homonymous genus. It will be said

that the rule of priority demands the sacrifice, and that the iden-

tification of Necker's genus is sure, because the three Linmean

species of Conrullariu which properly constitute Desfontaines'

Sniilwin-i are referred to it by mo ' be a ease

of summuut jt/.t sum nut injuria, the injurious consequence is a

necessity. Ibii Mr. .
-

'

i of Necker's work
applies even to this instance. Twice over Necker's 7hvaria is

described as having a perianth of five sepal-, and the berry is said

to be one-celled.. 'Desfontaines' Smilarina, on the other hand, is

correctly characterized. Moreover, if we do not include this

anion-: t'ho>e names of Necker which. Mr. Ih-utham -ays. •• deserve

to be absolutely ignored," we may yet find that the law of prior-

ity has another claim on it. In 1763 a much better botanist Than

Necker, viz: Adanson, founded a genus Tovara (essentially the

same name as Tovaria) on Polygonum Virginiauum L ., winch is

!v to be taken up as a genus; and the name would super-

sede Necker's bv the same rule that Necker's supersedes Desfon-

taines' Sin ilar-iua. All thing- considered, then, this is a case for

the application of the homely but useful rule Quieta non movere ;
iuid much of Mr. Ikmtham's pertinent advice may be condensed
into this maxim. Hut there remain nice questions to settle with

regard to the names and extent of the liliaceous genus.

"The repre-mifinu- the (iieek aspirate by an A was generally

neglected by early botanists; but now, ever since DeCandolle
altered Elichrysum into IleHclu-yxntiU modern purists have
insisted upon f

has the effect of !

part of all indexes, .... ..

propriety of adding the aspirate in new names, 1 had long decli

part of all indexes alphabetical catalogues, etc. Admitting the
" iclined
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to alter old names on this account; now, however, I find myself
compelled to follow the current." Which is, on the whole, regret-

able, especially as Aij.ii. 1M an-Ldlo would hold out with him.

See the latter's comment on his Article 66, in which the remark is

dropped that, " we do not see why we should be more rigorous

nselves." Oddly enough, these Bam
who must sii the e omit it from the r, and write

ruchi.s and r<irhf. instead of rhachis and rhaphe,—which is exas-

perating to lovers of uniformity.

It is unnecessary here to cite Mr. Bentham's appropriate illus-

tration of the indivisibility of the two-worded name of a plant.

The proper apprehension of this, and of the paramount rule that

no an n-cessary new names should be given to old plants, will go

far to rid the science of a principa I y in nomen-
clature. For it clearly follows that when a plant has a rightful

name under its proper genus, the specific half of it is not to be

changed U'<-aiiM- < t a;i\ .arli.-r -pceilie name under some other

genus, to wlii t belong. a. g.

3. Journal <>/ „ T<>ur ;„ .]/,/.„,.,•„ ,i,„l the Great Atlas. By
Joseph Dai/ton Hooker, K.C.S.I., etc., and John Ball, F.R.&,
etc. A brief notice of the geological appendix in this work is

given on page 332. We add here a few words on the botanical re-

sults. Sir Joseph Hooker contributes an article on some of the

economic plants; the most important portion of which relates to

the Argan tree, the natural and economical history of which is

now pretty well known. The narrative contains a wood-cut figure

©fa group of old Argan trees, in which goats are seen high up
among the spreading branches, feeding upon the fruit. Of higher

scientific interest is the comparison of the Canarian flora with the

rdarocean (of which we cannot here undertake an abstract); also

the comparison of the Atlas flora with that of the mountains of

Grenada, and of northern Europe. So far as is yet known, the

Germanic character largely preponderates in

These last prob-

. been reached. It

was a trying experience to have surmounted a pass of

Atlas range, only to encounter a snow-storm, and to be obliged to

,ching the highei
Ball has worked up the botanical results technically and sys-

iUqium Florce Maroccanev, which filltematically i >,-<e Maroccanoe, wh
500 pages of the sixteenth volume of the Journal of the Li

Society, and is illustrated by twenty plates.

This is a very important publication, on account of

labor, expense, and critical investigation which are bestowed

upon it, not to speak of the beauty and perfection of the speci-

mens; and the associated authors should receive the best thanks

4. Baton's Ferns of Xm-th Ann ric<r. —We are not sure that we
have noticed the later issues of this work, so important to all fern-

people and botanists. But, in any case, we must make a note of
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Parts 12 and 13, a double number, which has just come to hand,
the plates are so excellent. As to the lerter-press. this h always

Atpidium acrostichoides is well represented, and
well colored. The same would be said of Iteris >iq>uJi»«, were it

not that the frond looks diminutive. The three Asplenia make a
fine plate. But the figure of A. parvulum is stiff: we never saw

'
t, and the difference in size between this

t made sufficiently manifest. A somewhat
more northern range must be assigned to this species. We found
it rather common in the mountains of the southern part of Vir-
ginia, as well a< in North Carolina. A<l'„ ( ,,tn,n < >i/>;//».<- J '. ,,, ris,

l of the next plate, and which is luxuriantly delineated,

has just now come in from the same region in Virginia,—a dis-

covery by Mr. Shriver. A. ernarginatum would have been per-

fectly presented if the green were brighter and lucid. The three
species of Notholama make an admirable plate. a. g.

5. Algm Amer. Bor. JExsiccatm ; by Farlow, Anderson &
Eaton, Fasc. III.—The third Fasciculus of this distribution of

North American Algae has just been issued. It consists of only
thirty specimens, covering twenty-nine species and one variety.

But as most of the species are large plants, the paper used is of the
folio size of most American herbariums. Twenty of the Algae
are of the black or olive-green series, and the other nine are

Florideae. Among the rarer kinds are Sargasmm pterplt won,
from Florida, Postelsia palmcefomnia, Pterygophora Oaitfbrnioa,
]>: i ,. u. ,, <„, ihd \ -... •</ tis\ from the Pacific Coast, suidSacco-
rhiz i <h,>, „tt»J, /, hum the * oa-i «; M une I In I ndete embrace
several of the large Gigartinas of the Pacific shore, and three or
four of those very puzzling forms of Callophyllis, which have so
long been an unsolved riddle to the students of this class of
plants. Dr. Farlow, who has done nearly all the work of identi-

i to a-knowledge the presence of the Euro-
pean Callop/, y//;.- !,(<> ni'tt,, on the coast of California; but then
be baa named two new species of the genus, No. 127, C furcata,
and No. 129, C. gracilarioides.

6. On, the Black Mildew of Walls.—Professor Leidy remarked
that in the number of " llaidwicke's Science Gossip " for August,
presented this evening, there is an article by Professor Paley en-

titled, "la the Blackness on St. Paul's merely the effect of
~" According to the author, the blackn

flourish
i

rays of the sun. Professor Leidy continued, that his attenth
had been called a number of years ago to a similar black appear-

ance on the brick walls and granite work of houses in narrow
shaded streets, especially in the vicinity of the Delaware River.

Notieine; a similar blackness on the bricks above the windows of
a brewery, from which there was a constant escape of watery
V;M "'• in a more central portion of the city, he was led to suspect
that it was of a vegetable nature. On examination, the black
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mildew proved to be an alga, c!os« ly allied to what he supposed
to be the Protococcus viridis, which gives the bright green color

to the trunks of trees, fences, and
shaded and northern side, everywhere
may be the same plant in a different state, but, until proved to he

so, may be distinguished by the name of Protococcus lut/vbri*. It

consist's of minute round or oval cells, from 0*006 to'o-009mm in

diameter, isolated or in pairs or in groups of four, the result of

division; or it occurs in short irregular chains of four or more
cells up to a dozen, occasionally with a lateral offset of two or

more cells. The cells by transmitted light appear of a brownish

or olive-brownish hue. In mass to the naked eye the alga appesw
as an intenselv black powder.

—

Proc. Acad. Nat. Set. Fmlad.,
Sept. 8, 1878. :

.

Dr. A. GtfNTHER.—In the February number of the Annals and
of Natural History, pp. 150-151, is published a paper

by Dr. A. Gtinther, F.R.S., " On two new Species of Fishes from
;;t-."' Tie- -M-ei.-- whi< h i>- names <4> /vc< ./<>/<> .<//, wa*

described by me in this Journal, vol. vii, August, 1874, p. 123,

under the name Diapterus Lefroiji ; that called hyhim Belone
Jo»f:sii, was also described by me, under the same name, and
dedicated to the same worthy naturalist, in this Journal, vol. xiv,

October, 1877, p. 295. The desci all essential

details, and I have myself seen the specimens which were subse-

quently presented l»y":\Ir. Jones to the British .Museum, though
my own descriptions were drawn up from other specimens col-

lected by myself at nearly the same time and locality.

Smithsonian Institution, Feb. 17, 1879. G. BROWNE GOODE.
8. Alaska <_'hit.,,,s and Limpets.—A paper on this subject, by

W.H. Dall, giving a synopsis of the genera and notes' on the

various species with their svnonvinv makes a number of the

Bulletin of the IT. S. National MusVum. It is illustrated by four

plates, and some wood-cuts, representing the dentition of many of

the species. The Bulletin is not yet separated into volumes, and
this paper is No. 4 of Mr. Fall's •'•

Scientific Results of the Explo-

ration of Alaska," the first two numbers being in Froc. Philad.

IT. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. On the discover]/ of mineral wax, Ozocerite, i» J'tah ;
by

Frofesr-or J. S. Newberry. (From a letter to the Editors.)—

I

have obtained some of the recently discovered ozocerite in Salt

Lake City from Professor J. E. Clayton, to whom also I am
ition as I have in regard to its

place and manner of occurrence. He writes me as follows :
"The

geographical position of the ozocerite deposits is in the Wahsutch
Range, on the head waters of the Spanish Fork, east from the
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beds of brown and bluish shales, probably of Tertiary age, and in

masses of various dimensions more or less mingled with claw

direction for a distance of fifty or sixty miles, and the width of
the area or basin which they occm iut about
twenty miles. The shale bed3 richest in paraffine vary in thick-

ness from twenty to sixty feet, but there is no considerable accu-
mulation of that substance on the surface, nor would this be
possible, as it would be destroyed by the an una I tin- which

country. I examined portions of t! is ;•< u: on two years
ago for coal, and found in the oil shales a few thin seams, and
saw the wax-like exudation in several places, but only in small
quantity."

Other parties in Salt Lake informed me that the paraffine itself

is sometime s twenty i* t t hick, and that the quantity is enormous

;

but Professor Clayton says that such statements are not authorized
by any facts which have come under his observation.

In the above remarks I have called the earth wax of Utah
ozocerite. As it has been stated to ay say that

on my return from the west, my son and assistant, Spencer B.
Newberry, made a series of careful experiments in my laboratory
to determine its true nature, comparing it with the descn,. :ioii

of these hydrocarbons, and with authentic specimens which I

have received directly from Galicia. He found that it had a

melting point of 61 "5° C, that it was completely soluble in a
large volume of boiling ether, and I extracted
from it twenty per cent oi a w hit* , wa.\Tik< <u' stance. It seems,
therefore, to b« c< rtain!\ >»/•> < nt- and ic : /i, tn-ikitc ; the latter

melting at 90° C, and being insoluble in ether.

2. The Aim ,•!<:<:<, * Antiquarian.: A Quarterly Journal devoted
to early American I Ii-,t< -iy, Kthn. l.. 4 y an i A:v!ut -logy, edited
by Rev. Stephen D. Peet. Cleveland, Ohio. (Brooks, Bel

Co.).—The third number of this new Journal was published in

January, 1879; among other papers it contains one on native

American Architecture, by E. A. Barber, which is illustrated by
ares of Colorado Cliff houses. The Journal is well

"i,r ] and promises to be of value to all interested in Archaeology.
3. Wanderings in South America, the Northwest of the

r„;t.<i >/,//,., ,/„,///,. .\nt;n.,. ;,, n,, ,,,.!,* 1812, 1816, 1820,1824;
hy Charles Waterton, Esq. New edition, edited with bio-

graphical introduction the Rev. B. G.
Wood. 520 pp. 8vo. London, 1*79. * (Macmillan A: Co.)._The
volume of " Waterton's Wauderings " was first published in 1825,
and since that time it has afforded pleasure and profit to a large

readers. In the present edition the original account is

itive biog-
raphy of the author, by the Rev. B. G. Wood, and a valuable

. Index, covering 150 pages, in which information is

given in regard to the many unusual animals, birds and
mentioned in the body of
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4. A Real Telegraph.—A new invention of a really practical

character, not a mere "paulo post futurum" invention like OMSJ
we have heard of lately, has just been made by Mr. E. A. Cowper,

the well-known mechanical engineer. It is a real T

hi He. The writer in London moves his pen, and
.

t ;.

a phantom hand, in precisely similar curves and motions. The
writi'i- writes in London, tin: ink marks in Brighton. We have

seen this instrument at work, and its marvels are quite as startling

as those of the telephone. The pen at the receiving end has all

the appearance of being guided by a spirit hand. The
is shortly to be made public before the Society of 1

Kirjini-i-rs.—JVature, Feb. 6.

5. The chtu.lr.ii .
l ,,„1

,. l)t;rl ,, l , <<„ ,1 j./igsical properties of Steel

Hails.—Dr. C. B. Dudley, Chemist of the Pennsylvania
Company, has made an extended investigation of the relation

the chemical composition of steel rails and their power

to withstand wear, and in view of the great practical importance

of the subject his results cannot fail to have a high value. Some

of his conclusions are:—that high phosphoru- is in< u\ si>t< .if with

safety ; that the silicon should be as low as is consistent with the

bucci Bsfnl working of the Bessemer process; that the best range of

carbon is 0-25 to 0*35 per cent, and of manganese from 0-30 to

0-40 per cent. He also concludes that the wearing power of steel

rails does necessarily increase with then- greater hardness.—

(

Thms.
Inst. 3Iln. Engineers, vol. vii.)

(

6. The Meteorologist, published monthly in the interest of the

Science of Meteorology. Vol. i, No. 1, March, 1879, J. M. L
Stump, editor, Greens burg, Pa. An eight-page journal devoted

to meteorology.

7. The Paleontologist. No. 3, Jan. 15, 1879, Cincinnati Con-

tains description of new species of fossils from the Lower and

Upper Silurian rocks of Ohio, by U. P. James.

OBITUARY.

Professor Gustav Leonhard, of Heidelberg, died December 27,

1878. He was well known as the author I

and Geognosy, and as editor with Professer H. B. Geinitz, of the

Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie und Paleontologie.

On the extent and significance of the Wisconsin Kettle Moraine, by T. C. Cham-

i.. State Geologist and Professor of Geology in Beloit College (Trans.

Wise. Academy of Sciences.)
On the Annelida Chartopoda of the Virginian Coast, by H. E. Webster (Transac-

tions of the Alt,
, . im*~)

i Septiembre
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Early in the spring of 1877, the writer received the first

review of Darwin's book on ''The Effects of Cross and Self-

>n of Plants." The book seemed to be a most in-

structive production, one which has not been excelled in impor-
tance to the farmer by any work in this or in any age. But, in

the words of the Gardener's Chronicle, " It is certain that these

practical results will be a long time filtering into the minds of

those who will eventually profit most by them." If the results

are so valuable, and if it will take a long time to reach the
farmers, this " filtering" process cannot begin too soon, nor be
too continuously kept before them. The writer lost no time in

trying similar experiments on several of our cultivated plants,

as apples, onions, Indian corn and beans.

Experiments icilh Indian corn.—Yellow dent corn was ob-
tained from two menIn different portions of Michigan. In one
case the corn had been kept ten years or more on the same
farm, and in the other case fifteen years or more on the same
farm. In both cases the corn was much alike. The two lots

of corn were planted in alternate rows in a plot by itself. The
tops of one set of rows were all cut off, thus securing a perfect

cross on those stalks. Seed from this cross was saved and
;orn not so crossed. The yielc

the yield of that not crossed, as one
hundred and fifty-three (153) exceeds one hundred (100).

Crossing black wax beans.—There were, as shown in the plat
below, eight short rows two feet apart with the plants finally

thinned on July 10th, to five plants about fifteen inches apart
Am. Jodk. 8ci.-TniRi> Sbries, Vol. XVII.-No. 101, Mat, 1S79.
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in the row. The seed for half the rows (alternating) is called

" old stock," and was raised in the garden the previous year

from seeds which descended from those raised on the place for

The "crossed stock" was obtained as follows : in 1877, some
seeds of the same variety of beans were purchased of James
Vick. These were planted in a drill evenly mixed with seeds

of the old stock. These grew and looked alike, but the flowers

were inter-crossed by bees. Seeds of this crop are termed

"crossed stock."

On May 31, 1878, fifteen seeds were planted in each of the

eight rows. The plants from the crossed seeds were generally

much the largest and as will be seen kept green the longest.

In ten days after planting, seeds of the old stock came up in

each row as follows : 4, 7, 7, 9=27
In ten days the crossed stock came as follows: 12, 10, 6, 11=39
In seventeen days the old >t...-k .-um. :h tMlows: 7, 11, 10, 10=38

" "crossed" « " 12,13,10,14=49

On July 22, the pods fit for cooking on each plant numbered
as follows. The pods o
alike in size.

n the two lots of plants were about

Old stock 36 1 dead 7 13 = 57
Crossed stock dead 41 = 41
Old stock 8 11 = 19
Crossed stock 6 22 34 17 = 79
Old stock 30 = 30
Crossed stock 41 37 21 31 = 130
Old stock o
Crossed stock 16 29 30 26 2 = 103

Total old stock = 108

Total crossed stock =353
This variety is greatly raised for the purpose of supplying

an early crop of beans to eat pods and all while voung. The
difference will be seen to be over three to one in favor of the

crossed stock.

On August 9, the pods i fit for cooking or past that condition

were as follows

:

Old stock 52 60 dead 43 45 = 200
Crossed stock dead 24 16 51 83 = 174
Old stock 38 46 44 71 37 = 236
Crossed stock 35 52 58 69 62 = 276
Old stock 39 34 30 47 87 = 237
Crossed stock 63 48 11 66 61 = 249
Old stock 38 46 54 33 39 = 210
Crossed stock 38 90 52 88 81 = 340
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harvested. The pods

Old stock 60 62 dead 45 39 = 20€
Crossed stock 29 139 =
Old stock 71 37 = 235
Crossed stock 36 145 91

Old stock 45 35 37 38 35f=19C
Crossed stock 103 68 55 128 75 =
Old stock 30 39 48 28 40 = 185
Crossed stock 13(J 159 58 172 128 =

Total old stock = 8]

Total cross stock =185

On compann

lost part of their fruit This was on account of the decay of

101 pods. The table also shows that two branches were broken
and had died before maturing. These contained 73 pods.

Adding 101 and 73 to 818, we have 992 pods of the old,

against 1859 of the crossed. In harvesting, all those pods
badly damaged were rejected. The beans of the old stock
weighed 29 -77 ounces avoirdupois, those of the crossed stock
weighed 70'33 ounces avoirdupois, or nearly in the proportion
of 100 to 236.

The difference would be a little less, if we allow for the
broken plants and decayed pods on the old stock. One plant

of the old and one plant of the crossed stock died early and
produced no fruit

Six lots of 50 beans each, were taken at random from the
old stock and weighed as follows

:

50 seeds 281 grains. 50 seeds 260 grains.

50 seeds 262 grains. 50 seeds 259 grains.

50 seeds 270 grains. 50 seeds 284 grains.

Total, 1,616 grains. Average, 269f grains.

The same number of seeds were taken from the crossed
stock and weighed as follows

:

50 seeds 220 grains. 50 seeds 210 grains.

50 seeds 219 grains. 50 seeds 210 grains.

50 seeds 200 grains. 50 seeds 220 grains.

Total, 1,279 grains. Average, 2134, grains.

The average weights of a

stock were nearly as 100 tc

Agricultural College, Lansing, M
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April 18, 1878.]

In my paper on the variability of the ultimate molecule, pub-

lished in the March number of this Journal, I gave the follow-

ing theoretical expression for the force of effective action of

one ultimate molecule of a body on another contiguous to it,

deduced from certain fundamental conceptions which were

succinctly stated

:

n(Sr>+2rx) m .

*-{r+xy{2r+xY s" U
in which x denotes the distance between the electric envelopes

of the contiguous molecules ; r the distance between the center of

emanation of the attractive force, /, represented by the first

term, and that of the repulsion /', represented by the second

term ; n the coefficient of the attraction/ and m that of the repul-

sion/'. The expression has been simplified by making one or

two assumptions that do not strictly accord with fact, but

which can occasion no material error in the general discussion

now proposed; as will be shown on another occasion.

If we put x=ur, —=k
y
and ~^=p, it becomes

F=/-j*i!±?!±_-ru (2)

V(i+«r(2+t«r *r
If this be a true theoretical expression for the force of effec-

tive molecular action, it should comprise the essential mechani-

cal theory of solids, liquids, and gases, as well as the special

mechanical features of individual substances; and should suc-

cessfully withstand all the quantitative and qualitative tests that

can be applied to it. I propose now to give the result of the

application of a number ofsuch tests ; and to show that the char-

acteristic features and laws of the three different states of aggre-

gation are deducible from it.

Theory indicates that in the comparison of different solids,

liquids, or gases, among themselves, at the same temperature,

pi= —rj may be regarded as constant. In fact we shall for the

present assume that both m and r, as well as p, are constant for

the value of /c, that is of the ratio— of the coefficients of
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attractive and repulsive forces / and f. I have made a series
of calculations of the values of F for various assigned values of
x, answering to a number of different values attributed to k.

Each set of calculations, if graphically represented, will give a
curve that may be termed a curve of 'effective molecular action.
It will represent to the eye the essential mechanical features of
a body for which the assumed value of k obtains.

3 h = 5428. In Fig. 2,

i a smaller scale (both

= 944. °Fig. 1 may be

Fig. 1 is such a curve answering t<

curve c, the same curve is shown oi

horizontal and vertical). Curve a in

h = 1241, and curve b answers to h =

taken as a type curve exhibiting the f

special curves. The positive ordinates indicate comparative
values of an effective attractive force in multiples of p, answer-
ing to certain distances x expressed in multiples of r; and the

negative ordinates indicate values of an effective repulsive

force obtaining at other distances x. The distance Oa, be-

tween molecular envelopes, at which the effective force is zero,

is that which obtains when no external force of stress is in

operation. It may be called the neutral dislmce. At all less dis-

tances, x, as Oe, that may supervene when a compressive stress

is applied to the body, the effective force, er, is repulsive.

When a tensile stress is in operation, increasing the distance as,

the effective force, as 2s, becomes attractive, and increases in in-

tensity to the maximum value bm, at the moment of rupture.

At greater distances, as 03, the effective attraction falls off;

and passes into a repulsion when the distance becomes greater

than Oc. This repulsion increases with the distance t

mum dn, and then diminishes c
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tance. This effective repulsion, operating beyond the sphere

of the effective attraction, manifests itself as a force of resist-

ance in the contact of bodies. A glance at the curves, {a), (b),

(c) in fig. 2, will show that the neutral distance, Oa, (see type

curve, fig. 1), and the distance, Ob, answering to the maxi-
mum attractive ordinate, diminish, in multiples of r, as k in-

creases; and that on the other hand, Oc and Od increase as

k increases. The maximum attractive ordinate increases, in

terms of p, as k increases, but the maximum repulsive ordi-

nate augments as k diminishes.

The special calculations I have made answer to various as-

sumed values of the ratio jfc, ranging from to 20. I find that

when this ratio exceeds 4'934, the effective force will be attrac-

tive over a certain range of distance, and thus that a portion of

the representative curve will lie above the axis x, as in the curves

shown in fig. 2 ; and that when this ratio is less than 4934, the

effective action will be repulsive at all molecular distances, and

therefore that the curve will lie wholly below the axis, x, as in

fig. 3. We must, therefore, conclude that for all solids and

liquids, h must exceed 4-934.

The absorption of the pulses of heat by the molecular envel-

opes of a body tends to expand these envelopes, and at the same

time to augment the coefficient of repulsion, m. Heat, there-

fore, tends to diminish the ratio k, and so to depress the

curve of effective molecular action. Wnen bJ tue continued

access of heat, this ratio is brought to' a certain small value
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somewhat greater than 4-934, the molecules are in general
brought into a certain condition answering to the liquid st:ite,

and liquefaction ensues. When, by a still further rise of tem-
perature k equals 4'934, the liquid has reached the boiling
point in vacuo. The curve of effective molecular action is now
that shown in fig. 3 for &=4-93, and the distance between
the molecular envelopes, is 2 '84 r.

All special curves, answering to particular solids or liquids, and
so to values of k greater than 4'934, have certain common fea-

tures, which should correspond to properties that have been
recognized as belonging to all substances in the solid or liquid

state. (1.) One of these is that the curves differ little from a
at the neutral point a (fig. 1). This corresponds,

graphically, to the well known law of molecular displacement,
that the effective resistance developed is, for small displace-

ments, porportional to the displacement. The ratio of the
effective force 2s, to the displacement a% may be taken as the
measure of the coefficient of elasticity, in considering the

comparative values of this coefficient answering to varying

lar displacement. As it appears that this ratio is nearly

constant, within small limits, the coefficient of elasticity as

experimentally determined, should be nearly constaut within
such limits

; which is a well-known general fact.

(2.) An examination of the curves will serve to show—what
is a conspicuous result of the discussion of the equation—that

as the tensile stress increases, the coefficient of elasticity as

measured by the ratio just stated, should diminish slowly at

first and then more rapidly. Experiment has established that

in general the coefficient of elasticity of a material varies after

this manner. But to make the test more decisive, I have made
a series of detailed comparisons of the theoretical with ex-

perimental results. It appears that for all values of k rang-

ing from 7*576 to 20 (which, as will hereafter appear, may
be regarded as including all the more tenacious solids) the

law of variation of the molecular ratio, -r- (fig. 1) ; from the

point a to m (i. e. from zero of stress to the point of rupture) is

sensibly the same. Thus at the point m, answering to rupture,

this ratio becomes reduced to 0-303 of its value at the neutral

point, a, when &=20 ; to 0-301 when £=12-41 ; and to 0'316,

when £=7-576; and the correspondence is equally close at

points intermediate between a and m. I have computed the

comparative values of the ratio •— , for eighteen supposed val-

3 have just seen, should answer to any
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of the more tenacious materials—with a corresponding series of

experimental values of the coefficient of elasticity for bars of cast

iron, wrought iron, steel and oak; with the following results. For

a bar of cast iron, experimented on by Captain Rodman (U. S.

Army), the correspondence is very close. The greatest ratio of

error does not exceed T
'

5 . For five bars of wrought iron taken

for comparison, the correspondence proves tolerably close up to

a stress equal to half the tenacity ; but at the higher ratios of

stress, the coefficient of elasticity diminishes much more rapid-

ly than the theory calls for. For the cast steel bar taken, the

coefficient of elasticity is greater than at the neutral point and

materially greater than the corresponding molecular ratio, un-

til near the point of rupture, where the two become nearly

equal ( T
3
5 ). Several bars of oak examined proved to be in the

same category with the cast steel, except that the coefficient

ratio at the point of rupture was reduced to from r% to T
9
5 in-

stead of TV Four bars of blister steel examined present a case

just the reverse of that of the cast steel bar ; the coefficient ratios

are at all stresses less than the corresponding molecular rati..-.

In the cases cited the correspondences between the theoretical

and the ex] are sufficient to lend support to

the theory ; but the discrepancies noticed can only be reconciled

with it by admitting that some modifying causes are in opera-

tion which tend to produce abnormal deviations from the theo-

retical results obtained from our formula. Now, as a matter of

fact, such modifying causes are known to exist. We have

already seen that the ultimate molecule is variable both in its

dimensions and its forces, under the operation of varying forces

of stress; that k is liable to variation, and hence that the

values of F for the same values of x may change, and the mo-

lecular curve shift its position and rise or fall according as k

increases under the stress or diminishes. As for the actual

tendency of a tensile stress, it is immediately to draw the mo-

lecular envelopes farther away from their central atoms. It

should thus enlarge the effective molecules, and so by increis-

ing the distance between their centers tend to diminish the

coefficient of elasticity. But the enlargement of the envelopes

should also tend to alter the value of n ; and it appears, on a

careful investigation of the diverse possible mechtn
tions of the envelopes, that // may either be increased or dimin-

ished, and so the value of k become either greater or less.

These incidental effects of forces of stress are adequate

to the production of all the deviations, under cons
from the normal molecular condition represented by the for-

mula or by an unvarying curve; except the very large devia-

tions noticed in the case of the wrought iron bars, when the

stress amounted to a large fraction of the breaking weight,

which may be reasonably ascribed to a flow of the molecules.
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(3.) The distance ab, (fig. 1) between the neutral point and
the point of rupture increases from O302r for £=20, to 060
for £=5-428. This is about its maximum value. From this

value of k to the ratio 4'934 it decreases from 0"60r to zero.

Now r is the distance between the centers of attraction and
repulsion, both of which lie within the molecular envelope. It
is therefore a small fraction of the radius of the outer surface of
the envelope, or outer surface of the effective molecule, and a
much smaller fraction of the distance between the centers of
contiguous molecules. We should then expect, on theoretical

grounds, that when a bar suffers rupture under a tensile stress,

the elongation would be a small fraction of its length. This is

well known to be generally true for the more tenacious mate-
rials (e. g. the metals and different varieties of wood). India rub-
ber is a striking exception. Its great extensibility is probably
due to a great expansibility of its molecular envelopes, under
a tensile stress. The unequal extensibility of different quali-

ties of wrought iron, also finds its theoretical explanation in an
unequal expansibility of molecular envelopes, with the attend-

ant variations in the molecular curve.

(4.) The ordinates of the portion ra of the molecular curve
represent the molecular resistance developed by a compr. <ssive

stress. These increase (as they should do) without limit, as

the distance Oe between the molecules diminishes. When rup-

ture occurs under a compressive stress, it is because the molec-
ular actions developed, in directions oblique to the line of thrust

induce a tensile strain at right angles to this line, and a shear-

ing strain in oblique directions, the resistance to one or the
other of which is overcome. The distance Oa is not the limit

to the possible diminution in the distance between the centers
of contiguous molecules, since the act of compression will com-
press their envelopes, and so diminish the size of the effective

molecules.

(5.) The ordinates of the portion mc of the molecular curve
represent the effective attractions that come into operation dur-
ing the act of rupture. That the rupture may be completed, a
continued molecular strain must be exerted at least as great at

each distance of separation, 03, as the effective resistance

represented by the ordinate 3u at that distance. When the dis-

tance has increased to Oc, an effective repulsion supervenes,
and the separation becomes complete.
Beyond d the curve represents the force of contact resist-

ance. To test this portion of the curve, I undertook in 1876,
to determine experimentally the laws of variation of this force.

For this purpose the diminutions of contact distance produced
by varying increments of pressure, under varying conditions
with regard to the nature, condition, and extent of the surfaces
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in contact, were determined. The following are the general

results obtained.*

(1.) The diminutions of contact distance are very nearly

the same, for the same increments of pressure, whatever is the

nature or condition of the surfaces in contact.

(2.) They are very nearly independent of the extent of the

surface of contact

(3.) The diminution of distance for a given increment of

pressure (say 1 oz.), is nearly inversely proportional to the pres-

Now, in correspondence with the first of these laws, it ap-

pears that at considerable distances beyond that, Od (fig. 1)

of the maximum repulsion the curves answering to different

values of *, and therefore to different materials, approach

very near to each other, and beyond lOOr are very nearly coinci-

dent, and have nearly the same inclination to the axis of x. This

results from the fact that the attractive term in the formula for

the effective force becomes at such distances very small, in

comparison with the repulsive term which has the same vaiue

for different materials when the temperature is the same. To
the same small diminution of distance should then correspond

very nearly the same increment of the repulsive ordinate, for

the molecular curve of each substance.
The second law follows as a consequence from the third.

As for the third law, it is to be observed that at the contact

distances that obtained in the experiments, which must have

been much greater than that, Od, answering to the maximum
repulsive ordinate dn, the first term in equation (1), (p. 346)

nearly vanishes, and so the effective repulsion {R) expressed by

R=~n is nearly inversely proportional to the square of x.

Theoretically then, the diminution of distance {dx) for small

increments of the repulsion (dR) should be inversely propor-

tional to #, or nearly so, instead of inversely proportional to

R, as experiment showed. Here, as in previous cases, the dis-

crepancy may reasonably be attributed to the compression of

molecular envelopes that must attend the contact pressure; since

such compression should increase the value of k, bring the repul-

sive portion en, etc., (fig. 1) of the curve of effective molecular

action nearer the axis Ocd, and so cause dx to decreas
to a less rapid law than would obtain if k and the corresponding

curve remained constantly the same (which is represented by

—
£•) In confirmation of this explanation it may be added that a

olecules,
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during contact pressure, correspondent to tbis theoretical inter-

pretation, was directly revealed by the experiments.
The experiments alluded to, besides revealing the laws of

variation of the contact repulsion, showed that it was a force in

operation beyond the range, Oc, of the effective molecular at-

traction, since no evidence of an attraction was obtained. They
showed also that the increments of this force, attendant on
the observed diminutions of molecular distance, were many
times less than the increments of repulsion attendant on equal
diminutions in the distance between the internal molecules of a
body ; in accordance with the indications of the molecular

It will probably occur to the reader that our formula and
curve of effective molecular action, afford no indication of a
possible force of adhesive attraction, such as often manifests
itself in the contact of surfaces. This defect results from the
fact that the formula involves a supposition which is not strictly

true in cases of contact. The more comprehensive formula is :

/==
(r+a-)

2 ~(2H^7~^ ;

and equation (1) is obtained by supposing n'=n. This equality

may not strictly exist in the contact of bodies, and n' may be
less than n. I find that a slight excess of n above n' suffices

to give an effective attraction for a certain range of values of x,

for which / is repulsive according to equation (1). This case

would be graphically represented by an upward inflection of
the repulsive portion of the curve (fig. 1), bringing a portion of

it above the axis of a;. The attraction thus orginating should
vary in its intensity at a given distance with the pressure, or

molecular distance at contact, (i. e. graphically, the inflection

of the curve should change); and recent experiments have
shown this to be an essential feature of it, since it appears that

pieces of plate glass in contact may be separated by the continu-
ous exertion of a force ever so small.

I have now examined the general features of the typical molec-
ular curve for solids, and shown that they represent diverse

general mechanical properties of solids that have been experi-

mentally ascertained. Let us now endeavor to subject the

molecular formula (equation 2) to the test of comparison with

experimental determinations of the coefficients of elasticity and
; substances. The direct means of accom-

this would be to determine, if possible, the value of the
ratio ifor each material, and so obtain a series of definite ex-
pressions, or corresponding molecular curves, answering to the

materials considered. But the value of k for a given sub-
stance is, from the nature of the case, incapable of direct deter-
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mination. The only practicable method of proceeding is to

assume, under the guidance of any intimations that may be ob-

tained, a value of h for some substance, say wrought iron, taken

as astandardof comparison ;
then the ratio which thecocilirk'nt

of elasticity of any other material bears to that of wrought iron,

will make known the value of its molecular ratio — (fig. 1) at

the neutral point, as compared with that of iron, and from this

we may derive the comparative molecular curve for the mate-

rial considered. The ratio of the maximum ordinate of this

curve to that of the standard curve for wrought iron, will then

make known the ratio of the tenacity of the material to that

of wrought iron (account being taken of the comparative num-
ber of atoms, or ultimate molecules, of the two material-, in a

unit of volume) and so enable us to compute theory-

tenacity from the known tenacity of wrought iron. This com-

puted value may then be compared with the tenacity as ex-

perimentally determined. In the prosecution of this inquiry, 1

assumed as the value of k for wrought iron, 1241 ; taking

for the coefficient of elasticity {E) 25,000,000 lbs., and for the

tenacity 56,000 lbs. per square inch. The molecular curve for

wrought iron would then be that shown in fig. 2, curve (a).

The following notation and formulas were used in the calcula-

tions : N~ number of atoms, or ultimate molecules in a unit

of volume^^^ ; ^number of atoms (ultimate mole-

cules) in unit of length =$/N; ii= coefficient of elasticity;

r=tenacity; /=intensity of effective attraction between two

contiguous molecules at the neutral distance, developed by an

increment of distance, equal to TV- This, in fig. 1, is repre-

sented by the ordinate 2s corresponding to the small displace-

ment a% F=max. ordinate of the molecular curve, c, c', and

E=c r̂ =cfn. T=c'Fn\

Neutral distance, d=.— ** — • in which u may be
log(l+ 100/)+« '

taken =zero for the metals generally and the more-

woods, for which k must have a value not widely different

from that taken for wrought iron (1241). For less tenacious

materials u has a value increasing as k diminishes. For k=

7-576, its value is 005. Its maximum value is-^j-, and ob-

4*934, and the molecular

/ is expressed in terms

p, considered as unity (see page 346). For the more
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dth but little

log 100/"

For calculating the maximum ordinate we have the formula,

^--jF** With these formulae I have calculated the theoreti-

cal tenacities of a number of materials. The results are given in
the following table, and compared with the tenacities obtained
by experiment. With most of the materials the experimental
determinations of coefficients of elasticity and tenacity used,

are known, or there is good reason to believe, answer to the
same specimen ; but in the cases of zinc, brass, and tin, the coef-

ficient of elasticity and the tenacity may have been obtained
with different specimens.

Material . Cocff.o< E1a8 ., E . -^
s^Jd

ena

"carter
25,000

r
000 lbs.

13,'680|000
||

4)608JOOO '|

11J280 "

22,551 »

Teak .
;

"

Oak 8,170 «

Copper 36,460 »

Tin. cast.../
Lead 1,870 "

It seems from these results that our molecular formula (equa-
tion 2) enables us to compute the comparative tenacities of ma-
terials from their comparative coefficients of elasticity, with a
close approximation to the truth ; also that a scale of mo-
lecular curves may be deduced from it which serves to repre-

sent the comparative mechanical properties of different mate-
rials. The scale obtained rests on the assumption that the

molecular curve for wrought iron is that answering to h=
1241 (fig. 2) curve (a). But the laws of variation of the neu-
tral distance, d, and the maximum ordinate, F, are so nearly

constant over a wide range of variation in the value of k, and
thus of the corresponding molecular curve, that the assumed
curve for wrought iron might be considerably changed without
materially impairing the correspondence between the computed
and observed tenacities. The exponent of d in the expres-
sion for the maximum ordinate, which in the calculations was
taken 3*2, varies only from 3*1 to 34 over the entire range of

values of k from 20 to 54 ;
and the value of u in the expres-

* Each moleci
on it is equal to the effective
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sion for the neutral distance varies only from zero to less

than i

It is important to remark, in this connection, that the com-
plete molecular theory of the elastic resistance of materials

cannot be developed from the single conception that each speci-

men of every material has its specific formula, or curve of

effective molecular action, which remains constantly the same
during all the varying conditions and degrees of stress. Thus

;imens of the same material are compared,

shouldcertain facts are recognized which require that :

be taken of the varying dimensions and mechanical condition

of the molecules when under the influence of the force of stress.

For example, the tenacities of two bars of wrought iron, or one

bar of iron and another of steel, may be very different, though

their coefficients of elasticity, U
:
may be nearly the same. The

theoretical explanation of this fact, is that the molecular envel-

opes are drawn farther away from the central atoms of the mole-

cules, and as a consequence the ratio k is increased, the mo-

lecular curve rises, and thus while the coefficient, E, for small

displacements from the neutral distance is but little altered, the

maximum ordinate, and so the tenacity, may be largely in-

creased. It may be shown that the liability to this state of

things exists with materials having a high value of h The
rise of the " limit of elasticity " as the result of the operation

of a tensile stress to certain materials, and the augmentation of

the tenacity of wrought iron bars by large tensile strains, as

well as by a certain increase of temperature and by the process

of thermo-tension, are other consequences of a similar mole-

cular condition. It may be said in general that all the recog-

nized deviations of property from the normal type of unvarying
and perfect elasticity, while they must present insuperable

obstacles to any molecular theory that does not recognize the

"variability of the ultimate molecule," furnish to the present

theory the occasion of its achieving one of its most signal

Let us now subject the formula to the test of comparison
with the laws and mechanical properties of vapors and gases.

Upon the general theory the effective mutual actions of contig-

uous molecules of a vapor, or gas, must be repulsive. The
curve of effective action of such a molecule must then lie en-

tirely below the axis x ;
and hence it must answer to a value

of h less than 4 '934. Fig. 3 shows a set of t

curves answering to various values of k in equation 2,

from 4-93 to 4. The vertical scale in this figure is 20

times that in fig. 2. These curves present two distinct

varieties ; one in which a portion of the curve is concave

to the axis, x, and another in which the curve is everywhere
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convex to this axis. These two sets of curves have for their

line of demarcation a curve in which a considerable portion is

parallel to the axis. This curve answers to &=4'7. The first

or upper set of curves answers to vapors, and to gases when
their temperature is such that they can be compressed into a
liquid without further reduction of temperature. The reduc-
tion to a liquid by pressure alone is possible with some gases,

(as sulphurous acid gas, chlorine, carbonic acid, etc.)

at ordinary temperatures, and continuously up to cer-

tain higher temperatures. At these critical temperatures
the curve becomes the critical curve just mentioned for

which &=4'7. Oxygen, hydrogen, etc., belong to a class

of gases which cannot be condensed into a liquid un-
less the temperature is much reduced below ordinary tem-

For these the smaller values of k obtain. The con-

densate

diminishes. A reduction of temperature diminishes the valu
of m, which is theoretically proportional to the absolute

temperature, and so increases the value of k and causes the

molecular curve to rise. When it is thus brought above the
critical curve, for which &=4'7, it becomes for a certain

distance beyond Br concave upwards, the effective repulsion

begins to decrease at a certain distance beyond 3r, and a sudden

I I / condensation to the molecular distance Br must

I
I / ensue, as the compression goes on, before the

/ I/ distance Br is reached. When the temperature

I
* answers to the critical curve the molecular re-

/ pulsion is sensibly the same oyer a considerable

/ range of distance, viz. from Br to 7'5r. Under
/ the same external pressure the gaseous raole-

|

cules may then be separated by any distance

J lying between these two extremes. Under ex-

I ternal pressure alone, then, the gas may pass

I
by insensible degrees into the liquid condition

(for which x=Br), and we have the*

bue "continuity between the gaseous and liquid states of

matter," experimentally realized by Dr. Andrews. The
critical temperature for carbonic acid gas, Dr. Andrews found
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to be 31° C. At this temperature then the molecular curve for

this gas was the curve for which &=4*7.

We have already seen that when a liquid reaches its boiling

point in vacuo, its molecular curve is just tangent to the axis,

x, at the point a=2-84r, and that £=4-934. When the liquid,

say water, is subject to the atmospheric pressure, as the tem-

perature rises above 72° F., (its boiling point in vacuo) and m
continually increases, the curve subsides until the molecular

repulsion, for x=3r, is just on the point of prevailing over

the atmospheric pressure. The liquid will then be at its

boiling point, 212° F. The slightest increase of heat repulsion

will now cause the molecules to recede from each other, since

the effective repulsive ordinates augment with the distance, x,

and this recess should continue until the repulsive ordinate

again becomes equal to the minimum value, that obtained

when the recess began. To this tendency to a sudden separa-

tion of the molecules over a wide range of distance may be

ascribed the agitation of the liquid, called boiling; and the

amount of the final separation should fix the ratio of expansion

in the passage of the liquid into vapor, at the boiling point. If

the liquid boils under a higher pressure than one atmosphere,

the access of heat augments the minimum molecular repulsion

that obtains at about the distance 3r, until it is on the point of

prevailing over the actual pressure. The curve will now have

subsided still more, and the recess of the molecules to the

point at which the molecular repulsion becomes the same
again, and so the expansion from the liquid to the steam

at the higher boiling point and pressure, should be less than

before (see fig. 3). It should be observed here, that the process

of expansion in the conversion of the liquid into steam consists

in part in an expansion of the molecular envelopes, or an en-

largement of the effective molecules
; and part of the heat lost

is expended in thus augmenting the potential energy of the

molecules.

When the reverse process occurs, and steam at 212° F. is

condensed, the increasing repulsion shown by the curve is

largely expended in condensing the molecular envelopes, with

an attendant evolution of beat; and thus the process may set

in as soon as the external pressure materially exceeds one

atmosphere. A reduction of temperature brings on condensa-

tion by decreasing the value of m, which has the effect to raise

the molecular curve, both by diminishing P\=~ir) trje un^ *n

terms of which the repulsions are expressed, and increasing the

"K>
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Art. XLIII— On the Mineral Locality in Fairfield County, Con-

necticut, with the description of two additional new specie; by
G-eorge J. Brush and Edward S. Dana. Second paper.

In the preceding volume of this Journal (July and August,
1878), we published an account of the discovery of a new min-
eral locality at Branchville, Fairfield County, Connecticut, and
gave descriptions of five new minerals, all manganesian phos-
phates, occurring there. During the autumn following we
pushed forward our explorations at the locality with as much
vigor as possible, and with tolerable success. We were
fortunate in finding a new and independent deposit of the

phosphates, and obtained from it a considerable quantity of

eosphorite, lithiophilite and a little triploidite, and with them
some other species of interest, among which we may mention
a series of uranium compounds. The detailed description of

these discoveries we shall defer until a third paper, which we
hope to publish in another number. In the present paper we
propose to give the descriptions of the two additional new
species we have identified; one of these we mentioned in our
last paper under the name of fairfieldite. We add also the

results of a new analysis of reddingite, and some further facts

in regard to lithiophilite. Both of the new species came from
the original material, removed by Mr. Fillow, when the

was first opened. We have not, as yet, succeeded in finding

•A quantities of them. It may not be improper to add
that with the return of warm weather we have commenced
anew the exploration of the locality in a more thorough manner
than before, and we hope to meet with some success.

6. Fairfieldite.

General physical characters.—Fairfieldite occurs usually in

The structure is foliated to lamellar, some varieties closely

resembling selenite; also occasionally in radiating masses con-
sisting of curved foliated or fibrous aggregations; these radi-

ated forms are not unlike stilbite.

The hardness is S'5, and the specific gravity 315. The
'

; pearly to sub-adamantine; on the surface of perfect

cleavage (b) it is highly brilliant The color is white to pale

straw-yellow
; the streak is white. Transparent. Brittle

Two rather ve been observed : the firs

the reddingite, and covering the dis-

tinct crystals of this mineral. It is uniformly clear and trans-

parent, and is highly lustrous, showing entire absence of even
Am. Jour. Sci.-ThirdSeries, Vol. XVII, No. 101.—Mat, 1879.
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incipient alteration. It is generally foliated to lamellar, although

sometimes of a somewhat radiated structure. The second

variety (B) occurs in masses of considerable size interpenetrated

rather irregularly with quartz, and quite uniformly run through
with thin seams and lines of a black manganesian mineral of

not very clearly defined character. This mineral is granular in

texture, lustrous, is difficultly fusible, and consists for the most
part of the hydrated oxides of manganese and iron ; but con-

tains also phosphoric acid and traces of lime.

This second variety of fairfieldite is often friable to the

touch and lacks something of the brilliant luster of the first

variety. It also shows greater difference of structure, passing

from the distinct crystals to the massive and radiated form.

The identity of these two kinds is shown by the analyses given

below. Fairfieldite also occurs in small particles in fillowite

(described beyond), and in masses of some size immediately

associated with eosphorite, triploidite, and dickinsonite.

Crystalline form.—Indistinct crystals of fairfieldite occur

occasionally in cavities in the massive mineral. They are

usually composite in character, made up of many i

crystals, interpenetrating each other, and in only an approxi-

mately parallel position. On the most favorable crystals the

form could be clearly made out, but exact measurements were
quite impossible ; this is the more to be regretted as the number
of variable elements is so large. The cleavage parallel to b

(010) is highly perfect; that parallel to a (100) somewhat less

v.-uU elong to the Triclinic System, and the general

the adjoining figure. The following supple-

accepted as the basis of the calculations.

The observed planes are as follows :•
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b « 010 g i-r 320

r 4' "3 ii I 110

The following list includes the principal angles (supplement)
for the different planes, calculated from the axial values given

, 120 = 32° 20'

an apparent penetration-twin was observed, the
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twinning-plane must make with a (100) an angle of either 51°

(toward 010) or 39° (toward OlO). This condition is equally

well satisfied by the plane 270 (100^270 = 51° 4'), or by 270

(100^270 = 39° 3'.) As this supposed twinning-plane has

so complex a relation to the other planes of the crystal, it is

probable that this coincidence is only accidental.

Optical properties.—Minute fragments of fairfieldite parallel

to the two cleavage planes were examined in the stauroscope,

with the following results:—The planes of light-vibration

intersect the cleavage plane a (100) in lines which make angles

of 40° and 50° respectively with the edge a
\
b. One optical

axis was visible on the edge of the field in converging light,

obviously lying in the vibration-plane making an angle of 50°

with the obtuse edge named, and toward that edge.

The cleavage plane parallel to b (100) is intersected by the

vibration planes in lines making angles of 10° and 80° respec-

tively with the edge 61 a. In this case also an optical axis (the

second) is distinctly visible on the outer limit of the field.

This serves to fix approximately the position of the bisectrix.

As the cleavage fragments examined were less than £ mm. in

size, any further examination was impossible.

Chemical Composition.—The two varieties of fairfieldite have

been analyzed by Mr. S. L. Penfield, with the following

The ratio P 2O s
: RO : H,0 = 1 : 3 : 2 answers to the formula

R,P
3 8

+2 aq. If here R = Ca:Mn+Fe = 2:1 and the

ratio of Mn : Fe be also 2 : 1. The formula requires :—
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The fact that the second variety was friable and somewhat
deficient in luster suggested an incipient alteration, but the
analysis did not confirm this idea. The larger amount of lime
afforded in the analysis of this kind is possibly due to admix-
ture of a little apatite, which is often observed with it, and
the larger proportion of iron may be due to the fact that this

variety could "not be entirely freed from the black oxide inter-

penetrating it.

Pyrognoslics.—In the closed tube fairfieldite gives off neutral
water, and the assay turns first yellow, then dark brown, and
becomes magnetic. In the forceps glows, blackens and fuses

quietly at about 4*5 to a dark yellowish-brown
the flame pale gr

upper edge. Soluble in the

flame pale green, with faint reddish-yellow streaks on tt

ble in the fluxes giving reactions for iro

Fairfieldite is soluble in nitric and hydrc
chloric acids.

Fairfieldite is named from the county in which the locality

7. Fillowite.

General physical characters. — Fillowite occurs in granular

crystalline masses. By fracture the crystalline grains can be
usually separated with ease ; they show in most cases merely
striated planes of contact, having no crystallographic signifi-

cance
; occasionally, however, isolated but brilliant crystalline

planes are observed and rarely a nearly complete crystal. The
masses are not infrequently penetrated by distinct

|

crystals of triploidite ; and sometimes theyr enclose particles of

fairfieldite. The outer surfaces are very often coated with a

silvery-white radiated mineral, but in so sparing quantities

that we have been thus far unable to determine definitely

•ter. Reddingite is very commonly associated with
fillowite, and in many cases it is not easy to distinguish the

The hardness is 4-5, and the specific gravity in two trials

341 and 3 45. The luster is sub-resinous to greasy. The
color generally wax-yellow, also yellowish to reddish-brown
with a red or green tinge, and rarely almost colorless. Streak
white. Transparent t tare uneven; brittle.

Crystalline form.—The crystals of fillowite, whose occurrence

marked rhombohedral
jorm.—'Vhe crystals of

has already been mentioned, have
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aspect. As shown in the figure the three planes, whose
several inclinations are almost identical, have their common
solid angle replaced by a nearly equilateral triangle. The
measurements, however, point to a monoclinic form, and that

this is the true explanation is proved by the optical examina-

tion. The cleavage is basal, nearly perfect.

The angles (supplement) accepted as the basis for calculation,

The position taken for the crystal is that
which exhibits most strikingly its close approxir

rhombohedral form. If it were desired to make the plane

the unit orthodome 101, then the plane p would have the syn

bols 111 and 111, and the elements of the crystal would be :-

£=73° 11'; c (vert.)= 1-1422, J=0'578, d= 1-000.

The observed planes have already been given ; they are :—

C 001 O. d 201 -2-i. p 111 1.

The calculated angles and those measured (on two crystal:

foSll-m = I

s

Optical properties.—It was found possible to examine small

cleavage fragments of fillowite according to the usual methods,

and the results served to settle the question of the system,

which the measured angles might have left undecided. One

vibration-plane intersects the basal plane (cleavage) parallel

to the edge c\d and the other is normal to it. Moreover the

two optic axes are visible when the Eosenbusch microscope is

employed; it was impossible to decide, however, in which

plane they lav, since the onlv sections transparent enough for

3 destitute of the other crystalline planes.
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Chemical properties.—The analyses of fillowite by Mr.
Penfield afforded the following results :

—

The ratio P 2 5
: RO : H a O = 1 : 3 : £, corresp

formula 3R
3
P

2
O g
+H 2 0. If in this formula R

Ca : Na 3
= 6 : 1 : 1 : 1 the calculated percentages ai

The very small amount of water present suggests the question
as to whether it is really an original constituent of the mineral.
This question we have' been unable, to decide positively; we
can only add that of alarge number of specimens < xamined, all,

even the most transparent, showed its presence. Moreover, if

the water be not essential, the composition of the mineral
would be somewhat analogous to triphylite, containing sodium
instead of lithium, and the want of correspondence in crystal-

line form does not favor this idea.

Pyrognostics.—In the closed tube fillowite yields a small
amount of water which reacts neutral. B.B. in the forceps colors

the flame momentarily pale green, then intensely yellow and
fuses with intumescence to a black feebly magnetic globule,

es reacts for iron and manganese.
Soluble in nitric and hydrochloric acids.

We have named this :mganesian phosphate
+ i<'"i ri is ]...-n!iiy. after Mr. A. N. Fillow, of Branchville, Conn.,
our obligations "to whom we have already mentioned in our
former paper.

Beddingite.

In our preceding paper we described the new mineral red-

dingite, and showed that in the habit of its octahedral crystals
and in their angles it was closely homceomorphous* with
scorodite and strengite. In composition, however, it was shown
that there was a variation, as follows :

—
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FeP 8 8 +4aq.
Reddingite Mn3P f 8 + L'aq.

It is thus seen that reddingite differs from the other species in

that the metal is in the protoxide condition, and again since

there are only three equivalents of water present. In order to

establish beyond all question that this difference was a real one,

we have had a second analysis made. The material was

selected from another specimen, and as before, was obtained

free from all impurities except quartz.

The analyses, made by Mr. Horace L. Wells, are given

below (A) as also that by him (B) published in our preceding

paper :—

The new analysis leads to the formula Mn sP 2 8
+3aq, or the

same as that obtained before. The only marked difference

between the two results is one which we have found to character-

ize all the species of the locality, that is, a little variation in the

relative amounts of iron and manganese. That the manganese
is really in the protoxide condition cannot be questioned for a

Recapitulation.

It seems of some interest to place together the seven new
species which the locality has afforded us. We shall hope,

at some future time, to offer some remarks in regard to their

mutual relations; we can only say here that there is in

the facts observed nothing to suggest that any one of the

species is a secondary mineral or a product of alteration ;
all

seem to be original minerals of the vein. We have found

single hand-specimens which exhibit all of the first four

minerals together.

R2AlP aO, o, 4H 20, or A1P 20„ + 2H 4Mn(Fe)0, + 2aq.

2. Tiuploidite. Monocli

B 4PaO., H,0 or Mn a(Fe 3)P,0, + Mn(Fe)(OHh

3. Dickinsonite. Monocli

4(R3P3 B), 3H 3 or 4(Mn, Fe, Ca, Na 2 ) 3P2 8 + 3aq.
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Orthorhombic.

or Mn3(Fe 3)P2 B + 3aq.

Triclinic.

or Ca3(Mti 3 , Fes)P 2O e + 2aq.

Monoclinic.

or 3(Mn, Fe, Ca, Na 2) 3
P 2O e + aq.

Altered Lit}>i>,
L

hifite.

In our former paper we called i

of black oxidized material rich i

in the first deposit with eosphorite, triploidite and c

We stated also, that the occurrence of this black substance
induced us to make the deeper exploration which resulted in

the discovery of lithiophilite. We have now made a more
critical examination of this black mineral, and have found on
breaking it up into very small fragments occasional kernels or
nuclei, often no larger than a pea, of unaltered lithii

-By far the greater part of the black masses, however, have
proved to be oxidized to the core. The black material varies

y in its structure; some specimens retain with great
distinctness the cleavage of the original lithiophilite; other
fragments break with a conchoidal fracture, while still other
specimens form porous, crumbly, loosely aggregated masses.
The color of the mineral also varies; it is generally grayish-
black to pitch-black; occasionally, however, it has a purple
to violet color, the latter being due apparently to a different

state of oxidation of the manganese and iron. That this is the
case seems to be proved by the fact that the black variety can
be made to assume a purple hue by dipping it in hydrochloric
acid

; the mass so treated becomes at once colored purple ex-

aiid is not to be distinguished from a specimen of the

occurring purple mineral. The luster varies from
sub-resinous to dull. Hardness 3-4. Specific gravity 3-26-3-40.

It is not to be expected that in such an alteration product the

chemical composition should be constant. We have had two
characteristic specimens analyzed and give the results below.
The first was of the cleavable variety, having a nucleus of

unaltered lithiophilite, and was analyzed by Mr. F. P. Dewey,
m the Sheffield Laboratory, G. =3-39-840.
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lother specimen of the more compact dull variety analyze

. L. Wells, afforded the following results :—G. =3-26-3-27

This last variety approaches the composition of a normal phos-

phate, but as before remarked it is not to be expected that

such products of alteration should be homogeneous or prove to

be definite mineral species. In general the above analyses

show a marked correspondence with the analogous product of

the alteration of the Norwich triphilite as analyzed by Craw
and Mallet. The Branchville black material is, however,

richer in manganese and in lithia, and fortunately we find it

enveloping unaltered lithiophilite so that there can be no ques-

tion as to the character of the original mineral.

of other black decomposition products bearing no relation to

the above. One of them contains the oxides of iron and

manganese simply being derived from the alteration of the

carbonate (rhodochrosite) ; others have been derived respec-

tively from the decomposition of eosphorite, triploidite and

reddingite. The last named has often the characteristic octahe-

dral form of the original mineral.

We would express here our sincere thanks to the three

gentlemen, Messrs. Penrield, Wells and Dewey, who have

assisted us in the chemical part of this investigation.
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Aet. XhTV.—Mte
J. J. Stevenson,
New York.

Not far from thirty miles below (north) Denver, St. Vrain's
Creek enters the South Platte River from the west. The
Thompson enters from the same side several miles above
Evans, or about forty-five miles below Denver ; and the Cache
La Poudre, in like manner, enters somewhat more than fifty

miles from Denver. The towns of Evans and Greeley lie close
together, the former being on the South Platte River almost
fifty miles from Denver.

In 1873, I visited this region and made some observations,
which were published shortly afterward. As the conclusions,
which I then reached, were called in question, I took occasion
before entering the field in 1878 to revisit the locality.

A line of bluffs begins on the west side of the South Platte
River at a little way below the mouth of St. Vrain's Creek,
and continues until within a mile or two of Thompson Creek.
This bluff is more or less distinct on the north side of the
St. Vrain for nearly four miles from its mouth. Similar bluffs

are conspicuous along the northerly bank of Thompson for

several miles, and can be traced thence to near the Cache La
Poudre without any difficulty.

A low bluff-like ridge, lying at from one to three miles from
the river, begins at Platteville on the east side of the stream,
and is easilv followed to a considerable distance northeastward
from the town of Evans.

In the bluffs lying on the west side of the Platte, the rocks
dip gently northward. On the opposite side the dip U insig-

nificant; a very gentle aofcie
' ' m - observed at Platteville,

and the rocks are almost horizontal or possibly dipping slightly

toward the north at four miles southeast from Evan*.

On the West side of the South Platte River.—Following the

grade of the Colorado Central Railroad on the west side of the
river, one finds, somewhat more than four miles above Evans,
an outcrop of bright yellow, very friable sandstone, forming a
broad band on the bl Qgs of the
same rock were observed farther down the river, but here for

the first time the exposure is satisfactory.

On the Thompson, the exposure ends with the curving bluff
at probably five miles from the river, and the dip along the
stream is insignificant.

As already stated, the bluff begins again on the south -ide

°f the Thompson probably two miles from that stream, and
is eon tin u< m ice of the St. Vrain.
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Here again is a fioe exposure of the sandstone which shows a

gentle east-north east dip. The section up to the St. Vrain is as

follows, the thicknesses being estimated

:

1. Yellow sandstone 450 feet.

2. Blue sandstone 200 "

3. Concealed 200 "

4. Yellow sandstone 100 "

5. Gray to blue sandstone 50 "

Total .1.000 "

No. 1, the sandstone already referred to as occurring in the

bluffs both north and south from the Thompson, is bright

yellow and for the most part extremely friable, weathering

easily and breaking down into loose sand. But, at irregular

intervals, vertically, it shows thin layers of darker sandstone,

some of which are quite compact, while others are flaggy,

though they all resist the action of the weather. The unequal

resistance to the weather is so marked that south from the

Thompson the bluffs are known as the Monument Bluffs. The
features are exactly the same as those shown in Monument
Park, north from Colorado Springs, and the peculiar forms

exhibited in photographs, taken by Mr. Jackson in that Park,

are accurately reproduced here. So closely do the rocks

on the Platte and St. Vrain resemble those in Monument
Park, that one might well be tempted to imagine that they

are parts of one series, and that the series is continuous along

the whole face of the mountain.
This locality was visited by me in 1873,* in company with

Mr. J. A. P. Kelley of Evans, and in 1878 with Dr. J.' Innes

and Mr. S. A. Stevenson of Evans, and Mr. A. J. McClure of

Bellefonte, Penn. For the greater portion, the soft, yellow

sandstones are devoid of fossils, but here and there II

major Lesqx. occurs, and occasionally one stumbles on a little

nest of Oslrea. The harder layers are quite different, many of

the more compact being crowd
most of the flaggy layers contain Fox Hills fossils, among which
are Ammonites lobatiis, Nucula cancellata, Mactra Warrenana,
and numerous other species. Other layers are crowded with

fragments of carbonized wood, and frequently one finds in such

layers oblong cavities. ! with carbonaceous
matter in oolite grains and closely resembling the roe of a large

fish. In 1873, Mr. Kelley discovered a thin layer containing

i of dicotyledonous leaves. But the leaf specimens,

rly all the other specimens obtained during that visit,

' Notes on the observations made in 1873 were published in the Proc. Ire.

t. Hist, of N. Y. for Jan.. 18T4; Soc. for 1875 ;
and

:he reoort to Lt. Wheeler, published in 1876.
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were destroyed by an accident to the building where they were
stored in Evans. During my last visit the leaf bed could not
be found.

These fossils can be procured between the Thompson and
St. Vrain from a high knob near the Stone House, bat
are numerous both north and south from the Thompson, speci-

mens having been obtained by me from both sides of that
stream, and from the north side by persons connected with the
Geological Survey of the Territories.

The blue sandstone appears first above the Stone House, and
physically differs little from the overlying yellow sandstone. It

contains, however, no inconsiderable proportion of shale, while
shaly layers are few in the other rock.

The interval, No. 3, as given in the section is too small, but
no direct means of determining the thickness was at my dis-

posal, and the calculation was made roughly by depending on
the rate of dip at the southern termination of the bluffs at

St. Vrain. The sandstones at the base of the section are

exposed on the St. Train at nearly three miles from the river.

They resemble the higher sandstones in structure, and as far

as examined proved to be non-fossiliferous.

The relation of this enormous mass of sandstone to the coal
beds mined by the St. Vrain Company could not be made out
directly, as there is no way of connecting the exposures ; but a
barometric line carried over to the mines seems to indicate

that the coal at those works lies not far from the horizon of
the concealed interval. There is no evidence that any faults

exist in this vicinity. Coaly material was obtained in borings,

begun on the north side of St. Vrian in the sandstone at the
base of the section.

On the East side of the South Platte River.—In 1874, Dr. J.

Innes made several borings in search of coal at about five

miles southeast from Evans. No. 1 was begun in dull, yellow
sandstone, moderately coarse, containing small ferruginous

nodules with Halymenites major and shells ;
but only fragments

of the latter were seen, sufficient, however, to show that they
belong to characteristic species of the Fox Hills group. This
boring was carried 268 feet and gave the following section

:

1. Sandstone - 52 feet.

'2. Carbonaceous shale.. 4 "

3. Yellow

Alternations of sandstone and s

Total
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Certainly very different from anything exposed on the western

side of the river. The rocks here are almost horizontal, but

there seems to be a very slight dip toward the north. Accom-
panied by Dr. Innes, and Messrs. Miller and Stevenson of

Evans, I followed up the gulch from this boring to No. 2,

which is but a short distance from the last and only a few feet

higher. Between the two is a blossom of coal or carbonaceous

shale. Almost immediately north from the gulch and at

barely 100 feet above No. 1, a third boring was put down,

in which the following section was obtained :

1. Dirt lOfeet.

2. Sandstone 10 "

3. Fireclay.- -- 2 "

5. Black shale 16 "

6. Sandstone 21 "

7. Fire clay 1 foot.

p. Coal with a little shale 2 feet 10 inches.

9. Interval _. . _ 28 " 3 "

10. Coal ._ " 2 "

Total.. 105 " 3 "

The black shale, No. 5, is very carbonaceous throughout, and

No. 10 is in close proximity to the dark shale or coal seen

between borings No. 1 and No. 2, which rests almost directly

on the sandstone at the top of the section in No. 1.

At fourteen feet above the curb of this boring, a shaft was

begun in order to reach the coal bed, No. 8 of the section; but

after it had been sunk to a depth of twenty-eight feet, Dr. Innes

made a boring to determine the character of the coal once more.

In this, the upper portion of the shale, No. 5 was found to be a

coal bed two feet seven inches thick ; the coal bed, No. 8, was

unchanged in thickness, while the little bed at the bottom of

the third boring had swelled to six inches. But of the three

beds only the middle one showed good coal, that from the

others being very soft and of not merchantable quality.

The shaft shows 10 feet of debris resting on eighteen feet of

sandstone. The latter contains several fine-grained, somewhat

ferruginous layers, which are crowded with remains of Fox

Hills species, of which many weathered specimens still lie

round the dump. The best specimens obtained were carried

away as the work advanced, but a box of them was selected

by Dr. Innes, and sent to me in 1874 by Mr. J. A. P. Kelley

of Evans. This contained the following species: J
lobatas, Cardiwn speciosum, Nucula cancellata, Macira alia, Mactra

Warn,(ana, Lunalia Moreauensis and undetermined species of

Anchura. Fragments of these were seen on the dump, and

some good specimens of the univalves were obtained.
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At a little distance from this shaft another boring was made,
which shows eleven beds of coal in the same interval, which
vary in thickness from two to thirty-one inches.

One cannot join the exposures on the east, with those on the
west side of the river, as the terraced plains of the Platte are
very broad from Platteville to far below Evans. At the same
time, the fucoids and the mollusks are fully characteristic of
the Fox Hills group, and show that the rocks on both sides of
the river are of the same age. Those on the east side have
been regarded as without doubt belonging to the Laramie, not
to the Fox Hills Group.
The bluffs on the west side between the Thompson and the

St. Vrain have been colored as Laramie on Dr. Hayden's map.
These bluffs show Fox Hills fossils to the top ; they contain no
coal ; no leaf-impressions were found by Dr. Hayden's corps.

It is difficult to understand, therefore, why the richly fossil-

iferous sandstones of the bluffs should be colored as Laramie,
while the underlying sandstones, without characteristic features,

should be colored as Fox Hills. The bluffs along the Platte,

both north and south from the Thompson and those on both
sides of the Thompson, are Fox Hills and Fox Hills only. JSTo

higher rocks are exposed between Thompson and St. Vrain
within five miles west from the Platte.

After several unsuccessful attempts, I have at last, on
April 1st and 2d, obtained fairly satisfactory observations of
the spectrum of this comet. It consists of three band.-, like
the spectra of all the other comets hitherto observed, the
bands being well defined at the lower (least refrangible) edge
and fading out towards the upper. The spectrum is so faint

that observation is very difficult, and I was able to determine
the position of only one of the bands—that in the green, which
is much brighter than the other two.
The instrument employed was the 9| inch refractor of our

new observatory, armed with a one-prism spectroscope of suffi-

: power to separate the D lines clearly
; the

piece has a micrometer which carries a bar thick enough to be
seen on the back-ground of even a very feeble spectrum. The
observation was made by placing the bar so that the bright
edge of the band should be just visible as a thin line, the rest
of the band being occulted. The instrument has also a scale
like that of the ordinary chemical spectroscope, and the posi-
tion of the micrometer-bar is determined both by the reading
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of the micrometer-screw and by the reading of the scale, illu-

minated for a moment after the bar has been set.

On April 1st I got three scale readings—respectively 99-9,

100-0 and 1004, the value of one scale division in this part of

the spectrum being very nearly 25 units of Angstrom's scale,

or about double the distance between the extreme lines of the

b group, the readings decreasing with the wave length.

Just before dark b
t
in the spectrum of daylight coincided

with 100 on the scale ; also, immediately after the third point-

ing and without disturbing the telescope, spectroscope, or

micrometer, the flame of a Bunsen burner was presented to tbe

slit, and the lower edge of the green band in the well-known

spectrum of this flame was found to show itself at the edge of

the occulting bar precisely where the comet spectrum had

been. We may therefore fairly conclude that the lower edge

of the central band in the comet spectrum had a wave length

of very nearly 517 millionths of a millimeter. The observa-

tion of April 3d confirms this, though but a single reading

could be obtained. The only s this observa-

tion lies in the fact that in 1868 Mr. Huggins obtained a some-

what different result for this

Pogge
to the

elaborate paper published some years ago by Vogel i

endorff 's Annalen upon the spectra <

*

of pre

! conclusion that there are several different kinds of com-

etary spectra, the differences lying merely in the wave-length

of the bands. But he seems "to have reached this conclusion

by assigning rather too high a degree of accuracy to the obser-

vations With the exception of Brorsen's comet, it would

seem that the discrepancies between the different results are

entirely within the range of probable error, and that there is

no valid reason for supposing more than a single cometary

spectrum, slightly modified indifferent comets by differences

issure and temperatura

entirely at a loss how to explain Mr.
"rSeTIt can hardly be that the comet has really changed its spectrum

in the meanwhile, and a careful rvadiiJiTof his account (Proc.

of the Eoyal Society, vol. xvi, p. 388) gives no light as to how
an error could have crept into his work; on the other hand,

every precaution would seem to have been taken.

However this may be, I am quite positive as to the accuracy

of my present result—that the middle band of the spectrum of

this comet now coincides sensibly (to a one-prism spectroscope)

with the green band in the hvdrocarbon spectrum.
The comet is moving verv nearly in the path assigned by

the ephemeris of Sehulzr. It i, ,-^'ily vin!.!.- in the 3-ineh

finder of the equatorial, and in tbe telescope itself appears as
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)und nebulosity, between 30" and 40" in diameter, without
mite nucleus, though much brighter in the center. Before

i faint tail was visible, about one-half degree i

perfectly straight, and directed from t

, N. J., April 5, 18"?9.

Art. XLVL—On the Hudson River Age of the Taconic Schists,

and on the Dependent Relations of the Dutchess County and
Western Connecticut Limestone belts; by James D. Dana.

Vera

magnitude of the results a

so-called limestone-area is really but a small part of a larger

region of cotemporaneous disturbance and uplift. The true

breadth of the area, as well as length—whether it reached to

the Connecticut Yalley on the east and to the Hudson River
Valley on the west, and so had the breadth of the Appalachian

«e of a later epoch, or whether it had narrower limits

—may be ascertained by studying the stratification. Some of

the results of such a "study as regards Connecticut and a
portion of New York I propose to give in another paper."

Since the above was written I have spent much time in

endeavoring to complete my observations in Connecticut and
the neighboring counties of New York. I have sought to deter-

mine the strike and dip and stratigraphical relations of the

rocks of Western Connecticut—points on which Percival's

Report contains little, since he aimed chiefly to describe the

kinds of rocks ami >/. uid did not

note where, in any case, lines of stratification and of lithological

distribution were", as is often true, not coordinated.* I have

* Dr. Percival was a very exact man in all his work. He made great numbers
tip of the crystalline schists of the State. bul

nately, did not publish them. They had a secondary importance with him because

-tallizing magma by l

'

-

as laid down on his map, while of interest, are no guide to the strs

cept in the case of the limestone areas and those of a few other

persistent lithologica] Percival to say that 1

not lead him to the slightest perversion of the stratigraphic or othe
him, but only to a misappreciation of some of their bearings ; and
of Connecticut been more generous to him in its allowance of time
pletion of the surrey, ;'><iieation of his notes
have been little left for later geologists to do.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 101.—Mat, 1879.
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made observations toward the same end, and also widely, over

Dutchess and Westchester Counties, New York. The work is

still far from finished. But the discoveries by Mr. Dale at

Poughkeepsie throw so much light on the general question at

issue—the age of the Taconic schists, when they are connected

with the facts already learned, that I here anticipate my fuller

memoir by a brief statement of the facts and their bearing.

1. On the Hudson River Age of the Taconic Schists.

(1.) The discovery, by Mr. A. WiNG, of Trenton fossils, Tri-

nucleus concentricus and other species, in beds of the crystallir-

of the Upper Trenton or the Hudson Eiver group ; and the fact

that this Taconic belt continues southward, in an uninterrupted

line, into and through Western Massachusetts, const

Taconic Mountains (lying on the boundary between that State

and New York), and the additional fact that the same great

limestone formation follows the belt through its course and

underlies, in a synclinal, its slates or schists—as the writer has

shown, the limestone of the east side dipping under the moun-

tains and becoming the limestone of Copake and Hillsdale on

the west—affords scarcely less positive proof that these Berk-

shire Taconic slates also, the original typical Taconic slates of

Emmons long supposed to be Cambrian or pre-Silurian, are

of Hudson River age.

This conclusion loses nothing of its certainty

of the fact of a change in the schists of the belt from argil-

laceous schists at the north (one source of the roofing-slate

industry of Vermont), to hydromica, chloritic and garnetiferous

mica schists, and staurolitic schists, toward the south extremity

of the mountains; for the introduction of hydromica schists

(formerly called magnesian and talcose schists) takes place in

Vermont not far from the localities that afforded the fossils

;

and these hydromica schists continue the whole length of the

belt, though more chloritic, more coarsely micaceous, and often

garnetiferous, to the south. As to the synclinal of the Mt.

Washington portion of the Taconic range in southwestern

Massachusetts, Professor W. W. Mather, in a section on Plate

16 of his New York Geological Report (1843), across the

mountains fifteen miles farther south, represents the limestone

of Salisbury as dipping westward beneath the slates while those

of the west dip eastward, as they do elsewhere on that side of

the mountains. Further ; my own recent observations in Nor-

thern Salisbury, within three miles of the Massachusetts line,

confirm those which I made just north in Western Sheffield;
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that the limestone along the eastern foot of the mount
t of the nearest road to them) dips westward-

'""
to 60° to the west, with the st
1 W. (true).

(2.) The recent discovery, by T. Nelson Dale, Jr., of fossils of
the Hudson Eiver group in the slates or argillaceous schists of
Poughkeepsie, on the Hudson Eiver, (sustaining the early
views of the New York geologists, Professor W. W. M:
Professor James Hall,) affords another line of approach to the
Taconic Mountains of Massachusetts, and presents further evi-

dence of their Hudson River age. In the first place, the lime-
stone belt which lies, as above remarked, at the western foot of

these mountains along through Hillsdale and Copake, and
which is the western side of the mountain synclinal, branches
off from Copake south-southwest through middle and western
Ancram, and extends along the whole course of the valley of

Wappinger Greek to the Hudson River, which it reaches only
four miles below Poughkeepsie, with a single interruption of

less than three miles ; and it is everywhere conformable to the

argillaceous schists which border it on the east, including those
of Poughkeepsie; and also with those on the west, except
along a region of faulting near Bangall and Stissing Mountain
(a range bordering the limestone area on the west between
Stissingville and Pine Plains.) This continuation of the slates

and limestone northeastward, from the Poughkeepsie region

to the Copake, renders it highly probable that the same lime-

stone formation which adjoins, and is conformable to, the

Hudson River slates or schists of Poughkeepsie, adjoins, is con-

formable to, and underlies the schists of the Taconic Mountains.

The limestone of Wappinger Valley is the Barnegat lime-

stone of Mather—so named from a locality on the Hudson,
south of Poughkeepsie, where it is burnt for lime ; and this

geologist gives it the course here described, mentioning
that it outcrops on the Hudson at the mouth of Wappinger
Creek between Barnegat and New Hamburgh, and follows the

river northeastward to Copake (not noting the break in it) ;*

and he also states that it appears on the west side of the

Hudson and stretches on to the south-southwest, passing within

one mile of Newburgh, into the town of New Windsor, in

which it ends, not far from the Archaean of the New Jersey

Highlands, in a small body of water called Little Pond. The
writer has examined the limestone at various points along the

valley
; and he has found the conformability to the slates, stated

by Mather, to be very generally true. The limestone area is

* Geol. Rep. 4to, 1843, pages 413 and 43?. In the paragraph on p. 437 here
referred to, there is some confusion as to the courses of the other Dutchess
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similar to the limestone region east of the Taconic Mountain

in having large limonite beds,

north, but also in Central An
among them the Keynold's ore-pit, tnree to iour mues soutn-

west of the Weed ore-pit of Southern Copake, and the Morgan,

a mile and a half farther south. Thus the observations accord

well with the view that the limestone belt which borders

conformably the Hudson River argillaceous schist of Pough-

keepsie is the same that borders the Taconic schists in Copake

and Hillsdale. If so, since the Copake and Hillsdale, or

Western, belt of limestone dips under the Taconic Mountains

and comes up, on the east, as the " Great Central belt " of the

Green Mountain region, the Barnegat or Wappinger Valley

limestone is only a southwestern extension of the great lime-

stone formation that outcrops around Dorset, Eutland and

Middlebury, Vermont. The occurrence of limonite beds along

the junction between the schists and limestone, as a result of

their alteration, in both the eastern and western belts, is an

additional mark of general identity.

[On the accompanying map, representing a portion of East

ern New York, with also part of Western Connecticut and the

southwest corner of Massachusetts, the general position of two
Dutchess County limestone belts is shown, from their outcrops

along the Hudson River to their junction with one another in tW
Copake limestone belt, west of the area of the Taconic Moun-
tains. The map also gives the position of the southern part

of the " Great Central " limestone belt of the Green Moun-
tain region, as laid down by Percival on his geological map of

Connecticut, from Sheffield in Massachusetts, and Caimn in

Connecticut (where it has the width which characterize it

farther north in Berkshire and Vermont), through Salisbury and

Sharon, and thence through Eastern New York, here gradually

ng contorted beds of micaceous gneiss

eight miles south of Pawling, and just east and north of the

Archaean Highlands. These areas, where broadest, include some
intercalated beds of schist and isolated schist ridges. The map also

gives the position of two eastern limestone belts in Connecticut,

that of Kent and Cornwall, and that of Brookfield and New
Milford. The T-like symbols over the map, indicate the strike and

dip from my observations.]

(3.) Besides this stratigraphical evidence we now have more

positive evidencefrom the occurrence of Trenton fossils in the lime-

stone of some parts of Wappinger Valley.

Professor Mather makes the statement in his quarto New York

j it from his Annual Report of 1838), that in a

slaty limestone existing in the slates one-and-;i -fourth

and-a-half miles north of Barnegat, " a few fossils were

Report i

bed of
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Map of Dutchess and the adjoining Counties of Eastern New
York, with a portion of Western Connecticut and

Southwestern Massachusetts.

The notched line just west <

i Harlem Railroad. B. C, Boston Corners;
Owl. Br., Cornwall Bridge; Mbb., Mabbittsville ; P. Valley, Pleasant Valley ; Sh.,
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found that have been recognized as belonging to the Trenton

limestone."* The names of the species are not given. The
Barnegat limestone is not far distant to the south and is the

next adjoining stratum. The Poughkeepsie slates dip beneath

the limestone, the dip being southeastward. But if the rocks

are in folds and the limestone makes an anticlinal, it is an

inferior bed notwithstanding the position.f In the Barnegat

or Wappinger Valley limestone, which is a dark gray, semi-

crystalline rock, Professor Mather found no distinct fossils.

He states that his assistant. Professor C. Briggs, "in making
his section from Poughkeepsie to Canaan in Connecticut, dis-

covered faint traces of shells at a quarry a little south of

Pleasant Valley on the bank of Wappinger's Creek; but

they were too imperfect for determination. They were sit-

uated between the slaty layers, which have a dip to the

south-southeast of 35° to 40°'." Mather quotes also Professor

Briggs as reporting that Mr. William Thorn of this place

(Pleasant Valley) had informed him that " he had often seen

shells in the lime rock, although they are rare. ''J

Had Professor Mather himself visited that quarry half a

mile southwest of Pleasant Valley (about seven miles north-

east of Poughkeepsie), he would not have left the fossiliferous

character of the limestone in doubt, and inserted discrediting

remarks in his Report. Besides, Logan's unfortunate idea of the

Quebec group extending over the region, and some other

wrong geological inferences, would never have had birth. At
a visit to the locality this spring, in order to ascertain the facts

in the case (in which I was accompanied by Professor Wm. B.

Dwight of Vassar College, Poughkeepsie) I found fossils abund-

ant and distinct. Among them" we observed at the time of our

visit, remains of two or three species of Crinoids, Cyathophyl-

loid corals, Leptama sericea, Orthis tricenaria, 0. test

Orthoceras junceum,§ forms suggesting Strophomena alternata

and fragments of Trilobites. What appeared to be the rounded

pebbles of a conglomerate layer, proved to be worn specimens

of a Chcetetes ? with columns not over l-250th of an

inch in diameter. The snow was deep over the country (so

deep that our geological excursion was made "on runners,"

since either " on foot " or " on wheels " would have been

attended with some difficulty), and hence a full examination

of the locality could not then be made. It cannot be, for the

te Calciferow, apparently because
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same reason, at the present time (March 21), and I have left

the region to be reported on further by Professor Dwight.
Another locality of fossils in the Wappinger Valley limestone

at Eochdale, four miles east of Poughkeepsie, had been visited

by Professor Dwight the week before—he having been informed
with regard to fossils there the day after he received my invita-

tion to join me in the excursion—and it is not less prolific.

Great surfaces are covered with the Crinoidal remains, and all

3 observed at Pleasant Valley are found there ; and,

, portion of an Endoceras, ten inches long and two
inches wide at its larger end, and remains of large specimens of

Recepiaculites. I refer to the article following this for Professor
Dwight's preliminary account of the fossils.

Previously, early in December (the day before the first snow-
storm of the late snowy winter), I made a search for fossils at

the northern end of the Wappinger Valley limestone, in eastern

Ancram, just west of the extremity of "Winchell's Mountain
and not three miles distant from the Taconic Mountains, and
found what I then and now believe to be the common Trenton
species, Orthis occidenlalis ;* and with it there is another kind,

of uncertain character, which may possibly be the Trenton
Strophomena ahem

'

view a section of t

indicated in the accompanying figure. The thin shell

verted into white calcite (through the metamorphism)
cepting in some parts an extremely thin exterior layer; ;

over a portion of the exterior (at c)

there are sections of a few of the

costae. The hinge side of the shell
<

is wanting in the specimen. A
horizontal section made through
the more convex (or ventral) valve
was found to have the form which
it should have if of the species here

supposed ; and so for the other valve. The evidence is therefore

quite strong in favor of its being this common Trenton Brachi-

opod.

The forms referred doubtingly to Strophomena allernata

have the arcuated outline, shape and thickness, that would
belong to sections of this arcuate shell. They are of white cal-

thickness. Besides the i

surfaces like the inner surface of valves. No appearance of

striation can be detected in connection with any of the forms.

* The specimens were from a large freshly broken mass of limestone by the
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I have been again over the Ancram region, but without finding

other specimens—the limestone being much more crystalline

than it is toward Poughkeepsie.

The fossils of Pleasant Valley and Eochdale, prove that the

limestone of Wappinger Creek Valley contains a stratum of the

age of the Trenton ; and that of Ancram has the same bearing.

The width of the part of the belt at the two former places

is two-thirds to three-fourths of a mile; and since the bed

containing the fossils is, at each of these localities, within 200

to 230 yards of the eastern margin of the limestone belt, it is

probably one and the same bed. The lithological character

of the rock sustains this. The western margin lies conformably
against the Poughkeepsie "Hudson River" slate ; and hence the

western portion also must be Trenton.

It follows then: first, that the belt is an

anticlinal of limestone (as represented in

the figure, f, toward the east side, being

the observed fossiliferous bed); and, sec-

ondly, that the slate on the east of it is of

Hudson River age, as well as that west.

Further: these facts, and the concurring

evidence from Ancram, where the lime-

stone is essentially the Copake limestone,

leave little doubt that Trenton beds continue northward to the

very foot of the Taconic Mountains : and that the schists of the

Taconic Mountains, like those of either side of the Wappinger
Valley, including Winchell's Mountain, are Hudson River in

The Wappinger Valley belt may have at centre a Chazy or

other subjacent limestone stratum ; and if so, the fact would
nplete the identity of the Poughkeepsie

Vermont formations.

In the vicinity of Stissing Mountain there are quartzyte out-

crops ; and, if the rock is of the age of the Potsdam sandstone,

the portion of the limestone next adjoining may be (

'

The mountain consists of fine-grained, gray gneiss, along with

slate on the west, and at the southern end the gneiss contains

minute zircons; I reserve the discussion of the age of the

gneiss for another paper—the first draught of which was made
nearly eight years since.

(4) But this Wappinger Valley limestone is not the only south-

ward extension of the Copake limestone. Another (see Map)
extends from it southward by the western foot of the

Mountains through Boston Corners and Millerton ; and in the

vicinity of the latter place it has its limonite beds. Thence it

takes a south-by-west course through Western Amema. and

and Ven
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Eastern Washington. It stops in the latter town just east of
Mabbitsville. But six miles south, in the next town, Unionvale,
it appears again in the valley of the Clove, and follows Fishkill
Creek to its junction with the Hudson. At Poughquag, it has
the extraordinary breadth of three miles, and it continues to

have great width past the village of Old Fishkill ; but it then
narrows, becomes confined to the south side of the Fishkill
Creek in Glenham, and is very narrow toward the mouth of
the creek.* It evidently loses in breadth in this part because
of its nearing the Archaean region of the Highlands, which is

not half a mile distant; and its more western course from
Poughquag to the Hudson has the same origin. The Hudson
River slates border it conformably on the north. Limonite
beds occur along this belt in Unionvale, where is the Clove
ore bed, two on Sylvan Lake, and one in East Fishkill.

Through this Millerton-and-Fishkill belt of limestone there
is hence a second connection between the Hudson Eiver slates

of the borders of the Hudson River region and the schists of

the Taconic Mountains.
The limestone is throughout as decidedly crystalline as in the

northern half of the Wappinger Valley belt (though never
coarsely so) ; and hence fossils would be uncommon if occur-
ring in it at all. In many places forms suggesting a fossil

origin are to be met with.

Wherever the limestone contains seams of quartz such indi-

cations rarely occur, the most suggestive appearances being
small and thin isolated bits of quartz, arcuate in section. Since
the silicification, or the making of the siliceous seams, was
carried forward by hot siliceous waters (not cold, as in the case

of silicified shells in an unaltered limestone) during a time of

metamorphism in which the limestone was crystallized and
quartz veins were made in the slates or schists, fossils, if any
were present, would naturally have been dissolved away.
Almost the only chance for recognizable forms is in places

where the limestone is without quartz, and the seams and spots
it contains are of white calcite. One of this kind, which I

observed in the limestone seven miles north of Millerton, near
the base of the Taconic Mountains, seemed to be part of a
valve of a ribbed Brachiopod, and others of like suggestive-

ness were met with in some of the limestone cuts between
Hopewell and Fishkill. Such appearances favor the expecta-
tion that distinct fossils may yet be found in this belt. Three

sville (Mbb. i

" egion to the eastward

id having its rocks small in dip, with undulation
,

opping at the village of Lithgow. and east of

elevated region to the eastward (called farther south < h^tmn Ridge,
spreading over it, and having its rocks small in dip, with undulations,
the limestone evide The limest
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miles west of Hopewell I obtained specimens looking closely

like the Wappinger Valley Chcetetes, but with its structure lost.

Between the Wappinger-Valley and Fishkill-and-Millerton

belts, there are other outcrops of limestone.

One area, nearly six miles long, lies between the northern

ends of these belts, in the Shekomeko Valley. (See the map.)

Winchell's Mountain bounds it on the east, and Husted station

is toward its northern extremity. The limestone is similar to

that of the Fishkill-and-Millerton belt, but has in many parts

3 a delicate bedding that

shows the action of slowly

moving water during its

accumulation. The ac-

companying figure (from

a photograph) represents,

specimen of blue lime-

stone, from a ledge near

Shekomeko Station (Sh.),

which are of white calcite

and similar to those al-

luded to above as sug-

gestive of Brachiopods.

Another specimen con-

tains a group of black curving surfaces, which are unques-
tionably of organic origin, and look like impressions of a

few successive broken segments of a Trilobite 1\ in. broad
Another area exists just below the Verbank railroad station,

where two small hills of a badly rifted, quartz-seamed, gnarled

limestone occur, which is various in strike, but mostly nearly

north and south, and is without continuation at surface either

north or south. A third occurs at Arthursburg, hardly eight

miles south of Verbank. I learn from Professor Dwight, that

a ledge, 1,800 feet wide occurs two miles southeast of Pleasant

Valley. Mather mentions one between Redhook and Milan.

Over the country between the two Dutchess County limestone

belts, the dip, excluding some local exceptions, is eastward

(mostly between east-by-south and east-southeast) and the beds,

as has been stated, are all conformable. It is true that the

cleavage of slates is not always conformable to the stratification

;

but since over this region the lamination in them corresponds

in all cases with the bedding of the many intervening limestone

strata, the uncertainties which an tl .,-
i .i ... i . d !<> not affect

the above general statement as to conformability and eastward

dip. In a supplement to this paper, the actual dips and
courses observed, will be given.

Rocks.—The schists and limestone east of the Taconic Moun-
tains are more crystalline than those west, and the crystalline
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character diminishes from these mountains wes•tivard toward the
Hudson, just as it diminishes along their line northward toward
Central Vermont The rocks are mica schist and hydromica
schist, and to the south micaceous gneiss, over the eastern part
of Dutchess County ; but, approaching Poughkeepsie, the schist
in part fails even of the glossy luster, and becomes dull argil-

laceous and partly carbonaceous schist. North of Dutchess
in Columbia County, argillaceous schist is the prevail-

ing rock, and it is often carbonaceous in Ancram and "part of
Copake. The micaceous gneiss of the Taconic schist belt is

well seen two miles west of Pawling ; and here, against its

eastern side, between it and the limestone, there lies ;

limonite ore-bed. And this gneiss-like character continues to

its extremity, south of Towner's, where, in a dry portion of a
large marsh, north of Croton Lake, the limestone is exposed to

view, alternating with coarse gneiss. In the slate ridge next
west, the northern extremity of which is called Winchell's
Mountain (west of Boston Corners and Millerton), the rock is

argillyte, and hydromica schist, partly chloritic; but to the
south, it becomes gradually coarser, being a mica schist on its

eastern or more crystalline side, at Wassaic ; and ten miles farther

south, a decided mica schist on its western side, and still coarser

on the east; and even gneissoid south of this.* Mather recog-

nized the i

(Rep. N. Y
talcose and chloritic slates ; the middle part, of mica slate ; and
the southern portion, of gneiss." The extremity of the "Great
Central" limestone belt is in the area of Croton' lake, f
The facts in Dutchess County thus show that argillaceous

schist, hydromica schist, mica schist of garnetiferous, chloritic,

staurolitic and other varieties, and micaceous gneiss, which are

the occurring rocks of the so-called "Taconic system" or

q," are here of one and the same age, and they leave

little reason to doubt that they are, together, of the age of the

Hudson River Group.

Quartzyte occurs adjoining the Archaean, southwest of Mat-
teawan, three miles from the Hudson River—a locality poiuted

out to me by Mr. Charles M. Wolcott of Fishkill. The quartzyte

* According to a section by Prof. N. H. Winehell (received by the author from
him in 1872) from the top of stward to

T
'

miles, along a line £ m. north of Millerton, the rock of Winehell'

on the west a thin stratum of " compact, fibrous hornblende schist,

ceous " (as seen in a section on the Connecticut Western R. R.

limestone of Lakeville. The dip is stated

_
1 1* is rather probable that an <
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was jointed and obscure in its bedding ; but since a limonite

deposit (usually situated in these regions, between conformable
strata of schist or quartzyte and limestone) adjoins it, and
the proprietor, Mr. Wolcott, found this one resting on beds

approaching the quartzyte in character, it is very probable that

the stratum is conformable with the limestone, whose outcrops

are not far distant, and that it is of the age of the Potsdam
sandstone. The adjoining portion of the limestone may hence

prove to be Calciferous or Chazy. Quartzyte rests on the

Archaean also at Poughquag, but in nearly horizontal beds

(see this Journal, III, iii, 250, 1872) indicating a fault between

it and the adjoining limestone. Mather mentions its occurrence

also at Shenandoah.
At Glenham near Fishkill, a flesh-red, coarse granite-like

stratum (or " bastard granite," as it has been called) lies between

the limestone and the slate, conformable to both ; and it is evi-

dently one of the stratified deposits, as is shown by its conform-

able position, and its taking the color of the slate near the

junction. The adjacent Archaean Highlands were the source

of the coarse granitic sand of which it was made.

2. Dependent Relations of the two Dutchess County lime-

stone BELTS AND TWO EASTERN BELTS IN CONNECTICUT.

The preceding map also represents, from Percival, two east-

ern belts of limestone in Connecticut, the Kent belt and the

New Milford belt ; and I may add that I have been over these

regions pretty thoroughly, and can attest to Percival's correct-

Viewing these belts and the three to the west together,

and remembering that the Great Central belt is identified with

the Green Mountains through Massachusetts and far into Ver-

mont, it seems to be a safe conclusion that all are parts of one

system ; and that they owe their existence to a series of exten-

sive cotemporaneously-made folds of the wide-spread Lower
Silurian formation of the region. The New Milford and Kent
belts are the opposite sides of a synclinal; for the schistose rocks

between have, as I have found, a westward dip along the east-

ern portion, and an eastward dip along the western portion, as

indicated by the symbols for the dip and strike on the map.
The Great Central belt and the Kent belt pass one into the

other in the vicinity of South Dover (see map), and also to the

north in the eastern part of Canaan, and thus they are one.

Over the large gneiss area next west of Kent, the schistose

rocks are, for the most part, conformable to the adjoining lime-

stone belts—the strike about K 20° E. along the southern half

and on the eastern side of the northern half, and with N. 50°

E. as the average near the Housatonic Eiver, as if from a
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wrench in the mass. On the southern portion of the east side

both north and south of Kent, and also along a large part of
the ivest side, the rock adjoining the limestone is quartzyte;

and next follows gneiss; the quart::yt> In - v<-rui places is gneis-

soid, and graduates into the hard gneiss. South of Sharon, the
rock next to the quartzyte is granulyte, and there is a partial

transition from one to the other. The quartzyte of the two
sides of the area is, with little doubt, the same stratum, and
probably the Potsdam sandstone; and in that case the con-

formable gneiss will correspond to inferior beds of the Primor-
dial, and the adjoining portion of the limestone belts may be

is; further, the strata make an anticlinal over the

intervening area of gneiss. This area includes some uncon-
formable ledges, both in the northern and southern half, in

which occur chondroditic limestone, syenyte, beds of titan-

iferous magnetite, and hard gneisses, which may be Archaean
;

and if so, they are outliers of the large Archaean area of the

Highlands which exists to the southwest.

3. Influence of the Limestone belts on the Features of
the Surface.

Limestone being a brittle rock, the region of flexures, whatever
the thickness of the overlying mass, would have been profoundly
fractured, especially in anticlinals ; and being also a soft rock, it

would have been easily carried away by denuding agencies.

The limestone belts are the chief courses, as Percival pointed
out, of all the greater valleys and streams of the limestone

region ; and in these valleys, as I have found, the underdip-

ping side of the limestone is generally the bold, precipitous

side, owing to the undermining which it has occasioned. This
is so generally true that vertical fronts in these metamorphic
regions (and" I may add in Westchester County as well as

farther north and northeast) are pretty sure evidence of out-

cropping limestone below.

1. The Taconic schists are, according to the evidence, of the
age of the Hudson Eiver group.

2. The conformability in the rocks between the eastern of the

Connecticut belts and the Hudson, being established by obser-

i belts are plainly, as above suggested,

opping nam*
mations, brought to the surface by a series of flexu

3. The disturbance which upturned and crystallized the lime
stones and other conformable formations in the Green Mountaii
area, through Vermont and Massachusetts, extended south ove

plainly,

hut five outcropping bands of the Lower Sil
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certainly a large part of Western Connecticut, and over Eastern
New York at least to the Hudson.
That hard gneisses and mica schists are among the included

formations does not, in any way, affect the evidence or the con-

clusions here deduced.

These conclusions coincide partly with those reached by-

Professor Mather, as stated on pages 438, 464, and 628 of his

Eeport, namely: (1) That the limestone of Eastern New
York and the Green Mountain region, including that of West-
chester County down to New York Island, is of the Trenton

or Calciferous (Canadian) periods
; (2) that the slates, gneiss,

mica schist and other rocks, directly associated with the lime-

stone in Massachusetts and elsewhere, are of the Hudson Eiver

age
; (3) that the quartzyte is of the age of the Potsdam ; (4)

that the making of the Green Mountains and the metamorpbism
of Western New England, took place at the close of the Lower
Silurian. Proposition (L) appears to me to be established, if

we admit, in addition, that the limestone may in some places

Primordial, and leave out of consideration, for the
'

s pretty

Taconic

present in the second of my

OJ we cannot say now of

gneiss and mica schist ridges to the east of the' Taconic range

more than this, that they are Lower Silurian ; and among the

gneisses are those also of local Archaean areas. Proposition (3)

is almost certainly true for part of the quartzyte, but it is not yet

safe to say this of all. Proposition (4) has strong support in all

the observations which I have made in the Green Mountain
region.

Professor Mather has a sep
ier which head he includ<

with these, the gneisses and mica schists of Westchester County
and New York Island. The distribution of the limestone areas

of Westchester County with reference to one another and those

of Connecticut, and their stratigraphical relations to the gneisses

and mica schists associated with them, are a basis of evidence on

this question of age, and the facts I have observed and mapped
I shall present in a following number of this Journal.
The nature and stratification of the schistose rocks interven-

ing between the Connecticut limestone belts I have studied

with some detail, and I propose, after further investigations,

and the removal of some doubts as to the limits of the included

Archaean, to make these also the subject of another paper.
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Art. XLVII.

—

On some recent Explorations in the Wappinger
Valley Limestone of Dutchess County, Neiv York; by Professor
Wm. B. Dwight, of Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

My attention was called to the possible fossiliferous character
of the Wappinger Valley limestone by an invitation from Pro-
fessor Dana to join him in examinations at Pleasant Valley, of a
reported locality of fossils doubtingly mentioned by Professor
Mather.* In order to further the object in view, I made
enquiries with regard to another reputed locality, at Eochdale,
and the next day I was gratified to find the limestone there

abounding in fossils. Since the excursion to this place and
Pleasant Valley with Professor Dana, which took place a
few days later, I have continued my search in the Barnegat
or Wappinger Creek limestone, he leaving the field to me, and
have discovered still other localities ; and it is the object of this

paper to mention the facts thus far ascertained.

As my acquaintance with this part of the country has been
but a brief one, and as my researches have been conducted in

the scanty hours that could be snatched from my collegiate

work during the last four weeks, the results which I here put
on record should be regarded as merely preliminary to the

more careful investigations of this interesting formation which
I hope to make.
The first locality which I examined was one at Eochdale,

above alluded to, where objects of peculiar forms had been
reported to have been found, though there is no evidence of

any scientific examination. It is situated four miles northeast

of Poughkeepsie, on the premises of Mr. Henry Titus,f The
limestone here has a dip of 60° southeasterly, with a strike of

N. 36° E. (true). The examination, though short, afforded me
abundant evidence of fossils, and some determinable species, as

follows :~Leptcena sericea, an internal cast of the ventral valve,

showing the characteristic form of the callosities for visceral

attachment, and the striae in reverse; two specimens of Orthis

Iricenaria - mi is in countless numbers; a spiral

shell, two ; rs in diameter, exhibited only in

section, imbedded in the rock.

Besides these, there are many specimens of a species of Recep-

taculites. Groups of cylindrical or club-shaped columns, half

an inch or so long, project inward, somewhat radially, from a

hollow but rather firm shell of irregular form which varies much
*N. T. Geol. Report, 1843.

f I take this occasion to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor T. J.

Backus, of Vassar College, for information of ti

"

ing out fossils, and to
dale woolen mills, for

Messrs. Henry and Richard Titus, proprietors o
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in size ; they consist of the limestone and are evidently the

fillings of the tubes of Receptaculites. They are so imbedded

in the rock that I have not yet been able to detach any for

special study, as I propose soon to do.

My second trip to this locality, a week later, was made in

company with Professor Dana. I found, at this time, another

distinct specimen of Leptama sericea, one Escharopora recta, one

Ptilodictya acuta, a pygidium of a trilobite, several specimens of

Orihis tricenaria, anOrthis pectinella, one Endoceras twenty or

twenty-five centimeters long, one small Orthoceras, two of Orthis

tesiudinaria, and some Chaitetes of r

*%

On the same occasion we visited a quarry on Wappinger
Creek, about half a mile below Pleasant Valley, where Mather

reported faint traces of shells to have been found, " too imper-

fect for identification." We found abundant evidence of the

fossiliferous character of the rock, the fossils being generally

similar to those at Rochdale. In a subsequent examination of

my specimens here collected, I obtained one well-defined spe-

cimen, and several small fragments, of Strophomena alternata,—

showing its characteristic arrangement of striae ; also, very abun-

dantly, the Chastetes found at Rochdale, from two inches to one-

quarter or less in diameter. The large specimens are some-

times semi-globular, and suggest Chaitetes lycoperdon, but for

the microscopic tenuity of the columns ; but other specimens are

pyriform, and I am not certain as to the normal shape. The
diameter of the columns is less than l-200th of an inch. As it

,
I propose for it the name Ch. tenuissima.

r subsequent trips have been taken alone. On the farm of

Mr. Brittenberger, two miles southeast of Pleasant Valley, east

of Wappinger Creek, I found a second and parallel outcrop of

limestone, 1800 feet wide, separated by slate from the main

body of the Wappinger Valley belt. The rock is here filled

with limestone pebbles of various sizes and lighter in color

than the mass. Many of these may have been organic, and

very likely corals, but crystallization has so obliterated the

structure that if detected at all, it must be by microscopic

examination. There was one specimen which is probably an

encrinal column about seven centimeters long, and seven milli-

meters wide.

I have made examinations at Salt Point, on W; ~

Creek, at the junction of Salt Point Creek, ten and a half miles

northeast from Poughkeepsie, and also at a number of places

between Salt Point and Pleasant Valley. At Salt Point the

limestone has a width of 2200 feet, and it is about that width, or

somewhat wider, toward Pleasant Valley. It is mostly on the

west side of the creek, and for a distance of four miles south of

Salt Point, it varies from the greater part of the outcrop by
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having a westerly dip of 70° to 85°, the strike averaging about
N. 26 E. (true). Thus far 1 have succeeded in .

only the spiral shell met with at Rochdale, and three small but
very distinct Orthocerata. This spiral shell occurs in particular
layers extending through this entire section; some specimens
appear to be scattered through the rock, but in these lavers
they exist in immense numbers. On a single surface of 50
square centimeters, which I broke out of the solid rock, there
are more than twenty distinct specimens. This is beyond the
average, but the specimens are often so numerous as to crowd

The best localities I have discovered are in two quarries of

below Salt Point; and
in two cuts on the Poughkeepsie, Hartford and Boston Railroad
track, two miles north of Pleasant Valley. Generally only the
simple spiral line is preserved in section. In many eases,

however, more or less of the tube of the whorls remains, quite
hollow, but its surface too granular to allow the preservation
of any marking. The spire in many cases shows a depression
of about two millimeters below the surface of the outer whorl.
In most cases no septa are visible,but among some fine specimens,
from the lower Wallace quarry, several show distinct internal,

transverse septa. One, which is unusually good and sharply
defined, shows as many as fifteen septa in its four whorls in
good state of preservation. I have not yet been able to make
out clearly a siphuncle. Most of the specimens exhibit four
whorls, and some traces of a fifth; the rate of expansion in the
ndth increases gradually, the spirals being closely coiled. A
few of these loosely coiled ;

and some, whose
whorls present an angular edge, are of essentially different

character from the others. From present appearances I should
judge most of these shells to be those of Trocholdes, but I hope
soon to secure more decisive specimens.
At Manchester, three miles east of Poughkeepsie, no organic

remains appeared, except a beautiful lucoid. which had much
resemblance to Buthotrepiiis graci is. an 1 covered a large slab of
rock.

In a visit to an outcrop on the Hudson River, one and one-
half to two miles south of Milton Ferry, I discovered no fossils

except a good specimen of Leptcena sencea, in the rock quarried

it borders on the shale that lies

on its north side.

The results in fossils, of my examinations, the specimens of
which were taken in every instance from the solid rock in
place, may be summed up as follows:

—

Am.Jooe.8ct.-Ti :d sr i ;,\ i XVII.—No. 101, Mat, 1379.
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From Rochdale.
* Orthis tricenaria ; several.
* O. pectinetta ; one.

*JOeptama sericea • two.
* Exrharopora recta ; one.

*Ptilodictya acuta ; one.

Caudal shield of small trilobite, probably Asaphusvt
Endoceras (probably proteiforme) ; one.

Orthoceras not well denned ; one.

Spiral univalves ; several.

ChcEtetes, named above Ch. tennissima ; many.
Encrinal columns ; exceedingly i

JReceptaculites;

Chattetes tenuissima ; very common.
Encrinal columns; abundant.
BeUerophon? ; one.

Undetermined corals ; several.

Between Salt Point and Pleasant Vallet.
Trocholites ?; exceedingly numerous.
Oncoceras constrictum f/ one specimen, two centimeters in

length and same in width.
Orthocerata ; one, three centimeters long, with twelve septa;

one, about a centimeter long, with five septa.

Manchester.

Fucoids {Buthotrephis gracilis P) ; one.

Besides other conclusions from these researches, the follow-

ing may be safely drawn:

—

1. The "Barnegat limestone," contrary to views hitherto

presented, is a highly fossiliferous formation, though on

account of alteration, fossiliferous localities are rare compared
with the exposure of rock.

2. The fossils are apparently those of the Trenton limestone,

and therefore immediately underlie the adjoining shales which

are now referred to the Hudson River group.

3. Tn the presence of the Chastetes of delicate structure,

and of the layers thickly packed with spiral shells, the lime-

stone appears to differ from that of any other known region of

this formation.

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N\ Y., April 7, 1879.

* Clearly defined as to specific character.
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by C. H. F. Peters. (From a letter to the editors dated
Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.,
April 2d, 1879.)

I take pleasure in communicating the following observa-
tions on a planet discovered on March 21st, the only ones the
bad weather has permitted me to make.

1879. H. C. mean t. a (194) S (194) No. of comp.
March 21 14h 15m47* 12 h 12m 3-91 3 + 9°26'30"'2 20

31 9 23 12 12 4 20'07 +11 1 3"9 12
April 1 9 11 13 12 3 34-63 -j-11 1° J "6 10

The planet is bright eleventh magnitude. On the same
evening I found still another planet, 10th magnitude, and
observed it

;

31a rch 21.

ll h 32m 21 s m. t, o-=U h 58m 45 s'49 ; d= +9° 18' 2
ff
-8 (16 comp.)

As my computations from the elements (the Berlin ephem-
erides have not yet arrived) did not indicate any of the older
planets in that place, I had reason to believe this one too a
new one, and accordingly gave public notice of it Professor
Foerster, however, remarks that this is Leto (68). And indeed,
I find now, that in the elements of Leto given in the Berlin
Jahrbuch there is an error of print made in 1877, and perpetu-
ated through the later 30. The epoch printed
there, 1874, should read instead 1864

Art. XLIX.—-Note on the Stratigraphy of the Huronian Series

of Northern }Vi>e<, „.-«'t, ; a„<i t the Huro-
nian of the Marquette and Penokee Districts; by R D. Irving.

In the number of this Journal for September, 1876, Major T.
B. Brooks has given, in a scheme of equivalency for the strata

of the diffi » 1 of Lake
Superior, a synopsis of the Huronian section on Bad Biver,

Northern Wisconsin, which is quite erroneous. The error has
arisen chiefly from the failure to recognize the existence of a
very important break in the strata—which break has indeed
given the river an opportunity to cut its way through the
Penokee range—and also from the difficulty in marking the
line between the two great and totally distinct series, the
Huronian, and Keweenawan or Copper-bearing series. Major
Brooks's section is professedly a rough one only.
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I have myself recently completed a study of my field results

over the Huronian belt of this part of ' Wisconsin, as also

of over one hundred thin sections of the rock specimens gath-

ered, and have made a section which I think may be regarded

as final. A synopsis of this is given below, as it will appear in

vol. iv of the Wisconsin reports. I should say here that in

beginning my lithological work on the Huronian of this region,

I was aided by a d< tic description of nine

selected specimens furnished by Mr. A. A. Julien. In the

\ ;:; that has elapsed since then I have familiarized myself

with this (to me) new, and ail-important method of investiga-

tion, and have examined sections from nearly every ledge of

importance within the Huronian area.

Synopsis of the Stratigraphy of the Huronian of the Penokee

Region, Wisconsin.

Laurentian.
Chloritic hornblende-gneiss and pink quartzose granite.

Huronian.
(Non-conformable with the Laurentian.)

! itic (Julien) crystalline limestone 90 ft.

II. (A) Art nact o ;- svhit < V' ^fz/Ye, often brecciated 35 ft.

(B) Magnetitic quartz-schist . . 5 ft. 40 ft.

III. Siliceous xlity <r/u*ts ; im.-hnlin- qu irtzite, " argil-

litic" mica schist, and novaculite; all having much
quartz, and none ever showing any amorphous material 410 ft.

IV. Magnetic belt; including (,',) l ):1 n.led magnetic
quartzite—gray to red quarfzite, free from, or lean in

iron oxides, banded with seams, from a fraction of au
inch to several inches in width, of pure black granular
magnetite only rarely mingled with the >pecular oxide;

(6) magnetitic quartzite—the magnetite in very varying
proportions, pretty well scattered throughout, and
mingled with the specular oxide in proportions varying
from nothing to a predominating quantity

;
(c) magnet-

itic quartz - pervading the whole,
and mingled with the specular oxide, as before; (d)
slate like (c) but largely charged with tremolite or

aetinolite
;

(e) arenaceous to compact and flaky quartz-

ite, free or nearly so from iron oxides
; (f) thin-lamin-

ated, soft black magnetitic slate; (g) hematitic
quartzite, the iron oxide the red variety

;
(A) garnet-

iferous aetinolite schist, or eclogite ; (i) diorite, which
is restricted to the western end of the Huronian belt.

Kinds (a) to (d) all carry much pyrolusite, or other
manganese oxide. These varieties have no persistent

stratigraphical arrangement, and are named here in

order of relative abundance. Total thickness about 780 ft.
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V. Black feldspathic slate; consisting of orthoclase
grains imbedded in a paste of biotite, pyrite, liraonite

(Julien) and carbon 180 ft.

VI. Unknown, always drift-covered 880 ft.

VII. Dark gray to black, aphanitie ntlra-sfute, having a
wholly crystalline base of quartz and orthoclase, with
disseminated biotite scales 120 ft.

VIII. Unknown, but probably in large part the same

IX. Chloritic, pyritiferous, massive diorile (Julien) 150 ft.

X. Black, aphaiiitic- m>,-a-«?„t,^ like VII.. 25 ft,

XI. Covered, but probably black mica-slate .

.

280 ft.

XII. Black mica-slate ; aphanitie ; at times chiastolitic

|
-f alien) 225 ft.

XIV. Black mica-shitr. like XII, often chiastolitic ... - 375 ft.

XV to XVIII. Alternations of black mica-slates, with
675 ft.

XIX. Greenstone-sr/uxt ; : ,| luaiitic ; the hornblende
and plagioclase much altered 260 ft.

XX. Covered ; but probably like XXI 525 ft.

XXI. Mica schist ; from aphanitie to medium-grained
;

including bands of light-gray quartz- schist, the mica
becoming subordinate; all varieties having a back-
ground of quartz ; the mica wholly biotite

;
penetrated

by veins and masses of very coarse, pink to brick-red

biotite granite ; total seen on Bad River 4,960 ft.

Total thickness of the Huronian in the Bad River
section 10,300 ft.

Add higher layers seen farther east; same as XXII.. 2,500ft.

Total 12,800 ft.

Keweenawan.

(Non-conformable with the Huronian.)

Very coarse to fine-grained gabbro, including granite veins
and masses.
The Bad River section does not show the entire thickness of

the Huronian, for the reason that the overlying gabbros of the

Keweenaw the Huronian. Seven
miles west of Bad River the whole thickness of strata between
the Laurentian gneiss, and Keweenawan gabbro, does not ex-
ceed 2,500 feet, while at the same distance eastward it is over
12,000 feet.

Equivalency of the Huronian systems of the Marquette and Pen-
ohee Districts.—There can be little doubt that the Huronian
basin of Marquette was once directly continuous with that in
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which the Penokee rocks were deposited; there are, indeed, no
facts yet on record going to show that the two rock-systems

are not at the present time directly connected, though at sur-

face the connection is obscured by the overlying horizontal

Potsdam sandstone. Pumpelly and Brooks* have carried

the Penokee belt uninterruptedly eastward as far as Lake Goge-
bic, where a deep depression, made by ancient erosion, occupied
now by the horizontal sandstone, terminates the range abruptly.

From here to the westernmost known portion of the Marquette
Huronian is a distance of less than forty miles.

In the Marquette region Major Brooks has made out with

and skill a succession of beds which he numbers from
V to XIX. That essentially the same succession exists in the

Penokee region, there can be little doubt. An attempt to make
out a scheme of equivalency for basins always disconnected,

based on lithology alone, would, beyond doubt, be but time

wasted. In the present case, however, the two districts are

really continuous, and many of the layers in the two regions so

very constant in their characters, that there can be no valid

objection to the attempt. It is undoubtedly true that it is very
easy to make many mistakes in such a scheme, owing to the

dying out of certain layers, and the variations along the line of

strike of some member of the series, which, if not originally

present, may have been produced by the partial process of met-

amorphism to which the whole Huronian system has been sub-

jected. No scheme of equivalency can then be regarded as of

any value, that is not based upon those few grand features of

the stratigraphy, which are shown to be quite constant. The
prominent facts in this connection, that have pressed them-
selves upon me while studying over my field-results in connec-

tion with the reports and typical collection of the Michigan
survey, are here given. Major Brooks, whose wide experience

in the several Huronian regions of the northwest, and whose
skill in Huronian stratigraphy, are well known is, I believe,

preparing a complete presentation of the whole subject of the

equivalency of the strata of the various districts. The follow-

offered as suggestions toward the fuller treatment of

In Wis find at the base of the series a great bed
(III) of light-colored quartzose slates and schists, over 400 feet in

ra 30 pronounced that it has been traced

uninterruptedly for over fifty miles. The rocks of this layer

vary from schistose vitreous quartzites, to a

while subordinate to it are the two lower members, the white

arenaceous quartzite (II) and ti ne limestone

(III). Now in the Marquette region the base of the series is a

Geological Survey of Michigan, vol. i, p. 183 of Report on Iron Rocks, and p.

1, of Report on Copper Rocks.
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great bed of quartzite (V), including argillitic schists, and lime-
stones, both quite indistinguishable in hand specimens from the
Wisconsin rocks. From the descriptions in the Michigan re-
i orrs this layer is evidently no less prominent and persistent
than No. Ill of our series. It appears evident that the two are
directly equivalent.

Above the siliceous slates in the Penokee system we find a
great belt (IV) of magnetitic schists, of the several varieties

above indicated, which is unquestionably continuous from Lake
Nemakagon in township 44, range 6, west; eastward, nearly to

Lake Gogebic, a distance of over eighty miles. In Michigan
a succession of layers of strictly similar rocks—both i micro-
scopically and microscopically—overlies the great " Lower
Quartzite." In Michigan there are i ntercalated diorite bands.
In Wisconsin these are known only t(jward the western portion
of the belt, where they are, however, very prominent. The
peculiar garnetiferous rock of the Pen okee section has its exact
equivalent in the Michigan magnet:ic belts, while numerous
other peculiar details are the same in the two regions. I

belt as equivalent

:tte series.

Immediately above the magnetic belt (IV) of the Penokee
system, or separated from it by a band of black slate (V),

which is not known to be sufficiently persistent to deserve
consideration in the present connection, is always a covered
space without exposure, corresponding to nearly 900 feet in

- of layers (VI). This would appear to be the equiva-
lent of the belt including the rich ores of Michigan (XIII and
XIV), a point of some practical interest.

Above this blank space we find the prevailing rock for a
thickness of over 2,000 feet to be a black aphanitic mica slate,

which includes, however, bands of quartzite, and thinner ones
of diorite, besides which there are blank spaces, the nature of
whose underlving rock is a matter of conjecture (VII to

XVIII). The" black slates and interstratified quartzites are

bn >wn nt. points along a belt over twenty miles in length.

The equivalents of these members, in the Marquette region,

appear to lie from XIV to XVIII of Major Brooks's scheme,
where we have quartzite and true clay slate, besides brown to

black carbonaceous slates, often distinctly micaceous.

Forming the uppermost members of the Penokee system,
we find a great development of a s, equaling
in thickness all of the lower members of the series, and including
dark gray, aphanitic kinds, quite coarse, gneiss-like kinds, be-

qmirtznse kinds. It is certainly a striking fact,

tte region the uppermost member (XIX). a
mica schist, is the thickest of the whole series, covering often
a width, according to the Michigan maps, of over a mile.
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The granites which M.-ijnr Brooks places in his scheme as

the youngest of the Penokee Huronian (see this Journal for

September, 1876) are merely intrusive patches and veins of

small size and area, cutting both the upper mica schists of the

Huronian, and the lower gabbros of the Keweenawan system.

The gabbros are placed unhesitatingly with the Keweenawan,
for the following principal reasons : (1) their general mineral

composition allies tin tn closeh with the t\j ical diabases of the

Keweenaw series while contrasting them with the hornblendic

Huronian
; (2) when followed along the general trend of the

formation, they are found giving place to typical Keweena
diabase and dial ise an \_ .

.'. i. (S) similar gabbro oc<

ubted Keweenawan rocks; (4) the

gabbro belt cuts diagonally across the Huronian, which it nar-

rows in places to less than one-third the full thickness, thus

proving a distinct non-conformity. These gabbros are regarded

as of igneous origin, having been one of the first of the great

flows of the Keweenaw system, and laid down upon the slightly

disturbed Huronian beds.

University of Wisconsin, Dec. 31st, 1878.

A mineral, pseudomorphous after spodumene, occurs

granite veins of Hampshire County, Mass., which appears

be that first found by Shepard. and by him called cymatolil

The variety at Goshen was analyzed by Burton, and, on tl

ground of his results, has been assigned to pihlite. A specime

identical in ph nth the mineral of Shepar
has yielded me the following composition :

Water .... 2-58 2*29

Potash ._
°.

l

... 8-38 1-42

Lithia.
Lime..

Mangan

ults, corresponding by the old system

(i(*H+4K . Na) 3+ §AI)Si\
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induced me to propose a new name, Aglaite (Engineering and
Mining Journal, April 7, 1877), but I have since inclined to

the belief that the material is the same as that first studied by
and Burton. It is therefore now presented as an

independent species, under the original name, cymatolite, but
it seems worth while to retain the name aglaite for application
to the peculiarly brilliant and micaceous variety found at

Groshen. In the coming volume of the Annals of the New
York Academy of Sciences, I shall give a full dis

i of this mineral, and of its inl

spodumene, killinite, cerstedite, autu

composit

WORTH, M.D.

The object of the experiments, the result of which is stated

in the accompanying table, was to test this

Theorem : If a hydrated salt be dissolved in a given volume of
water, the volume of the solution will exceed the original volume of
the water by a bulk equal to the bulk of saline water contain"! in

the salt dissolved.

The expression saline water is used here to signify all the

molecules of water contained in the salts, whether they exist in

combination as bases, or as water of crystallization. First, the

weight in grams of the salt used that contained one cubic cen-
"

i composition was determined by dividing

the salt bv the atomic weight of its salinedit of the salt by the atomic weight <

>oth w< ' "
"

ithe

water, both weights being expressed in grams, the quoti

'^ht, having one cubic ce

Secon

gut,

ale: Ferrous sulphate (FeS04 ,
7H20) ha;

of 278. Its 7 molecules of saline water have an atomic

ght of 126. fff grams=2-206 the weight of this salt hav-

cubic centimeter of water in its composition.

id : The quantity of salt determined by this method to

contain one cubic centimeter of saline water was weighed to

the nearest centigram, and then dissolved in 90 c.c. of water in

a graduated tube of 100 c.c. one-half cubic

centimeters. For instance, 2'20 grams of FeS0
4 ,
7H,0, were

dissolved in 90 c.c. of water at the temperature of 155° Centi-

grade when the volume of the solution equalled 91 c.c. :
2 -20

grams more of the salt were added to this solution, and the vol-

ume rose to 92 c.c. This process was continued till 22'06

grams of the salt, containing 10 c.c. H a O, were dissolved in

90 c.c. of water, when the volume of the solution reached 100
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c.c. In each of the steps, and in the final result, this experi-

ment agreed with the theorem. This method was pursued

where the first experiment with a salt showed a close agree-

ment with the theorem. In those cases where there was a dis-

agreement between the calculated volume and the observed

volume of the solution, the weight of salt required to raise the

volume of the solution one cubic centimeter was determined by

direct experiment. For instance, barium chloride, with the

formula (BaCl
2
.2H

2 0) by calculation contained one cubic cen-

timeter of H
2

in 6*777 grams, but the quantity required to

raise the volume of the solution one cubic centimeter was 3 -89

grams. If the specimen of barium chloride used contained

4H,0, the experiment would give a result agreeing with the

terms of the theorem.

Salt used. By calculation. By experiment.

Na
a
CO

s
.10HO 1-588

NaSO
4
.10HO

NaS0
4
.HS0

4
.3H,0 4-083

Na,O2B
s
O

3
.10HO 2-122

Na
a
HP0

4
.12HO

BaCl
2
.2H

2

1-591

6-777
Sr01

3
.6H

2
O 2-468

MgS0
4
.7HO 1-954

ZnS0
4
.7HO 2-277

NiSO.THO 2-228
FeS0

4
.7ITO

CuSO .5HO
Al ISO .).,. 1811,0

. 12H O
2-058

2-196
A1NH

4
(S0

4
),.12H

S
2-099

CrK(S0J
t
.l-2H,0 2-31

The first column of the table gives the formulae of the salts

according to the last American edition of Fownes's Chemistry.
The second column gives the weight in grams that contains

one cubic centimeter of saline water, according to the formula.

The third column gives the weight in grams found by experi-

ment to increase the volume of the solution one cubic centime-

ter. An examination of the table will show a close agreement
between the results of calculation and experimentation, with

the exception of barium chloride, which has been referred to
t

and the acid sodium sulphate. The disagreement between the

calculation and observation in this instance may possibly be

explained by the salt decomposing in the act of dissolving,

separating into sodium sulphate, which is dissolved, and hydro-

gen sulphate which unites with the water. This would agree

with the strong acid reaction of the solution.
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So far as the salts used in these experiments are concerned,
the theorem stands the test of experiment, and is demonstrated
to be true. In explanation of the changes that occur when a
hydrated salt is dissolved in pure water, it may be assur

that the salt is decomposed, separating into an anhydrous
\

tion and saline water, the former going into solution and
latter uniting with the solv

Yonkers, N. Y., Jan. 31st, ]

Art. LII.

—

Analysis of the Tetrahedrite from Huallanca, Peru;
by W. J. Comstock. Contributions from the Laboratory of

the Sheffield Scientific School, No. LV.

In this Journal for April, 1878, there is given a short extract

from an article in the London Mining Journal by Mr. Henry
Sewell, F.R.G.S., describing the mineral caves of Huallanca,

Peru. Mr. Sewell states that these silver-producing caves are

situated upon the eastern flank of the Peruvian Andes at an
altitude of 14,700 feet above the sea, and 4000 feet above the

town of Huallanca. The mass of the argentiferous ores consists

of the mineral tetrahedrite; these ores contain about 800 ounces
of silver to the ton. The mineral is in part obtained from huge
cavities, some of them twenty-five or thirty feet long, and as

much deep. Mr. Sewell describes the crystals as occurring in

such abundance on the walls of these caves, that "millions" of

them are destroyed by the picks of the miners.

Some specimens from this locality were presented to the

Yale College Museum by Mr. Sewell ; the crystals are large and
brilliant and in one case have a length of about two inches.

They have the usual characteristic tetrahedral form. I have

analyzed a portion of one of the crystals, and have obtained

the following results: Specific gravity =4*7.

I give below the amount of sulphur required to combine with

each of the metals and also the atomic ratio.
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From the above is obtained the ratio

•2528 R
8
S 3+ -9134 RS, or R 2 S.

The method employed in the analyses we
except in the determination of the arsenic.

difficulty in weighing magnesium ammon.u.. — ,
-

separating by means of magnesia mixture and alcohol the pre-

cipitate was'dissolved in dilate hydrochloric acid, reduced by

sulphurous acid, the excess of the latter was evaporated off,

and the arsenic precipitated and weighed as sulphide. A slight

amount of free sulphur was dissolved out by carbon-disulphide.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Determination of Fusing Points.—Commonly fusing

points are determined by placing a fragment of the substance in

a thin glass tube attached to the bulb of the thermometer, and
then placing both in water gradually heated until the substance

melts, tin- temperature being then noted. Terreil proposes to

modify this method by melting the substance separately and then

by means of a glass rod a single drop is deposited on the ther-
----- bulb, which is then placed above a gas flame at such a

ure is read

allowed to

cool and the solidifying point noted; this operation being re-

peated several times. In this method the phenomena off
disappear, the fusing and solidifying points coinciding sensibly.

For fusing points above 100° the thermometer should have a

larger bulb, so that it changes temperature slowly.

—

-Bull, Soc.

Ch., II, xxxi, 155, Feb. 1879. <J. f. b.

2. On Chroni>„,,>, M.n.g.t,,,-*?. Ir.,,,. Xich-.l ,i,.,l Cobalt Amal-
gams.—Moissax has shown that when a concentrated solution of

chromous chloride in water is agitated with a pasty sodium amal-

gam there is produced a chromium amalgam. After removal of

the excess of sodium by boiling in water for an hour, th< -amal-

gam is obtained as ;i mercury, covering it-

self on standing in the air with a black layer of o:



in dry air, i

:

: ..
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? of water. Heated
i of hydrogen, it

leaves a residue of metallic chromium, as a black i

which heated on platinum foil becomes incandescent and leaves a
residue of green chromic oxide. The chromium made by this pro-
cess is not acted on by boiling concentrated sulphuric acid, but
dissolves in dilute sulphuric acid and in strong nitric containing
nitrous acid. Hydrochloric acid when hot attacks it slowly, evolv-
ing hydrogen. The amalgams of manganese, of cobalt, and of
nickel which were obtained in this way have a pasty consistence
and contain more of the metal than the chromium amalgam. Man-
ganese amalgam was also obtained by electrolysis by decomposing
a solution of manganous chloride, using a negative electrode of
mercury. When distilled at 440° pulverulent manganese was ob-
1 md. whi ' inn : i: < -cent when treated with a few drops
of* fuming nitric acid, and which decomposed water slowly at or-

dinary temperatures, rapidly at 100°. Since the production of
this amah; a1 the rich-

ness of the amalgam is definite for a given battery.

—

Bull. Soc.

<7A,II, XXxi,149. G.F.B.
3. On Chromates and Dichromates.—Schvjleknd at Kolbe's

suggestion, has examined the coni i hromatea
of the metals are formed. He examined ilie sail.- formed with
barium, lead, mercury, silver, thallium and lithium, nsing precipi-

tation for their preparation in all but the latter case. With bari-

um, lead, and mercury, only the normal chromate R"Cr0
4,
could

be obtained, eith •• by precipitating \\ h p --
i <ii Inornate or

by evaporating with excess of chromic acid. With silver, thal-

lium and lithium on the other hand, dichromates were readily

obtained. Silver nitrate is precipitated by potassium dichromate,
yielding a dark red crystalline powder of sil

Ag
?
Cr

a
Or Thallous carbonate gives thallous c'

cipitated' by potassium chromate and thallous dichromate when
thrown down by the dichromate in acid solutions. The chromate
and dichromate of lithium are well crystallized salts, the former
having

;.i pure yellow, the latter a dark orange, almost black color.

Ive-h has two 'molecules of crystal water, both are deliquescent,

and lose their crystal water at 130°.—J. pr. Ch., H, xix, 36, Jan.

1879. G. F. B.

4. On the Purification of Mercury.—Bruhl has proposed to

use chromic acid for the purpose of purifying mercury, and has
freed twenty-five kilograms of mercury from Wood's fusible metal
with which it was contaminated, in two hours by its means. Five
grams of potassium dichromate are dissolved in a liter of water, a
few cubic cei Wed, and the mercury
is shaken with its own volume of the s

1 ^"

appeared and the

By a strong current of water, a gray
8 washed away, and the process is re-
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peated if necessary. The accumulated mercury of five years of

the author's laboratory, some of which had been used to amalga-

mate sine* and was semi-solid, was completely purified in an after-

noon in this way. The loss is small, two kilograms of mercury,

ts with 100 c.c. of the acid solution,

heat in ir to I -"in and w ei-hinu:, lost only 10 grams.

—

Ber. Berl.

Chem'. Ges., xii, 204, Feb. 1879. G. F. b.

5. On Eikosylene, a hydrocarbon from the Paraffin of Brown
coal—Lippmann and Hawliczek have examined the chlor-deriva-

tives of paraffin from various sources, in order to determine the

molecular weight of these bodies. In the first place, the paraffin

of commerce was found uniformly to contain oxygen, from whirl)

it must be freed by repeated treatment with sodium in a sealed

tube heated to 250°. Thus purified the brown-coal paraffin had,

alter recrystaili/.ation from alcohol, a melting point of 37° C. To
produce the chloride it was at first treated with twice its weight

of phosphoric chloride diluted with carbon tetrachloride, and

heated in a sealed tube to 215°. But subsequently it was melted

in a balloon at 170°, and the phosphoric chloride ehi. 1 as r. quired

through a wide tube, in the necessary quantity. The residue of

the operation was liquid. After washing with water, it was sepa-

rated from the unacted-on paraffin by cooling to —15° C. and
ted in vacuo. An oily liquid was obtained in this way

which boiled at 225° to 230° and afforded on aualysis the formula

C
20
H

3J
C1, ha;•. .-.produced from the body CMH 40

C1,

by loss of HC1. Distillation at tb< decomposed
it further, C

ao
H

a
,Cl=CMHM+HCl. The hydrocarbon thus ob-

tained boiled at 314°—315°, and the authors propose for it the

name eikosylene. Its specific gravity is 0*8181, but its vapor den-

sity could not be determined, since it totally decomposed at 440°.

It acts like an olefine, combining actively with halogens, forming

a chloride C
OT
H

38
C1

2
and a corresponding" bromide. It belongs to

the acetylene series, bein
'

highest member. The €

mixed perhaps with others of higher boiling point, constitutes me
paraffin of brown coal, seems well established.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem.

Ges., xii, 69, Jan. 1879. G. F. b.

6. On the Transformation of Starch into Dextrose in the Cold.

—It is known that starch is slowly transformed into dextrose when
boiled for a long time with water. Riban has made some obser-

vations which seem to show that the same result may
in the cold, though much more gradually. A solution made by
boiling one part of finely divided starch in 100 of water saturated

with salt, and filtering, is imputrescible and may be preserved for

a long time. After a year the author's solution appeared less sen-

sitive to iodine, and after three or four vcars.it was not colored

by this reagent. It was neutral, limpid, contained no trace of any
;.-:.:!'•.-

browned by alkalies. Determined In, the copper ti st, every 100

cc. contained 0-1 1 1 gram dextrose; but using ferricyanide of potas-



i is not affected by dextrin, lOOc.c. contained 0*102 gram.
Hence a mixture of nine-tenths dextrose and on. -t<h! h dextrin was
formed from the starch. The solution, in a tube 200 mm. long ro-

tated to the right ; «D=-f-0-15°. The author calls attention to the
importance of this transformation of starch in the cold, without a
ferment, in the physiology of vegetable growth.

—

Bull. Boc. Ch.,

7. On the Structure-formulas of Aromatic Compounds.—The
present method of representing aromatic isomers is either graphic,
by the use of the letters p, m, or o, standing for para, meta or
ortho, or by using figure- t.. i-.-i.n-. m; the positions. Thus the
structure of the compound C

6
H

s
ClBrI may be represented by

or by C
6
H

3
ClBrI. Wroblevsky proposes a simpler mode of ex-

pressing the position of the replacing atoms, writing the formula
differently according as the two replacing atoms are symmetrically
or unsymmetrically arranged or occupy neighboring positions.

Thus, for example, the chlorine derivatives of benzene may be writ-

ten in this way so as to express all the facts in a much less space

:

Empirical. Symmetrical. Unsymmetrical. Neighboring.

C.HC1 CHC1HC1 C
6
H

3
C1HC1 C

6
H

3
C1

2
H

C
6
H,C1

8
CHC1HC1HC1 C

6
H

2
C1HC1

2
C

6
H

2
C1

8
H

C
6
H

2
C1

4
C

6
HC1

2
HC1

2
C

6
HC1HC1

3
C

e
HCl

4
H

So if the positions 1 , 2, 3, 4 in the benzene ring be filled by chlo-

rine, bromine, iodine and hydrogen, the formulas will be
I 1111, C

6
H

2
LClHBr, C

6
H

2
BrIHCl, C„H

2
ClBrIH,

C
f
H,BrClIII. etc. In the first of these formulas the CI is symmet-

rica with tlie I. is in the neighboring position with the Br, while

asymmetrically situated. So the naphtha

i I in the position 4 and CI in 6, may be wri

t C
6
HC1H

2
(C

4
IH

3)
or C

6
H

2
C1H(C

4
H

3
I).—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ga

> Feb.,
8. On the Phthalein of Orthocresol.—Feaude has ex-

production of Baeyer's phthaleins by producing the phthalein of

foO-.-C.H.-IgS
orthocresol C

6
H

4
-L

J
0rj 3

. For this purpose two parts

[co--cte,{oH,
cresol, three of phthalic oxide and two parts of stannic chloride

were heated together to 120° for 8 to 10 hours. The cresol un-
acted on was removed by a current of superheated steam, the

mass was dissolved in solution of soda, and precipitated by hydro-
phlorie :l <-i.l, this process being repeated once or twice. Solution
in alcohol, decolorization with bone black, and dilution with
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water, gave the phthalein in flesh-red crusts. The diacetyl, diben-

. m.ii dilit-nin derivatives are described, as also mouo-
orthobromcresol-] hthah in and its barium compound. By heating

cresol and phthalic oxide with sulphuric acid, methyloxyanthra-
quinone is produced; and this heated to 200° C. with excess of

potash yields methylalizarin. The phthalins, phthalidins and
phthalideins corresponding to the phthaleins of orthocresol are

described in the same memoir.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xii, 237,

Feb. 1879. G. P. b.

9. .Baryta and Strontia.—The fact that the compounds of

baryta and re in very different associations has

long been recognized by mineralogists, and in the December No. of

the Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., M. Dieulai'ait lias published an in-

teresting paper which offers a plana ; this differ-

ence of occurrence. In the first plan th nit nor c.-t a biished the fact

that both baryta and strontia are present in sensible quantities

in the u l>Up-ir> an t mi. ,- , ;.i. i i r .
-

:
-ks. He exam-

Loed t Ispai s from fifty-four d [also micas
in numerous associate specimens of granites in

mass, sixty of gneiss and many of syenite, and in all of these he dis-

covered not only lime but also strontia and baryta. From various

circumstances, but especially from the association of barite with
metallic sulphides in mineral veins it is ini.-rr._-. i that the alkaline

earths are dissolved from the rocks as sulphides, and the author
promises us in a future paper a discussion of the nature of the
sulphuretted solvent. It is next argued, from the known reaction
of the carbonic dioxide and oxygen of the atmosphere on a solu-

tion of stronth- and baric sulphides, that such a solution while
flowing off in contact with the air would deposit, in the first

place, the carbonates of these bases nearest to the source, and, sub-

sequently at a greater distance the sulphates, thus determining a
separation between the two groups of minerals. Again the sul-

phate of strontia, being more soluble than the -ulphate of baryta

—

and, according to the author, existing relativelv in much larger

baryta would be left behind. Lastly the strontium -reduced from
the condition of sulphate to sulphide by the organic matter in the

gypsum beds—and thus becoming q undergoes
the same reactions in contact with the air to which we have just

referred, giving rise first to an insoluble carbonate and a solution

of a polysulphide and then to a sulphate and free sulphur. Thus
are explained the facts that celestine is found almost always in beds
of gypsum and associated with crystals of sulphur. It is argued in

es of the occurrence of celestine

and barite at the present day differ so widely that this an
from the fact that the strontium compounds found in salt-beds are

in the second stage of their development, while the con
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compounds of baryta left in the veins of crystalline rocks are in

the first stage; and that in spite of all present differences of occur-
rence and association, the l.aryta and stronfia minerals may be
traced to the same origin in the old crystalline rocks of the earth's

11. The !nnnt : >i *
f > >u <f 'is<.< ',>/ I'll ;,' '".</, 'T<fex.—Profes-

sor E. Wiedemann continues Ids work upon the nature of spectra,
and shows t hat a gas having a temperature far below 100° C. can
ho illuminated i>\ .lociri.-ai discharge--. H\ m<-ans of a small
calorimeter, in connection with a peculiarly arranged exhaustion
tube, Professor Wiedemann was , lahlcl I .arrive it t! mount
of heat communicated to the gas under examination at different

pressures. The temperature of the iras in the beginning was in

she neighborhood of 2(r (J. and reached a maximum ot from So°-
90° by means of the discharges from a Ruhmkorf coil, even at

this temperature the gas U as •1; and the
temperatures of 62°-70° was not found to be the lowest at which
the gas was illuminated.

The illumination of the gas at such low temperatures is produced,
Professor Wiedemann thinks, by ai ing force of
the ox,-iHator\ movements of the ether envelopes. The electrical

discharge call- u rth this action i id ..- n lently of the increase of
molecular movement win tie increase of tempera-
ture.—Amuih n (lev J'f . 2, 1879, p. 298. J. T.

12. A new current interrupter.— Dr. F. Niemoller descrihes an

extremely simp!- and efficacious form of interrupter. To the mid-
dle of a wire stretched horizontally is attached a platinum point

The current is led over this wire, and a magnet over the half of

the wire th serves to main-

tain the vibrations of the wire. The number of vibrations can be
readily modified hy changing the length of the wire, and as high
a number as 1000 breaks in a second can be obtained. By pass-
ing a, i intermittent current over the wire it can he set in vibration

without the intervention of mechanical means. This happens
when the fundamental note of the string is in unison with the

pitch of the interrupter.— . inmden der Phytik and < 'htmie, No. 2,

1879, p. 302. J. T.

13. The dimensions of Molecules.—li. Ruhlmann, by means of

the formula

in which A rep bb of the molecules, o
v

the n
distance between the molecules and p the radius of their sphei

action, calculates the sum of the molecular sections. S:

Nd 3
z=i, if N represents the number of molecules in the uni

:. Joltb. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 101.—Ma
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According to Avo
under the same pre:

ber of molecules, the ratio of the sum of the s

the section ofthe molecules themselves. Bearing this ii; mind, one

-nice the mean accuracy of the numbers found can be
depended upon within eight per cent, in regarding, in the follow-

ing tables, the numbers found for tin two-atom molecules, with

the exception of chlorine, hydrogen mid hydrochlorine, as equal

among themselves, and the section of the hydrogen molecules as

one-half and that of chlorine as (wire as great, 'idle three-atom

molecules of C0
2 , of N

g
O, of H.O and of H

5
S have the same

molecular sections and stand, in relation to the large number of

two-atom gases as ;\ ;
-1 or as the number of atoms. To this law

S< >., is an exception, since its molecular section is the same as that

of chlorine. ILN audi IK i take a decided position. Possibly

OH
4
can be included with them, since the mean of these three

numbers is related to the molecular section of the two-atom
molecule nearly as 4 ; :>. One is also tempted to regard the molec-

ular sections of C ~H
4 , of KO

a
. of chlorine, and ClfC! as equal and

as double rhar of the two-atom molecule.
The following table includes the s Um of the molecular sections

of each gas in a cubic centimeter, expressed in square centimeters.

H
2

9100 approximately 9000 =1X9000

!0

2
f6900 " 18000 ^j

c6 So
"

!8ooo[= 2 x 9(lo»

NO 18700 " 18000 1

CO 26700 " 27000]

S
;:s :: SJS = 8X900°

BLS 28600 " 27000 JCH
4

21600 " 24000 )

H,N 23400 " 24000 [ = ft X 9000

HC1 24200 " 24000)
C

2
H, 31600 " 36000]

SO, 36700 " 36000 I . „ nnAA
CI, 36700 " 36000 ^

= 4 X9000

CH
3
C1 39300 " 36000 J

Professor Riihlmaun -also gives the following values of p.

For nitrogen molecule = 34-10" 9 cm.
For carbonic dioxide molecule = 16-10* 9 cm.
For hydrogen molecule = 41'10~ 9 cm.

At 0° and 760 mm. pressure a cubic centimeter holds nearly

100 trillions of gas molecules. Under these conditions the rnole-

-rhousandth part of the -pace

occupied by the gas. The absolute weight of a hydrogen mole-

cule is represented by l5'l(T* 3 q and, the >pecitic weight as 360.—
Bfiblatter An» <th,> <h,- p/njsik ><„<] t'htmie, 1879, No. 2, p. 57.



14. American (Jheuucal ,/<>„,,•,<>/; edited, with the aid of Chem-
;s at home and abroad, «>v h, , Ukmsex, Professor of Chemistry
the Johns Hopkins ['nivcrsity. Vol. i. No. 1, 76 pp. 8vo.

altimore, April, 1879.—The establishment of this AmericanBaltimore, Api ~fK . The e

Chemical .f >
•

of the country
for the editor, "iWe Kcii'i^,

learning i„ his , l

,c\gator. ^Thenu, Issued c

the best of other landis. Th. -u'<

Complex inorejR id., by Woi
J. W. Mallet; c•n Loe
are compound
method of deter : K1

Uion-i'i

Remsen and M. \\\ 11 The J,

month ; the subscript! on
J
)rice is

II. Geology and ;

1. Fossil Fo>YStS
<i

, Voice
Y.Uowstone /V ' J''

Oeol. and C-ieoQ Vol. ;

deposits (tufas,. :th." Yellow

Th
<' Mr. lb dim- s "deseri

-so-called Elements
i New Volumetric
ield ; on the Oxida-

Walia Whitn.,,;. .i/*w ,.;;./ /,,„.-, nhita,

ul new spe.-ies ,»i 77//,,. Fwshn,*, Dl<>.

;dings of the American Philosophical

it, collected by Mr. I. F. Mansfield at

-like wav. The whined nut or fruit is

fi broad; and broadly obtuse and entire

rding to Mr. Lesquereux, that the Cor-
'ycads, or rather art an antecedent type
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3. Annual Report of the Wisconsin Geological Survey, for the

year 1878; by T. C. Chambeklin, Chief Geologist. 52 pp. 8vo.

Madison, Wis., 1879. :—This Report contains observations on the

recent glacial drift of the Alps, and on the bearing of the facts on

Wisconsin surface geology, by Professor Chamberlin.
4. The Woodland Caribou or Reindeer {Ranyifer Caribou)

fr<>m the Loess of Iowa.—Dr. Leidy announces I hi' discovery by
Professor Witter, in the loess of Mus< a: inc. [own. o! fragments oi

the upper and lower jaws and some other bones of this species.

From the same locality Professor Witter collected the shells

fl'li.i' xtriatiiht. II. fulva, H. pulchella, H. lineata, Pupa mus-
corum, P. Jihi,i''i. /'. ;<;,,:/!<., >.'/.-/,» a ,,}.':,j.,,1, N <)i'ti?ti. L,„i-

iwji puni'd'i*? atxl IIdie',„a oo-nlto.— Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

P/iilad., 1S79, p. 32.

5. Amber and . ispludtum from i Incenttovn, Xeic- Jersey.—Mr.
E. Goldsmith reports these minerals from the Ash Marl of the

( dvtaeeous, a layer al><>\ c the Green-sand. The mass of asphaltum
weighed 100 pounds. The amber is stated to be related to the

variety of succinite railed Ivruntzitv by C. Uergemann. Unlike
ordinary amber its specific gravity is less than 1, and it fuses to

a mobile liquid. This amber is 'oi occasional occurrence in the
New Jersey Cretaceous; "sometimes hundreds of tons may be
looked over without finding a single piece; and at other times

enough has been found to Ml a barrel within a day."—Ibid,
6. Guide* for .sV-,,„ , -'/; /,/,:„,/. -

I hi- is the title of a few
primers, published by the Boston Natural History Society, and
meant to supplement and enforce lectures given by members
of that Society to Teachers of the Public Schools of Boston.
These teachers are all required to give to their pupils a certain

number of object lectures. But who -hail tcac >' teachers, and
wherewithal shall they be taught? Well, a few pubiic-spirited

ladies >uppli :

; • materia means for a free course of instruction
to five or six hundred teachers, and two or three individuals con-

tributed their knowledge and experience, and carried into execu-
tion an admirable plan. The substance of the lessons of this

course, given by Mr. Hyatt and Professor Goodale, is exhibited
and preserve! in ; hese primers. The plan was to speak of noth-
ing which was not shown, and not only shown but placed in the

hands of the auditors. And this not by specimens passed round.

^tid so reaching most of the pupils after the discourse had passed

suite of the objects leetured on, to exumiii it tin m unent and to

take home for farther examination and review.
The first lesson, by Mr. Hyatt, is About Pebbl *. A tray placed

before each pupil holds a small quantity of tre-h-broken rock, a

weathered piece with worn angles, a complete and rounded peb-

ble, a spoonful of --ravel and another of sand. With these, and
with reference to what- every one remembers to have seen on
shores and beaches, in quarries and stone-yards, and along brooks
and roadsides, the lesson proceeds, and tin elemental facts are
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ught rather by questions asked and by observations incite.

I

The second primer contains the substance and displays the
ethod of Professor Goodale's course of lessons "Co/ioer>un</ u
he (.'oniiiion Plants." For the first lesson, on a seedling, each
' the five hundred auditors, supposed normally to represent a
lild-pupil, had before him a bean freshly soaked, another the
(routing of which in germination had barely commenced, a
lird with o-ermination moiv advanced, a fourth which had de-
doped not only a root below, but the first two leaves above the

lestions, every one of which mu<t he answered by an examina-
3ii of these objects. The second lesson compares two seedlings,

z. the pea with the bean; the third compares still other and
fferent seedlings ; and by this time the pupils have made out
ie leading facts and ideas of vegetable morphology as it were
r themselves. This knowledge is extended in a similar way, and

Y the comparison of various leafy shoots, to the consideration
" how the parts of plants help one another." Later these

• .Ting by divers in the Mediterranean and the Gulf of

7. Function of the Sterile Filament <>f Pe«Ut>-mon.—Dr. Leo
Errera, in Belgium, has been investigating two allied Mexican
species, viz. jtntxtemon tjent'niKuhhs and P. Hartwegi, with
their varieties, now common in cultivation. Noting the fact

that the sterile filament, which belongs to the upper side of the

,'«.lwin of unwelcome insec

„.,,f r .• rh iwer. Th.e size of the corolla and dis-

such ti,a t only large insects

\-\. lid the whole ca

smaller

rendering excluded from the
ie base of the tube. Professor Kerner,
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who of late has especially studied the arrangements in flowers for

iii" exclusion of unhidden guests, as he terms them, appears to

have anticipated this conclusion in respect to Pentstemon. While
making obst \ ti< i - •« mi tin t, forms of these two species which

were in cultivation at Hrussels, Dr. r'rrora was surprised to find

that only one ofthem was frciv visited l»y hymenopterous insects:

this was a form of P. Hm-twegi, with mauve-colored corolla. The
others, though occasiouady tried, were, on the whole, neglected

;

: '.:< :<:

upon the abundance or quality of the nectar, nor upon the per-

fume, nor upon the color of the corolla, except by a &
as to the latter; but in the fact, that in ali Imt the mauve-colored

form, the curvature of the sterile filament, which obstructed

fuil In r i.T.i '. r e< , w: ! hat the tongue of these

insects could not reach the nectar at the bottom of the tube. A
dirti ;• n :e of a millimeter or two in the curvature of the sterile

filament or the length of the tube below, determined whether or

Belgin

7th v«

uk, ou wwm6 jLwyuio ua juuuxiitqut. </r Hehjiqitr, February, 1879,

is preceded by a very detailed dissertation on the structure and
fecundation of flowers in general, bv himself and M. Gustave

taken from Darwin—" Who*>ver is led to believe that spt>cies are

mutable, will do good servi ce by conscientiously expressing his

conviction." The authors hiive expressed theirs, and the
j

,n.und>
of it, with great fullness.

8. /term .)ryc<;h>a',(pif, is

to the study of Fniif/i, unde
the title of a new periodical.

r the editorship of M. Roume
Toulouse, published at that .

number, of 44 pages. sVo . is^

,-itv and at Paris ( Hailliere)

;

ute'd in January last. Price 1

a year. The leading article

light of the recent invest

i

-a tions"of Dr. Minks, continue,

'

Mueller of Geneva, Half .i.»f this first fasciculus is dm
notices of recent publicatio

editor takes notice of Professor Hitchcock's recent propo:

the microscopists in the commention at Indianapolis, to a(lopt the

t
a
¥ of a millimeter as the micrometric unit, and regret

account of the adoption, sev eral vears asco, in Europe (upon the

cyden) of the^ of a mi
(denoted bv the Greek u) a'. the micrometric unit.

St. JV*W* Native Flou'er# and Fer»s of the Fnltfil States,

illustrated by chromolithogiaphs of Praim ,V Co.—The i

otice, is now before us. The
?s very favorably with the finit. The

drawings are better; rite col .. -printing at least as good; and the

v.m*. r r . ,:-,,.,! remarks. Such plat -' as thos • ot I'/'xi.^ohi*

//,-;./»-

i

[>/',;nocatus polycephalus, even sa tisfy the
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fastidious. Perhaps we should ha\ e added (iaillardia amblyodoi
to the list, if we had not placid by the side of it Sprague's'figur<
in the Chloris Bor.-Am., which belongs to some of this artist'i

early work. We could wish thai Meadow Beauty {Rh>
wrtunity t<

directly <

which we hope that the success of the enterprise
iprowmeiit in the drawings.

10. Observation* on S,,rer„l For,,,* of Sonroieani,
B. Hixe, B.S.—This is a thesis, submitted for

B.S., at Cornell University, and the pamphlet is

terlv Mk-ro-copic .

'
' s, drawn I

press (20 pages) give a

very favorable impression of the author's ability, judgment, and

give new specific names to forms of which tin ,-exual reproduction
is not made out, notwithstanding their apparent difference from

another case upon a new point of structure which he observed, but

. this tistinction. Aj

tion to introduce new name.- which may be needless, and therefore

ing, is a hopeful sign. a. g.

11. A Popular California Flora, or Manual <f Botany for
lit da > rs ; by Volnet Rattan, Teacher of Natural Sciences i

School, San Francisco. (S. Franci

schools of California have long 1

aid like tins b\ which they may study the flowers which abound
around them, and whi v the whole face of the

country. Thi- ln.uk. ot |o:t pages, in the'l'orm of " How Plants

Grow," is the first and a laudable attempt to supply a pressing

want. It is a first part only. in. -Mid- _ i i> f'oiypetaia andCaino-
petalae, and a second part will complete the work. It is very well

compiled from the Botanv of California and the Synoptical Flora
of North America; and it is restricted to the plants of the San

Francisco region, extendi nu nortl to Alt d< ino County, south to

Monterey, aiid west to the foot-hills of the Sierra Nevada. The
and Compositw are omitted because " too difhVnit for

beginners." In a second edition these might be added, and rend-

as ea-\ as the rest, with a skillful popular presentation,

for which we could give the worthy author some hints. a. g.

12. Halosplu,>ra, 'tine ,,eae (iattuuy yrilner A lye,, aus dent

Mitt. hn.fr : b\ Dr. Fr. S.-iimitz.—Tin present paper, taken from
the first volume of Mittheil. aus ovv Zoologischen Station at

N'aples, gives an account of a minute floating Alga, which is

common in the Bay of Naples from January to April, and is vul-

garly known as "punti verdi." l'elagie Alga' are little known,
and the present species offers several

;

oi h ;- ol interest. It occurs
in the form of isolated spherical ,-!!- whi -n tl.mi ..n the open sea,

the oell-contenta

divide into very numerous daughter-cells which produce zoospores



latter are of an unusual form, being
long cilia attached to the base instead of

The development of the zoospores is

j may mention a second paper by the same
author on The Green Algae of the Bay of Athens. He considers

the little known Acrocladus mediterraneus of Naegeli to be
tin-rely a peculiar condition of the common Cladophora pelhtcida

<>f Kiii zing, and not the young of Aretabuh<r>a, as was supposed
by Zanardini. He describes two new specie- of s;phonod<i,hi.^ a

genus midway between Valonia and Cladophora, resembling tin-

latter in ramification but differing from it in tlie transverse cell-

walls not being complete, but only partial as in Valonia. At the

end of the paper are some remarks on the relations of different

genera of green Alga\ which constitutt the Siphunodadiacecb.

13. Dr. W. G. Farlow, for the past five years Assistant Profes-

sor of Botany at the Bussey Institution, llar\ard L'niversity, has
been appointed Professor of Cryptogamic Botany in the Univer-

- worship in t'ei's important ami
difficult department established in this country. The laboratory
for instruction and research in the lower Crvptogamia is now
established at Cambridge.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Intra-Merciirial Planet.—Careful search was made at the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, and other places for the transit

of the supposed intra-Mercurial planet over the Sun. which.

according to an orbit calculated by Dr. Oppolzer, of Vienna,

might lake' place in the morning of the 19th of March last.

Nothing, however, was seen of it—a result which cannot surprise

those accustomed to astronomical ob -ervations, and able to appre-

ciate the great uncertainty of the data on which the calculation*

were founded, several of the observations (among which we, for

our part at least, must include the famous one bv the Orgeres

physician, M. Lescarbault, in 1859) being probably of some spot

on the Sun or else altogether apocryphal. With' regard to the

objects seen during the total solar eclipse last July, Dr. Oppolzer's

orbit did not take in either of them. -.\t.he,,<t nm\ April 12.

2. Geological Society ofLondon.—At the recent annual meeting
of the Geological Society, the Wollaston gold medal was awarded
to Professor Bernard Studer, "the father of Swiss geology;" the

Murchison medal to Professor M'Cov, of Melbourne; the Lyell

nn-dal to l'r..hs>or K. Il.'bert, of Paris; the Bigsby medal to Pro-

fessor E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia; the balance ni the VVo!la>toii

Donation Fund to Mr. Samuel Allport ; the proceeds of the Mur-

chison theological Fun. I to Mr. J. W. Kirkby ; a moiety of the

balance of the proceeds of the Lyell Fund to Professor Alleyne

Nicholson, and the other moiety to Dr. Henry Woodward, F.H.S.

— Xature, March 13.
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3. Geological Survey of the Territories <>f the United states.—
The plan proposed by the Committee of the National Academy
of Sciences fi.r the scientific surveys of the United States Terri-
tories (this Journal, January, 1879, p. 78), was accepted by Con-
gress, just at the close of the last Session. (.March nth), so far as
it relates to the Geological Survey. The position of Director of
rheSurw \ ha- 1-eeii u i\. n 1 < Mr. Cl.i,-. n,-.- Kio-. who has recently
l»rou--ht the Survey of tin tntli Parallel to a siicce—ful completion.
Congress has also appropriated a sum of ! went.y thousand'dolhrs
for the final completion of each of tli thre< Sum v>, which have
been carried on up to this time under Lieut. Wheeler, Dr. F. V.
Haydeu, and Major Powell.

4. Gold Medal of the Astronomical So'-iety.—The Council of
the Royal Astronomical Society of Kngland has awarded the gold
medal of the society for this year to Professor Asaph Hall of
Washington. In the address of the President, Lord Lindsay, on

the medal..! detailed statement is made of Professor
Hall's many and valuable contributions to astrouomical science,
with special reference to the most important of these : the discov-

ery of the satellites of the planet Mars.
5. Paris Academy of sciences.—-The '• Serres

1-
Prize for 1878

has been awarded by the Academy of Sciences, for the best work
in embryology, to Alexander Agassiz, of Cambridge. This is

the first time the prize has been given. The value of the prize is

Prof. J. Lawrence Smith has recently been elected a Correspond-
in- Member of the Academv. in the placo of Sir Charles Lvell.

6. Memoirs of t/t- !/>/.« •>„, ,f i ;,„,.. ,.rative Zoology. —The
first part of No.' I, vol. vi, of the .Memoirs of the .Museum of Com-
parative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass., has just been published.
It contains a portion j-j-s.-s pp.) or a work on the Auriferous Gravels
<>t' the Sierra Xoxada of California, by Professor J. D. Whitney.

months.
• Eclipse, July

ude at Fort War

will be given in another number.

Frank Howe Bradley died, from the falling of a bank in a
'-o>hl mine, nea \"ae Pee, Georgia, on the L'Tth ot March. Mr.
Bradley was born at New Haven, Connecticut, on the 20th of

September, 1838. He was graduated at Yale in 1863, and after-

ward pursued -p (

;

i

! st t.li< - in natural science in connection with
r. his tastes had led

•din to the study of geology, and in 1857, before he had passed
his nineteen l.v his discoveries at Keesevill.

added a new trilobite to the known fauna of the New York Pots-
dam sandstone, which till then had afforded no animal remains
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but Lingular and Scolithi; and had proved by imperfec
the existence also of Crinoids and Pleurotomariae in the same Deas.
This discovery was announced that year at the meeting of the
American Association at Montreal, and made the subject of an
article in this Journal in 1860. After his graduation at Yale, much
of his time was spent in the field making collections of fossils, ami,
for more than a year, at Panama and its vicinity where lie obtained
large collections of corals and other specimens in zoology, partly
for the Yale Zoological Museum. During the year 1867 he was
assistant geologist in the survey of Illinois, and, in I sect, in that
"! Indiaini. The Indiana report for that year contains a valuable
chapter by him, rivaling 'specially of the Vermilion Count v Car-
boniferous rocks. Two species of land snails from these' rocks
were described by him in this Journal, in 1S72. During the sum-

;
; year he was assistant geologist in the geological survev

of the T< rrirories under Dr. F. V. Hayden, and among his impor-
tant r sul - .v <ci forth in his excellent report, there is the identi-
fication by fossils of the Quebec group in Idaho, and also at the
,,:i -

V'
;

!'.'
X

'
''"

'

: :

'

(, '"» range. During the years 1869 to 1875,
Mr. Bradley was Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in the Uni-
versity or Tennessee; and while there he made a detailed section
1,1 tl:i ' ""Altered

1
,. ms and the continuation

••' rl b ds m en <t dline rocks on the east; and the results of his
careful work are embodie 1 in a communication to this Journal in

1876 "on the Silurian age of the Southern Appalachians." During
the same year he prepared, and in 18 76 published, a valuable,

: i cal map of the United States
Professor Bra di ex !ef: his position ai Kn.,*vi!!e in I s 7 o, with the

hope ot so addmg to his resources, that he might be able to pur-
sue [„s_ favorite scieu-e untrammeled l. v outside obligations; and
it was in la I.

; _ ,„,, i, (
.lore his expectations had

been realized, that he met with his untimely death.
Professor Bradley was a man of profound zeal for science, of exact-

ness in obsen ation. of great energy, and of independent judgment
and purpose. His tall, straight figure, neatly dressed, but after a

toted by his Work and not by prevalent modes, ex-
hibited lus independenc of charaeter no less than his stron-dv
drawn p lysiognomy. His lines of action were laid down bv his
sense of what u as ,-jght and just, and once fixed, even if bearing
;uny on the position of a <-oni!na in a proof sheet, 'here was no swerv-
ing. Ileeven contemned any accommodation to circumstances in
order to avoid friction, and met with more of this than he need
tunc encountered. But he was a man of real kindness of heart, of
warm friendships, and of great uprightness.

Professor Bradlev »-:,- n rried t , Miss si, rah M Holies of New

London,
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To the traveler crossing the Great Basin by the line of the
Pacific Railroad the country will appear almost as destitute of

trees as the great plateau over which he has passed in approach-
ing the Rocky Mountains from the east. This first impres-
sion will disappear, however, should he penetrate farther south,

and ascend some of the low mountain ranges, which, with a
general north-and-south trend, everywhere cut up this elevated
interior region into long, narrow valleys. As compared with
our Atlantic forests, or those still nobler ones which, farther
to the west, owe their existence to the influence of the Pacific,

the forests which clothe, with a scanty and stunted vegetation,

the mountain slopes of Nevada are miserably poor in extent,

veness, and especially in the number of species of

which they are composed. Actually they are of immense
value. For scanty as they are, they regulate and protect the
rare and uncertain streams on which the agriculture of

Nevada depends, and furnish a large population with fuel

and lumber; a population, too, which, while consuming and
wasting enormously its forests in vast mining operations, is

v cut off, by its isolation and the cost of transporta-

tion, from outside supply.

A hurried journey made in Septemper last, undertaken for

the purpose of studying in situ the trees of the " Great Basin,"
and of introducing into cultivation some of the peculiar plants
of that region, took me to the great mining center of Eureka,
and then through Dry and Fish-spring valleys seventy-five

miles further southwest into the Monitor Range, to the point
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 102,-Junb, 1879.
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where its highest peak, "Table Mountain," reaches an eleva-

tion of 11,200 feet, and offered an excellent opportunity to

examine the timber supply of that central portion of Nevada.

The forests of this portion of the State are composed of but

seven species. Of these, two, the Eed Cedar {Juniperus Yir-

giniana L.) and the Aspen (Populus tremidoides Michx.)

extend across the Continent; two, Pinus Baljouriana Murr.

and Pinus flexilis James, extend along the mountain ranges

from the Rocky Mts. of Colorado to Mt. Shasta in California

;

two, Pinus monophylla Torr. and Juniperus Californira Car-

riere, var. Utahensis Engelm. are endemic to the "Great Basin ;"

while Cercocarpus ledifolius Nutt., although occurring as a

shrub both in the Eocky Mts. and in California, only here

becomes a valuable tree.

Neither the Red Cedar nor the Aspen needs be considered

here. A single small plant of the former was noticed ; and it

ia evidently so rare throughout this region that it adds but

little to the value of its forests. The Aspen borders all the

mountain streams above 8,000 feet elevation, but, rarely sur-

passing fifteen feet in height and a few in

practically without value for its products. Further east in the

Wahsatch Mts. this species is sometimes seen with stems two
feet through

; and it is largely used by the Mormons, who
consider it valuable for flooring, turnery, etc.

Juniper us Calfufm'oi, \ ;u\ /'.•/•'.,.-.'.'.
is the most common,

and the most widely distributed of the trees of this region.

It is found at lower elevations than any other tree, and alone

descends into the valleys, where, at an elevation of 5,000 feet,

it is often abundant, but less so than on the mountain sides,

over which it spreads up to 8,000 feet elevation. It is a low,

bushy tree, branching from the ground, with a stout trunk

which rarely exceeds two feet in diameter ; short and very

stout branchlets, and thick shreddy bark. The wood, which
is moderately hard, pale colored, and slightly aromatic, fur-

nishes the common and cheapest fuel both for domestic use and
for generating steam on the railroads and at the mines. The
typical Juniperus California belongs to the California Coast

Range, and the variety extends over the whole of the southern

portion of the "Great Basin." In fruit this species will be

iv.
i lik d - f

, ignished by its dry one-seeded berry, the great

thickness of the stony coating of the seeds; and from all other

Junipers (as pointed out by Dr. Engelmann) by its 4-6-coty-

ledonous embryo. Without fruit it may be easily confounded

took., which species, however, has

not been detected in Central Nevada. Like all the trees of the

" Great Basir
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one hundred and five annual layers of growth, or an annual
average increase of nearly t

*

M of an inch.

Growing with this Juniper, above 6,000 feet elevation, and
extending rather higher up the mountains, is Pinus monophylla
Torr., the "Nut Pine" of Nevada and eastern California ; bat
not to be confounded with an allied species, also bearing edible
scvd.s I 'mas <,] ui /.s Engelm., found from Colorado to New Mex-
ico and Arizona Pinus monophylla is a small tree, ten to twenty
feet high, with reddish scaly bark, and is

from other North American Pines by it-

terete leaves (v< i ;. r: rely in pairs, and then semi-cyi

- monophylla does not
essentially differ from the Juniper with which it is associated

;

a specimen that I have examined, from the locality which fur-

nished the specimen of Juniper referred to above, is five and
one-half inches in diameter and shows one hundred and thirteen

annual layers of growth. The immense crops of large and deli-

cately flavored seeds produced by this tree supply, as is well

known, to the Indian tribes of the Great Basin their most impor-
tant article of food. The value of this crop, and the excellent

quality of the wood for charcoal, make this tree, in a mining
region entirely destitute of coal, its most valuable vegetable

>n. The introduction of Pinus monophylla into the

South of Europe as a subject for forest planting is worthy of

consideration ; it might flourish there on those dry and
exposed hill sides which have been found so difficult to satis-

fiact trily recover with any European tree. Its strictly pyram-
idal habit while young—a habit which it entirely loses with

age—and the pleasing glaucous tints of its foliage commend
this species to the lovers of ornamental conifers.

Pinus Balfouriana* was only met with on Prospect Mountain,

near Eureka, at an elevation of 7,500 feet, to the summit, 8,000

feet. Formerly the whole summit of this mountain was very

generally covered with this species, but with few exceptions

the trees have all been cut to supply the mines with t:

for which purpose the strong and very close-grained, tough

wood of this species is preferred to that of any other Nevada
tree. The specimens seen were fifteen to thirty feet high, with

trunks often two feet in diameter, pyramid 1 in outline, their

lower branches still remaining; so that at a little distance they
tui-hr i-eudih h mist ken foi - m es. T kirk like the

wood is reddish in color, very thick and deeply furrowed
; that

-
.

.. '

:
- . :

... . '-' -v. -
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of the brandies smooth and quite white. The short, falcate,

i foot

ispe-

aliarity has suggested to the lumbermen of the region the

name of " Fox Tail Pine" for this species. Pinus Baljouriana,

should it be found to retain in cultivation the peculiarities

which characterize it on tbe mountains of Nevada, will be one
of the most striking and interesting of the genus for orna-

mental planting.

Pinus flexilis, the Nevada representative of the Eastern White
and the California Sugar Pine, is the largest and the most valu-

able timber tree of the central portion of the "Great Basin."

I found large tracts of it on the Monitor Eange, from 8,000 up
to 10,000 feet elevation ; and further to the northeast it gives

their names to "White Pine" District, "White Pine" Eange,
etc. On the Monitor Eange specimens fifty to sixty feet high,

and from two-feet six to four feet in diameter were not infre-

quent, the trees gradually becoming smaller as the elevation

increased, until at 10,000 feet they were little more than pros-

trate bushes a foot or two high. The fact that the finest speci-

mens were found on the banks of the mountain streams, associa-

ted with Populus tremuloides, indicates that this species is more
dependant on moisture than the other Nevada Conifers. It is

the only tree of this region which is sawed into lumber. The
wood is soft, white, and, although not free from knots, is of fair

quality, and about intermediate between Eastern white pine
and sugar pine.

Cercocarpus ledifolius, with Populus tremuloides, tbe only non-
coniferous tree of this region, here attains its largest size and
greatest age. It is common at 6,000 to 8,000 feet elevation,

and next to the Juniper and the Nut Pine is the most common
of Central Nevada trees. It is a small tree, ten to thirty feet

high, with small evergreen leaves and brown scaly bark, in

habit and general appearance not unlike a stunted apple tree.

The wood of this tree, which is of a bright mahogany color

and susceptible of a beautiful polish, is exceedingly hard,

heavy and close-graiued, but very brittle, and so liable to "heart
shake" and difficult to work as to be useless in the arts. It is,

however, sometimes employed for the bearings of machinery,
where it is found to wear as well as metal ; but it is as fuel

that " Mountain Mahogany" (the name by which, owing to the

color of its wood, Cercocarpus is universally known) has no
North American equal. We are in the habit of considering
that our Eastern Hickories produce the best fuel. The specific

gravity of dry hickory is but -b^. while that of Cercocarpus is

1-117, so that, weight being the best test, as fuel it is worth 30
per cent, more than hickory. The amount of ash, too, left after
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burning Cercocarpus is only T
5
S% of 1 per cent of the dry wood

consumed, while that of hickory is Ty5 of 1 per cent, three-

tenths per cent more. Cercocarpus is probably the only North
American wood which is heavier than water; and among the
tropical woods employed in the arts and described by Lastett,

but six equal or surpass it, the most conspicuous being the
West Indian Lignum Vitse (Guaicum) with a specific gravity
of 1-243. As was to be expected, the growth of C
was found to be exceedingly slow. An examination of several
specimens from one to two hundred years old shows an average
annual increase of wood only one-sixtieth of an inch in thick-
ness. The largest specimen of this tree was seen on Prospect
Mountain Hear Eureka, in New York Canon, at an elevation of
7,000 feet. It was a low, much branched tree, about tw
high with a trunk rising six feet to the first branches. At' three
feet from the ground it had a girth of seven feet and five inches.

If we suppose that its average growth had been as rapid as

that of the younger specimens examined, this tree would have
been 890 years old. It was probably much older. The rate of

growth of trees is, after a certain age, in inverse ratio to their

age ; and it is perhaps permissible to suppose that the seed
which produced this little tree had already germinated when
the oldest living Sequoia on the Continent was still a vigorous
sapling with its bi-centenn ill before it.

Two shrubby plants of this region may be mentioned, which,
from their beauty, are especially worthy of introduction to cul-

tivation,

—

Cowania Mexicana Don., a large Rosaceous shrub,

nearly allied to Cercocarpus, with elegant pinnatifidly-lobed

leaves and large and very abundant yellow flowers; and a

large shrubby Spiraea, & Millefolium Torn, with the foliage

of Charncebatia, but a larger and more striking plant, and
perhaps the most elegant of the genus.

It will have been seen that the forests of Nevada, consisting

of a few species adapted to struggle with adverse conditions of
soil and climate, are of immense age, and that the dwarfed and
scattered individuals which compose them reach maturity only
after centuries of exceedingly slow growth. On this account,

and because, if once destroyed, the want of moisture will for-

ever prevent their restoration, either naturally or by the hand
of man, public attention should be turned to the importance of

preserving, before it is too late, some portions of these forests.

Large areas of forest-covered mountain ranges are still held by
the General Government; and in view of the vast importance
of their remaining wooded to serve as reservoirs of moisture,

on the existence of which the future of this region must de-

pend, it would seem wise and not perhaps altogether impracti-

cable, to check, or at least to regulate, the terri'
'
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forest, which follows, both on public and private domain, every

new discovery of the precious metals.

A comparison of the arborescent vegetation of Nevada with

that of the region lying directly east and west of the "Great

Basin " may be interesting. Such a comparison will serve to

more clearly demonstrate the remarkable poverty of the Ne-

vada forests. It will afford, too, another illustration of the

relation of moisture to forest disl with refer-

ence to the multiplication of species, which will be found to

increase or diminish as the rain-fall is more or less abundant

and more or less equally distributed.

In the territory between the 41st and 37th parallels of lati-

tude, and extending from the eastern base of the Eocky Mts.

to the foot of the western slope of the Sierra Nevada are three

distinct belts of arborescent vegetation.* Beginning at the east

there is : 1. The Eocky Mountain Eegion including, besides the

main range, the Uinta and the Wahsatch, and embracing Colo-

rado and the eastern half of Utah ; 2. The Nevada Eegion, ex-

tending from the western base of the Wahsatch, to the eastern

base of the Sierra Nevada, and embracing the western half of

Utah and the whole of Nevada with the exception of the ex-

treme northern and southern portions of the State ; 3. The Sierra

Nevada Eegion.
In the Eocky Mountain Eegion, to which in spite of its mid-

continental position considerable moisture is attracted by the

nigh peaks which everywhere dominate it, there are twenty -five

trees and forty-eight shrubs, in all seventy-three species. In

the Nevada Eegion, where, owing to its isolated position be-

tween high mountain ranges, the rain-fall is small and very un-

equally distributed, the number of species is reduced nearly

one-half,—to thirty-eight; ten trees and twenty-eight shrubs.

In the Sierra Nevada Eegion, to which the Pacific contributes

a lariio although unequally distributed, snow and rain fall, the

number of species is increased to eighty-nine; of these thirty-

five are trees,f or three and a half times more than occur

in the adjoining Nevada Eegion. and a third more than are

found in the Eocky Mountain Eegion ; and fifty-four are shrubs,

or double the number of the Nevada Eegion/
The following table shows the arborescent % and frutescent

species, so far as they are now known, which occur in these three

Eegion s.

s designated by a *.
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"

1

Rom blanda, van

Pvrus sarnbucifolia.
Cratcegus rivularis?

Spirosa discolor,\aT.dumos>

Neillia opulifolia.

Bubtts Nutkanus.

Bom Californica.

Meteromeles arbntifolia.

Byrun MimbuflfoHu.

Philadelpkus Lewisii.

Carpenteria Californica.

m>,,»hl,t,t„th,n, l .

/:.- • i/.
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TfceBo^Mt.Betfon. Tne Nevada Region. TneSierraNevada Region.

.
,./,lthwsum.

Shepherdia Canadensis. Shepherdia Canadensis.
Shepherdia argentea.

rotundifolia.
Moeagnus argentea.

Sarcobatus vermiculatus
Atriplex confertifolia.

Quercus lobata* [com.

vaccinifdium.

-iflora*

?i£€E£" [fornica.

Alnus incana. Al^uTh^ana
06̂ '

Alnus >;r»n*'.

Salix longifolia.

Alnus rhmibifolia.

Salix, species.

Populus balsamifera, var.
'stijolia*

;:HS

^^^d^ifZl Ephedra trifurca.

Pinus contorta *

PinusflexUis*
Pinus nwnophylla*
Pinus flexilis*

Pinus ponderosa, var. Jef-

Pinus Balfouriana* Pinus Balfouriana*
ptZts^MnlanT**'*

m» '(Abies Men-
Picea Engelmanni*

Pinus Lambertiana*

Flora).*

ifrS^SC** Abks coneolor*

Pieudotmga Douglasii* Douglasii*

umperus occidentalism *
Juniperus Califo

Juniperus occidentalis*

Juniperus Virginiana* Juniperus Virginiana*

liErees. IsStr ECS..
JSStr*

8 ' 38 shrubs.

MsE".'"*"'
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The following species, fourteen in number, are cor

the three Eegions:
Acer glabrum. Ribes aureum.

Cercocarpus ledifolius. Populus tremuloides.

Amelanchier alnifolia. Pinus flexilis.

Ribes cereum. Pinus Saifouricma.

The following species, twelve in number, are, in addition
those named above, common to the Rocky Mt and Sierra 1

vada Regions

:

Rhamnus r Alnus incana.

Neillia oj Pinus contorta.

All the species of the Nevada Region extend into the Roc
Mt. Region with the exception of the following ten species:

Juniperus Californica, var.

: is the only species (with possibly the two
willows) of the Nevada Region, which, in addition to the four-

teen species common to the three Regions, extends into the

Sierra Nevada, So that fifteen species of the Nevada Region
reach the Sierra Nevada Region, while twenty-eight species ex-

tend into the Rocky Mountain Region, leaving but ten species

peculiar to the Nevada Region. Of these Fraxinus anomala
and Shepherdia rotundifolia are endemic ; the other eight spe-

The following genera common to the Sierra Nevada and At-
lantic Forests, have no representatives in the mid-continental

GoJycanthus. Leucothoe. Tsuga.

dSsculus. Rhododendron. Torreya.

Cercis. Styrax.

Cephalanthus. Myrica.

The following genera of the Sierra Nevada Region have no
Eastern representatives:

Fremontia. Garrya. Castanopsis.

The absence of arborescent and frutescent Leguminosm from
the three Regions, where herbaceous genera of this order are
so largely represented, is remarkable, especially as they abound
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farther south in New Mexico and Arizona. In the Rocky Mt.

Region there is a single representative of this order, a Robinia

nearly allied to those of the Eastern States ; in the Nevada
Eegion there is not a single frutescent Leguminosa, and in the

Sierra Nevada but one species, a large shrubby Cercis. On the

contrary the number of genera of frutescent Rosacea?, many of

them endemic and monotypic, is very large in proportion to

other Angiospermoz. In the Rocky Mt. Region there are thir-

teen genera with nineteen species; in the Nevad.
seven genera with ten species ; in the Sierra Nevada Region

eleven genera with thirteen species; in all, fourteen genera

with twenty-eight species. In all the United States east of

the Mississippi River there are but ten woody Rosaceous genera,

all represented in our three Regions with the exception of the

Southern Chrysobalanus and Nevivsia.

The comparison of these three Regions with reference to the

distribution of the oaks will show how dependent these are on
moisture. Oaks abound in both the Atlantic and Pacific for-

ests, while in the Rocky Mt. Region there is but a single, e:

ceedingly polymorphous species, which does not reach the N
vada Region, where no oak is known ; nor has this genus, i

far as I know, any foot- hold on the dry eastern slope of

Sierra Nevada. A few insignificant species extend, however,
along the mountains of Arizona and New Mexico, where the

tion of moisture is more regularly distributed than far-

ther north, and serve to connect the oaks of the Pacific with

those of the Atlantic forests.

The absence of Pinus ponderosa from the Nevada Region is

remarkable. This species abounds in all the Rocky Mt. Re-
gion, and extends through New Mexico and Arizona to the

Sierra Nevada, where, on the dry eastern slope, it constitutes

in some of its forms fully three-quarters of the forests. It

might, therefore be naturally looked for on some of the higher

mountains of Central Nevada, where, however, it has not yet

Pseudotsuga Douglasii, which also abounds in the Rocky Mt.

Region, and on the higher mountains of New Mexico and Ari-

zona, does not enter the Nevada Region. This is less remark-

able, perhaps, than the absence of Pinus ponderosa, as this tree

does not appear, in any numbers at least, on the eastern slope

of the Sierras, and only reaches its noblest development in the

humid climate of the northwest coast.

Juniperus Virginiana, the most widely distributed of North
American trees, ranges from the Saint Lawrence River to Flor-

ida, and from the Atlantic to the Northern Pacific. It does not,

however, enter the Sierra Nevada Region, and is extremely
rare in Nevada.
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ART. LIY. — On EihyVdenamiue Silver Sulphate; by W. Gr.

Mixter. Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of

Yale College, No. LVI.

Aldehyde ammonia precipitates metallic silver from many
of its salts almost as readily as from the nitrate. A mixture
of solutions of silver sulphate and aldehyde ammonia produces
a mirror when warmed, and at common temperatures evapo-
rates to dryness, with but slight decomposition. The fact that

be solution decomposed less readily than the nitrate led

to the hope that an investigation of the sulphate compound
would throw more light on the constitution of silver amines.

The first experiments were made with ammoniacal aqueous
solutions of silver sulphate and aldehyde ammonia. A
proved the crystalline product to be a mixture. Alcoholic
ammonia was next used as a solvent, and the analysis of the

first crop of crystals showed nearly pure Ag 2S0 4
(NH a ) 4 , 06

per cent of carbon was found and a solution of the crystals

reacted for aldehyde. Aqueous solutions of silver sulphate

and a large excess of aldehyde ammonia, over four molecules of

the latter to one of the former, yie - or ammo-
nio silver sulphate. When, however, aldehyde ammonia is

dissolved in a small quantity of water, and silver sulphate, in

the proportion of one molecule of the latter to four molecules
of the former, is slowly added with constant agitation ; and after

some hours the small black residue filtered off and the solution

left to spontaneous evaporation, few or no crystals of the ammo-
nio sulphate form, but colorless transparent crystals separate,

which react strongly for aldehyde. At summer temperatures

tabular crystals, and at from 10° to 15° C. elongated crystals,

predominate.
The following analyses were made of carefully selected and

well-defined tabular "crystals, which were from 2 to 5mm in

diameter, and which were freed as much as possible from the

mother liquor by blotting paper, then washed with alcohol

and finally with ether. They were considered dry when they

did not lose weight on the balance in five or ten minutes.

Calculated for Calculated for

XL III. AK .S.»..r.il..VH) 1
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3M 2
10-15 10-20

The following results were obtained from crystals of an

entirely different habit from those used in the preceding analy-

ses, many of the crystals were one or two centimeters long, 4 or
5mm wide, and 1 to 3mm in thickness. They were freed from

the mother liquor in the manner already described.

Calculated for Calculated for

Ag zS0 4 (C 2H 4NH) 46H,0 VI. AgsS0 4 (C,,H 4NH) 4 VII.

S 5-40 5-26 1 ,
*

>

Ag 36-48 36-12 2 44'64 44'70 2 43"89 2

C 1621 15-66 7-8 19-83 18'72 7'6 18"79 1'6

6H sO 18-24 17-29 1767

The atomic relations between the silver and carbon found are

expressed by the figures following the percentages. The com-
bustion for I was with lead chromate, and this carbon result

may be too low, as subsequent duplicate combustions on
another lot of crystals gave variations of 1 per cent of carbon.

All the other combustions were made with oxygen, copper
oxide, lead chromate and metallic copper. The silver in I and
VI was weighed as chloride, and the other silver estimations

were from weighing the residue left in the tray after the com-
bustions, a method necessitated by the small quantity of mate-

rial available The duplicate VII shows the possibility of

a mechanical loss. An error of 1 per cent in the silver found
makes but a small difference in the atomic ratio between the

silver and carbon, since the atomic weight of the former is high.

The sulphur was precipitated as barium sulphate, and the

nitrogen as ammonium platinic chloride, after separating the

silver with hydrochloric acid. The water was determined by
drying over oil of vitriol or caustic potash. A drop of sulphu-

ric acid on a watch glass in the potash desiccator showed that

there was a slight loss of ammonia on drying. The weights of

substance for VI from one crop of crystals were made rapidly.

0-7395 gram was at once placed in the combustion tube whose
anterior half was red hot; 0-438 gram was next put into water for

the nitrogen estimation, and finally 0'533 gram of crystals, which
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had become opaque white on edge, were dried to a constant
weight for the water determination, and then used to find the
sulphur content. The 17'67 per cent of water in YII was from
drying 2*37 grams of crystals which had also become opaque

The deficiency in the amoun
either to impurities or a sli|

water of crystallization, has €

Ag2S0 4(CH 3
CH=NH)

4 , 6H 8

s ethylidenamine silver sulphate is proposed for the

Ag2S04
(CH

3
CH=NH) 3

NH
3 , 3H2 0.

Leaving out the 3H
2

we see that the substance has the same
composition as a mixture of 3 molecules of Ag 2S0 4

(C
2
H

4
NH)

4

and one molecule Ag 2S0 4
(NH

3 ) 4
. But if we suppose it a

mixture of Ag 3S0 4
(C 2H 4

NH)
4 , 3H 2

and Ag 2S0 4
(NH 3 ) 4

we find that the water is 81 per cent and does not accord with
the water found, and the conclusion is that the substance anal-

yzed was not a mixture, but a compound containing three

ethyliden groups, and answering to the formula already given.

Ill and V of two different crops to be mix-
tures of Ag

2SO 4
(C a
H

4
NH)

4 , 3H 2
and Ag 2S0 4

(C
2
H

4
NH)

3

NH
3 , 3H 2 0. Ethylidenamine silver sulphate is soluble in

water and yields aldehyde when treated with acids. The hex-

hydrated salt loses water more readily in dry air than the trihy-

drated.
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Aet. LV.—Notes c

The object glass of the telescope used in the observations

which follow is of twelve and one-third inches diameter. Its

definition is good.

The telescope is used in such observations as its very imper-

fect mechanism will allow ; these are observations of the con-

junctions of the satellites with the edge of Saturn's ring, of

size and color, and of differences of right ascension.

The last are made by connecting with the chronograph, and
recording the time of passage of the satellites over a fixed wire.

In the course of these observations such different relative mag-
nitudes have been given to the small satellites, on different even-

ings, as to lead to the suspicion that some of them are variable.

The sparkle of Tethys and the grayish blue color of Rhea
make it seem unlikely that small stars can have been taken for

these two satellites; in the case of Enceladus and Dione mis-

takes are more easily made ; but the rapid motion of Enceladus
soon establishes its identity. The most noticeable changes are

in Rhea.
In 1877, Rhea is recorded as small on Nov. 30th ; as dull

on Dec. 3d
; as blurry and large, Dec. 14th ; and as ruddy, Dec.

18th. In 1878 Rhea is recorded as faint Oct. 3d and Oct. 16th

;

as bright on Oct. 25th, and on Dec. 3d it is called nearly as

1877, Oct. 5.—Rhea was
edge of the ring at 8h 58ra 2S

ing the planet were in conjunction at the same time; the smaller
one moved rapidly toward the ball.

1877, Oct. 6.—Two small satellites were nearly in conjunction
with the edge of the preceding ring at 9h 28m p. m. The smaller
of these was probably Dione; the larger may have been a star.

1877, Oct. 9.— 10h 8m p.m. Tethys is moving away from the
b*U :n,.i has passed conjunction with the ring. Anotle'
probably Enceladus, is coming in, and is nearly up to eonjuiietmn
with the following edge of the ring.

1877, Oct. 13.—At 10 p. m., two'small satellites were seen to be
nearly together following Saturn, the space between them 1» in_c

l"-5. At 10h 53m 31% the two satellites could not be separated with
a power of 400. The two were of the same size. At ll h 20m 31%
the satellites could be seen separated. These may be Tethys near
greatest elongation, and Enceladus approaching the planet.

1877, Oct. 14.—Rhea was in conjunction with the preceding
edge of the ring and above the ring at 9' 1 9 ra 30 s

.

1877, Oct. 23.—Rhea was again in conjunction with the preced-
ing edge of the ring and above it, at 10h 29m 22\
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-Tethys was in conjunction with the preceding
at 9h 31m 30 s

.

—Tethys was in conjunction with the following
edge of the ring and above the ring at 9h 22m 50 s

.

1877, Nov. 13.—Dione was in conjunction with the following
edge of the ring at 8h 44m 6 s

.

1877, Nov. 14.—Titan was in conjunction with the preceding
edge of the ring at 8h 7

m 6 s
.

-Enceladus was in conjunction with the follow-
ed beneath it at 9h 51m 6 s

.

satellites,

probably Tethys and Enceladus, were seen as one at 6 h 29m 24 a
.

In twenty minutes they had separated 3". Khe;i was in conjunc-
tion with the following edge of ring at 6h 45m 21 s and 3" below

clue ,

i they had separated 3". Rhea v

>wing edge of* ring at 6h 45m 21 s

was nearly at conjunction with the preceding

—Titan was in conjunction with the preceding
edge of the ring at 7

h I7m I
s
. A small satellite (Tethys?) a little

past conj unction and above the ring at 8h 10m .

1877, Dec. 12.—Teth ton with the preceding
edge of the ring and below it at 6h 48m 49 s

.

1877, Dec. 14.—A small satellite preceded the ring by one and
is the measurement of the preceding ansa. Was this

Mimas ? The time was 7" 34m .

1877, Dec. 16.—Titan was in conjunction with the
|

edge of the ring at 6 h 19m 36 s
.

1878, Jan. 12.—

5

h 50m to 6 p. m. The ring of Saturn appeared
as a line. Titan preceded the planet and three small satellites

followed, two of them estimated to be a second of arc only asunder.

The distance from the following edge of the ring to the two
-a-«i;in- -.. clo-cl\ toother was nearly twice that from the ball

to the edge of the ring.

1878, Jan. 16.—Observations began at 4 h 50m p. m. The ring

was seen as a line at 5 h 12 , it-. ; g seen first.

A bright spot was seen on this portion of the ring.

1878, Jan. 18.—The night was very fine, and at 6 p. m. the ring

could be seen as a ring. The preceding portion of the ring was
sharper than that following. On the following portion a bright

spot was seen.

1878, Jan. 29.—At 5h 25m p. m. the ring could be seen as a

bright line across the planet. Titan preceded the planet and four

satellites followed. At 6 h 40m a very faint satellite was seen

(Tethys ?) nearly up to conjunction with the ring and moving
toward the ball.

1878, Feb. 7.—

6

h 30m p. m. Points of light could be seen pre-

, eontinuitv ot the ring could not he kept.

A small point of light, possibly a satellite preceded the ring.

Rhea and Titan followed the planet.

1878, Oct. 3.—

8

h 40m p. m. Two satellites, supposed to be Rhea
and Di'one, are nearly in conjunction and preceding the planet.

Two others follow, Tethys moving out and Enceladus (?) nearly
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at conjunction with the ring. Of the four satellites, Tethys is the

brightest.

1878, Oct. 16.—Titan was in conjunction with the edge of the

following ring at 7h 38m ; above the ring.

1878, Oct. 24.—Titan was seen emerging from the ball of Saturn

at 9h 16m 30 s
. 7b p. m.—A very faint satellite was seen by

glimpses, following, nearly in conjunction with the ring.

1878, Oct. 25, 7 p. m.—Titan and another satellite supposed to

be Rhea were nearly in conjunction separated by 7". A very

small satellite precedes the tip of the ring.

1878, Oct. 28.—Tethys was in conjunction with the edge of the

following ring and below at 7
h 37m P. m.

1878, Oct. 29.—Tethys was nearly at conjunction with the pre-

ceding ring and above at 7 P. m.

1878, Nov. 9.—At 8h 18m 3 s Titan was seen to emerge from the

planet. It was wholly detached from the planet in twenty
minutes. At 9h 25m p. m., a small satellite was seen, nearly at con-

junction with the following ring.

1878, Nov. 13.—Six small bodies preceded Saturn. Of these,

Titan, Rhea, Tethys and Dione could be identified. At 7
h 48M

p. m. the satellite supposed to be Rhea is distant from the preced-

ing ring 6", Tethys is distant 1".

1878, Nov. 14.—

7

h 30ra
p. m. A very small satellite follows

Saturn, distant about 3".

1878, Nov. 26.—Titan and a satellite supposed to be Rhea were
asunder 6" 3' at 7h 22m . If this satellite was Rhea, it was un-

usually bright. Tethys and a very faint satellite precede Saturn,

the latter is probably Enceladus.
1878, Nov. 29.—At 6 h 15m p. m. a small satellite preceded

Saturn and three others followed. Of those following, that which
was nearest to Saturn could not be found at 9 p. m., and the second
in distance from Saturn had moved in ; the latter was probably
Tethys.

1878, Dec. 3.—Dione was in conjunction with the following

edge and above the ring at 7 h 46"' 34 s p. m. A small satellite

was seen by glimpses, following at a distance of 6" from the ring

1878, Dec. 6.—At 6h 25m a small satellite followed Saturn

distant 7" from the edge of the ring. This satellite could not be
found at 7

h 55m although the seeing was much better. At 7b 55m

a small satellite having the peculiar sparkle of Tethys, was seen a
little beyond the following edge of the ring, and moving away
from the ball.

1878, Dec. 13.—Titan and three small satellites precede the

planet, probably Rhea, Tethys and Dione. Of the three, Tethys
is the brightest at 6 h 57m . It moves away from the ball. At
8h 57m two of these satellites could not be separated with a power
of 230. I suppose them to be Tethys and Rhea.

tion with the ring ; moving to

and dull in color.

Observatory of Yassar College.

Longitude from Greenwich, 4h 55m
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[Continued from page 358.]

For the critical curve the molecular repulsion has very

early the constant value, 0'0052 ^-, from x=3r to x=7'5r;

and according to Dr. Andrews, the pressure of condensation

atmosphere

answering

should then be the value of the minimum repulsive ordinate,

tins when x=Sr, in the curve for water at the point of
ebullition (212° F.). This result gives for this curve &=4'931.
In this curve the same molecular repulsion occurs again at

x=llbr. Now taking 1581 for the ratio of expansion by
volume of water converted into steam at 212° F., and for the

distance between the effective molecules of the steam, 115r,

and putting y= distance of the inner surface of the effective

envelope from the center of the molecule, I have
i

"Sr+2r+2y —

-

l^+2r+2y -^1581,

which gives y=2'76r. This calculation proceeds on the sup-

position that the effective molecules have the same size in the

vaporous as in the liquid state, but theoretically they should
be larger

; and we shall see in the sequel that the probable

value of the diameter of the molecules of steam is 42"25r. If

we adopt this estimate, the ratio of expansion by volume, 1581
to 1, gives for the diameter of the liquid molecule at 212° F.,

10-5r.

Let us now see how far the well known laws of gases may be

deduced from our molecular formula.

,
(1). Avogadros Law, relative to the simple gases; that all

simple gases contain in the same volume, at the same pressure

and temperature, the same number of ultimate molecules.

This law follows from the fact that for the large distances

between contiguous molecules, that obtain in gases, the effec-

tive repulsion is very nearly the same at the same distance for

all the values of k that can answer to the different gases;

together with the large size of the effective gaseous molecules.
...-. --'•..._ :'•..' .'•_ — .:,..;,, '*".

is from to 4-934; since it is only between these limits that

the effective molecular force is repulsive at all distances. We
Am. Jocjb. Sci.-Third Sekies, Vol. XVII, No. 102,-June, 1879.
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have already seen that when £=4-931, and x=l\br, the effec-

tive repulsion is 0-0000693/) ; and that this answers to one
atmosphere of external pressure. When k=0 and cc=115r, the

effective repulsion is 0-00007561p; and the distances at which
the repulsion becomes 00000693^ is 120r. But the distances

between the centers of the molecules must be much greater

than these values of x. It will soon appear that the law of

Mariotte requires that the radius of the effective gaseous mole-

cule, under a pressure of one atmosphere, he not less than 31r.

This gives for the distance between the centers of the mole-

cules, under this pressure, 177r when&=4 #931 ; and 182r when

&=0. Now (^-V= l-086. This is the highest ratio of vol-

umes of two simple gases, under atmospheric pressure, that

would be theoretically possible; unless the effective size of the

molecules be supposed to diminish as k increases. But this is

only an ideal extreme result. It will appear in the sequel that

the values of Jc for the simple gases, oxygen, hydrogen and
nitrogen, for which Avogadro's law, for a constant pressure and
temperature, has been experime are included
within narrow limits (probably 2 and 3). It thus becomes
apparent that the extreme ratio" of the number of molecules in

the same volume cannot exceed 1'013, and may be much less.

(2.) Avogadro's Law, relative to compound gases ;
that the

same volumes of these gases contain the same number of mole-
cules, and the same number as equal volumes of the simple
gases. The ordinary physical conception is that compound
molecules are formed by the union of simple molecules, or of a

certain number of their constituent atoms, and that these oc-

cupy the same volume that the simple molecules did. In some
- . -'

tion that the formation of each new compound molecule is a
result of the breaking up of several molecules of the combining
substances. It also involves the improbable hypoth
the space physically occupied by a molecule is wholly in-

dependent of the number of it's constituent atoms. Upon
the conception of variable ultimate molecules adopted in

this and my previous paper, Avogadro's law simply im-
plies that in the act of combination the effective molecules
suffer a certain diminution of size, by the collapse of their

envelopes. The same number of atoms may thus physi-

cally occupy the same volume as if they were closely to unite

aud form a compound molecule, upon the ordinary
Thus in the formation of aqueous vapor by the combination of

two volumes of hydrogen with one volume of oxygen, forming
two volumes of the compound, a condensation of the ii

molecules would take place, and as the result two ultimate
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molecules of hydrogen and one of oxygen would occupy the
same volume that three molecules of either gas did before the
combination. It is to be observed, in confirmation of this view
of the process of combination, that the reduction in the size of
the effective molecules, would be attended with an increase in the

term in equation (1), for the same value of a; (or graphically,
a rise of the curve of effective molecular action ; see fig. 3).

The compound should therefore be a more condensable gas,
or vapor. We have already obtained for aqueous vapor, at
212° F., £=4-931; and it will appear hereafter that for
oxygen, hydrogen, or nitrogen, the value of k must fall below
4, and is probably near 2. To obtain the theoretical size of the
effective molecules of aqueous vapor, we have the equation

^~^ = <yi . This gives 2/'=42-25r, and radius of mole-

cule=2112r. The distance between the centers of contiguous
molecules will be 157-25r. In this equation 118r is the dis-

tance between contiguous molecules of oxygen or hydrogen be-
fore condensation, and answers to k=2, nearly: and H2> is the

diameter of one of the molecules (see page4"36): 115r is the
distance between the same molecules after the condensation into
aqueous vapor ; when k has been increased to 4*931.

In all combinations of simple gases the degree of condensa-
tion that occurs is expressed by the ratio of the number of
atoms in the "compound molecule," as shown by the ordinary
molecular formula, to 2, the assumed number of the constitu-
ent atoms of " the molecule " of a simple gas. In this state-

ment it is supposed that the constituent gases before combina-
tion are in the perfect gaseous condition, like oxygen, or hy-
drogen, and that the compound gas has the temperature at

which it is in a similar condition ; so far as these two supposi-
tions are implied in Avogadro's law.

Marioties, or Boyle's Law, of the uniform compressibility, by
volume, of gases under increasing pressure. Upon the present
theory this law should obtain if the effective molecular repul-

sion be inversely proportional to the volume occupied by the
same number of molecules, or to the cube of the distance between
the centers of contiguous molecules. For each molecule would
then be the center of a system of recurring impulses pn
in waves by the interstitial luminiferous ether, proportional in

intensity to the number (w) of molecules in a unit of volume,
and every line radiating from any point of the enclosure into

the body of gas would sensibly intersect a molecule at a
greater or less distance. To obtain the entire impulsive action

{P) on the point considered, we have then only to conceive a

hemisphere traced around this point, and that all the points of
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its surface are centers of radiating impulses proportional in

intensity to n, and propagated according to the law of inverse

squares. P should then be proportional to the intensity of the

radiation at the points of the hemisphere, and therefore to n.

Now the expression for the effective molecular repulsion

(equ. 1) consists of two terms of which the first, or attractive

term, becomes relatively very small at the molecular distances

that obtain, at moderate pressures, in gases (p. 346). The

repulsive term, —
,
gives, then, very nearly the effective force,

at such pressures ; and more nearly in proportion as the ratio

— is smaller. Mariotte's law should then be satisfied, for con-

siderable variations of pressure if the term — should vary in-

versely as the cube of the distance [x') between the centers of

contiguous molecules; that is, if -— ~-j
3

. If we denote by h

the radius of the effective molecule, x'= x -\- 2k. As we are

not in a position to determine a priori the law of variation of

the size of the molecule under varying pressures, the only

alternative is to adopt the hypothesis that -7-^—3, deduce a

series of values of the diameter 2/?, of the effective molecule
t shall be in conformity with this hypothesis, and then

the results and hypothesis by deducing the theoretical devia-

tions from the law of Mariotte in special cases, and comparing
them with the deviations experimentally determined. Now I

find that the hypothesis that —-.—^ is satisfied by the follow-

ing values of 2h, viz: 62-10, 62-00, 61-26, 60-82, 58-96, 57-12,

54-70, 51-58. 47-54, 42'24, 35-14, 30-53, 24'74, 16-89, 1257,—
answering respectively to the following values of u (equ. 2):

120, 115, 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, 15, 10, 5, and 3.

Theoretically one gas differs from another in the value of k,

and the larger this ratio the greater should be the deviations

from the law of Mariotte, which strictly is fulfilled only when
&=0, and so the attractive term in our formula equal to zero.

These deviations should also increase as the pressure increases,

since the attractive term will become relatively greater. The
more permanent simple gases (oxygen, hydrogen, etc.), for

which the law of Mariotte holds good over the greatest range

of pressure, should then have the smallest values of the ratio Jc;

and compound gases the larger values (see p. 435). We may
now assume, as a basis U>v ;m . .;i, that the

molecules of all the gases have equal diameters under equal
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we may then compute for any supposed value
of k the volume that should obtain under any supposed pres-

sure, and compare it with the value that would result if the
law of Mariotte were strictly fulfilled. Dr. Andrews, in his
Bakerian Lecture on the continuity of the gaseous and liquid
states of matter, states that under a pressure of !

atmospheres, at the temperature 13°"09 C. ; the volume of car-

bonic acid gas was "about f of the volume that Mariotte's law
would give." The critical temperature of the gas he found to

be 30° -92 C, and we have seen (p. 357) that for the critical curve
Jc=4-7. This gives for the temperature 13°-09 C. &=4-75 (very
nearly). Now calculating the volume for this value of k, and
under a pressure of 49 atmospheres, I obtain 0'648 of the
volume (V) Mariotte's law would give. Experiment gave
0*60V. By what has already!' . the actual

diameter of a molecule of carbon-dioxide, under the pressure

assumed for molecules of oxygen and hydrogen. Taking it

52r, I have deduced from the hypothesis that —--.—-
3
another

series of values of the diameter 2h ; and making a new calcula-

tion, I find the theoretical volume =0'613V. The ratio of

condensation from the perfect gas in the production of carbon
dioxide (see p. 435) would lead us to conclude that the diameter
of the molecule, at the temperature 13° '09 C. would 1

similar test the aid of Dr. Andrews' experi-

mental detcn lar results.

Gay Lussac's Law of the uniform variation of the volume of

a gas under constant pressure, as well as of the elastic force

under a constant volume, resulting from a change of tempera-

ture. This may be deduced from the principle which gives

Mariotte's law, that the molecular repulsion varies inversely as

the volume, and the principle that it is directly propor-

tional to the coefficient of repulsion (m), which must be propor-

tional to the absolute temperature. We have already seen

that the elastic pressure of a gas should be proportional"to the

molecular repulsion (F). Now for the range of pressure for

which the law of Mariotte holds good, we ha-

The volume is represented by x' 3
. If x' becomes a

volume becomes {x
,+dx'y=x' 3 +Zx' 2 dx' (very near

the increase of volume is 3x' 2 dx'; and the ratio

%x'*dx'
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perature, and must answer to dm, while / remains constant.

Thus dx'—^rr., and therefore the ratio becomes

For the case in which the volume is consta

df _dnf__ dm'_V=^;«Af:
Thus the ratio of the increase of volume is equal to the ratio

of the increase of elastic pressure. We may assume that from

a certain al re, T, m increases uniformly for

each increment, 1° of temperature. Let t denote the actual

temperature above T ; then m=c'l, and — = — . From which

it appears that above T the increase of volume, or of the elastic

pressure, takes place uniformly ; that is, is equal in amount for

equal increments of temperature. We may conclude from this

investigation that Gay Lussac's law holds good only for that

range of pressure and temperature within which the law of

Mariotte is fulfilled
; and that it is not strictly true for the

more compressible gases and vapors, except at temperatures

considerably above the point of condensation.

Specific Heat of Oases.—When the temperature of a gas is

raised 1°, without change of volume, the heat is expended in

exalting the vibratory state (i. e. the dynamic energy) of the

molecular envelopes, and in augmenting their potential energy
by expansion. It is obvious, then, that the specific heat of a

gas, under a constant volume, should be some function of the

ratio, i.\ since upon this must depend at a given temperature,

the number of molecules in the unit of volume, and the

mechanical condition of each molecule. The theoret

cations are that the specific heat of different gases, for the unit

of volume, is directly proportional to the value of k; but as

these cannot be adequately presented here we will ass

as an hypothesis and test it by the quantitative results to which
it leads. To state the hypothesis with more precision, it is

that the specific heat of a gas, when the volume is constant and
the initial elastic pressure is one atmosphere, is, for a unit of

volume, proportional to the value of Te—it being understood
that in the case of a compound gas the value of k considered is

q the molecules are in the condi-

tion that immediately results from the formation of the gas

from its constituents, and at the temperature at which the ratio

of condensation is that proper to the gas.
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When a gas is allowed to expand under a constant pressure,
itional amount of heat is expended in the woi

expansion in opposition to the external pressure. Now if n
were equal to m the amount of heat thus expended should
equal that which would be expended on the molecular envel-
opes. Let U denote the entire amount of heat expended when
the pressure is constant, u that expended in the work of expan-
sion, and u' that expended on the molecules directly ; and we
have XJ—u+u'—u+su. Each term is a function of the temper-
ature, t; and, differentiating, we have dU=du+sdu. But we
have seen that du equals the value which sdu would have if

k, or —, were equal to unity. Denote it by e, and we obtain

dU—e+se. But, since the specific heat under a constant vol-

ume is proportional to k, —=-=- ; and thus s=k This value

of 5 gives dU=(l+k)e, and sdu=ke ; from which -3-=—tt-.

This is ratio of the specific heat under a constant pressure to

the specific heat under a constant volume.
Let us now subject these theoretical results to the test of

calculation. According to Pouillet the specific heat of aqueous
vapor, under a constant volume, is 1*9600, and that of a mix-
ture of one volume of oxygen and two volumes of hydrogen,
0-9277. The ratio of these is 2113. For aqueous vapor we

have seen that &=4'93. Thus, ^^ (=2£) should be the

value of h for the mixture of oxygen and hydrogen before con-

volume at 1-26, we have^^ =1-36, and 1-36x2^=317.

This is the value of k for this pas under a pressure of one
atmosphere, and in the condition in which it exists as the

re product of the combustion of carbon. It is here
tacitly supposed, in accordance with fact, that the specific heat
of the gas, for equal volumes, and under the pressure of one
atmosphere, is the same, when in the state of a vapor, at what-
ever temperature it is supposed to be formed from a liquid.

Theoretically there should be a tendency to this state of things,

since when the temperature is higher the number of molecules
in the unit of volume, at the same elastic tension, is less, but
at the same time the specific heat of each molecule should be
greater, owing to the increased size of its envelope, and its
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consequent greater liability to expansion under the operation

of the heat energy. For olefiant gas we have 7Tq977
= 1*674

;

and r674x2£=4-2, the theoretical value of h for this gas.

These results enable us to test our expression for the ratio of

the specific heats under a constant volume, and at a constant

pressure, viz : —r~. For the mixture of oxygen and hydrogen

§ =l-430. The experimental valu

,. ., 1+k 317+1
dioxide —j——

g.17
- = According to experi-

ment it is 1-338. For olefiant gas the ratio is -^-=124,

the same as obtained by experiment. For oxide of carbon I

get &=2-60 and ratio of specific heats =1*38 ; experiment gives

1-428. For oxide of nitrogen &=3'396 and ratio of specific

heats =1-294; experiment gives 1-343.

Professor J. Clerk Maxwell (Nature, March 10, 1875, p. 375)

tic theory of gases has encountered a serious

dilemma in the attempt to determine specific heats. He says,

"We lear-ti" from the spectroscope that a molecule can execute

vibrations of constant period. It cannot therefore be a mere
material point, but a system capable of changing its form.

Such a system cannot have less than six variables. ... But
the spectroscope tells us that some molecules can execute a great

many different kinds of vibrations. They must therefore be

systems of a very considerable degree of' complexity, having
far more than six variables ;" and "every additional variable

increases the specific heat, whether reckoned at constant pres-

sure or at constant volume. But the calculated specific heat is

already too great when we suppose the molecule to consist of

two atoms only." The present theory encounters no such diffi-

culty, since it regards the heat and light vibrations as pertaining

to the atoms of the molecular envelopes, and the number of

these is indefinitely gi filiation of the specific

heat requires no hypothesis of a definite number of atoms to

be made. In the same connection IV .f.-.— : Maxwell has the

following remark :
" And here we are brought face to face with

the greatest difficulty which the molecular theory has yet

encountered, namely, the interpretation of w+e=4-9. He had

previously remarked " that n+e, for air and several other gases,

cannot be more than 49. For carbonic acid (?) and steam it te

greater." Now n+e answers to the ratio, k. on the present

theory, and we have seen (p. 433) that this is 4-93 for steam,

'.ii 4-9 for the <:ases.
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Diffusion of Gases.—The law of variation of the molecular
repulsion, at the distances between gaseous molecules, given
by equ. (1), leads to the result that if one layer of such mole-
cules moves over another, so that those on one side of the plane
of separation are opposite the vacant spaces between those on
the other side, a force of effective repulsion directed toward this

plane will supervene, which will operate to diffuse each set of
molecules into the volume occupied by the other. Did apace
admit, we might show that when all the circumstances of the
case, and the resistances in operation, are duly considered, the
diffusion thus originating should conform to the known laws of
diffusion ; as that the velocity of diffusion of the individual
molecules is inversely proportional to the square root of the
molecular weights, &c. The force of diffusion of liquid mole-
cules has a similar origin. Upon this view the force of diffusion

is incidental to the inevitable internal agitations occurring in

fluid masses; and may be brought into more lively action by
artificial disturbances. The molecular repulsive or heat energy
consumed in such effects is restored to the mass by the subsi-

dence of the individual movements, perpetually recurring.

r

theory of gases which has now been deducedrfrom the general
expression for the force of effective molecular action (equa. 1,

or 2), is no less dynai tial character than the

kinetic theory. The dynamical system conceived to be in ope-

ration is, upon the one view, the translatory wave movements
and atomic vibrations of the interstitial ether and ethereal

atmospheres of the molecules, and upon the other, the move-
ments of translation of the molecules themselves, and the

- of their constituent atoms. The doctrine of Energy,
and the principles of the Mechanical Theory of Heat, are as

applicable to the one as to the other theory. The essential cor-

respondence of the two theories is abundantly evident from the

fact that with equa. (1) an expression for the elastic pressure of
:

•

equation of Clausius, viz: pY=%T-%2Z$~Rr. This maybe
inferred from the general consideration that the impulses upon
any point, O, of the enclosure, of an ethereal wave in which the

velocity of the radial pulsation increases from zero to a maximum,
u, and then decreases to zero, is analogous to the impulse of a

gaseous molecule whose velocity, u' is reduced to zero, and then

restored in the recoil—the ethereal waves and the gaseous
molecules alike impinging on the point from every variety of

direction. To show it conclusively, let it be borne in mi
the central atoms of the molecules of the gas may, for each point
O, of the enclosure, be conceived to be uniformly distributed

over the surface of a hemisphere described around this point, so
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that each elementary part of the surface will be occupied by one

such atom, and so will be a center of radiation of wave-impulses

propagated to (p. 436). Now let u be the maximum velocity

of pulsation of the ethereal atoms in any wave, at the point ;

m the mass of ether effective in the pulsation ; s the minute

space (equal to half the length of a wave) over which m moves
while the velocity is increasing from zero to u, or decreasing

from u to zero; and^ the mean impulsive force taking effect

over the space s. Then for the wave impulses propagated along

the normal at O, plx2s=mu 2
. Let nx denote the number of

successive waves in the space, 1, and take for the unit of time

the interval employed by the wave in traversing the distance,

1 ; and we have n
1
=— and p l

x2sX^-=n l
mu 2 ,oxp

x
Xl=n l

mu 2
.

But 2^x1 is the impulsive work of the waves in the unit of

time, and may be taken as p\ the force of pressure on an ele-

mentary area at O, due to the successive waves propagated

along the normal at 0. Now for a wave coming from a direc-

tion inclined under any angle <p' to the normal, the normal

impulse will be p'cosp', and the normal velocity of pulsation

will be u cos <p'. Thusp' cos <p' =71,77111* cos 2 <p> ; and for ri mole-

cules having this angle of direction, rip' cos <p'=n'n,mu 2 cos* <p'.

For the entire normal impulse at O, or the elastic pressure, p,

on an elementary area at O, we have then, p—Sn'n
But the gaseous molecules lying in any angle of direction, <p,

around the normal, form an elementary zone of the hemisphere,
whose breadth is d<p, and altitude, in the normal direction,

d cos <p , or sin <pd<p. If then n represent the number of molecules
in the entire hemisphere, ri : n : : sin fd<p : 1 ; and ri—n sin <pd<p.

T\m%p=J 'n»,mwa cos 2 <pshi (pdcp—n^mi^f-^-^Y =

—v~=*• *£"*. now
r^\}L

is the entire living force, or energy, of all the ethereal waves
occupying at any interval of time the space unity on all the

lines radiating from O ; or included within a hemisphere traced

around O with the radius 1. Calling this E, we have />=f-E.

But the hy I een tested by quantitative deter-

minations (p. 437), that the repulsive term in equ. (1) varies

inversely as the cube of the distance, x\ between the centers of

the molecules, gives the same law of variation for the impulses
received at O; and accordingly if T denotes the value of E,

whenx'=l,^=|__ _|_ in wllich y ig tne vo]ume occupied

by a given number of molecules, N, in terms of the volume, 1,
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occupied by the same number of molecules when the distance
between their centers is 1.

If now we take account of the attractive impulses answering
to the attractive term in equ. (1), it is plain that by a similar

investigation we shall ution, d, of the elastic

pressure at O, <2=§E'. Accordingly for the actual pressure on
an elementary area at O, we have

where T" denotes the entire energy of the attractive waves
that occupy at any instant a hemisphere described around O
with the radius 1. It may be shown that unless the number

of atmospheres of pressure be great, /(V)= const. (V) 2
, approx-

imately. This expression for P is, essentially, the eoo

to the value of p given in the equation of' Clausius (p. 441).

The first term is directly proportional to the coefficient of repul-

sion, m, and so to the temperature reckoned from the absolute

zero ; and inversely proportional to the volume, V, occupied

by a given number of ultimate molecules, N. The other term

varies from one gas to another proportionally to the coefficient

of attraction, n, and varies for the same gas with the volume
occupied by the same number of molecules, N; but does not

change with the temp the volume may vary

with the temperature, and the value of n also. In view of the

result of this investigation it is hardly necessary to add that all

the objections which have been urged against the doctrine that

the elastic pressure of a gas is due to statical molecular repulsion

are entirely inapplicable to the present theory.

For calculating the gaseous pressure in atmospheres I obtain

the formula

V a* / ( /288-"5+r\

V 288-°5 )

*£>\*®

for which lc=0 and —% -r -75, answering to the assumed value

of m, to the volume at the pressure of one atmosphere, and the

mean temperature, 15°-5 C, occupied by the same number of

molecules ; t° = temperature above the mean taken as a zero

point, h = ratio of coefficients of attraction and repulsion, as

before, for the gas and temperature considered. The value of

h varies with the temperature. We have already seen (p. 439)
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that for a certain mixture of oxygen and hydrogen its estimated

value is about 2£; and that for carbon-dioxide it is 317, when
the gas is in the condition and at the temperature referred to

on page 438, and increases as the temperature falls, to 4-93 at
~ T C. At the critical temperature

;;,:;:•

The approximate value of k for any gas at any temperature
may be readily obtained, for any other temperature for the

same gas, by the empirical law that it is inversely proportional

to the T\ power of the absolute temperature. It is to be under-

stood that the calculations are for the value of h at the maximum
tension of the gas (vapor) at the temperature considered.

In the liquefaction of oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,

when the point of liquefaction, so styled, was reached, the dis-

tance, x, between the molecules, must have been reduced to

3'5r, or very nearly this. This distance answers to the point

of ebullition of gases whose molecular curve lies just above the

critical curve (for which h—4*7). By specific heat ratios we

obtain for oxygen, ^=4-93X-r^-= 2-456. The reduction of

temperature from 15-°5 C. to 145 -°5 C. should materially aug-

ment this deduced value of L If we assume that the empirical
law holds for oxygen, as for carbonic acid, that h is in-

versely proportional to the r\ power of the absolute temper-
ature, we obtain &=2'64. Now taking u=8*5, 1 find 2=1156-2.

is value of g, and £=2-64, the formula gives P,=272"5
res. The volume ratio for the actual gas, for which

&=2-64, I find to be g^. This gives for the density of the

condensed gas, 0*881 the maximum density of water; on the

hypothesis that the dimensions of the molecules are unaffected

by the reduction of temperature. But theoretically this should
be attended with a contraction of the effective molecules. If

wre assume the law of the consequent diminution in the volume
of the gas to be the same as that of the increase of h from a fall

of temperature, the density comes out 0-94. According to

Professor Pictet's experimental determinations the elastic pres-

sure of the condensed oxygen was 273 atmospheres ; and the

density 0*98.

If we suppose the original value of k (2-4561 to remain un-

changed and take u~B5, the formula gives P
7
= 285 atmos-

pheres; and the density comes out 0-936, and after

for temperature, 1-00. For k=2-Q, and u^B'5, P,=277 at

pheres; and the density is 0'91, or 0-975. For £=2-63,
u=35, P/=273-6 atmospheres; and the density is 0"88
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At the point of incipient condensation of carbon-dioxide,
just below the "critical temperature" (3L° C). for which
x^7-3r I find 5=271-14. With this value of q, and fc=4'7 I

obtain P1
=72'2 atmospheres. Dr. Andrews found the elastic

pressure at the critical point to be 75 atmospheres. The small
discrepancy results from the fact that the precise critical curve
is slightly below that for &=4*7, and the corresponding molec-
ular repulsion is greater in the ratio of 51, or 52, to 40. Mak-
ing the correction, we have for P, 75 or 76 atmospheres.

>

These two examples must suffice for the present as illustra-

tions of the applicability of the formula, and verifications of its

accuracy.

From the point of view I have taken, chemical combinations
consist, essentially, in changes effected in the condition of the
molecules of the constituents, by which they are brought into

approximate correspondence, and take up the relative positions

suited to that uniform condition, just as a mass of similar mole-
cules in that state would do. The change of state consists

nply in the nearer approach of the envelopes to the central

from them, from which
tio k, and in the corres-

ponding curve of effective action. The determining cause of

this change is the difference in the mechanical condition of the

dissimilar molecules, more or less enhanced by the unequal
operation of heat or electricity. The immediate result may be

either an expansion of the one molecular envelope and collapse

of the other, or a collapse of both incited by a flow of electric

ether from the source of heat or electricity. The union of

chlorine with hydrogen may be cited as a probable instance of

the former, and the combustion of hydrogen as an instance of

the latter. When metals are oxidized, or solids undergo com-
bustion, we must suppose there is a flow of electric ether from

the solid to the oxygen molecule, and the former molecule

expands somewhat while the other contracts to the dimensions

answering to the solid condition.

Heat, in its association with molecules, consists of the energy

of recurring pulses and vibrations in the molecular envelopes,

and has two modes of motion or two dymu
and tangential The energy connected with the former, is the

origin of its expansive force. The propagation of the latter, in

ethereal waves of transverse vibration, constitutes the radiant

heat emitted by bodies.

Heat energy may be expended not only in the expansion of

bodies, but also in augmenting the potential energy of the

individual molecules by enlarging their envelopes. In this

way a certain amount of heat becomes latent in the process of

liquefaction. A portion of the heat of vaporization is expended
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in a similar manner. The enlargement of the envelopes here

alluded to consists in a recess of the effective envelopes from

the central atoms. This should be attended with a certain

l the value of r, the distance between the centers

and repulsion posited within the envelopes; and

therefore with an increase in the value of p I — — Y In fact

%he quantitive determinations I have given, when compared
with the results of experiment, indicate that p is materially

larger at the same temperature, for liquids and aeriform bodies

than for solids. An important tendency of the diminution of

the value of r in liquefaction, is to antagonize the expansion

directly due to the enlargement of the effective molecules and
the attendant diminution in the coefficient n. According as

the one or the other of these two tendencies preponderates, the

mass will expand, or contract in the act of liquefaction. In the

ease of any special solid or liquid, the diminution of r with a

rise of temperature tends to diminish the expansion, and by
increasing p to make the decrement of tenacity less. Any
differences in the value of r that may subsist with molecules of

different substances, at the same temperature, can only have
the effect to alter the positions of the substances on the mole-
cular scale. Any changes or differences that may occur in the

value of r, in the case of the gases, will have no effect on the
molecular repulsion at those distances, x, for which F, in equ.

1, is sensibly equal to the second term, and therefore, as we
have seen, the law of Mariotte holds good ; since the repulsion

} actual distance between the

! the tendency should be to alter

ilue of the coefficient of attraction, n, depends on the
excess of the attraction exerted by the central atom of a mole-
cule on its envelope, over the repulsion exerted on it by the

condensed luminiferous ether posited between the atom and
envelope. The tendency of a recess of the envelope from the
atom may be either to diminish, or augment the value of n.

It thus may happen that by an increase of n, and a diminution
of r, the value of F may be augmented by a certain rise of tem-
perature

; as when a bar of wrought iron is heated up to about
400° F. In the case of gases n may change somewhat with the

temperature, and in the process of condensation.
The normal type of solidity is a fixed distribution of the

ultimate molecules at the angles of successive cubes ; and the

fundamental principle of the stability of every such elementary
cube is that each molecule is in equilibrium, by its

each of the others. As the distances are unequal, this im-
plies that k is smaller in the diagonal direction than in the
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is that the extension, or physical
condition of the envelope is unequal in these directions. It is in
this sense that " polarity of atoms" (ultimate molecules) exists.

Instead of being an inherent property of the atoms, it

to change with varying relations to other molecules. When
the mass varies in density from one point to another, there is a
gradual variation in the size of the elementary cubes, or a
gradual transition from cubes to parallelopipedons, or other
geometrical figures, wil tiona in the curves of
effective molecular action. The molecular envelopes of differ-

ent substances may be liable to different varieties of polar con-
dition under the same circumstances, and so the substances
may have different types of solidification, or crystal]

For the cubical system I obtain as the complete expression for
the elastic resistance to a minute displacement of a single mole-
cule, /+2/+l£/"; in which/is the force of resistance devel-
oped between the displaced molecule and that lying in the

of the side of the cube, by a displacement s, in this
"'
the force of resistance of a molecule lying in the

this direction ; and /" the corresponding resistance of a mole-
cule in the direction of the long diagonal. The value of the
expression is the same in whatever direction the displacement
occurs. The expression for the lateral force developed, as well
as for the elastic resistance to shearing, in the direction of a
side of the cube is f'+ljf". For any reasonable supposi-
tions that can be made with regard to the comparative values
°f f> f\ and /", the ratio of these two expressions lies between

i and J. The experimental ratios fall between these limits.

The resistance to shearing is due to the diagonal forces.

When a body is heated to the point of liquefaction, the

? of/' and /", considered as resistances to tension, which
are always less than /,' vanish (that is, the curves fall below the

axis of x). There is therefore no shearing resistance ; which
is one of the distinguishing features of a liquid. When the

temperature of the liquid is raised above the point of liquefac-

tion, effective repulsions must come into play in the diagonal

dirt etii »n& These repulsions are the operative cause oi

fcion ; and at the same time originate at the surface the
" contractile force" which, by the variations it experiences from
the contact of solids, is the determining cause of capillary

phenomena.
Yale College, Nov. 30th, 1878.
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Art. LVII.—On the Dark Lines of Oxygen in the Solar Spectrum

on the less refrangible side of O ; by John Christopher
Draper, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Natural History in the

College of the City of New York.

IN" a paper on the lines of oxygen, published in this Journal

for October, 1878, the solar lines closely coincident with those

of the electric spectrum of oxygen were given. The measure-

ments of the solar lines in that instance were taken from photo-

graphs made in March, 1878. Since that time, under more
favorable atmospheric conditions, I have succeeded in obtain-

ing finer photographs on the less refrangible side of G. These

show many faint lines, not visible in the photographs of March

1878, while many other lines are distinctly sub-divided. Three

of the recent photographs were taken on the same day, during

the last week in November, and two have been taken since that

time; one during the la=t wc \-
:

> .1.. i mry, and one during the

first week in February. In all five of these photon
lines are visible between k 4316 and A 4320, of Angtsrom's

scale, and they all show them in the position indicated by the

diagram and table. The fact that alfthe photographs agree in

their representation of these lines, is, I think, proof positive of

5 of the positions assigned.

To place the question of the oxygen lines in this region as

clearly as possible before the reader, I have devised a diagram
which represents the facts regarding this portion of the solar

spectrum, together with the wave lengths of the oxygen lines

obtained from the electric discharge in air, and in oxygen gas.

The final drawing of the diagram was made for me by my
rts>Ut lit, Mr. Sickels, from the wave lengths given in the table
at the close of this article. The drawing was on the scale of

one centimeter to each wave length. This was photographed
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down to one-half its size by a photo-engraving operation. From
the plate so produced, the diagram was printed. For accurate
work the figures in the tables should be employed.
The first space of the diagram beneath the scale of wave

lengths gives the positions of the solar lines of Angstrom's

The second represents measurements made from one of Dr.
Eutherfurd's paper prints of this region. These measurements
were made after I received Mr. Christie's paper, with a view to
the detection of any difference between Dr. Eutherfurd's photo-
graph and my own.
The third space contains a presentation of the lines of this

region as given by Mr. W. H. M. Christie, of the Eoyal Ob-
servatory at Greenwich, in the Monthly Notices of June, 1878.
This I did not receive until the latter part of last January,
when I was much pleased to find the close coincidences of

our results, although they were obtained by entirely different

methods, and without any knowledge of each other's work.
Line by line Mr. Christie's map is the counterpart of the spec-

trum 1 had mapped from the photographs taken during the

last week in November, and since that time. Not only do
these maps agree very closely in the placing of the lines, but
the similarity in intensity is also marked. The presence of

these faint lines in Mr. Christie's prismatic spectrum settles

any objection that might be raised on the ground of their being
interference lines in the diffraction spectrum.

The fourth space presents the measurements of my recently

taken photographs. The accuracy of adjustment to Angs-
trom's scale is shown by the coincidences in the lines A 4312-8

25*2, The comparison of this with my reading of Dr.

Eutherfurd's photograph, as given above, while it shows slight

differences, is a very satisfactory evidence of the reliability of

the photographic method of investigating this problem. It is

also a refutation of the objections raised by some to my sys-

tem of measuring and studying the lines of the solar and
other spectra. Indeed, with proper lenses, and in competent
hands, the process I have followed is not only very reliable,

but the apparatus may be truly regarded as an instrument of

precision. Of these I hope to give ample proof hereafter.

The position of the lines in this region of the solar spec-

Dg established by three independent observers, and the

question of primary importance, as Mr. Ch; >m- j i-tlv calls it,

settled ; we pass to the examination of what these lines prob-

ably represent. First: Oxygen. Beneath the four charts of

the solar spectrum, I have placed five sets of measurements of

the oxygen lines in the vicinity of G. Beginning below, Hug-
gins gives a single line at ^4318. The other observers all

Am. Jouk. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 102.—June, 1879.
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divide this, H. Draper places the two branches at X 4317 and

X 4319 ; Pliicker at X 4317 and X 4320. My own readings are at

A4316-50 and X 431975. Those of Angstrom's chart are at

X 4316-57 and X 4319-15.

In the above measurements, those for the more refrangible

line are all within one-half of a wave length. The readings

of the other line are within one wave length. In these posi-

tions there are, therefore, oxygen lines, and in the same regions

of the solar spectrum, Dr. Rutherfurd, Mr. Christie, and my-
self, agree in finding faint dark lines. More than this

;
grant-

ing that the forked symbols of Angstrom's chart indicate, (and

I cannot understand what else they mean) that the observer

believed that the line X 4316*57 is divisible into two lines,

placed at A 4316-20 and X 4316*95, and the line X 431915, into

two, placed at X 4318-85 and X 4319 45, we find that the three

charts of the solar spectrum gives lines which are very nearly

coincident with the readings of these forked symbols. It is

not often that the results obtained by so many independent
investigators agree as closely regarding a problem to be solved

only by observation and experiment, and considering the small-

ness of a wave length, and the difficulty of making such meas-

nts, the agreements must be regarded as favorin
* :eble lines of the so*

spectrum of oxygen.
Among the obstacles in the way of comparing the electric

lines of oxygen with those of the solar spectrum, and which in

part explains the discrepancies that exist in the measurements
of the lines of oxygen, is the difficulty in making t

In the same memoir he also discusses the variation in the

breadth of the lines, and the variation in this variation, in

different parts of the electric spectrum of oxygen. The posi-

tions given by Pliicker and myself agree closely, although he

gives no fractions. We both used two prisms of flint-glass,

though at times he used four. Plucker's results, and my own,
were obtained in pure oxygen gas, while those of H. Draper, and
of Angstrom's chart, were from the electric spark in air. This

may possibly explain why they agree in differing slightly from

Pliicker and myself.

In the measurement of the lines of the solar spectrum made
by Mr. Christie, the spectroscope was, he says, equal in dis-

persion to fifteen prisms of 60°. Dr. Rutherfurd's photographs
and mine were made by means of Rutherfurd's gratings of over

17,000 lines to the inch, mine being by reflection and in the

second order. The great dispersion thus brought to bear upon
the solar spectrum, is, I think, the explanation of the sub-
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whatever the dispersion, and whatever the electric, and i

quent thermal or other condition, they seemed to have pro-
duced results very close in their relation to those in recent
photographs of the solar spectrum.

Discussing the existence of bright lines of oxygen in the
solar spectrum at X 4317 and A 4319, Mr. Christie directs atten-

tion to the opposing fact, that the spaces at A 4315 and 4321 -5
on Dr. Eutherfurd's photograph are both brighter than those
at A 4317 and A 4319. This is also shown by my photographs,
in which the slit was sufficiently narrow. I may add, that

there are in my photographs, and in that of Dr. Eutherfurd, in

the region from 4290 to 4301, many lines brighter than any in the

spaces mentioned. Accepting these as being the true measures
of brilliancy of the bright background of the spectrum in this

region—and there is no reason why we should not do so

—

we are justified in saying, that from A 4314 to A 4322, and par-

la the vicinity of A 4317 and X 4319, there is something
in the solar envelopes, which by absorption, reduces the bril-

liancy of the spectrum. In addition there are also faint lines

which occupy the positions of certain electric oxygen lines.

If these faint dark lines are not the result of the action of

oxygen, to what other cause are they to be attributed ? Besides

the well marked lines of calcium and titanium, no one places

lines of any element here except Huggins, who claims a weak
strontian line at A 4319, and a carbon line as given at A 4320, in

Watts' Index. The space from A 43 15 to A 4318 is free from
any claimant, and here there are lines, representing the posi-

tion of the line of oxygen, upon which nearly all the meas-

urements closely agree. It appears to me that this want of

any other explanation, is a fact of importance by no means to

be overlooked, in arriving at the true solution of the problem
of the oxygen lines.

In the table, the wave lengths of all the lines of the solar

spectrum in this region are given, according to Angstrom's
scale. In Dr. Eutherfurd's photograph, I think, several of the

lines are subdivided, according to the figures presented in the

last column. An inspection of the original photograph of

the spectrum itself is required to decide this matter, as the

enlarged paper print in my possession is not entirely satisfactory,

giving only the appearance of subdivision as I have recorded.

Conclusions.—1st. The regions in the solar spectrum at X 4317
and J14S19 oeeof oxygen, are not as bright

as others in th \ icinity.
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2d. The solar spectrum shows faint dark lines in 1

about; 4317 and X 4319.

3d. Oxygen is the substance which can produce dark lines

;ion, therefore we i

i of that element.
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The study of the origin of mineral veins has developed no
fact more clearly than the great importance as a transforming
agent of solutions of the alkaline sulphides and carbonates. A
constantly increasing number of geological phenomena are be-
ing explained by their influence, and the importance which was
given to the sublimation theories by the older geologists is

gradually diminishing,

The ores of mercury, however, partly from the fact that they
have been but little studied, and partly from the ease with
which they are volatilized, together with the difficulty of

accounting for their solution in any of the reagents which
exist in nature, have generally been regarded as formed by sub-

limation. Even in so recent a work as that of M. H. Kuss,
(Memoire sur les Mines et Usines d' Almaden, reprint from
Annales des Mines, p. 47), the author says :

" We should
always recognize in cinnabar the character of a vein substance
carried to the surface very probably in a state of vapor."

The purpose of the present paper is a discussion of the two
theories as to the formation of cinnabar deposits. We shall

endeavor to find an answer to the question, " Are cinnabar

deposits produced by sublimation, or are they deposited from
solution ? In considering this question, it will be necessary to

briefly review the facts to be explained, and the present state of

knowledge of certain of the compounds of mercurj'. The sub-

ject will therefore be divided as follows

:

First. The facts to be explained—a brief synopsis of the na-

ture of some of the more important cinnabar deposits.

Second. Some of the more important properties of cinnabar.

Third. The results of some original investigations upon this

I begin with the deposit with which I am personally ac-

quainted, that of New Almaden. This has already been well

described by Professor Silliman in this Journal, but a statement

of its principal points mav not be out of place.

The New Almaden quicksilver mine is situated about thir-

teen miles southwest of San Jose, California, in a low range of

* A paper read before the Geological Section of the California Academy of
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hills. This range begins at the Hacienda Creek and runs p

allel to the Coast range for about four miles, where it is cut

the Guadelupe Creek. These hills, so far as exploited, are co

posed of serpentines overlaid by magnesian schists -which ;

alumina. Overlying these are other schists, which become more
and more aluminous, until finally they change into clay slates.

These latter rocks are everywhere greatly metamorphosed, in

some cases so much so, that they approach the darker ferrugin-

ous varieties of jasper both in appearance and hardness. All

of these overlying schists have the same general dip as the sur-

face of the hills themselves, modified of course more or less by
subsequent erosion. The serpentine gave as the result of quali-

tative analysis, large amounts of magnesia and silica, with

smaller amounts of iron and alumina, and traces of chromium,
manganese, calcium and nickel.

Lying between these magnesian schists, to which the Mexi-
can miners have given the name "Alta," and the Cornish-

men " Hanging Wall," and the serpentine beneath is found the

deposit of cinnabar. The " vein matter " itself appears to be a

serpentine somewhat altered by infiltrated waters. It is some-

times extremely hard and tough and difficult to mine ; at other

times it is soft and fragile. A qualitative analysis of a speci-

men of the former kind selected by the mining captain as the

hardest rock in the mine proved it to contain besides the cinna-

bar, the same ingredients as the serpentine itself, viz : hydrated

silicate of magnesium, with small amounts of iron, chromium,
calcium and nickel.

Associated with the cinnabar are found dolomitic crystals of

pearl spar, iron pyrites, chlorite, and extremely seldom crystals

of quartz. Another notable fact is the occurrence of a bitu-

minous substance resembling idrialite. This substance is

wrongly stated by Mr. Kuss, in the memoir above cited, to be
" a veritable coal." It is not a true coal. It sometimes has the

external appearance of a soft bituminous coal, but when heated

melts and flows like bitumen. Ordinarily it is found in the

liquid condition, and flows from the drusal cavities in which it

is contained when they are opened. When strongly heated it

gives off highly inflammable hydro-carbon vapors, and leaves

an intumescent coke which is very light and fragile, and burns

with scarcely any ash. Sometimes the schists spoken of are

impregnated with a hydro-carbon more like petroleum, as in

the 1,500 and 1,600 feet levels of the Eandol shaft.

In that part of the mine known as the Cora Blanca, there is a

sheet of dolomitic limestone which extends from the top to the

bottom of the mine. This lies immediately beneath the Alta
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in most cases, although some ore has been found above it. It
varies in thickness from one to two feet. In analyzing this
there was found a very small residue insoluble in the hydro-
chloric acid, which under the microscope proved to contain
fragments of iron pyrites. (The substance had been pow-
dered.)

In the various workings there occurs sandstone, particularly
in the Cora Blanca. The sandstones seem always to overlie the
"vein matter," though in the latter mine they are sometimes
impregnated with cinnabar, and are said to have contained when
first opened, some native mercury. The exact position and signifi-

cance of these latter rocks I have not as yet been able to deter-

mine. It is altogether probable, however, that they are more
or less local in their origin, being the result of slightly varying
conditions which existed during their deposition. Such a
supposition would account for the gradual change of the

sandstones into slates, which often takes place in such a man-
ner as to make it difficult to determine to which class to

assign them.
Native mercury occurs rarely ; chiefly in the sandstones of

the Cora Blanca, but also in the 1,500 and 1,600 feet levels

of the Bandol shaft, where it ran out of the shattered Alta
upon opening out the vein-matter at places where it was much
broken up by faulting.

In many cases the micro-crystals of cinnabar are most inti-

mately mixed with those of dolomite, and occasionally with

those of quartz. The cinnabar even when apparently pure to

the eye, is so thoroughly impregnated with bitumen that a

lump of it when distilled out of contact with the air leaves a

carbonaceous residue.

Throughout this interesting mine there are many evidences

both of chemical and of mechanical action.

A strongly alkaline spring with free carbonic acid (the New
Almaden Vichy spring) is still active at the Hacienda. Occa-

sionally springs with sulphydric as well as carbonic acid are

opened by the drifts. In the mine " slickenslides," or surfaces

polished as smooth as glass by slipping on each other, are fre-

quently met with ; and often large masses of serpentine are

broken off bodily and are buried in the superincumbent mass

of Alta.

The ore is very irregularly distributed throughout the vein-

matter, frequently disappears altogether and reappears in such

an uncertain manner that, despite the well established course

of the ore body, or rather of the " alta " or " hanging wall,"

there is required a great deal of skill and judgment for the

proper exploitation of the mine.

The Gaudelupe and the now abandoned Enriquita mines
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appear to belong to the same formation ; but it would require

a thorough examination of all of this series of mines to trace

out this and other interesting questions. I have dwelt thus

long upon some of the characteristics of this mine because it is

in many respects typical*
Von Cotta in his Erz- lager State, vol. ii, p. 616, gives the fol-

lowing as the characteristics of the principal cinnabar mines of

Ehenish Bavaria, Bohemia, Alps, Upper Italy and Spain :

Country Rocks:—Sandstone, clay -schists, trachyte, talcose

mica slate, limestone and quartzose mica slate.

Ore matter.—Cinnabar, blende, galena, tetrahedrite, limonite,

amalgam, copper pyrites, iron pyrites, silver ores, native quick-

silver, horn quicksilver, idrialite, lebererz, magnetic iron pyrites.

Vein filling.—Quartz, hornstone, heavy spar, calc spar,

dolomite, spathic iron, gypsum.

f

Such a general distribution of carbonates certainly argues
against the sublimation hypothesis. "With a few exceptions
these cinnabar deposits are not in immediate relation to igneous
rocks, but are nearly always found in metamorphic rocks. In
some cases, seven out of sixteen, Von Cotta describes these

deposits as veins, the others as in clefts (klufte), layers or im-
pregnations. Usually, with the notable exception of Almaden
in Spain, cinnabar does not seem to occur in true fissure veins,

but rather to be interspersed in the ore body in a very irregular

manner, as is indicated by the term " impregnation."

Secontx—The Chemical Properties of some of the Salts

The inquiry here becomes at once limited within very nar-

row boundaries.

The stable salts of mercury which could exist in any natural

mineral waters are very few. The mercuric chloride is at first

sight the most probable one, the sulphate not existing in solu-

tion except in the presence of a free acid. Still, salts of mer-
cury have been proved to exist in at least one mineral water.

In the analysis of the spring " du Rocher,"£ there is given as a

constituent of the water a small amount of mercury. It was
very small ; the total amount of all the heavy metals, includ-

ing mercury, estimated together was only 0'008 grams per liter.

But the author states that he obtained enough mercury from
500 liters to exhibit it in the metallic state.

other deposits in_ California, etc., with

Mercure
JuUetind

de France, 1878: Bull. No. 6."

f For a Ml descri Almaden in Spain, see the article

Mr. Kuss above cited, pp. 10-49, or translation by the writer, pp. 6-19-20.

| St X« t ure-le-haut, Puy-de-Dome, by M. Garigon, Comptes Rendus, 1

males des Min<
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It seems much more probable, however, that the salt of mer-
cury usually regarded as the most insoluble is the one in which
we are directly interested, i. e. the mercuric sulphide. This
salt, while insoluble in almost everything else, is well known to
be soluble in solutions of the alkaline sulphides containing free
alkali. This fact is recognized both by Eose and Fresenius, but
I have been unable to find anv exact statements as to the de-
gree of solubility. Prof. V. Stein, in Dingler's Polytechnisches
Journal, vol. cxxxviii, p. 390, states: "I found that"sulphydrate
of sodium as well as potassium dissolved cinnabar even in the
cold with the same ease as water dissolves sugar." This state-

ment is, to say the least, a great exaggeration. He also states
that the polysulphides of the alkalies failed to dissolve any
noticeable trace of the sulphide of mercury. Fresenius* finds
that yellow sulphides of ammonium dissolve traces of sulphide,
of mercury, particularly in the cold. Barfoedf states that while
sulphides of sodium and potassium dissolve mercuric sulphide
sulphydrates of the alkalies, as well as sulphydrates to which
sulphur has been added, fail to do so.

On the other hand, Dr. R WeberJ states that he found that

sulphide of potash dissolves the mercuric sulphide only in the
presence of free potash or soda. Moreover, that the addition
of carbonic acid, sulphydric acid, or flowers of sulphur, precipi-

tates the mercury from such a solution completely.
Again it is well known that the polysulphides of the alkalies

change the black variety into cinnabar, which could hardly be
the case unless partial solution had taken place. Also, that

when mercuric sulphide is slowly deposited from such solu-

tions cinnabar results, but when rapidly deposited as by dilu-

tion, etc., the black or amorphous modification ; finally, that

cinnabar volatilizes out of contact with the air at a little below
red heat, depositing cinnabar when slowly cooled, and the

amorphous variety when rapidly cooled.

Such in brief is at present the not altogether satisfactory state

of knowledge on this subject.

Third.—Experiments upon the Solubility of Mercuric Sul-
phide in Solutions i

temperatures and 1

The great difficulty of accounting for the deposits of cinna-

bar in the wet way has always been the difficulty of finding

any natural solvent for this substance. The experiments
of Weber, cited above, show that as soon as the free alkali is

neutralized either by carbonic or sulphydric acid the mercuric

sulphide is precipitated completely from its solution in the alka-
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line sulphides ; and, as free alkali is not known to exist in any-

natural mineral waters, the question has still remained, " In

what has this substance been dissolved, if we are to suppose it

to have been formed in the wet way ?"

The classic researches of Daubree on metamorphism,* and
those of De Senarmontf on the formation of mineral veins in

the wet way, as well as the fact that these solutions must have
originally acted at higher pressures and temperatures than those

of the atmospheric waters, led to the following investigations.

Impressed with the idea that moderate increase of tempera-

ture and pressure might possibly bring about the desired

results, I was led to adopt a more easily manageable apparatus

than that u£ed by the investigators already mentioned.
For this purpose I used a Papin's digester of gun metal,

about 7f inches high, 3£ inches in outer diameter, and ,*„

inch thick. This vessel was calculated to stand with safety a

pressure of 650 to 700 lbs. per square inch. It was provided
with a safety-valve so that the pressure could be easily regu-

lated at any point, and as an additional check it was heated in

a bath of iron filings, so that the temperature could be approx-
imately determined. The whole was surrounded by a sheet-

iron shell to guard against the danger of explosion. The
digester was heated by an ordinary Bunsen burner. The sub-

stances to be experimented upon were enclosed in glass tubes
usually sealed at both ends, but occasionally open at the

top so as to allow the contents to slowly evaporate under pres-

sure, after the water in the digester itself had evaporated
through the safety valve.

The only disadvantage of using this form of apparatus was
the difficulty of determining when the water was entirely evap-
orated. This led to several explosions of the sealed tubes

within the digester and the consequent loss of many days'

work. The joints were all made with a lead packing, as paper,

leather, etc., would not resist the high temperatures at which
the experiments were conducted. The highest temperatures
reached were in the neighborhood of 250° C. (482° R). The
thermometer at the bottom of the bath of iron filings indicated
360° C. and at the top 150° to 200° C.
The first experiment made was with a tube containing amor-

phous mercuric sulphides with a solution of potassic sulphy-
drate (potash solution saturated with sulphydrie acid.) The
tube was open at the top and its contents were allowed to evap-
orate to half their bulk (after the water in the digester was
evaporated) under a pressure of 150 lbs. per square inch. The
temperature was about 180° C. The operation was continued
five hours. The sulphide was entirely changed to a red pow-
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der and the next day the tube was found to contain a beau-
tiful coherent mass of crystals of cinnabar, recognizable by the
naked eye, simulating the crystals which occur in nature very
perfectly. They appeared to be rhombohedrons, although I
have not been able to determine this with certainty.

Subsequently a large number of experiments were made,
all with closed tubes, upon various solutions in contact with
amorphous mercuric sulphide, for the purpose of determining
the action of these different reagents. The temperatures varied
from about 200° to about 250° C, and the pressures from 260
to 500 lbs. per square inch. The determinations of the pres-
sures were not perfectly exact, owing to the difficulty of mak-
ing the valve-seat bear with perfect uniformity. The duration
of the heating varied in the different experiments from three to

ten hours, and in each case the digester with its contents was
allowed to cool undisturbed till morning.
The results of these experiments are as follows:

Solutions of sodium bicarbonate did not change the amor-
phous variety of mercuric sulphide to cinnabar. Solutions of
water-glass were equally powerless. But when through either

of these solutions sulphydric acid was passed, and the tubes
were again heated in the digester, the transformation was
complete. Polysulphide of potassium as well as sulphydrate
changed the amorphous sulphide very rapidly and completely.

The presence of excess of carbonic acid seemed to retard the

formation without being able to prevent it The cinnabar
formed was usually in the state of micro-crystals, like Vermil-

lion, but often they were larger and more like the native cinna-

bar in appearance, though they were so minute as to make the

determination of the crystalline form extremely difficult. In
all cases when the transformation had taken place, the liquid

would stain the skin deep black, as is usual when mercuric sul-

phide is dissolved in alkaline sulphides. This would be an

additional proof, if one were needed, that solution had taken

place.

Finally, I was led to try the effect of heating the amorphous
sulphide with the New Almaden Vichy water, to which sulphy-

acid had been added. This water as analyzed by E.

fining and Scientific Press, vol. xviii, p. 360, has the

nposition

:

• i;
:

. :.:]. -Date of soda. - 50*3 grains.

Bicarbonate of lime 8*0 "

Sulphate of lime - 10-5 "

Sulphate of magnesia 3-0 "

Piquet, Mir
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This amount was contained in a bottle of two pounds.

Sulphydric acid was passed into this water for half an hour,

an equal amount of mineral water, and some black mercuric

sulphide were added to it, and the mixture was treated in the

digester, while a similar experiment was carried on at the ordi-

nary pressure of the atmosphere and a temperature of 100° C.

The temperature of the digester was not more than 180° 0.,

and the pressure 140 to 150 lbs. The time in both cases was
two hours. The sulphide which was treated in the open air

was unchanged even when examined with the microscope,

while that treated in the digester was brownish red even to the

naked eye, while under the microscope it showed itself to be
composed of a small amount of as yet unchanged amorphous
sulphide, and a larger amount that was completely transformed
to cinnabar. Crystals were not visible with the powers used.

This mineral water, therefore, when the single ingredient of

sulphydric acid is added to it is capable of dissolving mercuric
sulphide, and of depositing it from solution in the crystalline

form when it is slowly cooled.

Fourth—The Rival Theories.

It would be idle to attempt to follow the mercuric com-
pounds from their existence in the nebulous mists to the ore
deposits in which they are found to-day, but it is altogether
probable, from the great permanence of the mercuric sulphide,
that the mercury salts would be precipitated in that form soon
after the waters had been deposited, and that the mercury would
be found in that as sulphide in the earliest sedimentary deposits.

On the one hand we have the sublimation hypothesis to ac-

count for the present position of these ore deposits, and on
the other the solution theory. Now, while it is probable d
priori that as these deposits were buried deeper and deeper by
subsequent debris, that the interior heat of the earth would
raise them to such a temperature that if sufficiently extensive

fissures were to occur vola ensue, and the vapors
would rise upward to a aid permit their recon-

: and while it is possible that in special cases as in

the vicinity of eruptions of true igneous rocks such may be the
case, at the same time it is probable that the deposits as they exist

to-day in situ are the result of the action of mineral waters, which
act either by leaching out the cinnabar from neighboring rocks, or

more probably by bringing itfrom lower rocks.

In support of this position are the following facts : In the first

place, cinnal >n r v. .la t il i»> « ,i 1 1 v at j ust below a red heat (500° C),
when exposed to the ordinarv pressure of the atmosphere.
Now, if we take the increase of temperature as 1° C. for each
100 feet below the surface, it would take a depth of nearly
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At New Almaden, for50,000 feet to give this temperatun
example, which is certainly not in

volcanic rocks, since the cinnabar outcrops upon the summit of
the hills, we should have to assume an erosion to have taken
place of nearly nine and a half miles of strata The age of the
formation (pronounced Cretaceous by Prof. J. D. Whitney, in
the Geological Survey of California), hardly admits of such an
hypothesis. On the other hand it is impossible that the fold-

ings, etc., due to mechanical action, occurring as they usually
do so gradually, could have given rise to the necessary temper-
ature. And even assuming that at the time of the formation
there was a rate of increase of temperature with depth three
times as great as at present, it would still require a depth
below the surface of three miles to give such a temperature.
Not only so, but at such a depth the enormous pressure of

superincumbent strata would greatly increase the heat neces-
sary for sublimation. This fact is well illustrated by the case
of water. The natural rate of increase of temperature due to

internal heat can never be great enough to convert water into

steam except by the presence of local igneous rocks. Pfaff, in

his Geologie als Exacte Wissenschaft, p. 112, shows this by the
following table.

W.M fcsssr sss&ssr waasr

sS
Is I E

The third column gives the weight in atmospheres of a col-

umn of water of a height equal to the depth ; this is the mini-

mum pressure to which it can be exposed, unless we suppose
an extensive fissure filled only with air and extending far up-

ward. The fourth column gives the tension of steam at the
corresponding to the depths calculated according
formula. It is evident that under these condi-

3r will never boil at any depth except in cases of

local eruptions of volcanic rocks. Although there have not

been, to my knowledge, any determinations of the elastic force

of cinnabar vapor, it is probably less than that of steam, and the

above reasoning will apply with even greater force to this case.

In the second place, the deposits themselves, as indicated in

our study of the principal cinnabar deposits, do not usually

show the signs of true fissure veins, but are rather found irregu-

larly disseminated in layers and impregnations ; nor are vol-

canic rocks usually found in sufficient proximity to give the

heat necessary for volatilization.
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In the third place, the formation of many of the ore bodies

cannot be explained upon the sublimation hypothesis. Many
of them, notably that of New Almaden, contain carbonates

so intimately mixed with cinnabar that the conclusion is inev-

itable that they were formed in the same, i. e. in the wet way.

The occurrence of quartz and bitumen intimately mixed shows
the same thing.

Again M. Kuss* himself, though evidently inclined toward

the volatilization theory, admits that :
" The material of the

quartzite which is lacking . to-day in the rocks impregnated
with cinnabar, certainly could not have been missing either at

the time of the first deposit of the beds or after the strong pres-

sure which compressed and straightened them. How could this

disappearance of siliceous matter be effected, matter almost

inattackable by all the reagents which we can imagine to have
intervened during the epoch of the formation of the veins of

cinnabar?" This disappearance of siliceous matter is certainly

inexplicable by the sublimation hypothesis; but by the suppo-
sition that the cinnabar was deposited from solution in a mix-
ture of alkaline sulphides and carbonates, it is not only
explained but also would be a perfectly natural consequence of

the main supposition.

Still again, of the minerals which were mentioned in the first

part of the paper as accompanying cinnabar, all, with the possi-

ble exception of magnetic iron pyrites, have been produced in

the wet way by various experimenters as the following refer-

ences will show.

Blende, by De Senarmont, Ann. Ch. Phys., xxxii, 129.

Galena, by De Senarmont, Ann. Ch. Phys., xxx, 139.

Fahlore minerals, by De Senarmont, Ann. Ch. Phys., xxxii, 129.

Iron pyrites, by De Senarmont, Ann. Ch. Phys., xxx, 140.

Horn quicksilver, in many ways.

n . j Daubree, ibid.
quartz,

-j De s6narmontj Ann Ch phyg
?
xxxii? 12Q

Heavy spar, De Senarmont, Ann. Ch. Phys., xxxii, 129.

Dolomite, Hunt, Am. Jour. Science, II, xxviii, 170, 365 ; xlii, 49.

Spathic iron, De Senarmont, Ann. Ch. Phys., xxx, 153.

Gypsum, Hunt, Compt. Rend., xlviii, 1003.

^„i~ „„„,. i Becquerel, Compt. Rend., xxxiv, 29, xxxvi, 207.
CalC8Par' 1 Rose, Pogg. Ann, xii, 533.

'

The production of bituminous material similar f

has been accomplished in the same way, by heating organic

matter with water in closed tubes at high temperatures.f In
fact this transformation is invariably regarded not as the result

* Memoire sur les Mines et Usines d'Almaden, p. 44. Translation of same by

tubree, Metamorphism, Annales des Mines, 5th series, vol. xvi, II, e
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of dry distillation, but as the effect of heat in the presence of

water. And if the temperature were great enough to have
1 cinnabar, it is probable that these much more vola-

tile hydrocarbons of the original organic matter would have
disappeared, and we should have anthracite or graphite instead
of bitumen, as we do in most of the cinnabar deposits.

In addition to this we have shown that the sulphide of mer-
cury at comparatively moderate temperatures is soluble in solu-

tions of the alkaline sulphides, that increase of pressure aids

rather than retards this solution, and that cinnabar is deposited

from such solutions in the crystallized form when the tem-
perature and pressure are slowly lowered. We have shown
that by adding sulphydric acid to the mineral spring water,

now existing in the neighborhood of one of the most noted of

these deposits, we were enabled to produce the same effects.

For various reasons, which it is unnecessary to state here, it is

probable that this spring once contained sulphydric as well as

carbonic acid, and we have, consequently, in the case of the

New Almaden mine, sufficient cause at least for the deposit

without invoking the sublimation theory.

Again, the occasional occurrence of metacinnabarite is easily

explainable by the sudden dilution of the depositing waters by
waters of other springs, by water from above, or by the local

mixing during the crystallization process with carbonic or other

acid gases. Such a mixture of amorphous sulphide with min-

ute crystals of cinnabar, as described by Moore, (Ueber das

Vorkommen des amorphen Quecksilbersulfids in der Natur) is

easily reproduced by any of these methods. No other theory

so well accounts for the intimate mixture of the two varieties
;

for the amorphous product produced by suddenly cooling the

vapor presents an entirely different appearance.

Finally, the almost universal occurrence of these deposits in

metamorphic rather than in igneous rocks, accords well with

the theory that these deposits as they exist in situ are the immediate

result of the action of solutions of alkaline carbonates containing

also alkaline sulphides.

There are still many other points of interest in this connec-

tion which are difficult to understand. Such, for example, are

the wide spread association of serpentine and other magnesian

rocks, and of the bituminous substance idrialite with cinnabar.

It is possible that these are conditions as well as mere concomi-

tants. Lastly, there remains the occurrence of native mercury

to be explained. Unless we regard it as the effect of the local

oxidation of a very stable compound, its appearance is well nigh

inexplicable upon either hypothesis.

TJniveraity of California. Berkeley, Dec, 1878.
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Art. LIX.— Notice of Recent Scientific Publications in Brazil.—
O. A. Derby on the Geology of the Lower Amazonas; by BlCH-
ARD EATHBUN.

The Archivos of the National Museum of Eio de Janeiro,
which were started in 1876, and of which only a single volume
was published regularly, have again made their appearance.
The numbers recently received, and issued only in the early
part of this year, comprise volume II complete, for 1877, and
the first half of volume III, for 1878. They are accompanied
by numerous plates, some of which seem to have been carefully
executed. The cause of the delay in the publication of this

annual, the only one devoted to natural history memoirs in
Brazil, is not given, but the high character of several of the
articles contained in the present volumes, partially compen-
sates for their late issue.

Dr. Fritz Miiller, of Santa Catharina, contributes to both
volumes interesting papers on certain structural points among
insects, principally on the scent-bearing organs of several spe-
cies of Lepidoptera, and, in volume II, treats of the correlation
of the versicolored flowers of a species of Latana, of Santa
Catharina, and the insects which fertilize them. Dr. Lacerda,
of the Museum, gives the results of his experiments with the
poison of Bothrops jararaca and Bufo iclericus on several domes-
tic animals. The second volume also contains "Notes on tbe
Localities of Antiquities (Ceramios) of Para," by S. Ferreira
Penna, and an extended memoir, entitled " Notes on the Stone
Lip-ornaments of the Archaeological Collection of the National
Museum," by Dr. Ladislau Netto, the director of that institu-
tion. In the third volume are two short geological and min-
eralogical studies of small sections in the province of Minas
Geraes, by members of the School of Mines of Ouro Preto.
The paper of greatest interest to North Americans, however,

is " A Contribution to the Geology of the Lower Amazonas,"*
by Mr. Orville A. Derby, formerly of the Geological Commis-
sion of Brazil, but recently appointed geologist in the National
Museum at Eio de Janeiro. This memoir, which occupies, consid-
erable space in volume II, is a resume' of the principal results of
the explorations of the late Prof. Ch. Fred. Hartt, Mr. Derby
and others, in the Amazonian valley, and adds many important
facts and generalizations to those hitherto published.
The first portion of the paper is devoted to a discussion of the

topography and hydrography of the basin of the Amazonas, and
of the relations of the great river and its many large tributaries

* The English version of this paper was published in the
American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, for February,
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to the surrounding table-lands and mountain chains, which direct
their courses. Mr. Derby endeavors to show that between the
three sections of the Eio Amazonas, popularly called the Mara-
non, Solimoes and Baixo Amazonas, or upper, median and
lower courses, there exist not only topographical differences, but
also very marked differences in geological structure. After
briefly describing the general geological history of the Amazo-
nian region, as brought out by Prof. Hartt, the author enters
into a detailed account of the several formations, that have
been discovered in the lower valley, the immediate subject of
his article. The most important conclusions recorded by him
are the following:

The metamorphic deposits composing the plateau and moun-
tain range between Guayana and Brazil, and the central Bra-
zilian plateau, and thus bordering the Lower Amazonian basin

on the north, and forming its higher lands on the south, may
be divided into two series—a lower one, consisting of highly
crystalline rocks and an upper one, of generally non-crystalline

rocks. The former, which constitutes the most of the Guay-
anian plateau, and forms the base of that of Brazil, consists of

gneiss, gneiss-granite and syenite, and has been referred by
Prof. Hartt to the Laurentian. The Serra do Mar and the Serra

do Mantiqueira, farther south in Brazil, are made up of the

same formation.

metamorphic schists i.

sents both the Huronian and Lower Silurian, as an apparent

difference in age is exhibited in the exposures of these rocks.

To the Lower Silurian are referred, as before, the itacolumites

and talcose schists of Minas Geraes. The metamorphic rocks

are generally well exposed in the falls and rapids of the several

tributaries of the Amazonas, the upper, or non -crystalline series

being usually the first reached in ascending these rivers.

The southern edge of the metamorphic deposits of the Guay-
anian plateau, beginning near the Atlantic, in about 1° north,

tii of west to near the confluence of the Kios

Negro and Branco, between latitudes 1° and 2° south ; the

northern edge of the same rocks in the plateau of Brazil pre-

sents a line of exposures, which pass the Tocantins, between
3° and 4° S., the Tapajos, between 4° and 5° S., and the Ma-
deira, between 8° and 9° S. The edges of the metamorphic

regions, thus defined, mark approximately the borders of the

ancient channel, which existed between the primitive islands of

h were laid down, without great changes of

level, or disturbances, the newer formations from the Upper
Silurian to the Cretaceous inclusive.

There is a certain concordance in stratification between the

Am. Jocte Sci.-Thtrd Series, Vol. XVII, No. 102,-Juxe, 1879.
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beds of the two series of the metamorphic deposits, but the evi-

dence goes to prove that the older, or Laarentian, had been

more or less disturbed and metamorphosed, before the deposi-

tion of the newer, although the great general movement of up-

heaval, that affected, and gave character to, the entire meta-

morphic region of Brazil, was posterior to both.

The formations above the metamorphic, so far observed in

the Lower Amazonian valley, are the Upper Silurian, Devo-

nian, Carboniferous, Cretaceous and Tertiary. The Upper Silu-

rian immediately follows the metamorphic series, on the north

side of the vallev, but has not yet been recognized to the south

of the Amazonas. On the Eios Trombetas, Curua and Mae-
cuni, where they were examined by Mr. Derby and his party,

the rocks of this formation are exposed over an area of only a

few miles in width, have an estimated thickness of about 1,000

feet, and rest upon felsite and syenite ; they are very gently in-

clined, and consist mostly of thin-bedded, argillaceous and
micaceous sandstones, with some massive beds of pure sand-

stone. In the lower part of the series, on the Trombetas, are

fossiliferous beds, containing in addition to other species, Ar-
!a cuneata Con., Orthis hybrida

Sow. and B horizon cor-

responding to the Medina Sandstone of the Niagara group of

North America.
The Devonian rocks occupy a broader superficial area than

the Upper Silurian, but, so far as studied, are of less thickness,

—

about 530 feet. They have been traced northward from Eivre.

where they were first discovered by Prof. Hartt, in 1870, a dis-

tance of about seventy-five miles, on the Rios Maecurii and
Curua. Three sections or groups were readily distinguished,

differing from one another, both in lithological characters and
in fossils. The lower, or Maecurii group, having a thickness 1 4

rty feet, consists entirely of coarse sandstones, and is

very fossiliferous. The only fossils of this section that have
been determined are the Brachiopods, which prove that the sec-

tion is closely related to the Upper Helderberg of North Amer-
ica, but has also many characters in common with the Ham-
ilton group.

The second or Erere group has an estimated thickness of about
200 feet, is made up mostly of fine-grained micaceous sand-

stones, with some beds of black shale, and is underlaid by beds
of cherts. The fossils, which are mostly Brachiopods, are in

}"-n ides ri si with those of the Maecurii, in part, with those of

the Hamilton group of North America. The upper group,

called the Curua, is about 300 feet thick, and consists almost

entirely of black and yellowish shales, passing at times into

shaly "sandstones. The only rco -\ v.,o>;, ; u>.-^W discovered
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those described from the Hamilton group of New York.
The Devonian rocks in the Erere region have suffered greatly

by denudation, and are much dislocated and divided by trap

and, to the south of the Amazonas, on the Tapajos and Xingu.
Of all the Paleozoic deposits of the Amazonian valley, the

Carboniferous is exposed over the largest area, but, at the same
time, presents the greatest difficulties to study. Being com-
posed for the most part of soft rocks, it has been much denuded
only widely-separated exposures remaining, of which it is

difficult to determine the correlation of the several beds. It is,

therefore, also impossible to estin the thick-

ness of the series, which probably exceeds 1,800 feet. The
rocks are soft sandstones, shales and limestones, of which the
latter, though having the least thickness, are the most importan

i traced to the north
of the Amazonas, on the Eios Maecuru, Curua, etc. The differ-

ent exposures, however, appear to represent about the same
limited horizo i,

'- ;

1 fossils.

The region over which the Carboniferous has been actually

observed, is denned by Mr. Derby as follows : On the south

side of the valley, it reaches up the Tapajos, to near the base of

the rapids
; westward it extends to, or beyond, the Kio Mauhe-

ay between the Tapajos and Madeira, and
eastward to, or beyond, the Xingu. To the north of the Amazo-
nas, it stretches some distance northward of the region of Alen-

quer, partially covering up the Devonian between Erere and
the Maecuru locality, and has been found to the west, on the

Rio Uatuma, and to the east, on the Rio Jauary near Prainha.

There can be no doubt but that the Carboniferous really ex-

tends much farther west, and eastward, to near the Atlantic.

From what has been said before, however, it will be under-
• ver the entire region

above defined, although at one time it must have been con-

tinuous there. It was observed on the principal rivers men-
tioned, geneuilly in the vicinity of the lower falls or rapids,

and also at many intermediate localities, but is mostly covered

up by more recent formations, or by dense forest growths, and
over large tracts has been completely swept away. Notwith-

standing the fact that the fossils of this group indicate an hori-

zon, equivalent to the Coal Measures of North America, no
seams of coal have yet been found on the Amazonas. The
beds lie as a rule nearly horizontal.
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Mr. Derby refers the sandstone hills of the Erere* series,

which surround the Devonian plain of the same name, to the

Cretaceous, from a study of the leaves of dicotyledonous plants,

contained in some of the beds. These hills, which are com-

posed of inclined strata, were elevated during, or at the close

of, the Cretaceous age, as a broad anticlinal ridge, afterwards

denuded away in the central portion, so as to uncover the De-

vonian plain, and leave the present series of monoclinal ridges,

disposed in the shape of an ellipse.

Much of Mr. Derby's paper is also devoted to the extensive

Tertiary deposits and the varzea of the Amazonian valley, sub-

jects already treated of at some length by Prof. Hartt

The following meteoric radiant points have been deduced
from my observations, embracing the recorded paths of nearly

600 shooting stars, seen during the last two years (1877-8) at

Cambridge, Mass. Among the number may possibly be found
one or two doubtful positions, and a few strongly suspected
and probably new showers requiring confirmation.

" The other

positions either confirm those deduced by other observers, and
heretofore considered rather doubtful, or are those of old and
well established meteor systems. The limits of duration of

the several showers are naturally uncertain; the results show-
ing only the observed duration, and not the true period, which
important element should receive the closest attention of ob-

servers in the future. Considerable complication has arisen

from the large number of known radiants, and more attention

should be given to establishing and identifying beyond a doubt
the true positions of those already catalogued, with their limits

of duration, than to the discovery of new and in many cases no
doubt pseudo-meteor streams.

The theoretical shifting of the radiant point of a shower from
day to day as the earth changes its position, should also, it

seems (in the majority of cases). q in deduc-
ing the results; although the appro \iim.i..-' character of this

class of observations, renders it difficult to notice any shifting

of position at intervals of less than a week. This "important

point should engage the attention of all observers, as going far

to demonstrate the period of long enduriDg showers.

_
In deducing my results, great care has not only been exer-

cised in r<y !:ie> of each individual meteor
mapped, such a< 1. »gth of [>atl . velocitv. magnitude, etc., but



List of Radiant Poin

2 Jan. 29-Peb. 3

J Feb. 24-26.

1878.

2 Aug. 23-Sept. ]

3 Aug. 25-Sept. ]

IjAug. 25-30.

ug. 20-27.

Meteors faint and rapid, possibly a new

Quite faint, short and rapid meteors. Con-
firms Heis (M. 2), 169

J

+45°, Jan. 16-. '.:. '".'; : : '.- :.'
I

length of path; one stationary meteor.

Denning, from Italian Met. Asso. Obs.,

dium length of path. Evidently confirms

Greg and Herschi !. at 10s - 32 . Mar. 2f>

Meteors faint, short and rapid. Denning,

at 220° + 21°, April 21, 1874. Eadiant

Meteors generally faint, ehorl

Radiant near (3 Cygni. Denning, at 285°

280
= + 29c, June 29-30, 1870.

Meteors bright and very slow, with long

rebel, at 339°-34°, July 20-

Sept. 20. Seen well by A. S. Herschel,

July 28, 1865.

Meteors faint and quick, with medium length

of path. Denning, from Italii

-

Meteors quite bright, short and slow. Den-
-

.Italian Met. Asso. Obs., 1

-
:-... -. -. ..

'
: _

hour. Horary No. 5

9.30 to 10.30. Meteors

No. 33. Position deduced from <

ors bright, short and rapid. Confirms

aning, at 8° + 53°, Aug. 3-16, 1877.

liant between a and f Cassiopeise.

h quite long paths. Mean of 5 posi-

is from Greg's Table, 1876, at 281° +

Greg and Herschel, at 335° + 67°, Aug
-31. Schiaparelli and Zezioli, at 340
65°, Aug. 28.

jsition well deduced ; meteors bright, sh

and rapid. Denning, from Italian XI

Asso. Obs., 1872, at 235° + 65°, Aug. 1

iort, quick meteors. Denning, from Ital

Met. Asso. Obs., 1872, at 270° + 20°, A
24-Sept. 14.

rongly suspected, and possibly a n

|

shower. Meteors quite bright, short t
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. 20-29.

3 Oct. 30-Nov.

Exact. Meteors bright, short and swift. A

Rather uncertain. Meteors bright, short

and slow. Denning, from Italian Met.

Asso. Obs., 1872, at 333° + 27°, Aug. 24-

Radiant near

v;

Meteors bright, short and gen
Radiant near /? Arietis. Gruber, at 2 1

° +
22°, Oct. 17-24.

Meteors faint, with short paths. Radiant

near a Arietis. Evidently confirms Tup-
man (94), at 30°+22°, Nov. 3, 1869.

Compare No. 22.

Taurids I. Meteors generally quite brilliant,
" \ medium length of path. Denning,

age position at 60° + 20°, Oct. 17-

Strongly suspected.

Possibly i

ear y Geminorum. Compan

rag paths.
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during the past year a certain weight has been attached to each
meteor mapped, showing the accuracy of the path recorded, on a
scale of one to four, ai g value used in deduc-
ing the centers of radiation ; and the results are believed to be
as nearly correct as the number of meteors recorded and the
nature of the observations will allow. Observations were taken
nearly every fair night in the absence of the moonlight, but
were confined principally to the evening hours, between 6 and
11 P. M. The exceptions were morning watches in April,

1878, August, 1877-8, and November, 1877-8, for the appefifr

ance of the Lyraids, Perseids, and Leonids. With the excep-
tion of the Perseids, these gave negative results ; only two or
three scattering members from each stream being recorded.

The periods of watching each evening varied from one to four
hours in duration, and aggregate 187 hours in all. The obser-

vations were mostly confined to the eastern quarter of the sky,

the few exceptions being watches in the west during the
months of August, September and November, 1878.

In deducing the results, the method employed by Prof.

Schiaparelli, (i. e. deducing the material obtained from each
evening's observations, or those of a few evenings at most), has

been used. The positions deduced from less than four meteors

(of which there were a large number), have been rejected. In
giving weight to the different positions deduced by me, observ-

ers should bear in mind that the small number of meteors,

recorded in many of the cases, result from one or more of the

following causes

:

I. The shortness of the period from which each shower is

deduced, averaging about five days, the average period of most

observers being from twenty to thirty days. II. To the gen-

erally unfavorable hours, between which the observations were

taken, before midnight, when meteors are much less abundant,

than during the morning hours. Ill To the small number of

hours during which I was able to watch each evening, espe-

cially in the spring and winter months ; several showers being

deduced from one or two hours' watch only.

Corresponding observations of the same meteors are doubt-

less of great value in determining the heights, etc., of the

meteors, as well as their radiant points, and during the latter

part oi last August, the writer together with Mr. Seth C. Chand-

ler, Jr , made a -tries of observations at stations some seventy

at ; the reduction of the same is now being done by Mr.

Chandler.

Another series has been partly arranged and carried out by
the writer and Mr. Oliver C. Wendell, of Lowell, Mass., and
it is to be hoped that other observers will, during the coming

year, be found willing to engage in this important work.
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Art. LXI.

—

Notice of recent AM ne Fauna of

the Eastern coast of North America, No. 5 ; by A. B. Verrill.
Brief Contributions to Zoologyfrom the Museum of Yale College.

No. XLIL

Of Poljzoa about 140 species have been identified by the

writer from the coast between Cape Cod and Labrador. Nearly
all these are Arctic or European species, already known.
They are mostly described in Smitt's papers on Arctic Bryozoa.

They are also mostly enumerated by the writer, in a Check-list

of the Marine Invertebrata of this coast, now in type. The
following is one of the more interesting new forms.

The recent determination of so large a number of American
Polyzoa, confirms the decision already arrived at, several years

ago, from the study of other classes, that the fauna of northern

New England is remarkably arctic and chiefly of northern ori-

gin, and that the fauna of Greenland is more allied to that of

Northeastern America than to that of Northern Europe. In a

valuable paper* on the Podophthalmous Crustacea of our
northern coast, just published, Professor S. I. Smith has arrived

at the same results for that group.

Bugulella, gen. nov.

Stems slender, dichotomously branched, consisting of single

series of cells (zocecia), which are connected by short tubular
joints that arise medially, from the back and near the distal

end of the preceding cell, either singly or two together. Zocecia
elongated, expanded d rge, sunken, elliptical

frontal area on the front side, close to the end
;
gradually

tapered to the proximal end, which is united, by an articulation,

with the tubular process of the preceding cell, representing the
stern. New branches arise laterally from these small joints.

Frontal area surrounded by spines. Ocecia subglobular, at-

tached to the distal end of the zocecia. A\ i ilaria median, at

the distal end of the zocecia, shaped as in Bugula. Allied to

Bicellaria and perhaps to Bretlia.

Bitgulella fragilis, sp. nov.

Zoarium translucent, shining, delicate, filiform, much
branched; forming intricate divaricate clusters, sometimes an
inch or more in height. Apertures broad oval or elliptical,

oblique, wit 1 with five spines, on each side;
of these the two nearest the distal end are much shorter than
the other three, which are as long as the breadth of the aper-
ture, and arch over it. Sometimes a median spine is also
present at the proximal edge. Ovicells globose, prominent,

* The Stalk-eyed Crustaceans of the Atlantic Coast of North America north of
Lape Cod. Trans. Connecticut Acad., voL v, Part L. May, 1879.
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nearly as wide as the zocecial apertures, smooth, shining, some-
times sculptured with raised lines, or with rounded sunken
areas on the sides. A small oval disk on the lateral surfaces
of the zocecia. Avicularia small, with a rather short, thick,
swollen head, the pedicel shorter than the vertical diameter of
the head, attached to the distal end of the zocecia.

East of George's Bank, 220 fathoms, on Acanella Normam.
Presented to the TJ. S. Fish Commission by the captain and
crew of the schooner " Alice G. Wunson."

ECHINODERMATA.

Solaster JEJarllii, sp. nov.

A large, handsome species. Arms nine in our specimen,
elongated, tapering. Upper surface thickly covered with clus-

ters of divergent spinules, mostly six to eight, much smaller
and shorter than in 0. papposus. Marginal plates large, prom-
inent, the largest bearing about twenty spinules, in two trans-

verse rows. Ventral plates with about seven or eight long acute
spines in one transverse row. Adambulacral plates with about
five shorter, more slender spines. Greatest diameter 180mm

;

lesser 50mm. Taken in lat. 43° 24' ; long. 59° 46', in 200 to 250
fathoms, bv the schooner "Bessie W. Somers," and presented
to the TJ. S. Fish Com. by Capt. Thomas F. Hayden.
Dedicated to Mr. E. E. Earll of the TJ. S. Fish Commission.

Molpadia turgida, sp. nov.

Body large, elongated, turgid, suddenly tapering posteriorly

to the slender, moderately long caudal portion. Tentacles
short, almost rudimentary, two-lobed, seldom expanded. Skin
thin, often somewhat translucent, dark reddish or purplish

brown, filled with perforated table-shaped or spinulated plates,

and with numerous regular, circular and oval, biscuit-shaped

orange-brown calcareous grains, of various sizes, less numerous
than in 31. oolitica, but far more numerous and more regular

than in M. borealis. These grains have
either around one, or, when oval, arou

They usually have a central circle of three to six
L

,

then a circle of ten or more, larger, oval fori

a thin framework, which runs out into irregular projections

beyond the border ; the central spinule is elongated, acute,

consisting of three or four columns. The largest specimens

are about 125mm long, and 25 to SO1™ in diameter.

Bay of Fundy—A. E. Verrill and S. I. Smith, 1865. Massa-

1874 ; Casco Bay, 1873 ; off Nova Scotia, 1877,—TJ. S. Fish

Commission. Gulf of St. Lawrence, Whiteaves.
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Anthozoa.

Actinernus, gen. nov.

Body large, short, smooth. The margin below the tentacles

is deeply divided into acute lobes, or teeth, continuous with

the body- wall. The tentacles are rather large, and adnate to

the marginal lobes for a considerable part of their length. Disk
large, with the margin undulate or frilled in large specimens.

The disk and tentacles apparently are not retractile.

Actinernus nobilis, sp. nov.

Body stout, with a very broad basal disk and short column,

and toward the summit thrown into about eight large undula-

tions or folds, bending outward and inward, corresponding to

the lobes of the disk; the margin is deeply cut into sharp

conical teeth, corresponding to the tentacles in number and
position, and like them alternating in an inner and outer row

;

integument of column and teeth thick, firm and smooth. Ten-
tacles numerous, elongated, tapering, acute, moderately large,

subequal, in two rows close to the margin, adnate to the mar-
ginal teeth for about two-thirds of their length, or even more.
Lips well-developed, with about eight large lobes on each side.

Color, in recently preserved specimens, deep purplish brown
on the disk and tentacles, with radiating lines of paler color on
the disk

; mouth deep brown inside ; sides of body mi
with traces of orange-color where the outer coat remains.

Largest specimens, in alcohol, about four inches broad and
three high. Four specimens were presented to the TJ. S. Fish

Commission.
Off Sable I., N. S., 200-250 fathoms, Aug., and Banquereau,

about^ 200 fathoms, Sept. 9, 1878—Capt. J. W. Collins, sch.

" Marion." Eastern slope of George's Bank, in about 220 fath-

oms,—Capt. and crew of the sch. " Alice G. Wunson," Sept.,

1878. Lat 42' 31°
; long. 64° 20', 300 fathoms —Capt. Wm.

H. Greenleaf, sch. "Chester B. Lawrence."

Synanthus, gen. nov.

Actiniae which have a broadly expanded, thin base from
which new zooids arise by budding, so as to constitute a small

colony, connected together by a common base. Integument
thin and smooth. Tentacles numerous, retractile.

Synanthus mirabilis, sp, nov.

Colonies often consist of five or six, or more, zooids, which
are generally parasitic upon the branches of Primnoa reseda

and Paragorgia arborea, often sari a ligature,

and in the case of Paragorgia often forming deep constrictions

so as to seriously weaken the branches. Column low and but-

ton-like in contraction, the integument so translucent as to

show the numerous internal radiating lamellae. Same localities

as for the preceding species.
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In the ordinary form of galvanometer the current is measured
by the ratio of the force it exerts on the needle to the directive
force of the earth, the ratio being determined by a measure-
ment of the angle of deflection.

The moment of the force with which a unit current acts on
the needle may be expressed in a series of the form

G, gx
sin 6+ G

a ^a
sin 6 Q/(0) + etc.

where G„ G 3
are constants depending on the dimensions of

the coil, and g„ g 3 on those of the suspended apparatus, coil

or magnet, as the case may be. Q/ (0), Q/ (6) are quantities

varying with the deflection.

Only in case all the terms after the first may be neglected

are the values of the current proportional to the tangents of

the deflections. With a single coil this is not the case. By
increasing the number of coils and suitably placing them, the

magnetic field may be rendered more uniform.

In reading the deflection either a divided circle or a telescope

and scale may be used. With the divided circle the deflection

may be as great as 45°, but not more, or else the instrument

would not be sensitive to changes in the current. The use
of telescope and scale necessitates much smaller deflections.

To regulate the strength of the current shunts of small resist-

ance often have to be used ; and the proportion of the current

through the instrument is rendered doubtful.

If, instead of placing the plane of the coils parallel with the

magnetic meridian, they are placed perpendicular to it, the

sum of the force of the current and of the directive force of

the earth would influence the magnet.

The formula ~
i

"=
MT 1 14- 6)

expresses the relation between the time of vibration of a hori-

zontal, swinging magnet, its moment of inertia K, its magnetic

moment M, and the horizontal component of the earth's mag-
netic force T.

If this time, the time of vibration without the current, is

first taken and then the time £, with the current, we get the

relation between the two,

"M(T + F)(i + 0)
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The moment of the force F on the magnet is

C (G,
ffl sinHG,^ sin 6 Q/ (6) + etc.)

= sin 6 C (G
t ^ + G

2 ^2 Q/ (<?) + etc.)

0=the angle between the axis of the coil and of the magnet.

Hence C (G, g 1
+ G

9 g, Q/ (0) -f- etc.) = F.

For the small angles through which the magnet need vibrate,

fcbis factor may be considered constant and equals the constant

of the instrument, used as a tangent galvanometer, when the

deflection is supposed equal to 90°.

Let G, g x
+ G, <7, Q/ (0°) + etc. =K

90
o

Then F = GKM.

The value of C is obtained in the form

__f-t; T

To find the value of K^ the same current, if passed through
the instrument used as a tangent galv

or K = ^S)K(p

If the value of K^> is known for any value of <p, the deflec-

tion, the constant of the instrument used in this other way is

given by this formula.
It is evident that the relative values of K? for different

values of the deflection of a tangent galvanometer may be
found by repeated application of this process.

Ktp
t

t&n tp
t

t* ' f-t*

Any of the usual methods for finding the constant of a gal-

vanometer would also apply
Physical Laboratory, Harvard College, Feb. 12,



Chemistry and Physics.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. On a New Series of Molecules.—In 1868, Angus Smith
made an investigation into the absorption of gases by charcoal,
believing that, since this action was on the border line between
physics and chemistry, it would throw some light on chemical
phenomena. The results then obtained showed that the gases
were absorbed in whole volumes, hydrogen being 1, oxygen 7*99,

carbonous oxide 6*03, carbon dioxide 22*05, marsh gas 10*01

ilphurous oxide 36*95, and
uthor has now taken up the subject anew and finds

nitrogen monoxide 12*90, sulphurous oxide 36*95, and nitrogen
4*27. The author has now taken up the subject anew a " ^

r; tally absorb gases in perfectly defii

chemical union. Moreover, since oxyg<

umes, the physical action being like the chemical. Thus calling

bed 1, that of the oxygen is 8, the
proportions by "volume being the same as those by weight in

chemical union. Moreover, since oxygen is 16 times heavier than
hydrogen, charcoal absorbs 128 times more oxygen than hydrogen
by weight. Now this number is exactly equal to the density

of oxygen squared and divided by two, —, or it is half the pro-

duct of the density of this gas and its atomic weight. A
most probable value for nitrogen is 4*66 volumes absorbed, and
hence the weight absorbed is 14X4*66 or 65*3. This number is

—, since nitrogen is trivalent. Carbon dioxide is not divided but

is simply 22". The carbonous oxide absorbed is 6 volumes, the
carbon dioxide 6+ 16=22 volumes, marsh gas 6+4=10 volumes,
nitrogen monoxide 8+4*66=12*66 volumes. These figures seem
to the author to suggest a new series of molecules, whose weights
are produced by squaring the atomic weights and by certain

divisions peculiar to the gases in question. It may be perhaps

that the larger molecule exists in the free gas and is bi

on chemical combination. The building up of a molecule by
volumes in this way suggests the possibility at least that our

present molecules may be similarly constructed. — Proc. Roy.
Soc, Feb. 6, 1879. Nature, xix, 354, Feb. 1879. g. f. b.

2. On the Becipru<- Iphur, and
th, 11, ,/..,/. „.<. ,>:.,.-. /..— lii '111U...1 ha*

studied the reciprocal * take place in the so-

called hydracids and finds that t: ud by the

value of the heat of combination. Thus for example, experiment

has given him the following equivalent numbers:

H+Cl =HC1 gas +22*0 HC1 dissolved +39*3
H+Br gas =HBr gas +13*5 HBr dissolved +33*5

11+ 1 gas =HI gas —0*8 HI dissolved +18*6

H+S gas =HS gas +3*6 IIS dissolved + 5*8

H+O gas =110 gas +29 '5 *10 %uid +34*5
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From these numbers it follows: 1st, that CI should displace Br
and I, and Br should displace I, in the hydracids both when gas-

eous and in solution; this is common knowledge; 2d, that CI
and Br should displace S in hydrogen sulphide either gaseous or

dissolved,—also a well known reaction ; 3d, that I should displace

sulphur in hydrogen sulphide in solution, forming HI dilute; but
that S on the contrary should decompose gaseous HI, forming
hydrogen sulphide. These facts were experimentally i

by placing hydrogen sulphide in a sealed tube containing I, and
heating to 500°

; no reaction took place. But HI gas on the con-

trary reacts on S even in the cold, and if the tube be opened under
water, the latter rises in the tube, remaining transparent till the

inverse reaction takes place in solution, the iodine decomposing
now the hydrogen sulphide again, with deposition of sulphur. 4th,

that oxygen should displace S from hydrogen sulphide, a common
reaction; 5th, that between chlorine and oxygen, an e<.

should be produced, since on the one side gaseous chlorine should
decompose water to form HO in solution, and on the other gas-

eous oxygen should decompose dry HO gas, to form water and
chlorine. In proof of this, Berthelot mixed HO and O '- ~

h the tube for several i

the HO was decomposed,
while a similar experiment with water vapor and CI gave no
result. 6th, that O should displace Br from HBr either gaseous
or dissolved ; and 7th, that oxygen should displace I, under the
same circumstances, a fact well shown by the fact that a mixture
of four volumes of HI and one of oxygen readily takes fire and
burns with a red flame, a good lecture experiment. The inverse

reaction does not take place.—Bull. Soc. Ch., II, xxxi, 309, April,

1879. g.f.b.
3. On the Liquefaction of Hydro,/, » S;i;.-i,f,-.—Ogier, in the

laboratory of Berthelot, has prepared hydrogen silicide pure and
has succeeded in liquefying it by means of the apparatus devised
by Cailletet. At ordinary temperatures, about 10°, this gas sus-

tained a pressure of 200 to 300 atmospheres without being lique-

fied. But on sudden expansion, even at fifty atmospheres, the
cooling produce- a thick mist and droplets appear on the walls of
the tube. Under these conditions the gas is evidently very near
its critical point. Indeed, cooling it only a few degrees below
zero suffices to condense it totally. Under a pressure of fifty

atmospheres it is liquid at —11°; of seventy atmospheres, at

— 5°
; and of 100 atmospheres, at -1°. At zero, on the contrary,

it remains gaseous even at 150 to 200 atmospheres. The critical

point is therefore not far from zero.— C. B., lxxxviii, 236, Feb.
1879. G. v. B.

4. On the Ytterbia of Marignac, and on a New Element,
N.w„,//„m._x JL . ()X , w h w;is ou the point of commencing an in-

vestigation of the gadolinite and euxenite earths when Marignac's
paper appeared, has proceeded with it since this chemist has given
it up for want of material. Having 63 grams of erbia, the
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molecular < 129*25, he sought at first to sepa-
rate the ytterbia by a modification of Marignac's process, ceasing
to heat the melted mass so soon as red fumes appeared. But it

proved too tedious and he returned to the unmodified method.
After thirteen series of decompositions of the nitrates l.y heat,
there remained a basic nitrate which showed only feeble absorp-
tion bands in the green and red. The solution, preeipital
oxalic acid, was evaporated and gave 3-5 grams of a white earth
with a scarcely perceptible rose tint, whose molecular weight was
127*64. This low number led the author to suspect the presence
of a new element in the ytterbia, and a portion of the chloride
was submitti found lines differing from any
previously observed in this group. The earth was converted into

nitrate, a suitable quantity of sulphuric acid was added, the solu-

tion was evaporated, \\< ire, but at such a tem-
perature that the residue dissolved perfectly in water. The
molecular - lally until it readied
105-83, and yet traces of ytterbia were present. Examined again
spectroscopically by Thalen, it gave twenty-nine lines, the strong-
est of which had wave lengths of 6078-5, 6054, 6019, 5736, 5729,
5719, 5710-5, 5700, 5686, 5671, 5657-5, 5526, 5089, 5084--.

4739, 4736-5, 4733. To the element thus established, Nilson
gives the name Scandium, since the two minerals gadolinite and
euxenite in which it occurs are of Scandinavian origin. Its oxide
is a colorless earth, the solutions of which give no absorption
bands. It is after cal ith difficulty by dilute

nitric acid, more readily by hydrochloric. Oxalic acid precipitates

I ely. The nitrate is completely decomposed at a tem-
rted

changed
tures, but is comp calcinatio

carbonate. Calculated from ScO, the atomic weight cannot be
far from 90 ; though if scandia be Sc

2 3,
the at. wt. would be 135.

The solutions from which tie. rarkras leposited

were then submitted to examination. The result showed that

while the molecular weight of the earth which had precipitated

from the solution as basic nitrate continued to diminish, that of

the earth which remained in solution remained constantly the

same, about 131. Eight of the mother liquors gave a substance

whose mole -y Marig-

nac's method eight times, these afforded 3*5 grams of an earth of

a molecular weight of 131-63, the fused nitrate of which gave
only a single feeble erbia absorption band in the green. Repeat-
ing the operation, the last traces of erbia were eliminate 1 and
the ytterbia obtained pure, its nitrate showing no absorption

bands. The erbia of previous authors then ia nearly

and only a few per cent erbia. The author hopes to study erbia,

ytterbia and scandia more carefully, since he has in «-

ach of gadolinite and
, 645, March, 1870. g. f. b.
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5. On an Amidonitrosulphide of Iron.—Demel has repeated

the experiment of acting upon a ferrous solution with potassium

nitrite and ammonium sulphide, first noticed by Roussin, in order

to study more carefully the product. To prepare the compound,
'2(i grams potassium nitrite is dissolved in 300 c. c. water, the

solution is heated to boiling, 40 c. c. ordinary ammonium sulphide

solution is added, and the heating continued for a few minutes.

A solution of 33 grams crystallized ferrous sulphate in 200 c.c. water
is then added gradually with shaking and the liquid boiled for ten

minutes. It is then filtered and the filtrate deposits black needle-

shaped crystals, which after recrystallization from water are

obtained as brilliant black prisms. They decompose in the air,

are easily soluble in water, alcohol and ether, evolve H
2
S with

dilute and brown vapors with strong HC1, and give off ammonia
when boiled with KOH. Even below 100° this body decomposes,

evolves heat and leaves ferrous sulphide. Analysis showed that

the nitrogen was united partly to oxygen and partly to hydrogen,
all the hydrogen being united to nitrogen. The numbers obtained

gave the empirical formula Fe&N ad the facts

above given the rational formula must be tl
| s^pr

5
" Similar

6. On a New Method of producing Ketones.—Vox Bechi has
modified the method for preparu _ ly suggested
by Freund. In place of using zinc radicals, he employs iodides

of the alcohol radicals in presence of sodium. In a dilute etherial

solution of equal molecules of ethyl iodide and benzo\
well cooled, is placed the necessary quantity of sodium ; at first

no action is observable, but soon a yellow powder separates con-

sisting of sodium iodide and chloride. After 48 hours, the whole
rated. A brown liquid

is let'l. which washed with wat< r and fractionated, di>>

205° and 210°, is a light yellow refractive oil of agreeable odor
having the composition of phenylethylketone. The reaction is as

- Na, = Nal + NaCl + CO
j
%j*\

\ COC1 + j 1

The method appears general.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xii, 463,

7. On the Production of Aurin.—Clermont and Fkommkl
have succeeded in producing aurin din ctl\ h\ a< lis «_r up >n phi n 1

by a mixture of carbonous oxide and oxygen in sealed tubes.

(CAOH),+CO;=£g
:

gg[cjg.H.|.

Tin- CO, must bo nascent to produce the effect.— C. R., lxxxviii,
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8. Radiometer.—In recent numbers of Nature (April 3rd and
April 10th, 1879), Mr. W. Crookes gives an abstract of his later

roearches on the "Repulsion resulting In. in iiadiation." He
first discusses the amount of repulsion produced by radiation on
disks of varii.ii> kinds and coated with different substances. The
very delicate and iag which tlie repulsive
forces were compared, is described at length; and the d.

shows what great skill has been acquired in controlling the obscure
phenomena, which Mr. Crookes has so successfully elucidated.

For details and numerical results we must refer to the original

papers. The repulsions were measured both when no screen was
interposed, and also when a cell of water was inserted in the path
of the rays; and the difference in the relative effects under these
conditions is very striking. These phenomena, which are similar

to those first describe d b\ M« h i n i i the name of "Thermo-
crosis" are among the most interesting results of the investigation.

In order to compare the two classes of results, it was first determined
that the actual amount of repulsion on a lamp-blacked disk, when
the water-screen was interposed, was only one-twelfth of that ex-

erted by the -i ndard can II. dame when no screen was in the

way, the distance of the candle and other things being of course

equal. With the effect on the standard lamp-blacked disk the
other repulsions were compared and hence if the direct effect of
the source employed arily expressed by the

number 1 uo, the effect of the same source on the" same disk through
screen but u sal conditions,s given wa

uld be, according to the determination just referred to, ex-

pressed by the number 8'3. The other numbers of the following

table ha

Ohromic oxide (pale green),

.

Copper tungstate,-.

Selenium precipitated, 35-8 5-8 69-6

It appears from this table that the substances experimented on

(1.) Negatn : tnos< in which the repulsion behind water bears

a greater proportion to the standard than when no screen is inter-

(2.) Positive : those in which the repulsion behind water bears a
less proportion to the standard, than when no screen is interposed.

Amongst Class 1, are copper tungstate, saffranin, selenium and
copper oxalate. Amongst Class -'. chromic oxide, persulphocy-

and calcium carbo-

nate. Evidently these differences must correspond to a difference

hi the capa.-it v of absorbing the luminous and the non-luminous

Am. Jour. Scr.—Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 102.—June, 1879.
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ultra red rays, or in other words to the tbermocrosis of the several

pigments employed.
As might be expected, the differences of qualities just described

are balanced against each other on the vanes of the movable fly

of a radiometer, and this instrument can be constructed with a

movable glass cap made tight by cement, so that the fly may be
removed and the vanes shifted at pleasure. We quote from Mr.

Crookes's paper the following description of the singular results

he thus obtained.
" Disks coated on alternate sides with chromic oxide and pre-

cipitated selenium move in one direction to the naked flame of a

candle and in the other direction when a water screen is inter-

posed. With saffranin and hydrated zinc oxide, the instrument

does not move at all when exposed to the naked flame, but re-

volves when a water stuii i- inter;.. -.-d. Wh'i thallic oxide and
Magnus's green platinum salt, the instrument moves strongly

when no screen is interposed, but is stopped with a water-screen.

These results are all in conformity with the figures."

"A pith radiometer coated with precipitated selenium and
chromic oxide was exposed to the radiation from a colorless gas
flame of a B Uso to the same colored intensely
green by thallium. To the eve, by this light, the chromic oxide
looked nearly white and the selenium black. The rotation due to

the repulsion of the chromic oxide was however apparently as

strong as when the non-luminous flame was used. This experi-

ment proves that certain substances have an opposite absorptive

ays of dark heat to what they have on light, and that

thermicallv

and optically black.'

It was originally thought that a slice of tourmaline, being black
to a ray of light polarized in one plane and white to a ray polarized

in the other plane, would he repelled when the incident light was
quenched hy it, and not affected when the incident light passed
through it. Mr. Crookes's measurements, however, show that this

action does not exist to any appreciable degree. He experimen-
ted on a plate of tourmaline suspended in vacuo on a torsion bal-

ance, and measured the amount of repulsion produced by a beam
of polarized light when in different planes, and he explains the

negative results by saying that while the repulsion resu

radiation is almost entirely a surface action, the action of a tour-

maline on a polarizer is one in which tbiekm
The analysis which Mr. Crookes next gives of the effect of the

shape of the vanes of a radiometer in influencing the amount and
direction of repulsion is very ingenious, and highly interesting;

but the discussion cannot be made intelligible without the nume-
rous figures with which the papers are i hot rated. I

to say that the effects are shown to be in accordance with the
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theory which Mr. Crookes has so fully worked out. One of the
mo>t remarkable of these effects i^ t.i at i v<> ]-,, } l,y the viscosity
of air which at a rarefaction of 129 millionths of an atmosphere,
appears t<> '>( onl\ a little less than its viscosity at the norma!
density, and hence the vanes of a radiometer at a speed of 100
revolutions a minute exert a considerable drag on a disk of mica
rotating just above them.

In reading these v< rs one is greatly im-
pressed by nap, and the
means of measuring the degree of exhaustion 'which the pump
produces, has been brought. lo some of his experiments Mr.
Crookes speaks of carrying the exhaustion to four ten-m
of an atmosphere, and we quote as follows from the close of his

" In concluding this abstract of my researches on Repulsion
resulting from Kadi rion I . ; i iot i train from pointing out how
erroneous the ordinary ideas of a ' vacuum' are. Formerly an air

pump which would diminish the volume of air in the receiver
one thousand times was said to produce a vacuum. Later a 'per-
fect vacuum' was said to be produced by chemical absorption, and
by the Sprengel pump, the test being that electricity i

pass; this point being reached when the air is rarefied

dred thousand times. Now Mr. Johnston Stony has calculated
that the number of molecules in a cubic centimeter of air at the
ordinary pressure is probably something like one thousand tril-

lions. When this nu'mbei is" divided by 2,500,000 there are still
'

- :c

the highest exhaustion to which I carried the experiment, a rare-

faction which would correspond to the density of the atmosphere
about seventy-five miles above the earth's surface, that is, if its

density decreases in geometrical progression as its height

'

in arithmetical progression. Four hundred billion mol<

the supposition that when set into vibration by a white hot wire

they may be capable of exerting an enormous mechanical effect."

9. The Magic Mirrors of Japan.—The bronze mirrors of Japan
are usually circular, from three to twelve inches in diameter, made
of bronze, and with a bronze handle covered with bamboo. The
reflecting face is generally more or less convex, polished with a

amalgam and the back is ornamented with a varied de-

sign. The magic property, which is only possessed by s

specimens, appears when a bright beam of light
'

There is then e

appears when a bri reflected by the

right lines on a dark ground more o

•erfect iv representing the pattern on the back of the mirr

hough not only is the latter wholly hidden from the ligh

lso the polished surface itself, if looked at directly, acts li

•rdinary mirror re the; _ it, and givi

ndieati'ous whatever of the raised patterns on the Lack. ]

; Friday evening discourse at the Royal Institution" of Ja
eported in Nature of April 10th, Prof. W. E. Ayrton gives
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and satisfactory explanation of this remarkable effect, which so far

from being intentional on the part of the manufacturers of the mir-

rors, appears to have been quite unknown to the Japanese, al-

though known to the Chinese from the earliest times. It appeared

firom the erperin* nta of Professor Ayrton that: 1, when a diver-

gent beam of light fell on the mirror the pattern appeared as

bright on a dark ground ; 2, when the beam was parallel the pat-

tern was invisible; 3, when the beam was convergent the pattern

appeared as dark on a light ground. These and similar experi-

ments exhibited by the lecturer all point to the conch
the effect is caused by inequalities in the curvature of the re-

flecting surface corresponding to the raised pattern on the back,

the portions where the relief increases the thickness of the plate

being flatter than the

how such an irregular form would l-esult from the peculiar mode
by which the Japanese produce the polished surfaces; whenever
the bronze casting is thus worked sufficiently thin to determine a
"buckling" of the metal. This result is very exceptional. No
thick mirror reflects the pattern on the back, and not more than
two or three per cent of the ordinary Japanese bronze mirrors
show the magic property clearly. J. P. c, jk.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. The Cincinnati Group.—A committee was recently appointed
by the Cincinnati Society of Natural 1"

tions of geological nomenclature," ar

using the term " Cincinnati Group,'
for the Hudson River (Troup, and the age of the* Lower Mlunan
rocks of Southwestern Ohio, Southeastern Indiana and Kentucky.
The following are extracts from this very satisfactory report.

"The fossils found in the strata, for twenty feet or more above
low water mark of the Ohio river, in the first ward of the city of

ti, and on Crawfish creek, in the eastern part of the city,
1

-

?

s creek, east of Newport. K iriu-ky, at an elevation

fifty feet above low water mark in the Ohio river,

indicate the age of the Utica Slate Group of New York. A fauna
18 represented in these rocks that is not found above or below
them. Within this range we find the Triarthus Beckii, Leperditia
Byrmri, Leptobolus lepis, Buthotrephis ramulosa, and several

species of Graptolites, Crinoids, Bryozoans and Braehiopods, that
seem to be confined within its limits. * * *

" Above the range of the Triarthus Bed,
as the position of the rocks, indicate the age of the Hudson River
Group of New York, and we have no hesitation in so referring

them, and entertain no doubt of the correctness of the i

tural History to consider " que,

," and especially the propriety (

>up," as first proposed by Meel

L in Taylor's <

more than fif

" In Southeastern Indiana neither the Trenton nor Utica slate

pear, and, consequently, we refer all the Lower Silurian rocks
that State to the Hudson River Group.
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" The Trenton Group is not exposed at Cincinnati, nor at any
point in Ohio west of the city, hut we think it is prohahle that
it may he represented in the banks of the Ohio river a few miles
east of the city. The Utica Slate is represented in Ohio only in
the banks of the river, at the city of Cincinnati, and east of the
city, and in tin < vcavathms near the mouths of the e

Silurian rocks in Southwestern Ohio belong to the Hudson River
Group, except those represented by the small exposures in the
banks of tlu i "< i it Cincini ti, d* east o t!ie city, in the imme-
diate vicinity of the river.

" The conclusion to which we have come is, that all the Lower
Silurian rocks which we have had under consideration, are to be
referred to the Trenton, Utica Slate and Hudson River Groups,
and that the name 'Cincinnati Group' should be dropped, not
only because it is a synonym, but because its retention can sub-
serve no useful purpose in'the science, and because it will, in the

future, as in the past, lead to erroi: less discus-

sion. And we would add that so far a- tn\ in\ estimations of these

rocks have been made, they have not led'to any other or further

subdivisions than those which we have adopted, and which have
been so thoroughly and firmly established by the geologists of the
State of New York."—Signed: S. A. Miller, Fred Braun, Jno.

Mickleborough, John W. Hall, Jr., E. O. Ulrich, A. G. Weth-
erby, Geo. W. Harper, Paul Mohr, C. B. Dyer, R, M. Byrnes.

This Report, besides the Cincin-

nati Society, is also Annual Report of the

Geological Survey of I I '•allowed by a long list

of the fossils found over the region referred to, in the Hudson
River, Utica Slate and Trenton Groups, by S. A. .Miller of Cincin-

arla> by Mr. Lesq
in advance of the volume of descri]

remarkable beauty and perfecti
' * great care and the eno-ravin-; is excellent. To Mr. Lesipi

' Lesk-- J
the author, and to Professor l.ohy and the Geological Com-

" Pennsylvania, who have had the volume published

rable style, the thanks of all friends of paleontolog-
Pennsylvania, who have had the volume published

le style, tie

botany, the world over, will be given without

work at once becomes the necessary hand-book for all who would
study American coal plants. The atlas contains figures of 260

, and described by Mr. Lesquereux,

and of these 122 are now for the first time figured.

Of his modifications of classiti new genus

Pseudopecopteris—we can better
j

ime of text

is received. Over thi^ ;ured, and
more than twenty of Pecopteris, and the whole department of
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fossil botany receives new illustrations from American specimens.
Much light is thrown upon the Cordaites group, a class of Car-
boniferous plants hitherto a great puzzle to botanists. We shall

notice this rich contribution to science more in detail when we
have received the volume of descriptions.

3. Material:-.- zur >>, Nikolai von Kok~
scharow. Vol. viii, pp. 177-384, vol. ix, pp. 1-32.—Mineralogists
will welcome an addition to the great work of Professor Kok-
scharof on the Mineralogy of Russia; the seventh volume is thus
completed and an eighth commenced. The description of the crys-

talline form of each species considered is marked by the same
accuracy ami thoroughness that lias characterized the work from
the beginning. The following are the more important species

described: Breunerite
;

pyrite; species of the mica group;
waluewite (a new species near xanthophyllite); perofskite; eu-

4. News.! ''./'"'• (rt >!<>/'< <in<l P<iJi:.<>/ito!o-

gie.—The long known and highly valued Jahrbuch fur Mineralo-
gie, etc., has passed into the hands of a new corps of editors :

Professor E. W. Benecke, in Strassburg, will have charge of the
Geology and Paleontology

; Prof. C. Klein, in <-,ttingen, of the
Mineralogy

; and Prof. H. Rosenbusch, in Heidelberg, of the Lith-
ology. The first number under these editors has just appeared,
(drittes u. yiertes Heft, 1879). It contains a large number of
original articles, ami with the correspondence ami extracts of
papers in the different departments, covers 2,55 pages. The many
workers in science who have used the Jahrbuch in years past, will
wish for it a long-continued career of usefulness.

5. Briefnotices ofsome recently described Minerals:— Ilant,'lite.
Described by Prof. Henry Wurtz, as occurring in two varieties.
The most abundant variety is amorphous, often porous and crum-
bly, dark slate-gray, or almost black in color, and entirely dull in
luster. The other kind has a lighter slate-color, a crystalline
structure, and probably one cleavage; it is intimately associated
*

!

?}l calcite. The hardness is 2-5
; the streak is bronze-color; the

- >ub-malleable. Analyses of the two kinds gave the fol-

1. Amorphous. 2. Crystallized.

ine mercury is believed to be present as amalgam ; the sulphur
as pyrite

;
after the deduction of these, the following ratios are

obtained, the arsenic and antimony being taken together, and all

the metals combined, according to their quantivalences :—As : R=
1:290 (amorphous) and =1:2-99 (crystalline). The general formula
AsAg, is proposed, but the results of the analysesVould suggest
grave doubts as to the homogeneity of the material examined.
r'"und at the Silver Islet Mine, Lake Superior. Named after Dr.
T. Merry Uwnt.— hn./inv.r. and Mini,,-/ ./.. Jan 2"*, IS 79.
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AnimiJcite. Announced provisionally by Prof. Wurtz. It
occurs sometimes in incrustations over masses of huntiliu

; also
in large isolated plates or slabs. Specific gravity = 9-15. Color
white or grayish-white. Fracture fine granular, 'conehoidal. An
analysis gives: Sb 11-18, As -35, S 1-49, Hg -99, Ag 77'58, Co
-'10, Ni 1-90, Fe 1-68, Zn 0-30, gangue 1 -68=99-31. Found at
the Silver Islet .Mine, Lake Superior. Named from the Indian
word animil ,. — Ibid.,
Feb. 22.

Randite. Occurs as a lemon-yellow incrustation on uranite
; idelphia. Earthy, probably crystalline. Hardness — _••:;.

An analysis upon -047 gr. gave:—CaO 32*50, U
a 3

31-63, H
a
O

6-53, (CO, 29-34 by difference) =100. The formula deduced is

Ca
5
U

3
C

6
O

20-f-;5l!
n.\\hi,-h, in ease it is confirmed by furthe:

: ~" i:
'>n, would ]• Named after Mr. Tneo-
Rand, of Philadelphia.— Proc. Acad. Nat. JSci. Plula-

ddphl
.

Ha tnatjhe, < >>-l» ryitt. Two new phosphates from the guano
of the Skipton Caves, Victoria, described by vom Rath. Hannay-
ite crystallizes in the triclinic system; cleavage basal perfect,

dlel to the two prismatic plar

mean of two analyses gav<

i 8-09, H
2

28-20= 100-89. The loss" of '

120° is 21-08 percent.
Xewberyite crystallizes in the orthorhombic system. The cleav-

erfect. An analysis

r

age is brachdiagonal perfect, also

gave : P
a
O 41-25, (MgO 23-02 by d

The formula deduced is Mg,P
3 7

+>

q perfect. An analysis

e), H„0 35-73=100-00.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Catalogue of the Davenport Herbarium of North American
Perns, Ma't^.h-ho^tf* II,, l -t:,;.Unr.il Soriety ; by George E.

Davenport. Salem, 1879. 8vo, pp. v, 42.—This is a very full

catalogue of the known Ferns of the United States and British

America, - of collectors and donors, and the

localities of all the North American ferns in the very rich collec-

tion which Mr. Davenport has presented to the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society. The genera and species aiv arranged very

nearly in the same order a- th .: o- Mi \\ hi - i's ck-lht, and

that is based on the system of Mettenius. The Catalogue con-

tains the names of 32 genera and 142 species, all but one or two
of which are represented in the Herbarium by North American

specimens. A good many excellent notes on critical forms are

>,• ::.., 1 through the book, and no student of our Ferns can

afford to neglect it- p i^es. P r>'.< .-•• rrxhtt < a].p. ar- 1 < re for the

first time as a North American species, having h a discovered

growing spontaneous in the vicinity of Mobile, Alabama, by
Mr. Ci.arli-s Mohr of that city. Palypodhim pe>>tmatum and

u tenerum are also for the first time announced as Ferns
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of the United States. Specimens of the former, the name of

'tied, had been sent to Mr. Chaft.

E. Faxon to draw for the Ferns of North America, and that

gentleman noticed the difference between them and his own speci-

mens of P. Plumula. He brought the matter to the attention of

the writer of this notice, who then decided to call the large form
P. ptrh'natum Linn., and the smaller one P. Plumula. The Adi-
Uhtjr,,) had been for a year or more in tin hands of Mr. Davenport
and Mr. Faxon, as unchallenged A. Capillus- Veneris, and was
first pronounced something different from that species by Mrs.

Dr. Barnes, of Syracuse, who ol tained fronds from living plants

brought from Ocala, Fi<»i la. y Mr. ('In istian Beh, in March, 1877.

Mr. Davenj r, as a dis-

tinct species, and is no doubt right in doing so. Within the last

few years it has been sent in by many collectors, and keeps its

distinctive ciiara ters oven better than some other recognized

as a distinct species, and so is A. . 1 m>ricanum, of Davenport, the

A. x
f
,},,ui, ,•</,„ \ar. /„.'. /„,. ,11,1,,, >•: ('. rayV manual.

An appendix gives a list of doubtful and excluded species, and
. ru,n:it >:,,!. which was found

"Established at Valley 1'aik lii..,h- U!.,nd" hy Mr. J. L. Ben-
nett, who will doubtless give full i-. ..very in

his tbrthe«»mi - " Plants
,>f Rhode Island." [It seems hardly

worth while to introduce i: to a work like this a ni< i

cultivate ii. .i.»!ii.th-x transient.
]

Tie.- Catalogue N i>< autifuliy

printed, and contains very few typographical or other errors to
mar its excellence. d. c. e.

2. Cane-sugar in Early Amber Cane.—Professor Gosssmann
(Fifteenth Annual Report of Mass. Agricul. College) comes to

the following conclusions respecting the proportions of cane and
grapt sugar in this variety of Sorghum at • lilt"* rent periods of its

growth : 1st. Grape-sugar appears in the cane at an early stage
of its growth, and increases slowly to from three to four per cent
before cane-sugar is formed ; -_'d. Cane-sugar is first noticeable at

the time when the flower stalks become visible above the leaves,

and its amount increases steadilv until the seeds are of lull size,

ill soft ; 3d. The rel

sugar
3'16 per cent of the former to 8-49 per cent of the latter, in tbe
majority of cases it was about three to seven. g. l. q.

i. X«mfi,f ,,/ ///. ,/;,/, */;. <.,{.'. i,< <}< In Dionma.—Leo Errera,
; _.

:

.,_;.;..,:;;;..•
of glands to each flytrap of Dionma, made a careful examination
in this regard. He found an average of sixty to each m
meter, or about 8,000 to each leaf. See Comptes-Rendus des
Seances de la Soc. Roy. Bot. de I , •, p. 56.
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the author himself, in very handsome Style, each part consisting
of one leaf or page of letter-press and a plate, in quarto form. The
plate is printed in green color. The second fnsHdo has also a
wood-cut in the letter-press. It is evident that Dr. Allen is mak-
ing this a labor of love, regardless of expense. He announces

species and variety known to American water*. The author will
be happy to send the work to botanists and receive in return the
Characem of their collecting, to the number of fifty specimens of
each variety." Directions for eel!

\ ipecifTOOT
of Charm are appended to the announcement on the cover. Each
plate gives a view of a specimen in the natural size, a fructiferous

portion magnified, and a cross-section of stem. The general view
of the

j
•!.. jniried portions have a

future trials. Dr. Allen should be, and we may be sure v. ill he,

encouraged to carry on to completion an undertaking which will

make an obscure and neglected branch of botany popular in this

country, anil whieh may incite to new discoveries. A. G.

5. Malesia ; MaccoU interna alle

!',..,, h.r l
',,,,,.,,. /.,/-]/ ., , /'./„ ,/,/ Odardo

Beccari. Vol. I, fasc. 1-3. 1877-78. 256 pp. tab. I-XY, 4to.

Geneva.—Dr. Beccari, the successful explorer of New Guinea,
Borneo, etc., and now the Director of the Royal Museum at

Florence, is discoveries

and those of Siguor D'Albertis as fast and as far as he is able to

elaborate them. Thus far the articles are all by his own hand
;

and the work bids fair to be one of the most important of recent

contributions to systematic botany. It is not often that we can
ha\ e such i •tany as is

Beccari's Corsia ornata, a small root-parasitic plant of Xew
Guinea (dedicated to the Marquis Corsi Salviaii), which maybe

ly viewed as a sort of survival, representing a type

ich OrchideoB and Burmaniacem have proceeded. The
6-phyllous perianth has five similar and lorate divisions, and a

lilated one which bears a nectary within;

a the posterior one of the outer scries. The
has its full compliment of six who [] r inthertf-

erous stamens, with the inner series' of these the three carpels of

r normally alternate ; and t

Palms; the second to these

all; the third

distribution, and describes new Bttrmati niaeece. a. g.

6. On tin s
- t-f»rt>r.z-it'-<> •/ Vln.tx ; by the Rev. George

Hensi.ow. M.A.. F.L.S., etc. A memoir in the Transactions of

the Linnean Society of London, ser. 2, Bot. vol. i. pp. 318-398,

with a plate. Read Nov. 1, 1877. Issued 1879.—This paper is
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elaborate, mostly able as well as ingenious, in all respects con-

si. lerable, and unconvincing. Its thesis is, the Darwinian '-Na-

ture abhors perpetual self-fertilization," read backward. It con-

cludes that, "not only are the majority of plants self-fertilizing,

but that those which are exclusively so propagate abundantly

and with extraordinary rapidity, are best able to establish them-

selves in foreign countries, as, being quite independent of insects,

they run no risk of extermination on that score; . . . that, BO far

from there being any necessarily injurious or evil effects resulting

from the self-fertilization of plants 'in a state of nature, they have
proved themselves to be in every way the best fitted to survive in

the great struggle for life." The hypothesis is also advanced " that

'stral

and intercrossing relations." We fail to see how this follows,

except upon the assumption that the earlie-t phaamgamous plants

had the most highly organized blossoms; and that would not

accord with vegetable paleontology.
Mr. Henslow rejoices that he has one staunch supporter; "for,

as has been seen, Mr. T. Meehan has arrived at the same conclu-

sion ;" and indeed he builds not a little upon facts supplied by
Mr. Median's observations. He cites the latter's "ad
paper, which was reproduced in the 'Gardner's Chronicle' for

Sept. 11, 1875, and is in fact an ' apology' for self-fertilization."

As he then marshalls twenty reasons for believing particular

plants to be normal!} self-fertilizing, and nineteen -chief tacts

which may he regarded as occurring correlatively with self-fertil-

ization, some being actual causes which directly or indirectly

bring it about," it would appear that it is no longer self-fertiliza-

tion, but rather the existence and raison cPStre of cross-fertiliza-

tion that stands in need of apology, or of explanation.
He lively concedes that the tlowers of many plants, and some

whole orders, are so constructed that intercrossing is for them a

necessity; also that most of those which are believed "to be
normally -eh-fertilizing" because they can and do fertilize them-
selves habitually;' vet "may in some cases be Cros-

by insects." It is admitted that the structure of the latter is

"-; variously and wondrously adapted

—

to being ter-
:,:— J by particular insects. As this <

nization z

ude that this i

>me, and means some real good to the sf

is accompanied with a loss of self-fertilitv.

thing no I

having determined •''that self-fer

.ntage," and free from injurious liability, comes to re«

•ossing as merely " a compensatory process for the

it how and why did this " compensatory process c<



t.) Both
agree that inlets h. ,. i e.mspicuousness.
Darwin says this has been determined through natural selection

by the survival of the more and more oonspicuotw

of which the coloration was a <\^n. and that the preferential >ur-

some benefit of the intercrossing. Henslow propounds tin- view
thai insects have d
and not by benefiting but by irritating the flowers.

t
" These, by

become hypertrop! h-d. iba • the corolla enlarges, becomes more
l.riuhrh color. 1, rht nectariferous mvun. :•. r. is. the quantity
of secretion, and the stamens develope more pollen. Such being

i

in its development; consequently such a flower is very generally
proferandrous." Mr. Darwin might accept this as an ingenious

conception of the way the specialization comes about, still insist-

ing on the advantage" of the resulting intercrossing—" or else the

iM hardly come to pass," as the poet has it. Ami Mr.
Henslow's hypothesis has to be supplemented to account for

proterogyny, which is not much less common. But Henslow's
suppo-ed' pV.-e.~s works evil instead of good, and is therefore

u erh mti Darwinian and lysteh ol _ 1." Foi tin n suit is \

distill nice of th e.| J,'o> u , y„] ;,,j • .. a > hetWeell the

andrmeium and gyn.ecium ; and this, carried further, should upon
tins view result in the monoecious and dioecious states. So,

accordingly, the cross-fertilization which comes into play in the

case of separated sexes, and in that of self-sterile hermaphroditism,
is not for any good there is in it per se, but because it may no

better be. And all the elaborate, exquisite, and >

various modes of adaptation of flowers to insects are only ways of

repairing the damages inflicted upon blossoms by insects through

their persistent visits! Did Mr. Henslow ever ask himself the

question why the sexes are separate in animals ?

The conclusion which Mr. Darwin had helped us to reach is,

that intercrossing should be regar ; and <>n

the whole most beneficial, ami self-fertilization as a safe-guard

against the risks ,,f crossing; thai most hermaphrodite flowers

have the ad rareness, -the

former for ultimate benefit. Upon the new view, BeW

tiou is the aim and nation at

h i\e ausi-,1 r,, blossoms through endowing them with " the fatal

it the wind- relief to tlir.se which, at length

abandoned by their spoilers, have lost this attractiveness and

fallen to the degradation of unisexuality. For these last, as has
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already been stated, are hypotbetically regarded as degraded
from higher floral types.

We are bound to glance at some of the considerations which
are adduced in support of this thesis. They are multifarious and

i value. As has occurred in other cases, so here also,

the weightiest objections to Mr. Darwin's view are those which
he has himself brought out, namely, the fact that, as tested

creased in vigor and fertility by ;u s, others are

not sensibly'benefited ; and that the benefit derived in marked

db. And even close bn ration oeca-

sionally gives rise to very vigorous and fully prolific

races. Then many plants are folly self-fertile"in nature, and it is

not proved that any such have lost or are in the way of losing
ei'hir !<-rti!ity <r \i_<'- t

'

i

" •u^'li continued inter-breeding. But,
before drawing from'this the conclusion that cross-fell i

of little or no account in nature, it should be rememben 1 that

bud-propagated races are in similar case. Races exist W
a gated only from buds for hundreds of years, with seem-

igor, and there is no proof that any one has
succumbed under the process. But for all that we do not doubt
that - xnul reproduction contributes something to the well-being
of the species, besides rsion. Again, no one

the necessity of fertilization by pollen to the production
of embryo in the seed; yet, even - ity is not so
imminent but that some embryos may originate without it. (See
preceding volume of this Journal, p. 334.)

In short, the facts brought out by Darwin and others, sad all

1< rations of the present essay, are best harmonized by the
conception which the former has . red, namely,
that an occasional cross suffices to secure the benefit of inter-

crossing, whatever that may be. Nothing yet appears which
sttirbs oar oonviction that just this is what nature

generally provides for.

Mr. Henslow's proposition, " The majority of flowers are self-

fertiS. ," is doubtless true in the sense that they are capable of

i.able in the sense" that they " can
and do fertilize themselves habitually/ 1 But his inference that

rity of flowers, or that at j propagate
for a series of generations by self-fecundation, or that a cross if it

occur is "exceptional," and of no account, is surely unwarranted
,. hi need.

opens in sunshine in the middle of the day here in New England.
And while looking at closed flowers we have seen a humble bee

>\ one. W'e have, in this Journal, shown how it is

that M-lf-n-.r; -it- -, is hm-ssji, lllri _ r( ,
- , r three or four

days of anthesis, but neatly practicable afterwards. It is rash to
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rers whioh shed their
pollen early in proximity to the stigma are therefore self-fertilized.

In most of the cases adduced tta

tercrossmg,
in the analogous case of Campanula. " Fremont pathetically
describes the solitary bee that rested on his shoulder at the top of
Pike's Peak." The pathos is wasted as respects all hut this par-
ticular bee; for the entomologists find the alpine region of the
Rocky Mountains to be as well stocked with flying insects as are
alpine regions in other parts of the world. They do not super-
abound, but if from the alpine flora we subtract the evidently

11
oms, the remainder
of this comparative

s of blossoms,
this is the way the lesson is read by a most eminent physiologist

:

" Even the glowing hue of alpine flowers is accounted for by the
attraction which iridn&ls exercise upon the
insects, scarce in those heights and necessary for fertilization."

One or two of the author's own observations are perhaps to be
revised. " Qaura parviflora ... has no corolla and is cleisto-

gamous, in that it is self-fertilizing in bud, as I found in specimens
growing at Kew." Were they not imperfectly developed blos-

soms, perhaps late in the season ? Here the flowers open freely

and have rose-colored petals. If he will examine fresh specimens
of Scrophularia; it will soon be clear that his idea of their self-

fertilization (p. 3*71) is a mistake. It is a mere slip in the Genera
Plantarum through which abortive stamens are attributed to the

cleistgamous flowers of Epiphegus. The authors evidently meant
to describe the case ju.-t as Mr. Ib-nslow found it to be, but used

a wrong word.
probably all self-fertilizing or anemophilous. *

1

, andt

the

. possessing

jult to define

• define
,k

dirt." But, turning to the Handbook of the British

igor a

which is in this essay very plausibly maintained. We cannot

tik up the topic- here'; but, without acceding to his general pro-

position, we arc- much disposed to agree with tie- author in this

essav, as respects some of them, that aptitude for self-fe;

may h ire given them the advantage which has determined their

wide dispersion.

The insistence upon the importance of self-fertilization is what
gh . - rhi- -siv it> value. As a whole it fortifies the proposition,

well laid down by Hern in 'An low cites:

—

tor self-fertilization is

most advantageous to a plant, while, under other conditions, the
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inevitableness of cross-fertilization by the visits of insects is the

more advantageous." But this is not our author's thesis. It

comes to this: the plan of nature is either cross-fertilization sup-

plemented !>y close-fertilization, or close-fertilization tempered by
. itiou. As restricted to plants the difference is not

wide. Regarded generally, the Darwinian axiom is still best sus-

7. On the causes of the change in form of Etiolated Plants;

by Professor GodlewU id). Bot. Zeit. 6, 1879.

—In 1873, Professor Godlewski published in Flora an account of

his investigations respecting the formation of starch in chloro-

phyl grains. In that memoir he stated that the changes in form

winch plants undergo in darkness are not due to the 'suspt vision

of the assimilative process. In 1875 and 1877 he published in the

Polish language two short notices of his further observations

upon this subject, and which he now fully recounts in the present

paper. Only the first series of his later experiments will be re-

ferred to now, namely, those bearing upon the question as to the

relation of the assimilative process to the change of form in grow-
ing plants deprived of light. It is a general rule, to which there

are some ex.

•

k are longer,

and leaves are smaller than those which develope in sunlight. In
Prim-mi'ir- .Mirhm-her f. u i- Hot.tnik, \ol. \ ii. p. 21-3, Dr. <;.

Kr.ui- iias sought to explain the latter fact by the
that it is chielly out of assimilated matter freshly formed in

growing green leaves themselves that they expand to their full

size, and hence the diminutive size of etiolated leaves is thought
by him to be directly dependent upon the absence of the assimi-

lative process.

In Professor Godlewski's experiments germinating plants were
cultivated in an atmosphere deprived of it- carbonic acid, some
of them in light, others in perfect darkness, but under similar

conditions of temperature and moisture. It was found that when
the plantlets had exhausted the food stored in the seed, and had
ceased to grow, the total weight of dry organic matter was the
same in the green and in the etiolated plants. The plantlets

which had grown in the light but in air free from carbonic acid,

and where assimilation could not take place, did not bear the

slightest resemblance in form to etiolated plants. They were of

perfectly normal habit. g. l. g.

IY. Astronomy.

1. Orbits of the binary systems, /< Ilerculis and 298 Strzwe ;
by W. Beebe.—The double star pi Herculis had been observed
since 1858, and has shown a change of about 180° in the position

angle though the observations, twenty-eight in number, and by
twelve different observers, exhibit large discrepancies and are not
all trust worthy.
The orbit was computed by Herschel's first method and agrees

with the interpolation curve quite closely. The c
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T and P., obtained by Klinkerfue's first method did not, however,
improve the agreement. The eccem rieity is .somewhat uncer-
tain and the periodic time probably too large. The observations
for 298 of O. Struve's catalogue are thirteen in number and agree
tolerably well. It has been observed since 1843, and the position
angle up to 1878 had changed about 130°. The orbit was com-

> first method. The
orbit however is not definitive.

For the observed places used I am indebted to Mr. Burnham,
who kindly collected for me all the available material.

225-
o
years

143° 52'

pp. 4to, with 4 plates.—The Fort Worth Eclipse party consisted

of Messrs. Waldo, Willson, Kees, Pulsifer and Seagrave, a volun-
teer party whose special object it was to record such phenomena
as might aid in establishing the correct -theory regarding the solar

corona. Observations were made with the naked eye, the tele-

prisms. Professor Pickering and Mr. Waldo consider that the

double image photographs imply tangential polarization of the

light of the corona.

Mr. Pulsifer observed the reversal of the lines of the spectrum
with the bright lines (except C) shortened at each end. He
infers then tended beyond the reverai

on each side. He hence infers a minimum thickness of the revers-

ing layer of 524 miles. h. a. n.

3. Catalogue of Stars observed at the United States Naval
Observatory, during tin j/>><r< l-t>-'-77, <i,i<l r >; r <ired for pub-
i;.-at;.,n /../] ',,,[, .-.,r \I. 'Vaknall, U. S. N., by order of Hear
Admiral Johk Rodgkbs, 17. S. N., Superintendent. Second edi-

tion, revised and stereotyped, 280 pp. 4t». Washington, 1878.—
The author of this C»l '' 5 ;<niall, died on
the 27th of February, 1879; he lived to correct the last proof

sheets of this work, but not to see the volume in its completed
form. This eatal-^ue iiieiu h-s all the work done at the Observa-

tory with t md thus, as the author remarks,

forms an epoch in the history of the Observatory. It is a work
of high int « of especial interest as contain-

ing the results of the life work of a most accurate, patient and
untiring observer.
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4. Astronomical and Meteorological Observations made du-

ri>ii/ (fit: iji,(i' 1S75 at the United States Naval Observot <:><<;. Rear
Admiral O. H. Davis, U. S. N., Superintendent. Published by
authority of tin- lion. Secretary of the Navy. 4to. Washington,
1878.—In addition to the description of observations made at the

Observatory in 1875, which cover 560 pages of the volume, it

also contains three Appendixes; one of them is entitled Re-
searches on the Motion of the Moon made at the U. S. Naval

ib. Th<
its object the

vestigation of the subject of the Moon's motion, with a view

to ascertaining the cause of the deviations of the observations

from Hansen's" Tables. The part of the work now published con-

tains a reduction and d!-eii^i..;i- of ..b^-rvati.m> of the moon
before 1750, involving the use of much material hitherto but
little known. The remaining part, not yet completed, will con-

tain a computation of the action of the planets and the i

of the mathematical theory of the inequalities of long period in

the moon's mean motion.
5. On the Spectrum of Brorserts Comet; by W. H. M. Christie.

—With reference to Professor C. A. Young's Note on the Spectrum
of Brorsen's Comet, it may be of interest to mention that observa-
tions made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, confirm his

conclusion as to the coincidence of the brightest band in the
comet spectrum with the green band of carbon.
We were not able to examine the comet's spectrum till April 1 7,

as the Great Equatoreal was in the workmen's hands till that date

for alterations required to allow of the more convenient use of the

spectroscope. On that evening, and again on April 19, the comet's
spectrum was repeatedly compared by Mr. Maunder and myself,
with the spectrum of alcohol taken in a vacuum tube. The less

refrangible edge of the brightest comet-band coincided as exactly
as could be determined with the corresponding edge of the green
carbon-band at 5,200, but the comet-band was very much wider,
extending two-thirds of the way toward F (i. e., about 200 tenth-

meters), and covering the carbon-band at 5,200 (about 30 tenth-

meters broad) and the two following fainter bands at 5,100 and
5,020. The comparisons were made on April 17 by the help of
an occulting bar, and on April 19 with Hilger's bright-line

micrometer, illuminated by red light. With the latter, readings
for the comet- and carbon-bands respectively, agreed within half

a tenth-meter. The half prism spectroscope with a dispersion of
10° from A to II (equivalent to two prisms of 60°) was used on the

13-inch equatoreal. From spectroscopic observations of the carbon
compound, printed in the volume of Greenwich Observations, i 875,
it appears that the bands in the spectrum oi

with those in the spectra of oiefiant gas, and of carbon monoxide
and dioxide.

A second band was seen in the orange of the comet's spectrum
approximately coincident with the carbon band about 5,600.



largest

i pear-shaped crater sixty-nine feet long and forty-five feet wi<

he depth not determined.
A
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This band was of about one-fourth the brightness of the principal

The results on April 17 were obtained without a knowledge of
Professor Young's work, and thus afford an indt p n ! nt eontirma-
tion of his conclusion.

—

Nature, May 1.

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, April 21.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Notes on Pagosa Springs, Colorado; by Lieut. C. A. H.
McCatjley, Third Cavalry, Assistant Engineer, IT. S. A. 27 pp.
8vo. Report to the Secretary of War, Feb., 1879; printed by
order of Congress.—The Pagosa Springs are sit uak-d in the \ alloy

of the San Juan river, southern Colorado, on the road from Tierra
Amarilla, New Mexico, to the Animas region. The springs have
been long known and used by the XJte Indians; they received
from them their name Pah-gosa—from pah, water, and gosa,
boiling. The group of hot springs occupies an area of about
twenty-one acres on the western side of the River. Lieut.
M<C iloy describes nineteen of these, and in addition m.-\ i-ral

cold springs forming an indepej lent gnmp; they a

an area of the Cretaceous formation. The 1

An apparem
d not due to boili e_r, tin wat< rs ri>ing

xide. The tem-
erature of this spring was found to be 141° F., that of the river

being 40° F., and the highest air-temperature being 49° (Decem-
ber) ; the temperature at the exits into the river—the outflow is

subterranean—was 127° F. The waters contain, besides the gases,

titles of sodium chloride, sodium, magnesium and lithium carbon-
ates, and potassium sulphate. The deposition of solid matter goes
on quite rapi Uy, -tai s and >

calcium carbonate and sodium sulphate, being formed within the

The temperature of the water in the other springs varied mostly
between 135° and 140°, though se . iperatures,

of only 101°-1 10°. The cold springs are south of the ma
on the opposite bank of the river and about half a mile distant

;

irs 'in little from that of the air. Lieut.

McCamley's Report contains a series of interesting wood-cuts
showing the topographical relations of the country about the

springs, and also the details in their "

2. Notes by a Naturalist on the Chat _

various observations made during the voyage
lenger" around the w -72-1876, by II. N.
Moselt, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford, Member
of the Scientific Staff of H. M. S. Challenger. 606 pp. 8vo., with
a map, two colored plates and numerous woodcuts. London, 1879

s make a volume full of facts f

popular as well as scientific, relating to the countries and
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XVII, No. 103.—June, 1879.
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people visited, icebergs, corals and coral reefs, the habit

i of the stranger animals and plants of the s

land, and on geological, anthropological and other topics; and
they are presented in the direct and lucid style that bespeaks the

scientific observer. The author is an able naturalist, and

tions of the Royal Society) as the results of careful work during

the cruise and of thorough microscopic investigations since, relat-

ing to the Btrucl t.s, the Alcyonarian relations and
structure of Heliopora ccerulea, the structure of the Stylasteridae,

on Corals, Actinai-ia, Planarioe, and other zoological subjects,

besides Botanical notes in the Journal of the Linnsean Society.

-At the me
Washington,

Peibce.—Ghosts in the diffraction spectra ; Comparis<
sngths; On the errors of pendulum experiments, an

g pendulums proposed by Mr. Faye ; On projections <

3 the angles.

Hentit Draper.—Confirmations h

S. Weir Mitchell.—On tho

C. F. Chandler.—On a
tion of dextro-glucose in tl

H. L. Abbott.—On the i„

Elias Loomis.—The winds on Mount Washington compared with the ^

E. W. Hilgard.—The loess of the Mississippi, and the ^olian hypothesis.

STB.—The extinct volcanoes about Lake I

,1 drift.

.. Newberry.—On the great silver deposits recently discovered in Colorado,

i Fairfield County,
on areagings in the Caribbean Ses

tder John R. Bartlett, United States Navy
s hybernations and migrations of Aleiia argillacea (the par-

e Gulf of Maine.
K. Gilbert.—On the stability and instability of drainage lines.

Graham Bell.—On vowel theories considered in the lieht of rece
! with the phonograph and phoith the phonograph and phonautograph.

. Barnard.—Report of the Committee on Weig

Professor William B. Rogers was elected President in place of
Joseph Henry, deceased. The following new members were elected

:

I Abbe, J. W. Gibbs, W. G. Farlow, II. 0. Wood.



APPENDIX.

It is said that the aborigines of this country, when they first

saw the horses brought over by the Spaniards, named the new
animal "the beast with one finger nail." Certainly, the single
hoof on each foot is the most marked characteristic of the
modern horse, and one on which some of his most valuable
qualities depend. The nearest living allies of the horse are the
ass and the zebra, and they possess the same pedal pe<

In addition to each main digit of the ordinary horse, how-
ever, the anatomist finds concealed beneath the skin two slender
metapodial "splint bones," which are evidently the remnants
of two other toes, originally possessed by the ancestors of the
horse. It is an interesting fact that these splint bones are some-
times quite fully developed, and may even support ex ti

which are much smaller and shorter than the main foot. As
these small hooflets are usually regarded as a serious detriment
to the animal, they are generally removed from the colt soon
after birth, but in such cases the enlarged splint bones not

unfrequently indicate in the adult their former existence.

Numerous cases of extra digits in the horse have been recorded,

and in nearly all of them a single lateral hooflet was present on
one of the fore legs. In most instances the occurrence was noted
chiefly on account of its rarity, and no record was made of the

exact position of the extra hoofs with reference to the main
digit, nor of the significance of these useless appendages.

Since the attention of the writer was called to the subject, a
few years since, he I these supernumerary
digits are much more common in the horse than has been
supposed, and in many cases they appear to indicate a reversion

to an early ancestral type.
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The figures given below represent, (1) the foot of the modern
horse in its normal condition, with the splint bones rudimen-
tary

; (2) the foot abnormally developed, with one splint bone
bearing a small hooflet ; and (3) the foot of an extinct three-

toed ancestor of the horse. The feet are all from the left side,

and the numbers attached indicate the different digits, counting

from the inside. The first and fifth, corresponding to the

thumb and little finger of the human hand, are wanting in

these figures. A specimen similar to that represented in

figure 2 is preserved in the Museum of Yale College.

e foot of Horse {Equus).

3 foot of Horse with extr

B foot of Hipparion.

The first recorded instances of extra digits in the horse,

known to the writer, are two mentioned by George Simon
Winter, in his famous book on Horses, published near the

beginning of the last century.* One of the horses referred to

and figured in this work was "eight-toed," having a small extra

digit on the inside of each foot (p. 134, Plate 21 F.). Winter
states that this horse was exhibited in Germany in 1663, and
a portrait of it preserved in Cologne. His account was derived
from a person who had examined the animal. The other
horse described by Winter (page 136, Plate 24), had a small

hoof on the inside of each fore foot, and this steed, Winter
states, he had not only seen but ridden.

Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire has recorded the fact that he examined
a fcetal horse which was polydactyle on the fore feet, the left

foot bearing three nearly equal digits, and the right but two.f
Owen has described the right fore foot of a horse with a double
hoof, the extra digit being on the inner side, answering to

* De Re Equaria, Nuremberg, 1703.

\ Annates des Sciences ft
I aris, 1827.
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the second digit* Arloing has figured and described similar
specimens, f Leidy has described the right fore leg of a
horse with a supernumerary digit on the inner side; and Allen
subsequently discussed the same specimen. % A number of
other instances have been recorded, showing that ex:.

are by no means rare in the modern horse.

Dr. Stanford E. Chailte of that city first called t

the writer to it, and likewise sent a photograph, from which the

cut below was made.

Figure 4.—Outline of horse with extra digit on each foot.

This same horse was subsequently brought to the North, and

a few days since was on exhibition in New Haven, Conn., where

the writer examined him with some care. The anil

small size, about ten years old, and is said to have been foaled

* Osteological Catalogue, Museum Royal College of Surgeons, Vol. II, p. 537.

+ Annales des Sck ' 1867.

% Proceedings Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia. 1871, p. 112, and

1876, p. 92.
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in Cuba. He is known among showmen as the "Eight-footed

Cuban Horse." With the exception of the extra digits, he is

well-formed, and doubtless is capable of considerable speed,

although some of the exploits claimed for him may fairly be

questioned.

The four main hoofs are of the ordinary form and size. The
extra digits are all on the inside, and correspond to the index

finger of the human hand. They are less than half the size

of the principal toes, and none of them reach the ground. An
external examination indicates that the metapodial bone of

each extra digit is entire, and at its lower end, at least, is

not coossified with the main cannon bone.

There appear to be two phalanges above the coffin bone in

each of these digits, which are thus rendered flexible, especially

in a fore and aft direction. There was no indication of " inter-

fering" shown on the inner digits themselves, although it is

difficult to see how this could be entirely avoided during rapid

motion. The splint bone on the outer side of each leg is

apparently of the usual shape and size.

Among the instances of recent polydactyle horses, described

to the writer by those who have seen them, are two of special

interest. One of these was a colt with three toes on one fore

foot, and two on the other. The lied in Ohio.

Another is a mare, raised in Indiana, and still living, which is

said to have three toes on each fore foot, and a small extra

digit on each hind foot. In regard to the latter animal, the

writer hopes soon to have more definite information.

Besides the instances mentioned above of extra digits in

place in the existing horse, there are many cases on record of

true monstrosities, as, for example, additional feet or limbs
attached to various portions of the body. Such deformities

now admit of classification and explanation, but need not be
considered in the present discussion.

In reviewing what is now known of extra digits in the feet

of the modern horse, the best authenticated instances appear
to fall naturally into two groups. The first of these includes

digits which are simply cases of reduplication, quite similar to

the extra finger occasionally seen in the human hand. Such
deformities are apparently a vegetative repetition, the explana-
tion of which has not yet been satisfactorily determined. The
second class includes cases where a true cligit is formed, the

component bones of which are in their normal position, and in

proper relation to the rest of the limb. Such instances appear
to be clearly due to reversion to some ancestral type. Some
digits, which appear at first sight to belong in the first category,
may really illustrate the second, but the c
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much less likely to be true. The cases of apparent reversion
are of especial interest, and it is important to place on record
any information in regard to them, so that they may be com-
pared with extinct allies of the horse.

The cases of extra digits in the horse, so far as at present
known, show that these appendages make their appearance

i feet than on the hind feet. This

old lead us to anticipate.

Another noticeable peculiarity of these extra digits, is their

more frequent occurrence on the inside of the main digit, while
the outer splint remains rudimentary. This, it must be con-
fessed, is directly opposed to the general law of reduction in

the ungulate foot, which, briefly stated, is, that of the five

original digits, the first or inner one, first disappears ; next the
fifth, or outer one ; then, the second ; and last of all the fourth.

The third always remains, as in the horse. It would, therefore,

be naturally expected, that when only one additional digit was
present, it would be on the outside of the fore foot.

The tendency to interference would seem to be another reason

against the retention of the inner digit. Possibly the addi-

tional protection which an inside hooflet would receive, might
more than counterbalance this influence. Again, the above
law is not known to apply to the perissodactyle foot, beyond
the first and fifth digits, and if the second digit was originally

of greater use than the fourth, and hence was longer retained,

an ancestor of the horse may yet be found with the second

and third toes alone developed.

In considering these double hoofs of the horse, and with

them the well known cleft in the coffin bone of recent and
extinct equines, it is important to understand that in no case

do they indicate any approach to the true artiodactyle type,

as some authors have supposed. The difference between the

perissodactyle, or "odd-toed," and artiodactyle, or "even-toed,"

structure is a profound one, extending to nearly every part of

the skeleton, and marking two distinct groups of Ungulates.

The number of toes has really nothing to do with the true <lis-

tnd hence the terms in use are especially ml.

The real difference, so far as the feet are concerned, is, that in
-•';''

:u. I ..:. ... : - :. I :
: ; J r i.V '

"
•

- "

-it (Paraxonia), between it and the fourth.

If, now, we turn back to the early ancestors of the horse

for an explanation of the supplementary digits which so often

make their appearance, we shall not look in vain, especially in

this country. America is the original home of the horse, and
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during the whole of Tertiary time, this continent was occupied

with equine mammals, of many and various forms. Although
all these became extinct before the discovery of this country,

their abundant remains mark out the genealogy of the horse in

an almost unbroken succession of forms.

If we
the hors

all polydactyle, and of small size. As the line was continued

towards the present era, there was a gradual increase in size,

and a diminution in the number of toes, until the present type
of horse was produced. In view of the facts mentioned in the

preceding pages, it will be profitable to trace the main line of

descent in this group, from its first appearance to the present

period, and note especially the changes in the number of digits.

For this purpose the diagram on page 505 will be instructive,

as it records the principal stages in the series, both of the limbs
and the teeth as well. This diagram was prepared by the

writer for Professor Huxley, who used it first in his New York
lectures. The specimens figured are all in the Yale Museum.
The original ancestor of the horse, not as yet discovered, un-

doubtedly had five toes on each foot. The oldest member of

the group now known is the Eohippus, which had four well

developed toes and the rudiment of another on each fore foot,

and three toes behind. This animal was about as large as a
fox, and its remains are from the Coryphodon beds, near the

base of the Eocene. It is not represented on page 505, as it

was found since the diagram was made. In the next higher
division of the Eocene, another equine genus, Orohippus, makes
its appearance. It resembled its predecessor in size, but had
only four toes in front and three behind, as shown in the lowest
series of the diagram. At the top of the Eocene, a third allied

genus has been found (Epilnppus), which closely resembled
m in its digits, but differed in its teeth.

Near the base of the next formation, the Miocene, another
equine mammal, Mesohippus, occurs. This animal was about
as large as a sheep, and had three usable toes and the splint of

another, on each fore foot, with but three toes behind, as shown
in the diagram. At a somewhat higher horizon, a nearly allied

bas been found, which has the splint bone
of the outer or fifth digit reduced to a short remnant. In the
Pliocene above, a three toed horse {Protohippus) about as large
as a donkey was abundant, and still higher up a near ally

of the modern horse, with only a single toe on each foot,

(Pliohippus) makes his appearance. A true Equus, as large as
the existing horse, appears just above this horizon, and the
series is complete.

Yale College. New Haven, May 15th. 1879.
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